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Bid
IMI'DRTANT: READ THE TERMS

Sheet
OF SALE BEFOILE BIDDING.

l icrc IN my bid sheet for yourJANUARY 2, 2007 • THE ORLANDO SALE auction. I have read the Terms of

Sale (printed m the catalogue) and agree to them. I am of legal age. 1 understand that my bids are per lot. I agree to

pay promptly upon receipt ofyour invoice, including postage and insurance costs.

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY

OFf ICE USE ONLY
Nn

l)AI>

l)EK)SIT

MAX

Cl L t)

Fax Your Bid Sheet
NAME STACK'S ACCCTUNT # 24 Flours a Day

(603) 569-3875STREET OR I’O UOX

t:iTY STATE ZIP Deposit on Sale

DAYTIME TELEI’MONE FAX# EMAIL ADDRESS s

.SIGNATUICE (HID SHEET MUST UE SIGNED)

J Please check if this is a confirmation ofbids submitted by phone or fax

A 15% buyer’s premium will be added to all successful lots.

Ifyou are using the Single Lot Croup option, please use the narrow column to group the bids with a bracket

LOT BID OFFICE USE ONLY LOT BID OFFICE USE ONLY

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

iI

1

Bill BR SUBMITTED NO LATER THAN n< « )N. JANUARY I, 2007

SPECIAL SERVICES

Total Expenditure

$

Please increase my bids

10% J 20% J 30% J

if necessary to obtain lots.

IMPORTANT
INFORMATION

FOR NEW BIDDERS
The following information must

be supplied to us before your bids

can be executed. Bidders who
are not known to us must send a

deposit of25% of their bids. The

deposit will be credited toward lots

purchased and any balance will be

refunded within 10 working days

after the sale.

Are you a dealer? J Yes J No

Do you have a resale number?

_J on file with us

J # State

(3ther dealers with whom you

have done business;

Bank retcrcnccs:

Stack’s New York; 12.3 West 57th Street •

Stack’s Wolfeboro, NH: PO Box 1 «04

STACK’S, 1 1 c:

New York, NY 10019-2280 • 212/582-2580 • 1 ax: 21 2/24S-S01 8 • ncw-nn cia. kv .

• Wolfeboro, Nil 0.3894 • 800/8111804 • (>03/509 082t . fax (>0 > " -.s
'

'
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THE !

OiR]la;n:dO i

SALE

Stacks Prices Realized

January 2, 2007 • Orlando, Florida

Total Prices Realized:

Over $7.4 Million

LOT I'KICE LOT l»KICE LOT PRICE LOT PRICE LOT PRICE LOT PRICE LOT PRICE LC^T I'RICE

3

7

12

20

23

24

25

27

2«

29

30

33

34

37

40

41

42

43

45

47

4S

51

52

53

9,430.(H)

20,125.(M)

575. (K)

4,370.(K)

373.75

41,975.(MI

17,2.50.(H)

9.775.(MI

19.5.50.00

16.1(K).00

1.495.(M)

55,200.(H)

13,«00.(M)

4,6<K).(M)

21,8.50.(M)

350.75

3.220.00

690.00

7.475.00

23.(H)0.00

1.380.00

19.550.00

2.990.00

1,265.(M)

3,450.(M)

111

112

113

114

115

116

117

119

120

121

122

123

124

127

128

129

130

131

132

134

135

136

138

139

140

747.50

2.760.00

1,495.(H)

2.185.00

345.(M)

3.4.50.00

2,300.fM)

977.50

1.955.00

1.150.00

1.610.00

2.242.50

1.725.00

2.875.00

299.00

4.600.00

1.610.00

3.565.00

391.00

2.530.00

1.897.50

7.475.00

241.50

414.00

126.50

180

181

182

183

184

185

186

188

189

190

191

192

193

194

195

196

197

198

199

200

201

202

203

204

206

115.00

138.00

86.25

115.00

138.00

862.50

126.50

276.00

391.00

632.50

368.00

977.50

218.50

1,150.00

276.(K)

747.50

632.50

690.00

632.50

437.00

253.00

1,092.50

161.00

149.50

207.00

55 1,610.00 141 414.00 209 5,520.00

58 2,3(K).00 142 299.00 211 3.105.00

59 1,725.00 143 414.00 212 2,990.00

61 1,265.(H) 144 690.00 213 2,875.(X)

63 776.25 145 1,265.0(1 214 3,450.(X)

64 1,178.75 147 368.00 215 3,392.50

72 4,830.00 148 368.00 216 1.322.50

73 1,725.(K) 149 483.00 217 770.50

75 2,3(K).00 150 414.(K) 219 2,070.00

76 862.50 151 276.00 220 345.00

77 1,840. IK) 152 126.50 221 1,495.(X)

78 1,667.50 153 437.00 222 977.50

80 4,830.00 154 207.(K) 223 874.(X)

81 1,150.(K) 156 437.(X) 224 2,070.00

82 575.00 157 2,530.00 225 2.3(X).(X)

86 1,610.(H1 158 184.(K) 226 632.50

87 1,495.(K) 159 161.00 227 1.092.50

88 862.50 160 414.00 229 1,840.00

89 920.00 161 207.(X) 232 1,035.00

•X) 12.6.5(».00 162 138.(H) 233 575.00

91 2.530.(X) 163 207.00 234 690.(X)

92 2,760.{K) 164 115.(K) 235 3.220.00

94 .575.(K) 166 138.(X) 236 1.610.(X)

95 977.!Kl 167 172.50 237 1,207.50

‘>6 l.380.(K» 168 92.(Kl 238 1.207.50

97 I,l.Vl.fK» 169 264.50 240 4.140.00

W 2..Vi0(»0 170 207.(K) 241 805.(X)

9‘» 1,206.35 171 138.(Kt 242 747.50

100 I.955,rx» 172 149.50 243 948.75

101 3,6WUXi 173 322.00 244 7.475.00

103 2J<iO<)0 174 241.SO 245 2,070.00

KM 6.67(»00 175 2.S3.(X) 248 1.955.fX»

107 IL.VXUX) 176 ns (HI 249 747. .SO

KKI 1.725<X> 177 1.38.(X) 251 1,437 SO

K»9 1,W2 50 179 276 (X) 252 8.625 (X)

Ail prtfef lisirti ituludr ihr 13% buyer's fre

253 3,220.(XJ 368 1,725.(XJ 501 10,580.00 646 1.84().(XI 768 1.150.(XI

254 1,380.00 370 3,450.00 502 43,7(X).00 647 8,625.(XJ 769 575.(Hl
255 695.75 374 1,495.00 504 3,105.(XJ 648 1,495.(K( 772 1.61(l.(Xl

256 2,300.00 376 862.50 505 1,581.25 65(» 3.220.(XI 777 5.(X»0.00
258 690.(XJ 378 2,415.(XJ 510 3,680.(X) 651 862.5(1 786 6.9(KI.(H)

259 1,380.(XJ 381 517.50 512 4,6(X).00 653 862.50 787 16,1(XI,(HI

262 3,220.(XJ 383 1,782.50 516 6,9(X).(X) 656 2,99<I.(X) 788 3.22(I.(XI

263 2,875.00 384 603.75 518 1.207.50 661 776.25 789 6.9(XI.(HI

264 3,680.(X1 387 3,450.(XJ 519 8.050.00 664 8.625.(X) 791 29,9(KI.(HI

266 1,380.(X} 389 460.(X) 524 7,475.(X) 666 6,9(K).(X) 792 2.530.(Kl
267 1,035.00 391 21.850.{XJ 525 1.725.(X) 667 2.012.50 793 2,070.0(1
268 805.(XJ 392 13,8(KUXI 527 1,380.(X) 671 5,750.(X) 795 32,2(X).(XI

269 632.50 395 9,2(X).(X) 532 4,6(Xl.(X( 674 2,530.(X) 796 862.50
270 1,207.50 398 5,750.(M) 534 .322.(X) 676 5.52().(H) 798 7.475.(XI

271 .S75.(X) 4(X» 1.725.(X) 535 11,.S(X).(K) 678 2,.3(M(.(X) 801 25..3(HI.(Xl

272 920.(X) 401 1.725.(X) 537 4,025.(XI 679 529.(K) 803 47,15(I.(HI

274 1,.552.50 403 4,6(H).(M( 543 9.2(H).(X) 68(( 1.150.(X) 805 1.265.(XI

275 805.(X) 405 1.207..S0 545 3.220.(X) 681 13,8(X).(XI 806 1.495.(XI

277 2,875.(X) 409 977.50 546 5,06().(K) 682 2,127.50 807 2.530.(Xl
278 1,092.50 410 2,070.(M) 547 1,753.75 684 1,840.(X) 811 2,471.35
279 10,350.(H) 412 1.725.(K) 551 1,035.(X) 686 1,495.(X) 816 8,337.50
280 977..S0 415 5.520.(M) 5.S2 5,290.(X» 687 6,325.(X) 817 13.8(XI.(KI

281 1,150.(XI 416 2.300.(XI 554 2.185.(X) 688 9,775.(X) 818 6,9(H).(X)

282 1,840.(X) 417 2,012.50 561 2,415.(X) 689 43,7(X).(X) 819 5,(I60.(XI

283 1,092.50 419 862.50 564 6,037.50 690 7,475.(X) 821 4.6(Xt.(XI

285 1,265.(X) 421 8,050.(X) 568 1(X),625.(X) 693 747.50 822 11,557.50
286 1,380.(X) 422 1,840.(X) 570 57,5(X).(X) 695 1,552.50 823 11.5(X).(X)

288 6,9(X).(X) 425 1,380.(X1 573 2,070.(X) 696 977.50 828 12,6.S0.(XI

289 9,775.00 427 5.750.(X1 576 943.(X) 699 1,380.(X) 830 15,525.(Xl

292 575.00 429 10,350.00 579 3,220.(X) 701 5,()60.(X) 831 1,552.50
294 414.00 431 1,265.00 582 3,910.(XJ 702 17,825.(X) 832 7,475.(X)

295 862.50 435 1,840.00 587 4.255.(X) 705 2,875.(X) 833 2.3(XI.(XI

297 822.25 436 2,530.00 588 2,300.00 706 8.912.50 834 2,3(X).(Xl

307 2,185.00 437 1,725.00 589 437.00 713 3,220.(X) 835 2.990.(XJ

308 632.50 438 2,012.50 592 1,955.00 715 16.675.(X) 840 5,462.50
309 747.50 441 1,725.00 596 2,760.(X) 716 3,220.(X1 841 2.415.(Xl

313 483.00 442 1,150.00 597 747.50 719 6,612.50 845 632.50
314 8,625.(X) 446 3,737.50 606 3,680.(X) 720 920.(XI 849 l,955.(Xi

315 4,140.00 451 1,610.00 607 747.50 721 1.380.(Xl 852 9,775.(X|

316 8,050.(X) 455 1,610.00 608 1,725.(X) 724 2.530.(X) 853 2,.3(Xl.(Xi

317 1,265.00 456 3,450.00 614 977.50 725 7.187.50 856 1,035.(X)

318 2,645.(X) 459 13,8(X).(X) 617 977.50 726 5,750.(X) 857 862.50
320 4,025.00 460 1,150.(X) 618 575.fX) 727 3,45().(X) 859 .322, (Hi

321 2.3(X).00 465 4,370.00 619 1,610.00 729 632.50 860 1.265.(X)

322 2.990.(X) 470 2,070.(X) 620 5,612.(X) 731 1,495.(X) 864 1.265,(XI

323 2,070.00 471 747.50 623 1.265.(X) 732 2.530.(Xl 869 805. (HI

324 55,2(X).(X) 476 1,610.0(.) 625 368.(XI 733 l,840.(Xi 875 11.5(Hl.fHI

329 1,725.(X) 479 8,625.(X1 626 28.750.(Xl 735 4.6(Xl.fX) 878 5.75(l,(H)

337 1,495.(X» 480 12,650.(X) 627 2..300.00 736 2,645.(XI 879 4.6(HI (HI

338 1.150.00 482 6.037.50 630 9.2(K).(X) 737 4,6(XI.(X) 882 1.610 (HI

339 1.610.(X( 483 12.650.(XI 631 17,250.00 741 2.185.00 884 1.725 (HI

340 1.495.(X1 484 9,775.00 634 2.3<X).(Xl 742 1.840 (HI 886 l.lSO.(Hl

342 21.850.00 486 12,650.00 637 3,680.(X) 744 l,150,(Hi 887 2.'’6ll INl

347 2.185.(X) 487 1.15(l.(X» 638 1.610.fXt 749 4.140.(H) 88<J 9.77S.(X;

351 13,800.00 489 ,3,910.(Xi 64(1 2.242.50 751 4.8,30 (HI S9(i 9T7.50

352 184.fXX).00 491 1.495.0(» 641 .5,175 (X) 756 2..3<Ht INI 892 5 8(,s (HI

359 1,150.(X) 496 805. (X) 642 3.22(t.(Nt 757 5‘'5 (HI 8'->6 2 3( N 1 1 N 1

.vxt 10.350.00 498 2.645.(X) 643 1..38(i(X) 759 S( l5 I N
1 1

898 icC 5(1

.362 l.l.SO.(X) 4‘49 2.760.(K) 644 1.265 (X» 760 1.0.33 INI
1 I

if.* "‘t

.363 4.64NI.(NI S(KI 977. .S(i 64S 2.(M1 25 '67 3.4541 (HI
I

M 1
•

1

1

\ 1 ii



LOT pric:e lot price lot price lot price lot price lot price lot price lot price
^)()4

912

I

918

920

921

yT>

934

935

936

938

939

940

942

948

949

951

953

956

957

958

959

960

1.3«o.(Mi

13,8oo.(H)

4.140.(H)

1,610.00

1.725.00

805.00

2.875.00

3.220.00

1.610.00

2.012.50

6.325.00

2.633.50

2.070.00

1.380.00

21,275.00

391.00

1.495.00

920.00

1.725.00

1.437.50

805.00

3.450.00

2.760.00

1064

1066

1068

1069

1070

1071

1072

1073

1074

1075

1076

1077

1078

1080

1083

1086

1090

1091

1095

1097

1103

1104

1108

517.50

3.220.00

1.380.00

1.150.00

1.495.00

862.50

431.25

3.680.00

3.450.00

16.100.00

4,140.00

1,782.50

4,140.00

12.650.00

18.400.00

32.200.00

26.450.00

69,000.00

6.900.00

5.520.00

49.450.00

5.750.00

74.750.00

963 2,530.00 1109 25,300.00

969 5,520.00 1110 3,220.00

972 1,955.00 nil 5,750.00

974 4,485.00 1112 632.50

975 1,380.00 1115 4,715.00

977 920.00 1116 24,150.00

978 3,220.00 1118 4,370.00

979 27,600.00 1122 2,990.00

980 3,450.00 1123 36,800.00

982 2,070.00 1124 23,000.00

986 3,852.50 1129 2,185.00

989 2,760.00 1131 14,375.00

990 1,150.00 1132 690.00

991 6,900.00 1134 1,121.25

993 13,800.00 1135 8,625.00

996 1,638.75 1136 2,875.00

997 6,325.00 1141 24,150.00

1000 4,715.00 1142 20,700.00

1001 8,050.00 1143 14,375.00

1009 230,000.00 1145 2,300.00

1010 21,850.00 1151 8,280.00

1011 11,500.00 1154 26,450.00

1012 4,485.00 1155 2.070.00

1013 6,670.00 1158 690.00

1015 16,100.00 1161 3.450.00

1018 23,000.00 1162 10,925.00

1019 16,100.00 1169 29,900.00

1022 4,370.00 1170 5,290.00

1027 16,100.00 1171 2,990.00

1028 2,530.00 1178 43,700.00

1032 3,680.00 1181 41,400.00

1033 26.450.(M) 1182 2,300.00

1036 9,775.00 1186 2.300.00

1037 6,900.00 1188 27,600.00

1044 I6.8(M).00 1190 1,955.00

1046 2,990.00 1191 39,100.00

1047 2.990.()() 1193 54,500.00

1051 1.035.(M) 1194 53,350.00

1052 2,070.(M) 1196 1,092.50

063 575.00 1199 6,325.00

Stacks

1200

1201

1203

1204

1205

1206

1207

1208

1209

1210

1211

1212

1213

1220

1221

1222

1226

1231

1236

1237

1238

1239

1241

1242

1245

1247

1249

1251

1252

6,037.50

29,900.00

29.900.00

32.200.00

41.400.00

3.450.00

3.450.00

1.265.00

1.265.00

1.380.00

805.00

862.50

322.00

6.900.00

920.00

17.250.00

57.500.00

2.875.00

8,337.50

3.680.00

8.050.00

5.750.00

4.600.00

4.255.00

7.475.00

2.070.00

149,500.00

62,100.00

6.900.00

LOT PRICE LOT PRICE

1253 10,925.00 1300 947.60

1254 9,775.00 1301 4,025.00

1255 28,865.00 1302 8,280.00

1256 9,890.00 1304 9.200.00

1257 25,300.00 1306 6,555.00

1259 11,500.00 1309 3,450.00

1261 11,500.00 1314 4,140.00

1263 10.350.00 1316 25,300.00

1264 12,075.00 1320 2,127.50

1266 11,500.00 1323 1,265.00

1267 11,500.00 1324 7,475.00

1268 10,350.00 1325 2,070.00

1270 13,225.00 1327 16,100.00

1274 14,950.00 1328 6,900.00

1276 7,475.00 1329 34,500.00

1278 32,200.00 1331 3,335.00

1279 9,775.00 1332 14,950.00

1280 2,070.00 1333 6,900.00

1281 12,650.00 1334 4,255.00

1282 920.00 1335 1,667.50

1283 8,050.00 1336 2,760.00

1285 1,955.00 1337 1,667.50

1287 4,255.00 1340 2,875.00

1289 1,840.00 1342 8,050.00

1294 8,625.00 1343 1,610.00

1295 1,610.00 1344 63,250.00

1296 9,200.00 1345 23,000.00

1298 25,300.00 1346 2,185.00

1299 7,015.00 1348 83,375.00

1350

1351

1355

1365

1366

1367

1368

1369

1370

1373

1375

1376

1377

1378

1379

1380

1381

34.500.00

55.200.00

4.715.00

13.800.00

57.500.00

49.450.00

27.600.00

27.025.00

28.750.00

10.925.00

1.725.00

3.105.00

25.300.00

15.525.00

5.750.00

4.140.00

2.530.00

1382 109,250.00

1384

1385

1387

1388

1389

1390

1391

1393

1394

1396

1398

5.750.00

2,932.50

48.300.00

5.060.00

4.830.00

4.140.00

63.250.00

2.875.00

69,000.00

4.140.00

39.100.00

1399

1400

1401

1403

1405

1407

1409

2.300.00

3.795.00

3.450.00

977.50

4.140.00

9.775.00

4.140.00

1410 368,000.00

1411 2,530.00

1413 25,300.00

1416 1,150.00

1418 32,200.00

1419 5,750.00

1420 29,900.00

1421 3,680.00

1422 172,500.00

1423 115,000.00

1424 54,625.00

1425 69,000.00

1426 8,050.00

1427 3,220.00

1428 4,140.00

1429 7,475.00

1489

1492

1493

1494

1495

1496

1497

1498

1499

1500

1501

1502

1503

1505

1507

1508

1510

1511

1512

1515

1517

1518

1519

1.955.00

3,565.0(J

1.322.50

3.680.00

4.370.00

5.750.00

6.555.00

13.800.00

7.475.00

6.900.00

2.070.00

1.840.00

414.00

10.925.00

1.610.00

1,380.00

1.782.50

879.75

1.380.00

1.840.00

862.50

3.450.00

1.610.00

AUCTION SCHEDULE
February 21, 2007— Com Galleries (Mail and internet Bid Sale)

March 20-21, 2007— Baltimore, MD
(Including thejohnj. Ford, Jr. Collection)

April 16-17, 2007— New York City

April 18, 2007 Com Galleries (Mail and internet Bid Sale)

May 22-24, 2007— New York City

(Including thejohnj. Ford, Jr. Collection)

June 20-22, 2007— Chicago, Illinois

July 17, 2007 Coin Galleries (Mail and internet Bid Sale)

July 18-19, 2007— New York City

August 5-6, 2007— Milwaukee, WI

September 18-20, 2007— New York City

October 11, 2007— Atlanta, GA (The Whitman E.xpo)

October 16-18, 2007— New York City

(Including thejohnj. Ford, Jr. Collection)

November 13-14, 2007— Baltimore, MD
December 12, 2007— Coin Galleries

(Mail and Internet Bid Sale)

July 27-28, 2008— Baltimore, MD

WWW.STACKS.COM
123 West 57th St. • New York, NY 10019-2280 • 800-566-2580 • 212-582-2580 • fax: 212-245-5018

Box 1804 • Wolfeboro, NH 03894 • 866-811-1804 • 603-569-0823 • fax: 603-569-3875

1430 103,500.00 1520 1,380.00

1431 52,900.00 1521 920.00

1433 1,035.00 1522 8,625.00

1434 46,000.00 1524 1,265.00

1435 29,900.00 1525 1,265.00

1436 34,500.00 1526 1,725.00

1437 19,550.00 1530 1,725.00

1438 1,092.50 1531 4,600.00

1439 19,550.00 1532 1,092.50

1440 3,450.00 1533 6,325.00

1441 5,060.00 1534 3,450.00

1442 70,150.00 1536 6,900.00

1444 1,380.00 1538 632.50

1446 2,185.00 1541 3,220.00

1447 70,150.00 1542 632.50

1449 2,070.00 1548 506.00

1450 3,795.00 1549 920.00

1451 2,530.00 1551 920.00

1452 1,207.50 1553 2,300.00

1453 1,840.00 1558 8,050.00

1454 20,700.00 1559 2,472.50

1455 47,150.00 1560 1,040.75

1460 6,440.00 1561 3,565.00

1461 1,092.50 1565 1,380.00

1463 1,610.00 1566 644.00

1465 2,070.00 1567 598.00

1466 5,635.00 1568 2,760.00

1469 7,475.00 1573 4,830.00

1470 1,495.00 1575 4,600.00

1471 2,415.00 1576 1,207.50

1472 1,265.00 1578 3,795.00

1475 1,495.00 1579 5,175.00

1476 74,750.00 1582 5.290.00

1479 1,322.50 1584 2,990.00

1481 1,955.00 1586 3.220.00

1482 1,437..50 1588 2,185.00

1484 1,610.00 1592 3.4-50.tH)

1485 2,012..SO 1594 920.(H)

1486 2, 472. .50 1598 391.(H)

1488 977..50

All pru fs lisirJ iiuliiilc llic /.>'*(» I>ii)yr‘s fix
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THE SESSION
Wedgwood Ballroom

Renaissance Oreando Resort at Sea World
6677 Sea Harbor Drive • Orlando, FL 32821

407-351-9944

Tuesday, January 2, 2007 • 9:00 am

Lots 1-1601

Colonial and Early American Coins • U.S. Coins • Proof Sets • Patterns

Error Coins • Hawaiian Coins • Territorial Gold • Ini^ots

LOT VIEWING
Wedgwood Ballroom

Sunday, December 31 • 11:00 am - 6:00 pm

Monday, January 1 • 9:00 am - 6:00 pm

LOT PICK-UP
Wedgwood Ballroom

Wednesday, January 3 • 9:00 am - 11:30 am

I’leaso have mail and fax bids to us by: NCX3N,

Eastern Time, Saturday, December 30, 2006.

There will be pre-sale and live bidding available on

the internet at www. anrcoins.com

Pre-regi‘*tration for live internet bidding is required

by Monday, January 1, 2(X17.

Prices realized will be posted on the internet s<x’»n

after the sale. See www.stacks.com

A printed list of prices realized will be sent to all sub-

scribers approximatelv 30 days after the sale.

For prices realized bv phone: Call 603-'ViQ"0S23 I imit

10 lots per caller.

SiackS
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Our Numismalic Staff

Q. David Bowers, Co-Clutirnian, is perhaps the bt‘st-

know n and most noteworthy numismatist of the last

30 yoars. Beginning in 1953, Dave's contributions

to numismatics have continued uninterrupted and

unabated to the present day. His work with rare coins is

st> voluminous and so extraordinary' that he was named

by CoiuAi^e magazine as one of the "Numismatists of

the Century." Dave's dedication to the hobby and his

lifelong interest in rare coins, along with his pursuit of

scholarly know'ledge, have made him one of the most

honored and revered numismatists of all time. Dave is the only person to

have served as president t>f both the Professional Numismatists Guild (1977-

1979) and the American Numismatic Asscxriation (1983-1985). From the PNG,

he received their highest honor, the Founders Award, and from the ANA,
Dave has received its two most distinguished awards - Numismatist of the

Year and the Farran Zerbe Memorial Award. He has lectured at Harvard

University and appeared on the Today Show as well as on programs on CNN,
CBS, ABC, NBC, Fox, the Discovery Channel and the History Channel. Dave

is the most prolific numismatic author of our generation, having produced

50 works, mostly written in the field of rare coins, including the ANA
Centennial History, History of United States Coinage (for the Johns Hopkins

University), Adventures with Rare Coins, the two-volume Silver Dollars and

Trade Dollars of the United States, and A California Gold Rush History. More

recently, he also serves as Numismatic Director of Whitman Publishing

LLC, where he has produced another group of books including the very

popular Red Book series. More of Dave's books have won "Book of the Year"

honors from the Numismatic Literary Guild than have those of any other

author. From the Professional Numismatists Guild, he has received the

coveted Friedberg Award a record seven times! During his illustrious career,

he has catalogued and sold at public auction many of the finest and most

valuable and important collections ever assembled. They include the Louis

E. Eliasberg, Sr. Collection, the only complete United States coin collection

ever brought together, the Harry W. Bass Jr. Collection, the Ambassador and

Mrs. R. Henry Norweb Collection, the John Work Garrett Collection sold by

order of The Johns Hopkins University, the Childs Collection, the highlight

of which was the finest known 1804 silver dollar, the second most valuable

coin ever auctioned, as well as others.

Lawrence R. Stack is our Chief E.xecutive Officer/Director

of Numismatics and has been a key figure in the Stack's

family firm for over three decades. He graduated from

the Universitv of Akron (Akron, Ohio) with a major

in history and a minor in philosophy. An experienced

collector of the highest degree, he has formed major

important and extensive collections of French Ecus, Five-

Franc pieces and Ecus d'Or. His in-depth collection of

Celtic and AngloSaxon coins ranks high among the finest

ever assembled and he has pursued a lifelong interest in English Hammered

coinage as well. In the area of U.S. numismatics, Larr\’ is a serious student of

U.S. colonial coins, gold and type coinage. He is a member of PNG, lAPN,

ANA, ANS, Roval Numismatic SocieW, British Numismatic Society and many

major U.S. state and regional organizations. He is a member of the Colonial

New'sletter Foundation and a qualified appraiser. During his 30 years in the

auction business, Larrv has been instrumental in the sale of many of the most

notable collections of our generation. These include the collections of James

A. Stack, the Carmtt family for The Johns Hopkins UniversiW, Ellis Robison,

f lan>ld Bareford, lohn L. Roper, Richard Picker, Floyd T. Starr, Congressman

Jimmy Hayes, Herman Halpem, Amon G. Carter, Jr., John Whitney Walter,

Michael F. Price, and David Queller. Additional highlights of Larrx 's career

include the sale of the Rex'd Hawn properties (including the sale of Hawn's

1913 LiK’rty nickel and 1804 dollar); the ongoing sales of the John J.
Ford, Jr.

propertK-s, and, with Sotheby's, the auctioning of the world's most valuable

tnn, tb<’ 1933 $20, which realized $7,590,020. Whitman Publishing has called

upon hi‘ oin pricing expertise' as its Valuations Editor to provide up-tevdate

value - for if-^ many publications

Harvey G. Stack, Co-Chairman, has over 50 vears ot

numismatic and public auction expc*rtise An American

Numismatic AsscKiation member for over a halt century

Harvey Stack w'as a contributor to the building of its

Colorado Springs headquarters, which house's the Stack's

Gallery endowed by his family and which bc'ars its name.

He W'as directly involved w'ith the first ANA Grading

Guide and has received the Association's Medal of Merit.

In 1967 he represented the numismatic industiv' before

the U.S. Treasurv Department and was instrumental

in bringing repeal of the onerous and long-standing gold coin import

regulations that had unfairly impacted coin collectors throughout the countrx'.

In 1973 he w'as the sole industrx' representative to appear before Congress

advocating passage of the Hobby Protection Act. Harvey was appointed bv

President Jimmy Carter to the U.S. Assay Commission in 1976, the last sitting

of this oldest citizens' commission, which had assured the integritv of the

nation's coinage for nearly tw'o centuries. He and his son, Lawrence R. Stack,

have donated significant numismatic materials to the ANS, the ANA and

the National Numismatic Collection of the Smithsonian Institution where he

ser\’es as a lifetime member of the pmstigious Smithstin StKiety. He served

as President of the Professional Numismatists Guild in 1990-91 . During this

tenure as President, Harvey effectively defended the PNG and the industn’

from proposed Federal Trade Commission regulations which he felt were

inappropriate for responsible professional numismatists. He was honored

by his peers w'ith the coveted PNG Founders Award in 1993 and again in

1998 for an unprecedented second time. He is a Fellow' of the ANS and an

active membt'r of the International AsstK'iation of Professional Numismatists

and Royal Numismatic Society. He has served as an expert w'itness for the

U.S. Treasury Department, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Secret

Service, a number of world banks, the New' York City Police Department,

London's Scotland Yard and other law' enforcement agencies all over the

world. Harvey appeared before Congress during the 1990's to propose his

idea for the "50 State Quarters" commemorative program; the product of

which we are enjoying today. In the summer of 1997 he received a singular

honor from the ANA when he w'as named the Numismatist of the Year for

1997 in recognition of 50 years of service to the coin collecting hobby.

Christine Karstedt serv'es as our President and oversees

auction operations and customer serv'ice. Additionally

she handles our marketing and publicity w'ith unbridled

enthusiasm. A fixture at numismatic conventions and

auctions for tw'o decades (along w'ith her daughter,

Melissa, w'ho is an accomplished numismatist in her

own right), Chris has built a vast network of industry'

contacts during her extensive career. Chris' abiliW to

attract w'orldw’ide attention to the sale of numismatic

material placed her at the epicenter of the marketing of the $100 million

treasure of the S.S. Central America. Chris has w'orked w’ith numismatic trade

publications as well as the mainstream press, appearing on television during

her involvement in the sale of the S.S. Brother Jonathan tmasure and the world

record sale of the Childs 1804 dollar. In addition, she structured the publiari

for the early sales of the Eliasberg Collection, the Bass Collection, the Norweb

Collection of Canadian coin.s, and countless other sales over her incomparable

career. During her most recent tenure at American Numismatic Rantie-

she has been responsible for the marketing and publiciU of the Dr Haic \

Koshkarian Collection, a fabulous array of valuable copper and .ilver • i--

the Oliver Jung Collection, one of the finest h pe collection*^^ ev er a-sembU'd

Richard Jewell's collections of commemorafix e and three-dollar gold .or

the Cardinal Collection, the finest Bust dollars ever assembled .^nd I
v'

E. Eliasberg, Sr. Collection of World Gold Coins and Mr-.iri wL. pi v-

realized stunned the foreign world Her unstinhng “
.1

‘ iv’ cttcot l . lp

consignors receive the highest p<issible pnot“- fi r th<^o c. in' o n r jr , !’ >•!

with our dav-to-da\ ofX'rations and i*- one of cur .r : r r«vr
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David T. Alexander received his BS and MA degrees from

the University’ of Miami and joined the firm as a cataloguer in

1990. A Life Member of the ANA, he has contributed articles

to The Numismatist and the ANA Centennial Anthology and
received the Glenn B. Smedley Award and ANA Medal of

Merit. He serv'ed on the staff at Coin World from 1974-81. He
received the Clemy Award from the NLG in 1987. David is a

25-year member of theANS and a member of the Augustus B.

Sage Society'. He has presented papers at the 1999 and 2005 ANS Conferences on
Coinage of the Americas. David is a Contributing Editor of COlNage magazine
and pens "The Research Desk" column for Coin World. He received the 1990

Society for International Numismatics Silver Medal of Merit for Excellence in

Writing and Research and Krause Publications' Numismatic Ambassador Award
in 1995. In 1998 he founded the Medal Collectors of America and was elected to

the Rittenhou.se Society. He was President of the New York Numismatic Club
in 2005-2006.

Richard A. Bagg, Ph.D. is a nationally known rare coin expert

and scholar with over 30 years of auction experience and served

as Auction Director for nearly two decades under the tutelage

of Q. David Bowers. In the course of his celebrated career, Rick

has handled well over $500 million in rare coins at auction

for over 10,000 collectors, institutions, executors, dealers, and

investors. In fact, he has probably facilitated the sale of more
coins and negotiated with more consignors than anyone else

in his position in the business today. He has contributed to The

History of United States Coinage as Illustrated by the Garrett Collection, The Celebrated

John VV. Adams Collection of Large Cents of the Year 1794, United States Gold Coins:

An Illustrated History and Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr: King of Coins. Rick has provided

information to over a dozen standard references, conducted substantive research

for the Official ANA Grading Standards for United States Goins and edited a book
entitled Grading Coins. He has written articles that have appeared in many trade

publications including The Numismatist where he won a Heath Literary Award.

Jan Eric Blamberg, Ph.D. is an expert and cataloguer of

ancient Greek, Roman and Byzantine coins as well as Medieval

coins. He joined the firm in 1974 after graduate studies which

included a year in London as a Fulbright Fellow. There he

completed his doctoral research at the Institute of Classical

Studies, University of London, with extensive use of the

numismatic collections of the British Museum, the Hunter

Coin Cabinet (University of Glasgow), the Ashmolean Mu.seum

(Oxford), and the University of Helsinki. He received his

doctorate in Ancient and Medieval History from Indiana

University. He has written numerous articles for The Numismatic Reineio and

has conducted .seminars in ancient coinage for sfudents at Yale and New York

University. His in-depth cataloguing and extensive notes have appeared in major

sales, most notably the Collections of Knobloch, J. Pierpont Morgan, "Men of

Rome" and Michael Price. He served as editor of The Numismatic Legacy of the

Jews, published by Stack's in 2000. He is a member of Phi Beta Kappa, Phi Kappa
Phi, the New York Numismatic Club, the ANA since 1976, the ANS since 1980

and the Augustus B. Sage Society.

Arthur Blumenthal's tenure with the firm is rapidly

approaching ten years after more than two decades as

a professional numismatist in various other capacities.

Specializing in U.S. coinage, Arthur has a vast general

knowledge of virfually every aspecf of numismatics. He
began his career at Capitol Coin Co. before becoming General

Merchandise Manager at Minkus Stamp and Publishing where

his responsibilities included supervising all of the buying and

selling of coin.s, as well as establishing a nationwide marketing

program for numismatics. Later, he was head trader at the Calerie Des Monnaies
where he spent more than a decade before starting his own coin business. Arthur is

.1 member of the ANA and ANS as well as several other numismatic organizations.

I le has been ijuoted in the Nno York Times and The Wall Street Journal on a x’ariety

{)f niimismatii topics. In addition, he is a Ciraduate of C.W. Post College where
he hiis a degrtr in I listory Education. I lis collecting interests are rather eclectic

ranging from numismatics to w.itches.

John P. Burnham is an expert in U.S., ancient and world coins and

medals and has been a member of the staff since 1974. Educated

at the University of Oregon and Yale, he served nearly 30 years as

Curator of the Numismatic Collection of Yale University. He is an

avid collector of medals, especially railroad medals, and led one of

the pioneering, medals-only auction houses. Collectors Auctions

Ltd. He has been a member of the ANAsince 1964 and is a Fellow

of the ANS, the Russian Numismatic Society and Medal Collectors

of America. He is also a founding member of the Augustus B. Sage Society of the

ANS. He has written widely on many numismatic subjects. Burnham is former

Chairman of the Connecticut Central Railroad and the Valley Railroad Company,
and has served on the Board of Directors of the Providence and Worcester Railroad

Company and Mutual Shares Corporation. He is a member of Phi Beta Kappa, Delta

Chi, the Elizabethan Club and the Mory's Association.

Bruce Roland Hagen has been a collector since 1971 and a

professional numismatist since 1988. His areas of expertise

include U.S. coins and paper money, world coins from 1400 to

1900, American and world medals. Polar exploration ephemera,

world paper money and American historical documents. Bruce

has worked as a private consultant to numismatic auction

houses, museums and foundations, and private collectors of

American historical paper currency and financial documents. He
has contributed to well over 200 numismatic auction catalogues

featuring over $50 million of historical paper currency, coins and

medals, stocks and bonds, financial documents and other numismatic items. He is

a member of over a dozen organizations including the PCDA, ANA, ANS, SPMC,
IBNS, CSNS, FUN, and several regional clubs. Most recently, Bruce has been the

lead paper money cataloguer for the John J. Ford, Jr. Collection. He has also worked
on the Herb and Martha Schingoethe obsolete currency sales by R.M. Smythe &
Co. where he had previously served as VP. He has also contributed to numerous
books and articles including Friedberg's Paper Money of the United States and the

Standard Guide to Small-Size U.S. Paper Money by Oakes and Schwartz.

Michael J. Hodder is a Numismatic Consultant who is currently

responsible for cataloguing the auction sales of the John J. Ford,

Jr. Collection, the magnificence of which has never before been

seen in numismafics in one collection. Mike's herculean efforts

have vaulted the prices realized to an astonishing $50 million

and that figure is still growing. He specializes in early American

coins, medals and militaria struck prior to 1837 and is one of

the foremost numismatic researchers of our time. He is a Fellow

of the American Numismatic Society and a Founder of the

Colonial Coin Collectors Club. Mike has written several books

and countless articles on colonial and federal issue coins and medals including his

award winning The Noriveb Collection: An American Legacy written with Q. David

Bowers and the classic Standard Catalogue of Encased Postage Stamps. Over the last

25 years, he has been responsible for cataloguing some of the most significant

collections to be sold at public auction including the landmark John Whitney
Walter Collection of Coins of 1796, the Queller Family Collection of Half Dollars,

the Hain Family Collection of 1652 Massachusetts Silver and the Ambassador and
Mrs. R. Henry Norweb Collection of U.S. Coins. The catalogues Mike has written

have won more prestigious Numismatic Literary Guild Catalogue of the Year and
Extraordinary Merit Awards than any other cataloguer in history.

John J. Kraljevich, Jr., was a numismatic prodigy since

preadolescence. His insightful and historical contributions to

our catalogues add value and interest to numismatic material

in our sales. An expert on early American coinage. Numismatic

Americana, and the technical aspects of minting technology,

John has taught seminars hosted by the ANA, the Colonial

Williamsburg Foundation and is a featured columnist in the

ANA magazine. The Numismatist. The NLG recognized John's

cataloguing of the Lucien LaRiviere Collection, the first $1

million collection of American medals ever sold at auction,

with its highest cataloging award for tokens and medals. A fa\]uent consultant

to museums and institutions, John catalogues manv of our imj\'rfanf otferings

of specialized collections and enjovs working dinvth' w ith our consignors, lohn

was a recent recipient of the ANA's coveted Heath 1 iterar\' .Awaal for an article

on tlie coins ot pre-federal New ^ork, and serves as an otfiu'r ot the Numismatic

Bibliomania Societv and the Medal Collectors ot .America.
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A ^ lames M. Matthews is one of our senior cataloguers of U.S.

I 9 Federal and Colonial coins, fie began cataloguing in the 1980s

^MT and has worked as a consultant for a variety of numismatic firms,

^ now exclusive to Stack's. Significant specialized collections he

catalogued include the Roger Cohen Half Cents, the H. Holland

Willasch Bust Half Dollars and Bust Dollars, the Richard Pugh

Bust Half Dollars, the Paul Mun.son Bust Half Dollars, the Beason

Collection, the Richmond Collection, the Jules Reiver Die Variety^ Collection, the Northern Bay Collection, and most recently the

George Byers, Jr. Collection of Half Dollars, among countless others. A board member

of the John Reich Collector's Society since 1987, he has written numerous articles for

its quarterly publication. He is also a member of the ANA, ANS, LSCC and EAC. Jim

was a contributor to Jules Reiver's The United States Early Silver Dollars and to 77ic

Complete Encyclopedia of Silver Dollars of the United States by Q. David Bowers. He is

pa'sently contributing and updating Reiver's various Variety Identification Manuals.

Recently he wrote portions of the Smithsonian Institution's b(X)k on the Gold Coinage

of America. He has also worked with the Federal Trade Commission.

Jack McNamara has been interested in numismatics since

boyhood. He was introduced to coin collecting by his maternal

grandfather (whose own grand father had advertised coins for sale

in the American journal ofNumismatics in the late 19th century!) by

playing bingo with Wheat cents and a Whitman coin folder. Jack

has a general knowledge of U.S. coins and paper money, with early

American copper coins being his specialty. He is a contributor to

several numismatic publications and auction catalogues including

the Handbook of United States Coins and the 15th sale of the John

J. Ford, Jr. Collection. A graduate of Rutgers University, he is

a lifelong New Jersey resident and as such has a great interest in the coinage and

currency of his home state. "Jack Mac" can regularly be found at the New York office

cataloguing coins, w'orking w'ith coasignors and assisting our retail clientele.

Scott Mitchell has been with the firm since 1981. He earned bus

Bachelor of Science Degree from Wheaton College (Illinois) in

mathematics and economics with advanced graduate study at the

Indiana University^ School of Business. Scott w'as formerly a staff

member of Galerie des Monnaies, Minkus Stamp and Publishing

and Capitol Coin Co. He updated and extensively revised the

American Guide to U.S. Coins during a four year period as its editor

and also is a contributor to A Guide Book of United States Coins, as

well as a number of other coin and currenq’ references. An avid

numismatist since the age of seven, his collecting interests include

Confederate, Fractional and Pre-Federal currency to U.S. patterns, Roman Imperial

denarii, foreign crowns and even sales tax tokens. On a professional level, he is well-

verst'd in everx' area of U.S. coins and currenq’ and has acquired particular expertise

in U.S. ty
pe coins, gold, curamq' and die variety’ attributions. As one of our senior

numismatists, Scott has catalogued many specialized collections, including the Wm.

Thomas Michaels Collection of Indian Head Eagles, the Randolph S. Rothschild

Colltvtion of U.S. Patterns, and the Lemus Collection of Seated Liberty- Dimes.

)nhn M. Pack, one of our auction consignment specialists, has

btvn involved in numismatics for over 20 years. His enthusiasm

for all aspects of numismatics, and his sincere approach,

guarantees that everx’ consignment will be pa'sented to its finest

advantage so as to provide the highest possible prices realized.

Further, John will make sum that each and even- consignor

will have a pleasurable transaction with our firm. In addition

to working with auction consignors, John catalogues curamq-

for the firm His cataloguing talents were widely recognized

for sc'veral a*cord setting presentations o( L.S pajx'r money higliiight!-- b. iii<

world-amowned collections of Harn W Bass, |r and Waym ' Rit *’ In a bii

he was selected to compose the currency chapter ol the important Hatru W B -

jr. Museum Syllo)(e. Most recently, he has bi*come intimately in\ (ilvtxJ vs itl, the \ a

American Banknote Co, materials and has superbly catalogued a giKid ^x»n;on

of our recent offerings.

Tom Panichella became a coin collector at the age ol eight,

searching for coins in his family's griKery store register. He

focused on 20th century U.S. coins, making an extensive

study of Buffalo nickels. Mercury dimes and Standing Lilx*rty’

quarters. Tom joined the firm in December 1985 after nine

years w'ith Minkus Stamp & Coin, the last tw-o years of w-hich

he served as head coin and currency buyer. In addition to

working at the New York City office, Tom travels to most of

the significant coin and currency conventions held around

the U.S. He also travels extensively to appraise and purchase

collections for the company. An ANA member since 1988, he has a lifelong

interest in the w-orld of stamps and is a former member of the American Philatelic

Society. Tom is also a member of Central States, The Professional Currency

Dealers Association, and the Fractional Currency Collectors Board. His current

interests include collecting New Jersey Obsolete Currency.

Andrew W. Pollock III has authored United States Patterns

and Related Issues, a standard reference book on United

States pattern coins issued from 1792 to circa 1979, which

w’on the prestigious PNG's Friedberg Award in 1995. This

book is literally an encyclopedia of information about

the ever-popular pattern series. He is also the author of

Advertisement Index to the Boston Newsletter and Massachusetts

Gazette, 1704-1776, nearly 3,700 pages in length. This latter

title features approximately 10,000-12,000 alphabetically-

listed entries for individuals, businesses, ships incorporating

historical and biographical information gleaned from an estimated 50,000-

60,000 advertisements from the historic new-spapers. Over the years, PolkKk

has participated in the writing of dozens of rare coin auction catalogues, and

has personally catalogued rare coins having an estimated collective value

approaching $100 million. As a hobby. Pollock enjoys collecting antique hand

tools manufactured in Kingston, MA.

Frank Van Valen is one of America's best known numismatic

personalities and one of our senior cataloguers. Widely praised

for over two decades for his numismatic expertise, Frank's

byline has appeared in scores of the most important auction

catalogues ever written including the Ambassador and Mrs.

R. Henq Norweb Collection of U.S. coin.s, and specialized

collections such as the Texas Collection of California Fractional

Gold and the historic coin collection ofCommodore Matthew C.

Pern-. Frank has contributed to the last 17 editions of A Guide

Book of United States Coins and his writing talents have earned him the recognition

of the NLG. Additionally, his w-ritings have appeared in The Numismatist and many

club periodicals ov-er the years. A current ANA Life Member with more than 25

years of membership, he has taught courses on U.S. ty-pe coins at numerous summer

seminars hosted by the ANA, and is a member of many national and specialty-

organizations as well. Frank has an expert understanding of the intricacies of all

American coinage in addition to many other numismatic fields. He is also one of

our ver\’ popular and featured auctioneers.

Vicken Yegparian, one of our auction consignment

specialists, is a cataloguer of U.S. coins in copper, silver and

gold, including coins of the Colonial and Confederation

periods. He is also ven’ much involved with the day-to-

day operations running the auction business. A graduate of

Columbia UniversiW, Vicken was the first recipient of the

Georgia Stamm Chamberlain Memorial Award of the Medal

Collectors of America for his presentation on colonial era

medals of his alma mater, "The Silver Medals of the King ^

College Literarx' Societv, 1767-1771,' delivered at the 20P4

Coinage of the Americas Conference held b\ the A\‘- Hr r „ - N . ,

‘

manv numismatic organizations, including the AN h SN* ih; ^ ? i
- ,'4-

Collectors Club, and the John Reich Lollri fc.r Sxietx !h; i tN o *

Collectors Club and the Fly-In ilub Fix ing F cgk sr-f j. .ii ,
' >

Club) among numerous other -fxxialtx club
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Guide to

PRE-SALE
ONLINE
BIDDING

Visit our website at www.stacks.com

to register and bid in The Orlando Sale.

Once you have a user name and password,

you can browse lots from the sale, view

photographs of the coins, and place bids.

Follow the instructions listed in Steps 1-6 to

place your bids over the internet before the

sale begins.
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Click on CREATE
A NEW ACCOUNT
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Guide to

Online
Bidding

Available
Pre-registration required

at www.stacks.com

LIVE ONLINE
BIDDING

We also offer the option of live online bidding during the auction.

However, you must pre-register by ncxm, Monday, Januar\' 1, 2007

to take advantage of this service. When the live auction begins, one

click will take you to the live bidding screen below. When your lot

becomes active, you may enter a proxy bid or "InstaBid" as the lot

is being auctioned on the floor. The computer lets you know your

bidding status.

For more information on live bidding, or to pre-register visit

stacks.com or call 866-811-1804.

When the live auction begins, pre-registered

bidders may access live bidding with a click!

Stacks

WWW.STACKS.COM



Stack's

AUCTION SCHEDULE
January 11, 2007— New York City (ANS Sale)

January 15, 2007— New York City (Ancient and World Coins )

January 16-18, 2007— New York City

February 21, 2007— Coin Galleries • mail/internet bid

March 20-21, 2007— Baltimore, MD
Including the John ]. Ford, Jr. Collection, Part 17: Colonial and Continental Currency

April 17-19, 2007— New York City

April 18, 2007— Coin Galleries • mail/internet BID

May 22-24, 2007— New York City

Including the John J.
Ford, Jr. Collection, Part 18: Indian Peace Medals (Part 2)

June 20-22, 2007— Chicago, Illinois

Official Auctioneer of the MidAmerica Coin Expo

July 17, 2007— Coin Galleries • mail/ internet bid

July 18-19, 2007— New York City

August 5-6, 2007— Milwaukee, WI

September 18-20, 2007— New York City

October 16-18, 2007— New York City

Including the John J. Ford, Jr. Collection, Part 19: Western Americana

November 13-14, 2007— Baltimore, MD
December 12, 2007— Coin Galleries • mail/ internet bid

Dates subject to change with additional dates to he announced.



The Eliasberg-Legend 1913 Liberty Head Nickel

Lot 1599



WELCOME
to The Orlando Sale

and other important properties

Rarities to the Forefront

Welcome to our Orlando sale. A great event awaits

you, an ideal way to start the new year. Front row cen-

ter is the finest (by far) known example of what may
be America's most famous rarity, the ultimate "tro-

phy coin," the superb gem Proof 1913 Liberty Head
nickel! This is the cover coin on the 2nd edition of The

100 Greatest American Coins, by Jeff Garrett and Ron
Guth. As part of our presentation we have devoted a

section of this catalogue to the fascinating history of

this national treasure, including some little-known

information. While just one person will be able to own this rarity of

rarities, our catalogue includes important coins in just about every

American specialty—something for everyone.

The sale will be a grand event, held at the world-class Renais-

sance Orlando Resort at Sea World, on the doorstep of one of

Florida's great attractions and in the general area of Walt Disney

World, Universal Studios, and so much more. This was the site of

our sale last year at this time, and drew so many accolades that

a reprise was in order! Lot viewing begins at 11 A.M. on Sunday,

December 31st in the Wedgwood Ballroom, a grand facility which
is also the site of the sale, and concludes for the day at 6 P.M. Then
you are on your own to celebrate the coming of the New Year that

night—what with so many entertainment possibilities beckoning

in the Orlando area. Lot viewing continues on New Year's day,

from 9 A.M. to 6 P.M.

Then on Tuesday the 2nd our sale begins at 9:00 in the morning
and continues non-stop throughout the day, culminating with Lot

1599, the 1913 Liberty Head nickel. Throughout the day a compli-

mentary side bar of beverages, fine food, and treats will be available

for registered bidders. The red carpet will be rolled out toryoul

After our sale, plan to stay in Orlando to attend the Florida

United Numismatists (FUN) convention at the Orange County
Convention Center, 9400 Universal Boulevard. The event begins on
Thursday the 4th and continues until Sunday. Stack's will have two
corner tables, numbers 225 and 324. We'll be on hand to buy, sell,

accept auction consignments, and simply to "talk coins."

Copper and Nickel Highlights

Our sale includes choice, rare, and interesting coins in just about
every series, from half cents to double eagles, from colonials to

patterns and commemoratives and more. Rarities will command
attention, type ' coins will be of wide interest, and many simply

"nice" specimens will enable you to add choice ex-

amples to your collection.

Copper and related coins including half cents and
large cents, the last with a gem MS-65 1803 and a

Proof-65 1857. Multiple 1856 Flying Eagle cents will

entice you, as will exceptional quality Indian Head
cents. The Matthew Kelly Collection of Lincoln Cents

is a grand presentation of one of the finest offerings

of this specialty ever—what with a superb MS-66
RD 1909-S V.D.B., a gem MS-65 RD 1914-D, a superb

MS-66 RD 1936 Doubled Die, and other highlights,

many of which are among the finest graded by PCGS. Watch the

action as these cross the block!

Two-cent and three-cent pieces included high grade examples

and key dates. From beginning to end the quality of the coins in

our sale is of a higher level than usually encountered. Often, as

described for individual pieces, the offered pieces are "high end"

within their grade category and have exceptional eye appeal. Nickel

five-cent pieces include high quality Shield, Liberty Head, Buffalo

(choice to gem Mint State 1918/7-D and 1937 3 Legs among them),

and Jefferson issues, with, of course, the memorable 1913 Liberty

Head being the attention getter.

Remarkable Silver Coins

Half dimes include two Mint State 1795s (one an incredible

MS-67!), a rare and important Proof 1844, and other highlights,

with quality at the forefront. Dimes are highlighted by a gem
1821, an NGC choice Proof 1893/2, a gem 1878 twenty-cent piece

and other delights, with many other fine pieces in the same series.

Quarter dollars are memorable, what with an MS-65 and also an

MS-66 1818 among the early issues, the incredibly rare 1871-CC,

splendid Mint State and Proof Liberty Seated and Barber issues, a

gem MS-65 1916 and a gem 1918 /7-S in the Standing Libertv series,

and more. Half dollars include a choice Mint State 1839 No Drapers’

(one of the very rarest American silver "type" coins in this grade),

some notable 66 and 67 grade Liberty Seated and Barber coins (we

can't resist mentioning the MS-67 1901 -S!), and a nice selection of

Liberty Walking issues.

Silver dollars are one of the most popular series in American

numismatics. We lead off with two examples of the classic and

rare 1794, after which will be found a nice selection of earlv vears

(punctuated by several Mint State coins), and then into theCobavht

series, where you will find tuv of the raivst date, 1838. LilvrtN- Si'ated
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di>llar> incliidi' a seldom seen Pnwf 184H, a selection ot Mint State

coins of the IH.SDs (check the 1859-8), and some nice high grade,

high quality dates toward the end of the series. Then come Morgan

silver dollars, with high grade 1893-CC, 1895, and other key issues

tor the advanced collector, and many affordable pieces for a wider

audience. Peace dollars and trade dollars will please you as well.

Gold Coins of Importance

Everyone loves gold dollars—little cameo coins that are among

the most eagerly sought of 19th century issues. Our offering in-

cludes choice and gem pieces of all three types, some reaching the

MS-68 grade. Among mintmarked issues check the two Mint State

1855-Os. Early quarter eagles commence with the rare 1797. Liberty

Head i.ssues are highlighted by an Uncirculated 1848 CAL. and a

very nice selection of Charlotte and Dahlonega issues, plus such

memorable coins as the Bass Collection superb gem Proof 1867,

an incredible gem 1869-S, a string of ultra-grade proofs from the

turn of the century (a full set of Sand Blast and Satin Finish Proof

Indian Head coins!), and several high grade 1911-Ds.

Three-dollar gold coins range from the 1850s to the 1880s and

include such important coins as the 1854-D (AU-50), 1856 (seldom

seen MS-64), gem Proof 1868, and choice to gem Mint State and

Proof coins of later years, some of which are at the highest grade

levels a.ssigned by NGC or PCGS. Nice coins come in hvos in our

.sale, or so it seems, and that is true for the 1879 Flowing Hair $4

Stella, with cameo Proofs at the 64 and 65 level! Half eagles in

particular gave us a chance to use our copy of the new Bass-Dan-

nreuther book on early gold coins from 1 795 to 1 834, a magnificent

contribution to numismatic literature and one that richly deserves

the fine sales it has been enjoying. Copies are available from us

and will add to your appreciation of these pieces, including of-

fered examples in this sale of high-grade issues such as 1796/5,

1800, 1808/7, 1813, 1818, and 1820, among others. Charlotte and

Dahlonega coins are very special among our half eagles, and you

are invited to contemplate them for your collection or perhaps as

a new specialty worth pursuing. Many of these are in exception-

ally high grades. Choice and gem later dates include memorable

Proofs and Mint State pieces.

Eagles begin with the first year of issue, 1795, and continue into

the 20th century. Among the early issues are coins ranging from

AU to choice Mint State, including two of 1795. Liberty Head eagles

include an AU 1839 Large Letters, the famous 1858 rarity, an ultra

grade Proof-66 of 1 866, a gem Proof of 1 895, and more. Indian Head

tens include Proof rarities and high grade Mint State coins.

Double eagles range from the 1850s onward and include high-

grade early issues, a superb gem Proof 1870 and notable Proofs of

other dates, including the rare 1881. Carson City twenties, choice

Mint State coins of various dates and mints, and other pieces

beckon. Among twentieth century coins a gem MS-65 MCMVII and

several others of this beautiful design await your consideration,

as do a nice run of Mint State issues of later dates and not one but

tuv high grade Proofs of 1912.

Memorable Attractions in Other Series

And, there is more to come! How about a gem .Mint Slate 191K

Libertv Walking half dollar, struck 10% off center, with a plain edge

and also with some of the sharpest-struck features we've ever wn?
A spectacular full 1886 ^old PriH)f Set will cross the blcK'k and is

likely to cause quite a stir. Commemorative silver and gold coins

are simply wonderful and include some of the highest quality pieces

we've ever offered.

Among patterns you'll see a complete run of the three Ama-

zonian issues of 1872—the quarter, half, and silver dollar. Other

patterns range from cents to double eagles and include the 1836

and 1851 "ring" gold dollars and other rarities. Territorial and

private gold coins include a run of particularly high grade Bechtler

pieces, a nice selection of California Gold rush issues, and coins of

the Oregon Territory and Clark, Gruber & Co.

Opportunity

If you plan to attend in person, we all look forward to meeting

and greeting you. Immerse yourself in a day or two of lot viewing

and then enjoy our hospitality at the sale itself. Bring along your

family, for with Sea World, Walt Disney World, Universal City, and

other attractions, they'll be endlessly happy and busy. The antici-

pated warm and sunny clime lends more appeal.

Otherwise, plan to bid by mail, or by e-mail, or by telephone

(by special prearrangement on key lots), or in real time as the sale

takes place on the Internet. For many coins in the sale the key word

is opportunity. Remember, today's record price paid at auction is apt

to be the starting price the next time such a piece crosses the block.

In the meantime, you will have the coin in your collection, while

others are still scrambling to find one.

Lcxjking ahead, we are gathering consignments for our star-stud-

ded galaxy of public auction sales to be held in the remainder of 2007

and into 2008 (our sales are so popular that we often book far in ad-

vance). Consignments already on hand are most impressive—coins,

tokens, medals, and paper money in one of the most impressive

line-ups of auctions ever held by any rare coin firm. The Stack's dif-

ference is expertise, care, and personal attention paid to you and your

consignment. The results translate directly to your bottom line.

Often, coins sold through Stack's bring more, after our modest

commission, than the same coins would have brought if sold free

ofcharge by another auction house! The dream team of numismatic

experts awaits you, backed up by the most dynamic clientele of

active bidders and buyers of any auction firm.

On behalf of all of us at Stack's thank you for reviewing the

catalogue now in your hands and, hopefully, for joining us in what

will be a memorable sale.

SfACkS n





Tuesday, jatiiiary 2, 2007 — 9:00 am

COLONIAL AND
EARLY AMERICAN COINS

Very Scarce Oak Tree Sixpence

Noe-22

2.V photo

1 1652 Massachusetts Oak Tree sixpence. Noe-22. Rarity-5.

VF-30 (NGC). 31.6 grains according to NGC encapsulation.

Light silver gray with darker gray toning around peripheral

legends. Some minor granularity on the obverse, scattered

but visible under magnification. The obverse die is shifted

to 1:00, but all letters of the legend remain visible and plain

if not absolutely complete. The bold reverse is ideally cen-

tered, typical for the variety. Some horizontal waviness to the

planchet is due to the rocker press method of minting, and a

thin horizontal striation far under the denomination on the

reverse is along one of these shallow natural bends. Slightly

ovoid, again typical for the variety, with straight edges as

issued over ASA and TS of MASATHUVSETS. No major

post-striking problems, a few little abrasions, dull dig under

K’ading beneath G of ENGLAND, flat spots in the detail right

of tree and between IN at base of obverse. Specimens of this

type are challenging, particularly in grades higher than seen

here. Ford owned two of this variety. Both were graded EF,

finer than here but not by a massive margin, and each sold

in excess of $20,000.

\< A ( ensus: 1 ; ^ finer (AU-SS finest)

*nf)nni9

High-Grade Pine Tree Shilling

Small Planchet

2jt photo

1652 Massachusetts Pine Tree shilling. Noe-16. Rarity-2.

AU-55 (NGC). Glossy dark gray, an attractive near black

shade, with light silver gray devices and legends. A pleasing

specimen, well-detailed with some hidden vestiges of lustre.

The surfaces appear smooth to the naked eye, only lightly

granular under magnification. A few short, old scratches

between AT on the reverse near 9:00 are the only significant

marks, though a natural flaw is noted at 1 2:00 on the obx ersc.

The strike is crisp and even, as usual with this well-made

variety'. The rev'erse beading is complete at peripheiy except

for a small area at 12:00, and the obverse shows most of its

border beading as well. This example would make a fine,

sharp tvpe coin of this popular issue.

NGC Census: 3; 4 finer (MS-f)2 finest).

While the NGC encapsulation reads "FORD," this piece wa‘ w lihinjl

question not a part of the Ford collection or the Ford sale i»t Mass.^.

silver.

«000024
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Important 1722 Rosa American Rarity

Unpriced in the Guide Book

1723 Rosa Americana twopence. Breen-92. AU-55 (PCGS).
Highly glossy deep olive surfaces boast strong visual appeal,

with hints of golden brassy color blending into the fields on
both sides. A sharp and attractive example of this popular

early American type, showing only minor granularity under
magnification and no significant post-striking flaws. The
composition of Rosa Americana pieces, a brassy alloy typi-

cally called Bath metal, is especially prone to corrosion and
pitting, but this piece has been very nicely preserved overall.

Ihe detail easily matches the a.ssigned grade, making this a

fine ini lusion in a high-grade type set.

1723 Wood's Hibernia farthing. D.G. Rex. Breen-169. MS-62
BN (PCGS). An unusually nice specimen of this somewhat
elusive major variety. Highly glossy chocolate brown surfaces

are smooth and appealing, with a few tiny hints of mint color

trapped in the legends. An insignificant planchet flaw at the

rim below first G of GEORGIUS is also visible above K of

HIBERNIA on the reverse. A few verv minor and widelv

scattered pits are seen under magnification but the\' do not

distract from the visual appeal in the least. .A thin trace of

inconsequential lacquer appears present on the surfaces,

removal of which may make this high-grade piece even moa'

lustrous than its present glossv appearance. .A coin worthy

of including in anv well-formed collection.

2.x photo

1722 Rosa Americana penny. Breen-110. GEORGIVS / VTILE DULCI. VF-35 (PCGS). A highly important rarity

with a provenance to two of our most important offerings of early American coins, the collections of John L. Roper
and John J. Ford. The distinctive spelling of GEORGIVS with a V rather than a U sets this apart from other 1722
Rosa Americana pennies and earns this variety its own listing in the Guide Book. Graded Very Fine in Ford, this

specimen was described as follows:

"Bath metal. 116.7 gns. Normal 27.1 mm. planchet. Very attractive deep brown in the fields and on the central

devices with some hints of fading color around the obverse periphery. Obverse softly struck, reverse a bit sharper.

Surfaces barely granular at all. Extremely rare; one of only two known in Bath metal. The cataloguer knows of

only four of this type of the 1722 penny, including: this; the Crosby IV, 2 plate coin also in Bath metal (next lot);

the superb copper proof in Garrett:1240 (lot following the next); and the second known in copper said ex Nelson
Collection in the lot after that. This variety is called the "1722 First Prototype Penny" in Breen. It is unpriced in

the Red Book. From the Roper sale where it went entirely unappreciated. Although rare and with a distinctive

orthography there is nothing in the coin that demands it be classed a pattern or a trial and the cataloguer has
listed it here with the regular issues accordingly."

As the careful reader could gather from the preceding description, Mr. Ford's collection included all four of the

known 1722 pennies with this spelling style, a testament to just how elusive this variety is and just how rarely they

change hands. Now dispersed, the other three specimens have been gathered into collector hands for another long

stay off the market. This piece was more pleasing and showed better surfaces than the other Bath metal example of

this rare variety in Ford, and today it remains glossy and with excellent color. The Proof specimen struck in copper
from these dies brought an impressive $48,875. No collection of the major varieties of Rosa Americana issues is

complete without this type, and this variety is also necessary for the Rosa Americana PCGS Set Registry.

PCGS Population: 2; 2 finer within the designation (AU-55 finest).

From our sale of the John L. Roper Collection, December 1983, Lot 80; our sale of the John /. Ford, Jr. Collection, Part IX,

Lot 100.

#000107
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Rare Specimen 1723 Wood's Hibernia l/2d

6 1723 Wood's Hibernia halfpenny. Breen-157. SP-65 BN
(PCGS). Lightly reflective fields are mellowed to a pleasing

medium violet-brown, while rich mint color persists over

much of the surfaces and particularly around the peripheries.

That this piece was called BN rather than RB puzzles us con-

sidering the abundance of original color. An especially bold

strike suggests the "Specimen" status as assigned by PCGS,

with a remarkable and complete border of raised denticles

around both obverse and reverse—highly distinctive from a

typical specimen. A number of rai.sed die lines may be seen

on both sides, one of the main arbiters that Breen noted as a

definitive evidence of Proof status in addition to bold strike,

strong borders, and some measure of reflectivity. A tiny

toning spot is seen at 3:00 on the obverse, outside R of REX,

no other major flaws are nofed. The overall physical qual-

ity and aesthetic appeal is excellent. The reverse die shows

some raised die "rust" resembling pimples, and a die crack

connects the tops of BERN of HIBERNIA.

Just four examples of the 1723 Hibernia halfpenny have

been graded as Specimen by PCGS. Presumably that number

includes a few from the Ford Collection, which included

pieces described as both Proof and Prooflike, or perhaps fhe

Breen plate coin once in our 1984 sale of the Roper Collection.

This piece is from neither source, a new discoven,’ w'hose

qualitv' closely matches those specimens. Its visual appeal and

rarity as a "Specimen" recommend it to advanced collectors

of early American related issues.

PCGS Population: 3; 1 finer (SP-fifi BN).

20001%

7 French Colonies. 1767-A sol de 12 deniers. Paris mint. Breen-

701 . EF-45 (NGC). "RF" counterstamp, 1793. Glossy chestnut

brown with excellent surfaces, particularly so for this issue

which is usually seen granular and unattractive. The RF mark

is nicely centered but weak at its base, which beneficially

allows one of the three fleur-de-lis beneath to be visible. A

few scattered tiny reverse pits are noted, but overall this is a

lovely example, far more choice than usually seen.

11S%37

1783 Nova Constellatio copper. Crosby 1-A. Rarity-4. Large

U.S., Pointed Rays. EF-40 (NGC). Even light brown with

some subtle granularity at central obverse visible under

magnified scrutiny. An attractive example of this distinctive

variety within the Nova Constellatio series, showing die work

unlike that found on other varieties. The US at central obverse

and the date below' are a little soft, as often seen, but other

design elements are nice and bold. Some inconsequential

surface dirt persists in the devices. A collectible specimen of

this important early American tvpe.

#000804

1783 Nova Constellatio copper. Crosby 2-B. Small U.S.,

Pointed Rays, CONSTELLATIO. EF-45 (PCGS). Attrac-

tive even medium brown with scattered light pits, more

significant on the reverse (the all-seeing eye side, called the

obverse by Crosby) than the obverse. The strike and overall

detail is sharper than usually seen, with a nice bold US and

good definition in the eye. No major post-striking marks,

indeed, only the pits keep this from being a perfect coin for

the grade. As it is, it remains a highly collectible and little

w'orn example of this iconic early American tv'pe.

#000801

1787 Connecticut copper. Miller 6.1-M. Rarity-1. Laughing

Head. MS-61 BN (NGC). Glossy chocolate brown w'ith mostly

smooth surfaces. Some tiny pits above the obverse figure and at

the left side of the obverse are noted but insignificant. A single

planchet striation runs diagonally from above I of LIB to right

of the date on the reverse. Sharp and well-detailed, as are man\

of this varietv, likely due to the shallow detail engrax ed in the

dies instead of high, rounded relief that tended to become

quickly. This popular varieh' should be represented in e\ en

early American tx pe set.

NGC Census: 1 ; none finer. This is the finest oertified under \( R.

<

Left" varietv, which is apparentlv distinct from 'Mailed Bus; 1 ett

gets a separate line). Further, there IS an \( Z lineitet” i .n thmr : or ir *

"Laughing Head," i.e this preose vaneU hut t!;;- pi.--.-.- « -

as such. Population repiirts for colonial- ;onti" - * ’ be .

'

value and will continue to he - - until the t»*-! •
-- ^ \ - hrs t-rr^ r-

enough to us(' their own idimfifii -itiim
*

#00034*1
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11 1786 New Jersey copper. Maris 14-J. Rarity-1. AU-58 (NGC).
Lovely medium brown with nicely glossy surfaces that retain

a trace of apparent lustre. Mostly smooth and showing excel-

lent visual appeal for the grade, with just some extremely

minor natural granularity visible under a glass at central

obverse. The date is entirely on the planchet, denticles frame

the obverse from 11:00 to 5:00 and from 1:00 fo 7:00 on the

reverse. No severe marks, a single thin scratch runs above
first U of UNUM to the right top of the shield. Beautifully

detailed and choice in appearance, this pretty New Jersey

would ideally serve a type collector's requirements.
NGC Census (Straight Beam, Narrow Shield): 4; 5 finer (MS-65 fin-

est).

12 1787 New Jersey copper. Maris 43-d. Rarity-1. AU-58 (NGC).
From our sale of the John J. Ford, Jr. Collection, where it was
described as follows:

"The obverse and reverse are light olive brown and gold

in color. The fields are fairly smooth and hard, any porosity

being confined principally to the base of the reverse. Very

acceptable central sharpness for both grade and type, with

the horse's head clear and just light softness in the center of

the shield due to the advanced state of the die. Well centered

on both sides with a full border of denticles. There are some
who will prefer this piece over the one in the preceding lot

[i.e. another M. 43-d in the Ford sale], despite the latter's

higher grade and red color. Obverse die clashed probably

twice but the surface condition does not allow for certainty

on this side, the reverse clearly clashed as described on the

preceding lot [i.e. showing the plow handles in two arcs in

the shield.]"

A very pleasing type coin, showing nice color and sharp-

ness, a New Jersey with a superb provenance as well as

excellent eye appeal.

NCC Ccasus (Small Planchet, Plain Shield): 6; 8 finer (MS-62 finest).

From the collections ofHillyer Ryder and F.C.C. Boyd; Stack's

sale of the John /. Ford Collection, October 2003, Lot 155.

ff0(X)506

13 1787 New Jersey copper. Maris 48-g. Rarity-1. VF-30 (PCGS).

Even dark steel brown with evenly granular surfaces. Some
scrapes in the patina are clear under a glass, but the detail

remains fairly sharp.

#000503

14 1788 Massachusetts half cent. Ryder 1-B. Rarity-2. MS-63
BN (NGC). From our ANR sale of December 2005, where it

was described as:

"Frosty lustre covers both sides, with a partially reflective

obverse showing frosty chocolate brown color with other

highlights and the reverse a rich even chocolate brown. Some
subtle mahogany tones are visible at the base of the obverse,

while a darker area of patina is present atop the Indian's

bow. Some horizontal planchet fissures are visible in the low
spot at central obverse and the Indian's head, with similar

texture at the base of the reverse. Technically probably fully

Uncirculated, struck well enough that nearly complete divi-

sions in the Indian's clothing may be seen—and that makes it

sharper than the vast majority ofAU and Uncirculafed coins

extant. A very pretty Massachusetts half cent that would
grace even the finest of cabinets."

NGC Census: 2; none finer.

From ANR's sale of the Old Colony Collection, December

2005, Lot 69.

#000308

15 1788 Massachusetts cent. Ryder 3-A. Rarity-4-. With Period.

AU-58 (NGC). Deep chestnut brown with some olive ton-

ing around the Indian and a hint of woodgraining on the

reverse. Some light granularity best seen at top and bottom
of obverse, roughness at left obverse periphery and a few tiny

flaws under WE of COMMONWEALTH, reverse striated at

left side, tiny rim bruise under last S of MASSACHUSETTS.
Good sharpness and overall eye appeal, some hairlines onlv

barely visible with a glass. A pleasing specimen on this iconic

type.

NGC Census (Period): 7; 6 finer (MS-64 BN finest).

BID ON THE INTERNET
Visit www.stacks.com to bid in any of our auctions, 24 hours a day from the comfort of

your home or office. Check online for deadlines and bidding instructions.

18 Stack's
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HALF CENTS
All Uncertified half cents and large cents are graded in accordance

with "EAC" style net grading standards, often more conservative

than so-called "market grading."

High-Grade 1794 C-4a Half Cent

Late Die Stale

2.x photo

16 1794 Cohen-4a, Breen-6b. Rarity-3. AU-55 (NGC). Lov'ely

glossy medium brown with some remaining lustre, espe-

cially prominent on the reverse. A sharp and appealing

specimen with just the lightest evidence of wear. A series of

planchet striations in the right obverse field are as struck, lo-

cated in the quadrant of the obverse that is always soft in this

advanced die state and thus not struck with enough force to

obliterate them. Only a few tiny pits affect Liberty's brow,

and the remainder of the planchet flaws fall harmlessly at

the periphery, including just a hint at the soft area under

the fraction on the reverse. The visual appeal is excellent,

with no significant post-striking flaw's. An area of darker

toning is noted around TED on the left side of the reverse.

Struck from the latest known state of the dies, equivalent

to Manley 4.0, called "very scarce." The Garrett coin, one

of the specimens cited by Manley in this die state, was far

less fine than this one and showed similar areas of strike

weakness as described above. A large bulge left of the

date is easily noticeable without a glass, as are the clash

marks on both sides. Taken as a whole, this piece is both

a lustrous high-grade example of a distinctive one year

type and a technically fascinating example of this elusive

terminal die state. It is a certain star in a well-formed half

cent collection.

17 1802/0 C-2, B-2. Rarity-3. VG-10 (I’CGS). Glossy chtK'olate

brown w'ith gtK>d eye appeal for the assigned grade. Scattenxi

marks are seen, commensurate w'ith the grade, including a

few at the central reverse. A single tiny pit at the denticU*s

near 8:00 on the obverse is noted; two small rim bruises at

the right side of the obverse are well hidden in the holder. A
very scarce date, especially w'ith generous eye appeal. This

one would work well in a circulated date set consisting of

appealing, uncorroded coins.

#001057

Exciting Double Struck 1804 l/2c

2x photo

18 1804 C-10, B-9. Rarity-1. Double struck, first strike 25%
off-center. MS-62 BN (NGC). A remarkable error on this

popular date. Deep steel with a ruddy hue on the obverse

and some golden undertones. Traces of lustre persist, strong

sharpness, some minor hairlines. A thin vertical scratch runs

dowm the face of Liberty' on the centered, dominant second

strike, and another horizontal pinscratch runs from her nose

to the rim, but neither negatively affects the visual appeal in

a substantive fashion.

This is one of the most eye-catching errors we have scvn

on this issue, show'ing tw’o bold dates and an impressive

amount of detail from both strikes. The first strike was sig-

nificantly off-center to 7:30 or so, but retains a complete 04 of

the date and partial 18. The first bust of Liberty is clearer at

the back of her head than her profile, which is now at central

obverse under the second bust of Libertv. Two clear trunca-

tions of the bust are plain. Dn the reverse, the fascinating

jumble is interesting to study under a glass. While double

strikes on 1804 half cents arc not rare in the purest sen-^\

most are rather minor and show little separation K^twism

the strikes. This example will be a prize in a half amt -.viLirH'f

or an error collection.

*001070
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Attractive and Sharp 1811 Half Cent Rarity

2x photo

19 1811 C-2, B-2. Rarity-2. Close Date. EF-40 (NGC). Manley
3.0 Attractive chocolate brown with tan highlights and
good surface quality. Many tiny scattered marks are noted,

including a few dull nicks above Liberty's head, but none
are individually serious. Some minor soft verdigris clings

to intricacies, very thin scratch from curl to star 13. A very

sharp and appealing specimen of this key date in the half

cent series, one considered desirable from the very genesis

of coin collecting in this country. Most specimens, even those

in carefully assembled cabinets of the denomination, are low-

quality—either heavily worn, showing poor quality surfaces,

or both. The present coin will undoubtedly see competition

from the many collectors who have patiently awaited a nice

example.

NGC Census: 3; 4 finer (AU-55 finest).

From ANR's Classics Sale, September 2003, Lot 121.

#001135

20 1853 C-1, B-1. Rarity-1. MS-64 BN (PCGS). Frosty medium
brown with excellent cartwheel lustre. Some hints of olive and

peeks of original mint color may be noted at central reverse.

Tiny spot over star 8, another over H of HALF, a few other

smaller specLs but very few marks or flaws. A highly attractive

half cent, perfect for a well-chosen high-grade type set.

#001227

The First Philadelphia Mint.

LARGE CENTS
All Uncertified half cents and large cents are graded in accordance

with "EAC" style net grading standards, often more conservative

than so-called "market grading."

Famous 1793 Chain AMERI. Cent

2.x photo

21 1793 Sheldon-1. Rarity-4. Chain AMERI. F-15 (NGC).
A circulated and desirable specimen of America's first

regular issue cent, the most enduring of all denomina-
tions. Smooth light brown surfaces show some delicate

highlights of gold and pale violet. Very nice sharpness

for this grade level, with good hair detail, complete date,

and the usually stronger reverse showing its distinctive

AMERI. well. Under a glass, many tiny pin scratches mav
be seen over much of the obverse and a lesser proportion

of the reverse, with a few heavier scratches above Libertv's

portrait. A tiny rim nick is noted below 9:00 on the obverse,

natural planchet flaw at tops of LI of LIBERTY. Chain cents

see heavy demand in all grades, and though this is not

perfect it offers uncorroded surfaces and excellent detail.

After viewing this piece, manv collectors mav deem it

worthy of a strong bid.

#001342

20 Slack's
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Chocolate Brown 1793 Chain Ic

2x photo

22 1793 S-3. Rarity-3-. Chain AMERICA. VF-20 (PCGS). A very nice circulated example of this classic type. Rich even

dark chocolate brown surfaces are smooth and glossy, pleasing to the eye up close and at arm's length. Scattered

contact marks commensurate with the level of wear are noted, none especially serious, though we note a couple

rim bruises atop the reverse. Three digs under T of CENT and another between the bases of IT of UNITED serve

as identifying marks but are old enough to just blend in. Some old verdigris is noted among the intricacies of the

design elements such as the chain and LIBERTY, and a small spot is seen under scrutiny between the hairline and

the base of R of LIBERTY. The overall appearance is wholesome and attractive, just the way many collectors wish

their Chain cent (or hole where a Chain cent should be) would look. Worthy of serious consideration by copper

aficionados or those assembling a set of all major design types.

#001341

Desirable 1793 Periods Chain Cent

VF-30 (PCGS)

photo

23 1793 S-4. Rarity-3+. Chain AMERICA, Periods. VF-30 (PCGS). Light steel brown with some brassy undertones

and hints of pale blue near centers. A sharp specimen, showing bold definition on both sides and the Peruxis

characteristic bold. Some planchet striations are seen in the right obverse field, linear planchet gap along rim near

9:00 as struck. Some subtle horizontal slide marks may be noted at central obverse hidden in Liberh 's hair, trace

of a fingerprint above date, ver>' faint granularity' on both sides though good gloss gives both sides an c\ en l(X*k

without magnification. Some scattered light marks and thin scratches are noted under scrutiny, including an old

pinscralch from under Libertv's chin to rim, two very’ minor rim bruises left of the date, a dig under the base of the

chain, a pit above N of UNITED, a straight old pinscratch right of the chain and another above STATES, Taken a-

a whole, the visual appeal remains gcx>d for an issue that is often found badly worn, badly cornxled, or IxMh As

a distinctive variety within the Chain type, the Periods Sheldon-4 takes on an added level of desirabilitv l\C,r

has assigned a higher grade to this major variety on only 10 txrcasions.

f(W1342
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Peumf Whimsy Plate 1794 S-23

Ex, Col Green-Oscar I’earl-Tom Morley

Tied for Third Finest Known

2.x photo

24 1794 S-23. Rarity-4+. Extremely Fine-40. Sharpness of Extremely Fine-45, but showing some trivial planchet

flaws. A highly important specimen of this rare variety, plated in the still standard work on early cents and

boasting a magnificent provenance. Smooth and glossy milk chocolate brown, an even and ideal shade over

nice quality surfaces. The reverse shows the most shallow and modest roughness under magnified scrutiny,

positively inconsequential to the excellent aesthetic appeal. A single tiny pit is noted at the base of T in

CENT, and a few similar and trivial planchet striations may be seen on the obverse: a trio at the truncation

of the bust, a couple at Y of LIBERTY, and some other widely scattered individuals. A pinprick nick behind

the base of Liberty's cap is the only significant post-striking flaw. A tiny planchet clip, half the width of the

denticulated border, at the base of the pole serves as the most useful identifier; it was Del Bland's mention

of this clip in his census listing that alerted us to the world-class provenance of this piece, though a tiny

spot under the bust truncation and one inside the rim below 3:00 may also be seen on the Penny Whimsy

plate. The appearance of this coin is lovely enough that it is bound to start at least one argument on the

flaws of net grading, i.e. penalizing a very pretty coin for insignificant flaws. The grade of this coin in the

Bland census is listed as VF-35 which, while not leagues off, seems a touch too conservative. The obverse

detail is perhaps technically AU, as the late die state seen here (Breen state V, terminal) reduces central

obverse detail.

William Sheldon noted in 1958 that "below the hrst half dozen of this variety condition drops off steeply

so that the rather high condition census is misleading." At that time, the top six were graded 60-50-40-35-30;

since then the 60 has been downgraded to 55 (those conserv^ative EAC types strike again!), and the 50 has

been upgraded to 55 (perhaps evidence of Sheldon's famed "5 points for ownership" since he bought it

after the publication of the book). Bland's modern census is 55(2)-35(3)-30. The only new addition to that

top six since 1958 was a nice VF found by Gordon Wrubel and now in a well known Las Vegas collection

focusing on provenance. Sheldon mentioned five specimens in P-W but chose to plate this example as the

obverse and the finest known piece (Clapp-ANS) as the reverse. By process of elimination, he apparently

refers to this example as the "Proskey-Hines piece ... about VF-35." Those two extra owners are additions

to the published provenance of this piece. The next owner will join a string of famous collectors and be the

proud caretaker of an essentially unimprovable specimen of this variety.

While plated in the 1 879 Frossard work, this coin apparently didn't belong to him at the time, as the 1 884 sale of Frossard's 1 794s

lacked a Maris 1 3 (i.e. Sheldon 23). Perhaps Frossard tnirrowed it from Proskey, the rival cataloguer he called "he of the India rubber

conscience?" According to Al Boka's work on 1794 cents, George Clapp called Proskey "the most knowledgeable source on large

cents he had ever met." Maybe even Frossard, who disliked Proskey intensely, used him as a go-to guy on his beloved 17»t4s’

Probably from the David Proskey Collection; sold in 1916 intact to Henry C. Hines; Col. E.H.R. Green CollecUon;

P.G. lohnson to Abe Kosoff in March 1943 (for $18.75); Numismatic Gallery’s fixed price list of the Oscar Pearl

Collection, 1944, Lot 35 (at $35); Edward L. Urban to Robert Kissner; Stack's sale of the Kissner Collection, lune

1975, Iwt 225; Tom Morley Collection; Cape Kennedy Medals' sale of the Morley Collection, December 19, 5 Iwl 9

(at $1500); Dr. Robert /. Shalowitz to Del Bland to Betram Cohen. Plated in the 1879 uvrk Monograph of the United

States Cents and Half Cents, Issued Between the years 1793 and 1857 by Ed Frossard, the 1958 and 19tA ediiiow of

Penny Whimsy, and in the 1979 uvrk 1794 Lar<^e Cents Graded and Updated by Tom Morlru.

«Mni,37s
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Superb AU 1797 Sheldon-128

A New Addition to the Condition Census

2x photo

25 1797 S-128. Rarity-3. About Uncirculated-50. Sharpness of AU-55, but for a few inconsequential

hairlines and some well-hidden flecks. A gorgeous and newly discovered specimen of this

variety, found in an old-time New England accumulation and likely tied for second or third

finest known. Abundant lustre, satiny and lightly reflective in the fields, persists across smooth,
pleasing surfaces. Both sides are attractive medium brown with hints of pale blue and rich

golden highlights, the reverse somewhat more golden and more reflective than the obverse.

The sharpness is essentially that of a Mint State coin, showing just the lightest evidence of wear,

a true old-school AU that will likely be deemed fully Uncirculated by the grading services.

Some very faint hairlines may be seen, evidence of handling but not cleaning, but there are no
severe nicks or marks. A single very thin hairline scratch runs from Liberty's neck curl to the

top of her drapery, linear horizontal planchet striation from base of hair bow to rim at 9:00,

tiny nick over second S of STATES. A tiny raised speck is hidden above Liberty's second curl,

behind her head, and a few smaller specks are well concealed within the highest wave of her

hair. The eye appeal is superb. Quite simply, this is a gorgeous large cent and one that evokes
a smile when handled and examined.

Beyond its beauty, this coin is one of the very finest extant from these dies. The reverse is an
especially distinctive die, used only on S-128 and the very rare S-129, with theM ofAMERICA
punched over an erroneous E, an aspecf that is immediately clear on a coin of this elusive

grade. The finest known according to Bland is a piece discovered in England that now resides

in a well-known West Coast dealer's collection, which he calls five points finer than the piece

which Noyes ranks as tied for first. The CQR census is given as 55 (+) -50 (2+, A) -45 (-I-) - 40

(2+, 2A), which in language spoken by non-copper addicts refers to a single above average 55
coin, two above average 50 coins and an average 50 coin, a very nice 45 coin, and two especiallv

nice 40 coins rounding out the six-coin Condition Census. Based on photographic comparison,
this piece is sharper in the hair than at least one of the 50 coins and without question ranks
within the Condition Census, though just where can be decided by people smarter than us.

The Clapp coin in the ANS is graded 40 by both Noyes and Bland. Further adding interest,

this piece is struck from a shattered and terminal state of the obverse, congruent to Breen's
state IX, with an impressive network of cracks at the lower obverse. A true prize for advanced
early date enthusiasts, a coin that is a joy to catalogue and one we are proud to introduce to

the large cent community.
#(X)I422
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Beautiful 1797 S-135 Cent

A Nichols Find Gem

2.x photo

26 1797 S-135. Rarity-3. MS-66 BN (PCGS). Beautiful light brown with hints of gold and faded

mint color over lightly reflective surfaces. Strong cartwheel lustre encircles both obverse and

reverse. The strike is bold and impressive, yielding full hair detail and a reverse centering

dot from a die variety that often shows central granularity. The planchet quality is overall

better than usually found, lacking significant striations or pits, just a microscopic hint of

striations high in Liberty's hair. This hoard variety is also often characterized by spotting,

but this specimen is largely free from them: one between Liberty's bow and curl serves

as a provenance identifier, a few more minor ones are noted in the right obverse field. In

terms of frost and sharpness, this piece ranks among the very best of this date we have

ever seen.

The Nichols Find included specimens of 1796 S-119, 1797 S-123, 1797 S-135, and maybe

a few other varieties in smaller numbers. The fortunate survival of these high-grade pieces

allows type collectors a good chance to locate a Draped Bust cent from these dates that

boasts Mint State sharpness and nice color, but rarely does one come along with such a

bold strike and good planchet. A good indication of the quality of this piece lies in its

pedigree. When Ted Naftzger bought the T. James Clarke collection intact, the pieces that

were of insufficient quality to remain in Naftzger's collection became the 1956 T. James

Clarke sale by Abe Kosoff—a catalogue full of large cents of the highest calibre! This piece

was nice enough that Naftzger kept it for nearly 40 years. We imagine its next owner will

enjoy it just as much.

Though Mint State survivors of this die variety are numerous, thanks to the early 19th-

century hoard called the Nichols Find, Bill Noyes has ranked this piece as tied for fourth

finest known of the variety. PCGS has graded two with more color (i.e. RB rather than BN)

but has never assigned a higher numerical grade to any 1797 cent. Indeed, PCGS has never

assigned a higher numerical grade to any Draped Bust large cent before 1802!

PCGS Population (all varieties): 2; none 6ner within the BN designation. Two additional pieces have been

graded MS-66 RB, still leaving this piece tied for hnest certihed by PCGS. This piece was certihed as MS-66 in

b<ith of its pawious auction appearances in 1997 and 1999.

From the collection ofT. James Clarke to R.E. “Ted" Naftzger in 1954; Superior's sale ofSeptember

1997, Lot 47; Superior 's sale of June 1999, Lot 147. Noyes photo 21356.

»noi422
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Nice VF 1799 Cent Rarity

Sheldon-189

2.V photo

1799 S-189. Rarity-2. VF-20 (NGC). Smooth glossy dark brown, a pleasing and even near-ebony. Excellent visual
appeal for the grade assigned, showing an especially bold date and far fewer marks than usually seen at this grade
level. A hny rim nick over Y of LIBERTY is noted, but otherwise the obverse is choice. The base of the reverse is

a bit soft, but the other definition is very good. Among the minor scattered reverse marks only a dig in the leaf

left of C of CENT is notable. Among 1799 cents with similar levels of wear, this is one of the most appealing and
problem-free examples we have seen in recent memory. Worthy of an especially strong bid from cent enthusiasts,

many of whom still lack this classic key to the series.

#001644

Second Nice 1799 Cent

Sheldon-189

2x photo

28 1799 S-189. Rarity-2. VF-20 (NGC). Even dark chocolate brown with good gloss and pleasing surface ciuality.

As usual for 1799 cents in this grade range, a smattering of contact marks may be seen commensurate with
the level of wear. A single pinpoint dig inside the obverse rim about 2:00 is noted, another dig above 7 of the
date, while others blend into the fields and devices. Some faint central granularity may be seen under scrutinv
but is insignificant to the highly positive visual appeal. LIBERTY and other design elements are bold, the
date somewhat softer but plain and easily read, OF soft on the reverse. A very tiny rim bruise above second
T of STATES is mostly hidden by the holder, and some minor old verdigris around reverse design elements
serves as contrast more than detriment. Indeed, among the minefield of problematic 1799 cents, those either
damaged through poor handling or simply worn to oblivion, this piece ranks high as an attractive, circulated
specimen without significant problems. A date collector could hope for little more.

«0()I44.1
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2‘J 18lK)/7M S-144. Rarity-3. VF-30 (I’CGS). Glossy dark olive-

brown, a pleasing near-black shade, with lighter brown de-

vices. Magnification reveals subtle granularity but the gloss

is even and attractive. A single dig on Liberty's neck is the

only significant pt^st-striking flaw. The overdate characteristic

is extremely bold, clear to the naked eye. Breen's state V, an

intermediate state with rim break at base of reverse.

81X)1455

Superb Mint State 1803 S-254

Tied for Third Finest Known

Noyes Plate Coin

2x photo

30 1803 S-254. Rarity-1. MS-65 RB (PCGS). A simply magnificent 1803 large cent, one of the very finest known of the

variety or the date. Superlative cartwheel lustre encircles beautiful, frosty surfaces that retain abundant natural

mint red color. The fine original shade has slightly mellowed over time, with bright red remaining at peripheries

and centers a faded red shade that is not quite dark enough to be called "brown." The visual appeal is simply

extraordinary, rich with originality and showing bold lustre uncommon on even high-grade large cents. The

obverse is free of defects, showing just the most minor marks and a single dull vertical depression on the neck

right of the curl. A few tiny flyspecks are seen among ERTY with a glass. The reverse is just as appealing despite

a few spots, the largest under the first T of STATES though we note others between AM and at E of AMERICA.

The violet-tinted reverse is especially pretty and perhaps even more lustrous than the gem quality obverse. The

strike is good and bold on both sides, better than many other high-grade examples from th^s die pair. Breen die

state II with the fine crack through 3 of the date, despite the fact that it was catalogued as perfect obverse by

Noyes. In fairness, it is an earlier die state than the sometimes-seen state with a heavy break at the tip of Liberty s

This piece is numerically tied for both third finest of this variety and third finest 1803 cent certified RB by

PCGS. The only full RD 1803 cent certified by PCGS was offered in our January 2006 ANR sale as Lot 28; it realized

$92,000 despite being graded "just" MS-64 due to a planchet flaw at the upper obverse rim. This piece is similarly

go/geous and only slightly less red; it also has a more perfect planchet and fewer spots. The Bland census in the

Walter Breen work on early date cents lists this piece as EAC-style MS-63, ranked under tw'o EAC-style MS-66

specimens that have not been offered publicly in decades. The specimen impounded in the ANS was given the

same grade by Bland as the present specimen. Noyes, for some reason, chose not to grade any of the four 1803

S-254s he listed, but the fact that this one was chosen as his plate coin insinuates that it was at least prettier than

the other three examples, all of which he had photographed.

In this era when superb quality early type coins are sought eagerly and appreciated widely, a coin such as this

is apt to see very activ'e competition. Its originaliW stands head and shoulders above most Mint State large cents

certified bv the two major services in recent years, and its eye appeal is as fine as could be imagined. This would

have been an upgrade for both Oliver Jung and Haig Koshkarian's fine tv’pe sets, both of which contained Mint

State 1803 cents, and is deserving of a spot in another connoisseur-qualiW collection.

PCC.5 hipulation. .1; 1 6ner within the designation (MS-67 RB). One additional 1803 cent (Large date, small traction; ha^ been graded

hniT at MS-67 RR, and one hner BN specimen has been graded MS-66.

Frotfi the C David Pierce CoUectioii; Abe Kosoff \o R.E. "Ted" mtz<(er to Eric Strewer w Fehruarv 1991

Sfreiner to jay Parrino to Jack Wadliiigtoii. Plated (obverse and reverse) in the 1991 bloyes xivrk. Soyes photo 2U44

*001483
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Highly Important 1807 Comet Cent

Ex. H.P. Smith (1906)-Earle (1912)-Atwater (1946)

2x photo

1807 S-271. Rarity-1. Comet. MS-63 BN (PCGS). A well-podigreed and high-grade specimen of

one of the most famous early date varieties, the finest Comet we have seen since the marvelous

gem Hogan Pond specimen that sold for the seeming bargain price of $50,600 in our March 2005

ANR sale. Catalogued in 1912 by Henry Chapman as "Uncirculated. Minute nick under bow and

also on edge. Sharp, bold impression. Steel color. The finest specimen of this rare variety known."

The Hogan Pond piece would not be discovered for another four years, so this piece may indeed

have been the finest specimen Henry Chapman had seen; his brother Samuel Hudson likely cata-

logued the finer Mills coin (later in Helfenstein, a gem) in 1904 which is why Henry would not

have remembered it.

Today, we can expand on Henry Chapman's apt description and correct a few of his statements.

The surfaces are smooth, with even brown steel color on the obverse and delicate traces of mint

color at the central reverse. The lustre is subtle right now due to surface dirt, which sometimes

accumulates inside the little capsule of preserved Southern California air inside which this coin

currently resides, but upon a light brushing we have no doubt the lustre, color, and bloom will

"pop" once more into frosty cartwheel. The frosty faded red of the reverse is tantalizing and

attractive, and good lustre is seen even in the current slightly dirty state. The tiny nick behind

Liberty's upper curl is the only nick worth noting, as the tiny rim flaw at 8:00 on the obverse is

actually a planchet defect, not a nick, and is more or less hidden by the current encapsulation.

Some inconsequential spots are seen at the base of the rev'erse.

While currently listed outside of Bland's Condition Census, this piece is itulicizcd in the Bland

listings in the Breen large cent book, meaning he has not seen it and the grade given therein is by

reputation or tradition—which is only slightly more accurate than grading coins over the phone. The

piece is nice enough that George Clapp chose it as his plate coin in his 1934 monograph on cents of

1804 to 1814. In many ways, it is an ideal plate coin: high grade, showcasing the advanced state of

the Comet (Breen state VH-VIII), and a provenance to at least three pre-WWH large cent collectors

known for their impeccable taste. The same characteristics make this piece worth a strong bid today

for those collecting the major varieties of early cents.

PCGS Population: 2; 2 finer within the designation (MS-64 BN finest). Two other pieces have been certified as MS-65 RB

bv PCGS, but these six events are the sum total of the Mint State certifications by PCGS.

From S.H. and Henry Chapman's sale of the Harlan P. Smith Collection, May 1906, Lot 1111; Henry

Chapman 's sale of the George H. Earle, jr. Collection, June 1 912, Lot 3443; Henry Chapman to Willtam Cutler

Atxoater; B. Max Mehl's sale of the Ahoater Collection, June 1946, Lot 38; Federal Coin Exchange's 1952 fixed

price list; Federal Coin Exchangee's 1954 ANA Sale, July 1954, Lot 1029; Federal Coin Exchange's 1957 ANA

Sale. July 1957, Lot 127; unknown intermediaries; Bourrs and Merena's sale of Sqdemher 1992, Let 1081

Plated in George Clapp's The United States Cents of 1804 to 1814, 1934.

*001531
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32 1810/09 S-281. Rarity-1. EF-40 (PCGS). Nice smooth chocolate

brown, an ideal shade, over very attractive surfaces. Some old

harmless buildup is present around some devices but it is not

distracting. A few dull nicks are noted around Liberty's nose,

old toned scratch to star 10 from hair, all minor marks that do
not impact excellent eye appeal. A very handsome collector

grade specimen of this popular and obvious overdate, far

nicer than is usually available.

#001552

Very Nice 1814 S-294 Cent

MS-63 (PCGS)

2.x photo

33 1814 S-294. Rarity-1. MS-63 BN (PCGS). Strong lustre persists

on frosty dark chocolate brown surfaces, highlighted by faint

violet in the fields and .some hints of faded mint color around
design elements. Smooth and very pretty, choice for the grade

with no significant marks or spots. Indeed, we can think of

two or three specimens of this date certified at a higher grade

that were much less pleasing and not as well preserved as

the present specimen. The sharpness is likewise excellent

and marks this as ideal for a classy high-grade type set. The
f iirban 1 leads are famously tough to find with nice color and
surfai »-s, but this one will be a fine addition to any cabinet.

11 (1)1575

Lovely Brockage 1818 Cent

34 1818 Newcomb-3. Full obverse brockage, first strike. FF-40

(PCGS). A fascinating and highly attractive error large cent,

a full obverse brockage on Newcomb's obverse 2 of 1818,

an obverse die used only for the N-3 die variety. Pleasing

smooth rich chocolate brown. The normally struck obverse

is very slightly misaligned to 9:00, tiny nick under star 12,

tiny nicks outside stars 8 and 10, a few hairlines and minor
abrasions. The brockage side is deeply impressed and choice

in appearance, just some dull nicks around the portrait of

Liberty. Brockages are eye-catching errors, and large cent

brockages are especially popular. This specimen is about
as nice as middle date brockages come and deserves strong

bidding from both copper and error specialists.

#001601

35 1820 N-13. Rarity-1. MS-65 BN (PCGS). Superb lustrous

cartwheel over blended olive and maroon surfaces. Frosty

and pleasing overall, spot at E in CENT and another at the

berry under E of UNITED noted, some rust-shaded patina

at reverse periphery between 9:00 and 11:00 and between
3:00 and 6:00. Specimens of this variety are perhaps more
often chosen for type sets than any other Newcomb number
between 1816 and 1835.

#001615

36 1820 N-13. Rarity-1. MS-64 RB (PCGS). A definitive example
of this Randall Hoard variety, rich with orange mint color

on one side and mottled on the other, blending dark brown
with hints of red. When the Randall Hoard first came to light

in 1868, one bystander described the coins as "bright on one
side but discolored on the other"—an apt de.scription of this

precise cent! The lustre is superb, as is the e\’e appeal, despite

scattered flecks on the obverse and some "kegmarks" heiv

and there. A pleasing coin from this most famous .Vmerican

hoard.

#lH)l(il6
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Rare Proof 1821 Large Cent

2.V pholo

37 1821 N-1. Rarity-6 as a Proof. Proof-61 BN (NGC). Golden light brown with deeper olive toning around devices

and peripheries. The surfaces are lightly reflective, contrasting with boldly detailed devices typical of this Prcxif

issue, the first large cent emission struck in collectible numbers in Proof format. Each star has a bold center, the

hair is definitively delineated, and the wreath is likewise superbly rendered. Some light hairlines are noted under

careful scrutiny, left by a long-ago cleaning, but only the batch under the bust truncation is notable. A trace of an old

fingerprint is noted in the left obverse field, tiny nick behind bun, thin scratch under second A of AMERICA.

Proof large cents are a rare and special breed, produced from 1817 until the end of the series (or until 1868 if

you include the "pattern" 1868-dated issue). Those from before this issue are extremely rare, but in 1821 the Mint

began producing Proofs in measurable quantities. The reason is unknown—it could have been new staff, new

technology, or simply demand—but this date remains one of the more readily collectible Proof issues before the

1850s. For that reason, a coin such as this would be perfect for a Proof type set or even an eye-catching way to

represent the type in a standard type set.

NGC Census: 1; 1 finer witliin any designation (Proof-65 RB). According to the NGC Census, these are the only two Pr(X)f specimens

of this date graded by NGC. The NGC Proof-62 example in the March 2004 Haig Koshkarian sale seems to have been either broken out or

omitted.

#001771

Choice Mint State 1824 N-2

38 1824 N-2. Rarity-1. MS-63 BN (PCGS). Beautifully lustrous steel and olive-brown surfaces show good frost and

hints of remaining mint color. A splash of lighter color, faded from mint red, is seen left of the date to star 1 3. Some

minor buildup is visible inside the denticles on both sides, only minor marks, nick on Liberty's throat and another

from the right edge of the bar below CENT to the wreath serve as identifiers. This date is famously scarce in high

grade, and this piece would make a superb addition to an advanced date or \ariet\ collection.

K t.S PopulatMin; 5; 7 hnor (MS-65 BN hncst)

Purclia<iC(i at a Coiwccticul coin f^hoio in March 1966; Garry Fitzgerald collection.

innihVi



Superb, Pedigreed 1838 Proof Cent

Ex Brown (1897)-Earle (1912)

2,v photo

1838 N-11. Rarity-6 as a Proof. Proof-64 RB (PCGS). A coin of great beauty and rarity which,
additionally, boasts a superb provenance. Nearly full original mint color, barely mellowed with
pale violet tones in the reverse fields and at lower right obverse. Deeply reflective and highly
lustrous, a bright and attractive specimen with exemplary mirrored fields. The strike is crisp and
well realized. Henry Chapman, writing in 1912, noted that this piece had a "sharp impression,
though stars before bust are not centered," in other words stars 4 and 5 are not entirely defined
though the central star radials are complete. A single tiny flyspeck under star 12 enabled us to

link this piece to the one plated in the 1912 Earle catalogue. No other spots or significant flaws

are mentioned, just some widely scattered and unimportant hairlines. At a peculiar angle, a linear

flaw that resembles a thin patch of hairlines from star 2 to right of star 6 can be seen, though this

may be naturally occurring as a similar flaw may be barely discerned at a particular angle arc-

ing below CE of CENT. The eye appeal is so superb, the color so rich, and the overall quality so

compelling that we are still surprised this was not given a full gem grade assignment at PCGS.
This die variety is the only recorded Proof of this date. Breen noted that the total population

was "evidently nearer to 12 than to 8 and possibly higher." Only a few have been certified this

fine or finer: the Garrett coin has been certified as Proof-64 RD (PCGS), while the David S. Wilson
specimen (ex RSB 1:873) was graded Proof-65 RB (PCGS). Another Proof-64 RB (PCGS) specimen
appeared in the August 1999 Bowers and Merena sale, although that piece and the Wilson-RSB
piece showed less star detail than seen on this example. Offered in our 2005 Northern Bay sale,

this piece was off the market for decades until that sale and lay, undisturbed, in a collection

formed primarily in the 1940s and early 1950s. With most of the known population now toned
completely down to brown, and lacking the surface quality of this piece, a connoisseur would be
wise to buy this piece and put it away again for the long term.

PCGS Population: 1; 2 finer within the RB designation (Proof-65 finest). PCGS has certified a specimen of this date in

Proof on 12 occasions, undoubtedly including some resubmissions. Eight of those pieces were certified as BN; a single

piece has been called Proof-64 RD.

From S.H. and Henry Chapman's sale of the M.A. Brown Collection, April 1897, Lot 910; Henry
Chapman 's sale of the George H. Earle, Jr. Collection, June 1912, Lot 3531; said to have been in the "Jenks”
collection in Denis Loring's Proofcent census, but not in the 1921 John Story Jenks sale; Stack's sale of the
Northern Bay Collection, March 2006, Lot 3589.

#001812

1853 N-33. Rarity-2. MS-64 BN (PCGS). Pleasing frosty olive-brown with traces of mint color
among the reverse devices. An attractive and lustrous specimen, though we note a micro.scopic
scratch and nick behind Liberty's head. A good looking example of this date, and a less common
variety than the usually seen N-10 and N-25.

tffXHWI
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Sparkling Red Gem 1855 Cent

41 1855 N-4. Upright 5s. Rarity-1. MS-65 RD (NGC). Bright and

lustrous mint orange surfaces with exceptional eye appeal.

Some faint toning flecks are noted under low magnification,

though the surfaces are far finer than typically seen for red

examples of this date. The strike is bold at the centers with

some lightness at the peripheries, including the obverse stars.

An exceptional coin devoid of serious marks or eye-catching

blemishes, a thoroughly acceptable example of the date and

grade combination. Only a half dozen 1855 cents have been

certified finer than the present specimen within the date

category by NGC.
N(X Ceasus: 37; 6 finer within the designation for the date (all MS^S6 RD).

#tK)19()9

42 1855 N-4. Rarity-2. MS-64 RB (NGC). Frosty chocolate brown

with abundant lustrous cartwheel and good mint color around

obverse devices. The majority of the reverse retains its original

red. Some little obverse spots are noted, including abttve star 1

1

and on Liberty's cheek. An attractive specimen of the date.

#001908

Lovely Proof 1856 Large Cent

43 1856 N-5. Rarity-5. Proof-65 BN (NGC). A very attractive

example of this popular Proof-only variety. Det*ply reflecti\’e

surfaces show a wealth of gorgeous pale blue, violet, and

gold, with olive gold dominating the exceptional adverse. The

strike and detail, as expected, are as bold as could be expected

for any specimen of this design type. A partial wire rim is

clear from 7:00 to 2:00 on the obverse. Two marks aa* pres-

ent, the only distractions keeping this from a higher certified

grade, one beneath N ofCENT and another hidden in the leaf

above and right of E in ONE. On the obverse, a spot in front

of Liberty's forelock connects this piece with its provenance,

while another has been deftly removed from between stars

7 and 8. The visual appeal, at both arms length and under a

glass, is lovely. Rarely do Proof large cents retain such reflec-

tivity, color, and surface quality. That quality, combined with

the relative availability of this variety among the PrcK)f-only

late dates, makes this coin ideal for a high class type set.

NGC Census: 3; 2 finer within the designation (PnHif-66 BN fim-st).

From Pith’ Tree's 1973 GENA sale, September 1973, Lot 166;

Pine Tree's 1975 EAC sale, February 1975, Lot 1063; Bowers and

Merena's sale ofMarch 1996, Lot 680.

PCGS $(X)1998

Gem 1857 Proof-Only Large Cent

N-5, Small Date

2.x photo

44 1857 N-5. Rarity-5+. Small Date. Proof-65 RB (PCGS). An excellent quality specimen of this final Proof large

cent issue, the distinctive Small Date variety of 1857. Glossy and reflective ruddy chestnut brown on the obverse,

nearly full mint color on the reverse barelv mellowed to pleasing orange-red. An especially sharp and attractive

piece showing few flaws and deserving of the assigned grade. A single tiny planchet chip, typical for the issue,

is seen right of T in CENT and a subtle dark toning spot is noted under careful examination above Liberty 's bun.

The mverse cartwheel lustre makes the diagonal planchet preparation lines visible when spun under a light. The

overall aesthetic impmssion is lovely, particularly when considering how many specfimens of this issue are mis-

handled, badly spotted, or worse. PCCiS has graded only one finer within this color designation. A tvpe s^m using

a rare Prixif-only 1857 to represent this design would be an impmssive type set indet^d!

PC (.S r»>piibti(in h; 1 firHT witfiin ftio dt*sjgnafion (Pnx>t-ft6 RB)

1002001
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SMALL CENTS

Classic 1856 Flying Eagle Cent Rarity

45 1856 Flying Eagle. Snow-3. Rarity-3. MS-63 (PCGS). A
sharply struck example with superb definition of details,

including all of the feathers in the eagle and, on the reverse,

the dividing line at the center of the ribbon bow. The surfaces

are toned medium gray-brown with some flecks of darker
gray here and there. The overall aspect reminds us of the 531
pieces that came to light in the Beck Hoard in the 1970s, which
we had the opportunity to examine when it was acquired by
dealers Abner Kreisberg and Jerry Cohen. Since that time
many if not most of the Beck pieces have been carefully

cleaned and conserved, making them brighter. Perhaps the

offered coin is a candidate for the same procedure?

The 1856 Flying Eagle Cent
By the mid-1850s American children and adults had grown up with

the old copper "large" cents that had been in circulation ever since their

introduction in 1793. The change to the lightweight, small-diameter,

lightly-hued copper-nickel cent would require some education Mint of-

ficials figured.

Accordingly, beginning in late November 1856, approximately 1,000 or

more 1856-dated pattern Flying Eagle cents were struck for distribution to

newspaper editors, congressmen, and others of influence, with some coins

held in reserve for distribution to numismatists. Included in the dispersal

were one to each .senator and representative, four to President Franklin

Pierce, about 200 to the Committee on Coinage, Weights and Measures, and
other pieces to Treasury Department officials. However, it seems apparent
that any congressman who wanted a few extra pieces had no trouble getting

them. Exactly how many promotional pieces of the 1856 Flying Eagle cent

were staick in 1856 and early 1857 is not known, and it could have been
far in excess of 1,000 coins.

These initial specimens of the 1856 Flying Eagle cent were of the

"Uncirculated" or business-strike format, not Proof, and were intended

to be similar in finish to what the average citizen would see when mass
production of the new format began. The "advertising campaign" was a

succes.s, and the Act of February 21, 1857, was signed into law, making the

copper-nickel Flying Eagle cent a reality.

Word of the curious, interesting, new, little 1856 Flying Eagle cents

spread, and these coins began to have a premium value among the small

but rapidly growing community of coin collectors. Specimens soon traded

for 50(t to $1 each when they could be found, which was not often. By
1859, Edward D. Cogan .sold a copper-nickel specimen for $2. As $2 was
more than a day's pay for many people in the late 1850s, this was indeed
a significant premium.

Around the same time the Mint was busily engaged in restriking rari-

ties for collectors. In 1859, Director James Ross Snowden announced that

he could supply scarce coins to numismatists who had Washington tokens

and medals to trade for them. Snowden had been director since June 4, 1853
(and would continue until a replacement was named by the new president,

Abraham Lincoln, in spring 1861). Under his administration facilities for

what became known as the Mint Medal Department were set up on March
7, 1855, to provide a dedicated area for the production of Proof coins, med-
als, ,md, as It came to pass, restrikes. Beginning in 1859, Snowden, William

E. DuBois, and other Mint officials kept busy augmenting the Washington
Cabinet section of the Mint Collection (this display would be dedicated
on February 22, 1860).

Snowden offered such numismatic delicacies as recognized rarities.

Proofs, patterns, and low-mintage coins in exchange for Washington med-
als and other desired items. Such trades were pleasing to Mint officials and
collectors alike. By this process and by selected purchases, the Washington
display was increased from a nucleus of "four or five specimens" to 138

pieces by February 1860.

In addition to whatever rarities Snowden and his close associates

may have made, it is likely that others also had access to dies and coining

equipment at the Mint and sought to feather their own nests (quite liter-

ally when it came to Flying Eagle cents) by producing rarities for their

own accounts.

Whatever the unrecorded circumstances may have been, during the late

1850s and early 1860s—probably from about 1858 and continuing through
the early years of the Civil War—additional 1856-dated Flying Eagle cents

were struck, but apparently from original obverse dies (there is no evidence

that new dies were made after early 1857). The year a particular reverse die

was made—1856, 1857, or 1858—made no difference as reverses bore no
dates and superficially looked alike. While three of the reverse dies used
to coin 1856-dated cents seem to be contemporary with 1856, a fourth is

of a style first used in 1858.

At the time, it was felt by collectors that Proof was a better finish than

Uncirculated (Mint State). Thus, all of the restruck 1856 cents were made
with prooflike or even full Proof surfaces by resurfacing existing dies.

However, the surface of these Proofs was not quite as deeply mirrored as

would be the Proofs of the 1857 and 1858.

Exactly how many Proof 1856 Flying Eagle cents were restruck is not

known. 1 believe that the truth may be around 1,500 to 2,500 coins. Today,

Proof 1856 Flying Eagle cents are much more plentiful than are frosty-

surface Mint State coins, the latter being originals from the distribution in

1856 and early 1857 to congressmen and others. Clouding the situation is

the fact that many Proof coins have been certified as Mint State and that

in any event for many specimens there is no sharp delineation as to what
constitutes a Mint State coin and what defines a Proof. Thus, population

reports are of little help to the specialist seeking information.

As time went on, the 1856 Flying Eagle cent became one of the most
popular of all United States coins. Although it is a pattern—as the design

was not adopted until February 21, 1857—the 1856 has been "adopted"
into the regular series, as have a number of other patterns (1838 Gobrecht
silver dollars, 1859-1860 transitional half dimes and dimes, 1879-1880 $4

gold Stellas, and a few more).

#002013

Choice Proof 1856 Flying Eagle Cent

Key 19th-Century Rarity

46 1856 Flying Eagle. S-9. Proof-64 (NGC). A well struck ex-

ample of the issue. All details are needle sharp including the

eagle's feathers, the wreath, and the division in the waxith
bow. On the reverse near the center there is a planchet lami-

nation between E and N (CENT). The obverse is medium
brown with some lighter hues near the letters and the eagle.

The reverse is lighter brown with ample vellow near the

devices. Overall the coin is quite attractiv e.

#0020.37
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47 Cmup of f lying Eagle and Indian Head cents: 1857 Flying

Eagle. MS-bO. Cleaned at one time 18W) Indian. Rounded

Bust. MS-bO. Delicately mottled toning over lustrous surfaces

18b3 MS-b4. Lustrous with golden rose at the peripheries

18b4 Copper-nickel. MS-b2. Lustrous with minute spotting

noted under low magnification 1899 MS-b4 RB. Splashes of

magenta and sea green on both surfaces 1905 MS-63 RD.

Lustri>us with spots noted mainly on the obverse 1906 MS-

64 RB. Mottled toning over lustrous surfaces 1909 MS-64

RB. Bright iridescent yellow at the peripheries with splashes

of pale magenta at the centers. (Total: 8 pieces)

Proof 1858 Large Letters Flying Eagle Cent Rarity

858 Flying Eagle, Large Letters. MS-64 (PCGS). Frosty

nedium gold with warm underlying lustre and pleasing

(»se highlights.

1002019

55 1859 MS-64 (NGC). FrosU- golden surfaces with rosi^ high-

lights. A pleasing example of this one-year-onlv tx pt' u dh-

out shield on the laurel wmath reverse; in IHbO the revers,

wreath was changed to oak leaves and mounhM at th«' top

with a Federal shield, with that design tx }>' lasting -
j-.

the demise of the ty|X' in l^^TN,

t0020S2

51 1858 Small Letters. Gem Brilliant UncircuIated-65. Formerly

certified by NGC in this grade as number 18(K)582-(K)1, but

removed from the holder by its buyer. An extraordinary

coin from the standpoint of sharpness, the present piece has

needle sharp definition on both sides, including all of the

eagle's feathers and the separation of the ribbon knot on the

reverse. Smooth, satiny lustre. An outstanding coin that in our

opinion is far finer than most pieces offered in this grade.

#002020

1858 Large Letters. Proof-65 (NGC). Medium golden brown

with boldly struck motifs set against mirror fields. Wisps of

champagne and other golden hues gather in the protected

areas. A greatly prized rarity, one of an estimated 50 to 100

Proofs of the style coined, "possibly included as part of the

12-coin copper-nickel pattern sets of the year (and this fig-

ure maybe overly optimistic), plus extras" according to the

Bowers reference on the series. That reference also suggests

that Proof 1858 Large Letters Flying Eagle cents were only

distributed in 1858, unlike the Small Letters style which

were included among the restrike sets of 1858-dated pat-

terns made circa 1859-1861. The presently offered specimen

is among the dozen finest grading events listed in the NGC
Census Report, though we suspect there may be one or more

resubmissions accounted for in that figure. A greatly prized

rarity, especially among those "in the know," and certain to

attract strong bidding activity as such.

NGC Census: 9; 3 finer (all Proof-66).

#002042

1858 Large Letters. MS-65 (NGC). Bright yellow gold with

rich golden toning highlights at the center. Sharp at the cen-

ters with a hint of peripheral weakness in certain legends.

#002019

52 1858 Flying Eagle, Small Letters. MS-64 (PCGS). Satiny

golden surfaces with subdued underlying lustre. Nicely

struck for the date, with good overall eye appeal.

#002020

Gem Proof 1859 Indian Cent

1859 Proof-65 (PCGS). An appealing gem Proof from an

estimated mintage for the date of perhaps 1,000 or so pieces,

demand being great at the time for the first year of issue for

the new Indian motif. Reflective fields and frosty motifs with

pale pastel highlights on both sides.

#002247

1859 MS-65 (NGC). Sharply struck and verv' attractive. Bril-

liant surfaces, with some attractive light brown toning. A

small gray toning area is above C (AMERICA). A splendid

coin that has not been dipped or "improved." Qualitx' such

as this is in the minoritv' among offered pieces.

#002052

Stack's
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Gem Uncirculated 1860 Indian Cent

Pointed Bust Variety

56 1860 Pointed Bust. MS-65 (PCGS). From the first year of the

design type with oak wreath and shield on reverse, a type

that saw use through the end of the series in 1909. Deep,

sparkling golden surfaces with strong lustre. Lively rose and
champagne highlights endorse the protected areas. Nicely

struck for the date with only a hint of weakness at the tips

of certain headdress feathers. Considered to be more elusive

than its counterpart of later in the year with rounded bust

features, a fact not lost on aficionados of the series. A pleasing

specimen with very few superior coins listed for the date in

the PCGS roster.

PCGS Population: 25; 5 finer (MS-67 finest).

#002056

Gem Proof 1861 Indian Cent

2x photo

57 1861 Proof-65 (PCGS). A pleasing cameo cent though the

contrast is not noted on the holder. Frosted motifs and mir-

rored fields form a pleasing pale golden brown contrast. Faint

lilac and sky blue iridescence graces the protected areas. From
an estimated mintage of 400 to 500 examples, though that

figure varies widely depending on the source of information.

A delightful gem that holds up well to careful scrutiny.

PCGS Population: 17; 2 finer (both Proof-66).

#002256

58 1861 Proof-64 (PCGS). Medium gold with lightly frosted

motifs and reflective fields that display a nuance of rich rose

iridescence. From an estimated Proof mintage for the date of

400 to 500 pieces. "Such estimates vary widely, and I have
seen numbers as low as 100 and as high as 1,000," notes Dave
Bowers in his reference on the .series. Tiny, natural planchet

flaw near the point of the Indian's bust and a few faint flecLs,

chiefly visible under low magnification, are noted for accu-

racy.

«()022'V)

59 1862 Proof-65 (PCGS).A pale golden gem with lightly frosted

motifs and deeply mirrored fields. A natural planchet flaw,

as struck, can be seen near the tip of the Indian's bust on the

obverse.

#002259

60 1864 Bronze. Proof-65 BN (NGC). A popular issue due to its

reportedly low mintage, often given as anywhere from 100

to 150 pieces, although the Bowers reference on the series

ups the ante to perhaps 400 to 500 pieces. Frosted motifs and
deeply mirrored fields display an array of bright sea green

and crimson.

#002276

61 1864 L on Ribbon. MS-65 RB (PCGS). Frosty and lustrous

deep mint orange with lively tan highlights. Sharply struck.

Low magnification reveals a modest woodgrain effect on the

surfaces. Fewer than a half dozen examples of the date have
been certified finer within the RB designation by PCGS.

PCGS Population: 59; 3 finer within the designation (all MS-66 RB).

#002080

62 1868 Proof-64 RD CAM (PCGS). Inverted reverse die. A
glistening specimen of near-gem quality. Frosted motifs and
mirrored fields display bright iridescence and a delightful

cameo contrast. A few tiny flecks are noted.
PCGS Population: 2; 4 finer within the designation (Proof-66 CAM

finest).

Reverse die alignment: 350° or so, reverse shield just to right of center

of the bottom of the coin, instead of centered at the top, as is usual when
a U.S. coin is turned on its horizontal axis.

#082293

63 1869 Proof-65 RB (PCGS). Pale golden brown with much
mint orange in the reflective fields and in recos.sed aa'as of

the lightly frosted devices. A few faint toning tlecks become
apparent under low magnification.

PCGS Population: 29; 4 finer within the designation (Pr^H't-^^ KB
finest).

#(X)2295

36
Stack's
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64

65

66

67

I

68

1872 I’roof-65 RB (PCGS). Deep mint orange surfaces with

pale rose and lilac highlights. Frosty motifs and mirror fields

form a cameo contrast, though such is not noted on the holder.

From an estimated distribution of some 850 to 1,100 pieces.

Reverse die with chip out of upper right serif of T, this "blob"

reverse used in later years as well.

#(X)2.'V)4

1872 MS-64 RB (NGC). This 1872 cent, called "RB," is just as

"RD" as are some designated as that category! A lovely speci-

men, well struck, with superb eye appeal. Date positioned

low and close to the border.

#CX)2U)4

1873 Snow-1. Doubled LIBERTY. EF-40 (PCGS). A lovely

example with the word LIBERTY completely doubled in the

Indian headdress. This variety, first published in the 1950s in

an issue of our Empire Topics, has captured the imagination

of collectors since that time, especially through the excellent

writings of Rick Snow. Today, only a few dozen examples exist

in higher grades, from, say, VF upward, of which this is one.

#CX)2115

Brilliant Gem 1873 Open 3 Indian Cent

1873 Open 3. MS-65 RD (PCGS). Warm mint red-orange

color is seen on both sides, just beginning to naturally fade

to brown. A well struck, attractive coin that has not been

impaired in any wav. Truly this is a find for the advanced

Indian cent specialist.

S002108

1876 Proof-66 RB (NGC). Vivid magenta, electric blue, and

rose gathers on the deeply mirrored fields and modestly

frosted motifs, just five PnKifs of the date have been certified

finer by NC.C within any color designation.

S^ - « 22, 6n<'r wilhin any designation RB 6nest)

fOtnih

Gem Proof 1877 Indian Head Cent

Front Row Center in Popularity!

2x photo

69 1877 Proof-65 RB (PCGS). There is no more popular Indian

Head cent date than the 1877. Among those that exist in Prcxif

format, relatively few survive at the gem level. The pmsent

coin shows a nice mixture of natural red and brown and is a

thoroughly pleasing coin. Add this to your collection, and

your key date will be well taken care of.

The number of Proofs minted is not knowm, but it was

likely fewer than 1,500 but more than 1,000. It is also likely

that nickel three-cent pieces and Shield nickels were made in

the same numbers. Today all three are key dates.

The 1877 came into the spotlight in the 1930s when it

became popular to look for coins in circulation. It was soon

found that despite the low mintage, 1877 cents seemed to

be even more scarce than mathematics might suggest. The

explanation is not known. Some have thought that perhaps

the mintage figure was incorrect. Whatever the reason, the

1877 has been a "must have" date ever since that time.

#002319

Gem Proof 1877 Indian Cent

2x photo

70 1877 Proof-65 RB (PCGS). Bright, vivid orange mirrors and

frosty motifs display splashes of deep and rich violet, rose,

and crimson, a fier\' pastiche the end result. Sharp and attrac-

tive. Some faint, scattered flecks can be seen on the Indian -

portrait. While this rare key date is somewhat mom available

in gem Proof than gem Mint State, the current demand on

gem Proofs is perhaps greater now than ever before The end

result? Pnx-ifs of the date will always be in great demand, and

the present specimen is no exception.

Struck from l)ie die pair with a strong \ in t'tM on rr' rrs. ^ p

the lower right comer of that letter n eak .ind — - i“ ‘ - - -

as most circulation strikt-s

From Classics sale. Sq^femF- f ? -/ ]

eO(l231‘>

Stacks
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Gem RB 1877 Indian Cent

71 1877 MS-65 RB (NGC). Bright underlying mint orange tem-
pered by pale lilac iridescence on satiny, lustrous surfaces

makes for a pleasing coin at all levels.

#002128

Choice Uncirculated 1877 Indian Cent

72 1877 MS-63 RB (PCGS). Much underlying mint orange has

been tempered with rich rose, lilac, and faded red. Frosty

and lustrous, with good overall eye appeal for the assigned

grade. A date and grade combination that will see excited

bidding activity.

From Bowers and Merena's sale of September 1996, Lot 129.

#002128

73 1881 Proof-66 RD (NGC). Tied for finest certified by NGC.
A splendid cameo gem with heavily frosted motifs and
richly mirrored fields. Deep gold is the order with some
pale chestnut highlights. A splendid coin both physically

and aesthetically.

NGC Ceasus: 2; none finer within the designation.

#082332

74 1884 Proof-66 RD (PCGS). Deep mint orange with some
red overtones. A pleasing gem despite a few minor flecks,

hrosty motifs and mirror fields. (Dne of 3,942 Proofs produced,
though the Bowers reference notes; "Unsold quantities

remained at the Mint and were wholesaled." Repunching
noted within both Hs in the date.

75 1886 Type II. MS-64 RD (PCGS). A frosty mint orange gem
with deeper highlights on the central devices. Scattered

flecks visible on the reverse, most noticeable of these at the

upper right of the Federal shield. Much scarcer than its Type
I counterpart, and always desirable as such.

PCGS Population: 27; 9 finer within the designation (MS-66 RD fin-

est).

#092156

76 1886 Type II. MS-64 RB (PCGS). Deep mint orange with

rich golden highlights. Strong underlying lustre.

#002155

77 1890 Proof-65 RD (PCGS). Fiery sunset red and orange
surfaces with mirror fields and lightly frosted motifs.

PCGS Population: 21; 2 finer within the designation (both Proof-66 RD).

From the Palm Beach Collection.

#002359

78 1892 Proof-66 RD (NGC). Golden orange devices and mir-

rored fields with deeper crimson gathering at the rims. An
aesthetically appealing gem Proof of fhe dafe.

NGC Census: 12; 5 finer within the designation (all Proof-67 RD).

#002365

Superb Gem 1894 Cent

79 1894 MS-66 RD (PCGS). Soft orange-red surfaces on both

sides. The lustre is satiny, as usually .'^een on cents of this

date. An especially high-grade example of the lowest mint-

age year of the 189()s.

#002 IH*-*

St.\ck's
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Popular 1894 Repunched Date Cent Rarity

1894 Doubled Date. MS-64 RD (NGC). FS-011. Deep, satiny

mint orange surfaces with some deeper golden highlights. A
few light Hecks noted on the obverse. Boldly repunched date

numerals plainly evident to the unaided eye. A classic in the

series in all grades, particularly when found .so choice.

NCiC Census: 8; 6 finer within the designation (MS-66 RD finest).

#(W2189

1895 Proof-66 RD (NGC). Among the 10 finest RD Proofs of

the date seen by NGC. Deep mint orange with mirror fields

and lightly frosted motifs. A few reverse toning flecks become

apparent under low magnification.

NGC Census: 9; 1 finer within the designation (rroof-67 RD).

#0(12374

1895 Proof-64 RD (PCGS). An incredibly lovely gem Proof, a

pleasing coin with deeply mirrored fields and frosted motifs.

The obverse center is ablaze with rich electric blue and violet,

with a halo of bright mint orange at the rim, while the reverse

is lively mint orange with some pale rose highlights. Among

the finest Proofs certified in the RB classification by NGC.

Simply beautiful and easily worth a premium bid.

#002374

1898 Proof-66 RD (NGC). A deep golden orange cameo with

frosU' motifs and mirror fields, though the contrast is not noted

on the holder. Among the finest RD examples seen thus far by

NGC. Some tiny flecks visible under low magnification.

NGC Census: 7; 2 finer within the designation (both Proof-67 RD).

#002383

1907 Proof-66 RD (PCGS). With just 1,475 Proofs struck

this year, the 1907 registered the lowest Prcxif production of

its time. The present coin is an especially nice one, indeed

among the finest graded by PCGS with just one higher. The

obverse is light yellow and is virtually pristine, save for a few

microscopic flecks. The reverse is a rich yellow-orange. The

eye appeal is excellent, and nothing but nice tilings an U-

said about the coin overall. A memorable addition te, j high

quality collection.

PCGS Population: 14; 1 liner within the designation ;PriK>l-i>7 KD)

#(X)2410

Popular 1908-S Indian Cent

Gem MS-66 RD

Tied for Finest Graded by NGC

1908-S MS-66 RD (NGC). Sparkling mint orange with pale

golden highlights and bold lustre on both sides. Some striking

weakness present at tips of the obverse feathers, as virtually

always seen. A pleasing gem example from the first year of

branch mint coinage in the small cent series.

NGC Cen.sus: 21; none 6ner within the designation.

#002234

1908-S MS-65 RD (NGC). Sparkling golden surfaces with

broadly sweeping cartwheel lustre and delightful eye appeal

for the grade. Weak at the tips of the headdress feathers,

tvpical for the issue.

#002234

1908-S MS-65 RB (PCGS). Satiny mint orange fading to deep

gold and attractive rose. From the first year of branch mint

coinage in the small cent series, and always popular as such.

Nicely struck.

#002233

1909-S Indian. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63 RB. A

choice, lustrous example with frosW mint orange surfaces

fading to rich gold and tan. (3ne of only 309,000 example^

struck, the lowest mintage figure in the entire Indian cent

series.

#002239

Stacks
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THE MATTHEW KELLY COLLECTION OE LINCOLN CENTS

89 1909 V.D.B. MS-67 RD (PCGS). A frosty geni, a coin of

great beauty and quality. Satiny mint orange with pale rose

highlights and bold lustre. Only one example of this popular

first-year-of-issue Lincoln cent has been certified finer by
PCGS.

PCGS Population: 182; 1 finer within the designation (MS-68 RD).

From the Mattheio Kelly Collection.

#002425

Lustrous Gem RD 1909-S V.D.B. Cent

photo

90 1909-S V.D.B. MS-66 RD (PCGS). A satiny mint orange gem
with intense cartwheel lustre. Rich shades of gold and fiery

orange grace both sides. A popular rarity from the first year

and first design type of the new Lincoln cent issue, always
desirable and always popular in all grades. Tiny flecks visible

under low magnification, though they are invisible to the

unaided eye. Many collectors in the mid-1900s kept an eye

out for an example of this popular rarity; the present writer

never found one in pocket change, much to his young col-

lecting dismay. Fewer than a dozen examples of this popular

rarity have been certified finer than the present specimen
by PCGS, placing the present gem near the very top of the

population roster.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002428

92 1909-S MS-66 RD (PCGS). A satiny mint orange gem with

frosty surfaces and delightful underlying lustre. A hint here

and there of pale iridescent rose and peach adds immeasur-
ably to the overall eye appeal. A scarce and popular issue

from the first year of the design type, a date that saw a very

modest mintage of just over 1.8 million pieces, one of the

lowest mintage figures in the entire Lincoln cent series. We
note here that fewer than a half dozen examples of the date

have been certified finer by PCGS.
PCGS Population: 117; 4 finer within the designation (MS-67 RD

finest).

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002434

93 1909-S S/Horizontal S MS-66 RD (PCGS). Tied for finest

certified by PCGS. An impressive gem with fiery lustre that

supports intense gold and mint orange iridescence. Sharp and
appealing with strong overall physical quality and aesthetic

desirability. Mintmark anomaly plainly obvious under low
magnification.

PCGS Population: 33; none finer within the designation.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#092434

Exemplary Gem 1909 Lincoln Cent

None Graded Finer by PCGS

91 1909 MS-67 RD (PCGS). Fiery peach, gold, and mint orange
vie for dominance on the highly lustrous surfaces of this

satiny gem. A prize, with sharp, attractive physical quality

and aesthetic beauty that is second to none. Among the fin-

est examples of this early i.ssue certified thus far by PCGS.
Ideally suited for inclusion in a registry set.

P( ( .s Popul.ihon: 52; nono finer within the designation.

/ rom the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#0024 ti

94 1910 MS-66 RD (PCGS). A frosty gem with intense eye ap-

peal and pleasing deep orange highlights, particularly on the

reverse.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002437

95 1910-S MS-65 RD (PCGS). A bright golden gem with satinv

surfaces and strong cartwheel lustre. Pale gold dominates

the obverse, mint i>range dominates the iv\ erse.

From the Matthew kelly Collection.

#002440

Slack's
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46 1911 MS-66 RI) (PCGS). A frosty mint orange gem with

pale rose and gold highlights. Intense cartwheel lustre

on both sides. Housed in an old-style frameless PCGS
holder.

From the Matthcio Kelly Collection.

#IX)2443

97 1911-D MS-65 RD (PCGS). Lustrous mint orange with frosty

surfaces and great overall eye appeal. Highly lustrous and

sharply struck. This date repre.sents the first small cent issue

from the Denver Mint, and is always popular as such.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002446

98 1911-S MS-65 RD (PCGS). A sharp and frosty specimen with

strong underlying lustre that supports deep mint orange

and rose highlights on both sides. A pleasing survivor from

a mintage for the date of just over 4 million pieces. Intense

underlying lustre supports deepening shades of mint orange

and gold. A frosty gem with exquisite eye appeal. Fewer than

10 examples of this date have been certified finer within the

RD designation by PCGS.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002449

99 1912 MS-66 RD (PCGS). Sharply struck and satiny.

PCGS Population: 61; 7 finer within the designation (MS-67 RD fin-

est).

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002452

1(X) 1912-D MS-65 RD (PCGS). Bright golden surfaces tempered

with rich mint orange. Highly lustrous and visually impres-

sive.

1\(«S Population 87, 6 finer within the designation (MS-66 RD fin-

rit!

From the Matthnv Kelly Collection.

#002455

Gem KI) 1912-S Lincoln Cent

None Graded Finer by PCGS

101 1912-S MS-65 RD (PCGS). Sparkling golden surfaces with

great overall eye appeal bolstered by intense underlying

lustre. Wisps of pale rose adorn both sides. An attractive gem

specimen of the date, a coin that is tied for finest certified of

the issue by PCGS.
PCGS Population: 36; none finer within the designation.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002458

102 1913 MS-66 RD (PCGS). A sparkling gem with richly imbued

lustre and exquisite eye appeal. Fewer than a half dozen

RD examples of this date have been seen thus far by PCGS.

We suspect it looks much the same as it did when it left the

presses 93 years ago.

PCGS Population: 4 finer within the designation (MS-67 RD finest).

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002461

103 1913-D MS-65 RD (PCGS). Deep mint orange with fiery

underlying lustre. A nicely struck and aesthetically appealing

gem.
PCGS Population: 87; 8 finer within the designation (MS-66 RD finest).

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002464

Impressive Gem 1913-S Lincoln Ic

104 1913-S MS-65 RD (PCGS). Fiery mint orange with pale lilac

overtones. Intenselv lustrous, satiny surfaces support a boldly

struck portrait and other design elements. Oily tAvo evampU's

of this date have seen finer designations from PCCiS withii : lr=c

RD designation. Visually appealing and phvsicalh sup’it

PCGS Population 43; 2 finer within the dr igT-.A;.. o iG -th M'--nr KI

'

From the Mattheu' Kelly Collei tnm

#0024^7

Stacks
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Frosty Gem RD 1914 Lincoln Cent Gem RD 1914-S Lincoln U

2.x photo

105 1914 MS-66 RD (PCGS). Satiny, highly lustrous deep golden
orange surfaces appear matte-like, giving the first impression

of a Matte Proof of the date. The strike is bold and impressive,

and readily adds to the gem quality. Only three examples
of the date have been certified finer in the RD designation

by PCGS. A lovely coin; anyone would love a Lincoln set of

uniform quality equal to the presently offered gem.
From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002470

Important Gem RD 1914-D Id:

Key Date in the Series

2.x photo

106 1914-D MS-65 RD (PCGS). Sparkling deep orange with
strong underlying lustre on satiny surfaces. For accuracy

we note a toning fleck at the obverse rim near 3:00, and
another well-hidden fleck at Lincoln's earlobe. The key
date to the Lincoln cent series in choice Uncirculated or

finer grades, particularly in gem Uncirculated as offered

here. While the mintage for this date is nearly 2.5 times

greater than that of the 1909-S V.D.B. rarity, far more
gem examples of the latter date were saved owing to the

novelty of the issue during the first year of the series. By
1914, only serious numismatists were collecting Lincoln

cents, with interest by the general public certainly having
waned by this time. Gem survivors of this date probably
owe their survival more to chance than to intention; the

exact opposite is true for the 1909-S V.D.B. issue. A pleas-

ing gem that has but three examples above it in the PCGS
population roster. Don't miss this one.

F’CCjS Popuhition: 54; 3 finer within the designation (all MS-66 RD).

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#(102473

107 1914-S MS-65 RD (PCGS). A frosty, satiny gem with intense

cartwheel lustre that supports deep mint orange and gold

toning highlights. Sharply struck and visually appealing.

A fairly scarce branch mint issue from the early days of the

Lincoln cent series, especially in gem grades.

PCGS Population: 33; 2 finer within the designation (both MS-66 RD).

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002476

108 1915 MS-66 RD (PCGS). A satiny red gem with impressive

cartwheel lustre and a bold strike. Fiery mint orange high-

lights engage the viewer's eye in a well-balanced manner.

Just a half dozen examples of the date have been certified

finer within the RD designation by PCGS. A truly pleasing

gem example of this early Philadelphia Mint issue.

PCGS Population: 74; 6 finer within the designation (MS-68 RD
finest).

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002479

109 1915-D MS-65 RD (PCGS). A frosty, highly lustrous mint
orange gem with incredible eye appeal, a sharp and pleas-

ing coin that is easily worthy of the assigned grade and then

some.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002482

110 1915-S MS-65 RD (NGC). An impressive gem with fierv lus-

tre that supports rich gold and pale rose brilliance. A satiny

specimen with a matte-like appearance. Among the finest

examples of the date certified bv NGC. Sharp and choice, a

gem by any standards.

PCGS Population: 10; 1 finor within tho designation (MS-nn RPtV

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002485
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111 1916 MS-66 RD (I’CGS). A frosty beauty with incredible mint

lustre and vibrant mint orange. Sharp and appealing.

From the Matthcu' Kcll}i Collection.

b(X)24S8

Gem Uncirculated 1916-D Lincoln l(t

Gem RD 1918-D Lincoln Cent

116 1918-D MS-65 RD (PCGS). Fiery mint orange as brilliant as

the date it was struck. Intense cartwheel lustre on both sides.

A few tiny flecks are noted, though they do little to affect the

overall aesthetic balance. A sharp and pleasing gem.

PCGS Population: 28; 7 finer within the designation (MS-67 RI) finest

)

From the Mattheu' Kelly Collection.

B(»2509

112

113

114

115

1916-D MS-65 RD (PCGS). A satiny matte-like gem with

rich underlying lustre that seemingly glows from within.

Also sharply struck gem with plenty of eye appeal to go

around. We note that fewer than a half dozen examples of

the date have been certified finer by PCGS than that presently

offered.

PCGS Population; 34; 4 finer within the designation (MS-66 RD fin-

est).

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002491

1917 MS-66 RD (PCGS). An impressive gem, fiery mint or-

ange with splashes here and there of pale rose and iridescent

blue. The cartwheels are sufficient and dazzling.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002497

1917-D MS-65 RD (PCGS). Deep mint orange with violet

and rose iridescence. Strong cartwheel lustre on both sides.

Tinv flecks visible under low magnification and noted for

accuracy. Fewer than a half dozen examples of the date have

bt'en certified finer by PCGS.

Pt C.S Population: 41; 5 finer within the designation (MS-66 RD fin-

est)

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

rnn2Vio

1918 MS-63 RD (PCCiS). An impressive gem with full fieiy’

mint orange bhxim, and with rich underlying cartwheel lustre

on both sides.

From the Matthno Kelly Collection.

1 (102^!6

Splendici Gem Uncirculated 1919 Lincoln Ic

117 1919 MS-67 RD (PCGS). A fiery gem of the finest order, an

exemplar of the grade. Bright mint orange with golden high

points and broadly sweeping cartwheel lustre. Sharp and

appealing, a specimen that holds up well to careful scrutiny.

A true beauty.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002515

118 1919-D MS-65 RD (PCGS). Frosty deep mint orange with

satiny surfaces and boldly sweeping underlying lustre. A
gorgeous example of this popular Denver Mint issue.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002518

119 1920 MS-66 RD (PCGS). Bright, fiery mint orange with

strong lustre on both sides. A tiny toning fleck near Lincoln's

forehead is the only blemish of note.

From the Mattheu' Kelly Collection.

#002524

120 1920-D MS-65 RD (PCGS). Ficiy mint orange with satin\ vjr-

faces and strong cartwheel lustre. Pale rose highlights adorn

both sides. Sharply struck for the date, with strong central

details on both sides. Fewer than a half dozen examples ot

the date have been certified finer bv 1\ CiS

From the Matthne Kellu ollection

£002527

Stacks
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127 1924-S MS-64 RD (PCGS). Deep mint orange and golden

red highlights on matte-like, lustrous surfaces. Fewer than

10 examples of the date have been certified finer by PCGS,
none better than MS-65 RD. Far more rare in choice and gem
grades than its mintage of more than 11.6 million pieces

indicates, one of those dates for which the raritv can't be

judged by the mintage figure.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002557

128 1925 MS-66 RD (PCGS). Bright golden surfaces with a high

degree of lustre make for a true gem example of the date, A
satiny beauty you will find difficult to improve upon.

From the Matthew Kelh/ Collection.

#002.560

sweeping cartwheel lustre. Struck from stressed, well-used

dies, which imparts an interesting orange-peel effect to the

surfaces when viewed under low magnification. Just four

examples of the date have been certified finer by PCGS. As
fine for the assigned grade as you are apt to ever see.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002551

Lustrous Gem Uncirculated 1924-D Ic

PCGS MS-65 RD

photo

126 1924-D MS-65 RD (PCGS). Blazing mint orange with intense

cartwheel lustre. A scarce and desirable date, one that defi-

nitely deserves the key designation at the MS-65 RD level, as

here. Indeed, only one example of the date has been certified

finer than the present gem by PCGS. An unusually gorgeous

coin, especially on the reverse where rich crimson unites

with bright mint orange. If you covered the PCGS grade

with your thumb, you would still be of the opinion that this

has to be among the finest 1924-D Lincoln cents extant in a

PCGS holder. Exquisite mint brilliance and superb cartwheel

lustre mingle on somewhat reflective, matte-like surfaces.

Beautiful.

PCGS Population: 34; 1 finer within the designation (MS-66 RD).

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002554

Choice Uncirculated 1924-S Lincoln Id

123 1921-S MS-64 RD (PCGS). A high degree of lustre swirls

vividly across the bright mint orange surfaces of this popular

branch mint issue. A few toning flecks can be seen at the top

of the reverse though the unaided eye is not drawn imme-
diately to that area. Nicely struck, finer than typically seen

for the date.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002536

124 1922-D MS-65 RD (PCGS). A flashy mint orange gem
example of this popular Denver Mint issue. Pale rose and
sky blue iridescence graces both sides. A surprisingly sharp

example of a date that is chiefly found soft in areas. Fewer
than 10 examples of the date have been certified finer within

the RD designation by PCGS. Definitely gem quality.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002539

121

122

1920-S MS-64 RD (PCGS). Frosty mint orange with deepen-
ing golden highlights on both sides. Warm underlying lustre

expands rapidly outward from the centers. Not far from a

gem grade.

From the Mattheio Kelly Collection.

#002530

1921 MS-66 RD (PCGS). A satiny mint orange gem with
intense lustre and splendid eye appeal. Easily worthy of the

MS-66 RD mantle, a gem within the grade.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002533

125 1924 MS-66 RD (PCGS). Fiery mint orange tempered with

deep orange and gold highlights, especially on the reverse.

A beautiful gem with exquisite eye appeal and broadly
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Impressive Gem RI) 1925-D Cent

2,t photo

129 1925-D MS-65 RD (PCGS). Fiery mint orange with bold un-

derlying mint lustre and pale rose highlights. A sharply struck

example of the date, among the finest surviving examples

from the nearly 22.6 million pieces struck. A delightful coin

that holds up well to careful scrutiny and a coin that would

do well in any advanced Lincoln cent set.

I’CGS Population: 38; 1 finer within the designation (MS-66 RD).

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002563

132 1927 MS-66 RD (TCGS). Fiery mint orang* with brilliant

golden highlights and intense cartwhivl lustre

From the Mattheu' Kelly Collection.

#002578

133 1927-D MS-65 RD (PCGS). A satiny gem with intense

underlying lustre that supports rich rose, gold, and

peach iridescence. Sharp and appealing, the strike is

much finer than typically seen for the date. Among the

finest examples of the date certified by PCGS. This will

do justice to virtually any Lincoln cent set currently being

formed.
PCGS Population: 48; 2 finer within the designation (both MS-6fi

RD).

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002581

130 1926 MS-67 RD (PCGS). None certified finer by PCGS within

the RD designation. An incredibly lovely gem with fiery mint

orange surfaces and intense cartwheel lustre. Sharply struck

and among the finest examples of the date certified thus far

by PCGS.
PCGS F’opulation: 53; none finer within the designation.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002569

Gem Uncirculated 1926-D Cent

131 1926-D MS-65 RD (PCGS). Deep golden orange surfaces with

crimson and rose iridescence on both sides. A few faint flecks

come to life under low magnification, though not seen by the

unaided eye. A sharply struck gem, and among the finest

gem examples of the date seen thus far by PCGS. Deepened

somewhat from its mint orange origins, but still a rich deep

"red" specimen.

f’C t.S Population; 4.3; 2 finer within the designation (both MS-66

RD)

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002572

Lovely Gem Uncirculated 1927-S Cent

Tied for Finest RD Graded by NGC

134 1927-S MS-65 RD (NGC). Deep golden red surfaces, satiny

in appearance, with intense cartwheel lustre on both sides.

The reverse is adorned with fiery red highlights. A smooth,

satiny specimen, a coin that is deservedly among the finest

examples of the date seen by NGC.
NGC Ceasus: 7; none finer within the designation.

From the Mattheu' Kelly Collection.

#002584

135 1928 MS-67 RD (PCGS). A splendid gem, a coin that is tied

for finest certified by PCGS. Bright golden centers vield

to fiery mint orange and frosty red highlights, with a hint

here and there of intense crimson iridescence. A beautiful

coin.

PCGS Population: 51: none finer within the designation

From the Mattheu' Kelly Collectwn.

#002587

f
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Superb Gem Uncirculated 1928-D Cent

Tied for Finest Graded by PCGS

136 1928-D MS-66 RD (PCGS). Satiny mint orange surfaces with

splashes of fiery crimson and rich gold. A sharply staick gem
with all the eye appeal one would expect for the assigned

grade. Tied for finest graded by PCGS, not bad for a date that

saw a mintage of more than 31.1 million pieces. Splendid.
PCGS Population: 11; none finer within the designation.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002590

Gem Uncirculated 1928-S Cent

137 1928-S MS-65 RD (PCGS). Satiny mint orange surfaces with

some red and gold highlights. Strong underlying lustre adds to

the overall appearance. Fewer than a half dozen examples have
been certified finer by PCGS, remarkable when you consider

the mintage of more than 17.2 million pieces. An attractive

gem suitable for inclusion in any Lincoln cent collection.

PCGS Population: 40; 5 finer within the designation (all MS-66 RD).

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002593

138 1929 MS-66 RD (PCGS). A satiny, blazing gem as brilliant

and lustrous as the day it left the Mint.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002596

139 1929-S MS-65 RD (PCGS). Frosty mint orange with bold un-

derlying lustre and grand overall eye appeal for the grade.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002602

140 1930 MS-66 RD (PCGS). A satiny gem with broadly sweeping
cartwheel lustre and rich orange toning highlights.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002605

141 1930-D MS-66 RD (PCGS). Deeply lustrous fiery mint orange

surfaces, hewer than lOexamples of the date have been certi-

fied finer by PCGS than that offered here.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

a(H)26(IH

142 1930-S MS-66 RD (PCGS). Frosfy mint orange with strong

lustre and elegant eye appeal.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002611

143 1931 MS-66 RD (PCGS). Blazing mint orange surfaces with

delightful eye appeal

.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002614

144 1931-D MS-65 RD (PCGS). Deep mint orange with scattered

sky blue and rose iridescence. Highly lustrous and delight-

fully aftracfive.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002617

145 1931-S MS-66 RD (PCGS). Tied for finesf certified by PCGS.
Frosty mint orange with broadly swirling cartwheel lustre.

A dash here and there of sky blue and rose adds to the

enchantment. A popular low-mintage issue, one of just two
regular-issue dates in the series with a production figure thaf

dipped below the one million piece mark.
PCGS Population: 84; none finer within the designation.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002620

Superb Gem 1932 Lincoln Cent

Tied for Finest Certified by PCGS

146 1932 MS-67 RD (PCGS). A satiny gem with superb aesthetic

appeal and matching physical attributes. Sharplv stnick. Rich

golden orange centers give wav to vivid crimson halos at the

rims. Tied for finest certified bv PCCiS this gem stands up
well to careful scrutiny.

Pt GS I’opulation: 22; noiio finor williin tho designation.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#(X)262,1
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147 1932-D MS-66 RD (PCGS). A highly lustrous gtMii with

impressive eye appeal. Frosty mint orange surfaces.

I’CGS I’opulJlion: 153; 5 finer within the de.signation (MS-67 RD
finest).

From the Mattheio Kelly Collection.

ff(K12626

148 1933 MS-66 RD (PCGS). A pleasing mint orange example

of this Depression-era cent, a pleasing coin with robust cart-

wheel lustre.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002629

149 1933-D MS-66 RD (PCGS). A frosty gem with intense cart-

wheel lustre on mint orange surfaces.

From the Mattheio Kelly Collection.

#002632

150 1934 MS-67 RD (PCGS). A satiny beauty with cartwheel lus-

tre that fairly leaps from the bright and frosty mint orange

surfaces. An incredible gem that has fewer than 10 superior

pieces registered at PCGS.

From the Mattheio Kelly Collection.

#002635

Gem Red 1936 Cent Rarity

Doubled Die Obverse, Type II

None Graded Finer by PCGS

155 1936 Doubled Die Obverse, Type 11. MS-66 RD (PCGS).

Blazing mint orange and superior lustre are but two of the at-

tributes of this incredibly lovely gem. The strike is somewhat

soft, not unusual for this issue, yet all the details are plain.

Doubling boldest at the date with lesser doubling noticed at

ERTY in LIBERTY. A rarity among doubled die specialists as

well as Lincoln cent collectors, and a specimen that will sev

spirited bidding activity.

PCGS Population: 9; none finer within the designation.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#092650

156 1936-D MS-67 RD (PCGS). None certified finer by PCGS.

A splendid gem, highly lustrous and sharply struck, with

bright mint orange brilliance on both sides.

PCGS Population: 78; none finer within the designation.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002653

151 1934-D MS-66 RD (PCGS). Frosty mint orange with strong

underlying mint lustre.

From the Mattheio Kelly Collection.

#002638

152 1935 MS-67 RD (PCGS). An impressive gem with bright

cartwheel lustre and impressive mint orange surfaces. Fewer

than a half dozen examples of the date have been certified

finer by PCGS.

From the Mattheio Kelly Collection.

#002641

1 53 1 935-D MS-67 RD (PCGS). Only one certified finer by PCGS.

Rich and frostv’ mint orange with pale crimson iridescence.

A highly lustrous gem.
PC GS Population: 67; 1 finer within the designation (MS-68 RD).

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002644

154 1936 MS-67 RD (PCGS). Tied for finest graded by PCGS. A

satiny, frosty mint orange specimen with lovely, liv'ely mint

lustre on both sides. Nicely struck.

PC (,S Population 186; none finer within the dc'signafion

From the Mattheio Kelly Collection.

#002650

Splendid Gem 1936-S Cent

None Certified finer by PCGS

157 1936-S MS-67 RD (PCGS). A splendid gem. The strike is bold,

the lustre is unyielding, and the eye appeal is equal to the

assigned grade. Bright mint orange with some subducxl rose

iridescence. A pleasing gem that perhaps sets the standard

for the assigned grade.

PCGS Population: 27; none finer within the designation

From the Mattheu' Kelly Collection.

#002656

158 1937 MS-67 RD (PCGS). A satiny beauh- with intense^ cart

wheel lustre on mint orange surfaces. A pleasing gem. one

that has been exceeded in the PCCjS Populatu-n Rroo^ t b\ a

solitary example of the date

From the Matthno Kelly Collection.

#002656

!
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159 1937-D MS-67 RD (PCGS). A satiny beauty with expansive

cartwheel lustre on rich mint orange surfaces. Only two
examples of the date have been certified finer than the pres-

ent coin by PCGS, and a glance at this beauty will no doubt
show you why.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002662

160 1937-S MS-67 RD (PCGS). Tied for finesf cerfified by PCGS.
A lovely gem with rich, deep golden orange surfaces that

bear extensive lustre and some warm olive iridescence.

Exceptional physical and aesthetic appeal.

PCGS Population: 116; none finer within the designation.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002665

161 1938 MS-67 RD (PCGS). Tied for finest graded by PCGS.
Broadly sweeping cartwheel lustre ignites the fiery mint
orange surfaces. An unquestionable gem.

PCGS Population: 228; none finer within the designation.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002668

162 1938-D MS-67 RD (PCGS). Sparkling mint orange with strong

lustre and grand eye appeal. A few faint flecks visible under
low magnification. Only one example of the date has been
certified finer by PCGS.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002671

163 1938-S MS-67 RD (PCGS). Tied for finest certified by PCGS.
Sparkling honey gold with rich mint orange highlights.

Highly lustrous, a satiny gem.
PCGS Population: 214; none finer within the designation.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002674

164 1939 MS-67 RD (PCGS). A satiny gem with expansive lustre

and pale rose iridescent highlights.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002677

165 1939-D MS-67 RD (PCGS). Sparkling mint orange with

splashes of iridescent carmine on both sides. A lively, lovely

gem, sharply struck and aesthetically appealing.

From the Mattheio Kelly Collection.

#002680

166 1939-S MS-67 RD (PCGS). Tied for finest certified by PCGS.
Sparkling mint orange with bright gold highlights and
broadly sweeping cartwheel lustre. A few faint flecks noted

on the rever.se for accuracy.

PCGS I’opulation: 248; none finer within the designation.

From the Matthexv Kelly Collection.

#(K)2683

167 1940 MS-67 RD (PCGS). An incredibly lovely gem with

expansive cartwheel lustre on bright golden surfaces.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

mrihHh

168 1940-D MS-67 RD (PCGS). Satiny mint orange with pale rose

iridescence on both sides. Only one example of the date has

been certified finer by PCGS. Every bit the gem the holder

proclaims.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002689

169 1940-S MS-67 RD (PCGS). A satiny beauty. Strong underlying

lustre supports a wisps of faint olive iridescence. Only one

example of the date has been deemed finer by PCGS.
From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002692

170 1941 MS-67 RD (PCGS). Abright and colorful gem. Rich honey

gold, peach, and mint orange vie for the viewer's attention

on the highly lustrous surfaces. Jusf a solifary example of the

date has been recognized at a finer grade by PCGS.
From the Mattheio Kelly Collection.

#002695

171 1941-D MS-67 RD (PCGS). None certified finer by PCGS. Rich

cartwheel lustre supports deep rose and orange highlights

on the surfaces of this satiny, beautiful gem Lincoln cent.

PCGS Population: 161; none finer within the designation.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002698

172 1941-S MS-67 RD (PCGS). Tied for finest graded by PCGS.
A satiny gem with expansive cartwheel lustre, a bold strike,

and delightful aesthetic appeal.

PCGS Population: 180; none finer within the designation.

From the Mattheio Kelly Collection.

#002701

173 1942 MS-67 RD (PCGS). Tied for finest graded by PCGS.
Highly lustrous, a satiny gem with impressive eye appeal.

Deep golden centers give way to fiery mint orange and

crimson at the obverse rim, the reverse a study in bright

golden mint brilliance.

PCGS Population: 102; none finer within the designation.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002704

174 1942-D MS-67 RD (PCGS). An impressive mint orange gem
with intense cartwheel lustre and superb eye appeal. The
strike is likewise superb. This beauty has been exceeded in

the PCGS Population Report by just two specimens.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002707

175 1942-S MS-67 RD (PCGS). Expensive cartwheel lustre bright-

ens the surfaces of fhis rich mint orange gem. A popular date

in gem grades. We note just two finer specimens in the PCGS
Popnilation Report.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002710

176 1943 Steel. MS-67 (PCGS). Blazing silver gray steel surfaces

are virtually alive with intense, nearly blinding cartwheel

lustre.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002711

177 1943-D Steel. MS-67 (PCGS). Bright and lustrous with some
golden tiMiing at the rims.

/ rom the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#(X)2714
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178 1943-1) I) Over I), Steel. lVlS-65 (PCGS). A bright and lus-

trous gem spt'cimen of this popular overmintmark variety

illustrated on page 116 of the 2006 edition of the Guide Book

of United States Coins. A tiny toning spot can be seen in the

field behind Lincoln's shoulder, otherwise as blemish-free as

could be desired for the grade.

From the Mattheio Kelly Collection.

#(X)2715

179 1943-S Steel. MS-67 (PCGS). A bright and lustrous silver

gray gem with extraordinary eye appeal. The devices are

somewhat frosted and the fields are somewhat reflective.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

m)27\7

180 1944 MS-67 RD (PCGS). Tied for finest graded by PCGS. A
bright mint orange specimen with strong, unyielding cart-

wheel lustre. Sharply struck. The first of the "shellcase" cent

i.ssues (1944-46), so-called becau.se much of the bronze u.sed for

cent coinage during those years was reportedly from salvaged

cartridge cases from the military efforts of World War 11.

PCGS Population: 181; none finer within the designation.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#1X12722

181 1944-D MS-67 RD (PCGS). Rich golden orange surfaces with

inten.se lustre and a strong strike. Just one example of the date

has been certified finer than the present piece by PCGS.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002725

182 1944-D MS-67 RD (PCGS). Satiny deep orange surfaces with

a high degree of lustre.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002725

183 1944-D MS-67 RD (PCGS). Satiny deep orange with strong

lustre and grand eye appeal.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002725

184 1944-S MS-67 RD (PCGS). Tied for finest graded by PCGS.

A

frosty gem with expansive cartwheel lustre. The rich orange

surfaces appear as though they were freshly minted.

PCGS Population: 290; none finer within the designation.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002731

186 1945-D MS-67 RD (PCGS). Tied for fint*st graded by 1'^ GS

An impa‘ssive gem with rich orange and gold highlight", on

lustrous, satiny surfaces. Sharply struck.

IX- GS Population: 193; none finer within the d«*Mgnalion

From the Mattheu' Kelly Collection.

#002737

187 1945-S MS-67 RD (PCGS). Tied for finest graded by PCGS.

A sparkling gem of the finest order. Wisps of det*p crimson

iridescence grace the fiery mint orange surfaces of this lus-

trous beauty.

PCGS Population: 635; none finer within the designation.

From the Mattheu^ Kelly Collection.

#002740

188 1946-D / D MS-67 RD (PCGS). None certified finer by PCGS.

Boldly repunched mintmark, not noted on holder. Bright

mint orange with pale red highlights. A pleasing gem with

impressive cartwheel lustre.

PCGS Population: 109; none finer within the designation.

From the Mattheu^ Kelly Collection.

#002746

189 1946-S MS-67 RD (PCGS). None certified finer by PCGS.

Fiery mint orange with robust cartwheel lustre and virtually

unbeatable eye appeal.

PCGS Population: 56; none finer within the designation.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#(X)2749

190 1947-D MS-67 RD (PCGS). None certified finer by PCGS. A
frosty mint orange gem with rousing cartwheel lustre and

some deep golden highlights.

PCGS Population: 57; none finer within the designation.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002755

191 1947-S MS-67 RD (PCGS). None certified finer by PCGS. Fierv'

mint orange highlights with strong lustre on satiny surfaces.

A fresh, clean gem in all regards.

PCGS Population: 122; none finer within the designation.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002758

18.S 1945 MS-67 RD (PCGS). Tied for finest graded by PCGS. A

highly lustnnis bright mint orange gem w ith a bold strike and

extraordinary eye appeal. Another lovely gem "shellcase"

Lincoln cent.

PC tA Population 45, none finer within the designation

From the Matthnr Kelly Collection.

1002734

192 1948-D MS-67 RD (PCGS). None graded finer by PCGS. A

satiny gem with stunning cartw'heel lustre and nearly perfect

eye appeal. Frosty mint orange.

PCGS Population: 40; none finer within the designation

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002764

193 1948-S MS-67 RD (PCGS). None graded finer b\ PCX.S A

satiny mint orange gem with bitld underlying lustre, a sharp

strike, and exquisite eye appeal.

PCGS Population: IT**: none finer within the dev.gnati. -

From the Matthne Kelly Collection

#002767
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194 1949-D MS-67 RD (PCGS). None graded finer by PCGS.
Rich mint orange deepening now with golden red highlights.

Strongly lustrous and nicely struck.

PCGS Population: 31; none finer within the designation.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002773

195 1949-S MS-67 RD (PCGS). None graded finer by PCGS. Bright

mint orange with strong lustre, a bold strike, and impressive

eye appeal. Nicely struck from fresh dies as evidenced by
raised die finish lines on both sides; these fade quickly from
the dies after short use.

PCGS Population: 110; none finer within the designation.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002776

196 1950-S MS-67 RD (PCGS). None graded finer by PCGS. Sat-

iny, matte-like mint orange surfaces with good eye appeal, a

bold strike, and all the qualifications of the assigned grade.
PCGS Population: 40; none finer within the designation.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002785

197 1951-D MS-67 RD (PCGS). None graded finer by PCGS.
Intensely lustrous with flashy surfaces that define the pa-

rameters of this advanced grade. A superb specimen.
PCGS Population: 58; none finer within the designation.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002791

198 1951-S MS-67 RD (PCGS). None graded finer by PCGS.
Satiny deep mint orange with splashes here and there of

gold and pale crim.son. A sharp and appealing gem.
PCGS Population: 45; none finer within the designation.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002794

199 1952-f) MS-67 RD (PCGS). None graded finer by PCGS. Fiery

mint orange with exciting crimson and golden hues. The

lustre is intense, and the eye appeal is equal to the task.

PCGS Population: 45; none finer within the designation.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002800

200 1952-S MS-67 RD (PCGS). None graded finer by PCGS. A
satiny gem of the finest order. Somewhat matte-like in ap-

pearance, with wisps of rich crimson toning on fiery mint

orange surfaces. Unyielding lustre equals superb eye appeal

on this gem.
PCGS Population: 80; none finer within the designation.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002803

201 1953-S MS-67 RD (PCGS). None graded finer by PCGS.
Intense cartwheel lustre heightens the deep mint orange

surfaces. Sharply struck and aesthetically appealing.
PCGS Population: 92; none finer within the designation.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002812

202 1954-D MS-67 RD (PCGS). None graded finer by PCGS.
Fiery mint orange with splashes of pale sky blue. A lustrous

gem with splendid eye appeal.

PCGS Population: 34; none finer within the designation.

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002818

203 1955-S MS-67 RD (PCGS). Highly lustrous mint orange with

splendid eye appeal. Crisply struck; this date often comes
weak in places. A delightful piece that holds up well to care-

ful scrutiny. Exceeded in the PCGS population roster by just

one specimen.
PCGS Population: 192; 1 finer within the designation (MS-68 RD).

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002833

204 1955-S MS-67 RD (PCGS). Pale mint orange surfaces with

intense lustre and areas of reflectivity. A sharp gem.
PCGS Population: 192; 1 finer within the designation (MS-68 RD).

From the Matthew Kelly Collection.

#002833

205 1958 MS-67 RD (PCGS). None graded finer bv PCGS. In-

tensely lustrous. A sharply struck specimen from the final

year of Lincoln wheat cents, the present specimen is boldiv

struck and aesthetically impressive. Rich mint orange with

some gold and crimson highlights.

PCGS Population: 19; none finer within the designation.

From the Matthew Kellu Collection.

«()()2H4H
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21)0 1^5 Ooiiblfd Die Obverse. MS-68 RD (PCGS). A highly

lustrous mint orange example of this popular Memorial cent

variety. Doubling boldest at LIBERTY and IN GOD WE. A
pleasing example of a modern-day scarcity.

Front the Mattlmo Kelly Collection.

aiX)3127

This concludes our offering of the

Mntthezv Kelly Collection of Lincoln Cents

Satiny Gem 1909-S V.D.B. Lincoln Cent

Tied for Finest RB Seen by PCGS

Gem RD 1909-S V.D.B, Cent

207 1909-S V.D.B. MS-66 RB (PCGS). A satiny and highly lus-

trous gem with much more red than brown present. Low
magnification reveals a pleasing and attractive woodgrain

surface effect. Among the most popular of all small cent

issues, a date that generations of collectors looked for with

diligence and patience in their pocket change—the present

writer looked for decades but never found one! Splendid in

every way, and worthy of strong bidding activity.

PCGS Population: 26; none finer within the designation.

If a popularity contest were to be given for 20th-centur\' American

rarities, the 1909-S V.D.B. cent would probably win hands down. It isn't

the rarest of coins, not by far, but it certainly has earned high marks in

popularity. Generations ago in the 1930s, when Raymond, Post (who later

sold out to Whitman), and others were marketing "penny boards" and

album pages, the idea of finding a frea.sure in your pocket change, a low-

mintage 1909-S V.D.B., stirred the imagination. Relatively few were found,

but the hope was there.

#002427

Superb Gem 1909-S V.D.B. Cent

Everybody's Favorite

Among Finest Graded

208 1909-S V.D.B, MS-66 RB (NGC), Gne of the nicest gem Mint

State examples seen. Both obverse and reverse are superbly

struck, with excellent details. The color is rich mint orange

with just a hint of magenta, indicating the piece has never

btvn dipped or brightened. A lovely coin.

ffl0242S

209 1909-S V.D.B. MS-65 RD (PCGS). A deep golden orange

specimen with broadly sweeping cartwheel lustre that illumi-

nates both sides of this lovely gem. Matte-like in appearance,

w'ith an exquisite overall "look" that defines the grade and
type.

#002428

Gem 1909-S V.D.B. Cent

210 1909-S V.D.B. MS-65 RB (PCGS). A lovely example blending

mint red-orange with natural brown, smoothly and evenly.

Nicely struck features. Very attractive overall.

#002427

Frosty Gem RB 1909-S V.D.B. Cent

211 1909-S V.D.B. MS-65 RB (PCGS). A highly lustrous gem
with strong mint orange highlights on both sides, and with

rich golden tones on the reverse. Absolutely choice in everx'

regard, an '09-S V.D.B. to be proud of!

#002427

Lovely Gem RB 1909-S V.D.B. Cent

212 1909-S V.D.B. MS-65 RB (PCGS). Rich mint orange blend*,

with fierx’ gold and tan highlights on the surfaces of this

impressive gem cent. A beautiful representative example ot

the date and grade combination
#002427

SiackS SI
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Satiny Gem 1909-S V.D.B. Lincoln Cent

213 1909-S V.D.B. MS-65 RB (PCGS). Deep satiny mint orange

surfaces tempered with rich tan and gold highlights and
smooth, deep underlying lustre. Careful examination reveals

a gem of the finest order.

#002427

214 1909-S V.D.B. MS-65 RB (NGC). Bright and lustrous, sharply

struck, and decidedly matte-like in appearance. Swaths of

rich crimson and bands of bright gold vie for dominance on
the obverse, while the reverse makes a quiet statement of

frosty mint orange.

#002427

215 1909-S V.D.B. MS-64 RD (PCGS). A lovely example with

full original color with some light brown toning flecks. Well

struck and attractive.

#002428

216 1909-S V.D.B. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63 RB. Lightly

cleaned. Lightly cleaned long ago, yet still crisp, sharp, and
attractive, with a decided matte-like appearance.

#002428

Lustrous Gem 1909-S Lincoln l(t

219 1909-S Lincoln. MS-66 RD (PCGS). A satiny golden gem
with broadly sweeping cartwheel lustre that illuminates the

matte-like surfaces. Fewer than a half dozen examples of

the date have been certified finer than the present piece by
PCGS. A popular key date, especially when found so fine.

PCGS Population; 117; 4 finer within the designation (MS-67 RD
finest).

#002434

220 1909-S Lincoln. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63. Frosty

golden surfaces with much mint orange and impressive eye

appeal for the grade. A satiny specimen with a delightful

matte-like appearance.
#002434

221 Selection of NGC-certified Lincoln cents: 1909-S MS-62
BN. Mottled toning with hints of original mint lustre at the

peripheries 1911 MS-64 RB. Lustrous with splashes of

gold 1912 MS-65 BN. Satiny with splashes of blue irides-

cence 1914 MS-64 BN. Satiny with splashes of faint blue

iridescence at the peripheries 1919-S MS-64 RB. Satiny

with faint speckled toning 1924-S MS-64 BN. Satiny with

hints of faint green-gold iridescence here and there 1925-S

MS-64 RB. Lustrous 1926-S MS-63 BN. Splashes of light

blue, rose, yellow, and green iridescence on both surfaces

1931-D MS-64 BN. Satiny brown with splashes of iridescent

blue. (Total: 9 pieces)

222 1911 Proof-64 RD (PCGS). Pale red surfaces with a fine matte

texture. Sharply struck. A few trivial spots are seen. Housed
in an older generation PCGS holder.

#003311

217 1909-S V.D.B. Net Fine-15; sharpness of EF-45, whizzed.

Surfaces altered, as noted, but still a decent example of this

prized rarity, one that will sell at an affordable price and
make at least one collector happy.

#002428

223 Pair of PCGS-certified Lincoln cents: 1913 MS-65 RD.
Splashes of faint toning on both surfaces 1916 MS-66 RD.
Lustrous with minute spotting noted under low magnifica-

tion. (Total: 2 pieces)

218 1909 Lincoln. Proof-66 RD (PCGS). A lovely Matte Proof re-

taining most original color, an unusual situation. The obverse

is bright orange to which blended green and yellow toning

has formed around the right border. The reverse is a mixture

of orange, brown, and iridescence. A lovely coin, one of the

nicest seen. Important to the Lincoln cent specialist as well as

for type set purposes, illustrating the first year of the design.
«(xrrM)S

Gem Proof 1914 Lincoln Cent

224 1914 Matte Proof-66 RB (PCGS). A lovely gem Proof fn^n a

mintage for the date of l,3(x5 pieces. Strong lusta' supports

a lively array of rich gold, rose, violet, and electric blue on
both sides, the end result a beautiful gem ivpivsontative of

the date and manutacturing method.
aiHUiiw
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tan surtaces. Cleaned long ago though a touch of lustre is

retained in the protected areas. Sharp in detail and finer

aesthetically than the holder implies. A key date, especially

in Uncirculated.

«(X)2471

226 1915 lVlS-65 RD (PCGS). Satiny mint orange with strong cart-

wheel lustre and matte-like appearance. Sharply struck.

#002479

227 1915-S MS-65 RB (PCGS). Tied for finest RB of the date certi-

fied by PCGS. Satiny ro.se surfaces with strong underlying

lustre and attractive mint orange highlights. A sharp and

appealing example of this popular early branch mint issue

in the Lincoln cent series.

PCGS Population: 12; none finer within the designation.

#002484

Choice Uncirculated 1917 Doubled Die Obverse Ic

Among Half Dozen Finest Seen by PCGS

228 1917 Doubled Die Obverse. MS-64 RB (PCGS). Subdued
mint orange and pale lilac highlights afford excellent eye

appeal. Mingled shades of fiery gold add to the overall ap-

pearance. A choice example of this Doubled Die raritv, with

doubling boldest at TRUST and the date. Among the finest RB
examples noted thus far by PCGS. Choice and appealing.

PCGS Population: 4; 2 6ner within the designation (both MS-65).

#092496

229 Selection of Lincoln cents: 1917-S MS-63 BN 1919-D

MS-63 RD ' 1920 MS-64 RD 1921 MS-64 RB 1923 MS-
64 RD 1924-D (2). AU-55; EF-45 1925-D (2). MS-64 BN;

MS-62 1926-D MS-63 BN 1927-D MS-63 BN 1927-S

AU-55 192H-D MS-64 BN 1929 MS-63 RD 1930 MS-65

RD 19.30-D MS-64 RB * 19.30-S MS-64 RB 1931 MS-63

RB 1931-D MS-64 RB 1931-S .MS-63 RB All display M
tractive surfaces, some are lustrous and some with trace*- o(

faint toning. An attractive group. ( lotal: 20 pieces)

230 1922 No D, Strong Reverse. VF-30 (PCGS). The popular

1922 "Plain" issue, struck from a much-weakened obverse*

die coupled with a fresh, strong reverse die; this is the only

die pair recognized for inclusion in the 1922 "Plain" club.

Medium to deep tan on both sides, no distracting marks, a

choice coin for the assigned grade.
#003285

231 1922 No D, Strong Reverse. VF-25 (PCGS). Smoothly worn
surfaces. Chocolate brown. One of the more popular of the

unusual die varieties of the 2()th century.

#003285

232 1923 MS-66 RD (PCGS). Brilliant with rich lustre and a hint

of toning. A few microscopic flecks. Among the finer pieces

graded by PCGS.
#002545

233 1931-S MS-65 RD (PCGS). Sparkling mint orange now fading

to deep rose and gold. A pleasing example of this low-mintage

semi-key date.

#002620

234 1936 Brilliant Proof-64 RD (NGC). Brilliant red-orange

surfaces. Some flecks here and there. A nice example at the

Proof-64 level.

If you enjoy Proof coins from the mid-20th century- onward. b\ all

means obtain a copy of David W. Lange’s History of the United States Mint

and Its Coinage, available from our Book Department Chock !-ur \Vt-b.-*tr

at stacks.com for details.

From DLRC Auctions' sale of the Richmond CoUecfion, \(->-

vemher 2004, Lot 1097.

#003335

S3Stacks
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TWO-CENT PIECES

Elusive 1864 Small Motto 2(i:

235 1864 Small Motto. MS-64 RD (PCGS). Medium mint orange

surfaces turning to brisk gold and tan. Scattered flecks noted

on both sides. The scarce Small Motto variety of the year,

an issue that is considerably more rare than its Large Motto
counterpart in all grades. At choice Mint State, as here, the

date becomes one of the great prizes in the two-cent series.

#003581

236 1864 Large Motto. Proof-64 RB (PCGS). Somewhat striated red

and brown surfaces with accents of violet, rose, and gold.

#003622

237 1864 Large Motto. MS-65 RD (NGC). Bright mint orange

coupled with a pleasing blend of rose iridescence. Satiny

surfaces. Struck from a rapidly shattering obverse die; this

die must have failed shortly after this coin was produced.
#003578

238 1864 Large Motto. MS-65 RD (NGC). Bright and lustrous

mint orange with satiny surfaces and strong eye appeal.

Nicely struck for the date with essentially full design ele-

ments on both sides.

#003578

239 1865 Plain 5. MS-65 RD (NGC). An intensely lustrous gem
with rich mint orange surfaces beginning to exhibit deeper
crimson highlights. Sharp and appealing, a coin destined for

a lovely U.S. type set.

«(K)3SH4

240 1867 Doubled Die Obverse. MS-65 RB (NGC). FS-003.

Satiny mint orange with lively tan highlights on the high

points. Impressively lustrous. Doubling plainly evident at

IN GOD WE TRUST and the surrounding design elements

including the arrows and leaves near the ribbon.

#003595

241 1868 Proof-65 RB (NGC). Deep mint orange with crimson

highlights. Frosty motifs and heavily mirrored fields form

a pleasing though somewhat modest cameo contrast.

#003637

242 1871 Proof-65 RB (NGC). Doubled Die Obverse variety. Deep
mint orange with fiery chestnut highlights in the reflective

fields and on the frosted motifs. Doubling plainest at WE
TRUST and the arrowhead following TRUST.

#003646

243 1872 Proof-65 RB (NGC). Highly reflective fields and lightlv

frosted motifs show rich gold, orange, and fiery tan irides-

cence.

#003649

Visit Stack's on the world wide web

www.stacks.com
NEW PURCHASES—MONTHLY OFFERINGS
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NICKEL THREE-CENT PIECES SILVER THREE-CENT PIECES
All silver three-cent photos are 2x.

Gem Proof 1865 Nickel 3c

Tied for Finest Certified by PCGS

244 1865 Proof-66 (PCGS). A richly colorful gem Proof of the

date, one of slightly more than 500 Proofs produced in this,

the first of the design type. Repunched date numerals plainly

evident under low magnification, a noted diagnostic of all

genuine Proofs of the date.

PCGS Population: 14; none finer within the designation.

#003761

247 1884 Proof-67 CAMEO (NGC). Frosted motifs and deep mir-

rored fields display warm champagne highlights and bold

lustre. A sharp and pleasing gem.

\(iC Census: 13; 2 finer within the designation (both Proof-68

t ameo).

From ANR'fi sale of the Worthington Collection, May 2005,

Lot 41.

IOK3780

245

246

248

249 1852 MS-65 (PCGS). A frosty pale golden gem with satiny

surfaces and strong underlying lustre.

#003666

Gem Uncirculated 1855 Silver 3c

250

251 1856 MS-64 (PCGS). A frosU’, lustrous specimen with pale

pastel highlights that glow richly on both sides Nioeh struck

from lightlv clashed dies, not sharp and crisp, but nc^r

enough for mention for this date.

#00.3#i72

1865 Proof-64 (PCGS). Among nickel three-cent pieces the

rarest in Proof format is the 1 865. These were not distributed

until the summer of that year, by which time many numis-

matists had ordered sets lacking this value. Light golden

toning. The repunched 65 in the date is visible under low

magnification.

#003761

1871 MS-66 (PCGS). A frostv gem with impressive cartw'heel

lustre and a wisp here and there of pale golden iridescence.

Struck from clashed dies. Among the finest examples of the

date graded by PCGS.
PCGS Population: 21; 1 finer (MS-67).

#003737

1851 MS-66 (PCGS). A frosty, lustrous example from the first

year of the denomination and design tv’pe. Nicely struck for

the date with strong design elements on both sides.

#003664

1855 MS-65 (NGC). Sparkling silver surfaces with robust

cartwheel lustre that supports deep rainbow hues of gold,

crimson, peach, and electric blue on both sides. Nicely struck

from modestly clashed dies. From a mintage for the date of

139,000 pieces, the lowest production figure in the series until

the 1863 issue.

NGC Census: 8; 6 finer (all MS-66).

#003671

Stack's SS
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Gem Proof 1857 Silver 3<t

252 1857 Proof-65 (NGC). Heavily mirrored fields support
intense electric blue, violet, and rose iridescence. From an
unlisted though undoubtedly modest Proof mintage for

the date, perhaps on the order of just a 100 or slightly more
pieces—accurate Proof mintage figures were not kept by the

Mint until the following year, 1858. Always desirable as a

Proof, and well worth your bidding attention.

#003704

Gem Proof 1860 Silver Stf

253 1860 Proof-65 (NGC). Frosty central devices and richly mir-

rored fields are alive with concentric rose, electric blue, and
gold iridescence. A pleasing cameo effect is present, though
the NGC holder does not make note. A sharp and attractive

survivor from a Proof mintage for the date of 1,000 pieces.

NGC Census: 10; 4 finer within the designation (Proof-68 finest).

#003709

254 1862 MS-66^ (NGC). Highly lustrous and richly toned.

Frosty central motifs and somewhat reflective fields create

a prooflike appearance. Rich electric blue, crimson, and gold

gather at the rims.

#003680

255 1862 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-65. A largely brilliant and
fully lustrous gem with frosty motifs and somewhat reflective

fields. Sharply struck from heavily clashed dies.

= 1 )!.

256 1863 Proof-66 (NGC). Much mint brilliance mingles with

rich gold and umber toning highlights. The devices are frosty

and sharp, and the fields are richly mirrored. One of only

460 Proofs of the date produced, the second-lowest of all

recorded Proof mintages in the series, 1858 through 1873.

#003712

257 1865 Proof-66 (NGC). Beautiful gold, violet, and blue

iridescence complements both surfaces. The frosty devices

contrast delightfully with the blazing mirror fields. The 1865

is a desirable issue with a scant mintage of just 8,500 pieces,

a figure that includes a mere 500 Proofs. It seems unlikely

that more than 10% of the surviving population could match
the quality offered here. A prize for the quality-conscious

buyer.

#003715

258 1866 Proof-64 (NGC). Reflective fields and frosty motifs. The
obverse is adorned with an array of rich gold, peach, and
crimson, while the reverse is a study in rich electric blue.

#003716

259 1871 Proof-66 (NGC). A deeply toned gem with fierv or-

ange, crimson, gold, and electric blue on the obverse, and
with bright neon blue in the majority on the reverse. Cameo
contrast noted, though not imi the N(.1C holder.

#(X)3722

Stack’s
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NICKEL FIVE-CENT PIECES

260 1866 Rays. MS-66 (NGC). Tied for finest certified by NGC. A
frosty, sparkling gem from the first year of the design type.

Struck from a heavily shattered obverse die, with noticeable

cuds and cracks throughout the design details.

NGC Census: 19; none finer within any designation.

#00.1790

Gem Proof 1867 Shield 5(t

No Rays

Tied for Finest Graded by NGC

261 1867 No Rays. Proof-66 (NGC). Frosty motifs and mirror

fields. A wealth of pale ro.se, violet, and peach adorns both

sides of this attractive gem. One of somewhat more than 600

Proofs of the date struck within the No Rays variety from later

in the year. Among the finest examples of this issue seen thus

far by NGC, and worthy of serious attention as such.

NGC Cen.sus: 9; none finer within the designation.

#003821

262 1867 No Rays. Proof-65 CAM (PCGS). A lovely example,

brilliant with light golden toning, of the first year without

rays between the stars on the reverse.

#083821

263 1870 Proof-66 CAM (PCGS). A brilliant, attractive, and

thoroughly desirable example of this Shield nickel date, the

present coin joins a number of others assigned this grade by

PCGS, with none higher. The striking is gtxid on both sides,

the planchet quality is excellent. The Shield nickel specialist

will never nivd to improve this lovely specimen.

PC (iS Population: 13; noiK’ finer within the designation

«n«Vt24

264 1877 Proof-65 CAMEO (NGC). Fully brilliant. The devices

are sharp and satiny and the fields are glittering mirrors. A
desirable Proof-only issue having a reported mintage of a

scant 510 pieces.

#083831

265 1878 Proof-66 CAM (PCGS). A pleasing cameo example of

this popular Proof-only date. Largely brilliant with a whisper

here and there of faint champagne.
PCGS Population: 15; 3 finer within the designation (all Prtx>f-67 CAM).

#083832

266 1879/8 Proof-66 CAM (PCGS). Brilliant and well struck.

Whether this is actually an overdate has been a matter of

conjecture for some time. In any event it is a different die

variety and shows something in addition to the final 9. At-

tractive and well worth owning.
#083834

267 1879 Proof-66 (NGC). Medium golden gray with rich sky

blue, rose, and gold pastel iridescence on both sides. The

variety with a tiny spike upward into the field at the upper

right side of the bottom ball of the shield, typically accorded

the 1879/8 status.

#003833

268 1883 Shield. Proof-66 (PCGS). A sparkling gem Proof from

the final year of Shield nickel coinage. Intense peach and gold

iridescence bolstered by strong underlying cartw heel lustre.

#003838

269 1883 Shield. Proof-65 CAM (PCGS). A delightful gem . amr

'

Prewf from the final date of the Shield nickel design h p<'

Pale rose and champagne hues gather on thi *mst\ rn-'tK

and mirrored fields.

#083848
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270 1883 Shield. MS-66 (PCGS). A sharp and frosty gem, satiny

and lustrous with pale champagne highlights.

#003813

271 1883 Shield. MS-65 (PCGS). A highly lustrous gem with a

whisper of pale lilac on satiny surfaces. Struck from a rapidly

collapsing obverse die with numerous cracks beginning to

make their presence felt.

#003813

272 1883 No CENTS. Proof-65 (NGC). A bright gem Proof from
the first year of Liberty nickel coinage, lustrous with pale

champagne toning on faintly frosted motifs and mirrored

fields.

The 1883 is the only year to appear without CENTS on the reverse,

making for a separate design type unto its own; later in the year CENTS
was added to the reverse design and remained there until the demise of

the regular-issue Liberty nickel series in 1912.

#003878

273 1883 No CENTS. MS-67 (NGC). A frosty gem with textured

motifs and somewhat reflective fields. Sharply struck from
dies just beginning to show wear and die cracks on both

sides.

NGC Census; 35; 2 finer (both MS-67^).

#003841

274 Three Proof-65 (PCGS) Liberty nickels: 1883 CENTS.
Reflective with delicate golden gray and bluish gray surfaces

1889. Reflective with delicate sky blue and rose on both

surfaces 1912. Reflective golden surfaces with splashes of

deeper gold on both surfaces. (Total; 3 pieces)

275

Pair of Liberty nickels grading Proof-64 Cameo (NGC):
1884. Reflective with lightly frosted motifs and splashes of

golden toning on the obverse, reverse with splashes of rich

rose, gold, and blue 1906. Reflective with lightly frosted

motifs and just a whisper of golden highlighfs. (Total: 2

pieces)

Gem Mint State 1884 Liberty Sd

Tied for Finest Certified by PCGS

276 1884 MS-66 (PCGS). A delightful gem, somewhat prooflike

in appearance wifh satiny, reflective fields, and with frosty

motifs. Pale champagne with splashes of rich crimson irides-

cence. A lustrous gem with a bold strike and exquisite eye

appeal.

PCGS Population: 15; none finer.

Holder marked "Baxi.

"

#003845

Til 1885 Proof-66 CAM (PCGS). A splendid gem cameo Proof of

the date, here with frosty motifs and deep mirror fields that

display rich champagne hues. Always popular as a Proof, as

gem Mint State examples of this date are very rare, causing

many collectors of the design type to opt for a Proof.

The 1885 ranks by far as the most desirable Liberty nickel variety apart

from the exceedingly rare 1913. Despite a reported mintage of 1,476,490

pieces, survivors command high premiums in all grades.

#083883

278 1885 Proof-64 (PCGS). Sharply struck and mostly brilliant

with some blushes of gold and a faint misting of gray. The
devices are satiny and the fields are glittering mirrors. A
lovely example of this scarce and desirable issue.

#003883

BID ON THE INTERNET
Vi.sit www.stack.s.com to bid in any of our auction.s, 24 hours a day from the comfort of your homo or office.

Check online for deadlines and bidding instructions.
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Impressive Gem Uncirculated 1885 Liberty 5c

Key to the Series

279 1885 MS-66 (NGC). A satiny gem of the finest order. Strong

cartwheel lustre and pale champagne highlights embrace

both sides. Nicely struck tor the date, with bold design

elements in most places, though a hint of weakness can be

seen in certain stars and at the bottom of the reverse wreath.

Stilt, this satiny gem is important tor its grade level, as it is

among the finest events witnessed thus tar by NGC, but more

importantly, this is the key to the Liberty nickel series. Gor-

geous gem examples always see serious bidding competition

and those who are not successful must sometimes own a

Proof of the date to complete their set. Indeed, Uncirculated

examples of the date are far rarer than Proofs, hence the great

demand.
NGC Cen.sus: 13; 1 finer (MS-67*).

#003846

280 1885 Choice Extremely Fine-45. Lightly cleaned. A pleasing

example for the grade of this popular key date, attractive

despite faint cleaning.

#003846

281 Five Liberty nickels grading Proof-64 (PCGS): 1887.

Reflective bluish gray with hints of gold 1892. Reflective

with delicate rose, sky blue, and gold on the obverse, reverse

mainly rich gold with a splash here and there of delicate sky

blue 1898. Rich golden toning over reflective surfaces

1901. Reflective with splashes of delicate gold and gray on

the obverse, reverse rich gold 1905. Mixture of delicate

satiny rose, sky blue, and gold over both surfaces. (Total: 5

pieces)

282 1887 MS-65^ (NGC). A brightly toned gem with broadly

sweeping underlying cartwheel lustre. Both sides display a

veritable rainbow of pastel iridescence.

1003848

283

Two NGC-certified Proof-65 Liberty nickels: IHHHReflti-

tive golden surfaces 1893 CamcH). Reflective with yellt'w

gold fields and lightly frosted motifs. (Total: 2 pit*ces)

284 1888 MS-65 (PCGS). Satiny and lustrous with warm cham-

pagne hues. Fairly scarce in gem grades, as here, and exciting

as such.

#003849

285 1889 MS-66 (NGC). A frosty gem with strong underlying

lustre that supports pale pastel blue, gold, and rose irides-

cence. Fewer than a half dozen examples of the date have been

certified finer than the present specimen by NGC. Repunched

188 in date.

#003850

286 Foursome of Liberty nickels grading Proof-64 (NGC):

1891. Reflective with beautiful rose, gold, and sky blue on

the obverse, reverse with splashes of orange and sky blue

1900. Reflective with an obverse planchet lamination noted

and splashes of faint golden toning 1903. Reflective sky

blue, blue-green, violet, and yellow on the obverse, reverse

with splashes of rose and sky blue 1904. Reflective with

splashes of delicate, rose, violet, sky blue, and yellow gold

on both surfaces. (Total: 4 pieces)

287 1891 MS-65 (PCGS). A sparkling gem with intense cartwheel

lustre. Rich and varied golden hues crowd both sides of this

nicely struck specimen.

#003852

Richly Toned Gem 1892 Liberty Nickel

Finest Certified by NGC

288 1892 MS-66## (NGC). Broadly sweeping cartwheel lustre

supports an array of rich pastel rainbow iride‘»cenoe on

both sides. Sharply struck with the finest of design elements

present on b<'»th sides. A stand-alone example of the date and

grade combination.

NGC Cen'.us 1 :
mine finer

if0038S3
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Splendid Gem Uncirculated 1892 Liberty 5c

Tied for Finest Graded by PCGS

289 1892 MS-66 (PCGS). Sparkling pale champagne surfaces

exhibit strong lustre, a bold strike, and delightful eye appeal.

An impressive gem example of an otherwise "common"
date.

PCGS Population; 12; none finer.

Holder marked "Baxi.

"

#003853

Sparkling Gem 1892 Liberty Nickel

290 1892 MS-66 (NGC). Bright and lustrous with a nuance of

faint champagne iridescence on both sides. Boldly struck in

all quarters. Among the finest examples of the date seen thus

far by NGC. A truly nice Liberty nickel, perhaps destined for

a high-grade set or for inclusion in an impressive U.S. type

coin array.

NGC Census: 8; 1 finer (MS-66Vt).

#003863

291 1893 MS-65 (NGC). Brilliant with delicate blue and gold
toning. Some contact marks are seen on the portrait. The
striking is about typical with some lightness at the centers

of a few stars and at the pesky ear of corn to the left of the

ribbon bow on the reverse.

Liberty Head nickels have formed a very popular collect-

ing area for a long time. A complete set from 1883 through
1912-S, these being the issues minted in quantity, can be as-

sembled with some patience. The rarity and availability of

gem Mint State coins as oppo.sed to gem Proofs varies from
year to year. Aspects of striking also vary, as do certain minor
characteristics such as the placement of the date numerals. In

an era in which the design of Barber silver coins and Morgan
dollars were often criticized by the general public and collec-

tors alike, the Liberty Head nickel along with the Indian cent

remained favorites. Today, the enthusiasm continues.

292

Selection of Liberty and Buffalo nickels: 1894 Liberty.

Proof-63 (PCGS). Delicate rose and sky blue over reflective

surfaces 1895 Liberty. Proof-63 (PCGS). Reflective with
delicate gold on both surfaces 1937 Buffalo. MS-66 (NGC).
Lustrous with just a whisper of champagne iridescence

1937-D Buffalo. MS-66 (NGC). Satiny lustre with traces of

delicate gold and sky blue 1938-D Buffalo. MS-66 (NGC).
Bright lustrous golden surfaces with splashes of rose and
sky blue on the reverse. (Total: 5 pieces)

293 1894 MS-65 (PCGS). Bright and lustrous with broadly spin-

ning cartwheels that support pale peach and rose iridescence.

Sharply struck with even the finest, tiniest design elements
crisp.

#003855

294 1896 Proof-64 (NGC). A reflective Proof with lightly dusted
design motifs. Pale champagne on both sides.

#003894

295 1897 MS-65 (PCGS). A highly lustrous gem with pale cham-
pagne toning highlights.

Holder marked "Baxi.

"

#003858

296 1898 MS-64 (NGC). A frosty pale golden specimen with

broadly sweeping cartwheel lustre.

#003859

297 1899 MS-66 (NGC). A frosty, lustrous gem, a specimen that

has seen just four examples certified finer by NGC. Boldly

struck.

NGC Census: 46; 4 finer (MS-67 finest).

#003860

298 1899 MS-66 (ICG). Palo pastel blue and rose on satinv

surfaces. Subdued cartwheel lustre adds to the overall gem
appeal. I leavy die break at tip of bust and top of 1 in date.

«(X138W)
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304 l‘)06 MS-Of) (PCGS). I’ale champagne tones and broadly

sweeping cartwheel lustre bolster the overall eye appeal

of this delightful gem. Among the 10 finest examples of

the date seen thus tar by I’C GS, certainly worthy ol noir m
print. Sharply struck, and a coin that holds up well • arelul

scrutiny.

I’C CjS Populdtiiin 10; niine liner.

#0().'VI67

Splendid Gem 1907 Liberty Nickel

Tied for Finest Graded by PCGS

306

307 1909 Proof-67 (PCGS). A richly toned and delightfully appeal

ing gem Proof of the date. Frosted motifs and miiror fields

form an attractive cameo contrast, though such is notr-d

on the PCGS holder. Splashes of fier\' peach, gold mmsim,
and rose endorse both sides.

PC'tiS Population 2 6ni'r w ithin thr ri. ^

KOOtm?

300 1902 MS-66 (PCGS). Highly lustrous and silky smooth with

pale sky blue highlights on both sides.

PCCS Population: 42; 3 finer {MS-67 finest).

t {older marked "Baxi."

#(X)3S63

301 1903 MS-66 (PCGS). Asatiny gem with .soft underlying lustre

and pale champagne on both sides. Nicely struck with nearly

complete design elements on both sides.

PCGS Population: 65; 2 finer (both MS-67).

#003864

302 1903 MS-65 (PCGS). A satiny, highly lustrous gem with

broadly sweeping cartwheels and rich champagne highlights.

Sharply struck. Faint flecks become apparent under low'

magnification.

#003864

Gem Mint State 1906 Liberty Stf

Tied for Finest Graded by PCGS

305 1907 MS-66 (PCGS). Sparkling pale golden surfaces display

robust cartwheel lustre, impressive aesthetic appeal, and a

bold, crisp strike.

PCCS Population 21; none finer.

Holder marked "Baxi.

"

#003868

Gem Proof 1909 Liberty Nickel

1909 Proof-67 (PCGS). Rich champagne and gold endorse

both sides of this satiny, reflective gem. Only tw'o Proofs of

the date have been certified finer than the presently offered

specimen, both called Proof-68 by PCGS. A lovely gem with

rich toning, impressive lustre, and eye appeal that just won't

quit.

PCGS Population: 39; 2 finer within the designation (both Proof-68)

#003907

299 i9tH) MS-b5 (NGC). A satiny golden gem with expansive

cartwhivl lustre and crisply struck features; even the kernels

ot corn in the reverse* wreath stand out in bold detail.

#IX).38M

Delightful Gem Uncirculated 1906 Liberty Nickel

Tied for Finest Graded by PCGS

303 1906 MS-66 (PCGS). A pale champagne gem w'ith vividly

active lustre. Nicely struck in all quarters, w'hich certainly

adds to the overall appeal. A lively gem that has few' equals

and none finer in the PCGS Population Report.

PCGS Population: 10; none finer.

Holder marked "Baxi.

"

#00.3867

61
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313 1912-D MS-64 (PCGS). A boldly glowing specimen with
rich rose and other pastel hues evenly spread on both sides.

From the first year of branch mint coinage within the nickel

five-cent denomination.
#003874

308 1909 Proof-66 (NGC). Frosty motifs and mirror fields exhibit

an even pearlescent glow. Sharply struck—Proofs of this date

are sometimes seen with weak stars.

#003907

309 1909 Proof-66 (NGC). Frosty cameo devices and reflective

fields though such is not marked on the NGC holder. Pale

rose and pearlescent gray highlights mingle with gold on
both sides.

#003907

310 1911 MS-65 (NGC). A satiny gem with rich rainbow irides-

cence, especially at the obverse rim.

#003872

Lustrous Gem 1912 Liberty Nickel

Tied for Finest Graded by PCGS

311 1912 MS-66 (PCGS). A frosty, lustrous gem with rich

champagne present on both sides, especially on the reverse.

Broadly swirling underlying cartwheel lustre lends an air of

elegance overall. Some deeper toning highlights can be seen

near the date and at other peripheral regions.

PCGS Population 18; none finer.

#003873

312 1912 MS-66 (NGC). Tied for finest graded by NGC. A spar-

kling gem from the final collectable date of the design type,

1883-1913; the clandestine 1913 Liberty nickel was struck

to the tune of just five pieces and is a great and desirable

numismatic rarity. Rich pastel rose, gold, and pale sky blue

adorn both sides. Soft and satiny in appearance as opposed
to the stark brilliance of earlier dates in the series, as much
a result of worn dies as anything, and a hallmark of the

issue.

N(iC Cfnsus: 9; none finer.

«(K),3H73

Classic 1912-S Nickel Rarity

Gem Mint State

314 1912-S MS-65 (PCGS).A lovely example of this classic rarity

(in the context of the Liberty Head series), a coin that has

been widely admired and studied in the literature, including

by David W. Lange and, most recently, by Q. David Bowers
in A Guide Book of Shield and Liberty Head Nickels (Whitman).

Examples of this date and mint were struck in a four day
period in December 1912, and distributed with some fanfare.

Today, examples are elusive, and only a few thousand remain
from the low production of 238,000 pieces.

The present piece has satiny lustre on both sides. There is

some lightness of striking at the very highest point of Miss
Liberty's hair, scarcely noticeable except to specialists, but

being the hallmark of the 1912-S—enabling the specialist to

identify it as a San Francisco issue by simply looking at the

obverse. Both sides are richly toned in medium iridescent

colors, a rainbow or prismatic effect in areas such as around
the borders. One of the most interesting early 20th-century

rarities, in our opinion.

#003875

Gem Proof 1913 Buffalo Nickel

315

Type I

1913 Type I. Proof-67 (NGC). One of 1,520 Sandblast or

Matte Proofs struck of the premier date and tvpe in the Buf-

falo nickel series, and always popular as such. Strong lustm
and a bold strike beckon the viewer, as does pale pastel rose

and blue toning. Careful examination fails to yield a solitarv

reason why the present lovely gem doesn't deserve the as-

signed grade.

NGC Census: 34; 3 finer (rriH^D-KS-* finest).

#(H)3988

62 Siack'<
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I

Key 1913-S Type II Nickel

Rainbow Hued Gem

Condition Rarity 1913 Type I Buffalo Nickel

None Finer Graded

317

318

319

320 1913-S Type II. MS-65 (PCGS). A lovely example of this

scarce issue, with nearly full details, separated from striking

perfection only by some trivial lightness that scarcely anyone

would notice. As such, this coin is eminently desirable.

Both obverse and reverse are attractively toned, the face

of the coin being gold, magenta, and other hues, while the

reverse tends toward lilac and magenta.
Although not much publicitv has been given to the 191 3-S Type II nickel

in recent years, a half century ago when Buffalo nickels were available in

circulation, this was the key date and mintmark to kx>k for! Of course, most

encountemd were worn, with the date nearly missing. Today we have condi-

tion rarities or coins that aa> as common as can be' in grades from MS-W) to

MS-63, but am judged to be extremely valuable in high grades. What we
like, whenever it is available, is a foundational rarity or basic rarity to go along

with the grade—meaning that a coin is a key issue in any and all levels of

preservation. The 1913-S Type II nickel fits this definition nicely.

#003923

322

323 1917-S MS-64 (PCGS). A satiny specimen with a deeply om-
cave obverse that is somewhat prooflike, especially amund
the Indian's portrait. Some die clash marks soon Kmoath the

Indian's chin, giving a "whisker" effect. Pale skv blue and

rich champagne highlights on the obverso, pale sk\ blue

champagne, and nise on the rex erso. \ioeh struck \Mth some

softness at the bison's head, as typical.

#00.3936

[

316
I

I

I

1913 Type 1. MS-68 (NGC). Right at the top of the NGC
grading scale with none finer is this 1913 Type I Buffalo

nickel. There have been nine certification events at this level,

representing the finest seen by that firm. Both obverse and

reverse are toned a delicate gold with some hints of magenta.

The striking is significantly above average with nearly all

details well defined.

NGC Ccn.su.s: 9; none finer.

#003915

1913 Type I. MS-67 (PCGS). A flashy beauty with intense

lustre and hints of golden toning on both sides. Sharply

struck with boldly textured surfaces that hold true to James

Earle Fraser's original design. Clash marks present on both

sides, something not often .seen in the Buffalo nickel series.

An intensely lovely gem, easily deserving of the assigned

grade.

#003915

1913 Type II. Proof-66 (NGC). Medium golden and brown

toning over satiny Matte Proof surfaces. First year of the issue

of the Type II, thus making the present coin a candidate for

a high-grade type set.

#003990

1913-1) Type II. MS-65 (PCGS). Satiny golden gray w ith rich

rose, champagne, and pale sky blue toning highlights. Struck

from slightly misaligned dies, the bison's head pointing just

below the 9;f)0 position. Nicely struck for the date, w'ith only

a hint of weakness at the bison's shoulder details.

*003922

1915 Proof-66 (PCGS). A pleasing gem survivor from a Prexxf

mintage for the date of just 1,050 pieces. Subdued pale rose,

gold, and sky blue pastel highlights adorn both sides of this

sharply struck beauty.

#003992

1917-D MS-65 (PCGS). Brilliant and lustrous, wdth a hint of

magenta toning. Far above average strike, nearly full details,

and especially desirable as such.

#003935

Stack'* 63
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Choice Uncirculated 1918/7-D Buffalo Sc

A Prized Rarity

324 1918/7-D MS-63 (NGC). Satiny golden gray with strong lustre that seemingly glows from within. Typical strike

for the issue, some softness at the bison's shoulder and head, but still finer than frequently seen. A greatly prized

overdate that is a must for any serious Buffalo nickel specialist. Struck from lighfly stressed dies which must have
seen service at the end of 1917 before the overdate procedure. Faint horizontal die crack on obverse from Indian's

mouth across the cheek to the hair braid. An exemplary example of this rarity, a coin that would do justice to

virtually any Buffalo nickel cabinet.

NGC Census: 5; 14 finer (MS-65 finest).

This overdate nickel was not known at the time it was made, and not until 1931 was the numismatic community made aware of it,

when Syracuse (NY) dealer Barney Bluestone listed one in a catalogue. Still, the overdate did not catch on, and the best part of a decade
passed without much notice being taken of it. In brief, when Louis Eliasberg, Sr., began compiling his advanced want list of pieces desired
in the late 1930s, the 1918/7-D, not listed in Green's check list, was not included. By the time that there was widespread recognition of the

overdate, in the 1940s, the typical piece found in circulation was apt to show significant wear.

#003939

Popular 1918/7-D Sc Overdate

325 1918/7-D VF-20 (NGC). Medium golden gray with some
deeper highlights in the protected areas. Lightly circulated

but es.sentially mark free, and choice as such. Among the

most desirable of all varieties, especially within the Buffalo

nickel series, an issue that is always in great demand across

the grading spectrum.
#003939

326 1918/7-D VG-10 (PCGS). A very nice example at the VG-10
level, this piece saw circulation for several decades until

some lucky numismatist found it! The (werdate feature is

i|uite bold.

«(X)3‘n‘)

Gem Uncirculated 1918-D Buffalo Sc

327 1918-D MS-66 (PCGS). Lively iridescent sky blue, rose,

and peach gather on both sides of this frosty, lustrous gem.
Nicely struck for the date, with just a touch of weakness at

the bison's shoulder on the reverse. An elusive date in gem
grades. Undeniably choice for the grade, a coin that will do
justice to any Buffalo nickel set.

PCGS Population: 20; 1 finer (MS-67).

#003938

328 1919-D MS-64 (PCGS). A frosty, matte-like specimen that

approaches gem quality to the unaided eve. Warm gold and
peach grace both sides ot this attractive early branch mint
issue. Nicely struck for the date.

#(K),3942

64 Si.UK*'
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32*) 1921 MS-66 (PCGS). Sparkling gold, peach, and rose irides-

cence graces both sides of this sharp and lustrous gem. As
nicely struck as is ever .seen for the date!

»(X).W7

Impressive Gem Uncirculated 1921-S Buffalo Sc

331 1923-S MS-63 (NGC). Light golden and gray toning over

lustrous surface. About typical strike for a 1923-S with some

lightm*ss in areas.

»nnv»5<i

332

333

334

335

336

330

1929-D MS-65 (PCGS). Brilliant with delicate indesivnt

toning over lustrous surfaces. Significantly aNwe a\ i r ,

in striking details.

«on,t‘»s7

2x pholo

1921-S MS-65 (PCGS). A bright and appealing gem with

pale rose iridescence evenly distributed on satiny surfaces.

Highly lustrous as well. Struck from shattered dies (see

below). The date's mintage of just over 1.5 million pieces is

the sixth lowest mintage figure in the series (1913-1938), a

fact that has placed this coin high on want lists for decades.

Only half a dozen examples of the date have been graded

finer by PCGS.
Both sides of this rarity show die cracks, not surprising, as David Lange

noted poor workmanship on both the planchets and the dies of this date,

noting "this date is particularly subject to laminations and toning streaks,

the result of ptxrrly prepared planchet stock. Other signs of hurried work

include multiple die cracks and metal flow lines, both evidence of extended

die use." The present coin is lightly cracked on the obverse from the rim

near 12:00 to the top of the Indian's head, then more heavily cracked from

the rim at 3:00, a crack which cros,ses the nose and cheek area where a

faint spidery network of cracks is also seen, then again from the rim at 7:00

diagonally upward across the date, while other faint cracks attach both

feathers to the rim. Reverse cracks arc seen as well, the most prominent

of these from the rim at 5:00, across the S in CENTS, then upward to the

bison’s belly; other cracks arc seen at the head and tail of the bison. This

die may have cracked even more which would have led to its eventual

retirement from active coinage duty.

Front ANR's Classics sale, December 2003, Lot 574.

e003948

1925 MS-66 (PCGS). A satiny gem of the finest order. Strong

underlying lustre supports wisps of pale sky blue and rich

gold, especially at the rims. Only thrtv 1925 Buffalo nickels

have received finer grades than the present sjX'cimen from

PCGS. Sharply struck with just a hint of lightness at the

bison's shoulder. Undeniable gem quality both physically

and aesthetically.

#003954

Choice Uncirculated 1927-S Buffalo 5c

1927-S MS-64 (PCGS). Strong underlying lustm supports pale

pastel blue, rose, and gold highlights on both sides. Nicely

struck for the date, not fully so, but near enough to warrant

mention, especially on the reverse bison. A scarce date in

choice Mint State.

#003%2

1928-S MS-64 (NGC). A bright and lustrous specimen with

rich champagne iridescence gracing both sides. Somewhat
prooflike in appearance, especially in the obverse field. Struck

from well-worn dies, not unusual for the date.

#003%5

1928-S MS-64 (NGC). Light gray toning over richly

lustrous surfaces. About typical strike. A popular San

Francisco issue.

#003%5

b$IiackS
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337

338

339

340

1929-S MS-66 (PCGS). Light golden toning over richly lus-

trous surfaces. Somewhat finer strike than usually seen.
#003968

343 1937-D 3-Legged. MS-62 (PCGS). Sparkling golden surfaces

with rich cartwheel lustre and a satiny texture. Nicely struck

for the date, with more pelt detail on the reverse bison than

is typically seen. Undeniably Mint State, and not a benefi-

ciary of today's flighty grading standards at the third-party

services. A pleasing coin for the grade.

#003982

Gem 1937-D 3-Legged Nickel

Among Finest Graded

Mint State 1937-D 3-Legged Sd:

344 1937-D 3-Legged. AU-50 (PCGS). Light gold and gray toning

over surfaces that still retain much original mint lustre.

#003982

341 1936 Brilliant Proof-67 (PCGS). A lovely example of the first

Proof coinage in the design type and denomination since

1916. Deeply concave mirror fields and reflective devices

create a beautiful gem appearance. Faint sky blue and pale

golden hues present on both sides. Just a half dozen examples
of this i,s.sue have been certified finer than the present beauty

by I’CGS. An exceptional coin.

From cl I’nK)f mintage for the date of 4,420 pieces, that figua- about

evenly shared h-twi-en the Brilliant finish offered here, and the Satin finish

pieces of the date.

«003WS

345 1938-D/S Buffalo. MS-67 (NGC). 1 lighly lustnnts with rich

golden hues on both sides. A satiny gem. Perhaps America's

most famous and most popular overmintmark.
«(K)398.S

1931-S MS-66 (PCGS). A brilliant, lustrous gem. Light blue

toning. Typical strike. The low mintage of the 1931-S has made
it popular ever since the time of mintage. One of the coins,

available in quantity from the Treasury Department as late as

1934, that helped spark the numismatic boom of the 1930s.
#003971

1935 Doubled Die Reverse. AU-58 (NGC). Most mint lustre

still remains on both sides. The die doubling as outlined by
Fivaz and Stanton is very pronounced, yielding a coin that the

Buffalo nickel specialist will appreciate and enjoy owning.
#093974

2x photo

342 1937-D 3-Legged. MS-65 (NGC). Light lilac, blue, and gold

toning over richly lustrous surfaces. A very high-grade ex-

ample of this popular mint "error," in which the bison lacks

its front right leg (due to the die adjustment process at the

Denver Mint, when this feature was lapped away). One of

the most popular and desired Buffalo nickels of the era, the

1937-D 3-Legged is usually seen in lower grades. This gem
is remarkable.

#003982

1936 Satin Proof-65 (PCGS). Fiery rainbow iridescence runs

rampant on both sides of this sharp and appealing gem Proof.

This date represents the first Proof coinage in the nickel five-

cent series since the 1912 Liberty nickel issue.

#003994

Gem Brilliant Proof 1936 Nickel

66 Stvck^
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Scarce 1794 Half Dime

34b 1940 MS-67 FS (I’CGS). Light toning over silvery surfaces.

»l)H4(K)7

347 1941 MS-67 FS (PCGS). Light golden toning over lustrous

surfaces. Significantly finer strike than usually seen.

I’CCS Population: 11; none finer within the designation.

#084010

HALF DIMES
All half dime photos are lx.

Toned About Uncirculated 1794 Half Dime

349 1794 LM-3, V-3. Rarity-4. NET EF-40, sharpness of AU-50,

scratches, artificially toned. The surfaces have thin scratches

u'hich can be seen with a strong loupe and there are a few

trivial surface pits from circulation. These are not singularly

detracting but in combination warrant mention. A later die

state with a thin crack from the rim through the sixth star

to the upper portion of Liberty's head, on the reverse there

is a die crack through the lower right in a pie piece shaped

fashion to the eagle's tail. The color is mottled medium gray

to silver. An important first year of issue that is always in

demand.

Deeply Toned Mint State 1794 Half Dime

348 1794 Logan-McCloskey-3, Valentine-3a. Rarity-4. AU-55

(NGC). Dark steel gray on both sides, well matched for this im-

portant first year of issue. Under a light, hints of blue are seen

around the rims with the centers a bit lighter gray. The strike

is sharp on the devices, with strong separation on Libert\''s

curls and the eagle's wing feathers. Faint circulation marks on

the obverse, and a few thin pin scratches are seen on Liberty's

face, while the reverse is very clean. For identification there

is a dull nick behind Liberty's eye. A later die state with the

obverse crack just appearing through the sixth star curling up
through the back of Liberty's head and out the E of LIBERTY,

the reverse with a heavier die crack horizontally spanning the

lower third of the reverse with a secondary branch dowm the

eagle's tail to the rim. While scarce so well preserved, probably

not quite in the Condition Census for the variety.

«0041S0

Mint State 1795 LM-1 Flowing Hair Half Dime

Finest of the Variety Certified by NGC

351 1795 LM-1, V-1. Rarity-6. MS-62 (NGC). Intenselv rich deep

golden gray with splashes of lively gunmetal-blue and rose

iridescence in the protected areas. Undeniably Mint State, the

only flatness on the high points was there when struck, and

was not caused bv circulation! Decidedly choice for the grade

with just a few faint marks. Trulv a coin any collector would

be proud to own.
NGC Census: 1; none finer as LM-1 Nearly five dozen Mint Mate I-' '•

half dimes have been certified at finer levels b\ NCX.
, and undoubtedU ,-r-ie

of those are LM-1.

Cfbverse die bmak fnim rim through dentils then passing betAs rs r "H in

LIBFRTV' to LiK’itv's forehead and then to iht' curls neat the i-ente? .>• the

min. Struck fmm clashed die's

#0042.S1

350 1794 LM-4, V-4. Rarity-4. MS-61 (ANACS). Toned with dark

blue and russet over the obverse, while the reverse is a tad

lighter with more orange-gold and russet over lustre. This is

a very late die state with a minor crack across Liberty''s head;

on the reverse the die has cracked through the upper right

portion to the wreath, with a thinner crack spanning the left

wing and breast. Clean surfaces for the grade, and a decent

strike for this important first year of issue. For the collector,

this coin has a lot to offer with the forward looking Libeitv

gazing upward and the proud eagle perched on his rock with

his wings outstretched. Scarce so well preserv ed.

#004250

67Stacks
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Monumental Superb Gem Brilliant Uncirculated 1795 Half Dime
Unsurpassed Quality

352 1795 LM-9, V-6. Rarity-4. MS-67 (PCGS). This is a phenomenal coin which is undoubtedly one of the finest

known of this year and two-year type. The obverse and reverse are well matched with regal gunmetal-blue

at the centers while the edges are lighter rose-gold with a trace of russet crimson, particularly on the upper
reverse. Toning like this often from long term storage in a coin envelope or album. Of course the surfaces

are outstanding c]uality with virtually no trace of handling to be found, even under close scrutiny. Left of

Liberty's ear and hidden within her hair are a few dull adjustment marks which extend left of vertical by
approximately 30° from the top for a very short span of a couple of curls. No adjustment marks are seen on
the reverse. The strike is quite strong, with no signs of softness on Liberty's head, the stars or date. Particu-

larly notable is the depth of definifion on the reverse on the eagle's head, which displays his stern brow and
sharp beak to virtual perfection. Even the breast feathers are visible on the eagle, a feature seldom found
on these thin silver coins. A coin that truly has it all, condition, rarity, and beauty, each in abundance.

To date PCGS has graded three examples of the Flowing Hair design as MS-67, with none seen finer

of the type. Although this is one of the more common die pairings of the year, two other 1795 varieties are

actually more plentiful and it is likely the two other MS-67 1795 Flowing Hair half dimes are not the LM-
9, V-6 variety, and the present coin is therefore one of, if not the finest known, of the variety. In terms of

quality, precious few Philadelphia Mint Federal coins struck prior to 1807 are known in gem MS-65, and
that number dwindles to a mere handful that have earned the superb gem MS-67 grade. For any specialist,

the present coin would be a triumph to obtain and put away, for this is a true American classic in every
.sense of the word.

The obverse die used to coin the variety was first used on the LM-8, V-5 variety; during that die mar-
riage the obverse cracked through the 7, up Liberty's neck and face, then out the rim through the right

side of the Y of LIBERTY. All examples of the currently offered LM-9, V-6 variety show this obverse die

crack, and on the present coin it is fairly heavy, particularly from Liberty's nose to the Y It appears that

both the obverse and reverse die were lapped prior to striking this as the denticles are i|uite weak in areas

surrounding the date and lower reverse.

I’< ( iS I’opiil.ition: .I; noni' finor.

»(K)42SI

Sr.MK*'-68
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Brilliant Uncirculated 1795 Half Dime

353 1795 LM-9, V-6. Rarity-4. MS-62 (PCGS). A coin which has

exceptional toning ot deep blue at the rims with golden russet

to the centers. Sharply struck throughout. The obverse has no
distracting nicks or marks and the reverse is clean too, but

there is a small flurry of scratches at the base of the eagle's

tail and perch, and a couple of adjustment marks are found

at ICA of AMERICA. This is a later state with a continuous

die crack from the rim through the 7, up Liberty's neck and

face out the rim through the Y. Both dies display extensive

evidence of clashing in the fields.

mu25\

355 1797 LM-2, V-4. 15 Stars. Rarity-4. MS-62 (NGC). Toned

with mottled blue and russet gold throughout, with areas

that show light silver and lustre Kmeath the varving colors.

Rather sharply impressed for this variety, with all but the

lower center curls clear on Libertv. While the eagle shows

m('.st ot his wing feathers, his chest and neck are rounded.

A later die state with multiple sets of clashing appamnt in

the fields and a thick die crack splits the I. t>f L\'l 1 1 I) tc t;-.

wreath; a finer crack touches the curve of the I
- lu-arby f^‘ •m

the rim. The clash marks are heavy from the wre.afh in tlie

obverse fields, and Libertv's bust is tiutlined tin the upjx'r

reverse’. No adjustment marks or handling marks def rai l I or

identification there is a very short, shallow scratch outside

the third obverse star near the denticles. The Drajx’d Bust,

Small Eagle half dime is one of the toughest silver tvpe coins

to find in higher grades, the present example should please

any specialist in the series.

NGC Census: 3; 2 finer (finest MS-66).

ff(X)4259

Delightful 1797 16 Stars Half Dime

354 1797 LM-1, V-2. Rarity-3. 15 Stars. VG-10 (NGC). Fifteen

Stars. Toned with desirable and colorful areas of russet and

greenish blue in the fields, with a rich patch of russet over

the center of Liberty. The reverse has more delicate hues and

favors the gray tones. No surface problems or adjustment

marks, and this wholesome coin is certain to please, especially

so for the moderate grade assigned.

#004258

Impressive Mint State 1797 15 Star Half Dime
Rare Draped Bust, Small Eagle Type

356 1797 LM-2, V-4. Rarity-4. 16 Stars. AU-58 (NGC). A splendid

example of this popular date which is evenly toned with

desirable gunmetal-gray over both sides. The surfaces are

clean with few signs of handling and virtually no signs of

circulation. The strike is better than often seen, although

weakness is found in Liberty's hair curls behind her neck,

and on the eagle which always lacks feather definition. One
tiny tick in the hair is noted for identification, just below the

primary hair wave above her ear. Middle die state with the

two thin cracks forming near stars 7 and 8, and the reverse

with the usual heavy crack splitting the E of UNITED and

multiple clash marks are present on both dies.

#004259

357 1797 LM-4, V-1. 13 Stars. Rarity-6. G-6 (PCGS). Natural dark

gray fields offset the lighter silver devices and giv'es the coin

the appearance of a higher grade. The surfaces show faint

hairlines from long ago handling, but arc much nicer than

usually encountered on an early half dime. The 1 797 1 3 Stars

variet)' is the rarest of the vear. These were apparentlx made
late in 1797 or possibly 1798, once the star count was back

to reflect the original 13 colonies. As seen on the other 179"

half dime varieties, the obverses were becoming more and

more crowded with stars, up to 16 stars aa’ hiund in the \ :r

The present varietx' is seldom offered at all, and thi piv A nt

example offers an opportunitx for the sfX'*'ia)ist xx h»> i,

an example of this ram die painng
e(l(l426(i
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358 1800 LM-1, V-1. Rarity-3. Net Very Fine-30; sharpness of

Extremely Fine-40, pitted. Steel gray and attractive but there

is a small area of roughness behind Liberty's head where
a tiny repair was likely done. The strike and surfaces are

otherwise pleasing and this coin is far nicer than many seen

today. Close examination will find a dull hit on Liberty's nose.

Half dimes from this period are notorious for their problems,

it seems they circulated hard and were subject to all sorts of

post minting mischief such as scratching or bending.
#004264

359 1831 LM-4, V-4. Rarity-2. MS-64 (NGC). Underlying lustre

supports pale electric blue and silver gray toning. A dash of

rich rose adorns the reverse. Nicely struck.

#004278

Radiant and Spectacular 1833 Half Dime
Abundant Eye Appeal

Tied for Finest Graded by NGC

360 1833 LM-8, V-2. Rarity-2. MS-67^ (NGC). This is undoubt-
edly one of the finest 1833 half dimes to survive from techni-

cal standpoint. However, numismatics goes well beyond the

technical merits seen here on the nearly perfect surfaces. The
present coin has the additional feature of stunning deep blue

and gold toning on the obverse, with the center blazing white

and frosty. The reverse has more toning which continues with

aqua and purple-gold to the center over the eagle while a

splash of vibrant crimson-red resides through portions of

the legends. Boldly struck on the obverse stars and curls,

with all the eagle's feathers carefully crafted by the dies. A
coin of exceptional quality and booming eye appeal that any
collector from the novice to the mcist seasoned connoisseur

will undoubtedly long enjoy.

N( .( < cnsiis: 2; noni' tintT within .my ilivsi^n.ition.

361 1834 LM-4, V-4. Rarity-1. MS-62 (NGC). Frosty and white

with only a hint of gold forming over the lustre. A decent

strike and generally clean for the grade. On this later die

state, the obverse die has a bisecting crack crossing through

her bust, face and out her cap to the rim above.

#004281

362 1835 LM-4, V-11. Rarity-3. AU-58 (NGC). Exceptionally

colorful toning on both sides of dark blue, russet, and gold

over lustrous fields. The central strike is slightly soft, but this

is more than offset by the vibrant old album style toning.

#004284

363 1837 Small Date. MS-66 (NGC). A splendid example of this

short lived type, the present coin has a needle sharp strike,

satiny lustre, and outstanding eye appeal. The piece is bril-

liant with a hint of toning. On this particular die state there

are some interesting rust areas above Miss Liberty's leg and

to the right of her cap-holding arm. The dentils are blended

together at the left obverse. Unlike the situation for the related

1837 Liberty Seated dime, a fair number of half dimes exist,

possibly from some long ago unrecorded cache of a few

hundred pieces. Today, coins of eye appeal comparable to this

are widely scattered in the marketplace, and opportunities to

acquire them surface only occasionally.

#004312

Exceptional Grade 1838 Half Dime

364 1838 MS-67 (NGC). A lovely coin, pristine and as brilliant

as the day it was made. Deep, rich lustre on both sides. .A

tiny die crack is seen on the obverse through the 13th star,

and on the reverse there is a die bulge at F (ILM IT and a

tiny crack from that point extending to the border through F

(OF). An extraordinary citin that for many vears was a pri/i\l

pos.session of an Indiana numismatist (who later mo\ ed to

Florida), who assembled the Foxfire C ollection.

«IX)4.317
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367 1844 MS-65 (PCGS). A frost)' and lustrous specimen, undeni-

ably gem tor physical quality and aesthetic appeal. Sharply

struck with frosty pale champagne on both sides.

A adverse die crack runs from the rim through the F in OF and then

to the wa-ath.

S004333

Visit Stack's on the world wide web

www.stacks.com
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AUCTION INFORMATION

365 1842 MS-65 (NGC). A frosty, lustrous gem example of this

popular early example of the design type. Rich electric blue

and gold crowd the obverse, while the reverse is a study in

pale violet and electric blue. Sharply struck.

NGC Census: 15; 6 finer (MS-67 finest).

#004330

Gem Proof-65 1844 Half Dime

369 1848 Medium Date. MS-66 (NGC). A brilliant, boldly delin-

eated example of this half dime date. As brilliant as the day

it was struck.

NGC Census: 1; none finer.

From Bowers and Merena's sale of the Swan and Sweet Collec-

tions, March 2004, Lot 1089; Rod Sweet Collection.

#004338

Gem Uncirculated 1848-0 Half Dime
Among Finest Graded by PCGS

366 1844 Proof-65 (NGC). A superlative example of this impor-

tant rarity. The design elements are needle sharp and frosty,

while the fields are glittering mirrors. Both surfaces have

gunmetal-gray toning with fiery golden brown and electric

blue highlights. Only a handful of Proofs of the date exist,

and it is doubtful that more than a tiny proportion could

match the quality offered here. Worth a generous bid from

the collector who appreciates pieces that combine great rarity'

with outstanding aesthetic appeal.

NGC Census: 2; 1 finer (Proof-67).

From ANR's Classics sale, September 2003, Lot 218.

#004420

368 1847 MS-65 (PCGS). A sharp and frosty gem with dusky

pale slate, peach, and sky blue on both sides. Choice for the

grade.

#004337

370 1848-0 MS-66 (PCGS). A sparkling little gem with expansive

cartv\'heel lustre and warm champagne iridescence. Sharply

struck on the obverse with a hint of central reverse weakness

noted. Variety with tops of date numerals pressed tight to

the rock above.

PCGS Population: 4; 4 finer (MS-68 finest).

#004340

371 1850 MS-65 (NGC). A frostv gem with stnmg underh ing lus

tre that supports rich \ iolct and electric blue on the er^-

the reverse a study in deep netm blue Nuvlx sfrusk

S004345
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375 1857-0 MS-64 (PCGS). Lustrous golden gray with a wealth

of pale rose and deepening gold iridescence on both sides.

Nicely struck for a dafe that is often found lacking in defail.

#004366

Gem Proof 1854 Arrows Half Dime
Among Half Dozen Finest Graded by NGC

372 1854 Arrows. Proof-65 (NGC). Deep blue and slafe highlighfs

in the reflective fields, wifh pale rose and gold highlighfs on
the devices, particularly at the centers. A rare prize in Proof

format, struck in an unknown quantity, though undoubtedly
very small when the quantity of survivors is considered. A
sharp gem, a coin that is among the half dozen finesf Proof

examples of fhe date certified by NGC, a specimen that

should capture the attention of more than one Liberty Seated

half dime specialist.

NGC Census: 4; 2 finer (both Proof-66). 376
#004432

1858 MS-65 (NGC).A richly toned gem example of fhe dafe, a

coin with heavily prooflike fields and frosted motifs. An array

of pale violet, rose, and deep electric blue graces both sides.

#004367

Gem 1854-0 Half Dime
Quality to the Forefront

373 1854-0 Arrows. MS-65 (PCGS). This lovely 1854-0 half

dime has if all. Firsf, fhe certified grade is very safisfacfory,

exceeded only by fwo others at PCGS. Second, the coin is nee-

dle sharp in strike, a feature that is eminently desirable but

often overlooked. Third, light golden toning with splashes

of blue over deep, rich lustre give this piece extraordinary

eye appeal. There you have it: everything is in place for a lof

of bidding acfion!

PCCS Population: 9; 2 finer (MS-67 finest).

#004359

374 1854-0 Arrows. MS-64 (PCGS). Highly lustrous, sharply

struck, and richly toned in electric blue, rose, and gold, with

some deeper toning areas on the obverse. Among the 20 finest

grading for the date registered at PCCS. Considerably

scarcer than its Philadelphia Mint counterpart.
I'« 1 .S I’opiil.ition: 9, II finer (MS-ti7 finest).

SIHIf IV)

377 1858 Over Inverted Date. MS-63 (NGC). Lustrous surfaces,

wifh jusf a touch of softness on the high points of fhe designs.

Pale golden iridescence complements both the obverse and
reverse. The inverted date feature is clearly visible using low
magnification and strong light.

NGC Census: 2; 6 finer (MS-66 finest).

A distinctive variety enumerated in many of the most popular numis-

matic references, including the Guide Book, Walter Breen's Encyclopedia, and

the Fivaz-Stanton Cherrypickers' Guide. The variety is described in Walter

Breen's Encyclopedia as "Rare," which certainly seems to be supported by

the NGC Census data presented below.

#004368

378 1859 Proof-64 CAM (PCGS). A pleasing cameo Proof. Fmstv
motifs and mirror fields exhibit a faint hint of skv blue irides-

cence. From a design type laid at the feet of Anthony Paquet,

with a taller, more upright and slender version of Libertv, as

well as hollow centers to the tibx erse stars; this is the onlv vear

this artistic rendition appears. An attractiw and delightful

repre.sentation of the type, date, and grade.
I’ttiS I’opulatiim: h; 3 liner within the designation (l'rvH't-r>o C'.AM

finest).

#084438
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Gem Mint State 1860 Half Dime

379 1860 MS-67 (PCGS). Not a great rarity as a date by any stretch

of the word, but certainly rare as a gem of the quality offered.

Frosty golden gray with rich lustre supporting deep yellow,

blue, and sea green at the rims. Nicely struck for the date

with only a hint of faintness at the reverse bow, finer overall

for sharpness than usually encountered for the date.

PCGS Population; 31; 2 finer (both MS-68).

ff(X)4377

380 1860 MS-66 (NGC). A well struck and completely pleasing

example of the first year of the new half dime design with

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA spelled out on the obverse.

Satiny lustre is overlaid with delicate gray toning. A coin with

tremendous eye appeal, just right for an advanced type set.

#004377

381 1860 MS-65 (NGC). Frosty golden gray with deeper golden

toning highlights in the protected areas.

#004377

382 1863 MS-67 (PCGS). In circulation strike form, not Proof, this

Mint State coin is a rarity in its own right. Sharply struck in

all areas. Mottled devp to medium iridescent toning in brown,

blue, and light gold. An important opportunih’ for the half

dime specialist.

#no4'W2

383 1864-S MS-64 (PCGS). A high degree of lustre bolsters the

rich rose, gold, and pale violet iridescence on both sides.

Nicely struck from faintly clashed dies.

#004385

384 1868 Proof-64 (PCGS). Deeply toned with electric blue,

crimson, and rose dominating. Decided cameo contrast here,

though the holder makes no note of it. One of 600 Proofs of

the date produced.
#004451

385 1868 MS-64 (PCGS), Frosty and lustrous with a brilliant

center on the obverse that yields to crimson and electric blue

at the rim; reverse has pale champagne center that gives way
to the same obverse hues.

#004392

Superb Gem 1869-S Half Dime

Finest PCGS Grade

386 1869-S MS-66 (PCGS). This coin is absolutely gorgeous, as

nice as the moment it left the coining press in San Franasco

in 1869. Fully brilliant, deeply lustrous, and well struck, thi**

coin has everything. It has been graded MS-66 by r*CGS, but

with gradeflation going on, we wouldn't be surprised to -ec

this ratchet up (not that it matters at the moment ; Certainly

this is the deftnitive 1S69-S half dime.

PCGS Population: 2; none 6ncr

#004395
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Gem Proof 1872 Half Dime
Vividly Toned

387 1872 Proof-67 (NGC). Frosty motifs and mirror fields form a

strong cameo contrast though notice is not made on the NGC
holder. Deep electric blue and lilac tones highlight both sides.

One of 950 Proofs of the date struck during the penultimate

year of the denomination.
NGC Census: 5; 2 finer within any designation (Proof-68^ ULTRA

CAMEO finest).

#004455

388 1872-S Mintmark Below Bow. MS-65 (NGC). Rich under-

lying lustre supports strong electric blue and rose toning

highlights. A boldly struck representative of the variety—the

other variety of the year has the S mintmark inside the wreath
above the bow.

#004401

389 1873 Proof-64 (NGC). Mirror fields and frosty motifs deeply

toned in rich steel blue. One of 600 Proofs of the date struck

in the final year of the denomination.
#004456

390 1873-S MS-66 (NGC). A boldly struck gem from the terminal

year of the denomination, and a coin that ranks high in the

NGC Census as noted below. Intensely lustrous with rich rose

and blue highlights.

\(,( f j-nsu’i: 6; 1 fini-r (MS-67).

«(l044n5

DIMES

Splendid Near Gem 1798 Draped Bust Dime
Tied for Finest Certified by NGC

391 1798 John Reich-4. Rarity-3. MS-64 (NGC). A majestic coin

for the specialist who demands not only excellent qual-

ity, but exceptional toning. The surfaces are bathed in rich

russet gold with blue accents surrounding the rims and
devices. Clean surfaces as expected for the lofty grade, with

no scratches or similar bruises to reflect careless handling

over the past two centuries. The strike is sharp on all but a

couple of obverse stars, and in fact is sharper than usually

encountered on this die pairing. For identification purposes,

there is a minute tick behind and below Liberty's eye. The
reverse die was rotated about 30° counterclockwise when
this one was struck. Later die state with a thin die crack to

Liberty's nose and chin, seen to some degree on virtually

all examples struck from these dies. The reverse die has

crumbled substantially along the upper left of the eagle's

wing tip, connecting the second feather tip to the edge and
crumbling into the denticles below. As nice as this date is

ever found, and a coin which will delight any connoisseur.
NGC Census: 4; none finer within the designation.

#004466

High-Grade 1800 Draped Bust Dime

392 1800 JR-2. Rarity-5. AU-55 (NGC). This is the scarcer of the

two known varieties of 1800 dimes. Toned with deep blue

and russet over the entire surface, with traces of lusta' in

the fields. The toning is even deeper on the averse, with

rich coppery traces mixed into the seductive blue fields. The
strike is average for the variety, with sharp stars suraninding

Liberty and above the eagle, and ample definition a'lnains

separating Liberty's tine curls. For identification purposes

there is a minor nick on Libertv's breast on the horizontal

axis from the final star. Faint hairlines from brief circulation

are visible with a strong magnifier. Close to, if not just within

the Condition Census for the variety.

«IXU47()
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Attractive High-Grade 1801 Dime

2.t photo

393 1801 JR-1. Rarity-4. AU-53 (NGC). Toned with pleasing

medium silver gray with a few darker splashes intermixed.

Lustre peeks through from the fields. Clean surfaces with no

significant nicks or bumps, and a coin which is quite natural

in appearance. One darker spot is mentioned for identifica-

tion, that located on the lower feathers of the left wing close to

the shield. The reverse die was quite rusty when this coin was

struck, and numerous raised lumps are present which were

formed by tiny pits in the die surface from improper storage.

All 1801 dimes show these tiny die pits to some degree. A
scarce date which is seldom offered in high collector grades

like that offered here. No adjustment marks or problems are

seen, making this coin desirable.

#(X14471

Elusive High-Grade 1801 Dime

2.x photo

394 1801 ]R-1. Rarity-4. EF-45 (PCGS). Dark pewter gray with

tinges of orange-gold lustm in the protected areas. The surfaces

are clean and attractive for this scarce issue, with the excep-

tion of a long straight planchet flaw which extends along the

dentils from below the first star to the 18. A strikingly similar

planchet flaw is known on a 1798 dime which recently turned

up in France that was examined in our offices. The reverse die

is extensively rusted, with tiny raised lumps over most of the

fields. Rust formed on the die as it was not properly greased

when stored though the long hot Philadelphia summer. The

pifsent coin is probably close to the Condition Census for the

variety, and important as such.

tn(i447i

Frosty Brilliant Uncirculated 1807 Dime

2x photo

395 1807 JR-1. Rarity-2. MS-62 (PCGS). A w'ell struck, lustrous

coin that is graced by lovely deep blue peripheral toning.

The edges fade from blue to russet into the fields, and the

centers are lighter silver. Ample lustre pleases the eye and

the fields and devices are attractive. As always seen, the

left obverse stars are flat at their centers, but the eagle is

sharp and all the breast feathers are clear. For an 1807 dime,

this is an early die state with die clashing minor, most

examples w-ere struck after the dies clashed heavily. Faint

adjustment marks are noted on the lower obverse, slanting

dowm through Liberty's lower curls above her shoulder to

the date.

#(X)44«()

Frosty Mint State 1807 Dime

Rare Early Die State

2x photo

396 1807 JR-1. Rarity-2. MS-61 (NGC). A frosty coin which is

mostly w^hite in color save for a frame of russet with a trace

of blue near the rims. Sharply impressed for an 1807 dime, in

this case Liberty's curls are bold and the eagle shows strong

definition. The peripheral stars and legends are notoriously

weak on the left side of all 1807 dimes, and this is the case

here with the stars and denticles present, but not struck up

fully. An earlv die state with no evidence of clashing in the

fields, a rare find for the specialist, especially in such a high

grade. For identification there is a minute nick located on th»"

top of the A in STATES.
S00448n
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Gem Uncirculated 1821 Dime
Among Dozen Finest Graded by NGC

397 1821 JR-4. Rarity-2. Large Date. MS-65 (NGC). Deep sea

green and electric blue mingle evenly on frosty, somewhat
reflective surfaces. Strong underlying lustre. Typical strike

for the issue, crisp and bold at the peripheries with certain

areas of faintness at the center, notably in some of Liberty's

curls on the obverse, and at the eagle's neck on the reverse.

A gorgeous coin that is seemingly original in quality and
surfaces, one that upholds the standards of the grade admi-
rably. Among the finest examples of the date seen thus far

by NGC, and worthy of comment as such.
NGC Census: 7; 5 finer in the 1821 category (MS-67^ finest).

#004496

Creamy-White Very Choice Brilliant

Uncirculated 1821 Dime
Small Date Variety

2x photo

398 1821 JR-9. Small Date. Rarity-2. MS-64 (NGC). A sparkling

white coin which retains most of the lustre in the fields and
boasts a sharp strike. The surfaces show virtually no signs of

contact, although a strong glass will find a few random wipe
lines. In terms of rarity, precious few 1821 dimes are found in

Mint State today, most circulated or were lost long ago. The
present coin is close to the gem level and offers both strong

eye appeal and clean surfaces. The strike is better than most,

with trace softness on the eagle's talons but full definition

on all of Liberty's tiniest curls. Importantly the eagle's neck

feathers are sharp, a feature lacking from many early dimes
in similar or even higher grades. Certainly well up in the

Condition Census for the JR-9 die pairing. The reverse die

shows light evidence of clashing around the eagle's head

from Liberty's bust on the obverse.
NC;i Census: 2; I finer (finest MS-65) within v.irietv design.itiun.

«()‘)44^tf>

Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated 1824/2 Dime
Condition Census Quality

399 1824/2 JR-1. Rarity-3. MS-64 (PCGS). A frosty coin that

shows ample lustre to please the eye and solid surfaces. A
hint of gold is seen along with a trace of darker gray adher-

ing and outlining the devices. For identification there is a

shallow dull nick in the field between star 5 and Liberty's

eye and on the reverse by a shallow scuff along the upper
left portion of the left wing. Sharply struck for this date, with
strong stars and curls, the reverse too is sharp, although the

eagle's neck shows trace softness. Thin die cracks are found
on the reverse through the lower left. A foremost rarity this

well preserved and worthy of the most advanced cabinet.

Tied with perhaps 15 or so in this grade behind a select group
of three or four that are true gems.

PCGS Population: 5; 1 finer (MS-65).

#004502

400 1827 JR-1. Rarity-2. MS-61 (NGC). Toned with smoky gray

over lustre with tinges of brighter silver showing through.

Sharply impressed on the right stars and most of Liberty's

curls, but the stars on the left show partial radial lines, with

some blunt at the centers. Nice surfaces for the grade with no
nicks or cuts that distract. The 7 is strongly recut in the date.

#004504

401 1830 JR-2. Rarity-1. Small IOC. MS-62 (PCGS). An attrac-

tive coin with natural steel gray surfaces and lustre in the

fields. Clean surfaces and a strong strike. Middle die state

with a couple of denticles joined over the sixth star, and the

reverse has die cracks splitting the first S of STATES, tops of

UNITE and another from the rim through the tea\-es to the

wing above. This is the most common varietv of the vear and
despite the apparent scarcity based on the Population Re-

port, this does not take into account that PCGS onlv aventlv
started designating the "Small IOC" reverse as a separate

item, and many more are graded under the "Medium UK "

designation. At least two dozen are known in Brilliant Un-
circulated grades of this varietv.

Pt tiS I’opul.Uiuli: 1; tu'tu' liiu'r within t\ jxv

#(104517
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402 1831 |R-1. Rarity-1. Very Choice About Uncirculated-58.

A solid strike and lovely toning grace this barely circulated

ci>in. Dark blue at the rims with gold elsewhere in the fields,

lighter silver on the devices. Clean surfaces and desirable in

e\'ery way.
si'hwwo

Flashy Gem MS-65 1835 Capped Bust Dime

2x photo

403 1835 JR-1. Rarity-1. MS-65 (NGC). A vibrant white coin

which retains strong lustre in the fields and abundant eye

appeal. A touch of gold toning has started to form through

the stars and legends. The strike is full and complete, with

each star and letter brought up to the maximum allowed by

the dies, even the curls on Liberty are sharp. Few survivors

of this series are found in gem grades today, and most show
far more evidence of handling than seen here. While not a

scarce die variety, in this grade this is certainly a respectable

coin which would be hard to beat.

NGC Ccn.sus: 17; 6 finer (finest MS-66).

#007514

Rare Proof 1839 Liberty Seated Dime

2.V photo

404 1839 No Drapery. Proof-62 (NGC). Largely brilliant with scat-

tered contact marks, hence the grade. A rare prize for serious

collectors of the series. Very few Prtxtfs of the date are known,

suggesting a mintage of fewer than a dozen pieces; Breen's

I’nxtf Lncyclopcdia (1977) could enumerate only tuv Prcxif ex-

amples with any certainty', though no doubt a few mom speci-

mens have come to the foa' in the ensuing 30 years. Indeed,

the NGC Ccfj.sws shows thav Paxifs, the same number as the

F\ ( iS Ptyjmlaliou Rqxnl, though we have no way of knowing if

these a'pa-vnt duplicate listings as a a*sult of a’submissions.

B<* that as it may, this is a raritv by any standards.

\i s = iTiMe- 1 , 2 fim’r ;rr(¥tf-66 firH*«.fi

405 1841-0 MS-62 (NGC). Frosty' silver gray with dtvp highlights

on both sides. A satiny specimen with some well-hidden faint

scratches that account for the assigned grade; the overall

unaided eye appeal is substantial.

Fortin-lOS. Rarit\'-2.

#004580

406 1844 VF-30 (PCGS). Medium gray toning over lightly worn
surfaces. Some normal contact marks for the grade. A very

nice example of one of the more popular dates in the sc*ries.

For many decades this coin had an aspect of lame and bore the

nickname "Orphan Annie Dime." Perpetuated by writer Frank Ross and

others, this tag appeared in many catalogues and auction descriptions.

Today the moniker is somewhat forgotten. The buyer of the present pii*ce

might wish to investigate history' and renew the interest. As to why it was

called Orphan Annie no one really knows. A popular suggestion was that

it was all by itsc-lf, an orphan, in terms of rarity, as other dimes of the era

were more plentiful. I lowever, in actuality the nearby 1846 was even more

elusive (but never received much pa*ss).

#(X)4.585

Rare MS-64 1849-0 Dime

1849-0 MS-64 (NGC). A well struck example of this some-

what scarce New Orleans dime, the present coin is one of

just four reported at this level by NGC with none finer. Both

obverse and reverse are toned deep gunmetal-blue and gray

over what seem to be highly lustrous surfaces.

#004592

Gem Uncirculated 1853 Arrows Dime

408

409 1853 Arrows. MS-64 (PCGS). A lustrous, vi\ idly tomxi c

ample of this evcr-popular design ty ‘shades of blu'v d«x p
gold, crimson, and sea gaxm endors«’ Nath side", of '.hr in’?-’'

spt'cimen. Nicely drui k

407

1853 Arrows. MS-66 (PCGS). A frosty gem with substantial

underlying lustre on pale golden gray surfaces.

#004603
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410 1857 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-65. A frosty, strictly original

gem with strong underlying lustre that supports an array

of pearlescent rose and blue iridescence. A touch of striking

weakness at the top of the obverse and bottom of the reverse

is typical for the date; the rest of the coin is sharp and ap-

pealing.

#004614

411 1857-0 MS-65 (NGC). A lovely coin, a gem in every sense.

Well struck with superb details at the star centers and else-

where. Deeply and richly lustrous on both sides, with delicate

blue, gray, and magenta toning acquired over a long period of

years. Although the 1857-0 is not at all rare in lower grades,

at the MS-65 level in combination with superb eye appeal

and sharp striking, this is truly a notable coin.

#004615

Rare 1860-0 Dime

415 1860-0 AU-55 details (ANACS), "cleaned." A well struck

example of this scarce issue. Both obverse and reverse are

a blend of gray, gunmetal-blue, and magenta. The coin was
once cleaned, per the holder, and might now benefit from
dipping followed by careful conservation and new toning.

It is not heresy to suggest such a thing, for such procedures

have been followed for a long time, usually unofficially. Dr.

William H. Sheldon in Early American Cents, 1949, gave his

ideas concerning retoning coins that had been improperly

cleaned. In any event, the bottom line for the present 1860-0

is that it is basically a very nice piece, with relatively little

wear, but the present toning is somewhat irregular and unat-

tractive. In-person examination is suggested.
#004632

Rare Proof 1858 Dime

412 1858 Proof-64 (NGC). Brilliant with a hint of light toning.

Well struck. A nice example of one of just 200 to 300 Proofs

believed to have been struck this year, the first time that

Proofs were widely made available to the general public.

#004747

416 1863 Proof-65 DCAM (PCGS). Tied for finest cameo Proof

certified by PCGS. A sparkling gem cameo Proof with heavily

frosted motifs and mirror fields that reflect a nuance of faint

champagne on both sides. One of just 460 Proofs of the date

struck, the lowest Proof production figure of the design type

from 1859 through the end of the series in 1891.

PCGS Population: 3; none finer within the designation.

#094756

Gem Proof 1859 Dime
417 1865 Proof-65 CAMEO (NGC). A lovely example with silver

surfaces accented with splashes of electric blue, magenta,

and other iridescent hues. A highly important date, the 1865

is seldom seen in circulation strike form, placing additional

market pressure on Proofs such as this.

NGC Census: 3; 4 finer within the designation (Proof-67 CAMEO finest).

#084758

413 1859 Proof-65 (NGC). Frosfy motifs and mirror fields form
a pleasing cameo contrast, though no mention is made on
the NGC holder. Attractive electric blue, rose, and pale vio-

let iridescence graces both sides of this sharp and pleasing

beauty. From a Proof mintage for the date of 800 pieces.

#004748

414 1859 Proof-64 (PCGS). Brilliant with light iridescent toning,

mostly magenta but with splashes of blue. Some lightness of

strike on the seventh star.

#004748

418 1866 Proof-65 (ANACS). Among Libertv Seated dimes, the

1866 is very appealing. First of all, Proofs register a relatively

low mintage, and are important in themselves. Second, the

date 1866 is rare at all levels. Consider, for example, that a

lightly worn AU-50 coin catalogues for $1,21X1 in tlie Cuiiic

Book. In a phrase, the 1866 offers much fmimiational value or hv
sic value. The pa'sently offeivd coin is richly tiMied in magentvi,

gold, and blue, and yields a further element of desirability in

its aesthetic appeal. It is hou.sed in one of the a'lativelv new
ANACS holders, which ^x'rmit an exceptionalh' clear \ iew.

#004759
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422 1873-S Arrows. MS-63 (PCGS). Strong underlying lustre

supports di*ep champagne and electric blue highlights on

both sides. Somewhat pnxiflike, with n'flective fields and

lightly frr>sfed motifs.

tnmhhi

423 1873-S Arrows. MS-61 (NGC). Small thin S mmtmark \ arietv

Satiny silver surfaces with lively lustre and a hint of pale

champagne at the rims.

Fortin-101. Rarity-4. "The 1 digit on Obverse 1 is repunched

Repunching is visible above the left and right teet o( the 1 digit. (S)TATl.S

is broken. Reverse A comes with a small thin S mintmark. The small thin S

mintmark stv'le was used previously in 1S67 and 18ti9." The prt*sc-nl coin

is a late reverse state with a die crack in the wreath to the viewer's right

of the mintmark.

#004667

Superb Gem 1874 Dime
Among Finest Seen

2x photo

424 1874 Arrows. MS-66 (PCGS). A lovely circulation strike

example of the 1874 With Arrow's dime, the present coin is

exceedingly well struck and quite attractive. Both sides are

deeply lustrous, rich silver with splashes of magenta toning,

accented with some hints of blue. As a class, high-grade circu-

lation strike 1874 dimes are considerably scarcer than Prcxrfs,

as the latter were bought at a premium by numismatists and

saved, whereas circulation strikes w'ere generally ignored at

the time of issue.

Today in 2007 it is a popular discipline to consider Proofs

and Mint State coins separately, each collectible. As each rep-

resents a different method of manufacture, this is perfectly

logical. A gem Proof is not "better" than a gem Mint State

coin, or vice versa. In recent decades the rariW of certain

pieces in Mint State, as compared to Proofs, has come to

the fore with discussions in specialized periodicals, such as

the Gobrecht Journal. The idea of collecting both formats in

parallel is hardly new', and F.C.C. Boyd, for one, did this in

the 1930s.

#004668

425 1875 Proof-65 (NGC). An attractix’c gem camec» Pn^M, though

no mention is made of the contrast on the \CtC holder Sxm*'

brilliance at the obv erse center gives w a\ to dwp /••l.t =7r=d

electric blue, while the nwerse j-. dommattxl b\ dcvp uh":

and electric blue.

#004772

419 1870 Proof-65 (NGC). A richly toned gem w'ith deep rose

and electric blue dominating the lightly frosted motifs and
mirror fields.

#{KM76.'t

Rare 1873-CC With Arrows Dime

2x photo

420 1873-CC Arrows. Choice Very Fine-30, lightly scratched. The

1873-CC Liberty Seated dime with arrows at date is .scarce

in all grades. The vast majority show extensive evidence of

circulation, as here. The pre.sent piece is graded VF-3(), with

gray surfaces and areas of yellow, seemingly lightly cleaned

long ago and since retoned. Some contact marks are seen here

and there, most notably on the obverse to the left of the head

of Miss Liberty. A key issue of which just 18,791 were struck,

in an era in which no attention was paid by numismatists

to saving Carson City issues. In the context of this date and

mint the present coin is very desirable to the specialist.

#(X)4666

Lovely 1873-CC With Arrows Dime Rarity

1873-CC Arrows. VF-20 (NGC). A lovely example, show'-

ing exten.sive wear on both sides, par for the course for this

particular date and mint. Light gray and lilac toning. Some
scattered marks are normal for the grade.

#004666

Stacks 79
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426 1875-S Mintmark Below Bow. MS-66 (NGC). Micro S

variety. A frosty gem with bold lustre and deep toning

highlights of gold and electric blue. Among the half dozen
finest examples certified by NGC. Lightness of strike in

places, as virtually always seen, still, a gem that stands up
well to careful scrutiny.

NGC Census: 5; 1 finer within the designation (MS-67).

Fortin-102. Rarity-5 (in Mint State). "1875-S dimes are notorious for

being weakly struck. The Micro S variety is almost always weakly struck.

Obverse weakness is common at the head, foot, rock, and within the

legend. Reverse weakness will be seen at the bow knot and within the

upper left wreath."

#004676

427 1877-CC MS-66 (PCGS). Light gray and heather toning over

immaculate surfaces, lustrous satiny silver. If the coin could

speak it would tell of being carefully saved for many genera-

tions, possibly by a numismatist or possibly by a family who
treasured it as a memento.

#004683

Extraordinary Grade 1878 Liberty Seated Dime
High PCGS Level

428 1878 MS-67 (PCGS). With just one coin graded higher by
PCGS, and one other at the present level, this 1878 will be an

attraction for anyone working on a Registry Set. Both obverse

and reverse are brilliant, with satiny lustre, with just a hint

of gray toning. There is some lightness of strike in certain

areas, but not affecting the PCGS attribution.

PCCS Population: 2; 1 finer (MS-68).

#004685

Superb Gem 1878-CC Dime

429 1878-CC MS-66 (PCGS). Bringing down the curtain on Car-

s<)n C ity dime production, the 1878-CC was produced with a

lower mintage than any other since 1875; just 200,000 pieces.

The offered coin is of exceptional grade, indeed with only one

finer certified by PCGS. Both obverse and reverse have satiny

lustre with light golden toning evenly distributed. A high level

coin for both grading number and aesthetic appeal.

PCGS Population: 22; 1 finer (MS-68).

#004686

Superb Gem Proof 1879 Dime

430 1879 Proof-67 CAMEO (NGC). The obverse is brilliant with

scattered iridescence. The reverse is toned an attractive blue

and magenta. One of the finest graded by NGC, and sure to

attract attention for this reason. In addition, it is very pleasing

to view.

NGC Census: 8; 2 finer within the designation (Proof-67* CAMEO
finesf).

#084776

431 1879 Proof-66 CAMEO (NGC). An impressively lustrous

gem cameo Proof of the date, a pleasing specimen with frosty

motifs and deeply mirrored fields. Faint champagne hues

gather, particularly at the obverse rim. A natural obverse

planchet flaw near the Liberty cap is as struck, and it is the

only flaw worthy of note.

#084776

432 1882 Proof-67 (NGC). Frosty motifs and mirror fields

splashed with intense violet, crimson, and electric blue on
the obverse, while pale gold and champagne dominate the

reverse.

#004779

Colorful Gem Uncirculated 1882 Dime

433 1882 MS-67 (NGC). A frosty gem with rich cartwheel lusln.'

that supports broad swaths ot electric blue, gold, and peach.

Nicely struck for the date with just a hint of weakness hen.'

or there.

NCiC Ci’nsus: 24; .1 liner williin .niv design.itii'n (.ill MS-tvSV

«tXMn40
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Superb Proof 1883 Dime Proof 1893/2 Overdate Dime Rarity

Probable Finest Known

434

435

436

I

437

i

1891 Proof-66 (PCGS). Light lilac toning on the obverse and

iridescent blue and magenta on the reverse characterize this

lovely example of the final issue in the Liberty Seated dime

series. Quality such as this is elusive in the present market.

This sale offers a field day for connoisseurs, as there are so

many nice items from w'hich to choose, this being one.

«00478«

1892 Proof-65 CAM (PCGS). A lovely gem cameo Pnxif from

the first year of the barbi’r dime design type. Frosty motifs

and heavily mirrored fields display rich champagne and

vivid electric blue highlights.

fOH4H7^

440 1893 MS-65 (PCGS). A highly lustrous gem with gorgeous

pale sea green, sky blue, rose, and lilac iridescence on both

sides. Sharply struck.

#004800

441 1893-0 MS-64 (PCGS). A sharp and fmst\’ speamen that ap-

proaches gem qualih', indeed, it achieves meets that qualih

to the unaided eye. Sharply struck with stmng und^rh inp

lustm and pale champagne highlights

#004801

438

1883 Proof-67 CAMEO (NGC). Brilliant on both sides, this

piece is as bright as the day it was minted. One of the finest

graded by NGC, itself an advertisement sure to attract wide

bidding attention.

NGC Census: h; 1 6nor within the designation (Proof-68 CAMEO
finest).

#084780

1884 MS-67 (NGC). Richly iridescent toning is seen on both

sides, dominated by blue on the reverse. Well struck and

deeply lustrous.

#(H)4642

1887 Proof-67 (NGC). Tied for finest graded by NGC. Pale

pastel rose, sea green, and sky blue grace both sides of this

attractive Proof dime.

NGC Census: 11; none finer within any designation.

#(X14784

Superb Gem Proof 1891 Dime

2x plioio

439 189312 Proof-64 (NGC). Reflective fields and frosty' motifs

display rich rose and pale electric blue iridescence. Cameo
contrast is fairly bold, though such is not noted on the NGC
holder. A prized rarity, a popular overdate from the earliest

days of the Barber dime design type, much scarcer in IVtxif

than in its circulation strike format. No Proofs of the date

have been certified as yet by PCGS, and currently the NGC
website notes no Proofs either, though that could be simply

an anomaly of the current website construction.

In our sale of the LaBelle Collection, July ZOO.S, wo noted the follow-

ing Regarding this rarity: "Finer by three whole grading points than the

Richmond Collection specimen (March 2(X)5, Lxit 1364). It was noted at the

time that the Richmond spi*cimen, called Prtx)f-61 by NGC, could very

well have been the only certified example from any grading serx’ice. The

catalogue also noted 'while mintage figures did not record the number

struck of the overdate obverse, specialists bt'lieve that it must have bi*en

very small because so few—if any survive today. Eliasberg's colli“ction

lacked an example and so did Pittman's, for example.' We point out here

that to date, PCGS has not certified a Proof example of this rare overdate.

Finally, we note that a second Pr(X)f-61 example of this issue has shown up

on the NGC Census Report; indeed, that spx*cimen may be a*submission of

the previously graded specimen."

From ANR's sale of the LaBelle Collection, July 2005, Lot

1008.

#004877

MACKS
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448 1905 Proof-66 (NGC). Frosty motifs and mirror fields form a

pleasing cameo contrast, though the attractive rose, violet, and
electric blue toning tends to obscure the cameo appearance.

#004889

450 1909 Proof-66 (NGC). A colorful gem Proof of the date, with

pale gold, rose, and electric blue highlights on frostv motifs

and mirror fields.

#004893

446 1900 Proof-67 CAM (PCGS). On the obverse, light golden
toning is .seen at the center, blending to blue and magenta
at the borders. The reverse is mostly brilliant with a hint of

gold. A superb example ranking as one of the finest survivors

from a f’roof mintage of only 912 pieces.

I’t (iS I’opiil.ifidn: 6; 2 firnT within thi> dt-sign.ition (I’riH)l-ft8 CAM
fmrst).

«()K4HH4

451 1909-D Choice Brilliant Uncirculatod-63. A lustrous sfxvi-

men from the early days of Penver Mint ciMiiago. Rich golden
toning at the peripheries. Nicely struck and choice for the

grade.

tf(K)48,SI

Eye-Appealing 1899-S Dime

Gem 1899-S Barber Dime

445

449

442 1896 MS-65 (PCGS). A frosty, lustrous pale golden gem. The
devices are satiny and the fields are mildly reflective, creating

a pleasing visual effect. Sharply struck. Repunching noted
in the upper loop of the 6 in the date.

PCGS Population: 12; 9 finer (MS-67 finest).

#004809

447

443

444 1899-S MS-65 (PCGS). A splendid specimen, an absolute

gem, of the San Francisco Barber dime from 1899. Light

golden toning is mixed with hints of blue on the obverse,

while on the reverse we see light gray and blue. Details are

well struck. Seeing this coin will make you want to start

collecting Barber dimes!
PCGS Population: 5; 11 finer (MS-67 finest).

#004820

1899-S MS-65 (PCGS). A lovely example save for a confact

mark on the neck of Miss Liberty, no doubt factored by PCGS
who might otherwise have called it perhaps MS-66. Nicely

struck with mottled light golden toning. Scarce so fine.

#004820

1907 Proof-66 (NGC). An outstanding example with light

gunmetal-blue toning on the obverse over mirrored surfaces

and frosty devices. The reverse is gold, blending to magenta,
then to blue. A superb specimen of one of the lower mintage
issues of the year, with just 575 struck.

This was the year of the Panic of 1907, which did not get under way
until the autumn, when the Knickerbocker Trust Company failed in New
York City, setting off a chain reaction that eventually affected the entire

financial community. Other institutions fell, causing widespread losses.

For a time there was fear that banks would be short of money to redeem
their obligations. Some adjustments were made in depository requirements

backing the issuing of paper money, leading to adjustments in the face

imprints on certain notes, perhaps esoteric to coin collectors, but important

to currency specialists.

Circumstances were such that the Panic of 1907 was not long lasting, in

nice contrast to the Panics of 1837 and 1893 in particular. Within a couple

years the economy was again robust, going on to unprecedented levels of

prosperity in the following decade.

#004891

1897 Proof-67 (NGC). Mottled iridescent toning displays just

about every color of the rainbow on this coin. This piece will

surely attract attention among the ever increasing number
of collectors who enjoy colorful toning on silver issues.

#004881

1904 MS-66 (NGC). A satiny gem with much mint brilliance

encircled by deep halos of crimson and electric blue. Among
the finest examples of the date certified by NGC.

NGC Census: 6; 1 finer (MS-66#r).

#004833
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Exceptional Quality Proof 1911 Dime

1911 Proof-67 (PCGS). A superb gem in exceptionally high

grade, and with even more exceptional beauty—light lilac

and iridescent toning over mirror surfaces. A joy to behold

as we catalogue it, and even nicer for you to owm.
»(XU895

457 1916 Mercury. MS-67 FB (NGC). Bright iridescent ros*.', lilac,

and carmine on highly lustrous, satiny surfaces. A lx*autitul

example of the first date in the Mercury dime series.

From ANR's Classics sale, SqHember 2003, Lit 249.

«004905

Frosty Uncirculated 1916-D Mercury 10c

453 1911 MS-66 (PCGS), A frosty, highly lustrous gem example

of the date. A whisper of faint champagne graces the boldly

struck design elements.

#tX)4857

454 1911-S MS-66 (NGC). Frosty underlying lustre glows warmly

beneath rich silver and gray iride.scence.

#tX)4859

455 1914 Proof-66 (PCGS). One of only 425 Proofs of the date

struck, the lowest such production figure in the Barber dime

design type, 1892-1915. Lightly frosted motifs and deeply

mirrored fields display rich gold, blue, and green toning

highlights. Boldly impressed design details show Barber's

somewhat austere design to its fullest advantage.

PCGS Population: 12; 6 finer (Proof-68 finest).

#004898

456 1915 Proof-67 (NGC). A delightful gem Proof with frosty

motifs and mirror fields. Deep crimson, carmine, and electric

blue toning highlights grace the obverse, while the reverse

is fully brilliant at the center with a deep crimson halo at

the rim. Only one finer Proc)f of the date has been certified

by NGC. A lovely Prtxif, one of 450 such pieces struck in the

final year of Prtxif coinage for the design U’pe; no Proofs were

forthcoming in 1916, the final date of the series.

NGC Census: 17; 1 finer within any designation (Proof-68).

From the Collection.

#004899

459 1916-D Mercury. Net Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly Choice-

62 FB; sharpness of MS-64 FB, dipped. Originally offered in

ANR's sale of September 2005, Lot 281, where it was sold as

MS-64 FB (PCGS). Subsequently dipped, though it retains

much of its delightful champagne iridescence. Among the

most popular, indeed, perhaps the most popular of all U.S.

dime issues. How many old-timers among us once searched

for this date in pcxket change; the present writer did, though

to no avail, as silver was taken quickly out of circulation dur-

ing the writer's early high school vears. Worthy of a pn’mium

bid at the assigned grade level, as thorough examination will

no doubt convince vou.
#004907

458 1916-D Mercury. MS-62 FB (PCGS). A lustrous, frosty

specimen with overall aesthetics that call to mind a much
finer grade. Rich underlying lustre supports pale rose and

champagne toning. No serious marks assail the unaided eye,

adding much to the overall picture. Among America's most

famous and desirable rarities.

#004907

Popular 1916-D Mercury 10c Rarity

Sut rS 83
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460

Pair of PCGS-certified Mercury dimes: 1916-S MS-67.
Lustrous golden rose with splashes of iridescent blue at the

rims 1931-S MS-66. Lustrous with splashes of rich silver

gray. (Total: 2 pieces)

461 1917-D MS-66 (NGC). Light brown and gold toning over
rich silver lustre. Very attractive.

NGC Census: 8; 1 finer within any designation (MS-67).

#004912

Superb Gem 1921 Dime
Key Date

462 1921 MS-66 FB (NGC). A lovely, lustrous example of this

low-mintage issue, the smallest production of any Philadel-

phia Mint Mercury dime. Bands separated on the reverse,

otherwise fairly well struck, but with some lightness on the

wave of hair above Miss Liberty's forehead and on the last

digit of the date.

NGC Census: 16; 6 finer (MS-67 FB finest).

#004935

Memorable Gem 1921-D Dime

463 1921-D MS-66 FB (NGC). There is no reason to hesitate while

bidding on this 1921-D dime, the Mercury dime issue with

the smallest mintage after the 1916-D (even lower than its

1921 Philadelphia Mint cousin). The piece is struck well on
both obverse and reverse, including the date and the high

parts of the hair, in addition to the point that certified grad-

ers look at: the bands on the reverse. Rich lustre is overlaid

with light iridescent natural toning, creating a "must have"

example of this highly prized issue.

NGC Census: 10; 1 finer within the designation (MS-67 FB).

#004937

464 1921-D MS-66 (NGC). Lacking the Full Bands feature, this

high-grade piece will be affordable to many more bidders.

The striking is quite good overall, with nice detail on the

obverse and reverse, except for the central band separation.

Rich, deep lustre. A very interesting and prominent die crack

is seen on the obverse, extending from the rim through the

neck truncation, to the front of the neck, adding interest and
perhaps value to the specialist.

NGC Census: 22; 1 finer within the designation (MS-67 FB).

#004936

Gem 1921-D Mercury Dime
Exceptionally High Grade

465 1921-D MS-65 FB (NGC). A brilliant, lustrous example of

this low-mintage issue. Well struck features include the hair

and date on the obverse, which for both 1921 and 1921-D is

not always the case.

From DLRC Auctions' sale of the Richmond Collection, No-

vember 2004, Lot 1317.

#004937

466 1925-D MS-64 FB (PCGS). Bright and lustrous with strong

cartwheels present on satiny surfaces. A hint of champagne
graces both sides.

#004951

467 1929-D MS-67 FB (PCGS). Brilliant with a hint of blue toning.

Sharply struck on both sides. A superb specimen ranking as

one of the finest certified by PCGS.
From Heritage's Baltimore sale, julg 2003, Lot 6687; Stephen

and Dianne Stokely Collection.

#004975
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Gem lVlS-67 1929-S Dime
Full Bands

468 1929-S MS-67 FB (PCGS). If you are assembling a set of

Mercury dimes of exceptional quality, this sale will provide

a field day. 1 lere is another notable piece: a superb gem, with

none finer certified by PCGS, and well worth the assigned

grade and designation. Sharply struck on both sides, with

satiny lustre and delicate iridescent toning. This piece is a

winner by every count.

PCGS Population: 23; none finer within the designation.

mW77

469 1937 Proof-67 (NGC). The central areas are brilliant with

golden brown, gunmetal-blue, and violet iridescence at the

borders. The devices are satiny and the fields are blazing

mirrors. Virtually as nice as the moment it came from the

dies. The mintage for the issue was 5,756 pieces; large in

compari.son with most Proof mintages of the 19th century, but

infinitesimal in contrast to the enormous Proof production

levels of recent decades.

#005072

470 1939 Proof-68 (NGC). One of the finest graded by NGC,
this superb Proof is fully brilliant, just as the moment it was

minted.
#005074

TWENTY-CENT PIECES

471 1875 Verv Choice About Uncirculated-58 PL. Cleaned. Dipped

a few t(Ki many times, the piece has lightly clouded surfaces

on both sides. The way to "cua’" this and probably get it into a

certified holder is to artificially tone it. In any event, the piece

is sharply struck, somewhat cloudy and hairlined, but still

is a worthwhile example of the first year of this short lived

denomination. Sent back from one of the grading services as

"improperly cleaned." It should have been properly cleaned,

we pa’sume.
fnns2<^

472 1875-CC MS-62 (NGC). Satiny pale golden surfaci*s show a

brisk display of underlying lustre. The only collectable date

of the two dates in the denomination struck in Carstm Citv;

the 1876-CC is exceedingly rare and is considered one of

America's great numismatic treasures.

#005297

Well Struck Superb Gem 1875-S Twenty Cents

473 1875-S MS-66 (PCGS). The 1875-S twenty-cent piece is the

most plentiful of all issues of this short-lived denomination.

However, the vast majority of pieces have areas of light

striking or other problems. Al.so, the grades tend to be in the

lower Mint State range, w'ith anything at the MS-66 or higher

level being rare. The present piece earns high marks in terms

of sharpness of strike, not needle sharp, but far finer than

usually seen. The lustre is smooth and satiny with mottled

iridescent toning on both sides.

#005298

Sparkling Gem 1875-S 20c

2x photo

474 1875-S MS-66 (NGC). A gorgeous gem of the finest order

Intense cartwheel lustre highlights the fully brilliant surfaces

A touch of striking weakness is seen at the top of the obx erse,

though the reverse details are essentially complete Fasil\ up

to the challenge of the assigned grade.

Obverse die crack unites the bettom of the d.itr mini. -K -

might be the top of an errant S seen in tht dnii:!^ N '\slhi-."S i.t. -

ally, Mime other taint iTatks can be msti nn.mg th< .i- -Trx

#nos298

Stacks 9$
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Gem Uncirculated 1875-S/S 20(i:

Rare Misplaced Date Variety

Finest Graded by PCGS

2x photo

475 1875-S FS-302. MS-65 (PCGS). A satiny gem with superb
underlying lustre that supports a wealth of rich peach and
pearlescent iridescence. A double treat if you will, wifh a

broadly repunched mintmark that resembles a and with
the top of a stray 7 in the dentils below that numeral on the

obverse. Typical strike for fhe date with some faint weakness
here and there, but the overall aesthetic appeal is gem in all

regards.

PCGS Population: 1; none finer within the variety designation.

#145009

476 1875-S MS-64 (PCGS). A lustrous example with light brown
toning on both sides. About typical strike for 1875-S with
some lightness on the head of Miss Liberty, the higher stars,

and the eagle's wing tip at upper left.

#005298

Key Proof 1877 Twenty Cents

478 1877 Proof-62 (PCGS). Struck only in Proof format, the 1877

is one of the lowest mintage silver issues (350 pieces) of the

19th century. The present piece is bright silver with light ton-

ing around the borders and is very attractive and desirable

within the assigned grading number.
#005305

Toned Gem Proof 1878 Twenty-Cent Piece

2x photo

479 1878 Proof-65 (NGC). The surfaces are toned deep russet,

blue and gold with a rich rose-gold covering the entire sur-

face. The colors are attracfive, and the toning is tastefully

arranged by time and proper storage. Outstanding quality

with no hairlines or surface marks readily apparent, and the

strike is wonderfully sharp, as expected for a Proof coin. A
mere 600 xvere coined in this final year of issue for the denomi-
nation and type. Housed in an older style NGC holder.

#005306

Splendid MS-65 1876 Twenty Cents

477 1876 MS-65 (NGC). A delightful gem example. Sharply struck

and fully lustrous. The obverse has delicate violet toning at

the center changing to electric blue peripherally. The reverse

exhibits vivid orange-gold toning with hints of blue. From a

mintage of just 15,900 pieces. Twenty-cent pieces were coined

for circulation only in 1875 and 1876, and accordingly high-

grade examples are always eagerly sought for inclusion in

type sets.

S(K)52W
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QUARTER DOLLARS

Mint State 1806 Quarter

2.x photo

480 1806 Browning-2. Rarity-4. MS-63 (NGC). Soft gray high-

lights on the higher points of the devices, and near the reverse

center with the remaining surface area being pleasantly toned

in deep blue, green, gold, and russet. Underlying lustre is

seen on both sides. While the strike exhibits some w'eakness

as often seen on this issue, the major design elements are all

visible.

#005314

Choice AU 1806 Quarter

481 1806 Browning-3. Rarity-1. AU-58 (PCGS). Typical softness

of strike is s«.*en on both sides, with no feather detail seen

on the eagle ab<we the shield. Most shield lines are visible

however, as are the feathers of the wings and tail. The pri-

mary hair airls are all defined. Soft olive-gray with russet

and blue-grven toning dt*epening toward the rims.

*no~-3i4

AU 1807 Quarter

482 1807 Browning-1. Rarity-2. AU-58 (PCGS). Deep steel gray

on the obverse, with a faint olive tint. The reverse is lighter

silver gray with good lustre and faint mottled pastel toning.

Struck unevenly as often seen on this date, with no dentilation

seen on the obverse from 11:00 to 2:00, and similarly on the

reverse from 11:00 to 2:00. The central detail is rather gcK)d,

however. Struck from heavily clashed dies, with evidence

seen on both sides.

#005316

Frosty Very Choice Brilliant MS-64 1815 Quarter

2x photo

483 1815 Browning-1. Rarity-1. MS-64 (PCGS). A totally white

coin which boasts strong lustre and a sharp strike on Liberh 's

curls and the eagle's feathers. After an eight year hiatus coinage

started up again with this new John Reich design. Curiously

the Reich design was adopted on half dollars in late 1807 but

quarters continued to use the Draped Bust Heraldic Eagle

combination. Demand for quarters must have been low to allo\^

for such a long break in coinage. Events such as the War ot 1 81

2

no doubt contributed to the hiatus. Oily a single die painnc

was used to coin the entire mintage. Abc*ut as nice as the dat*

ever comes, with just a few in technically hner gradi's

PCGS Popula6on: 1“’, 4 6nrr 'Fim-.t MS-ssi

Fnvrt the Tnrv W'isnnan < ollrritirn ?; th' A ‘ n-. ;

#nos32i
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Choice Mint State 1818/5 Quarter

2x photo

484 1818/5 Browning-1. Rarity-3. MS-64 (PCGS). Soft silver gray lustre on both sides with attractive golden brown
toning accents. On the obverse, this toning increases in depth somewhat toward 4:00, while the reverse is quite
uniform in this respect. Nicely struck, with full radial lines and centers in the obverse stars and full dentils on
both sides. The central details are likewise sharp with good definition in the hair curls and eagle's feathers. A
nice example of the type overall, and always desirable as an overdate variety, which on this specimen is easily

detected.

#005323

Sparkling Gem Brilliant Uncirculated 1818 Quarter

A Frosty Delight

2x photo

485 1818 Browning-3. Rarity-2. MS-66 (NGC). This stunning gem is awash in frosty lustre. The color ranges from
bright silver mixed with a hint of gold starting to form. Sharp on each of the obverse stars, with full radial lines

and most of Liberty's curls are bold as well save for the two center ones on her neck. A later die state with strong
evidence of clashing on the reverse and this weakens the feathers on the left wing near the shield, and a thin die
crack extends toward the eagle through the lower arrowhead. To achieve such a lofty grade the surfaces must be
outstanding with virtually no distracting nicks or handling evidence present, and a strong magnifier confirms
this fact. Certainly one of the finest graded of this date, and entire type for that matter.

NtiC C't'nsus: 10; I finer within the design.ition {MS-67).

«(K)5.322
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Gem 1818 Quarter

2.r photo

486 1818 Browning-3. Rarity-1. MS-65 (NGC). Pleasingly lus-

trous surfaces with a pearlescent aspect. Attractive silver gray

near the centers, intermingled throughout with considerable

pale green, blue, and violet toning on both sides. A few light

surface marks are seen on both sides under magnification, but

none are particularly distracting. Nicely struck with sharp

star centers on the obverse, and only light weakness seen at

the central devices. An attractive early quarter.

#005322

487 1818 Browning-3. Rarity-2. EF-40 (PCGS). Toned with dark

sttvl gray mixed with russet and green in the fields and pleas-

ing. The surfaces have a couple of trivial scuffs and nicks,

but the rims are clean. Middle die state with multiple clash

marks on both sides and a thin die crack crossing through

the upper portion of the final arrowhead toward the eagle.

A '^ilid collector coin.

*005.322

Blue and Russet Toned Near Gem 1820 Quarter

2x photo

488 1820 Browning-1. Rarity-3. Large 0. MS-64 (NGC). Toned with

lovely deep aqua blue around the rims with lighter russet gold

to the centers. The strike is average with most of the separa-

tion present on Liberty's curls and the eagle's feathers. Close

examination will discover slight softness on the upper curls,

cap, and leading edge of the eagle's wing. For identification,

there is a hint of a rim bruise across from the lowest arrow. A
lovely coin which should please the connoisseur.

NGC Census: 6; 5 finer (Finest MS-67).

#005329

Pleasing 1824/2 Quarter

489 1824/2 Browning-1. Rarity-3. EF-40 (NGC). A nice collector-

grade specimen of this desirable issue with even wear and

little in the way of marks that would not be expected for the

grade assigned. Deeply toned golden grav, green, and rus'-tM

with somewhat lighter rosv grav highlights on NMh Midi's

giving the piece a welcomed original appearance Fv!"lv

struck and attractive overall.

#005335
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Mint State 1825/4/3 Quarter

490 1825/4/3 Browning-2. Rarity-2. MS-62 (NGC). Soft pearl gray

with lustre and soft traces of olive toning on both sides. A
few minor scuffs and hairlines are seen under magnificafion,

accounting for the grade, but virtually none are seen with

the unaided eye. An overdate variety described by Browning
as 1825/3, but not noted as such on the NGC holder. On the

present specimen, the artifacts of the earlier punched date

digits are clearly seen.

#005336

491 1825/4/3 Browning-2. Rarity-2. AU-50 (NGC). Light silver

mixed with a blush of gold with traces of lustre in the pro-

tected areas. A coin with decent eye appeal but there is a thin

scratch in the left obverse field from close to the third star

nearly to Liberty's neck. A dull nick is found near the edge

above the fifth star. This is a later die state with a thin crack

between NI of UNITED into the field, and the crack up from

fhe fop arrowhead is present.

#005338

Lustrous 1828 Quarter

2.V photo

492 1828 Browning-1. Rarity-2. MS-64 (NGC). Considerable mint lustre on both sides creates a lively aesthetic

quality. Both sides are accented by rich gold and russet toning in the open field areas, with deep green and blue

surrounding the devices. As on many silver coins of this era, the piece exhibits a soft area in the ribbon with the

motto where the strike was not powerful enough to fully execute this reverse design element which is directly

opposite the high point of Liberty's bust. Other design elements are sharp however, and the piece is generally

pleasing.

#005342

Choice Mint State 1828 Quarter

493 1828 Browning-4. Rarity-3. MS-63 (NGC). Lustrous with faint traces of reflectivity in the reverse fields. Ga'enish

yellow gold toning at the centers with some silver gray showing through. The periphery shows attractive mottled

deep blue, rose, and violet toning. Scattered light marks are seen on both dies, wliich account for the grade, but

none are too distracting on an individual basis. Sharply struck.

8005342
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Very Sharp 1828 Quarter Mint State 1834 Quarter

494

495

496

1828 Browning-4. Rarity-3. MS-62 (PCGS). A particularly

bold strike has given this piece rather sharp definition of

nearly all design elements. The hair curls of the obverse and
the eagle's feathers and talons are full and in nice relief. The
stars show some faint softness, but most of the radial lines

are clear. Few marks are detected by the unaided eye, while

clo.ser inspection reveals small scratches on the cheek and

right of the date, these accounting for the grade assigned.

A single old, thin scratch is also seen on the reverse, but is

deeply toned over and not too visible. Rich blue, violet, and

gold toning over very slightly reflective surfaces.

#005342

Toned Choice Brilliant Uncirculated

1831 Capped Bust Quarter

1831 Browning-lc. Rarity-3. MS-63 (PCGS). This desir-

able Capped Bust quarter is toned with dusky gray and

gold over the entire surface, with lustre peeking out from

beneath. Sharply impressed by the dies with the stars and

curls all bold. On the reverse this later die state is defined

by a meandering crack surrounding much of the periphery.

Clean surfaces with few' nicks or marks, and identifiable by

a thin arcing scratch in the field inside the fourth star, and

some dark specks on the rev'erse.

#005348

1833 Browning-1. Rarity-1. AU-53 (PCGS). This retains some

lustre in the fields and is starting to tone w'ith a frame of gold

around the rims, light silver elsewhere. The strike is average

with minor softness present on Liberty's bust and a couple of

stars lack their centers. Clean surfaces and attractive. Early

die state before extensive rust appears, one tiny patch is seen

past AMERICA on the reverse.

ffnn5is2

497 1834 Browning-3. Rarity-3. MS-63 (PCGS). Pleasing silver

gray over much of the surfaces with good lustre and just

enough soft gold, green, and blue toning to give the piece a

very attractive appearance. A few very minor hairlines are

seen under magnification. Sharply struck and attractive.

#005353

498

499 1839 No Drapery. MS-62 (NGC). Attractive w'ith strong eye

appeal for the grade. Rich gold fades to deeper gold and

eventually electric blue at the rims. Nicely struck, w'ith only

a hint of w'eakness here or there. Choice for the grade.

#005392

500 1841 MS-61 (NGC). Light grav and golden toning over lus-

trous surfaces.

From the Pittman Collection.

#005399

1838 Seated Liberty, No Drapery. MS-61 (NGC). Light gray

toning over lustrous silver surfaces. Very w'ell struck. A ver\'

nice example of the first year of the Liberty Seated quarter dol-

lar. Type without drapery at the elbow. Quarters of this era are

particularly attractive in that the lettering is small in relation

to the field, and, on the obverse, the date is gently curved, an

artistic touch (seen also on the 1838 Gobrecht silver dollar).

#005391
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2x photo

501 1842-0 Small Date. AU-55 (ANACS). Among Liberty Seated quarters the 1842-0 with Small Date numerals is a

key issue. The offered example is very attractive, with excellent striking on both sides, much lustre still present,

and pleasing light gray toning overall. Significantly, AU-50 is the highest level listed for this variety in the Guide
Book of United States Coins. The Liberty Seated specialist will sit up and take notice at this remarkable offering of

a truly elusive issue.

#005403

Extraordinary Proof 1843 Liberty Seated Quarter

From the Pittman Cased Set

2.x photo

502 1843 Proof-64 (NGC). It was nearly 10 years ago when David W. Akers catalogued and sold this coin as part of

the John Jay Pittman Collection, October 1997, Lot 832. At the time it was part of a full cased sef of United States

Proof coins of the year 1843, which had remained intact for well over a century. Fortunately or unfortunately, the

set was later disassembled, perhaps fortunately yielding the opportunity to compete for a single example of this

rare Proof, of which few counterparts are known anywhere.

Both obverse and reverse are deeply toned slate gray, over sharply struck surfaces. Such pieces were made in

limited quantity in 1843, generally furnished to numismatists upon application or for presentation to dignitar-

ies. The cases were ordered separately from suppliers in Philadelphia, resulting in a variety of styles being used
over a period of time.

The popularity of individual specialties such as half cents. Liberty Seated dollars, and the like, caused most
surviving sets to be broken up by the turn of the 20th century. In the more than a century since that time only

a handful of cased sets have crossed the auction block, such as in the Pittman sale and our own Amon Carter

Collection sale. Sets such as this are rapidly disappearing, as are, by way of comment, 1915-S Panama-Pacific

commemorative sets in copper frames. Individual pieces bringing strong values and the desire by specialists to

acquire just one coin have been the factors.

Returning to the 1 843 quarter, NGC has certified it as Proof-64. It exhibits no handling, has never been cleaned,

and theoretically should approach perfection. We shall leave further commentary to others, except to say that it

is doubtful from a handling viewpoint if any finer coin exists anywhere. To the Libertv Seated specialist this is a

rare prize, not only as a Proof but also in view of its connection with the Pittman sale.

NCiC CLnsus: 5; I finor (I’ro(if-66).

From David Akers’ sale of the john Pittman Collectioti, Oetoher 1997, Lot S.^2, from a eased set.

mxmv
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Mini State 1852-0 Quarter Dollar Rarity

2x phoio

503 1852-0 MS-62 (ANACS). Gunmetal-blue toning on both

sides over satiny fields. Some light striking here and there

as is typical of New Orleans issues of the era. Mint State

examples are elusive at all levels, and even an MS-60 would
be a landmark. The present is certainly one of the finest ever

to be graded by ANACS.
#005420

504 1853 Arrows and Rays. MS-64 (NGC). A frosty and lustrous

example of this ever-popular one-year-only design type. Rich

shades of champagne grace both sides.

#005426

505 1856-0 MS-62 (ANACS). Gray and magenta toning over

satiny surfaces. Well struck in most areas, but with some

lightness on a few stars. New Orleans silver issues of this

era are very difficult to obtain at any level of Mint State.

*005439
'

Colorful Gem 1857 Quarter

506 1857 MS-65 (NGC). Strong underlying lustre supports con-

centric halos of gold, crimson, violet, and electric blue on

both sides of this aesthetically appealing gem.
#005442

Gem Mint State 1857 Quarter

Colorful Toning

507 1857 MS-65 (NGC). Splashes of rainbow toning accent the

obverse of this lovely Liberty Seated quarter, while the re-

verse is silver with rainbow splashes on the rim. Both sides

are needle sharp in striking detail.

#005442

508 1861 MS-64 (PCGS). Satiny and lustrous pearlescent gray

with deep pastel highlights at the rims. Nicely struck.

#005454

The Medal Room at the Mint, circa 1906.
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High-Grade 1861-S Quarter

511 1862-S AU-58 (NGC). A lovely example at theAU level, this

piece retains nearly all original mint lustre. The surfaces are

mostly brilliant, with light golden toning. A nice example of

the date, mint, and assigned grade.
#005457

Gem Proof 1865 Quarter

512 1865 Proof-65 (NGC). Frosty motifs and mirror fields. Rich

gold, peach, electric blue, and pearlescent gray grace both

sides of this sharp and appealing gem. Only 500 Proofs were
struck of the date.

#005561

514 1869-S EF-40 (PCGS). Medium grav toning over lightlv

worn surfaces. A coin that has been there, done that in Nth
century America, and then was later preserv ed. Todav in

EF-40 grade this coin is verv difficult to find.

#005475

509 1861-S AU-50 (NGC). Exhibiting light wear on both sides,

but still among the finest certified by NGC (with all of the

frontrunners being in theAU category, none finer), this 1861-

S will attract the attention of specialists. In this particular

year, as well as the surrounding times, there was no interest

in saving freshly minted San Francisco silver or gold, even

though there was an insipient numismatic interest in the city

(such as by E.I. Barra). Coins were collected by date, with the

mintmark making no difference.

NGC Census: 3; 3 finer (AU-58 finest).

Beginning in spring 1862 in the East and Midwest, all silver coins

were hoarded, with the result that none were seen in circulation. Various

substitutes filled the gap, such as Civil War tokens. Fractional Currency,

Encased Postage Stamps, and the like. However, in California silver and

gold did continue to circulate, with the result that San Francisco issues of

this era tend to be in significantly lower grades across the board than do

surviving Philadelphia gold and silver issues. Reflective of this, the Guide

Book lists no prices at all for such quarter dollars as 1859-S, 1860-S, the

present 1861-S, and 1864-S in any grades over AU-50.

#005455

Gem Proof 1862 Quarter

510 1862 Proof-65 (NGC). Brilliant centers give way to rich violet

and electric blue at the rims. Frosty motifs and mirror fields

form a cameo contrast, though no notice is taken of such by

NCC. One of 550 Proofs of the date struck while the Civil

War waged.
#(K)5558

513 1868 Proof-62 (PCGS). An attractive example of the date and

grade, finer aesthetically than the assigned grade implies.

Deep crimson and electric blue surround a brilliant center

on the obverse, while the reverse is largely brilliant with pale

champagne. One of 600 Proofs of the date produced.
#005567
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Important 1871-CC Quarter Rarity

Among Half Dozen Finest Graded by I’CGS

2x photo

515 1871-CC AU-50 (PCGS). Medium silver gray with pearlescent

overtones and underlying lustre on both sides. Nicely struck

and devoid of marks worthy of mention, a choice example

of this rarity. One of just 10,890 examples struck, most of

which saw heavy u.se in commerce; today's average survivor

is apt to be VG to VF, with AU and finer pieces few and far

between. Indeed, the present piece, AU-50 in the eyes of both

PCGS and the pre.sent writer, is among the half dozen finest

examples to arrive at PCGS.
I’CGS Population: 2; 4 finer (MS-65 finest).

#005479

1873 With Arrows Quarter Dollar

Gem Proof

2x photo

516 1873 Arrows. Proof-65 (PCGS). A lovely specimen at the

gem level, with breathtakingly beautiful light rainbow ton-

ing on both sides. An example that climbs to the top of the

desirability pyramid, scoring high in both grade and visual

appeal. Important as a type coin. Take this one home!
PCGS Population: 13; 5 6ner within any designation (PnHif-67 CAM

finest).

#005574

Rare 1873-CC With Arrows Quarter Dollar

2.V photo

517 1873-CC Arrows. AU-50 details (ANACS), "cleaned." A key issue in any grade, the 1873-CC Liberty Seated

quarter with arrows at date has been highly sought for a long time. The present piece is lightlv worn, but without

any significant problems. The toning is a mixture of gold, gray, and blue, described as artificial, and perhaps a

candidate for judicious conservation. However, as even a cursory^ examination will reveal, the piece is fairly at-

tractive as it stands now.

Only 12,462 examples of this variety were struck in an era in which there was no interest in collecting Carson t itv coins Indeed, contem

porary issues of the American Journal of \'umisnialic<, the leading periodical of the dav, tixik no notice whatsix’ver of ixillecting * arsi .r =

vaneties Tin’s*’ and other branch mint issues slipped into circulation unnoticed. Years later when inten’st finalK did de\-elop K-cmr- --c
-

a significant way in 1893 when Augustus Ci. Heaton's Treatise on Mint Marts was publishixl. the oppintuniri ti acquirr Af and Mini '

it*

pus 1 . had N-en lost fon’X'er

*t10S492
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518 1874-S Arrows. MS-63 (PCGS). A frosty, lustrous specimen
ot the date, here with faint champagne on both sides.

#005495

Gem Uncirculated 1876-CC Quarter

Among 10 Finest Seen by NGC

519 1876-CC MS-66 (NGC). Lustrous deep golden gray with rich

and vibrant rose iridescence mingled with bright champagne
in the recessed areas. Struck from a heavily rusted obverse

die, the devices having a dappled, rough appearance de-

spite the gem surface quality. Among the 10 finest grading

events registered for the date at NGC, and important if you
are collecting superior quality type coins or superb Liberty

Seated material. Not a great rarity in the scheme of Carson

City quarter dollar production—indeed, this date saw a

production run just shy of five million pieces—but certainly

a formidable condition rarity at the lofty MS-66 level.

NGC Census: 8; 2 finer (MS-67 finest).

#005502

Elegant Gem 1876-S Quarter

520 1876-S MS-66 (PCGS). Lightly mottled electric blue, ma-
genta, and gold toning come together to create this elegant

coin—very artistic—so colorful that one might not otherwise

notice the features of the piece itself. However, those features

are excellent, the striking is good, and the lustre (under the

toning) is very rich.

PCGS Population: 2; none finer.

#005503

Gem Uncirculated 1876-S Quarter

None Graded Finer by NGC

521 1876-S MS-66 (NGC). A satiny gem, largely brilliant with

perhaps a nuance of faint champagne on both sides. Highly

lustrous as well, with broadly sweeping cartwheels on both

sides. Nicely struck.

NGC Census: 9; none finer.

#005503

Stack's—The Oldest and Most Prestigious Numismatic Auction House in America!
If you would like to realize top market price for your U.S, world and ancient coins, paper money, tokens, and medals, we invite you to consign to our

remarkable 2007 auction season. Simply call one of our consignment advisors below and soon you will be receiving a very generous check!

( J 1 ).iviil Bowrrs U.irvcy G. St.uk l.iwrctKc- R. .St.itk Christine K.irMfdt Risk B.igg Vieken ^cpp.tri.in I’.uk Seoit Miiiholl lohn Kr.ilicvieh

Stack’s Nevs York ( ily: I2.Y West 57lh Slrccl • New Ynrk, NY 10019-2280 • loll free: 800 566 2580 • lelephoiie 212 .582-2.580 • has 212 24.5-5018

Slack's Wolfehoro, Ml: I'.O. »o\ 1804 • YYolfehoro, Ml 0,f894 • Ittll-free 866 811-1804 • 60.V569-082.1 • I ii\ 60.V .569-.f875 • sss>«. slacks.coin
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Gem Uncirculated 1885 QuarterGem Cameo Troof 1879 Quarter

Among Dozen Finest Certified by NGC

522 1879 Proof-66 CAMEO (NGC). Frost)' motifs and mirror fields

display deep and varied gold, violet, and electric blue on both

sides. A pleasing representative of the date and grade.

NGC Con.sus: 8; 4 finor within the designation (all PrtK>f-67 CAMEO).
»085.S8()

523 1879 Proof-64 (PCGS). Pale silver gray with lilac and faint

sky blue toning on both sides.

#005580

Frosty Superb Gem Proof 1883 Quarter

524 1883 Proof-67 (NGC). Here is a magnificent coin that was put

away many years ago and carefully preserved. The devices

are well frosted and snow white on the obverse, with a deep

arc of toning along the upper edge. The reverse has matching

deep blue and russet toning which forms a complete ring

around the edge on that side. Examination of the surfaces

will find no faults, and the eye appeal of the frosted devices

and toning would be difficult to beat. A majestic coin that is

certainly one of the finer examples from the original mintage

of 1,039 pieces.

#005584

525 1 884 Proof-66 (NGC). A vividly toned gem Proof of the date,

with lightly frosted motifs and mirromd fields that display an

array of vivid peach, crimson, electric blue, and rose. (Tne of

875 1’roofs of the date pnniuced, along with a tiny circulation

strike mintage of just 8,000 pieces.

tdd'SMS

526 1885 MS-65 (NGC). A wealth of lilac-gray at the obverst'

center fades to bold, deep electric blue at the rim, while the

reverse center is bright champagne that blends concentricallv

outward to violet, then electric blue; the fields are decidedly

prooflike. A sharp and enticing gem from a mintage for the

date of 13,600 circulation strikes (plus attendant Prcxifs to the

order of 940 coins). The coinage presses were busily churning

out millions of Morgan dollars during the era, which accounts

for the low production figures for this date (and many others

of the immediate era that surround it).

From ANR's Classics Sale, December 2003, Lot 662.

#005517

527 1886 Proof-64 (PCGS). Vivid iridescent toning includes blue

and gold as well as other hues. The 1886 is one of the most

admired dates of the quarter series, with just 886 Proofs made
and only 5,000 circulation strikes.

The late Ruth Green, wife of Charles Green, set about hoarding Prcxifs

of this date in the 1940s and 1950s, a group which we later inspected. The

average grade would be what w-e call today Proof-60 to Proof-63. No effort

was made to acquire quality'.

#005587

Superb Gem 1888-S Quarter

High NGC Listing

528 1888-S MS-66 (NGC). With just hvo graded finer by NCjC.

the present piece ranks ver\’ high in the Census of that firm

Equally important in our view, the present piece is well

struck, problem free, and has excellent eye appeal Both

obv’erse and reverse are rich silver with lighth mottlr-d

iridescent toning. Another important opf'K'>itunit\ fci^ the

specialist.

NGC Census: 7; 2 finer ;\1S-f»7 fine-t)

#005821
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Gem Proof 1889 Quarter

529 1889 Proof-67 (NGC). Wisps of mint brilliance collide with
deep electric blue, carmine, and rose toning highlights on
both sides. A distinctive cameo is present, though NGC failed

to note it on the holder.

NGC Cen.sus; 12; 6 finer within any designation (Proof-68^ finest).

#005590

Impressive Gem Uncirculated 1889 Quarter

530 1889 MS-67 (PCGS). Broadly sweeping cartwheel lustre

cascades across satiny surfaces. The gorgeous toning ranges

from pale champagne to fiery peach and faint crimson. A
lovely specimen that is not far off track for finest certified at

PCGS. A nicely struck gem survivor from a circulation strike

mintage of just 12,000 pieces.

PCGS Population: 23; 1 finer (MS-68).

#005522

Ultra-Grade 1890 Quarter Dollar

531 1890 Proof-67 DCAM (PCGS). Ranked as among the finest

graded by PCGS, the present piece lives up to the assigned

designation. The coin is indeed a superb gem, as nice as can

be. The motifs are especially deeply frosted. A prize for the

specialist or the type collector.

P( f iS Popul.ition: 5; I finer within the designation (Proof-68

[J( AM)
silt . I'l

532 1890 MS-66 (PCGS). Beautiful lilac and blue toning over

well struck silver surfaces. A treat to the eye. Far rarer than

an equivalent Proof.

#005523

533 1891 Proof-66 CAMEO (NGC). Light golden and magenta
toning on the obverse, lilac and blue on the reverse, over

deeply mirrored surfaces.

NGC Census: 15; 9 finer within the designation (Proof-68 Cameo
finest).

#085592

534 1892 Type 1 MS-63. Golden orange with iridescent blue at

the peripheries.

#5601

Ultra-Quality 1892 Proof Quarter

Finest NGC Grade

2.V /)/i()f()

535 1892 Type II. Proof-68i!;r CAMEO (NGC). A splendid Proof

given the highest grade assigned bv NGC, with onlv two
others keeping it companv. Silver at the center changes to

vivid iridescent toning at the bender, dominated bv brilliant

blue. A splendid coin.

I\ tiS PofHilation: 3: nono linor within tho dosignatu'n.

«0S5(,7S

SlUR't
i
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Impressive Cameo Gem Proof 1893 Quarter

Among Finest Graded by NGC

539 1893 Proof-68 CAMEO (NGC). An incredibly lovely gem.

Satiny motifs and dc'eply mirrored fields extend a visually

appealing cameo contrast. The obverse* is a study in varied

electric blue and violet, while the reverse affords a bull's

eye array of central gold that reaches out through lilac and

electric blue toward the rim. An exceptional representative,

one of just 792 pieces produced.
NGC Census: 6; 2 finer within the designation (both

#085679

Splendid Gem Cameo Proof 1893 Quarter

540 1893 Proof-67 CAM (PCGS). A splendid gem cameo Pn»f

representative of the date. Heavilv frosted motifs and mir-

rored fields are of near full mint brilliance, though a wisp »>f

champagne is visible here and then*. C nspl\ stnu k as sKxild

be exptvted, and aestheticallv apjx’aling

PCtiS Poj'Hilation 11,5 finer within the d<'»^gTwihtin :

' !'- - tS -

' ' '

#0«5f,7«

537

5.38

536 1892 Type 11. Proof-66 (NGC). A pleasing gem Proof from

the first year of Barber quarter coinage. Concentric halos of

gold, violet, and electric blue emanate outward from a frosty,

largely brilliant center on the obverse, while the reverse

maintains much of its mint brilliance, if somewhat subdued,

with deep gold and electric blue at the rim.

«(K),5678

Splendid Gem 1892 Barber Quarter

1892 Type II. MS-67 (NGC). A frosty, satiny gem from the

first year of the Barber quarter design type. The devices are

.satiny and the fields faintly reflective in the protected areas. A
wealth of rich lilac, electric blue, and pale sea green endorses

both sides, with a hint of mint brilliance around the reverse

legends. Sharply struck in all quarters.

Type II Reverse, eagle's dexter wing covers all but the serifs of the E

in UNITED,
#00.5601

1892 Type II. MS-66 (PCGS). A lovely, lustrous gem. Well

struck and brilliant. A nice example of the first year of is-

sue.

TK’ so-call«*d Typi’ II, with the eagle’s wing at the left oovenng the

crossbar of lh<’ F (UNITED) The Type I and Type II varieties were made

at ra< h of the ihni- mints this year

1005601
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Gem Mint State 1894-S Quarter

None Certified Finer by NGC
Superb Gem Proof 1896 Quarter

NGC Proof-68 Ultra Cameo

2x photo

541 1894-S MS-66 (NGC). Impressive cartwheel lustre spins

broadly beneath mingled rose, peach, and sky blue ton-

ing on both sides. Sharply struck. Not a rare date by any
means, though certainly a condition rarity when found so

fine. Indeed, NGC has not seen a finer specimen than that

offered here. For an advanced Barber quarter specialist, or

simply for a numismatist who enjoys and appreciates fine

quality.

NGC Census: 5; none finer within any designation.

#005609

542 1895 Proof-67 CAMEO (PCGS). Brilliant with a hint of

champagne toning. Virtual perfection! A lovely coin that is

well worth competing for.

PCGS Population: 3; 1 finer within the designation (Proof-68

Cameo).

#085681

2x photo

543 1896 Proof-68 ULTRA CAMEO (NGC). A truly superb
Proof example of the date, among the baker's dozen finest

examples of the date certified thus far by NGC. Heavily

frosted motifs and deeply mirrored fields display a nuance
of faint champagne. Indeed, the devices seemingly float on
a field of reflective molten silver. A sharp and appealing gem
that certainly brings to the fore Barber's austere yet quietly

beautiful design type. Absolutely enchanting both physically

and aesthetically.

NGC Census: 10; 3 finer within the designation (all Proof-69 ULTRA
CAMEO).

#095682

544 1900-0 Type II Reverse. MS-64 (NGC). A brilliant, lustrous

coin accented with splashes of brown and gunmetal-blue ton-

ing. Some planchet lines (from the draw bench) can be seen

under close inspection. Typically struck, with some lightness

on the 11th star on the obverse and the eagle's claw and arrow

feathers at the lower right of the reverse. Aspects of striking

do not at all concern the certificahon services, and we mention

these simply as being of interest to advanced specialists. The
present coin also has a new reverse, verv slightlv modified in

1900, and continued in use after that date.

#005626

BID ON THE INTERNET
Visit www.stacks.com to bid in any of our auctions, 24 hours a day from the comfort of

your home or office. Check online for deadlines and bidding instructions.
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345 1901 Proof-67 (PCGS). The obverse is bright and untoned

while the reverse has mottled smoky gray and gold in the

fields with the eagle generally frosty and white. Fully struck

throughout, a feature not always found on Proofs. The sur-

faces are excellent, but close examination will find hints of

hairlines on Libertv's cheek. Housed in an older green insert

PCGS holder.

I’CGS Population; 13; none finer within any designation.

#005687

Gem Cameo Proof 1904 Quarter

Among Three Finest Graded by PCGS

546 1904 Proof-67CAM (PCGS). A vividly toned gem with frosty'

motifs and deeply mirrored fields. Some central brilliance on

both sides gives way to deep lilac, gold, and electric blue at

the rims. One of 670 Proofs of the date produced, with the

present specimen among the three finest examples certified

thus far by PCGS. An exemplary specimen, especially for

those who appreciate gorgeous original toning.

PCGS Population: 2; 1 finer within the designation (Proof-68 CAM).

#085690

547 1904 Proof-65 (PCGS). Brilliant with iridescent gold and blue

toning around the borders. A very' attractive example of this

low-mintage issue.

Remarkably, the market price for Pr(Xif-65 Barber quarters Uxiay in 2007

is much k-ss than it was at the height of the investment-driven market in

early 1990. Assuming that Pnxif Barber coins were desirable then—which,

of course, goes without question—they are equally desirable Uxday, if not

more so (in view of supplies being more widely scattered). To us, the pres-

ent market offers many opp<irtuni tie’s. Connoisseurship is advised in all

arcumsfances, with certification numbers used only as a starting fvini, after

which each coin should be carefully examined. The present sale includes

many outstanding issues combining high certihed grade’s with sharpness

of strike and ^upe’rb ae’sthetic features, yielding many opportunities^

#0056U()

548 1905 Proof-67 (NGC). An impressive Proof with lightly

frosted motifs and deeply mirrored fields, perhaps as cletse

to a cameo designation as this date can be found. Pale cham-

pagne on both sides. An attractive gem for the grade, with

just four finer examples certified by NGC.
NGC Census: 26; 4 finer within any designation (PrtHif-68 Camexi

finest).

#005691

549 1907 MS-66 (NGC). Splashes of fiery peach and lilac adorn

the lustrous, frosty surfaces on both sides, with deep, fiery

orange highlights at the reverse rim. Sharply struck.

NGC Census: 8; 3 finer (MS-68 finest).

#005645

550 1907-0 MS-65 (PCGS). The obverse has very' light brown

toning over essentially lustrous silver surfaces. The reverse

is fully brilliant. A high level example of one of the later New
Orleans issues in the series.

#005647

551 1909MS-65(PCGS). A satinv gem with intense IuMtv acisp

strike, and pale rose overtones.

#005653

Stacks 101
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553

554

555

Superb Gem Proof 1910 Quarter Gem FH 1916 Standing Liberty Quarter

552 1910 Proof-67 (PCGS). An outstanding item, one of the finest

graded, of this low-mintage Proof issue. Intense polychrome
toning on both sides, mottled colors on the obverse and
mostly light gold and blue on the reverse.

#005696

1911 Proof-67CAMEO (NGC). Brilliant with a hint of golden

toning. Frosty devices and letters against deeply mirrored

surfaces. Outstanding quality.

NGC Census: 9; 10 finer within the designation (Proof-69 Cameo finest).

#085697

1914 Proof-66 (PCGS). One of only 350 Proofs of the date

struck, far and away the lowest such mintage for the design

type, 1892-1916; no Barber quarter Proofs were produced in

1916. Frosty motifs and deep mirrors show rich and deep
blue, violet, and gold on both sides.

#005700

1915 Proof-66 (NGC). An attractive example, bright silver,

with lightly mottled magenta and blue toning on the obverse,

some hints of toning on the reverse. Last Proof year of the

Barber quarter series. Only 450 Proofs were struck.

#005701

I916-I) Barber. MS-66 (PCGS). Lovely with light gray toning

accented with splashes of blue and gold. Well struck and very

attractive. Last issiu' in the Barber 25(t series.

s(Xisft7J

2x photo

557 1916 Standing Liberty. MS-65 FH (NGC). Broadly sweep-

ing underlying lustre plays boldly beneath splashes of

rich golden toning. Somewhat matte-like in appearance,

especially on the reverse. A popular rarity from the debut

year of Hermon MacNeil's design type, one of 52,000 pieces

struck.

#005705

Richly Toned 1916 Standing Liberty Quarter

PCGS MS-64 FH

2x photo

558 1916 Standing Liberty. MS-64 FH (PCGS). A richlv toned

example with strong underlving lustre supports deeper

gold on the obverse, while the rex erse exhibits subdued
mint brilliance mingled with pale gold and satinv sk\’ blue

highlights. An enticing example a popular raritv.

#tH)5705
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Classic 1916 Standing Liberty Quarter

2.x photo

559 1916 Standing Liberty. AU-53 (PCGS). At the AU level, this

piece retains much lustre, and is quite attractive overall. An
ideal way to begin a specialized set at the AU level.

#005704

560 1917 Type I. MS-66 FH (PCGS). A satiny gem with wisps

of vibrant peach and gold iridescence on both sides. Highly

lustrous.

#005707

561 1917-D Type 1. MS-66 FH (PCGS). A satiny gem with exqui-

site eye appeal. Broadly swirling cartwheel lustre supports

rich golden hues. An attractive example of the date, and a

coin that holds up well to careful scrutiny.

sno57fw

562 1917-D Type 1. MS-65 FH (NGC). A frostv gem with broadly

swirling cartwheel lustre. Rich crimson and electric blue

highlights have gathered at the rims on both sides.

#005709

563 1917-S Type 1. MS-65 FH (PCGS). A lovely specimen, well

struck, with Full Head and full shield rivets. Some contact

marks are seen on Miss Liberty and have been factored by

PCGS. Light golden toning over silver surfaces.

#tX)57n

Exceptional Gem 1917 Type II Quarter

NGC MS-67 FH

Tied for Finest Certified

2x photo

564 1917 Type II. MS-67 FH (NGC). An exceptionally sharp ex-

ample of the date with full head details as well as full shield

rivets and small chevron details. Aesthetically appealing with

fully brilliant surfaces that exhibit heavily cascading lustre

and a nuance of faint champagne. Tied for finest certifiexj V\

NGC, and rightfully so, as camful examination will nc d- >t

convince vou.

NGC Census: 8; nnne 6ner within the .J('%ignali;'r.

*005715

Stacks 103
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565 1917 Type II. MS-67 (NGC). A frosty, lustrous gem with a

whisper of faint champagne toning on both sides. Sharply
struck in all areas, with nearly full head details on the obverse.

Tied for finest certified by NGC, and deservedly so.

NGC Cen.sus: 13; none finer within any designation.

#005714

566 1917-D Type II. MS-66 FH (NGC). Among the half dozen
finest FH examples of the date certified by NGC. A highly

lustrous, frosty gem with rich champagne and pale sky blue

highlights on both sides. A pleasing coin both physically and
aesthetically.

NGC Census: 4; 2 finer within the designation (both MS-67 FH).

#005717

Exceptional 1918-D Quarter Dollar

2.r photo

567 1918-D MS-66 FH (NGC). A brilliant, lustrous, and very attractive example. The head is well
delineated, a couple shield rivets are lightly impressed. The lustre is rich and deep, the surfaces
are brilliant, and the eye appeal is excellent.

NGC Census: 11; 1 finer within the designation (MS-66ik- FH).

When the Standing Liberty quarters were first released in 1916-1917, they received favorable numismatic press,

and many collectors—the overall number being relatively small at the time—set aside pieces for their collections or
as souvenirs. However, there was virtually no interest in collecting such coins by date and mint—a true statement,
although it may be hard to believe today. Accordingly, as different varieties were produced in ensuing years, scarcely
any attention was paid to them. Then in the early 1930s Wayte Raymond launched his "National" series of cardboard
album pages, with clear slides, manufactured by M.L. Beistle in Shippensburg, Pennsylvania. For the first time col-

lectors had a way to conveniently store coins while examining both sides, and at the same time having openings
for all of the varieties. It became a very popular pursuit to fill holes, similar to doing a crossword puzzle. A little bit

later, "penny boards" were produced by Post, later acquired by Whitman Publishing Co., sowing the seeds for the
publishing enterprise we know today. The boards became even more popular as they were inexpensively priced.

Thus, in the 1930s the aspect of collecting by date and mintmark sequence became popular for the very first time.
However, there was a big problem: Many pieces dated as recently as the 1920s proved to be virtually impossible to

find in Mint State, this being particularly true of low-mintage issues. For even earlier issues the problem was mon'
acute. Quickly the 1916 Standing Liberty quarter was recognized as a key issue, a major rarity in the context of the
20th century, a status that it has maintained undiminished since then.

«(X)5723
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Gem Uncirculated 1918/7-S Quarter Dollar Rarity

Among the Finest Graded by PCGS

568 1918/7-S MS-65 (PCGS). Intense cartwheel lustre radiates brightly beneath champagne high-

lights. Nicely struck in all areas of the design save for some typical weakness in Liberty's hair

tresses (as virtually always seen), and at the innermost edge other large shield. An extraordinary

gem example of this rare and desirable overdate, an issue that is seldom found in any grade ap-

proaching that of the present coin. Indeed, PCGS has only certified two examples at a finer grade.

Regarding PCGS Population of the present coin, no MS-65 FH examples of the date have been
certified by that firm, making the present gem MS-65 coin all the more desirable. The overdate

details are incredibly sharp, even to the unaided eye. Once a glass is pressed into operation, the

attentive viewer will be hard pressed to find a mark or disturbance of any consequence. The
present coin would be a centerpoint of any Standing Liberty quarter collection.

PCGS Population: 3; 2 finer within the designation (both MS-66).

From ANR's Classics sale, September 2003, Lot 293.

#005726
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569

570

Outstanding 1918/7-S Overdate Quarter

Fully Lustrous and Brilliant

2x photo

1918/7-S MS-63 (NGC). Eye appeal comes to the forefront with this lovely example. Graded MS-63 by NGC, the

number fits the coin, yielding an opportunity for the advanced specialist. The striking is typical, with some light-

ness at the head and shield. The lu.stre is deep and rich, and the overdate feature is bold. The reverse is pristine,

essentially as struck.

As a major variety the 1918/7-S is the most elusive in the Standing Liberty series 1916-1930. The issue was not

appreciated until the 1930s, and not widely sought until the 1940s. By this time the opportunity to acquire Mint

State or other high-grade pieces had largely pa.s.sed. Today, examples are rare at all grade levels, and when found

typically show extensive circulation.

From DLRC Auctions' sale of the Richmond Collection, November 2004, Lot 1356.

#005726

Lustrous 1918/7-S Overdate Quarter

Famous 20th-Century Rarity

2.x photo

1918/7-S MS-62 FH (PCGS). Attributed as MS-62 by PCGS and with Full Head, the present piece is indeed a

high-grade example of this famous issue. Sev'eral shield rivets are weakly struck and not visible, and there is

some other lightness at the center. This, by the way, is characteristic of 1918/7-S as well as many other issues, and

is mentioned only for the sake of accuracy (perhaps encouraging some enlightened certification serxice to be a

bit more particular when describing sharpness of strike, such as mentioning the shield rivets and paying closer

attention to the head). That said, the present piece fits in nicely with what is expected at the MS-62 level. A few

contact marks are seen in the left obverse field, in a panel on the parapet, and have been factored into the grade

assignment. Lustre is rich and complete, except for certain high areas which were not fully struck up and thus

retain the original characteristics of the planchet. Brilliant with a hint of toning.

PC (iS Population: 2; 6 6m‘r within the designation (MS-64 Ftt hnest).

*005727
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Superb 1918-S Quarter Dollar

2.x photo

571

1918-S MS-65 FH (PCGS). Ranking high among pieces certi-

fied by PCGS, this piece is attractive, has full lustre, and is

brilliant on both sides. The striking is somewhat light at the

centers, with some shield rivets missing. The head is quite

well defined.

#005725

Superb 1919 Standing Liberty Quarter

572 1919 MS-67 FH (NGC). A lovely specimen, among the finest

struck we have seen. All shield rivets are present, and the

date is bold except that the first digit is slightly lighter than

the others. On the reverse the feathers on the body of the

eagle are not complete. However, probably not one in 50

1919 quarters measures up to the quality of this exceptional

piece.

NGC Census: 8; 4 finer within the designation (MS-69 FH finest).

#005729

573 1919-D MS-64 (NGC). Highly active cartwheel lustre spins

broadly beneath deep gold and amber iridescence. Strictly

original in appearance.
fl(X)57'W)

Satiny MS-66 1920 Quarter

Full Head

574 1920 MS-66 FH (PCGS). Ranking high in the PCGS listings

is this lustrous and very attractive 1920 Philadelphia Mint
coin. Light golden toning enhances the appeal on both sides.

All shield rivets are present (although two are weak), and the

first digit of the date is lightly impressed. On the reverse the

feathers on the body of the eagle are not complete but there

are more than typically seen. Overall this coin certainly is

one of the best to appear on the market in recent times.

PCGS Population: 14; 3 finer within the designation (MS-67 FH
finest).

#005735

575 1920 MS-66 FH (PCGS). An exceptional example of the 1920

quarter, the present piece is one of the finest we have seen. All

shield rivets are sharply defined, and, while the first digit of the

date is somewhat light, it is scarcely worth mentioning. On
the reverse the feathers on the eagle are better than typically

seen. While perfection may not exist in terms of striking, this

coin comes quite close! Both surfaces are deeply and richly

lustrous with attractive light golden toning.

PCGS Population: 14; 3 finer within the designation (MS-67 FH fin-

est).

From Heritage’s FUN sale, January 2003, Lot 6880; the Chi-

cagoland Collection.

#005735

576 1920 MS-66 (NGC). A satiny gem with delightful supportive

lustre and varied champagne, .sea green, and pale skv blue

hues. A splendid coin that holds up well to caa'ful scrutiny,

one that falls just shy of FH details and repn'sents a ga'at

value in our opinion.

«(X)57.34
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High-Grade 1920-S Quarter Dollar

The Eliasberg Coin

[ 577 1920-S MS-67 (NGC). A lustrous coin with mottled light

gray toning on the obv'erse, delicate lilac and heather on the

reverse. About typical strike with some lightness in the usual

areas. A pleasing coin overall, this ranks as one of the highest

graded by NCC.
NCiC Census: 7; 2 finer within any designation (MS-67* finest).

From Bou'crs ami Merena’s sale of the Eliasberg Collection,

April 1997, Lot 1636.

#001644

578 1924 MS-66 FH (NGC). Highly lustrous and vividly toned,

with deep gold and crim.son at the obverse rim, and with an

even sheen of pale champagne on the reverse.

#005747

583 1924-S MS-63 (PCGS). Bright and lustrous with a whisper

of faint champagne on the obverse.

#005750

Superb Gem 1925 Full Head Quarter

Highest NGC Grade

579 1924-D MS-66^ (NGC). A frosty, lustrous gem with extraor-

dinary eye appeal. The obverse displays a rich array of deep

gold, crim.son, violet, and blue mingled with some mint bril-

liance, while the reverse is largely brilliant with a whisper of

faint champagne and deep gold.

#005748

580 1924-D MS-66 (NGC). Brilliant with light gray toning. Richly

lustrous. The striking is about tvpical.

#005748

Pleasing 1924-D Quarter Dollar

582 1924-D MS-65 FH (PCGS). Deeply lustrous surfaces an.’ toned

lightly mottled gold and gray. On the shield, one rivet is

missing and another is weak. The date is bold. A significantly

finer strike than usually seen.

#005749

584

1924-D MS-65 FH (NGC). Satiny pale golden surfaces with

deeper golden halos at the rims. A nicely struck specimen

with strong lustre and eye appeal that matches the assigned

grade.

inns749

585 1926 MS-67 (NGC). Brilliant and deeply lustrous, this coin

could not have appeared much different soon after it was

minted. The head is about 70'
. full, and all shield rivets are

discernible, although two are weak. The date is espeaaP\

bold, due to the redesign of the date area in 192=^.

NGC Census: 4; 2 Oner within an\ designation ‘ tir=

#0057S4

1925 MS-67 FH (NGC). Right at the top of the roster in the

NGC lineup is this MS-67 coin, with some companions at

this level, but none higher. Two of the shield rivets are lightly

defined. Delicate golden toning over rich silver lustrous sur-

faces. A coin with a great deal of old fashioned eye appeal.

NGC Census: 11; none Oner within any designaOon.

#005753
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Important 1926-D Quarter Dollar

2.x photo

589 1928 MS-65 (PCGS). Brilliant and lustrous. Light golden ton-

ing. Excellent eye appeal. The head is about 70% full. Two
shield rivets are weak, but overall the striking is nicer than

usually seen for this date and mint.

#005766

590 1928-S MS-65 FH (NGC). Brilliant and lustrous. A pleas-

ing example. Two shield rivets are weak, but other aspects

are above average. A very desirable example at this grade

level.

From DLRC Auctions' sale of the Richmond Collection, No-

vember 2004, Lot 1368.

#005771

High-Grade 1929-D Quarter

586 1926-D MS-64 FH (PCGS). As well struck as we have ever

seen on a 1926-D. The center of the coin is weak, and certain

of the shield rivets are missing, again pointing out the in-

adequacy of simply using "Full Head" as a descriptor. Both

sides are brilliant and lustrous. A coin that will require careful

consideration and contemplation. As noted, the head of Miss

Liberty, taken by itself, is about as sharp as we have seen.

#005757

Superb Gem 1926-S Quarter

Highest PCGS Grade

587 1926-S MS-66 (PCGS). With none graded higher by PCGS,
this coin will nicely satisfy anyone forming a Registry Set. The
obverse is inten.sely toned mottled gray, magenta, and blue,

while the reverse is of a lighter silver hue and is iridescent. The
head is perhaps 40% full, and several shield rivefs are weak.

PCGS Population: 12; none finer within the designation.

#(X)5758

588 1928 MS-67 (NGC). Sparkling champagne surfaces with a

deepening golden halo on the obverse, the reverse a study in

deep indigo and various rainbow iridescent hues. A lustrous

satiny gem.
tnmvhh

591 1929-D MS-65 FH (PCGS). Brilliant with satiny lustre. Light

golden toning. There is some lightness at the center of the

obverse, scarcely noticeable. The shield rivets are all discern-

ible, but several are weak. Only one higher grade has been

assigned by PCGS.
#005775

592 1929-D MS-64 FH (PCGS). A satiny specimen with broadly

sweeping cartwheel lustre and rich champagne on both

sides.

#005775
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Superb Gem 1929-S Quarter

Hij»h NGC Grade

Exceptional Gem 1930 Quarter

PCGS MS-67m
Tied for Finest Graded

2x photo

593 1929-S MS-67 FH (NGC). A lovely, lustrous example with

mottled golden and gray toning over bright silver surfaces.

A couple of shield rivets are missing. This coin ranks among
the finest graded by NGC.

#(X)5777

Superb Gem 1929-S Quarter

1929-S MS-67 FH (NGC). Brilliant with a blush of champagne

toning. The head is exceptional. A couple of shield rivets are

missing. Among the highest graded by NGC.
*005777

597 1930 MS-66 FH (NGC). Sharp and lustrous with rich golden

toning highlights.

*005779

598 Pairof NGC-certified quarters: - 1930 Standing LiberU MS-

66 FH. Lustrous and attractive with a touch of champagne

toning on both surfaces 1934-D Washington. MS-65, Matte-

like silver gray obverse with splashes of golden brown at the

peripherv'; reverse is lustrous rose w ith hints of gold. ; lotal

2 pieces)

595 1930 MS-67 FH (PCGS). A satiny, lustrous gem with rich

champagne toning highlights on both sides. Boldly struck at

Liberty's head, though some weakness is noted in a few of

the shield rivets. Still, the surfaces are virtually immaculate,

and the eye appeal is extraordinary. A dynamic gem from the

final year of the design type.

PCGS Population; 28; none finer within the designation.

#005779

596 1930 MS-67 FH (NGC). A lovely specimen with satiny lustre.

Brilliant with a whisper of champagne toning. Superb eye

appeal. Two of the shield rivets are missing, not having been

fully struck up.

#005779
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Splendid Gem 1930-S Quarter

Tied for Finest Graded by NGC

2.x photo

599 1930-S MS-68 (NGC). A frosty, satiny gem with creamy
cartwheel lustre. Pale champagne highlights deepen to rich

crimson and gold at the rims. An exceptional coin that de-

serves to be at the top of the NGC Census Report.

NGC Census: 3; none finer within the designation.

#005780

Exceptionally High-Grade 1930-S Quarter

NGC "Full Head"

600 1930-S MS-67 FH (NGC).A lovely specimen from an aesthetic

viewpoint, this piece has satiny lustre on both sides overlaid

with lightly mottled magenta toning and some hints of gold.

Several of the shield rivets are weakly struck.

#005781

601 1930-S MS-66^ FH (NGC). Brilliant and lustrous, as nice

as the time it was struck. A couple shield rivets are missing,

this being about par for the 193()-S.

S(K)578I

Gem Mint State 1932-D Quarter

2.x photo

602 1932-D MS-65 (PCGS). A vividly toned gem example of the

most important key date in the Washington quarter series, an

issue that saw a mintage of just 436,800 pieces. Deep gold and

sea green highlights grace both sides, the toning supported by

brisk underlying lustre. Nicely struck. Only one example of the

date has received a finer grade from PCGS. Ideally suited for

those who appreciate vividly toned Washington quarters.

#005791

Key-Date 1932-D Washington 25(1’

2.V photo

603 1932-D MS-65 (PCGS). Asatinv gem with broadlv swivping

cartwheel lustre that supports a nuance of faint rose and skv

blue on both sides.

#(X)57M1
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Satiny Key Date 1932-D Quarter Key Date 1932-D Washington 25c

606

607

608

i 604 1932-D MS-64 (PCGS). Warm golden gray with satiny sur-

faces and strong underlying lustre. Deep champagne adds a

touch of class to this important key date in the Washington

t]uarter series.

#005791

Choice Mint State 1932-D Quarter

605 1932-D MS-64 (PCGS). Brisk cartwheel lustre highlights the

largely brilliant surfaces. Wisps of faint champagne gather

on both sides. Choice for the grade.

S0()5791

1932-D MS-64 (NGC). A briskly lustrous specimen with just

a touch of pale gold. The indisputable key in a series that was
originally intended to be a one-year-only commemorative

honoring the 200th anniversary of Washington's birth in

1732.

#005791

1932-D Net Brilliant Uncirculated-60; sharpness of MS-62,

lightly cleaned. Lustrous and essentially brilliant with just

a hint of golden iridescence. The 1932-D has long been cel-

ebrated as the key issue of the Washington quarter series.

The mintage of the 1932-D, just 436,800 pieces, is the lowest

production figure for any Denver Mint quarter issue.

#005791

1932-S MS-64 (PCGS). A fully brilliant and delightfullv lus-

trous example of the second most desirable key date in the

design tvpe, as well as the issue with the smallest mintage

figure of any regular-issue date of the U pe. Alwavs pt>pular,

especially when so attractive.

#005792
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609 1932-S MS-64 (PCGS). A popular key date from the first

year of Washington quarter series, and the date with the

lowest regular-issue mintage in the entire series, 408,000

pieces. Strong underlying lustre supports warm champagne
iridescence.

#005792

610 1932-S MS-64 (PCGS). Mottled light golden toning over
richly lustrous surfaces. A very nice example at the assigned

grade level. Ever popular as the lowest mintage issue in the

Washington quarter series.

#005792

611 1932-S MS-64 (PCGS). A frosty and lustrous example of this

low-mintage key date from the first year of the design type.

Deep golden tones at the rims.

#005792

612 1932-S MS-64 (PCGS). A frosty, lustrous specimen with
splashes here and there of rich gold and crimson toning.

Another important key to the series.

#005792

613 1932-S MS-64 (PCGS). Eight golden toning over lustrous

silver surfaces. A nice example of the lowest mintage issue

in the Washington i]uarter series.

S(K}5792

614

Group of Washington quarters grading MS-66 (NGC):
1934 Type II 1937-D 1941-S 1942-S 1943 1943-S

1944 1946-D 1947 1948. A very lovely group. A
few pieces have various shades of toning. All are satiny and
lustrous. (Total: 10 pieces)

615 1934-D Medium Motto. MS-66 (PCGS). Brilliant with some
splashes of toning. Boldly struck. Quite scarce at this grade

level. Only three have been graded finer by PCGS.
#005796

616 1934-D MS-65 (PCGS). Brilliant with light golden toning.

Richly lustrous. A splendid example of one of our favorite

varieties among early Washington quarters.

#005796

617

Group of NGC- certified Washington quarters: 1934-D

Type II. MS-64 1935 MS-65 1935-S MS-64 1939 MS-65^
1939-D MS-65 1940-S MS-65 1942 MS-63 1942-D MS-
65 1944-D MS-65 1944-S MS-65 1945 MS-65 1945-S

MS-65 1946-S MS-65 White 1948-D MS-65 1949-D

MS-65. All display attractive satiny lustre, a few with traces

of toning. A very well-matched group. (Total: 15 pieces)

618 1935-D MS-65 (NGC). A lovely gem with lively cartwheel

lustre that supports warm golden hues on both sides. Choice

for the grade. An important semi-key date when so nice.

#005798

619 1936 Gem Brilliant Proof-65. The central aa'as aa’ brilliant.

Wisps and tinges of gold-grav and navv blue can be stvn at

the borders. Scarce and desirable this nicelv pa'served.

The 1936 is netahle as the first I’lXH't quarter dollar issue stniek at

the Mint suhsequent to 191,5, A scant 3,837 examples weix' ivsued. which

admittedly is a large productii'n figure in comparison with i\iost 19th-

century Proof mintages, hut inlinitesimal in contrast to PiXH't ptxHiuctu'n

levels just a lew decades later.

#005975
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Condition Rarity 1936-D Quarter

Superb Gem

None Finer Graded by NGC

622 1936-D MS-65 (PCGS). An impressively lustrous gem. iTie

obverse is richly toned in rose and electric blue, while the

reverse is largely brilliant; perhaps this was an end coin to

an original roll of f936-D quarters.

#005801

620

2.x photo

1936-D MS-67 (NGC). A gorgeous example with light lilac

toning over silver surfaces. A truefind for the advanced col-

lector of Washington quarters, combining as it does a high

grading number with the even more important aspect of

aesthetic appeal. Go for it!

NGC Census: 6; none finer.

#(K)5801

1936-D MS-66 (PCGS). Light magenta and heather toning

over lustrous surfaces. An exceptionally high-grade example

of the famous 1936-D quarter, one of the most outstanding

examples of a condition rarity in American numismatics. Coins

of this date and mint are very common in lower grades, but

in 1936 hardly any attention was given to saving Mint State

pieces. The reason was that the mintage was high, and the

coins were viewed as being everlastingly common. Besides,

numismatists were prepossessed with the scramble to buy

commemorative coins, then enjoying a bull market way out

of proportion to anything ever seen before. Even the issu-

ance in 1936 of Pnxif sets, the first such sets since 1915, was

generally ignored.

Then came reality. Later, as the commemorative bubble

pxipped, and collectors paid more attention to acquiring dates

and mintmarks, the 1936-D quarter was found to be quite

scarce in Mint State. It was hxi late then, and ever since the

issue has remained important. Today, MS-65 examples are

scarce in relation to the demand for them, and MS-66 coins,

such as this one, are even rarer.

The i‘a<,iiarK:e (if 6ve-piece Pnwif sets—cents through half dollar—ended

in I‘t15 A I**!#! "M't" amsists of just a Lincoln cent and a Buffalo nickel, as

no .liver Pniofs were offered in 1*^18

tttflSttni

623 1937 Proof-67 (NGC). A few splashes of rainbow iridescence

over mirrored surfaces. Very attractive.

#005976

624

625

1939-S MS-67 (NGC). A splendid lustrous gem example virtu-

ally as nice as the moment it left the dies. Essentially brilliant

surfaces with just a whisper of pale blue-gray. Although the

mintage was fairly generou.s, 2,628,000 pieces, very few' pieces

managed to survive at the MS-67 level as indicated by the NGC
census data. Worth a generous bid from the alert spcnrialist.

NGC Census: 27; none finer.

#005810

Selection of NGC-certified Washington quarters; 1941 Prcxif-

66. Brilliant and reflective 1942 Proof-64. Reflective w'ith a

splash of rose on the obverse and just a w'hisper of golden

highlights on both surfaces 1947-D MS-67. Satiny golden

gray w'ith splashes of rich silver gray at the obverse peripheiA’

1947-S MS-67. Satiny lustre w'ith mottled bluish gray on

the obverse, reverse w'ith delicate silver gray and gold at the

periphery 1948-S MS-67. Satiny lustre w'ith mottled bluish

gray and golden toning at the peripheries. (Total: 5 pieces)
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HALF DOLLARS

Collectible Choice Very Fine 1794 Half Dollar

626 1794 Overton-101. Rarity-4. VF-35 (PCGS). A beautiful, original example of this first year of issue for the half

dollar series with light steel gray fields offset by lighter silver devices framed by a circle of blue at the rims. The

surfaces show a few random nicks and a thin hairline or two on Liberty, but this coin is far and away nicer than

the majority seen of this date. Traces of adjustment marks are present below the date and along the lower right

rim, but they are extremely shallow and not distracting whatsoever. Liberty retains most of her hair definition

after brief circulation, with the majority of wear seen at the top of her head and profile. The eagle has most of the

wing feather definition although his breast feathers show the expected wear. The ever-present die crack is found

on the reverse left of STATES to the wreath which hallmarks this variety. For the collector who demands quality

and appreciates tinges of lustre in the recesses.

Obtaining a 1794 silver coin is a highlight of any collection. The Philadelphia Mint began producing copper coins in 1793 and silver

coins would have to wait until 1794 when the appropriate bond could be obtained to cover the employees at the Mint. Dies and coining

presses had to be made, staff trained and silver prepared for coinage before coins could be struck. In 1794 a limited number of silver dol-

lars were coined but production was delayed pending the arrival of a larger coining press capable of fully imparting the designs to the

planchets. This issue arose when the 1794 silver dollars were struck, as they were always poorly dehned on the left side as the press didn't

have enough force to strike up the entire design from the dies. Half dollars and half dimes were also coined in 1794 and these are always

in strong demand as they are the first of their kind. Gold coins were first struck in 1795, again delayed because of bond issues. Coinage of

dimes and quarters would wait until 1796 when dies could be prepared,

2006051

627 1795 0-125. Ranty-4. F-15 (NGC). A natural dark steel gray in the fields combines with lighter silver on moM of

the devices to make this coin quite appealing. The surfaces are average for the grade, with a small rim mark on

the upper right obverse, and the reverse has traces of adjustment marks.

»0060S2

2x photo
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Desirable 1796 15 Star Half Dollar

An Elusive Type Coin

2.x photo

628 1796 0-101. Rarity-5. EF-40 (PCGS). The Draped Bust, Small Eagle half dollar is

the rarest type coin struck in silver with a tiny mintage of a few thousand pieces.

Most of those that did survive show substantial wear and a significant number
suffered various indignities such as tooling. Sharply struck with bold definition on
Liberty's curls, and the eagle's wings retain ample feather detail. This is a delight

to study, with medium steel gray toning on the obverse which deepens slightly

toward the rim, the reverse well matched lighter silver devices and medium gray
fields. The obverse has faint adjustment marks above Liberty's ribbon and bust,

but these are faint as the force of the strike flattened them into oblivion. For overall

eye appeal and surface quality, this specimen would be hard to beat.

After coining a substantial number of 1794 and 1795 half dollars, the Philadel-

phia Mint focused on coining several new denominations in 1796. Dimes were
introduced along with quarters and quarter eagles. Furthermore, the Draped Bust
obverse was adopted for large cents, half dimes, and half dollars which required

a new hub punch and many new dies. The demand for half dollars was put on
hold and few were coined in 1797. Half dollars were not coined again until 1801.

By that time the Heraldic Eagle reverse had been adopted on silver and gold coins

(1798). Thus, the coining of the Draped Bust, Heraldic Eagle half dollars had drawn
to an abrupt close. On this particular coin the obverse shows a die crack from
the rim to the bust and up the last three stars, this crack is seen on all but one or
perhaps two survivors from this obverse, and the die must have cracked as soon
as coinage began. A much fainter die crack is seen curling up Liberty's shoulder
to the base of the curl below her ear. An excellent study was published recently

by John Amato in The John Reich Journal which examined the known specimens
of this type which have appeared at auction in the past 150 years.

PCUS Population: 3; 10 finer (finest MS-64).

#006057
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Impressive Extremely Fine-45 1797 Half Dollar

2x photo

629 1797 O-lOla. Rarity-5. EF-45 (NGC). This example is toned with even sttvl gray to light silver

with a hint of gold in the fields. The surfaces show traces of ptirosity and a few faint pin scratches

crossing the top of Liberty's head. The obverse has a moderate die crack through the second star

to Liberty's curls. Sharply struck despite being a later reverse die state, with several thin cracks

and the ever present heavier die crack bc'tween UNITED and STATES down to the eagle's wing,

another crack is found from the rim down the right side of the O in OF, through the wreath to the

right wing. A rare coin which is seldom offemd in high grades particularly .so in grades of Extremely

Fine or finer. In absolute terms, the Draped Bust, Small Eagle half dollar is the rarest silver type

coin, the total number that survived is similar to that of the 1794 silver dollar, with the majority

of each generally found in much lower grades than seen here. For the specialist, this represents a

wonderful opportunity to put away an American Classic.

Gilbert Stuart, the famous American portrait painter is credited with designing the Draped Bust obverse first

used on two obverse dies for silver dollars in late 1795. The new design proved so popular, it was adapted to all

silver coins and eventually copper as well. Stuart's portrait is of Anne Bingham who was said to be the most beau-

tiful woman in Philadelphia at the time. For the reverse, the eagle was rendered smaller and the wreath became a

combination of laurel and palm branches. The denomination was applied to the edge, and also at the base of the

wreath in the fraction of 1 /2.

NGC Census: 3; 8 finer (finest MS-66).

#006060

High-Grade 1801 Half Dollar

630 1801 0-101. Rarity-3. EF-45 (PCGS). Light silver with a darker gray band around the rims.

Examination of the surfaces will find numerous tiny contact marks visible with a glass, yet

not noticeable to the unaided eye. A gtwd strike and minimal wear combine to make this

first year of the new Draped Bust with Heraldic Eagle reverse an important coin. The mverse

show's the usual rust seen on all examples of this die pairing.

KonwiM
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High-Grade 1802 Half Dollar

2.V photo

631 1802 0-101. Rarity-3. AU-50 (PCGS). A truly beautiful coin that is bathed in rose-gold hues over
lustre and framed with desirable teal on the obverse, matching but less intense on the reverse rim.
The obverse strike is quite sharp, with bold definition on all of Liberty's curls, including the up-
permost by her temple which usually shows more wear even in this grade. The reverse die was
rotated about 15° counterclockwise when this coin was struck. On the reverse there are rather
heavy adjustment marks which slide down the left wing into the shield and others are seen slic-

ing through the clouds and star field above.

Prior to striking a planchet, it was carefully weighed and filed if found to be too heavy, these file marks are known
as adjustment marks as the planchet was literally adjusted to be within the narrow confines of the statutory weight limit.

When planchets were drawn and cut it would be possible to adjust down a heavy planchet, but not to increase the weight
of a light planchet (although silver plugs seen on 1795 half dollars and 1794 and 1795 silver dollars may have been used
for this purpose). It is believed that planchets that weighed below the statutory limits were again melted and drawn to the

correct thickness, a process which required several steps and much time. Clearly Mint workers wanted to have planchets
that were either the correct weight or a bit heavy, as adjusting them down was a relatively simple process.

#006065

632 1803 0-101. Rarity-3. Choice About Uncirculated-55, cleaned. The fields are reflective from the
past cleaning, but the coin has been retoned with dark blue and green toward the edges, while the
center of the obverse is bright silver. The surfaces show moderate handling marks visible with a
loupe, but the rims are clean and free of bumps. Traces of wear are seen only on the high points of
the design elements. A high-grade example of this early date.

#006066
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633 1803 0-101. Rarity-3. Large 3. EF-45 (PCGS). Medium silver

gray and attractive tor the stately color on both sides. The
high points show lighter silver where worn. No surface marks

are worthy of note, although the coin was likely brushed

at some point in the past with resulting faint lines. A most
.satisfying example of this ever popular i.ssue.

)»(X)6()W)

634 1806/5 0-103. Rarity-2. EF-45 (PCGS). Toned with greenish

gold hues in the fields with lighter silver on the devices. An
impressive coin that shows just a tip of the 5 reaching out

from the upper knob of the 6. Boldly struck and well pre-

served for this variety. Identifiable by a trivial nick dangling

off the lower right point of the first star and a small dig to

the right of the date. Tough to find so problem-free.

#006077

Delightfully Toned Mint State 1807 Draped Bust Half

636 1807 0-105. Rarity-1. MS-62 (NGC). The edges are toned with

vibrant crimson and gold while the centers fade to gunmetal-

gray with blue tinges. Lustre shines through around the stars

and devices, more so on the reverse as the toning is more
delicate on that side. A rather uninspired strike with soft-

ness on Liberty's upper curls and the left wing of the eagle,

probably caused by this later die state. Several die cracks are

present on the obverse and reverse, and heavy die clashing

is evident. The lump has formed between ED of UNITED,
but this is not quite the later "a" die state of pairing. A stately

coin with good eye appeal and surface qualitv'. 1807 is the

final year of production for the Draped Bust, Heraldic Eagle

half dollar. The new John Reich design was adopted in 1807

much to the delight of the public, and Reich's innovative

designs soon swept through most denominations.
#006079

Lovely 1807 Capped Bust Half Dollar

637 1807 Large Stars, 50 Over 20. AU-50(PCGS>. A nice t
^ / '

the first v'ear of the John Reich design Sen:-, what light r. t

in the center, characteristiv of the i-- j- Sib e’- 7 = v,

"album toning," pnxludng a hali' .-tt- - t . . c tM
‘

635 1806 0-109. Rarity-1. Pointed 6, No Stem through Claw.

Net Very Fine-30; sharpness of Choice Extremely Fine-45,

cleaned and artificially toned. A high-grade coin that has

been cleaned long ago and toned back with smoky gold and
blue over the surfaces. A few’ tiny handling marks are present

under scrutiny, but this is still an attractive, high-grade coin

that has minimal faults and appealing device detail.

#006073
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638 1807 0-112. Rarity-1. 50 over 20. EF-40 (ANACS). A pleas-

ing half dollar, toned with rich green and blue around the

rims with darker russet in the fields and lighter gray to the

centers of both sides. The surfaces are clean although there

is a shallow rim nick right of the date which scarcely shows
in the holder. John Reich's signature notched star is present

right of the date with the notched point toward the rim. A
key feature of this variety is the reverse die which has what
appears to be a 2 punched under the 5 in the denomination.

This type of error is known on quarters. Breen speculates

that the "2" may actually be an upside down 5, which makes
more sense in this instance.

#006086

Snow White 1808 Capped Bust Half Dollar

639 1808 0-104. Rarity-2. MS-64 (PCGS). The surfaces are bright

white and frosty, with ample lustre to please the eye. On
the reverse there is a hint of a golden blush. Rather sharply

struck by the dies, and more importantly, well preserved with

clean surfaces. A scarce early date to find so close to gem,
and the fields are especially free of scuffs. Liberty's face and
neck show a couple of minute disturbances in the frost, as

one would expect after nearly 198 years of admiration from

collectors who have somehow preserved this delightful coin

pretty much as it was from the day it was struck. This variety

has a die line within the curls which easily identifies it.

#006090

640 1811 O-llla. Rarity-1. Small 8. MS-63 (PCGS). Deeply toned

with dark umber gray and a hint of blue over most of the

surface, although patches of lighter silver are seen on the

lower obverse. The strike is sharp, particularly on Liberty's

uppermost curls, which show strong separation. Both dies

show light clash marks. Scarce so well preserved for such an

i-arly Capped Bust half dollar.

»IM)WW7

Lovely 1812/1 Half Dollar

Small 8 Variety

641 1812/1 O-102A. Rarity-2. Small Overdate. MS-62 (NGC).
Tied for finest certified within the variety by NGC. Boldly

lustrous with bright satiny surfaces that are predominantly

silver with blushes of golden brown and rose that are just

heavy enough to add to the visual appeal. The appearance

is that of a significantly finer coin. A lovely overdate that

offers much more visual appeal than the grade suggests.

NGC Census: 2; none finer within the variety designation.

#006101

642 1812 0-105. Rarity-1. MS-63 (PCGS). Toned with rugged

medium gray fields combined with cameo blues and golds

which surround the lettering and devices. The whole en-

semble is quite alluring for those who appreciate toning.

Boldly struck on the stars and Liberty's curls, the eagle too

is sharp. On the reverse there are some faint hairlines and

these must have limited the grade, for the surfaces otherwise

appear finer. For identification there is a faint scratch up in

the lower right obverse field from the bottom curl. Light die

cracks on the obverse, one from star 6 to Liberty's head, the

other up through the 81 in the date.

#006100

643 1813 0-105. Rarity-1. AU-58 (NGC). A frostv coin that is

graced by delicate dark gold and green around the rims

with the centers bright silver. Fully struck throughout with

a touch of wear on the high points. Multiple clash marks aa'

seen in the fields and below Liberty's ear, as usual for this

die pairing. An appealing coin in eyery way.
«Whl03
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644 1813 O-107a. Rarity-1. AU-58 (NGC). A pleasing coin for

the golden lustre which glistens beneath a layer of medium
gray toning. A decent strike but from a very late die state

with multiple cracks and clashing in evidence. The eagle's

head is a trifle soft, but elsewhere the devices and lettering

are crisp. This coin is solid for the grade and shows only a

touch of wear on Liberty's upper curls and the feather tips

on the eagle.

#006103

646 1819 0-111. Rarity-2. MS-62 (PCGS). Lustrous and desirable

for the satinv surfaces and overall eye appt'al. The devices and

field-, are clean with no deep nicks or cuts. For identification

there is a minor nick on the upfX’r drapt'ry line into Libc'rty's

chest left of the clasp, and a minute tick mark at the top of the

9 ( lashed dtes with evidence of shield lines below Liberty's

ear, and from her . best above the left wing of the eagle.

Lovely Gem Brilliant Uncirculated 1822 Half Dollar

From the Eliasberg Collection

645 1819 0-108. Rarity-3. MS-63 (NGC). A lovely, lustrous

example showing excellent centering and bold detail

definition in almost all areas, with the exception of some

of the border dentils. Warmly and attractively toned in

varied shades of gold, gray, blue, violet, and pink. Donald

L. Parsley, editor of the most recent (4th) edition of United

States Early Half Dollar Die Varieties 1794-1836 published in

2005, was aware of only one example surpassing the grade

of the piece offered here (an MS-64 example), and a scant

three specimens at the MS-63 level.

#006117

647 1822 0-109. Rarity-2. MS-65 (PCGS). Toned with classic

Eliasberg toning of deep gray over lustre with colorful pc‘-

ripheral accents of bluish gold. Sharply struck on Libertv's

curls and the eagle's feathers, with the only trace of st)ftness

on the eagle's talons, a notorious soft aa*a on this design. The

surfaces are simply magnificent, with scarcely any sign of

contact. Liberty's cheek and neck am outstanding quality for

any coin of this period. Obtaining a coin from the Eliasberg

Collection is certainly a memorable acquisition. Houst'd in the

older gRH?n insert PCGS holder with the pedigree on the tag.

From Bowers and Merena's sate of the Louis E. Eliasberg Col-

lection, April 1997, Lot 1787.

#(X)6129

648

649 1825 0-110. Rarity-2. MS-63 (NGC). Medium ^moky gtd\

toning over bright silver, traces of which still show near

the devices. The surfaces and fields arv pleasing, w ith yu- t
-

couple of trivial nicks. For identification there is sm.all ni I-

on Liberty's jaw midway betwetm her ear and - h'^ p
deyices with no problematic weakness m the -telr in-, iv F

the stars on the left am a tnfle si-itt at their i.ic-

«(10S142

1823 0-105. Rarity-1. MS-62 (NGC). Dusky gold, green, and

gray over lustre, pleasing in appearance. The surfaces am^ clean

as expected for the grade, with a minor pin scratch extending

from star 9 to Liberty's cap. The lustre is subdued by the ton-

ing, but can be discerned when examined under a light. Most

of Liberty's curls are strong, but the one past the headband

shows the usual softness. Later die state with a minor crack

through the arrows and denominabon, and the lettering is

drawm tow'ard the edge. A point aw^ay from the lowmr end of

the Condition Census for the variety.

#006131
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650 1826 0-102. Rarity-1. AU-58 (PCGS). Rainbow toning of

gray, blue, russet, and gold with traces of iridescence on the

obverse, the reverse with more vibrant crimson through the

legend although still matching the obverse colors. Fairly well

struck and the surfaces are average beneath the colorful array.

Worth a premium for the abundant eye appeal.
#006143

651 1827 0-115. Rarity-2. AU-58 (PCGS). Highly desirable for

the rich russet gold toning from edge to center, with a frame
of teal blue around the edge. Furthermore, the reverse is

perfectly matched. The strike is decent, with minor softness

on a few stars, but sharp on those to the right. Minor scuffs

from brief circulation, but nicer than many coins which are

designated in higher grades. Heavy die clashing on the

reverse and above the date as well.

#006144

Scarce Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64 1829/7 50c

654 1829/7 0-101. Rarity-1. MS-64 (NGC). A beautiful example
of this scarce overdate, graced by dark blue peripheral ton-

ing and desirable russet gold to the centers. Strong lustre in

the fields and frost bathes the central devices. The strike is

sharp on the obverse curls and the reverse scroll and eagle.

Trace weakness is found on some of the central star points.

NGC Census: 16; 4 finer (finest MS-65).

#006155

655 1829 0-107. Rarity-3. AU-58 (PCGS). Medium gray and gold

toning over lustrous surfaces. Well struck.

#006154

652 1827 0-132. Rarity-3. AU-58 (NGC). A lovely coin which
boasts natural medium silver to gray toning, with attractive

accents of russet and gold. Lustre resides in the fields. Sharply

struck throughout and the surfaces are free of distracting

nicks, hairlines or bumps. The edges have darker toning with

tiny flecks primarily mixed into the stars. For the collector,

this has the surface quality of a Mint State coin at a fraction

of the price because of friction on the uppermost devices.
#006144

653 1828 0-111. Rarity-4. AU-58. Generally bright and lustrous

save for a dark ring of russet and blue at the rims. Undoubt-
edly dipped sometime in the past, but nicely recovered with

a peripheral frame of dark toning. The surfaces are nice

for the grade, with no handling marks to distract the eye.

Sharply impressed by the dies, and we note traces of die rust

on Liberty's neck near her lovelock, including the diagnostic

lump just above the clasp and on the reverse the C of the de-

nomination is recut. A scarce variety which is seldom found

this nice and the present example is close to if not just in the

Condition Census for the variety. An important collector

coin.

ff006151

Choice Brilliant Uncirculated 1829 Half Dollar

656 1829 0-115. Rarity-1. MS-63 (PCGS). Pleasing light sunset

gold in the fields and toned with attractive medium grav.

The surfaces are undiminished by handling or distractions so

common to most early Bust half dollars. Sharp on the de\’ices.

with lustrous accents mixed into Libertv's hair as well as the

fields. There is a touch of softness on the uppermost curls of

Liberty but the talons are bold and complete on the eagle.

This boasts strong eye appeal for the grade. Identifiable bv

a shallow scuff below branch.
#(X)6154
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^ 657 1830 0-109. Rarity-3. Small 0. MS-63 (PCGS). Lustrous and
attractive for the rich blue and dappled russet toning, with the

blue near the edge and the russet reaching to the centers. A
decent strike with the usual minor softness on the uppermost
curls, but the eagle's feathers and talons are crisp and show
just a hint of striking challenge. Identifiable by a minor nick

in the field above the first two stars toward Liberty's chin. A
solid coin for the collector, and a slightly scarcer variety.

#(X)6156

Very Choice Mint State 1831 Capped Bust Half

658 1831 0-101. Rarity-2. MS-64 (PCGS). A toned coin which

shows lustre beneath the deep toning of blue and gold. The

strike is average with a touch of softness on Liberty's curls

and on the eagle's feathers and talons. Clean surfaces that

have a dusky haze particularly on the obverse.

#006159

Satiny Gem Brilliant Uncirculated 1831 Capped Bust SOc

659 1831 0-109. Rarity-1. MS-65 (PCGS). A delightful coin that

n.*tains radiant lustre throughout and is generally bright silver

w’ith a blush of gray and nisset near the rims. For all practical

purposes, this coin is pa'tty much the way it looked the day it

was coined, save for light toning. Sharp save for a few blunt

-.tars, as usual for this issue. On the reverse there are roller

lines from the draw bar at the Mint, which imparted parallel

lines ainning upward to the right. The draw bar was used

during the refining priKess to force the ingot of silver into

a uniform thickness. An especially attractive coin worthy of

the gem d(“.ignafion.

,s F’crpiiUlKm V, 4 firMT (firM-st

Gem Uncirculated 1831 Half Dollar

Overton-109

660 1831 0-109. Rarity-1. MS-65 (NGC). A frostv, satiny pale

lilac gem with rich underlying lustre and delightful eye ap-

peal. Struck from a slightly rusted obverse die, evidence of

this plain under low magnification. Some weakness in the

obverse stars, otherwise all devices on both sides sharp and

crisp. Undeniable gem qualitv.

#006159

661 1832 0-113a. Rarity-4. AU-58 (NGC). Frostv white with a few

specks of verdigris mixed into the devices for color. Lustrous

and attractive as the surfaces show- minimal evidence of han-

dling or wear, although both dies were worn when this coin

was struck. Close to or just within the Condition Census for

the die state, and tied with four or five coins at this level.

#(K)6160

662 1832 0-115. Rarity-1. MS-64 (NGC). Toned with medium
to dark gray over both sides with a frame of attractive blue

surrounding the lettering and devices. Liberty's cheek has

a couple of minute ticks visible with a loupe, and there is a

rusty red streak along the right wing of the eagle through

the arrowheads. Identifiable by a shallow nick just above

Liberty's bust. Both dies show extensive wear in the fields

with the peripheral devices drawn toward the rim.

#006160

High-Grade 1833 Capped Bust Half

663 1833 0-105. Rarit\’-2. MS-64 (NGC). Mottled deep rusM't and

blue over both sides with evidence of haze The toning •.’iF

mask the lusta' completeh' and it comt'^ aln e u hm e\.

under a light. The strike i" h pical with min»u vi -tnr >.
•

f'

high points and several stars an' blunt Patehc'v et L: r t

the fields. Oi this \ arietv the >-i\ iind S M I
‘

i 1

doubled low
edOsl.s"’
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664 1834 Small Date, Small Letters. MS-66 (NGC). Highly
lustrous pearl gray surfaces with distinctive gold accents

around the stars and date. The reverse is mostly brilliant

silver with just enough champagne and deep steel gray to

make it very aesthetically interesting and pleasing. A coin

catalogued in the Eliasberg sale in 1997 as the finest known
example of the variety, and in Stephen J. Herrman's records

of auction appearances it remains at the top of the list.

NGC Census: 1; none finer within the variety.

From Bowers and Merena's sale of the Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.,

Collection, April 1997, Lot 1896.

#006166

Frosty Gem Brilliant Uncirculated 1834 Half Dollar

665 1834 0-116. Rarity-1. Small Date, Small Letters Reverse.

MS-65 (NGC). A pleasing coin which is light silver with an

antique layer of gray and gold on both sides. The strike is

average with blunt star centers and the usual mushy area on
the scroll, which happens to be opposite Liberty's bust. This

feature is common to many die pairings. Excellent surfaces

of quality rarely encountered on any Bust half dollar, and an

impressive coin tor the numismatist.
#006166

Splendid Gem Uncirculated 1835 Half Dollar

666 1835 0-103. Rarity-2. MS-65 (NGC). A magnificent gem
which boasts creamy white lustre in the fields and abundant

frost. Peripherally toned with bright gold on the obverse, the

reverse with crimson and sunset gold framing the devices.

Excellent surfaces and quality expected tor this lofty level of

preservation, with a few inconseipiential scuffs on Liberty's

cheek and a couple of faint horizontal hairlines. As nice as

this date is usually found.

NGC Census: 11; 3 finer (finest MS-66).

#006168

667 1836 0-101. Rarity-1. MS-63 (NGC). A dusky gray and gold

toned coin that has lustre in the fields and clean surfaces.

The strike is average with softness found on the uppermost
curls and eagle's feathers, but the scroll and talons are bold.

For this final year of issue a pleasing coin overall. With the

new steam press finally coming on line at the Philadelphia

Mint, the lettered edge device had to be retired in favor of a

reeded edge collar.

#006169

668 1837 MS-62 (NGC). Satiny, matte-like surfaces, golden gray

in appearance with rich lustre in the protected areas. Warm
lilac and peach tones at the periphery.

#006176

Lustrous MS-64 1839 Capped Bust Half

669 1839 MS-64 (NGC). A lovely example of this short-lived tvpe

with speckled gold and gray toning over lustre. The strike

is quite sharp on Liberty's fine curls, with each star bold to

the center. Scattered chatter nicks from a gem level, notablv

one on Liberty's neck, another in the field before her nose.

With the new steam press all coinage was more uniform in

size and strikes were more consistent than using the hand
operated screw press. Such technologv demanded further

tinkering and the designs were changed on the halt dollar,

first in 1836 with the removal of the lettered edge device,

then with the denomination on the reverse. Later in 1839

the Seated halt dollars were coined, and these continued

generally unchanged until 1892 when the Barber designs

were introduced.
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i

Choice Uncirculated 1839 Half Dollar

No Drapery

670 1839 Liberty Seated, No Drapery. lVIS-63 (NGC). An impressive, sharply struck specimen with the eye appeal and
overall aesthetic look of a much finer grade. Strong cartwheel lustre on satiny surfaces, rich champagne adorns

both sides. Fewer than a dozen examples of this issue have been certified at MS-63 or finer by NGC. A pleasing

coin.

NCC Census: 5; 6 finer (MS-67 finest).

A network of fine die cracks on the reverse foretells the impending collapse of the reverse die.

#006229

Gem Uncirculated 1847 Half Dollar Gem 1848 Liberty Seated Half Dollar

Highest NGC Grade

2x photo

1847 MS-65 (PCGS). A satiny gem that readily deserves the

assigned grade. Deep, frosty lustre seemingly glows from

within the depths of this sharp and appealing specimen. A
rich overlay of varied deep peach, violet, and electric blue

iridescence adds to the overall charm and attests to the strict

originality of this specimen. Typical strike for the date, crisp

and sharp on the obverse but with a hint of reverse weakness

at the eagle's dexter leg feathers and talons. Among the finest

gradingci’n/Ls registered at PCGS for the date, and rightfully

so. Whether a type collector or serious student of the Liberty

Seated half dollar series, the present coin deserves your bid-

ding attention.

PCCtS Population: 6; 1 fint'r (MS-66).

snf)62S7

672 1848 MS-65 (NGC). A brilliant, lustrous example, this 1848

half dollar is in the upper echelon of NGC assignments—two

other events at this level and none finer. The coin is brilliant

on both sides, virtually as struck. There is some lightness on a

number of the stars and on Miss Libert\''s head, not unusual

for the series, and not considered by most buyers—men-

tioned here simply for those who desire such information.

All in all a \’er\' handsome example.

NGC Census: 3; none finer.

From the Rod Sweet Collectioti.

#006260
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Frosty Gem Uncirculated 1853 Arrows and Rays 50(t

None Certified Finer by NGC

675 1856-0 MS-63 (NGC). Gunmetal-blue toning over lustrous

silver surfaces. A nice example of this New Orleans issue.

Most on the market are significantly lower in grade.

#006288

Choice Proof 1858 Half Dollar

676

677

678 1860 MS-64 (PCGS). A satinv specimen with lightlv matte-

like surfaces, largely brilliant but with a pale champagne
overlay.

673

2.x photo

1853 Arrows and Rays. MS-66 (NGC). A frosty, satiny gem
with intense underlying cartwheel lustre that supports warm,
even champagne highlights. Sharply struck and aesthetically

appealing, every bit the gem the holder proclaims. Among
the dozen finest examples of the date certified by NGC.
Physically sound and aesthetically pleasing.

NGC Census: 12; none finer within any designation.

#006275

1858 Proof-64 (PCGS). A richly toned Proof of the date, one

of some 250-300 or so specimens currently thought struck;

conventional wisdom for many years prior to recent times was
that only 80 pieces had been produced. Survivors today imply

that considerably more must have been struck. Vivid shades of

rose, sea green, violet, and electric blue grace both sides. Fewer

than a half dozen Proofs of the date have been certified finer

than the present coin by PCGS. A great opportunity for those

expanding their horizons into the Liberty Seated series.

PCGS Population; 18; 4 finer within the designation (Proof-67 finest).

#006412

1858 MS-64 (PCGS). Frosty golden gray with pale cham-

pagne and lilac iridescence on both sides. Nicely struck from

faintly clashed dies.

#006293

674 1854-0 Arrows. MS-64 (PCGS). Frosty golden gray with

wisps of elecfric blue in the protected areas. Nicely struck and

aesthetically appealing for the grade. Considerably scarcer

than its Philadelphia Mint counterpart.
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I

i
18bI-0. \VB-104. Uncirculated details (NCS), "obverse

I

M'ratched." A lovely example from the Reiver Collection. A
I couple dij’s are seen in the left obverse field, mostly masked

j

by toning, but they are there. Some scratches are seen on the

I

a'verse. The telling is worse than the coin itself, and when
the piece is inspected in person these form but a small part

of the surface. Check it out and bid accordingly.

From Hcritasie's ^ale of famiary 2006, Lot 21341.

#IX)6303

680 1862 Proof-62 CAMEO (NGC). Brilliant centers with irides-

cent toning around the obverse.

#086416

Gem Cameo Proof 1865 Half Dollar

2.V photo

681 1865 Proof-66 CAM (PCGS). An aesthetically and physically appealing gem, a coin that admirably meets the

standards tor both categories. Heavily frosted motifs and deeply mirrored fields reward the viewer with intense

cameo contrast. Further, the strike is sharp and pale golden hues on both sides increase the aesthetics dramatically.

From a Proof mintage tor the date of just 500 pieces, one of the low^est Proof mintages of the design t\'pe after 1 858.

Among the three finest examples seen thus far by PCGS.
PCCS Population: 2; 1 finer within the designation (Proof-67 CAM).

#086419

1

I

I

682 1R69-S MS-63 (NGC). Satiny silver gray with warm gold

forming on both sides. Nicely struck.

fnf>6326

Among Finest Known 1871 Proof Halves

683 1871 Proof-66 CAMEO (NGC). Brilliant and attractive. Ctne

of just three graded with this description by NCtC, with onh

bvo others finer, at Pn-Hif-b?. A pleasing example tnxm an -r^a m
which some Pnxifs were casuallv made and ha\ e pn^lems

NCiC CetiMis 3: 2 firHT within the iti'signatMWi (PnuX-;-.” v
‘
’ TR ' 6 w i

#086426
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684 1873 No Arrows, Close 3. Proof-64 (PCGS). A bright and at-

tractive Proof with rich champagne and peach iridescence on

frosty motifs and mirrored obverse field, while the reverse is

a study in rich lilac and fiery electric blue. One of 600 Proofs

of this style struck.

Proof 1873 Half Dollar

Arrows at Date

685 1873 Arrows. Proof-65 CAMEO (NGC). Light gunmetal-blue

toning over frosted devices and mirror fields. A nice example

of the second type of 1873, with arrowheads added to the

date, to signify a slight increase in weight, per the Coinage

Act of 1873.

Today the With Arrows issues of 1873, continued into

1874, are essential and highly sought for type set purposes.

Just 550 pieces were struck of the 1873, as offered here, plus

700 of the 1874, yielding a relatively small population in

comparison to the demand for them.

NGC Census: 7; 6 finer within the designation (Proof-66* CAMEO
finest).

#086434

686 1874 Arrows. MS-62 (PCGS). Frosty and lustrous with pale

champagne toning at the rims. Far finer overall than the as-

signed grade implies. Sharply struck.

>(K)f>34ft

Impressive Gem 1875-S 50c

Tied for Finest Graded by PCGS

688

Superb Gem 1876-S Half Dollar

Finest PCGS Grade

2x photo

1876-S MS-66 (PCGS). A lovely example, no doubt (mm an

old time collection, with mottled light gray and lilac toning

over rich silver surfaces. Needle sharp striking of details \

connoisseur's coin bv anv measum, a condition raritv

PCGS Population: 3: none finer

«nos3S4

687 1875-S MS-66 (PCGS). A satiny gem with broadly sweeping

cartwheel lustre that supports a wealth of deep champagne,

pale sea blue, and rich peach iridescence. A true gem that

holds up well to careful scrutiny. Housed in an old-style

frameless PCGS holder.

PCGS Population: 11; none finer.

#006351
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Splendid Gem Mint State 1877-CC Half Dollar

Finest Certified by PCGS

2.x photo

689 1877-CC MS-67 (PCGS). Satiny and mildly reflective fields

support frosty, sharp design motifs on this splendid gem, the

finest example of the date seen by PCGS as of this writing.

Nice golden hues have gathered at the rims, adding a touch

of elegance to an already beautiful gem. The present gem is

of stupendous quality.

PCGS Population: 1; none finer.

Type II reverse style, pointed berry on above H in denomination.

Breen-5020. "Small wide CC. Very scarce. Mintmark as 5018, about a

C's width apart." (WB-103.)

#006356

Superb Gem Proof 1879 Half Dollar

690 1879 Proof-67 (NGC). Well struck and fully brilliant, this 1879

half dollar could not have looked much different at the time

it left the coining press in I’hiladelphia in 1879. Desirable as

a high-grade Proof, and also worthwhile as related circula-

tion strikes of the 1879 year are key issues, placing additional

market demand upon the Proofs.

NGC Census: 10; 9 finer within any designation (Proof-68 CAMEO
finest).

#006440

Gem Proof 1879 Half Dollar

691 1879 Proof-66 (PCGS). A sharp and appealing gem Proof of

the date, a richly toned specimen with lightly frosted motifs

and heavily mirrored fields. The obverse combines deep
electric blue with deep lilac and smoky gold, while the reverse

is chiefly lilac and electric blue.

PCGS Population: 15; 3 finer within the designation (all Proof-67).

#006440

Memorable Gem 1879 Half Dollar

692 1879 MS-67 (NGC). Well struck and with deep satiny lustre,

certainly one of the finest circulation strikes in existence

anywhere. Both sides are brilliant, each with a hint of golden

toning around the rims. A prize for the advanced collector.

NGC Census: 8; 2 finer (MS-68 finest).

In April 1876, enough long-stored as well as freshly minted Liberty

Seated coins were released into circulation by the Treasury Department

that again, for the first time since the spring of 1861, silver coins were

readily available at par at banks, exchangeable for paper money. Earlier,

silver sold at a premium. The general public had not seen silver coins for

many years, and comments in the popular press remarked on how unusual

they were, replacing Fractional Currency and other substitutes. The public,

realizing that silver no longer had a premium value and was plentiful,

turned loose countless millions of long-hoarded pieces, creating a glut in

banks and in Treasury coffers. Accordingly, beginning in 1879 mintages

of new coins dropped precipitately in the silver series (except for Morgan
dollars which were a political situation completely unrelated). There was
no need to strike any new dimes, quarters, or half dollars for circulation,

except that A. Loudon Snowdon at the Mint thought it best to produce at

least a few thousand of each, so that numismatic rarities rvould not be cre-

ated. Of course, this was pure hypocrisy as at the same time the Mint was
busy making rarities privately for the profit of Mint officials. (Such items

as the 1879 Schoolgirl pattern dollar and the 1879 Coiled Hair Stella wem
never available to numismatists in general, but onlv thnnigh those' who had
special connections to the Mint, such as dealer John \V. Haseltine.)

In ensuing years, mintages remained low in the half dollar series, but

did increase for dimes and, on occasional dates, for quarters. Numismatists

continued their emphasis on I'rwf coin.s, wliich ivuld K' easily oreteiwt trom

the Mint. Uncirculated examples of these low-mintage \ ears werv' mostly

placed into circulation and lost forx'\ er, 1 lowex er, .some dealers did carr\'

stocks of LIncirculated pieces, with E.l . Mason, |r.. and k'harlesSteigerwalt

being among them. These two dealers in particular pix'babh tx'pix'sent the

source I't most Mint State pieces surx iying to this day.

StHKvlM
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694

695

696

697

1S81 MS-62 (I’CCIS). Satiny golden gray vvith dtvpening rost*

and blue highlights. A nice example tor the grade. Just 4,400

circulation strikes were produced.

Gem Proof 1883 Half Dollar

1883 Proof-66^ CAMEO (NGC). Brilliant with cameo con-

trast on the devices and letters, as always. Among the very

finest graded by NGC. A beautiful coin. The 1883 half dollar

ranks as a scarce issue with a total mintage of just 9,039 pieces,

a figure that includes a mere 1,039 Proofs.

NGC Censu.s: 1; 3 finer within the designation (Proof-68* CAMEO).
#1)86444

1883 Proof-64 CAM (PCGS). A white blazer that displays

glittering mirror fields and sharp frosty devices. Magnifica-

tion reveals some minor contact marks in the right obverse

field consistent with the grade.

#086444

1885 MS-62 (PCGS). Warm gold and gray toning. The strike

is about average with a touch of softness noted at the claws

and at the tips of the wings. The devices are frosW and the

fields are satiny. A mere 6,130 half dollars were coined during

fhe year and sur\’i\'ors are scarce in all grades.

#'(106.367

1887 Proof-64 CAM (PCGS), Frosty mofifsand mirror fields

with warm golden hues on both sides.

£ . rf

Superb Gem Proof 1888 Half Dollar

698

1888 Proof-64 (NGC). Sharply .struck and essentially brilliant

with some blushes and splashes of pale gold.

#006449

Gem Proof 1890 Half Dollar

Among Finest Graded

700 1890 Proof-66 CAMEO (NGC). Brilliant and beautiful, with

frosW devices and letters against deep mirrored fields. A verx’

attractive example.
NGC Census; 5; 5 finer within the designation (Pnxif-h? CAMEO

finest).

#086451

Gem Cameo Proof 1892 Half Dollar

701 1892 Proof-67 CAMEO (NGC). Fnwtv motits and m .

fields exhibit faint champagne highlights Ni* . h v .

- ^

aestheticallv appealing.

eOHhStu

1888 Proof-67 (NGC). Medium gunmetal-blue and magenta

toning over deep mirror surfaces on both sides, with frosty

devices and inscriptions. A particularly high-grade example

of this desirable half dollar date, the popularitv of which is

enhanced by the related low circulation strike mintage.

NGC Census: 6; 3 finer within any designation (I’rtx)t-68 ULTRA
CAMEO finest).

#006449

699
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Superb Gem 1892 Half Dollar

High PCGS Attribution

2x photo

702 1892 MS-67 (PCGS). An especially high-grade example (indeed, only one finer has been graded by PCGS) of the
first year of issue of the Barber half dollar. Both obverse and reverse are toned light blue, magenta, and gold, nicely
blended and very attractive. Of great interest to the specialist and to the cataloguer is a very curious interior die

crack seen at the top of the bundle of the arrows on the reverse, extending to the wing. A little piece has come out
of the die, an absolutely extraordinary situation for a Barber half dollar, the counterpart of which we have never
seen. This feature is almost unnoticeable except under magnification, but when viewed is spectacular. To us, this

lends quite a bit of desirability for the advanced specialist.

As a class, all Barber coins of 1892 are fairly scarce. Typically, the general public saved coins of the first year
of issue as they were a novelty. However, the new motif was widely condemned in the popular press, and there

was absolutely no excitement concerning the new coins as they appeared in circulation. Moreover, the press was
filled with almost endless accounts of the forthcoming Columbian "Souvenir" (as they were called) half dollars,

engendering a lot of excitement and anticipation.

PCGS Population: 13; 1 (MS-68).

#006461

703 1893 Proof-65 (NGC). A gorgeous specimen from a visual

viewpoint, the present piece has nicely blended gold, blue,

and iridescent colors over well struck surfaces. An artistic

masterpiece.

#006540

Gem Mint State 1894 Half Dollar

704 1894 MS-65 (PCGS). Fully brilliant, well struck, and deeply

lustrous, this is the very definition of what an MS-65 coin

should look like. A connoisseur's delight.

705 1894 MS-65 (NGC). A beauty that's worthy of manv acco-

lades. The strike is sharp, the surfaces are lustrous, and the

toning is uniform pearl gray. A tinv planchet chip can be

seen just above D in DOLLAR, a feature mentioned moa' for

purposes of identification than for anv other reason. Despite

a fairly generous mintage of 1,148,072 pieces, evidentiv no

more than a handful or two of examples wea' pa'ser\ ed at

the MS-65 level; a claim well attested bv the NCG Census
data.

NtiC Ci’n.sii>: 13; 7 linor (MS-dS tim-sf),

«lH)h4d8
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Gem Uncirculated 1894-S Barber 50c

706 1894-S MS-65 (PCGS). A high degree of lustre whirls briskly

across the satiny surfaces of this appealing gem half dollar.

Not a great rarity when considering mintage—nearly 4.1

million examples were struck—but certainly rare in gem
grades. A wealth of rich carmine, violet, sea green, and

electric blue crowds the obverse rim, while the reverse is a

study in deepening champagne and pale crimson toning.

PCGS Population; 3; 6 finer (MS-67 finest).

From the Shireman Collection.

#(X)6470

Choice Uncirculated 1894-S Barber 50c

707 1894-S MS-64 (PCGS). Somewhat reflective fields and frttsW

motifs display rich peach, rose, and pale silver gray irides-

cence. Not a rare date in most grades, but quite scarce at

MS-64, as here. Nicety struck and aesthetically appt*aling.

#006470

Important 1896-0 Barber Half Dollar

Among Finest Graded

2.x photo

708 1896-0 MS-64 (PCGS). A sharply struck and ver\' beautiful example of the scarce 1896-0 half dollar.

A rarity so fine, but one that is not widely appreciated. Fort}' or 50 years ago—dig out an old copy

of the Guide Book—the branch mint coins of 1896 and 1897 stood out head and shoulders above most

others in terms of rarity. Today they are just as rare, but the element of condition rarity has interx-ened,

muddying the situation. Accordingly, certain dates that are quite plentiful in grades such as MS-63

and MS-64 have been showcased as great rarities at 66 or 67. The 1896-0, as here, is basically rare in

all grades, even well worn, and at the MS-64 level is quite hard to find—now as well as years ago.

An important opportunity for the Barber half dollar specialist.

PCGS Population: 6; 6 finer (M5>-67 finest).

#006473

iiACitS m
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Choice 1898-0 Half Dollar

709 1898-0 MS-64 (PCGS). A lovely coin, brilliant with light

golden and blue toning. Sharply struck. The eye appeal is

superb. A coin that is just right for the advanced specialist.

#006481

Choice Mint State 1898-0 Half Dollar

710 1898-0 MS-64 (NGC). A sharply struck specimen, deeply
lustrous, and very attractive. One of the nicest we have seen.

Stack's Auction Schedule
January 2, 2007— Orlando, Florida

January 15, 2007 — New York City (Ancient and woru coins)

January 16-18, 2007— New York City

February 21, 2007— Coin Galleries*

March 20-21, 2007— Baltimore, MD
April 16-17, 2007— New York City

April 18, 2007— Coin Galleries*

May 22-24, 2007— New York City

June 20-22, 2007— Chicago, Illinois

July 17, 2007— Coin Galleries*

July 18-19, 2007— New York City

August 5-6, 2007— Milwaukee, Wisconsin

September 18-20, 2007— New York City

October 16-18, 2007— New York City

November 13-14, 2007— Baltimore, MD
December 12, 2007— Coin Galleries*

*Mailand Internet Bids Only

Dates subject to change with additional dates to be announced.

While bearing an MS-64 label it is fully as nice as some Barber

half dollars marketed as MS-65. Check it out during the lot

viewing process.

#006481

711 1898-0 MS-63 (PCGS). Brilliant, lustrous surfaces. Well

struck details. A very nice example of the year, mint, and
grade. Lots of eye appeal here.

#006481

Attractive MS-64 1900-S Half Dollar

712 1900-S MS-64 (NGC). The central areas are brilliant with just

a whisper of pale champagne iridescence at the rims. The
strike is sharp in most areas, but shows a touch of softness

at the eagle's tail and left (viewer's right) leg and claw. Both

surfaces exhibit considerable prooflike character, although

there's no "PL" designation on the NGC label. The 1900-S

is readily available in MS-60 and lower grades, but qualifies

as an important "condition rarity" at the MS-64 level, and is

worthy of a generous bid as such.

NGC Census: 8; 8 finer (MS-67 finesO-

#006488

Gem Mint State 1901 Half Dollar

713 1901 MS-65 (PCGS). Delicate iridescent toning over silver

surfaces. A very beautiful circulation strike example, one of

the finest recorded.

I’CtiS Population: 6; (•> finer (MS-(i7 finest).

#t)0M84
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Landmark 1901-S Barber Half Dollar

Finest PCGS Grade

2x photo

714 1901-S MS-67 (PCGS). Among Barber half dollars the 1901-S is very famous, due in part to the transfer effect

from the fame of the low mintage related 1901-S quarter, but also because the half dollar on its own is quite scarce

in higher grades. The present piece is a gorgeous gem, with original mint brilliance overlaid with delicate and

attractive mottled light brown and iridescent hues, with a whisper of early evening blue on the reverse. An incred-

ibly important coin, a numismatic treasure just waiting to be added to one of the finest collections in existence.

PCGS Population: 2; none finer.

#006491

Landmark Gem 1901-S Half Dollar

2x photo

715 1901-S MS-65 (PCGS). Among Barber half dollars the 1901-S is one of the most desired and rare issues. The pres-

ent coin, in MS-63 grade, is a landmark within the series. Both obverse and reverse am struck from a ver\’ early

die pair, with parallel striae being visible under magnification. In addition, some planchet draw bench rnark^ are

stvn on the cheek of Miss Liberty. Lilac toning dominates both sides, with some hints of other iridescent aMors

S<^me lightness of strike on the lower mverse. Offerings of the 1901-S half dollar at the MS-65 level are few and

far betwivn.

f\ t.S Populafmn S; S finer (MS-67 6nost)

inrv>49i
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717

719

1903 MS-65 (PCGS). Mottled light gray toning over richly

lustrous surfaces. Sharply struck. Quite scarce in this grade,

far rarer than an equivalent Proof, as Proofs were deliberately

saved while circulation strikes were completely ignored.
PCGS Population: 2; 4 finer (MS-66 finest).

#006495

Choice Uncirculated 1903 Half Dollar

721 1907-0 MS-64 (PCGS). Frosty, lustrous surfaces. Pearl gray

toning in the central areas deepens to lilac-gray and golden

brown at the rims. A touch of striking softness is noted on
some of the laurel wreath details by Liberty's ear, and by the

right edge of the eagle's shield. Conversely, all of the obverse

stars are bold, with full radial definition.

#006510

Gem Proof 1908 Barber SOc

1903 MS-64 (PCGS). Highly lustrous and warmly toned in

rich deep gold and crimson. Not a great rarity, but still quite

scarce at MS-64 or finer. Pleasing for the grade.
PCGS Population: 24; 6 finer (MS-66 finest).

#006495

Ultra-Grade 1905 Proof Half Dollar

722 1908 Proof-67 (PCGS). Deep slate gray with underlying lustre

and pale champagne. Among the 10 finest Proofs of the date

seen by PCGS. From a Proof half dollar mintage of just 545 .

PCGS Population: 7; 3 finer within the designation (all Proof-68).

#006555

1905 Proof-67 (PCGS). With just one finer graded by PCGS,
this 1905 carries a remarkable number. In addition, it is of

remarkable beauty with bold iridescent toning resulting in

superb eye appeal. A great opportunity for the connoi.sseur.

PC GS I’opul.ition: 1 1; I finiT within any designation (Primt-hS).

«(H»#)552

723 1908-D MS-64 (PCGS). A frosty specimen with strong cart-

wheel lustre and warm champagne on both sides. Nicelv

struck for a date that frequently is found wanting in design

details at the bottom of the reverse eagle.

«(X)(r513

Gem Mint State 1903 Half Dollar

716 1902 Proof-65 (PCGS). A sparkling Proof with frosty motifs

and mirrored fields that yield a pleasing, faint cameo effect.

Pale champagne hues gather on both sides. One of 777 Proofs

of the date struck.

#006549

720 1906 MS-63 (PCGS). Light gray over somewhat prooflike sur-

faces. Some flecks of brown and gray are seen on both sides.

#006504
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724 1908-0 MS-65 (I’CGS). Agem example of this popular New
Orleans issue, nicely struck for the date, with just a touch of

weakness in the reverse arrow feathers. Frosty and briskly

lustrous, with pale champagne, lilac, and electric blue.

ff(X)6514

Impressive Gem Proof 1910 50(1:

725 1910 Proof-67 (PCGS). Wisps of bright iridescent peach,

violet, rose, and gold adorn the frosty motifs and reflective

fields. Truly a gem specimen in all regards. Indeed, PCGS
has graded just one example of the date at a finer level.

F\ (.S Population: 11; 1 finer within the designation (Pr(xif-68).

From ANR's Classics Sale, September 2003, Lot 332.

»nn6SS7

Superb Proof 1911 Half Dollar

Iridescent Toning

726 1911 Proof-66 CAM (PCGS). With marvelous iridescent

toning over mirrored surfaces, this coin is one of the most

beautiful we have ever seen of the date. Qualitv such as this

becomes increasingly elusive. Anotherfind for the advanced

specialist.

PCGS Population: 8; 2 finer within the designation (PnK)f-67 CAM
finest).

»086558

Gem Proof 1911 Barber 50(r

727 1911 Proof-66 (NGC). Frosted motifs and mirror fields

display splashes of vivid rose, violet, and electric blue.

Cameo-like in appearance, though not noted on the holder.

From a Proof mintage of just 543 pieces, one of the lowest

such figures in the entire Barber half dollar series.

«006558

728 1911 MS-65^ (NGC). Among the dozen finest certified by

NGC. Largely brilliant with wisps of faint sky blue on both

sides. Somewhat prooflike, with satiny, reflective fields.

NGC Census: 1; 11 finer {MS-67 finest).

#006521

729 191 ] -D MS-62 (NGC). A frosW and lustrous Barber half dollar

with rich, deep champagne highlights. Nicer than the grade

implies even after careful scrutiny. One of 695,080 struck.

#006522
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Superb Gem Proof 1912 Half Dollar

730 1912 Proof-67 (NGC). Brilliant with a subtle hint of cham-
pagne toning. Among the finest remaining from a relatively

small Proof mintage of 700 pieces.

NGC Census: 13; 6 finer within any designation (Proof-68* finest).

#006559

731 1913 Proof-64 (NGC). A choice Proof wifh some cameo
contrast, though such is not noted on the holder. Lightly

frosted motifs and mirrored fields display warm crimson on
the obverse and pale rose on the reverse. One of 627 Proofs

of the date produced.
#006560

732 1914 Proof-65 (NGC). Pale golden gray toning enhances the

central areas while wisps of golden brown and gunmetal-blue

complement the borders. The devices are satiny, characteristic

of silver Proofs coined during the year. The 1914 is notable

for having the lowest Proof mintage of any date in the Barber

half dollar series, just 380 pieces.

#006561

733 1914 Proof-64 (PCGS). Reflective fields and lightly frosted

motifs display rich gold, blue, and green toning highlights. The

l’r(H)f mintage figure for the date, 380 pieces, mirrors that of the

Barber quarter of the same year, and like that issue, represents

the lowest Pr{H)f production figure for the design type.

«(K)6561

Gem Proof 1915 Barber SOc

734 1915 Proof-67* (NGC). Heavy cameo contrast exists, though
NGC makes no note of it, no doubt owing to the intensely

toned surfaces. Frosty motifs and mirrored fields display rich

bull's eye toning outward from pale rose through electric

blue, sea green, and gold on the obverse, while the reverse

begins with a blue bull's eye encircled by pale sea green,

yellow, crimson, and violet. One of 450 Proofs struck in the

final year of fhe Barber half dollar series to see such coinage.

Among the finest examples graded by NGC.
NGC Census: 2; 6 finer within any designation (Proof-68* CAMEO

finest).

#006562

Gem MS-66 1916-D 50(t

735 1916-D MS-66 (PCGS). Frosty lustre. Pearl gray toning in the

central areas changes to golden brown and sky blue at the rims.

The 1916-D is notable for its status as a two-year type; Walking

Liberty half dollars with obverse mintmarks were coined only

in 1916 and 1917. Although a substantial number were set aside

at the time of issue, only a small proportion of Uncirculated

survivors could attain to the quality offered here.

#006567

736 Pair of Mint State half dollars: 1916-D MS-64. Lustrous

rose-gold surfaces 1918-S MS-62. Lustrous with a whisper
of delicafe champagne and splashes of faint silver gray at the

peripheries. (Total; 2 pieces)

737 1917-D Reverse mintmark. MS-64 (PCGS). A satiny beautv,

highly lustrous with great cartwheels on both sides. A wisp

here and there of pale gold adds to the overall appearance

which, in our opinion, readily approaches a finer grade.
Frum the first year of tlu' rovorso niintnvirk stvlo in the design tvjx'. and

the only year in wliidi Ix'tli obverse and ivverse mintmark sfvles w ea' UM\t:

in tlie tollowing year, N18, tbe n\intmark was adegated to just the aa eiNe.

where it remained tlirougli the demiM' ot the senes in W7,
#00(v571
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738

739

740

Frosty Choice Uncirculated 1917-D 50c

Reverse Mintmark Style

1917-D Reverse mintmark. MS-64 (NGC). A frosty, satiny

gem with matte-like surfaces, a benchmark of the early dates

in the series. Largely brilliant with faint gold on both sides.

From the first year of the design type with reverse mintmark,

though another variety of the date has the mintmark on the

obverse.

#006571

1918-S MS-64 (PCGS). Bright and lustrous surfaces with

satiny texture and strong eye appeal. Nicely struck, and with

a hint of faint champagne. A popular semi-key date.

#006576

1918-S MS-64 (NGC). Pleasing satiny lustre. Both surfaces

are essentially brilliant with just a whisper of pale gold on

the obverse. Not an easy issue to find this nicely preserved.

The reverse is distinguished by a tiny raised die flaw beneath

the eagle's beak.

#006576

1918-S MS-63 (PCGS). Satiny and lustrous with just a nuance

of pale golden toning. A lovely example of the date and grade

c(>mbinafion.

#006576

Choice 1920-S Half Dollar

743 1920-S MS-63 (PCGS). Brilliant, lustrous surfaces. Some light

striking at the center as is normal for 1920-S. A key issue in

this grade.

#(X)65«2

744 1934 MS-67 (NGC). Sharply struck and incredibly lustrous

with a rich matte-like appearance. A gorgeous specimen that

is well deserving of the lofty assigned grade, as one glance

will certainly prove. A real "knockout" of a coin, and we
seldom use that term.

#006592

745 Two Walking Liberty half dollars grading MS-66 (PCGS):

1934. Lustrous 1936-D. Lustrous golden surfaces. (Total:

2 pieces)

746 1934-D MS-66 (PCGS). A brilliant, lustmus, and i i - ./

struck coin, with the central featum*' of 1 iK'Ttv K^ir-:'

far above average in definition of detail A pn’mium ‘V.ij;’

example bv any mea^un\
#0065^5

’

742 1918-S MS-63 (PCGS). Frosty and lustrous with pale gold on

both sides. Some lightness of strike at the center, not unusual

for this date.

#006576
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754 1938 MS-67 (PCGS). Richly glowing cartwiuvl lustiv expands

between vivid champagne highlights. .X satin\’ gem with a

tine strike and extraordinary eve appeal.

I’t'liS Popiil.ilioii: 4h: noiii- linor.

751 1936 Proof-66 (NGC). Highly reflective surfaces carry

splashes of pale champagne toning. An impressive gem
Proof half dollar from the first year of such coinage in the

denomination since the 1915 Barber issue, and one of only

3,901 such pieces produced.
#006636

Gem Proof 1936 Half Dollar

748

749

1934-S MS-65 (PCGS). A sharply struck and highly lustrous

gem with pale gold on both sides. A lovely gem that holds

up well to the rigors of the assigned grade.
#006594

Gem Uncirculated 1935-D 50(t

752 1936 Proof-66 (NGC). An impressive gem Proof from the

first year of half dollar coinage since 1915. Frosty motifs and
mirror fields display faint golden tones. Just 3,901 examples
of the date were struck in Proof format.

#006636

1935-D MS-66 (PCGS). A satiny gem with impressive cart-

wheel lustre. Warm gold and peach gather at the rims. A
lovely representative of the assigned grade.

PCGS Population: 74; none finer.

#006596

Lustrous Gem Uncirculated 1935-S 50(J

753 1936-D MS-66 (PCGS). Light gold and iridescent toning over

silvery surfaces. Significantly above average in strike.

#006599

Impressive Gem Uncirculated 1938 50(t

Tied for Finest Graded by PCGS.

747 1934-D MS-66 (NGC). Rich lilac, gold, and pearlescent gray

toning highlights on both sides of this satiny gem add greatly

to the overall aesthetic appeal. Only one example of the date

has been deemed finer by NGC.
NGC Census: 32; 1 finer (MS-67).

#006593

1935-S MS-66 (PCGS). Broadly sweeping cartwheel lustre

on satiny gem surfaces. Splashes of rich peach iridescence

grace both sides. Only two examples of the date have been

gradeil finer than the present specimen by PCGS; both MS-67.

A pleasing coin with a bold strike.

mm-,--)?

Gem Proof 1936 Half Dollar

Gem Mint State 1934-S 50(t
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' 755

756

757

758

759

760

1939 I’roof-68 (NGC). Delicate gold and rainbow toning,

iridescent vibrating hues, over mirrored surfaces. A lovely

coin in every respect.

ff(X)6639

1939 Proof-68 (NGC). Highly lustrous and fully brilliant

with succinctly frosted motifs and richly reflective fields. A
sparkling beauty, a coin of lofty aesthetic appeal and superb

physical quality.

#006639

1939 Proof-64 (PCGS). Largely brilliant with a hint of gold

on the .satiny surfaces. Pretty for the grade.

#006639

Rainbow Toned 1940-S Half Dollar

1940-S MS-64 (PCGS). Vivid rainbow toning is seen on

both sides of this coin. Flatly struck at the center, this being

a characteristic of 1940-S.

#006610

Two certified half dollars grading MS-67: 1941 (NGC).

Lustrous with delicate golden toning over the obverse with

a hint of faint rainbow toning at the periphery, reverse is bril-

liant tr 1942 (PCGS). Lustrous with just a whisper of delicate

toning. (Total: 2 pieces)

Selection of half dollars grading MS-65: 1941. Lustrous

golden gray surfaces 1943 (3). Each displays satiny lustre

w’ith faint champagne iridescence 1943-D Satiny lustre W
194 5-S (3). Two display satiny lustre. One with frosty rose-

gold surfaces with frosty rainbow toning at the peripheries

' 1946-1). Frosty lustre with delicate champagne surfaces,

obverse* with splashes of sunset orange, blue, and gold at the

periphery Total: 9 pie*ce*s)

Superb Gem 1941-S Half Dollar

762 1941-S Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-65. A frosty gem with

strong cartwheel lustre and good central details.

#006613

Gem Proof 1942 Half Dollar

1942 Proof-68 (NGC). Splendid with rich golden toning on

both sides, at the reverse rim violet and crimson iridescence

shares the bill. Frosty motifs and reflective fields.

#(X)6642

Colorful Gem Proof 1942 Half Dollar

1942 Proof-68 (NGC). An exceptional gem Proof, especially for

aesthetic appeal. Both sides are largely brilliant at the centers

with an incredible array of fierv' gold, violet, and peach.

#006642

Satiny Gem Proof 1942 Half Dollar

765 1942 Prnof-68 (NGC). A satin\, highh lustn.us r.: \* ^

lightly frosted motif*' and I'hu'flx n'fT' in i field- W- Veni-i

AVV monogram on n'x erM* A lo\ el\ - iin fresh = i i nsp
£(XXiM2

761 1941-S MS-66 (PCGS). Brilliant and lustrous with splashes

of iridescent toning. Far above average in striking sharpness,

with most details of Miss Liberty being well defined.

#006613

763

764

mckS m
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775 1943-S MS-66 (PCGS). A satiny, highly lustrous gem with a

bold strike and superb eye appeal, especially for the assigned

grade.

#006620

Impressive Gem Proof 1942 Half Dollar

766 1942 Proof-68 (NGC). An incredibly lovely gem Proof of

the date, a specimen with satiny, reflective fields and lightly

frosted motifs. Absolutely gem, possessing a bold strike and
exceptional aesthetic appeal.

#006642

767 1942 Proof-67 (PCGS). Brilliant with delicate toning. Abso-
lutely breathtaking in quality and beauty.

#006642

768 Three NGC-certified half dollars: 1942 MS-67 1943

MS-67 1943-S MS-66. Each is brilliant and lustrous. (Total:

3 pieces)

769 Group of MS-66 half dollars: 1942 1942-D 1943 (3).

All are lustrous and attractive with various shades of golden
toning. (Total: 5 pieces)

770 Two Walking Liberty half dollars grading MS-67 (PCGS):
1942-D Lustrous golden surfaces with golden gray toning

at the peripheries 1943. Satiny champagne lustre. (Total: 2

pieces)

771 Three Walking Liberty half dollars grading MS-67 (NGC):
1942-D. Brilliant and lustrous 1943-D. Satiny lustre with

just a whisper of gold. From the Nevada Silver Collection

1944-D. Satiny lustre with rose and iridescent sky blue high-

lights on the obverse; reverse with splashes of rose toning.

(Total: 3 pieces)

772 1943 PDS set of PCGS-certified half dollars: Philadelphia.

MS-67. Lustrous with a splash of deep rich silver gray ton-

ing at the obverse and reverse periphery Denver. MS-67.

Lustrous golden surfaces with a splash of golden brown at

the obverse periphery San Francisco. MS-66. Delicate satiny

golden rose surfaces (Total: 3 pieces)

773 Group of half dollars grading MS-66: 1943-D. Satiny

lustre 1944. Satiny lustre 1944-D. Satiny lustre 1945.

Satiny lustre 1945-D. Satiny lustre 1947-D. Satiny silver

gray with splashes of golden and iridescent toning at the

peripheries. (Total: 6 pieces)

774 1943-D Doubled Die Gbverse. MS-65 (PCGS). Frosty pale

champagne surfaces with strong underlying lustre. Doubling

plainest at IN GGD WF TRUST.
a(K)h6l<)

- # ’ "

' r'.

. SB-'\ w..-

776 1944-D MS-67 (PCGS). Hand-engraved "AW" monogram on
reverse. Tied for finest certified by PCGS. A frosty, lustrous

gem with rich golden toning highlights on both sides. Nicely

struck for the date.A pleasing gem example of the variety with

hand-engraved AW monogram, done by hand in the die to

replace the polished monogram that had slowly worn away.
PCGS Population: 153; none finer.

#006622

Satiny Gem 1946 Half Dollar

Doubled Die Reverse

Tied for Finest Graded by PCGS

777 1946 Doubled Die Reverse. MS-66 (PCGS).A sparkling gem
with a high degree of lustre and warm gold on both sides. A
rare variety, doubling plainest at E PLURIBUS UNUM.

PCGS Population: 4; none finer within the variety designation.

#006632

778 1947 MS-67 (NGC). A frosty gem with warm underlying lus-

tre. Pale lilac and sky blue adorn the obverse, while shades of

deepening gold caress the reverse. NGC has certified just one

example of the date finer than that presently offered. A nice

opportunify for those who enjoy delicately toned coins.

#006630

779 Quartette of certified Franklin half dollars: 1949-D (3).

MS-65 FBL (2) (PCGS). Mottled silver gray and brown o\ er

lustrous surfaces; (NGC). Satiny silver gray with hints of

gold; MS-64 1 BE (PCGS). Satiny lustre 1954-D MS-hh FBI

(PCCiS). Mifitled silver gray, gold, gnvn, and orange on the

obverse; rever.se with mottled silver gray and splashes ot

bright suivset orange. (Total: 4 pieces)
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SILVER DOLLARS

Wholesome Fine-15 1794 Silver Dollar

An American Classic

780 1794 BB-1, B-1. Rarity-4. F-15 (NGC). A splendid example of this important and historic

first year of issue. The color is even golden gray with yellow highlights carefully distrib-

uted by time and proper storage. As to the strike it is U'pical for a 1794 silver dollar, with

full details on the right stars, head of LiberU' and date, but softer on the stars on the left

and the words UNITED STATES on the reverse. This is characteristic of the way virtually

all 1794 silver dollars are found. The surfaces show light adjustment marks around the

left obverse which scarcely extend into the field. For identification there is a thin but long

obverse scratch extending from above the first star over the 179 and down through the 4

>T4ckS US
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to the rim below the final star. In addition there are two nearly vertical nicks on
Liberty's cheek behind her mouth. One of the deepest of the adjustment marks
extends down below the IB of LIBERTY in the field above Liberty's head, which
appears as a faint line and is not distracting. On the reverse a trivial edge nick is

seen over the second T of STATES, and again these marks and scratches are noted
to identify this coin in the future and are not problematic. For a 1794 silver dollar,

the present coin is wholly presentable and wonderfully wholesome. Historic and
yet unpublished research by the late Jack Collins and Walter Breen identified this

specimen as having first crossed the auction block in 1961 and have plate matched
it through two generations to the auctions listed below. The pioneering efforts of

Collins have helped discover at least three counterfeit 1794 silver dollars thus far,

using dog-eared photo copies of unpublished manuscript, and have memorial-
ized the ownership of all known 1794 silver dollars through the sweep of time.

Much of Collins research was published by Martin Logies a few years ago, and
hopes continue that the original Collins manuscript will finally be updated and
made available to all numismatists through the efforts of several numismatists.
Stay tuned for further updates on this body of research.

Both dies show significant clash marks, heavier than usually seen. The Philadelphia Mint had
many reasons to push the introduction of the silver dollar. First off, the silver dollar was the standard
unit of coinage for the new United States of America, it simply would not do to produce scads of

half cents and large cents to await more perfect circumstances to coin dollars. It was a matter of

nationalistic pride that our founding fathers demanded the silver dollar be coined as soon as possible.

By coining our own national currency America made a statement to the world that we were indeed
a free nation capable of producing our own coinage, thus trade and contracts could be encouraged
and enforced. Farming out our national coinage to foreign nations would have made the new upstart

America the laughingstock of world politics. No other coin demanded the immediate introduction

to the degree of the silver dollar for American pride. Once the bond was obtained allowing for the

coinage of silver bullion, half dimes and half dollars were quickly introduced by mid 1794. The
silver dollar waited until October 15, 1794 to be coined, although even then the largest coining press

available was designed for coins the diameter of half dollars or smaller. Nevertheless, silver dollars

were pushed into production before their particular coining press was available. Hence, the strikes

are always weak on these first silver dollars, probably because the dies were slightly misaligned

with the two planes not perfectly level, and by the coining press straining to impart the definition

of the dies onto the large planchets. All surviving examples show softness on the stars on the left

side and on UNITED STATES on the reverse, and often show softness on the date and portions of

LIBERTY. Furthermore, the vast majority of these have adjustment marks which also contribute to

the weakness near the rim, located all too often on the left side of the coins. High-grade examples
are known but are fiercely contested when offered, and a significant number of these have been
repaired or show other numismatic trauma that decreases their desirability. Finding an attractive

example such as the present coin is a triumph for any numismatist. The present coin is worn but
retains significant device details and lacks the problems so often found on these wonderfully historic

and desirable first year of issue silver dollars.

From the Steve Glenn Collection, Central States Numismatic Society Convention

Auction, Leo Young, April 28-30, 1961, Lot 1827 at $2,000; The 1989 Midwinter ANA
Convention, Mid American Rare Coins, March 3-4, 1989, Lot 1196 at $11,000; ANA
Auction, Heritage, August 13, 1996, Lot 5511 at $11,000; Central States Numismatic
Convention Auction, Heritage, April 29, 2006, Lot 2099.

#006851
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781 1794 BB-1, B-1. Rarity-4. VF-20 details (ANACS), "Scratched-Cleaned." Despite its shortcomings, the present

specimen is an entirely suitable example of this great American rarity. Lightly cleaned long ago, long since

retoned in smoky golden gray, lilac, and electric blue. On the obverse some minor marks are scattered about the

upper portion of Liberty's cheek and hair, while natural planchet flaws, probably as struck, can be seen at star

3, near the rim at 9:00, and again between star 7 and L of LIBERTY, as well as another tiny flaw at the 4 in the

date. On the reverse some faint old scratches can be seen near the ribbon, while another planchet flaw, probably

as struck—quality control was not all it should have been in 1794—is located at TE in UNITED, while a modest

piece of the rim is missing at 9:00 (perhaps intentionally, perhaps as part of the original planchet), and a small

edge bruise is noted at 11:00. Some old planchet adjustment marks are also noted at 9:00, as is a noticeable scratch

at the first S in STATES. Other tiny marks are present as well, yet still this coin would make a nice addition to

any advanced silver dollar collection. Typical striking weakness on the obverse near the first several stars, a hall-

mark for the date, which is virtually never found sharply struck in that area; weakness also occurs at STATES on

reverse, and in a few other peripheral areas as well. The details, however, are fairly sharp and crisp, particularly

at the centers, making for a coin that truly is in the VE-20 range for sharpness. Anyway, the coin is what it is, a

1794 silver dollar, the first date in a denomination which has been with us off and on ever since 1794. As for the

date, it is unquestionably a greatly prized rarity. Of all the regular-issue silver dollars, 1794 to 1935, the raritv'

and fame of the 1794 far outshines that of other prizes such as the 1851 and 1852 Libertx' Seated dollars, as well

as the 1893-S and Proc>f-only 1895 Morgan dollar rarities. Indeed, perhaps the only silver dollar in all of Ameri-

can numismatics to exceed the raritv’ of the 1794 dollar—excluding, of course, the clandestine 1804 issue—is the

famous and extremely rare 1870-S Liberty Seated dollar issue. Again, all things considered, this 1794 dollar is not

nearly as unattractive as our accurate description makes it sound, and it should be viewed in-perse»n before vour

bidding strategy is planned. All we can say with certaint)’ is that this is not a "bargain-basement" com, nor i- it

a horrible item that should be dismisst'd outright. This is among the rarest of the raax as the\ sav, and should K-

appreciated as such.

Famous 1794 Silver Dollar Rarity

A Classic Issue
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EF 1795 Flowing Hair Dollar

Once Cleaned, Still Attractive

782 1795 BB-13, B-9. Rarity-4. Head of '94, Two Leaves. EF-40
details (ANACS), "Cleaned." Cleaned long ago, now with
rich shades of gold, crimson, and smoky blue in dominance.
Minor scattered marks present, but one must search dili-

gently to find any trace of the old cleaning. To the unaided
eye this specimen is highly acceptable as a type coin or a

representative of the variety. Indeed, the present writer has

seen far worse than this coin in third-party holders with no
mention of various problems, including evidence of harsh

cleaning. Struck from heavily clashed dies, with evidence

plainly visible on both sides. The previously mentioned
scattered marks are few and far between, and none assail

the unaided eye. All told, the present specimen is wholly ac-

ceptable for eye appeal and physical quality, and would not

hinder the quality of any early set currently being formed.
#006852

1795 Flowing Hair Dollar

783 1795 BB-27, B-5. Rarity-1. Very Fine-30, or nearly so but with

obverse hairlines remaining from an old cleaning and now
retoned medium olive-gray with mottled golden brown and
blue overtones. Imperfect, but certainly not an unattractive

example of the type.

#006852

Attractive 1795 Dollar

784 1795 BB-27, B-5. Rarity-1. VF-25 (PCGS). A delightful

example of the three leaves type with deep gray fields and
somewhat lighter gray highlights. The piece is fully original

and nicely struck, welcomed qualities for early dollars. A
couple of thin old scratches are hidden in the wreath at the

viewer's right, and a few tiny scattered marks are seen on
both sides but none are distracting. A roughly oval mark on
the cheek is vaguely suggestive of a silver plug, but as there

is no sign of this whatsoever on the reverse, we do not feel

that this is a silver plug variety.

#006852

Pleasing 1795 Dollar

Three Leaves

785 1795 BB-27, B-5. Rarity-1. VF-25 (NGC). Medium silver gray

near the centers, with lighter gray highlights. Apparently

stored long-term in an old National Coin Album, or similar,

as the toning begins with light russet, golden brown, and blue

just past the centers, and changes to rich rings of mottled

color near the rims. An attractive example of the type.

#006852

Popular 1795 Draped Bust $1

Bust to Left Variety

786 1795 BB-51, B-14. Rarity-2. Draped Bust. EF-40 (NGC).
Variety with bust of Liberty set left of center on obx’erse

die, an instantly recognizable variety and among the pa's-

ent writer's favorite early dollars. Medium lilac-grav with

some deeper crimson and olive at the rims. Worn but not

heavily marked, indeed, we are hard-pressed to find a

mark worth mentioning. The overall quality is substantial,

and the grade is supported bv the physical appearance. A
pleasing coin all titld.

«(W(,858
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Almost Uncirculated 1795 BB-52 Silver Dollar

Centered Bust

788 1795 BB-52, B-15. Rarity-2. Draped Bust. Choice Very I ine-

35, but once cleaned and now nicely toning o\’er in s<.)tt golden

brown, deep gray, and blue. Some areas remain a little bright,

but there are no major marks, the piece is evenly struck and

nice looking considering its imperfect past handling.
S006858

2v pholo

787 1795 BB-52, B-15. Rarity-2. Centered Bust. AU-53 (NGC). A
truly beautifully toned example of the popular Draped Bust

design, with splashes of orange-gold and green highlight-

ing the devices, medium gray elsewhere. The surfaces are

attractive with no adjustment marks but there is a small rim

mark above I S of STATF.S. Well struck and impressive. This

IS believed to be one of two dies first engraved to show the

Drapi'd Bust design; it proved so popular the design was

adtipted to all silver and <-opper obverse’ dies as soon as the

hub and dn could be ‘Teated. Middle die state with the

usu -1 elongated lump in l iberty's hair near the knot of her

ribh >n

1795 Draped Bust Dollar

Nice EF 1796 Small Date, Small Letters $1

789 1796 BB-66, B-1. Rarity-4. Small Date, Small Letters. EF-40

(ANACS). An undeniably choice example of the date and

grade combination. Medium golden gray with deeper gold

tow'ard the rims, and with retained lustre in many areas.

Scattered marks are few and far between, none worthy of

mention, making for a truly choice specimen. Indeed, this

is one of the most pleasing, strictly original examples of the

issue we have seen in some time. Perhaps the only fault is

some weakness at the reverse rim from 1 :00 to 4:00 where the

dentils are soft. A lovely example.
S006859

1797 Silver Dollar

790 1797 BB-73, B-1. Raritv-3. Stars 9x7, Large letters.

}

xtremeU

Fine-40, but with unusual polishing m. :> * '
•

'

artificial smoky gray and gold tonin g ni K -

of lustre remain in the n co ca's, n'= tl\ : n n ., n'\ . :

from a later state of the die :Bou- r -t.

.

fim die craek ’ i-n on thi =

’’vx ‘ . t

dex ek'pedi on the tex e:-;
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The Eliasberg Mint State 1798 Large Eagle $1

None Graded Finer by NGC

2.x photo

791 1798 BB-104, B-22. Rarity-4. Wide Date, Pointed 9, Heraldic Eagle. MS-62 (NGC). A sharp and pleasing example

of the date, largely brilliant with some pale golden toning beginning on both sides. As noted in the Eliasberg

Collection catalogue—to which please refer tor further information—this coin is "believed to be the very finest

known example of BB-104, several orders nicer than the closest competitor known to the cataloguer, AU-50." From

a very advanced, late state of the reverse die, with a lengthy description and explanation also in the Eliasberg

Collection catalogue. Suffice it to say that the die crack at the E in STATES extends from the rim across the right

side of that letter down through the clouds and into the field. A fine specimen overall, one that has come back

into the numismatic marketplace after several years absence.

NGC Censu.s: 1; none finer within the varieW.

From the Harlan P. Smith Collection, S.H. and H-Chapman, May 8-11, 2906; J.M. Clapp; John H. Clapp; Clapp Estate,

1942 to Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr.; Bowers and Merena’s sale of the Louis E. Eliasberg Sr., Collection, April 1997, Lot 2183.

#006873

792 1798 BB-109, B-10. Rarity-5. XF-40 Details, Improperly

Cleaned (NCS). A rare die pairing which is seldom seen at

all, especially in high grade. Although this has been cleaned

in the past less successfully than others, the coin still retains

strong device detail and the surfaces are about average. For

identification purpose's there are a couple minor edge nicks

on the obverse at the 3:(X) position and a nick above Liberty’s

hair ribbon, on the reverse a shallow nick is about centered in

the hori/(mtal .hield lines, another at the back of the eagle's

head, both nu k angled to the right but close to vertical.

793 1798 BB-116, B-30. Rarity-5. Pointed 9, Heraldic Eagle.

VF-30 (NGC). Medium silver gray with some deeper

golden highlights. A few scattered marks pn-sent, chi<’fl\

relegated to the obverse, and mainly toward th<' ce^*< r ,

scarce varieh’ with the present VF-30 sfx‘nm»m amr-rf s e

dozen finest examples of BB-116 certified thu‘ te: b\ N
A pleasing coin for the grade with strong 3* • g- otero

and decent eve appeal.

\(.C * onsii-- S, 7 fino: wilhin ihr \ 3:-' i-r , S n \1 Ss ti-n vi

From the litle- Ren r c olle-. tu"'

riKV-S"'-
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About Uncirculated 1799 BB-160 Silver Dollar

2.V photo

794 1799 BB-160, B-12. Rarity-3. AU-55 (NGC). Medium gray surfaces with delicate lilac, gold, and ice blue iridescent
highlights. Both the obverse and reverse show good centering, with full dentilation; the centering on the obverse
appears to be slightly better than on the reverse, suggesting that the obverse design may have been impressed
by the anvil die. The strike is about average with a touch of softness noted on the high points of the designs. A
toning streak is noted on Liberty's cheek and should provide a reliable diagnostic for future identification. Q.
David Bowers in his Silver Dollars & Trade Dollars of the United States estimates a fairly substantial population of
examples of BB-160 grading AU-50 or finer, including a handful of Uncirculated pieces. This fact suggests the
possibility that several examples of BB-160 may have originated in a small hoard. If this conjecture is true, the
hoard's identitv and circumstances have almost certainly been long lost in the mists of time

#006878

Uncirculated 1799 BB-164, B-I7a Silver Dollar

2.V photo

795 1799 BB-164, B-I7a. Rarity-2. MS-62 (PCGS). Pointed 9s. Lustrous silver grav with warm golden tones. Generous
amounts of mint frost remain in the protected areas. A visually exciting earlv dollar, a coin with giunl overall eve
• ippeal and only minor contact marks present. Nicely struck as well, with strong design elements on both sides,

A pleasing i oin that would suttice to illustrate the design t\ pe in an\’ U.S. t\ pe set.
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7% BB-Ib4, B-17. Karity-2. Net VF-30 (AN ACS), scratched

and cleaned, as nnted on the ANACS holder. The "scratch"

is tound just left ot Liberty's face extending to just above the

eye. While the piece may have been cleaned, it is now toned

deep graphite gray with brown and blue overtones.

797 1799 BB-166, B-9. Rarity-1. MS-63 (PCGS). A lovely example of this issue, ideal for a high-grade type set. Choice

deep antique gray toning exhibits undertones of rich violet and blue with golden highlights. The lustre is frosty

and boldly cartwheels around the periphery. Boldly struck and nicely detailed, perfectly exhibiting the design

type. The marks are minor and widely scattered, with a few in the reverse star cluster and a tiny nick left of the

date. A single flaw on Liberty's neck serves as an identifier. The aesthetic appeal is excellent, nicer than others

we have seen at this grade level.

While this variety was lacking from the Cardinal Collection, the quality of this specimen would have made
it a natural fit in that high quality cabinet. There are few type sets or specialized collections that would not be

improved bv this example, and viewing it may lead to the conclusion that it is the ideal fit for your type set or

cabinet of high quality pieces from the First U.S. Mint.

a(X16878

Pleasing AU 1800 Silver Dollar

798 1800 BB-184, B-12. Rarity-3. AU-50 (PCGS). Attractive

medium gray surfaces with generous mint lustre remain-

ing among the protected recesses. Some pale gray toning

combines with traces of deeper blue, green, and russet near

the rims for a pleasant aesthetic effect. A nice original ap-

pearance with no apologies for the grade assigned.

K006887

Choice Mint State 1799 $1

BB-166, B-9

iTACKS m
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Nice AU 1801 Silver Dollar

2x photo

799 1801 BB-211, B-1. Rarity-3. AU-55 (PCGS). Essentially brilliant light silver gray, uniform and attractive. Consider-

able lustre remains on both sides, which increases in intensity in the most protected areas of the design. The more
protected fields of the reverse have something of a frosty quality. Minor strike softness is seen at the centers, while

the peripheral details are quite sharp. Surface marks are few, and none are worthy of specific mention.
#006893

Choice AU-58 1802/1 Dollar

2x photo

800 1802/1 BB-243, B-3. Rarity-3. AU-58 (NGC). Deep golden gray with rich underlying lustre and deep slate highlights

in the protected areas on the obverse; the reverse is pale golden gray with rich rose iridescence. Problem-free for

the grade, with a few faint marks noted here and there for accuracy. The eagle's plumage comes alive with bold

lu.stre on the reverse. A choice example of a popular early overdate.
# 111)6898
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801 1836 Gobrecht. J-60, P-65. Rarity-1. Proof-62 (PCGS). Silver. Plain edge. Name on Base. Die Alignment IV, reverse
eagle flies horizontally in a field of 26 stars alternating between small and large, pellet before ONE DOLLAR at

7;00, pellet after denomination at 3:00, when the coin is turned in its vertical axis. Deep golden gray with infused
electric blue, typical for Gobrecht dollars of the era. Lightly textured motifs and mirrored fields. A hint of striking
weakness at the eagle's breast and leg feathers, otherwise crisp and sharp elsewhere. An attractive example of an
ever popular issue.

#011227

Famous 1836 Gobrecht Silver $1

2x photo

I

i

802 1836 Gobrecht. J-60, P-65. Rarity-1. Impaired Proof (NCS), "obverse tooled." Silver. Plain edge. Name on Base. Die
Alignment IV. Reverse eagle flies horizontally in a field of 26 stars of varied size, pellet before denomination at 7:00
position lower than pellet after denomination at 3:00 position when the coin is turned on its vertical axis. Highly
reflective surface.s and lightly frosted motifs display a wide array of vivid elecfric blue, rose, peach, and .sea giwn,
the eagle's plumage being particularly colorful. As nofed, some light tooling has been accomplished on the obverse,
though it is well-hidden in Liberty's lap area and, as near as we can tell, that is the only area of the coin affected. I'o

the unaided eye, the tooling is essentially undetectable. A sharp and appealing example of one of the most popular
of all issues, originally thought to be patterns but later determined tt) be actually produced tor circulation purp(.'ses.

Long since adapted into mainstream silver dollar collecting, and a hallmark iif anv serimis siK er dollar collectiv'ii.

Certainly of interest to those who appreciate such interesting coin.s, and we suspect serious bidding will be the order
of thi- day once would-be buvers realize just how trivial the obverse "problem" actiuilh' is,

-'III' -7
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Choice I’roof 1838 Gobrechl Dollar Rarity

803 1838 Gobrecht. J-84, P-93. Rarity-5. Proof-63 (PCGS). Silver. Reeded edge. Die alignment 111, reverse eagle flies

horizontally in a plain field, pellet before ONE DOLLAR considerablv lower than pellet following denomination

when turned on its horizontal axis. Deep silver gray with deeper slate highlights, and with rich mint brilliance

highlighting Liberty's garments and the eagle's plumage. Some lightness of strike noted in the obverse stars, oth-

erwise all design elements crisp and boldly represented. As tvpicallv seen in this die alignment, a very faint crack

joins the tops of MERI in the rever.se legend. Likely produced between the late 1850s—when the fervent demand
for dollars of this type became inten.se enough for the Mint to strike more—and the early 1870s, this particular

restrike was probably produced when the Mint was at the top of its pattern-producing game.
PCCS I’opiiUition; 15; 8 finer (I’roof-65 finest).

#011352

Choice Proof-63 1838 Gobrecht Dollar

2.V photo

804 1838 Gobrecht. |-84, P-93. Rarity -5. Proof-63 (PCGS). Silver. Reeded edge. Die Alignment I\’, reverse eagle flie-

on a horizontal plane, pellet before ONE DOLLAR at the 7:00 position lower than pellet following denomination

at the 3:00 position when the coin is turned on its vertical axis. An impressive example of this prized rarity, a com

with plenty of life and eve appeal. Largelv brilliant central devices support a rich array of gold, rose, and ; Iret’-i.

blue, especially toward the rims. Devoid of serious marks save for a vertical nick in the field behind the i-.ig’»

wing, which is not overbearing in appearance and easilv within the parameters of the Pnxif-6 = g= ^d* C'K i-ia tiie

eye apyH’al is ver\’ nice and superior to manv examples seen.

[x ! .S Population IS; H finer within the designation (Pro<if-65 finest)

} rom A ' R '

^alc of the Wtlliavi H. IjiBelle t oUection, July 2005, L^t 1 lOf ;

fi" i
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805 1840 AU-53 (PCGS). A lovely specimen of the inaugural date

of the Liberty Seated silver dollar. Lilac toning on both sides

with some gray. Original lustre is still present in protected

areas. A very scarce coin at this level, more elusive than

generally appreciated.

#006926

806 1842 AU-55 (PCGS). A deeply toned example of the date,

somewhat prooflike, with deep sea green, lilac, and electric

blue highlights on both sides.

#006928

807 1843 AU-58 (PCGS). Brilliant centers yield to deep violet and
bright electric blue halos at the rims. Strong lustre remains

on the frosty surfaces. A few faint marks are present, none
overbearing or worthy of individual mention.

#006929

Choice Proof 1848 Silver Dollar

A Rare Prize

2x photo

808 1848 Proof-64 (NGC). Frosty motifs and deeply mirrored

fields display an array of vivid charcoal, slate, and silver grav

toning. A sharp and bold Proof impression from an unknown
quantity, likely somewhere fewer than a couple dozen pieces

all told. An important acquisition for an advanced Libertv

Seated dollar specialist.

NGC Census: 6; 2 finer (Proof-67 finest).

Breen-5440. “1848 Badge variety. Proofs only. Very ran'. Die chips

on drapery below breast suggest badges, decorations, or an oversized

semicolon."

#006989
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Choice AU 1850-0 Silver $1

tUN 1850-0 AU-55 (PCGS). Medium golden gray with much
mtained lustre in the protected areas. Wisps of electric blue

and faint rose grace the protected design areas on both sides.

No sc>rious marks can be detected with the unaided eye, and
the strike is bold as well. An attractive survivor from a mint-

age for the date of just 40,000 pieces.

«(X)693«

Choice Mint State 1853 Silver $1

810 1853 MS-64 (NGC). A sparkling example of the date and grade. The devices are frosty and the fields somewhat

reflective, with both sides bathed in delightful champagne. A nicely struck representative of the date, an issue that

saw a circulation strike mintage of 46,110 pieces. Perhaps the most available date of the 1850s in Mint State, the

Bowers reference on the silver dollar series (1993) notes: "Why this is the case is not certain, but the answer must

lie in the method of distribution. While many were shipped overseas, significant numbers must have remained

within the United States. Here is a mystery, one of many within the Liberty Seated dollar series. Perhaps some

future contributor to The Gcbrecht Journal will come up with some ideas and share his thoughts with all of us."

Mystery or not, as with most Liberty Seated silver dollars, any Mint State example is fairly rare. A lovely, original

coin that should see spirited bidding activity.

NGC Cen.sus: 29; 1 finer (MS-66).

#006941

811 1857 AU-55 (NGC). Largely brilliant with pale rose highlights on both sides. Some minor wear on the high }'>oints

and a few scattered marks attest to this coin's brief stay in circulation.

#nnh‘*4S
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Impressive MS-64 1859 Silver $1

Important Condition Rarity

812 1859 MS-64 (NGC). Almost fully brilliant with pleasing satiny lustre. The strike is about average with softness

noted at Liberty's hair and on some of the obverse stars. Although the mintage for the issue was a generous 256,5(Kf

pieces—well above the median for the Liberty Sc'ated design type—it's likely that comparatively few examples

were set aside at the time of issue, and of these only a handful are now capable of attaining the MS-64 grade

designation, a claim attested by the NCiC Census data supplied below. A prize certain to delight the numismatist

who desires to obtain the highest quality available.

NGC Cen.su.s: 15 (none finer).

#(X)6946

Outstanding MS-62 1859-S $1

813 1859-S MS-62 (PCGS). The devices are frosty and the fields are satiny. The central areas are essentially brilliant

with a hint of gold at the borders. The strike is bold with most design features showing sharp definition. The 1 859-

S Liberty Stated dollar is a favorite with collectors for a variety of reasons: it is the first silver dollar issue coined

at the San Lrancisco Mint; it is the only San Francisco Mint silver dollar issue of the "\o Motto" design tv p- it-

mintage of 20,(XX) pieces is substantially bt'low average for the ''Liberh’ Seated" design tvpe. and suiA uors am

scarce and eagerly sought in all grades. Examples of the 1859-S are seldom available at the MS lev; l, . 1. mt

readily affirmed by the I’CXiS Population Rqiorf data cited bt'low.

,s I’opiil.ition - finer fin* -1)

f(l(ir.‘i4S
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Handsome Proof-64 1860 $1

814 1860 Proof-64 (NGC). A lovely example exhibiting sharp
frosty devices and glittering mirror fields. Beautifully and
warmly toned in intermingled gold, blue, violet, sea green,

and pink. Only 1,330 Proof silver dollars were coined during
the year, and the piece offered here is a splendid representa-

tive of the issue, suitable for inclusion in either an outstanding
date collection or an exceptional type set.

#007003

Choice Proof 1863 Silver $1

815 1863 Proof-64 (PCGS). Frosty motifs and mirror fields form
a nice contrast, though no notice of the cameo effect is found
on the PCGS holder. Underlying lustre supports lilac-gray

centers and rich electric blue halos. One of 460 Proofs of the

date produced, far and away the lowest Proof production

figure in the series from 1859 through its demise in 1873.

#007006

Choice Proof 1864 Dollar

816 1864 Proof-64 (PCGS). A lovely example of fhis rare Proof

Liberty Seated silver dollar. Light golden and iridescent ton-

ing over deeply mirrored surfaces. Aesthetic quality comes
to the fore here, yielding a coin that would be a nice part of

even the most advanced collection.

«()n70O7

Gem Proof-65 1865 Silver $1

1

2x photo

817 1865 Proof-65 (PCGS). An outstanding example boldly stmck
in virtually all areas including Liberty's hair and draperv on
the obverse, and the eagle's plumage and claw details on the

reverse. The frosty devices contrast beautifully with the glit-

tering mirror fields, although there is no "cameo" designation

on the PCGS label. Beautifully toned in varied intermingled

hues of gold, brown, pink, blue, and violet. Onlv 500 Proof

silver dollars were reported to have been coined in 1865,

and few of the survivors could match the present example
in terms of quality. Worth a generous bid from the advanced
specialist.

#0(17008
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Desirable AU-55 1870-CC Silver $1

i
818 1870-CC AU-55 (NGC). Brilliant in the central areas, with

just a hint of gray-gold at the rims. A tad of softness is

noted at the high points of Liberty's hair and at stars 8

through 13, but most of the other design features are sharp

for the grade including nearly all of the eagle's feather

and claw details. The mintage for the 1870-CC was a mere
1 1,758 pieces, a low figure by any standard. The desirabil-

ity of the issue is further enhanced by the fact that each of

the four Liberty Seated dollar issues struck at the Carson

City Mint is elusive, making the type especially desirable

with Carson City Mint specialists; the highest mintage

subsequent to 1870 was a paltry 3,150 dollars struck in

1872.

The Carson City Mint established operations in 1870 where it coined

.silver and gold coins exclusively. Denominations produced included dimes,

20-cent pieces, quarters, half dollars, Liberty Seated and Morgan silver dol-

lars, trade dollars, half eagles, eagles, and double eagles. Presumably there

wasn't much demand for quarter eagles locally as these weren't minted at

the Carson City facility. The coinage of dimes, quarters, and half dollars

was discontinued after 1878. The CC-Mint suspended coinage operations

in 1893, but continued to function in subsequent years as an Assay Office

serving mining interests in the region.

#006964

Popular 1870-CC $1 Rarity

819 1870-CC AU-50 (PCGS). Deep golden gray with much

retained lustre in the protected areas. A few scattered

marks are seen, seemingly relegated to the reverse, where

a couple of marks near the eagle's beak and a tiny edge

bruise above R in AMERICA are noted for accuracy'. Struck

during the first year of Carson City Mint operations to the

tune of 1 1 ,758 pieces. A pleasing example that will delight

potential bidders.

inohMM

Choice Mint State 1871 $1

Sharply Struck Rarity

820 1871 MS-64 (NGC). A lovely example of the 1871 in Mint

State, the offered coin is also sharply struck, giving additional

appeal. The fields are satiny lustm overlaid with delicate grav

toning. While the 1871 circulation strike dollar turns up with

some regularity in lower grades, at this level in combination

with sharp strike and eye appeal it can be called rare. Ideal

for consideration in a high level tvpe set.

#006966

Choice Proof 1872 Silver Dollar

821 1872 Proof-64 (PCGS). Reflective fields and lightly frosted

motifs display a broad array of rich peach and electric blue

iridescence. From a Proof mintage of 950 pieces, though

Breen's Encyclopedia notes: "Some Proofs melted after July

10, 1873."

#007020

Scarce 1872-CC Liberty Seated Dollar

822 1872-CC AU-53 (NGC). Light silver surfaces with Mtme

areas of gray. Nicely struck. A worthwhile example of juM

four dates of Carson City dollars struck in the Liberty Seated

series, scarce in all grades, considerably more s»i than the

1 870-CC, but not in the class of the 1 871 -CC or the O' rarer

1873-CC.
#006969
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AU 1872-CC Dollar Rarity

Mintage: 3,150

823 1872-CC AU-50 (PCGS). Medium golden gray with some
deeper highlights. Lightly circulated but not heavily marked,
a plus for this date. Strong design elements present as well.

From a mintage of just 3,150 pieces, and an exceptional

example of the assigned grade. A few tiny marks are noted,

none of them worthy of note, and as noted, the eye appeal
is exceptional for the grade.

#006969

Uncirculated 1872-S Silver $1

824 1872-S Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly Choice-62. Pale

golden champagne on somewhat prooflike surfaces; the

reverse exhibits rich gunmetal-blue toning highlights.

From a reported mintage of 9,000 pieces, of which it is

thought that some proportion was melted sometime after

April 1873. According to the Bowers' Encyclopedia (1993):

"Many 1872-S silver dollars probably were held by the

Treasury until at least autumn 1876, when upon the re-

sumption of specie payments, sequestered bags of earlier

dates were released. 1 believe that most circulated in the

American West through the early 20th century. However,
it is also likely that numerous coins were held at the San
Francisco Mint and melted after April 1873. Still others

were probably exported to the orient in the year before the

trade dollar became a reality." Indeed, the Bowers refer-

ence suggests that circulated specimen of the 1872-S issue

are considerably scarcer than those of the 1870-CC issue.

All told, the present date is a prized rarity, especially .so

in Uncirculated as here.

«(X)697n

High-Grade 1872-S Dollar

From the Reiver Collection

825 1872-S AU-53 (NGC). Well struck with nicely mottled
gunmetal-gray toning over silver surfaces. This is a very nice

example of the 1872-S dollar at the indicated level. It has the

further distinction of being the only readily collectible San
j

Francisco Mint issue of the Liberty Seated series, the 1870-S
'

being an incredible rarity.

From the Jides Reiver Collection.

#006970

826 1878 8 Tailfeathers. MS-66 (NGC). A frosty gem with broadly

sweeping cartwheel lustre and a hint of faint rose iridescence.

Only two examples of the date have been certified finer by
NGC. Nicely struck.

NGC Census: 16; 2 finer within the designation (both MS-66^).

#007072

827 Pair of Morgan dollars grading MS-65 (PCGS): 1878 8

Tailfeathers. Satiny with splashes of gold here and there

1897-S. Lustrous and attractive. (Total: 2 pieces)

The Carson City Mint, where silver dollars were coined fn>in 1870 through

1873, 1873 through 1885, and again from 1889 through 189.3.
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Gem Proof 1878 7 Tailfeathers Morgan $1

Reverse of '78

Estimated Mintage: 250 Pieces

2.x photo

828 1878 7 Tailfeathers, 2nd Reverse. Proof-66 (NGC). A deep lilac-gray gem Proof of the variety with the reverse of

1878, identified by the parallel arrow feather. Wisps of electric blue and faint gold and rose gather in the protected

areas. One of an estimated 250 or so Proofs struck of this elusive variety from the first year of Morgan dollar

coinage. Regarding the Proof production figure of this issue, the Bowers reference on Morgan dollars (Whitman,

2004) notes: "250 is a popular estimate, although there is no official figure. Van Allen and Mallis suggest that 200

Proofs were struck, all of the VAM-131 variety." A lovely gem that is among the finest Proofs of the date certified

by NGC, a piece with rich original toning that makes a quiet statement all its own.

NGC Census: 6; 1 finer within the designation (Proof-67).

#007312

Gem Mint State 1878 7 Tailfeathers $1

Reverse of '78

829 1878 7 Tailfeathers, 2nd Reverse. MS-66 (NGC). Among the finest examples of the date certified by NGC. Highly

lustrous and fully brilliant with broadly sweeping cartwheels on both sides. Additionally, the strike is bold, par-

ticularly above Libertv's ear. A nice gem in all regards.

NGC Con‘>us: 22; 1 finer within the designation (MS-66^).

S007074
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832 1878 Doubled Tailfeathers. MS-66 (NGC). A frosty gem of

the finest order. The strike is bold and crisp at the centers,

certainly far finer than typically seen, and the broadly sweep-
ing cartwheel lustre supports wisps of pale champagne and
rose. A frosty beauty with satiny, somewhat reflective fields.

Called MS-66 by NGC, and easily deserving of the assigned

grade in our opinion. You won't find a finer example of this

date in a NCiC holder, so bid accordingly. 834 I878-CC MS-65 (I’CGS). SharpK struck, brilliant, and lus-

830 1878 7 Tailfeathers, 3rd Reverse. MS-66 (NGC). A superlative gem. The motifs are frosty, the fields are faintly
satiny and reflective, and the broadly sweeping cartwheel lustre breaths fiery life to both sides. Pale golden hues
adorn each side as well, adding to the overall appeal. No finer example of this elusive variety has been certified
to date by NGC. Definitely one for the Morgan dollar specialists!

NGC Census: 11; none finer within any designation.

#007076

831 Pair of Silver dollars grading MS-64: 1878 Morgan dol-

lar. 7 Tailfeathers, 3rd Reverse. Morgan dollar. Satiny lustre

with lightly frosted devices 1924-S Peace dollar. Lustrous
surfaces with delicate golden toning on the reverse. (Total:

2 pieces)

Splendid Gem 1878 Doubled Tailfeathers $1

Finest Certified by NGC

833 1878-CC MS-65 PL (PCGS). Frosty and lustrous motifs sit

serenely against modestly mirrored fields, with both sides

displaying a lively wash of pale golden toning.
#007081

Gem Mint State 1878 7 Tailfeathers $1

Reverse of '79

None Graded Finer by NGC

,\{.( < cn .tis: I: nonu fini-r within tho di'sign.itinn.

SIH!. i;,

troiis.

#007080
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I 835 1879 Proof-64 (NGC). Iridescent gray, gold, and other colors

over mirrored surfaces. A gorgeous coin with great appeal

for the connoisseur. This is an excellent reason that grading

numbers alone cannot be used to determine the final value

of a coin. Aesthetic value, as here, is often equally or more

important.

«(X)7314

Choice 1879-CC Morgan Dollar

Large CC .Mintmark

838 1879-CC MS-64 (PCGS). A nice example of the first mintmark

type, the large CC, called "clear CC" by the Guide Baik. Nicely

struck and very lustrous.

«007086

Choice PL Uncirculated 1879-CC Morgan $1

Normal Mintmark

836 1879-CC MS-64 PL (PCGS). Frosty motifs and mirror fields

display intense golden highlights on the obverse, while the

reverse is largely brilliant with rich gold and crimson at the

rim. A fine specimen within the PL designation, one that has

been exceeded in grade at PCGS by just a half dozen speci-

mens. Choice for the grade with impressive eye appeal.

PCGS Population: 53; 6 finer within the designation (all MS-65 PL).

#007087

Choice 1879-CC Morgan Dollar

Regular Mintmark

837 1879-CC MS-64 (PCGS). A well struck, brilliant, and richly

lustrous example of the 1879-CC with small CC mintmark,

the second type. A lovely coin with outstanding eye appeal,

the will serve nicely to fill an empty space in your collection

for the rarest of all early Carson City Morgan dollars from

1878 through 1885.

Choice Mint State 1879-CC/CC $1

VAM-3, "Capped CC"

839 1879-CC/CC MS-63 (NGC). Highly lustrous with a whisper

of faint gold on both sides. Nicely struck at the centers,

and well above-average for the assigned grade. One of two

popular varieties for this very scarce date.

#007088

Choice Uncirculated 1879-CC SI

Normal Mintmark

840 1879-CC MS-63 (ANACS). An attractive example tor thi

grade, an exceptional piece with frosty motifs and satf \

largely reflective fields. Among the most desirable .4 ai'

Carson Citv Morgan dollar issues, perhaps taking a b:‘=
^

to just the 1889-CC rarih. Absolutely ‘ houT : ? the gr-.-L

indeed, we have seen coins of similar qual-b ^ : ig’

at a finer grade level in other third-part\ s. ; • <

holders.
rn07(iKe
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843 1880 lVIS-66 (NGC). A frosty, lustrous gem with nearly com-
plete mint brilliance save for a wash of faint golden toning.

Only one example has been certified finer by NCiC.
\( ,( s tTisus: t2; I fintT within dll' (MS-h7).

«(K)7(Wh

847 1880-0 MS-64 (NGC). Sharply struck. The devices are frosty

and the fields have a texture intermediate between satiny and
prooflike. Warm golden brown toning enhances the central

areas. Wisps of gunmetal-blue and violet ornament the

rims. Although the 1880-0 has a relatively high mintage of

5,305,000 pieces, and is readily available in circulated grades,

it's an important scarcity at the MS-63 level, and its ranks

thin out rapidly at the MS-64 level. IVesumablv, most of the

Uncirculated supplies housed in I'aMsurv storage vaults wen.'

depleted circa 018, when many millions of Nlorgan dollars

from earlier years were melted into bullion.

«(X)71I4

841 1879-0 MS-65 (PCGS). A lovely specimen, brilliant and at-

tractive, of the first New Orleans Morgan dollar.

After the New Orleans Mint fell into the hands of the State of Louisi-

ana, then the Confederacy in early 1861, remaining under their control for

slightly more than a year, coinage slowed, then ended altogether. Afterward
the New Orleans Mint was used as a warehouse and for other purposes,
deteriorating over the years. In the late 1870s, faced with the awesome task

of coining millions of Morgan dollars, the Treasury Department refurbished

the Mint, added new equipment, and in 1879 reopened it for the coinage
of dollars. Some gold coins were made, as well as other silver issues, the

latter taking hold in 1879. Then in 1909 coinage ended forever.

#007090

Gem 1879-S Morgan Dollar With Rare 2nd Reverse

None Finer Graded

844 1880-CC 3rd Reverse. MS-66 (PCGS). A nicely struck speci-

men with satiny lustre. A hint of golden toning is present.

Significantly above average quality.

#007100

845 1880-CC 8 Over High 7, 3rd Reverse. MS-64 PL (PCGS). An
impressive example of this popular variety. The fields are

glittering mirrors and the design elements on the reverse, in

particular, are heavily frosted. The obverse is fully brilliant.

The reverse is mostly brilliant with wisps of orange-gold and
pink at the border. Remnants of the underlying 7 can clearly

be seen within the second 8 of the date, including much of the

crossbar, part of the stand within the lower loop, and the base

of the stand extending past the bottom of the lower loop.
#007103

842 1879-S 2nd Reverse. MS-65 (NGC). The rare 2nd reverse with
RAF (Parallel Arrow Feather) referring to the top feather, this

is one of a number graded by NGC as MS-65, none finer. The
variety is a major rarity in relation to the demand for it. We
can all be thankful to the LaVere Redfield Hoard and estate

for most that are known today, although they no longer carry

their pedigrees. The 1879-S with 2nd reverse is listed in the

Guide Book, helping to increase the demand. Often several

sales will pass without our having a single example.
NGC Censu.s: 16; none finer.

#007094

846 1880-0 MS-64 (PCGS). Frosty and lustrous with warm
champagne on the obverse, and with deep iridescent rainbow
highlights at the top of the reverse.

#007114
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848 1880-0 MS-64 (NGC). Largely brilliant with spiraling cart-

wheel lustre. Deep gold and fiery orange halos have asserted

themselves at the rims.

#007114

849 Two branch mint silver dollars grading MS-64 (NGC):

1880-0 Morgan. Mottled rose-gray over lustrous surfaces

1928-S Peace. Mottled pearl gray and rose over both surfaces.

(Total: 2 pieces)

8.S2 1881 Proof-67 (PCGS). A richly toned gem with impressive

gold at the obverse center that spreads outward through

pale lilac and electric blue; the reverse is a study in warm

lilac and gunmetal-blue. Among the finest Proofs of the date

certified by PCGS. Ideally suited for those who appreciate

richly toned Morgan dollars.

PC CiS Popiilalion S, 2 6nt'r within the di'signation (both Proof-68)

tnrT7^16

851 Trio of Morgan dollars grading MS-66 (PCGS): 1880-S.

Satiny lustre with traces of delicate champagne 1881-S.

Mirrored fields with lightly frosted devices 1897-S. Lus-

trous and attractive with frosted motifs. (Total: 3 pieces)

Gem Proof 1881 Morgan Dollar

853 1881 MS-66 (NGC). A frosty gem with expansive cartwheel

lustre and bold strike for the date. Fewer than a half dozen

examples have been certified finer by NGC. Absolutely

worthy of the assigned grade.

NGC Census: 43; 4 finer (all MS-67).

#007124

Superb Gem 1881-CC Dollar

Among Finest Graded

854 1881-CC MS-67 (PCGS). Well struck and with satiny lustre,

this 1881-CC is near the top of the many thousands graded

by PCGS—a great accomplishment! A lovely coin that will

appeal to the connoisseur.

#007126

855 1881-CC MS-65 (PCGS). Splashes of light gold and blue

toning on the obverse, nearly fully brilliant reverse. Popular

Carson City issue.

#007126

856

1880/9-S MS-65 DMPL (PCGS). Well struck, brilliant, and

deeply mirrorlike.

#097123

1881-CC MS-64 DMPL (PCGS). Brilliant and highly

prooflike. Contact marks are seen on both sides, and on the

reverse there is a carbon area near the bottom nm. Proofliko

characteristics on Morgan dollars are a fwo-edged ^word

The mirror surface is nice to view, but it d(x*'' accent cont a ,4

marks, whereas on lustrous coins the effect of conta* i r - k'-

is often diminished.

^097127

850
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857 1881-S MS-67 (PCGS). A sharply struck sparkling gem with
intense lustre and pale champagne highlights, a coin that is

definitely deserving of the lofty assigned grade.
#007130

858 1881-S MS-67 (NGC).A highly lustrous, satiny gem example
of the popular San Francisco Mint issue. Readily worth of the

assigned grade.

#007130

859 1881-S MS-66 (PCGS). Vivid gold and blue toning on the

obverse, nearly brilliant reverse. Ideal for anyone who likes

colorful Morgan dollars.

#007130

860

Two Morgan dollars grading MS-66 (PCGS): 1881-S.

Satiny lustre with splashes of delicate rose-gray 1883-CC
PL. Mirrored fields with lightly frosted motifs and a hint of

rose. (Total: 2 pieces)

Remarkable Grade 1882-CC Dollar

861 1882-CC MS-67 (PCGS). Well struck and with lustrous sur-

faces. A whisper of golden toning over brilliant fields and
devices. Although hundreds of thousands of 1882-CC dollars

exist, relatively few have merited the grade assigned here.

«fX)7n4

Exceptional Gem 1882-CC $1

862 1882-CC MS-67 (NGC). A frosty, satiny gem with a rich array

of vibrant peach, gold, and electric blue on both sides. Nicely
struck for the date and laden with aesthetic charm.

NGC Census: 33; 4 finer within any designation (MS-67^ PL finest).

#007134

863 1882-CC MS-66 PL (PCGS). A pleasing prooflike gem with
satiny, lightly frosted motifs and largely reflective fields.

Splashes here and there of faint champagne add to the ap-

pearance of this well-struck Morgan dollar.

PCGS Population: 59; 1 finer within the designation (MS-67 PL).

#007135

864 1882-CC MS-66 (PCGS). Brilliant, lustrous. Truly beautiful.

#007134

865 1882-CC MS-66 (PCGS). Brilliant with satinv lustn.'. .A lo\ elv

example. One of the best represented in the famous Treasur\

1 loard. Some splashes ot gifiden toning cmi the rex erso.

#0071.34
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866 1882-CC MS-65 (PCGS). Well struck and brilliant. Deeply

mirrored surfaces.

»()97135

870 1882-S MS-67 (PCGS). A richly toned gem with incredible

peach, violet, and electric blue iridescence on both sides.

Highly lustrous as well.

#007140

871 1883-CC MS-67 (NGC). A splendid gem Proof with satiny

surfaces, extraordinarily rich lustre, and with a crescent

of deep violet and fiery peach on the obverse. Only three

examples of this date have been certified by NGC finer than

that presently offered, all MS-67^. Absolutely worthy of the

assigned grade.

#007144

Mirrored Gem 1883-CC Dollar

867 1882-CC MS-65 PL (NGC). brilliant with some hints of gold

around the rims.

#007135

868 1882-O/S MS-64 (PCGS). A frosty, highly lustrous example

of this popular overmintmark issue. A nuance of faint cham-

pagne graces both sides. While more than 200 examples of

this popular issue have been certified at MS-64 by PCGS,

just one specimen has been certified finer by that firm, that

called MS-65.
#007138

869 Quartette of silver dollars: 1882-0 MS-63 (PCGS). Lustrous

with splashes of gray, gold, and rose mixed together at the

centers 1884-S AU-58 (NGC). Somewhat prooflike fields

with delicately mottled silver gray with richer toning at

outlines 1897-S MS-63 (PCGS). Lustrous golden and gray

surfaces 1925 MS-64 (PCGS). Satiny golden gray surfaces.

(Total: 4 pieces)

BID ON THE INTERNET
Visit wvv'vv.stacks.com to bi(d in any of our auctions, 24 hours a day from the comfort of

your home or office. Check online for deadlines and bidding instructions.

872 1883-CC MS-66 DMPL (PCGS). Deeply mirrored fields add

a special element to this Carson City dollar. Collecting DMPL
pieces is a specialty in themseh'es. PCGS has graded only

two finer.

PCGS Population; 99; 2 finer within the designation (MS-fi7 DM
finest).

#097145

Stack's
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873 1883-S MS-63 (PCGS). The central areas are brilliant. Wisps
and tinges of golden brown and gunmetal-blue enhance the

borders. The design elements are sharp in virtually all areas.

The fields and devices exhibit a delightful satiny texture.
The 1883-S is one of numerous Morgan issues that are elusive in high

grades despite a relatively large mintage (in this case 6,250,000 pieces).

The reason for this is that bags of various dates in Federal Treasury stor-

age vaults survived as a matter of chance. Some dates such as the 1881-S

survived in vast numbers, while others such as the 1883-S appear to have
been largely reclaimed into bullion. Q. David Bowers in his Silver Dollars

& Trade Dollars of the United States comprehensively considers the rarity of

various Morgan dollar issues on a date by date basis.

#007148

874 1884 MS-67 (NGC). A bright and frosty gem with some warm
champagne toning encroaching on the peripheries. Sharply

struck and physically sound.
NGC Census: 29; 2 finer within any designation (both MS-68).

#007150

Gem DPL 1884-CC $1

Tied for Finest Certified by NGC

Frosty Gem Uncirculated 1884-CC $1

876 1884-CC MS-67 (NGC). A frosty, highly lustrous gem with
rich peach and pale lilac iridescence on the obverse, largely

brilliant on the reverse with a hint of faint gold toning. Nicely

struck.

#007152

877 1884-CC MS-67 (NGC). A satiny, frosty gem with robust cart-

wheel lustre and satiny, brilliant surfaces. Sharply struck.

#007152

875 1884-CC MS-67 DPL (NGC). An exceptionally lovely

specimen with heavily frosted motifs and deep, satiny mir-

ror fields. Sharply struck with essentially full details at the

centers at both sides. Small wonder this beauty is tied for

finest certified by NGC. Wisps of faint champagne increase

the overall aesthetics.

•NCC Census: 3; none finer within the designation.

#097153

878 1884-CC MS-67 (NGC). Brilliant, lustrous, and sharply struck.

Outstanding in every way. Liberty's cheek is remarkably
immaculate for a Morgan dollar. Certainly among the finest

examples we've had the opportunity to examine recently.

#007152

Join the most successful

AUCTION FIRM IN THE BUSINESS.
From expert and definitive catalogue descriptions, to pre-

sale publicity, to photography, to financial security, to personal

service to both bidders and consignors. Stack's brings you the

team with unsurpassed expertise in the auction arena.

If you would like to realize top market price for your U.S. coins,

ancient and world coins, paper money, tokens, and medals, we
invite you to consign to our remarkable 2007 auction season.

Simply call one of our consignment advisors, toll free, and .soon

you will be receiving a very generou.s check!
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Attractive DMI’l 1884-CC Gem $1

879 1884-CC MS-66 DMPL (PCGS). Frosty motifs and reflectiv'e

fields form a pleasing cameo contrast, especially deep on the

rev'erse. Pale golden hues at the rims. Sharp and appealing,

and devoid of all but a few trivial marks.

PCGS I’opuLition: 104; 3 finer within the designation (all MS-67 DMPL).

#0971.63

880 1884-CC MS-66 DMPL (PCGS). Mirrored surfaces are bril-

liant, with a suggestion of gold at the rims. Nicely struck.

#097153

881 1884-CC MS-66 DMPL (PCGS). Frosted motifs and mirrored

fields form an enticing cameo contrast, while the viewer's

eye is treated to an array of pale golden highlights as well.

#097153

882 1884-CC MS-66 (PCGS). Sharply struck with frosty lustre.

The obverse is warmly and vividly toned in varied hues of

gold, pink, blue, and violet. The reverse is brilliant. This

popular effei t is referred to as "end-of-roll" toning.

883 1885-CC MS-66 DPL (NGC). Tied for finest DPL of the date

certified by NGC. A satiny gem with bold lustre, frosty mo-

tifs, and pleasing mirror fields. Pale champagne highlights

here and there add to the visual appeal.

NGC Census: 17; none finer within the designation.

#097161

884 1885-CC MS-66 (PCGS). A simply lovely, frosty, and lustrous

example of the lowest mintage Carson City Morgan dollar

issue, a beauty that easily captures the viewer's attention.

=007160

885 1885-CC MS-65 DPL (NGC). A frosty gem with robust

cartwheel lustre across textured motifs and satiny, reflec-

tive fields. Largely brillianf with a hint of faint rose toning.

Sharply struck.

#097^61

886 1885-CC MS-65 (PCGS). Ahighlv luMnni- w- H

and nicelv struck

Cl

Stack's
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887 1885-0 MS-63 DMPL (PCGS). Vividly toned on the obverse
in violet and electric blue, largely brilliant on the reverse with
a pale golden halo at the rim.

#097163

890 1886 MS-67 (NGC). Brilliant with satiny lustre. Light golden
toning on the reverse. An exceptionally high-grade example
of this popular date.

#007166

Splendid Proof-67 1886 Dollar

Lovely Cameo Example

888 1886 Proof-67 CAMEO (NGC). A splendid gem example
having sharp frosty devices and glittering mirror fields.

The obverse is brilliant. The reverse exhibits just a whisper
of delicate champagne iridescence. It's difficult to imagine
that more than just a tiny handful of Proofs could match the

quality offered here. Worth a generous bid from the advanced
specialist.

NGC Census: 5; 1 finer within the designation (Proof-68 CAMEO).
This is the variety described by Walter Breen in his Encyclopedia as

having an "obviously double date." The digits that show repunching on
the presently offered example are "188".

#087321

891 1886-0 MS-61. A frosty example of a date that is somewhat
elusive in Uncirculated grades; the vast majority of the

mintage, in this case more than 10.7 million pieces, went
immediately into circulation. Nicely struck for the date, with
essentially full central details. A choice coin for the grade.

#007168

Gem 1886-S Repunched S Dollar

Solo Finest PCGS Grade

892 1886-S/S MS-66 (PCGS). A nice example, well struck and
very attractive of this piece with doubled mintmark. Finest

graded and all by itself.

PCGS Population: 1; none finer within the designation.

#007170

Ultra-Quality 1886 Proof Dollar

889 1886 Proof-66 CAM (PCGS). A beautiful coin that is sur-

pa.s.sed only by a single coin graded by PCGS. Light golden

toning over deeply mirrored fields and frosted surfaces.

Ciorgeous to contemplate. A fantastic coin that will be just

right for an advanced collection.

l’< ' ;S I’opulation: 3; 1 finer within the designation (Proof-67 CAM).
#08732

1

Choice Uncirculated 1887/6-0 Morgan $1 Rarity

893 1887/6-0 MS-64 (ANACS). Satiny silver surfaces with pale

golden highlights and robust cartwheel lustre. Nicelv struck

for the date, with a generous amount of central details pa's-

ent on both sides. A prized raritv, certainly much raa'r than

its Philadelphia Mint counterpart, especially .so in the upper
range of the grading scale. Choice for the grade and worthy
of strong bidding pursuit, outright evidence that nice, choice

coins come in many third-party grading holders.

«IK1717H
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Gem Cameo Proof 1887 Morgan $1

895

897

1887 Proof-66 CAMEO (NGC). Frosty motifs and deeply mir-

rored fields display a nuance of faint golden toning on both

sides. A sharp and pleasing coin, one of 710 Proofs struck.

#087322

Gem Proof 1887 Morgan $1

1887 Proof-65 (NGC). Frosty motifs and mirror fields display

mottled yellow, silver gray, and lilac toning highlights.

#007322

1887 MS-67 PL (NGC). Tied for finest PL of the date seen by

NGC. Brilliant and lustrous with a faint whisper of champagne

on frostv' motifs and satiny, somewhat mirrored fields.

NGC Census: 5; none finer within the designation.

#007173

1887 MS-67 (PCGS). Sharply struck. Lustrous surfaces have

delicate blue and gold toning. Ver\' pleasing to the eye.

1007
C'-

898 1887 MS-67 (NGC). Brilliant and lustrous. Somewhat
prooflike on the obverse.

#007172

899 1887 MS-67 (NGC). Brilliant and lustrous with a halo of light

gold and gunmetal-blue around the obverse rim.

#007172

900

901 1887-0 MS-65 (PCGS). Somewhat pnxtflike in app ,

with frostv motifs and satinv, a^flectn e fu ld- Pale V ‘-

ing graces the rims, \icelv struck tor thi d.^te

#007176

896 1887 MS-67 (NGC). Brilliant and lustrous.

#007172

\ 894
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Superb Gem 1888 Morgan Dollar

902 1888 MS-67 (NGC). Brilliant with satiny lustre, this superb
gem ranks as one of the finest graded by NGC. The year itself

is not at all rare, but the pickings become very sparse above
the MS-66 level.

#007182

903 1888-0 MS-66 (PCGS). Tied for finest graded by PCGS. A
satiny, highly lustrous gem with bursts of rich peach and
deep gold toning at the rims. Nicely struck for the date with
strong central details.

PCGS Population: 151; none finer within the designation.

#007184

904 1888-S MS-66 (PCI). Brilliant with satiny lustre. Superb.
#007186

905 1889 MS-66 (PCGS). A well struck, lustrous coin with both

sides having iridescent gold around the rims, producing an

attractive halo effect.

fl(K)7IHH

Important Key Date 1889-CC Morgan $1

Choice MS-63 NGC

2x photo

906 1889-CC MS-63 (NGC). A sharp and lustrous example of the

date, one that upholds the standards of the MS-63 designation

and then some. The devices are frosty and the fields faintly

reflective, creating a soft yet enticing cameo contrast—this

date is often found highly prooflike, though the pmsent spt'ci-

men is a pleasing contrast to that scenario. The ramst of the

Morgans from the Carson City Mint bv a long shot, and the

third rarest of all Morgan dollars in the series, behind onlv

the Proof-only 1895 rarity and the vaunted 1893-S. Indivd, the

nearly mystical Carson City cachet may place moa' acquisi-

tion pressure on this date than on any date in the series. In a

word, nice!

#007140
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Hlusive AU-58 1889-CC Morgan SI

2.t phoio

907 1889-CC AU-58 (NGC). Pearl gray iridescence complements both the obverse and reverse. Almost all of the

original mint lustre still survives in the fields. The 1889-CC is notable for its tiny mintage of just 350,000 pieces,

a minuscule figure in comparison with most mintages for the Morgan design type.

Survivors of the 1889-CC dollar mintage are elusive in all grades; a fact which suggests that most of the pieces struck went directly

from the coinage pres.ses to the storage vaults without ever sc-rving in the channels of commerce. I'he most likely scenario is that the great

majority of 1889-CC dollars struck were still in existence as recently as 1918, hut were subsi'quently among the 270,232,722 dollars that were

melted into bullion pursuant to the provisions of the 1918 Pittman Act.

#007190

Desirable AU-55 1889-CC Dollar

908 1889-CC AU-55 (PCGS). Medium golden gray toning

complements both the obverse and reverse. This piece was

prooflike at the time of issue, and despite brief circulation,

the frosty texture of the devices and the mirror quality of the

fields remains largely intact. Most design features are boldly

defined. The 1889-CC ranks as one the most desirable issues

in the Morgan dollar series. Only 350,000 pieces were minted.

Survivors are elusive in all grades; evidently only a small

portion of the mintage was ever released into circulation,

and of those deposited in Treasury' storage vaults, all but a

tiny remnant ended up being melted into bullion.

'*(107190

Choice EF 1889-CC $1 Rarity

909 1889-CC EF-45 (PCGS). The rarest of the rare among Carson

City Mint Morgan dollars. A lightly circulated, pale golden

specimen, worn on the high points but not heav'ily marked

and with generous amounts of lustre in the protected areas.

Some prooflike reflectivity is retained among the peripheral

devices. In the Guide Book, the lowest represented grade for

a Morgan dollar is VF-20, and the 1889-GC issue is one of

just four dates with a four-figure value at that grade level A

great opportunity'.

#007190
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Gem 1889-0 Dollar

Among Finest Graded

Choice Proof 1890 Dollar

1890 Proof-64 (PCGS). Iridescent gray, gold, and other colors

nicely blended over mirrored surfaces. Significantly finer than
usually seen for this scarce low-mintage Proof issue.

#007325
1889-0 MS-65 (PCGS). To be among the finest graded and
at the MS-65 level, with just nine higher (and only by one
point), a coin has to be very special. And, indeed, this coin is.

Nice striking, satiny lustre, and full brilliance greet the eye.

A lovely gem that is just right for a buyer who is exceedingly
particular.

#007192

Gem 1890-CC Dollar

1890-CC MS-65 (PCGS). Well struck and with nice lus

Brilliant and attractive. Quite scarce this fine, particular!

relation to the great demand for quality Morgan dollars
#007198

1889-S MS-65 (PCGS). A fully lustrous gem with grand eye
appeal. Lightly frosted motifs and satiny, reflective fields

form a modest cameo contrast.

#007194

Lovely Proof-64 1890 Dollar

915 1890-CC MS-64 DMPL (PCGS). Brillieint with mirrored fields.

#097199

1890 Proof-64 CAM (PCGS). A whisper of pale champagne
iridescence complements the sharp satiny devices and the

glittering mirror fields. Close examination reveals few indica-

The Okl.wixi S.ale Silver Dollars January 2, 20{

tions of handling which prompts us to offer the opinion that

this piece is conservatively graded. From a Proof mintage of

just 590 pieces,

tf087.32 5

916 1890-CC MS-64 PL (PCGS). Brilliant. The frostv devices

contrast delightfully with the glittering mirror fields. Most
design features are about as sharp as could be desitvd.

«()()7104
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I

917 1890-CC MS-64 (PCGS). Dusky golden gray surfaces with

deeper golden highlights, especially on the reverse. Strong

underlying lustre.

#(K)71W

i 918 1890-CC MS-64 (PCGS). Highly lustrous and largely bril-

liant with hints here and there of faint golden toning. Nicely

struck.

#(X17198

919 1890-CC MS-64 (PCGS). Highly lustrous, fully frosty, and

brilliant with just a hint of pale golden toning.

#007198

920 1890-CC MS-64 (PCGS). Fully brilliant and highly lustrous.

Nicely ‘^tnick.

#007198

921 1890-CC MS-63 (PCGS). Brilliant. A nice example of this

popular Carson City' issue.

#007198

922 1890-CC Tail Bar. MS-62 (PCGS). Mottled iridescent toning

over lustrous surfaces. This curious variety, one of the most

distinctive in the Morgan series, displays a deep die scratch

on the reverse, vielding a raised bar

#087198

923 1890-0 MS-64 DMPL (PCGS). Brilliant with mirrored fields.

Only 17 have been graded finer by PCGS.
#097201

Exceptional Proof-67 1891 $1

Superb Gem Cameo Impression

924 1891 Proof-67 CAMEO (NGC). An outstanding blazing gem.

The impression is superlative in all areas except for a touch of

softness on a few hair strands directly abo\'e Libertv 's ear. The

frostv' cameo devices beautifully complement the glittering

mirror fields. Only 650 Proofs were coined in 1891, one of the

smallest Proof production figures for the entire Morgan dollar

series. Only the 1890 has a lower Proof mintage (^90 piecx^ !

for anv Morgan issue struck subsequent to 1878 (cxclusiv’c

the exceedingly rare Proof branch mint issues;

NGC Census: 11; 2 6ncr within the designafinn Trisit^^S* : ' Ml

hnest).

#087326
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Lovely Gem 1891-CC Morgan $1 Gem 1892-CC Dollar

925 1891-CC MS-66 (PCGS). A satiny gem with expansive cart-

wheel lustre, a bold strike, and with rich toning highlights of

crimson and electric blue at the rims. Nicely struck as well,

with essentially full hair details above Miss Liberty's ear.

PCGS has certified just one example of the date finer than
that presently offered. A grand opportunify to obtain a gor-

geous gem Morgan dollar from the waning years of Carson
City Mint production.

PCGS Population: 30; 1 finer within the designation (MS-67).

#007206

Gem 1891-CC Dollar

926 1891-CC MS-65 (PCGS). Well struck, lustrous, and attractive.

Hints of golden toning around the rims. A nice addition to a

gem set.

#007206

927 1891-CC MS-64 (PCGS). Lilac-gray toning and splashes of

coppery gold complement frosty surfaces. Here's yet another

issue that's much scarcer than the posted mintage figure

(l,bl8,000 pieces) suggests. As with many other dates in

the Morgan series, it appears that the vast majority of those

minted were ultimately reclaimed into bullion without ever

having entered into the channels of commerce.
#007206

928 1892-CC MS-65 (PCGS). Brillianf and well struck. Lustrous.

A very nice example of the next to last date of the Carson City

Morgan dollars. One of the key issues in a Carson City set,

eclipsed by only the 1879-CC, 1889-CC, and 1893-CC.
#007214

Choice Uncirculated DMPL 1892-CC $1

929 1892-CC MS-64 DMPL (PCGS). Smoky champagne hues

on frosty motifs and mirrored fields. A pleasing example for

the grade, and a specimen that is among the finest DMPL
examples of fhe dafe cerfified by PCGS.

PCGS Population: 28; 2 finer within the designation (both MS-65
DMPL).

#097215

930 1892-CC MS-64 (PCGS). Fully brilliant and sharply struck.

The devices are frosty and the fields have a texture inter-

mediate between satiny and prooflike. This piece exhibits

exceptional eye appeal for the grade. The issue is scarce in

all grades, a fact that suggests that the great majorit\' of the

1892-CC dollars struck never actually went into circulation,

but rather went directly from coinage press to ra'asur\- stor-

age vaults, and then to melter's furnace.

#007214
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mackS

I 931 1892-CC lVIS-64 (NGC). Sharply struck and essentially bril-

liant, with just a hint of pale golden toning. The devices are

frosty and the fields exhibit considerable prooflike character;

there is no "I’L" designation on the label of the NGC holder,

however. Worth a generous bid from the collector who desires

aesthetically appealing pieces

#(Xt72]4

934

] 932 1892-0 MS-64 (PCGS). Brilliant and frosty. The strike is about

average with a touch of .softness noted at the hair tresses

above Liberty's ear and on the eagle's breast.

#007216

Lustrous 1892-S Dollar

935 1893 MS-64 (PCGS). Brilliant with a touch of faint cham-

pagne and strong cartwheel lustre on both sides. A nice

representative example of this popular low-mintage Phila-

delphia issue, a date that saw a production run of just 378,(XX)

circulation strikes.

#007220

1893 Proof-64 (PCGS). Light gray toning over mirror sur-

faces. Desirable as a Proof, but also as a basic date, as Mint

State examples are somewhat elusive at the choice level.

Only 792 Proofs were struck this year.

#007328

933 1892-S AU-58 (PCGS). A lovely example at the AU level, this

1892-S retains the lion's share of its original lustre. Nicely

struck and quite attractive. While a choice Mint State coin

would be nicer to own, that would be many thousands of

dollars more. The present coin is just right for an AU set.

s(X17218

936 1893 MS-64 (PCGS). Frosty' and lustrous a whisper of faint

gold on both sides. A scarce, low-mintage Philadelphia Mint

issue.

#007220

Visit Stack's on the world wide web

www.stacks.com
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937 1893 MS-64 (PCGS). Brilliant and lu-trou uiih v.

-

splashes of gold on the obverM- ScanT Phil.-‘<irlpht.‘ - -si
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Circulated 1893-S Morgan Dollar $1 Rarity

938 1893-S VF-20 (PCGS). A pleasing VF piece, medium golden gray with some deeper highlights in the protected areas.

Well-circulated but not heavily marked, with just a few scattered ticks here and there as evidence of wear and tear in
the channels of commerce. The rarest circulation strike date in the series, always desirable in virtually any grade

#007226
J J o

939 1894 AU-58 (PCGS). A lovely example at the AU level, this

1894 retains nearly all original mint lustre. Silver with some
gold around the edges.

#007228

940 1894 AU-55 (ANACS). An attractive example at theAU level,

this scarce 1894 dollar retains much original lustre. The coin

is brilliant on both sides with a whisper of toning.

#007228

942 1894 Very Fine-30. Smooth, even wear. Light gray surfaces.

#007228

943 1894-0 MS-62 (NGC). Light gray and gold toned surfaces.

Contact marks are mostly maskecl by the toning. Scarce New
Orleans issue.

#007230

941 1894 AU-50 (NGC). Light gray toning over fields that seem
to ret.)in about 30'

. of the original lustre. The 1894 is one ch

the St an IT Philatlelphia issues in the Morgan series.

944 1894-S MS-64 (PCGS). I'rostv and lustri>us with giH>d t>\ erall

eye appeal for the grade.
#007232
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945 1894-S MS-64 (PCGS). Well struck, brilliant, and with a hint of golden toning ov'er rich lustre, this is a very nice

example at the MS-64 level.

#007232

946 Pair of certified Morgan dollars: 1894-S MS-63 (NGC). Satiny silver surfaces with golden rose at the peripheries

1900-0/CC MS-63 (PCGS). Satiny lustre. (Total: 2 pieces)

2.x photo

947 1895 Proof-64 (NGC). Sharply struck and warmly toned in mottled golden brown, sea green, sky

blue, and pink. Virtually all design features are about as sharp as could be desired save for a touch

of softness at the eagle's left (viewer's right) claw. The 1895 has the smallest mintage of any date

in the Morgan dollar series, only 12,880 pieces were coined, a figure which includes 880 Proiifs.

Although 12,000 business strikes were originally minted, none are known to have survived, and

it's widely supposed that the entire circulation mintage was thrown into the melters' furnace; the

possibility always remains, however, that a few unnoticed 1895 circulation strikes may reside in

someone's safety deposit box.

Occasidnally, 1893 dollars that are heavily circulated appear in the numismatic marketplace. It's generally accepted

that these pieces are all PnHifs that were once owned bv collectors who either lost interest in coins or who tell on hard

timi*s, and thus ended up spending their numismahe treasures.

#0073.30

Rare Proof-64 1895 $1

Preeminent Key Morgan Issue

kS m
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Splendid Gem Proof 1896 Morgan $1

None Graded Finer by PCGS

948 1896 Proof-68 (PCGS). Deep lilac-gray with fiery electric blue, vivid rose, and impressive violet toning highlights

on both sides. Frosty motifs and mirrored fields though such is not noted on the PCGS holder. An exemplary
gem.

PCGS Population: 7; none finer within any designation.

#007331

949 1896 MS-66 (PCGS). Brilliant with a whisper of golden toning.

#007240

High Ranking 1897-0 Morgan Dollar

Only One Finer Graded

950 1897-0 MS-66 (NGC). The only MS-66 certified by NGC, with just one higher, a great honor considering the

hundreds of thousands of Morgan dollars of various dates and mints that have passed through the view of that

grading service. Well struck with satiny surfaces. Light golden toning on bt>th sides. An ultra-qualitv coin for a

truly advanced collection.

N(.i ( I'nsus: I; I linur within any di-signalion (MS-h7).

«(H)724S
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I 951 1897-0 MS-62 (NGC). Medium gray and brown toning with

some hints of lilac. A later date New Orleans issue.

»(K)7248

955 1898-0 MS-67 (PCCiS). Brilliant and lustrous. A nice example

of the i‘ ^ue

f'*' 4

960 1899-S MS-66 (NGC). A whisp’r c>f gold indt--.xT>a
'

surfaces. A touch of softness IS n<'>6\l on.' fe\N hr •;

LiK'rtx 's ear, but almost all othc' h .ire u ii\ c..
* -

\l i ! msil 11 r •

r(i(C

956 1898-S MS-65 (PCGS). Light golden toning, especially on

the reverse, over satiny lustre.

S007256

f 952 1897-S MS-66 PL (PCGS). A well struck prooflike example

with full brilliance. Relatively few 1897-S dollars are of this

quality. Only two have been graded higher by PCGS.
#007251

957 1898-S MS-65 (PCGS). Well struck, brilliant, and with a

hint of golden toning. Somewhat prooflike on both sides,

discernible when the coin is held at an angle to the light.

«(X)7236

958 1898-S MS-64 (NGC). Frosty silver gray with strong cart-

wheel lustre.

#007256

953 1897-S MS-66 (PCGS). A lustrous and satiny gem with nice

contrast between the frosty motifs and somewhat mirrored

fields, and with warm golden highlights at the rims.

#007250
959

Pair of Morgan dollars grading MS-65 (PCGS): 1897-S.

Lustrous with yellow gold at the obverse periphery; reverse

with faint yellow gold and rose at the periphery 1898

DMPL. Mirrored fields with just a slight touch of frost at the

devices. (Total: 2 pieces)

1899 Proof-63 (NGC). A lovely Proof with frosted devices

and mirrored fields. Light golden toning. Although graded

Proof-63, the overall qualiW seems to be a bit higher.

#087334

954
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961 1900-O/CC MS-65 (PCGS). A lovely, lustrous example of
this most interesting issue. Brilliant on both sides with light

golden toning around the reverse border.
One of the great "story coins" in the Morgan dollar series. The Carson

City Mint ceased coinage operations in 1893, at which time it was not certain

whether they would ever resume. Finally, by 1900, it was realized that no
more production would occur there, and unused dies were sent back to

Philadelphia. A half dozen or .so with the CC mintmark were overstamped
with O mintmarks and shipped to New Orleans, creating the 1900-O/CC
overmintmark as offered here. These were unknown to the numismatic
community until the 1920s, and not widely publicized until the 1960s. Since

then, listings in the Guide Book of United States Coins and elsewhere have
projected this into a "must have" varietv for nearly all specialists.

#007268

962 1900-O/CC MS-65 (PCGS). Well struck, brilliant, and lus-

trous.

#007268

963 1900-0 MS-67 (NGC). Well struck and with satiny lustre.

Fully brilliant save for a wisp of heather toning, this ranks as

one of the most beautiful we have ever seen of the 1900-0.
#007266

Gem Proof 1901 Silver Dollar

964 1901 Proof-66 (NGC). A deep golden gray center yields to

lilac and electric blue on the obverse, the reverse is lilac at

the center with gunmetal-blue surrounding.
#007336

Choice Uncirculated 1901 Morgan $1

965 1901 MS-63 (NGC). Largely brilliant and fully lustrous with a hint of pale champagne on both side.s. An important
date in choice Mint State or finer, as the vast majority ot the 6.9 milliiin pieces struck saw circulatii'ii at some pihnt
in their existence.

-IK 1, 272
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1901 MS-61 (NGC). Mint lustre is nearly completely present

on this lower range Uncirculated example of this key issue.

Some friction is seen in the higher areas. The 1901 is almost

impossible to get in gem Mint State and any lower Mint State

coins range from scarce to rare. On the other hand, well-worn

pieces are very common.
#(H)7272

Ultra-Grade Proof 1903 Dollar

Finest NGC Listing

' 966 967 1902-S MS-65 (PCGS). Brilliant and lustrous with a hint ot

toning. A very pleasing coin.

Morgan dollars have always been one of our specialties, and we
endeavor to include them in most sales, as the demand for them is so

widespread. The present auction brings a great diversity' among Morgan

dollars—ranging from nice example's of some of the mom plentiful varietR*s

to rarities and high-grade Proofs.

#007282

2x photo

968 1903 Proof-68 CAMEO (NGC). A splendid example of the 1903 dollar, curiously certified as cameo,

although the dies for this particular year were polished in the portrait (as Proof specialists know).

Anyway, to our view there is no such thing as a "cameo" Proof 1903 dollar, as none were made.

Perhaps NGC has a different view.

The preceding said, which is not particularly important, this is indeed an ultra-grade Proof-68,

standing tall and proud as high in the NGC Register, with no finer pieces attributed. The coin is

brilliant and beautiful, with just a whisper of champagne toning on both sides. A delight to view,

the piece will be even nicer to own.

N(iC Census: .1; none 6ner within the designation.

In autumn 1W1 the Philadelphia Mint relcKated certain of its equipment and all of its pers<innel to a new building It

stvms that in 1W2 someone new was in charge of preparing Proof dies, as he p<ilished the portraits, instead ot keeping

them frostv and matte All of the 1903 Proof coins are of this format, most notia’able on the larger denominatn-*n' -uch a-

lh«' Morgan dollar and double eagle Polished portraits continued to be used intermittentlv for se\ eral vears after that

#0873.38
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Gem Proof 1903 Morgan $1 Superb Gem 1904-0 Dollar

1903 Proof-66 (PCGS). A colorful display of deep lilac, electric

blue, and smoky steel gray graces both sides of this impres-
sive gem.

PCGS Population: 24; 8 finer within the designation (Proof-67 finest).

#007338

1904-0 MS-67 (NGC). Brilliant with satiny lustre. Some light

golden toning on the reverse. Far finer than usually seen.
#007292

Key 1903-S Morgan Dollar

1921-S Morgan. MS-65 (NGC). A frosty gem with strong

cartwheel lustre, and with rich golden highlights forming at

the rims.

#007300

1903-S MS-64 (PCGS). A well struck, brilliant, and lustrous

example with just a hint of golden toning. Some contact marks
are seen here and there but are normal for the MS-64 grade.

One of the more elusive Morgan dollars of the era.

#007288

Lustrous Gem Uncirculated 1921 Peace $1

1921 Peace. MS-66 (NGC). A bright and lustrous specimen
with rich champagne on both sides. A satiny gem with sur-

The Orlando Sale Silver Dollars January 2, 200

971 1904 MS-65 (NGC). Brilliant with satiny lustre. Last of the

early years of the Morgan dollars—the mint ran out of silver.

Somewhat scarce at this grade level.

#007290

faces that define the grade for Peace dollars. Nicely stmck for

the date, with better than typical central hair design pmsont
on the obverse.

#007356
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975 1921 Peace. MS-65 (NGC). Mottled brown and gray toning,

quite intense on the reverse, over silver surfaces. Lightly

struck at the centers as usual.

#(X)7356

976 1921 Peace. MS-65 (NGC). Light gold and gray toning over

lustrous surfaces. Relatively few contact marks. Some light-

ness of strike at the center as always, characteristic of the

design.

#007356

977 1921 Peace. MS-64 (PCGS). Brilliant, lustrous, and sharply

struck. A handsome representative of Anthony De Francisci's

numismatic masterpiece.

#007356

978 1921 Peace.MS-62(NGC).Anattractiveexampleofthel921

Peace dollar, always lightly struck at the center, the prescmt

piece is far better struck than usual, earning it points in

this regard. The fields are somewhat satiny on both sides, a

characteristic which relatively few Peace dollars of this date

share. A number of years back a leading dealer who had

one of these had it certified as a Proofby one of the leading

grading services. That said, this particular coin merits close

inspection during the lot viewing process.

#007356
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Rare 1922 High Relief Peace Dollar

Style Type of 1921

2.V photo

979 1922 Matte Proof-25 (PCGS). An attractive example at the grade 25 level of a rarity: a 1922 Peace silver dollar
struck in high relief, similar to that used for all 1921 Peace dollars and a few Proof 1922s. Such coins are rarities

today, and fewer than two dozen are known, most in Proof.

Offered by Heritage in April 2002 this piece was described as follows:

1922 $1 Matte PR25 PCGS. Research done by R. W. Julian in June 1974 at the General Services Administration archives
in Philadelphia revealed that the Mint produced 35,401 High Relief Peace Dollars between January 2 and 23, 1922. These
coins, all of which were dated 1922, were produced from four obverse and nine reverse dies. Since the die breakage was too
great, the Mint halted production and ordered Ghief Engraver George T. Morgan to lower the design's relief. Tradition holds
that the Mint destroyed all 35,401 business strikes before commencing low relief production. Writing in 1993, however, Q.
David Bowers describes the present circulated example and states: "This may be a circulation strike that escaped the melting
pot (or it may be a proof that was spent)."

"Judging by the way they graded this coin, PCGS believes in the latter theory. We admit that the amount of wear is

extensive enough to preclude a definitive study of the original surface texture. There is, however, no doubt that this coin
was struck in high relief, and with a considerable amount of pressure to provide for the considerable remaining central
definition. Both sides are extensively worn with rich lavender-charcoal toning and scattered marks from a stint in circulation.
An intriguing coin that begs for further study.

"Ex: Discovered in the late 1970s in Lathrup Village, Michigan by Ernest Lush in a group of circulated Dollars; Michigan
collection; Gwyn Houston; Julian Leidman (on consignment at the 1992 ANA Convention).

"Wide attention to this variety was first created when Walter Breen's article, "The 1922 Type of 1921 Peace Dollar," was
published in The Numismatic Scrapbook Magazine, July 1961. This began as follows:

"1921: Concave fields. High relief on head and eagle (usually indefinite in centers). Heavy letters and numerals. Short thick
straight tail to R in TRVST. Heavy rays in coronet: 12 tall, 9 short. Ray ends at upper edge of lower cross-sfroke of E in LIBERTY.
Rever.se letters bold. Three small berries in branch. Small, thin leaves. Eight rays below tail. Four rays below ONE.

"1922: Flat fields. Low relief on head and eagle. Thin letfers and numerals. Long thin curved tail to R in TRVST. Thin
rays in coronet. 13 tall, 12 short. Ray ends almost at middle cross-stroke of E in LIBERTY. Reverse letters shallow. Four large
berries in branch. Large, heavy leaves. Six (?) rays below tail. Three rays below ONE.

"There are also many minor points of difference in hair, rays, and feathers, and in shapes and details of mountaims; on
1922 and later coins an altogether different mountain range seems to be depicted from that shown on the 1921 coins.

Breen went on to discuss the general history of the 1921 Peace silver dollar. In brief, and as has been well recited else-
where (including in depth in Bowers 1993 Silver Dollars and Trade Dollars of the United States: A Complete Encyclopedia), the
regular Peace dollars of 1921, and created by artist Anthony de Francisci (an artist and sculptor, not a Mint employee), were
indeed v'ery artistic, in high sculptured relief, perhaps a counterpoint to what Augustus Saint-Gaudens had done years
earlier in his MCMVII High Relief $20. Indeed, de Francisci borrowed from Saint-Gaudens the style arrangement of the
lettering on the reverse, used by Saint-Gaudens on the unofficial 1905 Roosevelt inaugural medal as well as on the reverse
of the 1907 and later double eagles.

"Just as happened with the MCMVII twenties, the 1921 Peace silver dollars w'ould not strike up properly using a'gular
equipment. The double eagles were each struck three times, by careful attention to a .special press. Perhaps if the W21 Peace
dollars had been struck likewise they w'ould be sharp. However, they were run just once through high speed equipment,
with the result that examples minted for circulation are flat at the centers.

"In 1922 the design was modified by lower relief. However, early in the year some Proofs were made ot the old design,
as described above, one example of which is offered here. Of course, it would be nice to have a sploudid gem Prov't ot the
v.iriety, but perhaps the advantage ot the pn-sent piece is that the price will be much more reasiinable in its pivsent state.

A find for the Pi'.ice (.lollar speciiilist."

I’( : ,S I’npiil.ition: I: 4 liner within the designation (I’rool-hh Matte tinesl),

«(H)73n 1
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Splendid Gem 1923 Peace $1

[

;
980 1923 MS-67 (NGC). A satiny gem of the highest order, a

j

lustrous coin with eye appeal that would do any Peace dol-

I lar justice. Only a whisper of pale golden lustre impedes the

I

brilliance of this beauty. A no-holds-barred gem.

From ANR 's Classics sale of December 2003, Lot 870.

#(K)73W)

Elusive MS-65 1924-S $1

I

i

981 1924-S Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-65. Delicately and at-

tractively toned in intermingled pearl gray and gold. Despite

a fairly generous mintage of 1,728,000 pieces, comparatively

few examples were set aside at the time of issue, and ac-

cordingly survivors in the MS-60 to 63 range are scarce,

while MS-65 examples are worthy of the "condition rarih'"

accolade; indeed, NGC has certified only a single example

at the MS-66 level, with none finer.

#007364

982 1924-S MS-64 (PCGS). Brilliant and attractive. Within the

MS-64 grade this is certainly "high end" for eye appeal and

overall qualih’. There are some contact marks visible, primar-

ily on the reverse, but fewer than expected. This particular

date and mint often comes heavily bagmarked.

sn(T73M

Appealing Gem 1927-S Dollar

983 1927-S MS-65 (NGC). Well struck, brilliant, and with out-

standing eye appeal, this 1927-S dollar will nicely satisfv the

needs of anyone who is seeking a high lex el example. Contact

marks are relatively few, the lustre is deep and brilliant, and

ov'erall it certainly is one of the nicest imaginable within the

MS-65 categor)'.

NGC Census; 6; 1 finer within any desij;nation (MS-66 finest).

#007372

984 1934 MS-66 (PCGS). Brilliant with satiny lustre. Well struck.

A gorgeous example of the next to last issue in the Peace

dollar series.

#007375

985 1934 MS-66 (PCGS). A frost}' gem example of the date, safin\

and highlv lustrous with a warm pale golden glow on the

reverse. Peace dollars as whole arc quite scarce at MS-66,

and the present specimen upholds the rigors of that grade

quite admirablv.
it007375
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Satiny Gem Uncirculated 1934-D Peace $1 TRADE DOLLARS

986 1934-D MS-66 (PCGS). A gorgeous gem example of the date,

a beauty that has been exceeded in grade at PCGS by just two
specimens. Highly lustrous with satiny, brilliant surfaces that

readily deserve the assigned grade. Peace dollars this nice,

coins truly deserving of such a high grade, only appear at

great intervals in today's numismatic marketplace, so if an
extraordinarily lovely gem Peace dollar is on your want
list, you should give serious consideration to this beautiful

prize.

PCGS Population: 57; 2 finer (both MS-67).

#007376

Superb Gem 1934-D Dollar

989 1873-CC About Uncirculated-50. Gray and blue toning over

silver surfaces. Called "artificial toning" by the grading ser-

vice, the toning is not much different than seen on a lot of

certified coins. Do this coin and yourself a service and inspect

it during the lot viewing process.

#007032

990 1875-S Type I/I. MS-62 (PCGS). Pale golden gray toning with

delicate lilac highlights. Frosty lustre complements both sur-

faces. The strike is about average, with some softness noted

on the high points.

Numismatists distinguish between two different reverse hubs used

in 1875 and 1876. On Type I reverses, a berry can be seen on the branch

beneath the eagle's left (viewer's right) claw. On Type 11 reverses, there is

no berry beneath the claw.

987 1934-D MS-66 (NGC). Brilliant and lustrous. Superb eye
appeal. An outstanding example that is just right for the ad-

vanced buyer or connoisseur. Carefully selected Peace dollars

at the choice and gem level can be beautiful to behold.
#007376

#007039

Gem Proof 1877 Trade Dollar

Among Finest Graded

988 1935 MS-66 (NGC). A lovely example, this 1935 dollar is well

struck and lustrous. A few dozen have been graded at this

level by NGC, but only four finer.

#(X)7378

991 1877 Proof-65^ (NGC). A lovely example of this issue, with

gunmetal-blue, magenta, and iridescent hues on both sides.

Well struck. Certainly one of the most attractive examples

remaining from a low Proof mintage of 510 pieces.

#007057
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Choice Cameo Proof 1877 Trade $1

992 1877 Proof-64 CAMEO (NGC). Frosty motifs and richly

reflective fields support intense golden hues. A pleasing gem
Proof of the date, one of 5 1 0 Proof examples struck. An excit-

ing gem with delightful eye appeal for the assigned grade.

#087057

Impressive MS-63 1877-CC Trade $1

994 1 878-S MS-64 (NGC). From the final year of the trade dollar

denomination (1873-1883), to see branch mint circulation

^trikes Fully brilliant and somewhat prooflike with a hint

of pale gold at the rims.

Fillrd B in n.L KIBUS (m fhc rrver'.o

1007048

995

993 1877-CC MS-63 (PCGS). A handsome example exhibiting

intermingled gold and gray toning in the central areas, with

wisps of vivicl blue and violet at the rims. The devices are

frostv and the fields exhibit considerable prooflike charac-

ter. Most design features are sharp save for two or three of

the obverse stars. Although the mintage for the issue was a

fairly generous 534,000 pieces, only a tiny portion was set

aside at the time of issue. Indeed, PCGS has certified fewer

than three dozen examples grading MS-63 or finer. Walter

Breen conjectured in his Encyclopedia that as many as 44,148

examples of the issue were melted into bullion at the Carson

City Mint on July 19, 1878.

#007045

998 1881 Proof-64 (\G‘ K Mottled bh- r z-
'

color<^ dofini the ttminp on thv »
•

- 7 d,

#(*’“
it

1880 Proof-64 (NGC). Well struck, this Prcxif 1880 trade dollar

has medium brown and iridescent toning on both sides. For

many years this and many other Prixif-onlv issues beginning

in 1878 and continuing in collectible form until 1883, have

been numismatic favorites.

#007060

Choice Proof 1881 Trade Dollar

997

996

1881 Proof-64 (PCGS). Within the Proof-64 grade this coin

is one of the nicest we have seen. A beautiful example with

delicate iridescent tones over deep mirror surfaces. Fully

equal to some we have seen graded as Proof-65.

#007061

1880 Proof-63 (ANACS). Mottled medium gray toning with

some lilac over silver surfaces. Popular Proof-only date.

#007060

m
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Splendid Gem Proof-Only 1882 Trade Dollar

Tied for Finest Certified by NGC

999 1882 Proof-68 (NGC). An exceptional Proof trade dollar with dynamic eye appeal. Pale pastel rose, gold, and blue
iridescence illuminates the frosty motifs and mirror field on the obverse, while the reverse is a study in impressive
gold and pale orange. Struck for collectors only toward the end of this seldom-used denomination's coinage run,

and only in the Proof format without attendant circulation strikes. The present coin, as beautiful as it is physically
sound, is a splendid 1882 Proof trade dollar that has few peers—and no examples listed as finer—within the NGC
Census Report.

NGC Census: 6; none finer within any designation.

#007062

Choice Proof-Only 1882 Trade $1

1000

1882 Proof-64 (PCGS). Vivid, fiery gold, crimson, red, blue,

and sea green iridescence graces both sides, while traces of

mint brilliance peek through here and there.

#007062

Bid with Stack's on the world wide web

www.stacks.com

Frosty Gem Proof 1883 Trade Dollar

1001

1883 Proof-65 (NGC). A bright and attractive coin that boasts

light russet and gold around the periphery on both the ob-

verse and reverse. The devices are boldly frosted, but this

older NGC holder probably predates the Cameo designation

adopted later. Virtually perfect surfaces with no hairlines

or even lint marks of any consequence. For identification

purposes, there is a tiny planchet flake past star 7, another

inside star 10. A magnificent example from a meager issue

of 979 pieces, all struck in the Proof format. The final year of

issue that is readily obtainable.

#007063
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PROOF SETS

1002 1890 Proof set certified by NGC: Cent. Proof-65 RB nickel. Proof-65 Dime. Proof-64 Quarter. I’roof-65

Half dollar. Proof-66 Dollar. Proof-65. A very nice set overall, each piece displaying attractive toning, and

obviously selected with great care. Although we do not know, the uniformity of the toning, particularly on the

reverse, indicates these silver coins may have been together since day one, constituting an original Proof sc't. A
lovely group, one that is of exceptional quality and dest'rving of a strong bid. (Total: 6 pieces).

1886 Gold Proof Set

All photographs of the 1868 gold Proof set are 2x.

Gem 1886 Proof Gold Dollar

I 1003 1886 Proof-65 ULTRA CAMEO (NGC). This lot begins our

provisional offering of a complete gold Proof set of the year

1886, coins remarkable for their quality, for each is hand

selected in this regard, and also for their rarity.

A gorgeous example of this issue, fully brilliant, and with

the ever-popular "orange peel" fields. Although Mint report

says that 1,016 Prtxifs were struck, remarkably this figure is

wildly erroneous, for not even a significant number of these

I

survive today. Even more off the mark is the impressive

quantity of 1,779 Prixifs recorded for the 1889 gold dollar,

which today stands as far and away the rarest Proof of the

188(K never mind that it has the highest stated Pnxif mintage

of any I9th-centur\' gold coin. Obviously, such numbers have

to be taken with a large grain of salt.

Relatively few gem 1 886 Pr(x>f dollars exist today, wfith

this being the only classified as Pr(Hif-65 Ultra Cameo by

N(rC, and just thn*e finer.

N(ri : rn-iiK I, .1 tinrr within the designation (Proof s? UITKA

! AMK'hfKst;

Each of the lots from UX13 through 1008 will be sold on a provisional

ba.sis. After Lot 1(X)8 is sold provisionally, the total for lots l(Xf3 through 1008

will be computed, 5% will be added to the total, and this will constitute the

opvning bid for Lot 1009, If the opening bid is met or excevded, the provi-

sional awards for Lots 1003 through 1008 will be canceled. If it is not met or

exceeded, then the lots will be sold at the provisional award prices.

#097636

Gem 1886 Proof Quarter Eagle

1004 1886 Proof-65 ULTRA CAMEO (NGC). Only 88 Prcnifs were

struck, and of those relatively few sur\’ive today in numerical

grade and eye appeal that can match this one. Warm vel-

low-gold surfaces, "orange peel" fields, sharp strike and

eveiA'thing else come together to yield a trulv memorable

coin. The 1886 quarter eagle is doublv desirable as gem rr

culation strikes are almost impossible to find, plaang . =fr.-

market pressure on Pnxifs whenever they ap^x^ar. »» h.. - ;

not often.

NCC Census S; 4 finer within the design.’ti -r "r.s -t .
~ IK'

CAMEO finestl

Each of the lots from 1003 thnMigh 1008 w i . . r

basis, as d»*s<Til>'d in 1 ot 10!V.

#OP7P12
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1005

1886 Proof-64 CAMEO (NGC). A brilliant specimen with cameo contrast. The 1886 $3, like most others of the era,

is doubly rare—first of all as a Proof, and secondly as a basic date, in the latter instance as only 1,000 were made
for circulation. High grade, desirability, and eye appeal all combine in this single elegant coin!

Each of the lots from 1003 through 1008 will be sold on a provisional basis, as described in Lot 1003.

#088050

Superb Gem Proof 1886 $5 Gold

Among the Finest Known

1006

1886 Proof-66 CAMEO (NGC). Only a handful of 1886 Proof half eagles are known in this grade or a bit higher,

survivors from a mintage of just 72 examples. The present piece has cameo contrast, orange peel surface of the

field, and is a visual treat.

NGC Census: 2; 2 finer within any designation (Proof-67 CAMEO finest).

Each of the lots from 1003 through 1008 will be sold on a provisional basis, as described in Lot 1003.

#088481

1886 $10 Proof Rarity

Among Finest Known

1007

1886 Proof-64 ULTRA CAMEO (NGC). Although 60 Proofs were reported to have struck in 1886, only a handful

of high quality coins survive today. Indeed, NGC has certified just one other as Ultra Cameo and just a single piece

finer. Bright gold with orange peel surfaces. A tiny hairline scratch is seen in the obverse field near Miss Liberty's

chin. Other than that, the piece is about as nice as we have seen in a limg while.

NCC Census: 1; 1 finer within the designation (l’r(K)f-67 ULTRA CAMHtl).

Each of the lots from 1(X13 through l(X)H will be sold on a provisional basi.s, as descriK'd in Lot 11X13.

#(WH826
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Classic 1886 Double Eagle Rarity

Till C)kiamx»Saij

1008 1886 Proof-66 ULTRA CAMEO (NGC). For many years the Proof 1886 double eagle has been recognized as one

of the foremost rarities in the series, and one of the most desirable pieces to add to a collection. Although 106

Proofs were minted, very few have survived in condition equal to the present piece. Beyond that, this coin has

warm orange toning and has absolutely breathtaking eye appeal. Everything comes together to create a piece

that will elevate the temperature in the auction rtx)m when it crosses the block. Watch this one go!

NGC Census: 3; 1 finer within the designation (PrcK)f-67 ULTRA CAMEO).
Each of the lots from 1003 through lOOS will be sold on a provisional basis, as described in Lot 1003.

#099102

1009 1886 Gold Proof Set. As individually described in lots 1003 through 1008 above. At this point in the sale, the pro-

visional awards for lots 1003 through 1008 will be totaled, 5% will be added, and this will constitute the opening

bid for the current lot. Lot 1009. If this bid is met or exceeded, the provisional awards will be cancelled and the

coins will be owned by the successful bidder on the present lot.

It may be many years until another full 1886 Proof gold set is offered for sale. This opporfuniW cannot be

overemphasized. (Total six pieces)
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PATTERN COINS Lovely 1838 J-73 Pattern 50(t

Blazing Proof-64 1836 Gold $1 Pattern

2x photo

1010 1836 pattern gold dollar. Judd-67, Pollock-70. Rarity-5.

Proof-64 (NGC). Gold. Plain edge. Die alignment: 190°. Fully

brilliant. The devices are sharp and satiny, while the fields are

glittering mirrors. The obverse design features a liberty cap

encompassed by a glory of rays, similar in style to Mexican
coins of the era. The reverse has the denomination "1 D"
signifying one dollar, encircled by a coiled palm frond, with

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA around and the date 1836

below. Both the obverse and reverse designs are attributed

to celebrated engraver Christian Gobrecht.
NGC Census: 9; 8 finer within any designation (Proof-67 finest).

The Mint made pattern gold dollars in 1836 in response to interest in

Congress. It was thought that the denomination was favored in certain

.southern states where the gold dollars issued by Christopher Bechtler

were popular. The coinage bill that ultimately became the Act of January

18, 1837 actually included a provision for gold dollars: "And be it further

enacted, that it shall be lawful henceforward to coin gold dollar pieces of

which the weight shall be twenty-five grains and eight-tenths of a grain,

and which shall be legal tenders of payment at the rate of one dollar each,

for all sums whatever."

As it turns out, the provision for the issuance of gold dollars was
deleted from the Act of January 18, 1837 prior to passage. Gold dollars

weren't coined at the U.S. Mint for nearly a decade and a half, beginning in

1849, by which time the vast quantities of gold that the Mint received from

California made the yellow metal more widely used in coinage.

#011260

1012 1838 pattern 50<t. J-73, P-77. Rarity-5. Restrike. Proof-64

(PCGS). Silver. Reeded edge. The devices are frosty and the

fields are glittering mirrors. Medium gray toning with pale

blue, violet, and pink iridescent highlights.

PCGS Population: 12; 8 finer within the designation (Proof-66 finest).

The obverse design, featuring a bust of Liberty facing left, is attributed

to Mint Engraver William Kneass. The flying eagle motif on the reverse is

thought to have been adapted by Christian Gobrecht from sketches earlier

made by Titian Peale and illustrated by Don Taxay in his book The U.S.

Mint and Coinage. Andrew Pollock in his United States Patterns and Related

Issues recognized three different categories of strikings from these dies,

which included Originals, which weigh 206 grains, this being the weight

appropriate for U.S. half dollars minted in 1838; Restrikes, which weigh

192 grains (the appropriate weight for half dollars coined at the U.S. Mint in

1853 and later years); and a third category designated Anomalous Weight

Pieces, which have a range of nonstandard weights which Pollock conjec-

tured were produced when old polished-down half dollars were u.sed as

planchets for the manufacture of "surreptitious restrikes" made circa 1838

to 1858. Presumably, the piece offered here is one of the 192-grain restrikes,

although encapsulation prevents us from ascertaining its weight.

Die alignment: 360°, which is the usually reported arrangement.

#011288

Superb J-131 (1851) Pattern Cent

Solo Finest NGC Grade

Desirable 1836 J-67 Gold $1

1011 1836 pattern gold SI. J-67, P-70. Rarity-5. Proof-62 (PCGS).

Die alignment: 180°. A second fully brilliant example dis-

playing sharp, satiny devices and blazing mirror fields. It's

an unusual event for a single example of this rare, desirable,

and intriguing variety to appear at auction, and certainly its a

memorable circumstance for two specimens to appear in the

same sale. Worth serious consideration from the 19th-century

gold specialist as well as the pattern collector,

sol I2NI

1013 (1851) pattern U. J-131, P-155. Rarity-7+. Proof-65 (NGC). Cop-

per nickel. Reeded edge. A lovely specimen with bright silvery

surfaces. Finest graded by NG(E within the designation. The

coin is of superb quality, virtually mint fresh in appearance.

This piece, although graded as Proofhy NGC, is from unfinished

dies, as are all. Never given polish, both sides reveal microscopic

parallel die finish lines. The striking is exquisite.

NGC Census: 1; none finer.

This was one of a number of experiments conducted in the earlv I85t1s

in an effort to find a .substitute for the large and heavy copper c'ent, which

was becoming increasingly expensive to manufactum. The inscription, "one

tenth silver," represented an idea of adding precious metal to the alloy mix

in order to have a smaller coin but still maintain a somewhat higher intrinsic

value. The present coin is attributed as Ix'ing struck in copjx'r-nickel allov.

not with silver composition. Howev’er, imlv elemental analysis can rv'veal

the true nature of the metal in this and other issues of the era.

The rings on each side wen' placed then' to demonstrate what a coin

would look like if perforated at tlie center, although the pn'sent pn.\x'

does not have such fx'rforalion. The idea was to use a hv'le at the wnter.

in the fashion ol certain C hinese coins, to fX'rmit the diameter to K' larger

than normally the case, but with no mon' metal than nivded tor a smaller

diameter piece, ,Mthough classified as copfX'r-nickel, to our eve this pii\X'

may have mon' nicki'l th.in that allov normally has.

«t)||S.S8
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Gem Proof-bS 1852 Annular Gold $1

2x photo

Exceedingly Rare J-148b Gold Dollar

2x photo

i
1014 1852 pattern gold dollar, j-145, P-173. Rarity-6-. Proof-65

(NGC). Gold. Plain edge. Fully brilliant with glittering mir-

ror fields and satiny devices. This piece is struck in "annular

format" i.e. ring-shaped, with a large perforation at the center

as made. These pieces were produced to have a diameter of

approximately 0.65 inch overall, while the diameter of the

central perforation is approximately 0.34 inch. The designs

of both the obverse and reverse demanded great creativity

on the part of the engraver as most Federal coinage motifs

employed up to that time could not be adapted to the annular

format. The adopted obverse design features a crenulated line

motif around the central perforation, with UNITED STATES
OE AMERICA around and the date 1852 below. The reverse

has the denomination DOLLAR above with a wreath of

leaves and berries below.

Both thick and thin format versions of the J-145 variety

are known; thin-planchet pieces generally weigh between

25.5 and 26.0 grains while thick-planchet pieces range from

32.0 to 32.5 grains. Unfortunately, the encapsulation of the

present piece precludes us from reporting the weight.

By 1852 the United States was in the midst of the California Gold Rush,

and vast quantities of the precious yellow metal were being transported to

the eastern seaboard. As a consequence of this plentiful supply, the price

of silver began to rise with respect to gold, and accordingly, silver coins

began to di.sappear from circulation. One possible solution considered by

the Mint was the coinage of gold dollars and half dollars. Although gold

dollars had already been in circulation since 1849, these were considered

by some to be too small and inconvenient for popular acceptance by the

public. Don Taxay in his The U.S. Mint and Coinage included the following

letter that had originally been published in the February 1853 issue of

Bankers Magazine: "This [the design based on the annular format] is a more

convenient coin in size and .shape than the present dollar, but as the public

I are now familiar with the size and shape of the present dollar, it is probably

well enough to continue them, and authorize gold half-dollar pieces of the

ring shape proposed by which the inconvenience experienced from want

of change would be greatly relieved. . .

."

In 1853, an act of Congress authorized the Mint to reduce the weights

of all silver denominations from half dimes to half dollars, with the result

that silver coins once again became common in the channels of commerce.

In the following year, 1854, the Mint changed the format of the gold dol-

lar, making the coins broader and thinner with the intent of making that

denomination mom convenient for day-to-day use.

NGC Census: 4; 6 finer (MS-67 finest).

s(111602

Bid On the Internet at wwvv.stacks.com

Pre-sale bidding and live bidding are both available at

our website at www.stacks.com. Pre-registration for live

bidding i-. required by January 1, 2007. For more details see

pages 8-9 in the front of this catalogue.

1015

1852 pattern gold dollar. J-148b, P-unlisted. Rarity-8.

Proof-62 (PCGS). Brass. Plain edge. From the same dies as

the annular gold dollar variety offered in the preceding lot.

A distinctive specimen characterized by muted frosty lusta*

and delicate olive-gold toning. The editors of the most recent

edition of Judd (9th), estimate a surviving population of

just two or three pieces. The die state of this brass piece is

later than that of the gold specimen offered in the preceding

lot, which is attested by two reverse die cracks: one at 9:00

extending through the span of the ring from the outer rim

through the upper part of the wreath to the inner rim. The

second crack extends from the outer rim at 12:00 to the right

edge of the stand of the first L in DOLLAR.
This variety was not listed in Andrew Pollock's United Stales Patterns

and Related Issues bc'cause the supposed unique "brass" piece offert'd in

Bowers and Merena's 1991 sale of the Polls Collection, upon spectral

analysis, turned out to be copper.

PCGS Population: 1; none finer.

#011618

1858 Flying Eagle Ic Pattern

1016

1858 pattern U. J-191, P-233. Rarity-5. Proof-64 (PCGS).

Copper nickel. Plain edge. A small obverse letters variant, the

pattern issues having been produced in both large and small

letters styles as seen on the regular-issue 1858 Flying Eagle

cents. Nicely struck with light golden brown copper nickel

surfaces. One of 22 different one-cent patterns produced in

1858, 16 of which feature some variation of the Flying Eagle

motif. Only five specimens graded finer by PCGS, all only

one grade point higher.

#011840

1017

1858 pattern Ic. J-208, P-253. Rarity-1. Proof-65 (PCGS).

Copper nickel. Plain edge. Light golden brown surfaces with

attractive accents of rose and blue adding to the visual ap-

peal. A nicelv struck example of this experimental cent This

design bears the sty le that would be adopted tor the Indian

cent in 1859, only to be modified with a different reverse the

following vear. These pieces were struck in relatively large

quantity for a pattern, and thus are n'adih availab'it

PGGS Population 14 . 2 finer <rn'»of-tv" fi • :

«011S8S
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Exceedingly Rare J-210 Pattern Cent

2.x photo

1018 1858 pattern Ic. J-210, P-260. Rarity-8. Proof-64 (PCGS).
Bronze. Plain edge. A lovely partially red example exhibiting

blushes of pleasing pink, blue, violet, and tan. The strike is

sharp in virtually all areas with the exception of two or three

feather tips in Liberty's headdress. A pair of tiny obverse

spots is probably all that prevented PCGS from assigning the

Proof-65 grade designation. The obverse is the type having

a "rounded bust truncation" as adopted for the production

of regular-issue Indian cents in 1860. The reverse is the type

having five-leaf clusters, rather than six-leaf clusters as

adopted for the 1859 regular-issue Indian cents. Although
copper-nickel strikings from these dies were produced in

large quantities with estimates as high as hundreds of pieces,

bronze impressions are of the greatest rarity. Prior to the

appearance of the presently offered piece in the Eliasberg

Collection sale of May 1996, the only specimen reported by
Andrew Pollock in his United States Patterns and Related Issues

was the piece in Stack's ANA Sale of August 1971, Lot 295,

which was earlier offered in Stack's Dupont Collection sale

of November 1954.

Technical notes (quoting from the Eliasberg sale catalogue): Weight:

72.9 grains; Diameter: 0.752 inch; Die alignment: 170°.

PCGS Population: 1; none finer.

From Bowers and Merena’s sale of the Louis E. Eliasberg Sr.

Collection, May 1996, Lot 132.

#011891

Extremely Rare J-244 Half Dollar

Struck Over Washington Portrait Hub Trial

1019 1859 pattern 50(t. J-244, P-300. Rarity-7+. Proof-64 RB (PCGS). Copper. Reeded edge. Perhaps 40% mint red with

blushes of tan, pink, and sea green. The strike is sharp in virtually all areas with the exception of that portion of

Liberty's portrait by her ear and temple which is precisely on the opposite side of the obverse hub trial feature

described below. The obverse features a portrait of Liberty facing right, which was referred to by R. Coulton Davis
as the "French Head of Liberty." Cornelius Vermeule conjectured that the statue of Apollo Belvedere in the Vatican

was the inspiration for the design. The reverse features the perched eagle design employed on regular-issue half

dollars of the 1850s. The J-244 variety is of the greatest rarity; Andrew Pollock was able to account for only three

examples in his United States Patterns and Related Issues including the specimen offered here.

This piece was overstruck on a hub trial for a Washington portrait, which is still largely visible. Washington's
face is most clearly seen, but the back of Washington's head, bust truncation, and trailing curls of the peruke
beneath the truncation can also be seen. This piece was described by Q. David Bowers in Bowers and Merena's
Rarities Sale of August 1998, portions of which are quoted herewith:

"This is one of the most curious, most wonderful patterns we've ever handled. Credit for identifying it goes to Norman Stack, who in

his firm's catalogue of the S.E. Goldsmith Collection, October 1958, offered it as Lot 1450.

"While the circumstances of production may never be known, it seems to have been struck as a hub trial for the portrait of Washington usc\l

on patterns of the 1860s, following the portrait of lean Antoine Houdon. , . . An examination of the piece under high magnification a'veals two
incised circles, intended for an inscription to be added, at the center of which a deep impa’ssion was punched of the j'Kirtrait of Waslfington.

The diameter of the circles indicates that the impa’ssion was indeed for a five-cent piece (being too small for a two-wnt piiw)

Technical nt)tes (quoting from the B&M Rarities Sale catalogue): Weight: 180.4 grains; Diameter: ,1(1.4 mm. The die alignment is 18(1".

rrom Stack's sale of the S.E. Goldstnith Collection, October 1958, Lot 1451); Morris Evans; Bowers and Merena’s Rarities

Sale, August 1998, Lot 2047.

aoilW
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I’aquet's 1859 Gilt Pattern $20

I he Bass Specimen — Pollock Plate Coin

judd-257. High Rarity-6

1020

l|

I

1859 pattern $20. J-257, P-305. Rarity-6+. Proof-61 (NGC).

Gilt copper. Reeded edge. Bright yellow gilt on a nicely struck

planchet, with all of Anthony Paquet's design details crisp

and sharp. Somewhat matte-like in appearance, with some

hairlines pre.sent on both sides. Designed by Paquet in his

sophomore year at the Mint, his repre.sentation of Liberty is

somewhat haughty in appearance with her upright demeanor

and nearly scowling face. An unusual design type and a fairly

scarce variety as well; indeed, it is thought that perhaps just

20 or so examples of J-257 can be accounted for. This notable

specimen exhibits a great pedigree, and was also illustrated

in the pattern reference by Andrew W. Pollock, 111.

NCC Census: 1; 9 finer within the designation (I’roof-65 finest).

Two reverse centering dots, one small, the other slightly larger, just to

the viewer's right of the second L in DOLLARS.

From Abe Kosojf's sale ofMay 1 942, Lot 7 65; Neu' Netherlands

Coin Co.'s 61st Sale, June 1970, Lot 8; Bowers and Merena's sale

of the Bass Collection, May 1999, Lot 1402.

#012025

Gilt 1860 Pattern Half Eagle

Judd-272, Low Rarity-6

One of the Bass Specimens

1021 1860 pattern $5. J-272, P-320. Rarity-6-. Proof-63 (NGC). Gilt

copper. Reeded edge. Bright yellow with olive highlights.

Some pale blue and deep gold cloudiness in the fields. A
sharply struck representative example of this half eagle pat-

tern struck on a broader eagle-sized planchet, reportedly in

an effort to find a half eagle that would not be easily counter-

feited. Longacre's portrait of Liberty facing right, is at once

forceful and dynamic, though the reverse eagle's stature is

small enough that the bird looks lost. A neat variety with the

V in FIVE actually an inverted A. Harr\’ Bass took a liking to

this issue, procuring thnv examples between May 1970 and

April 1972. The present coin is the solitar)' representative of

the variety at the PriK)t-63 grade level in the NCA < en-.i

Report, with just one other gilt j-272 listed there at a finer

grade. Another grand opportunity to obtain a rtmgni/ed

scarcity in the pattern series.

NCiC Census: 1; 1 finer within the di*signatu)n (IVikiI-M;

From Stack's sale of the Di Bello Collection, May 7970, Iwt

484; Bowers and Merena's sate of the Bass Collection, May 7999,

U)t 1350.

#012079

1022 1863 pattern 50c. j-340, P-412. Rarity-6-. Proof-65 (NGC).

Silver. Reeded edge. Beautiful deep steel gray surfaces with

considerable violet, deep blue, and pale gmen toning blended

across the fields. The devices are sharp and satiny, the fields

reflective, and the eye appeal is generally quite nice. One of

a series of pattern issues with experimental motttx*s leading

up to the addition of "In God We Trust" to several regular

production Federal coin.s, the first famously being the 1864

two-cent piece. These various motto experiments in different

metals and denominations make an interesting study in their

own right.

NGC Census: 3; none finer within any designation.

#060502

Delightful Proof-65 J-355a Cent

1023 1864 pattern Ic. J-355a, P-unlisted. Rarity-7+. Proof-65 RB

(PCGS). Bronze. Plain edge. Struck from regular-issue Indian

cent dies without "L" on ribbon. A splendid gem example,

with virtually all design features defined to full advantage,

including the tips of the feathers in Liberty's headdress. The

frosty devices beautifully contrast with the mirror fields.

The surfaces are perhaps 40% brilliant with blushes of pink,

violet, and blue.

Although the J-355a varictv is listed in the seventh edition of ludd. it
-

not listed in the current (ninth) edihon. The reason tor the- e unoertair.

it's possible that the editors of the ninth edition mav ha\e r.-ganC-.i the

variety' as indistinguishable from a regular-issue Indian cent

£070523
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1024

Scarce 1864 Pattern Two Cents

Regular Large Motto Dies

Judd Plate Coin

1864 pattern 2(t. J-371, P-440. Rarity-6-. Proof-65 (PCGS).
Copper nickel. Plain edge. Nicely struck in copper nickel,

with a warm light golden tone with mild overtones of rose.

Nice definition of all details of both sides and very original

in appearance with somewhat subdued mirror fields. The
devices appear satiny. A few small spots are seen, which
readily identify this piece as the Judd Plate Coin. Tied for

the finest graded by PCGS, and desirable as an off-metal

experimental striking of the two-cent series.

PCGS Population: 6; none finer.

From the Benson Collection.

#060541

The Eliasberg 1864 Judd-384 Pattern Quarter

Paquet Reverse

eagle design attributed to Anthony Paquet and is a reuse of
a die employed in 1858 and 1859 and later used in 1865."

Today the demand for patterns is greater than ever, what
with two new editions of the Judd text plus expanded interest

brought on by Saul Teichman's website and other activities.

While this stands on its own quality-wise, with none finer

graded by NGC, certainly the Eliasberg pedigree adds further

to the desirability.

As to the grade, it can be assumed that many if not most
patterns commercially graded in recent years have moved
up from the conservative (in hindsight) descriptions given
to them by numismatic experts of a decade or more ago. In
any event, the coin stands on its own as a very attractive

coin—and if next year someone grades it as Proof-67, it will

still be the same specimen.
NGC Census: 3; none finer.

From the Chapman brothers' April 1897 sale oftheM.A. Brown
Collection, to J.M. Clapp. Clapp estate, 1942, to Louis E. Eliasberg,

Sr.; Bowers and Merena's sale of the Eliasberg Collection, May
1996, Lotus.

#060555

Gem Proof-67 J-410 Three Cents

Lovely "Cameo" Example

1026

z.r pnoio

1025 1864 pattern 25(1. J-384, P-452. Rarity-7-. Proof-65 (NGC).
Silver. Reeded edge. A lovely example of this significant and
distinctive pattern, the present piece is an old friend, having
been catalogued by the writer for the May 1996 offering of

the Eliasberg Collection, there as Lot 213, graded as Proot-63

and described as:

"Warmly and attractively toned in intermingled shades
of blue and violet-brown. The obverse is the regular-issue

Liberty Seated type. The reverse has a distinctive perched

Zx pfioto

1865 pattern 3(1. J-410, P-481. Rarity-6-. Proof-67 CAM
(PCGS). Nickel. Plain edge. A splendid gem example. Es-

sentially brilliant surfaces with just a whisper of golden
gray iridescence. The devices are sharp and frosty. Although
the obverse field is nicely reflective, the reverse field has a

texture intermediate between mirrorlike and satiny; a feature

characteristic of many nickel Proofs of the era. Both the ob-

verse and reverse are similar to the adopted designs of the

year. Pollock in his United States Patterns and Related Issues

describes the reverse as "similar to the regular type except

that the ribbon ends are broader and merge with the dentils

at the base of the design." Although the editors of the ninth

edition of Judd estimated a surviving population as large as

30 pieces, other estimates place the population estimate at a

substantially lower level; Pollock believed that no more than

a dozen pieces could be accounted for. A possible explanation

for this discrepancy could be that some examples of 1-410

masqueraded as regular-issue 1865 Proof nickel three-cent

pieces in type sets and date collections, and accordingh’ mav
have been overlooked in manv instances.

PCGS Population: 2; none finer within the designation.

#060591
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Exceedingly Rare 1865 Nickel $3 Gilt 1868 J-662 Pattern $10 Rarity

The Bass Specimen

1027 1865 pattern $3. J-444, P-515. Rarity-8. Proof-60 (PCGS).

Nickel. Reeded edge. Partially brilliant surfaces with blushes

of pink and golden gray. A nick in front of Liberty's nose

and a bruise on her cheek account for the assigned grade

designation. J-444 ranks among the most elusive varieties in

the pattern series. The editors of the ninth edition of the Judd

pattern reference estimate a surviving population of only

two or three pieces. Over the years only a few appearances

have been traced including the piece from the King Farouk

Collection, offered by Sotheby's in their Palace Collection sale

of 1954. In the 19th century examples were offered in such

notable collections as Fewsmith, Dohrmann, and Brevoort.

The rarity of the J-444 is such that a generation or two could

easily transpire between auction appearances.

PCGS I’opulation: 1; none finer.

From the Charles City County Collection; From Herita;,^e's

ANA Convention Sale, August 1996, Lot 51 07.

#060630

1029

1868 pattern $10. J-662, P-735. Rarity-7-. Proof-60 (NGC). Gilt

copper. Reeded edge. Low Date Variety. Bright yellow gold

with distinctive olive highlights. Some cloudy pale blue and

faded gold areas in the fields. Nicely struck. Obverse head

of Liberty similar to that on the circulating nickel three-cent

pieces of the era, reverse with smallish eagle low in field, IN

GOD WE TRUST on ribbon above. Die work, particularly on

the reverse, remarkably reminiscent of Paquet's work at the

Mint, though no paper trail can actually link Paquet to this

design. The only gilt specimen of J-662 currently certified by

NGC at the Proof-60 level, with none certified finer by that

firm. A distinctive design type and a rarity as well.

NGC Census; 1; 3 finer within any designation (Proof-65 finest).

From B. Max Mehl's sale of the Belden Roach Collection, Feb-

ruary 1944, Lot 499; Neu' Netherlands Coin Co.’s 61st Sale, June

30, 1970, Lit 33; Bowers and Merena's sale of the Bass Collection,

May 1999, Lot 1391.

#060880

1030

1869 pattern 10c. J-702, P-781. Rarity-5. Proof-66 (NGC).

Silver. Reeded edge. The devices are sharp and frosty and

the fields are nicely reflective. The obverse is essentially

brilliant in the central areas with just a hint of hazy toning.

Golden brown and blue ornament the border. The reverse is

mostly pale gold with wisps and blushes of blue and violet.

Although the J-702 isn't a particularly rare varieU' by pattern

standards, with an estimated population as high as 75 pieces

in all grades, it's clear that examples grading Proof-66 can

reasonably be assigned condition rarity status.

NGC Census: 2; none finer.

J-702 is part of the perennially popular STANDARD SILVER series, of

which numerous varieties were produced in 1869 and 1870. Impressions

from many die combinations in this series were produced in silver, cop-

per, and aluminum and can be found with both plain edges and reeded

edges. The numismatist with a generous budget could spend the better

part of a lifetime tr^’ing to assemble a complete collection of STANDARD
SILV^ER pieces and still have numerous lacunae in his sot, even after a

decade or two of dedicated effort. Estimated populations for the \ anous

members of the STANDARD SILVER series range from as man\ as 75

pieces to fewer than five.

«060927

1028 (1868) pattern Ic. Judd Appendix-A1868-1. P-3341. As made.

Lead. Reverse die trial for the small one-cent patterns pro-

duced in 1868 in a reduced-size version of the copper-nickel

three-cent pieces, pairing this reverse Roman numeral motif

with the same obverse design used on the regular thee cent

pieces. This trial was struck prior to the addition of the den-

ticles to the die. The design in its completed form was used

to produce Judd-608. The piece is mostly deep matte gray in

the struck area, with some lighter oxidation seen around. The

plated trial in both Judd and Pollock, and once in the spec-

tacular cabinet of patterns formed by Major Lenox R. Lohr.

From The Major Lenox R. Lohr Collection; Empire Coin

Company; Bowers and Merena's sale of the Herbert D. Spencer

Collection, junc 1996, Lit 1185.

1869 Standard Silver 25c Pattern

1031

1869 pattern 25c. J-721, P-802. Rarity-5. Proof-66 (NGC). Silver Roocted

edge. Heavy blue iridescence over deeply toned gunmetal-gra\ -urta-x-.

on both sides. In places, soft green and red highlights add to thr d'.-pLi\

Nicely struck with g(x>d rcflectivih' in the holds and sharp dcMor
NGC Census 5; 1 finer within anv designation (Pnsif

i

«(ViOM48
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1869 J-729 Pattern Quarter Dollar

Exceptional Mint Color

1032

1869 pattern 25(t. J-729, P-810. Rarity-7-. Proof-66 RD (NGC).
Copper. Reeded edge. A splendid specimen of this Standard
Silver issue, but struck in copper. Described as "RD," the present

piece has warm orange surfaces on both sides, truly incredible,

as only a tiny fraction of copper patterns of this era have sur-

vived at this level. For this reason alone the piece will be a focal

point. Beyond that, its rarity creates additional importance.

The obverse and reverse are of the Standard Silver series

conceived for regular circulation use, but never produced
beyond pattern form. The theory was that as regular Liberty

Seated silver coins were still being hoarded by the public, as

they had been since the spring of 1862, the Standard series,

so-called, of slightly narrower diameter and of lighter weight,

could be produced and put into circulation, but would not be
attractive as the metal content would be less. The entire situ-

ation blossomed into a numismatic playground for private

profit for Mint officials, creating several hundred varieties

during a short span from 1869 through 1871. Numismatists
of the era had no opportunity to buy them directly from the

Mint, as distribution was secretive. Only in the 20th century
was the full extent of the different issues realized, in 1913
when Edgar H. Adams and William H. Woodin compiled the

first truly comprehensive study of pattern coinage.
NGC Census: 3; none finer within the designation.

#060956

1869 J-772 Pattern $3 in Copper

2x photo

1033

1869 pattern S3. J-772, P-857. Rarity-7+. Proof-64 BN (PCGS).
Copper. Reeded edge. Struck from regular-issue three-dollar

gold piece dies. Tan surfaces with delicate blue and sea green

highlights. Presumably examples of J-772 were struck for

inclusion in copper Proof sets of the year, as copper impres-

sions are known for all the nickel, silver, and gold regular-

i.ssue denominations dated 1869. Presumably no more than

a half dozen such .sets were produced. Mint Director H.R.

Lindeman had a penchant for these types of items as can be

inferred from the fact that he had four complete Proof sets

prepared in aluminum during the preceding year 1868.

t’C(iS t’opiil.ition: I, none finur within flu’ dosign.itiiin,

«()6lfX)3

1870 J-809 Pattern Half Dime
Silver, Reeded Edge

Solo Finest PCGS Grade

1034

1870 pattern half dime. J-809, P-897. Rarity-7-. Proof-65

(PCGS). Silver. Reeded edge. A lovely example of this issue,

the present piece displays gunmetal-blue toning on both sides

with hints of iridescence. The strike is excellent. Graded at

Proof-65, this coin has no competitors left, right, or above in

the population reports.

The obverse is the Liberty Seated motif as created by
Barber, his adaptation of what Longacre had done earlier, but

now in a different style. The reverse is a Standard Silver die,

with the denomination given as 5 CENTS, within an ornate

wreath. As a class. Standard Silver patterns of the five-cent

denomination are fairly scarce. This is an attractive piece that

should draw spirited bidding.
PCGS Population: 1; none finer.

#061053

Lovely 1870 Pattern 25(t in Copper

Standard Silver1035

1870 pattern 25<t. J-915, P-1011. Rarity-7-. Proof-66 RB (NGC).
Copper. Plain edge. Deep rosy red surfaces with attractive

accents of soft violet and blue toning on both sides. However,
the surfaces are far more red than any other tone, and thus

the eye appeal is quite exceptional colorwise. A few short lint

marks are seen in the obverse fields, as made, while handling
marks are few and far between with none worthy of specific

mention. Sharply struck, with good reflectivity. The highest

graded example by NGC, a beautiful gem specimen.
NGC Census: 1; none finer within any designation.

#071159
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Gem Proof-65 1870 Indian Princess $1

1036 1870 pattern $1. J-1016, P-1150. Rarity-7-. Proof-65 RB (PCGS). Mostly warm golden brown toning with blushes

of pink, violet, blue, and sea green. Traces of faded mint red can be seen at the peripheries. Virtually all design

features are as sharp as could be desired with the exception of some tips of the feathers in Liberty's headdress.

All of Liberty's drapery details are boldly and deeply delineated. The obverse stars are all fully formed and show
complete radial definition. Likewise, the plumage and claw features of the eagle are boldly rendered. The obverse

features James B. Longacre's "Indian Princess" motif. Lamentably, Longacre never lived to see his beautiful design

on any Mint-issued patterns coined circa 1870-1873, as he died in 1869. The engraver's signature LONGACRE
appears beneath the right side of the ba.se of the obverse motif. The reverse features the familiar perched eagle

motif with motto, as adopted for the production or regular-issue silver dollars in 1866.

PCCS Population: 2; none finer within the designation.

Although the "Indian Princess" design didn't appear on pattern i.ssues prior to 1870, the design was actually created nearly two decades

earlier circa 1852, when Congre.ss was considering the production of high-denomination gold coins to provide a convenient storage medium

for the vast quantities of gold being shipped out of California. An illustration of Longacre's circa 1852 "Indian Princess" sketch is included

in Cory Gillilland's "Bullion Coins: A Nineteenth Century Proposal," which article was included as part of America's Gold Coinage published

by the American Numismatic Society in 1990.

#071264

Superb Gem 1871 Judd-1097 Pattern 25(t

Indian Princess Quarter in Copper

2x photo

1037 1871 pattern 25c. J-1097, P-1233. Rarity-6+. Proof-66 RB (NGC). Copper. Reeded edge. A lovely example with a

pleasant mixture of original mint red-orange and light toning, of one of the all time favorite pattern issues of the

era, James B. Longacre's Indian Princess motif, with Miss LiberU' seated on a globe, facing to the left, with flags

behind her, stars around, date below. The reverse is one of the Standard Silver dies. Struck in copper, this displays

needle sharp details.

NGC Census: 3; none hner within any designahon.

Although James B. Longacre died on January 1, 1869, his coinage mobfs lived on, including the Indian Pnncess design, made only m

the pattern series

I07L356
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1872 Amazonian Pattern Set

25c, 50c, and $1 in Copper

1038 1872 Amazonian Pattern Set certified by NGC: Pattern 25c. J-1196, P-1336. Rarity-?-. Proof-66 BN
Pattern 50c. ]-1201, P-1341. Rarity-7-. Proof-64 BN Pattern $1. J-1206, P-1346. Rarity-7-. Proof-65

BN. An exceptional set of one of America's most desirable and eagerly sought pattern types. Although

no provenance information accompanied these pieces, the similarity of toning suggests that the set

has been together for decades, perhaps even from the time of issue. Each piece has golden brown

surfaces with blushes of sky blue iridescence and wisps and tinges of vivid violet. Each of the three

pieces is boldly struck and sharp in all particulars. The designs are attributed to William Barber. The

obverse design features a seated warlike portrait of Liberty' accompanied by an eagle, a shield, and

a sword. This motif is surrounded by a semicircle of 13 stars; the date 1872 appears in exergue. The

reverse depicts a perched eagle with a shield and arrows. The reverse font is reminiscent to the sty'le

used on the so-called Paquet double eagles of 1861, which prompts one to wonder if Anthony Paquet

participated in the creation of the reverse. Paquet had been the assistant engraver at the Philadelphia

Mint between 1857 and 1864, but Leonard Forrer assigns certain U.S. mint medals to Paquet dated

as late as 1869; see Biographical Dictionary of Medallists, Volume 4. In any case, Paquet was still alive

at the time; he passed away in 1882 at the age of 68.

No explanation has come to our attention to explain the warlike motifs on both the obverse and

reverse, as the United States was not involved in any military' conflicts at the time, save for some

skirmishes with Indian tribes on the western frontier; could the "Alabama Claims" dispute, finally

resolved in 1871, shed any light on this interesting question? (Total; 3 pieces)

NGC Census: 25«: 1; none finer within any designation. 50<t: 1; 2 finer within any designation (Proof-67 RB finest) $1 2,

2 finer within any designation {Proof-66 RB finest).

Numismatic researcher Saul Teichman has investigated the origin of the "Amazonian" name According to Andrew

PoIUkK's Uniled States Patternf. and Related Issues, the earliest appearance of the name, as determined by Teichman, w as June

1890, where the term appeared in the catalogue of the Lorin G. Parmelee Collection, Lot 231 The description in the Parmelee

catalogue was a follows: "1872 Barber Set: Dollar, Half and Quarter Dol. Amazonian figure of Liberh seated 1 caressing an

eagle, and resting on a shield and sword with her I, arm. " Accordingly, the name "Amazonian" probabK originated with

H P Smith or David Pmskey, who are said to have catalogued the sale
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Gilt 1872 Amazonian $2.50 Pattern

Judd-1231, Low Rarity-?

2x photo

1039

1872 pattern $2.50. J-1231, P-1373. Rarity-7-. Proof-62
(NGC). Gilt copper. Reeded edge. Bright yellow gold with
rich olive highlights in the reflective fields. The frosted mo-
tifs are crowned with deep blue toning highlights, especially

on the reverse eagle. About a dozen examples of J-1231
are known, with several gilt, as offered here. Indeed, the

present specimen is one of the three finest gilt examples of

J-1231 certified by NGC. An exciting rarity for an advanced
specialist.

NGC Census: 1; 4 finer within any designation (Proof-67 finest).

#061503

1873 Pattern Trade Dollar

1040

1873 pattern trade dollar. J-1310, P-1453. Rarity-4. Proof-64

(PCGS). Silver. Reeded edge. Light greenish gold toning at

the centers changes to deep russet, blue, green, and violet

toward the rims on both sides. Nicely struck, with only

minor softness on the eagle's legs, which directly oppose
the highest point of relief on the obverse design. Surfaces

have a lustrous appearance rather than reflective, and under
magnification they show some die polish lines and a fine

satin finish.

PCCS Population: 11; 2 finer {Proof-65 finest).

S0615%

Fax Your Bidsheet
603-569-3875 • 212-245-5018

Gilt 1878 J-1567 Pattern Quarter Eagle Rarity

The Bass Specimen — Low Rarity-7

2x photo

1041

1878 pattern $2.50. J-1567, P-1757. Rarity-7-. Proof-61

(NGC). Gilt copper. Reeded edge. Sparkling yellow gold

with intense lustre and impressive olive highlights. Some
pale blue cloudiness can be seen at Liberty's cheek and neck

area when the viewer's light source is reflected at just the

right angle. Morgan's tightly coiffed head of Liberty to left, E
PLURIBUSUNUM around, date below. Perched eagle reverse

with UNITED STATES OE AMERICA and denomination
around. Nicely struck. Another great rarity in the pattern

series, a pleasing coin with the Bass cachet attached. Among
the finest examples of J-1567 certified by NGC.

NGC Census: 1; 2 finer within any designation (Proof-64 finest).

From B. Max Mehl's sale ofthe Belden Roach Collection, Febru-

ary 1944, Lot 1028; Neio Netherlands Coin Co.'s 61st Sale, June

1970, Lot 66; Boioers and Merena's sale of the Bass Collection,

May 1999, Lot 1340.

#061929

fill' Cri'iit I list Rii'i'r Hridi^i'. (Currier and Ives, 1872)



Popular 1879 Morgan Half Dollar Pattern

2x photo

1042 1879 pattern 50c. J-1602, P-1797. Rarity-7-. Proof-65 RD (PCGS). Copper. Reeded edge. Attractive deep

reddish orange toning with a small area of violet and reddish brown beneath the obverse portrait. Reflec-

tive fields on both sides nicely complementing the satiny devices. Some light striking softness is seen at

the center, with the striations of the original planchet texture showing in the curls above Liberty's ear,

while the other details are sharp. An attractive high-grade example of this very popular issue, noteworthy

for sharing the obverse design of the ubiquitous and popular Morgan silver dollar. A very scarce issue

with only a single piece graded finer by PCGS.
PCGS Population: 2; 1 finer within any designation (Proof-66 RD).

#081980

Popular 1881 Liberty Nickel Pattern

2x photo

1043 1881 pattern 5c. .1-1671, P-1872. Rarity-6+. Proof-64 (NGC). Nickel. Plain edge. Lustrous surfaces with

something of a satiny texture. Mostly brilliant light silver gray with soft highlights of olive and pale

gold. Sharply executed with nice definition of even the finest details. Only faint handling marks are

seen, both with the unaided eye and under magnification, commensurate with the assigned grade. A

pleasing example of this prototv'pe nickel.

NGC Census: 3; 4 6ner (rroof-66 hnest)

#062067
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Exceedingly Rare 1885 Aluminum $20

1044 1885 pattern $20. J-1756, P-1969. Rarity-8. Proof-64 (PCGS). Aluminum. Reeded edge. A superb
strike, boldly defined in all areas. The devices are frosty, and the fields are glittering mirrors; there

is no "Cameo" designation on the PCGS label, however. Both surfaces are predominantly brilliant

with some splashes of silver gray. J-1756 is an exceedingly rare variety with an estimated surviving

population of only two or three pieces. To our knowledge, the presently offered piece first came to

the attention of the numismatic community nearly two decades ago, when it appeared as part of

Bowers and Merena's King of Siam Sale, October 1987, Lot 2261; described as a six-piece 1885 Proof
set in aluminum containing a gold dollar, quarter eagle, three-dollar piece, half eagle, and eagle,

in addition to the double eagle offered here. Although each of these pieces was offered in the sale

individually. Lot 2261 was a provisional lot for the entire set which commanded a higher bid than
the individual pieces, and accordingly the set remained intact. The set next appeared in Superior's

session of Auction '88, July 1988, Lot 293, where it was described as a "possibly unique complete gold
Proof set in Aluminum." Subsequently, on a date unknown to us, the set was broken up; the double
eagle offered here is unaccompanied by any of the other denominations from the original set.

PCGS Population: 1; 1 finer (Proof-66).

From Bowers and Merena's King ofSiam Sale, October 1987, part ofLot 2261. Subsequently from Superior's

session of Auction '88, July 1988, part of Lot 293.

#062199
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ERROR COINS

1043 1957 Ic. Struck on a silver lOc planchet. MS-63 (NGC). 2.5

grams. Fully brilliant and lustrous silver surfaces. Softness

in areas where the smaller dime planchet did not contain

enough metal to fill the reces.ses of the larger cent dies. Nicely

centered, with a full date.

1046 Four mint error cents struck on flipped over dimes, all

different dates, all graded MS-67 (NGC): 1992 struck on

1992-P dime. Brilliant and lustrous. The dime date is weak
but visible 1996 struck on 1996-P dime. Brilliant and

lustrous. Both dates are partially obscured, but discernible

1999 struck on a 1999-P dime. Brilliant and lustrous. The

cent date is sharp 2000 struck on a dime. Lustrous with

soft champagne toning. The cent date is clear, but that of the

dime was lost in the overstrike. (Total: 4 pieces)

1047 Selection of mint error cents struck on dimes, all different

dales, all graded MS-67 (NGC): 1995 struck on 1995-P

dime. Brilliant and lustrous. Both dates on the obverse

1999 struck on 1999-P dime. Brilliant and lustrous. Both

dates on the obverse 2000 struck on 2000-P dime. Highly

lustrous with soft gold toning. The cent date is full, while

the dime date is quite faint, though visible 2001 struck on

2(X)1-P dime. Brilliant and lustrous. Both dates on the obverse,

though the dime date is faint. (Total: 4 pieces)

1048 Three mint error cents struck on dimes, all different dates,

all graded MS-66 (NGC): 1995 struck on 1995-P dime.

Brilliant and lustrous. Both dates show completely on the

obverse "1996" struck on a dime. The cent date is mostly

visible, but the last digit is partially obscured. Careful study

suggests that this is actually dated 1990 and such is the opin-

ion of the cataloguer. The dime date is seen on the reverse,

and similarly obscured, but again, it appears to be 1990

2000 struck on a 2000-P dime. Brilliant and lustrous, with a

single tiny spot near Lincoln's truncation. Both dates on the

obverse. (Total: 3 pieces)

1049 Three mint error cents struck on dimes, all different dates,

all graded MS-68 (NGC): 1999 struck on a flipped over

1999-P dime. Brilliant and lustrous. Both dates are visible,

that of the dime being quite faint 2000 struck on a dime.

Brilliant and lustrous. The cent date is full and sharp, while

the dime date is not visible 2001 struck on a 2001-P dime.

Brilliant and lustrous. Both dates are visible, but the cent date

is considerably sharper. (Total: 3 pieces)

1030 1933 3<. Struck 13% off center. MS-63 (NGC). Mostly bril-

liant surfaces with just a faint golden tone. Highly lustrous

and sharply struck with the full date completely visible on

the flan.

1051

1962 5c. Struck on a silver 10c planchet. MS-62 (NGC).

2.5 grams. Lustrous silver surfaces. Struck just enough oft

center and in the fortunate direction to allow for half of the

date to be on the flan, just enough to identify it. Soft details

as usually seen on this wrong planchet combination.

1052

1999 5c. Struck on a feeder finger. MS-65 (NGC). 1.0 grams.

At least two strikes from the dies are clearly evident on this

small feeder finger fragment. The later strike showing much
of Jefferson's head, and Monticello, while the remnants of

the earlier impression being positioned such that the date is

visible. Areas of bright silver brilliance, combined large areas

of deep gray toning. A nice example of this type of error.

Gem DCAM Proof 2005-S Jefferson Five Cents

Mint Error, Partial Collar Strike

1053

2005-S nickel. Partial collar strike. Proof-69 DCAM (PCGS).

An impressive gem DCAM Proof of the design type, struck

last year as part of the tribute to the Lewis and Clark Expedi-

tion that opened the Pacific Northwest to trade and further

exploration two centuries ago. Frosty motifs and highly

reflective fields. Jefferson's portrait is a miniature work of

art on this beautiful gem. Struck partially out of collar, with

a rough, expanded rim visible in many quadrants of the coin.

Mint errors such as this are seldom encountered in today's

Proof sets.

#094242

1054

1978 lOc. Struck on a 1978 Dominican Republic 10 Cen-

tavos. MS-66 (NGC). Brilliant, lustnm^ and quite pleaMne

aesthetically. Considerable undertvfv e showing md th»

strongest portion apj'H'ars as a wmalh on Kot>s«n eil . 1

An inten’sting alignment tor the error
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Remarkable Mint Error 1918 Half Dollar

10% Off Center, Plain Edge

1055 1918 half dollar struck 10% off center. MS-65 (PCGS). What
an interesting coin this is! Struck 10% off center, the piece was
not in the surrounding collar and was never reeded. Interest-

ingly, the striking sharpness is superb, perhaps the finest we
have ever seen on any 1918 half dollar, a truly remarkable
situation. Moreover, the grade of the coin is outstanding.

Attributed as MS-65 by PCGS, it could easily be called a

number or two higher. A really lovely coin, eye-catching,

and one that will certainly be a centerpiece in an advanced
collection of Mint errors. Simply spectacular!

#006574

1056 1959 50<t. Struck on a silver 25(t planchet. MS-64 FBL (NGC).
6.2 grams. Fully brilliant and highly lustrous silver surfaces

with virtually no marks seen with the unaided eye. Almost
perfectly centered with the top of Franklin's head just off the

edge, but with a full date.

1057 1966 SMS 50c. Struck 50% off center. MS-66 (NGC). A
scarcely seen SMS error. Brilliant and lustrous surfaces on the

large unstruck planchet area, while the reflective prooflike

nature of the struck area adds much to the visual appeal.

The full date is centered neatly at the middle of the piece. A
lovely Kennedy half dollar error.

1058 1999-P Susan B. Anthony $1. Struck on a 1999-P Georgia

state quarter. MS-63 (NGC). Lustrous and mostly brilliant

with just a trace of gold toning concentrated near the reverse

rim. The dollar is well struck, with most of the undertype
gone, but enough remnants are visible to determine its iden-

tity and the date is just barely discernible.

1059 2000-P Sacagawea $1. Struck on a 2000-P Maryland state

quarter. MS-67 (NGC). Brilliant, highly lustrous and nicely

centered on the slightly smaller host. Faint traces of the

undertype remain visible, including Washington's hairlines,

and some remnants of the peripheral details. Nice sharp
detail from the Sacagawea dollar strike and generally very
attractive.

1060 2000-P Sacagawea $1. Struck on a 2000-P Massachusetts
state quarter. MS-65 (NGC). Brilliant and lustrous with
just slight traces of pale gray toning from handling. Con-
siderable undertype is seen, including the full figure of

the minuteman and the date. A desirable combination of

two issues that are well collected, the quarter appealing to

many as a statehood commemorative, and the Sacagawea
dollar that has apparently had nearly its entire mintage
saved in piggy banks, judging from the lack of examples
in circulation.

1061 2000-P Sacagawea $1. Struck on a feeder finger. MS-65
(NGC). 2.5 grams. Nicely struck on a large feeder finger

fragment with the full central devices on both sides sharplv

executed and easily visible, the date and mintmark in-

cluded. Evidence of at least two separate strikes is visible

on both sides. The metal is bright silver grav blended with

large areas of deep graphite toning. A very nice example
of this type of error, which is often rather crude in appear-

ance.
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HAWAIIAN COINS

1062

2000-P Sacagawea SI. Struck multiple times, capped to a

shattered obverse die. MS-66 (NGC). Much original bril-

liance remains, with light violet and blue mottled toning on
both sides. Lustrous and attractive for tone as well as for the

striking error. The coin was apparently capped on the obverse

die for a couple of strikes as suggested by the very high rim

around the obverse. The same die was shattered, with several

cracks filled by the planchet metal, one deep enough that the

resulting die crack .seen on the coin is raised over a millimeter

from the surface at one point. An interesting piece, and quite

possibly the last from this obverse die.

1063

2000-P Sacagawea $1. Struck on a planchet with three

curved clips. MS-67 (NGC). Uniform deep goldenrod toning

on both sides with slight traces of blue and golden brown

giving the piece a warm appearance. Highly lustrous and

attractive, with three curved clips from the planchet, one of

which being quite substantial. A nice looking piece.1064

2000-P Sacagawea SI. Struck on a planchet with one large

curved clip. MS-67 (NGC). 4.7 grams. Pleasing brassy gold

toning, nicely struck and highly lustrous. The large 30%

clip from the planchet lessens the surface area considerably,

making the piece rather dramatic in appearance. Another

desirable Sacagawea dollar error.

1065

2000-D Sacagawea SI. Obverse manganese layer, separated

after striking. MS-65 (NGC). 2.0 grams. Struck as normal,

but the obverse manganese brass layer was not properly

fused to the copper core, and separated after striking. The

obverse appears as normal, with rich lusta’ and mostly bril-

liant -urface with light striated toning. The reverse exhibits

a ghostly mirror image of the obverse design.

Choice 1847 Hawaii Cent

Finest NGC Grade

1066

1847 Hawaiian cent. MR-CC-2. 15 Berries. MS-64 BN
(NGC). A well struck example of excellent overall quality.

Coloring is rich brown with iridescent blue, accented by

splashes of lighter mint color (on the obverse). No finer

examples of this variety have been graded by NGC.
NGC Census: 11; none finer within the designation.

#010966

1067

1883 Hawaiian dollar. EF-40 (PCGS). Silver gray surfaces

with much original mint lustre still visible in the protected

areas around the letters, numerals, and central design ele-

ments. The obverse features the portrait and inscription of

King Kalakaua I. These pieces circulated in Hawaii until

1900 in which year Hawaii became a territorial possession of

the United States. Thereafter, the legal tender status of these

royal Hawaiian coins was revoked. Although 5(X),000 1883

Hawaiian dollars were originally minted, it's supposed that

most of these were melted soon after Hawaii's U.S. territorial

status was established.

#010995

MISCELLANEOUS COINS

1068

Selection of certified coins: 1882 nickel three cents. MS-62

(NGC). Lovely medium gray surfaces 1889 nickel three

cents. Proof-64 (NGC). Reflective silver gray surfaces - 1938-

D Buffalo nickel. MS-66 (PCGS). Lustrous golden surfaces V--

1938-D/D Buffalo nickel. MS-65 (NGC). Lustrous with rose

highlights t'-' 1942-D Jefferson nickel. MS-66 (\(,0 Sahn\

rose-gray surfaces with just a wisp of skv blue, ob\ erse sp»it

noted for accuracx’ 1929-S \1ercur\ dime M8-64 (W.'v •

Lustrous with faint splashes ot golden toning

Morgan dollar. AU-53 (NC.C). Lustmus gi^dtm gTa\ s\irfavx's

(Total: 7 pieces)
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1069 Selection of 1909-dated Barber coinage: Philadelphia
dime. MS-60. Frosty lustre San Francisco dime. AU-58.
Lustrous with splashes of golden toning at the peripheries

Philadelphia quarter. AU-58. Satiny with splashes of faint

peach and sky blue on both surfaces Denver quarter. AU-
50. Lightly cleaned at one time San Francisco quarter. Net
MS-60; sharpness of MS-63, dipped Philadelphia half dol-

lar. Net AU-50; sharpness of AU-58, lightly cleaned. (Total: 6

pieces)

1074 Quartette of gold coins: 1853 dollar. Net MS-60; sharpness

of MS-63, lightly cleaned 1903 quarter eagle. Net MS-60;

sharpness of MS-63, lightly cleaned 1909-D half eagle.

MS-61. Lustrous golden rose surfaces 1911 eagle. AU-58.

Satiny golden surfaces. (Total: 4 pieces)

Gold Dollar Types Plus One $3

Each MS-63

1070 Selection of Mint State silver coins: Quarters: 1934-D
Type II. MS-63. Satiny lustre 1937-S MS-64. Satiny golden
surfaces with faint gray speckling on the obverse 1939-S

MS-64. Satiny with some faint speckling noted. Half dollars:

1937-S MS-63. Lustrous golden gray surfaces 1946-D
MS-64+. Satiny lustre with just a whisper of champagne
1955 MS-63 FBL. Satiny lustre. Silver dollars: 1886 MS-64.

Lustrous with a whisper of champagne on both surfaces

1897-S MS-64. Lustrous with splashes of delicate rose-gray

and bluish gray on the obverse 1899-S MS-63. Satiny golden

surfaces 1903 MS-64. Satiny bluish gray surfaces. (Total: 10

pieces)

1071 Three Mint State coins: 1921 Peace dollar. MS-64. Satiny

golden gray lustre 2001-P Sacagawea dollar. Experimental

Rinse. MS-65 (SEGS). "Limited Edition. Experimental Rinse

by US Mint to prevent spots." Delicate mottled gray toning

over both surfaces 1907 Liberty quarter eagle. MS-63.

Obverse scratch. Lustrous. (Total: 3 pieces)

1072 Trio of gold coins: 1851 gold dollar. EF-45 1855 gold dol-

lar. Type 11. Net F-15; sharpness of VF-35, damaged 1898

half eagle. EF-45. Each with medium golden olive surfaces

with hints of rose here and there. (Total: 3 pieces)

1073 Quintette of ICG-certified gold coins: 1852 gold dollar

Type 1. MS-63. Satiny golden surfaces 1904 quarter eagle.

MS-63. Lustrous golden surfaces with hints of faint sky

blue highlights 1901-S half eagle. MS-63. Mottled golden

orange surfaces 1897 eagle MS-63. Satiny lustre with hints

of delicate bluish gray 1924 double eagle. MS-65. Golden
and olive surfaces. (Total: 5 pieces)

1075 Quartette of gold coins. A running start on a nice type set,

this group of four coins, each graded MS-63 by NGC, offers

one each of the three gold dollar types: 1854 Type 1 gold

dollar 1855 Type 11 gold dollar 1874 Type III gold dollar

1878 $3. A very pleasing group. (Total: 4 pieces)

1076 Selection of PCGS-certified gold coins: 1855 dollar. EF-

45. Golden yellow with splashes of lavender-rose on bofh

surfaces 1874 dollar. AU-58. Lustrous and attractive 1911

quarter eagle. AU-58. Splashes of gray foning over lustrous

rose-gold surfaces 1856-S three dollar. VF-20. Golden sur-

faces wifh splashes of rose and fainf gray here and fhere

1882 half eagle. AU-58. Subdued golden surfaces with frosty

olive-gray at the peripheries, reverse spot noted 1901-S

eagle. MS-61. Lustrous rose-gold 1904 double eagle. MS-
61. Lustrous rose-gold surfaces 1924 double eagle. MS-62.

Lustrous rose-gold with splashes of fainf iridescenf bluish

gray, reverse spots noted. (Total: 8 pieces)

1077 Four certified gold coins: 1879-S Liberty quarter eagle.

AU-55 (NGC). Lustrous 1902-S Liberty half eagle. AU-53
(NGC). Medium golden rose surfaces with bluish gray at the

devices 1915 Indian half eagle. AU-58 (PCGS). Lusfrous

rose-gold surfaces 1908 Indian eagle. AU-58 (NGC). Lus-

frous golden surfaces. (Total: 4 pieces)

Quartette of 20th-Century Gold Coins

1078 A suite of four coins, each graded MS-63 by NGC, with Liberty Head issues from the early 20lh century: 1903

quarter eagle 19()3-S half eagle 1906 eagle 1904 double eagle. (Total: 4 pieces)
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TERRITORIAL GOLD COINS Mint state SechtlcrCold Dollar

Remarkably Lustrous!

Attractive Christopher Bechtler Gold Dollar

2.r photo

1079 Undated C. Bechtler. $1 gold. Kagin-1. Rarity-4. AU-58
(NGC). A very pleasing example of this famous North Caro-

lina private issue, part of a class constituting the very first

gold dollars made in the United States, the first appearing in

1830. (The Philadelphia Mint did not produce gold dollars

for circulation until 1849, although in 1836 some patterns

were made.) Most Bechtler coins saw intense use, resulting

in pieces that have problems of one sort or another. Not so

with the present coin, which has virtually pristine surfaces,

sharply struck details, and everything else in good order.

The surfaces are warm gold, with some streaks of gray

on the reverse. An ideal coin for the specialist or simply

for anyone wanting to have a souvenir of this very early

American gold rush.

#010064

2.x photo

1081 Undated C. Bechtler $1 gold. K-4. Rarity-4. MS-62 (NGC).

Ranking high in the population for this variety, and with

superb eye appeal, this piece virtually says "buy me!" Very

few Bechtler gold coins of any variety or denomination are

as nice. Most lustre remains on both sides, particularly on

the obv'erse. There are some evidences of handling, but they

are trivial. Bold lettering and .superb eye appeal. A notable

rarit}' so fine.

NGC Census: 4; 3 finer (MS-64 finest).

#010055

Important Bechtler K-10 $2.50 Gold

Exceptional Grade

Notable C. Bechtler Gold Dollar

Among Finest of the Variety

2.x photo

1080 Undated C. Bechtler. Si gold. K-3. Rarity-6. AU-58 (NGC).

Ranking high among pieces surveyed by NGC, this coin

bespeaks quality—with significant mint lustre still present,

bold lettering, and without any problems or defects, the latter

often seen in this series.

NGC Census: 3; 4 finer (MS-62 finest),

aoinoss

1082 Undated C. Bechtler S2.50 gold. K-10. Rarity-5. AU-58

(NGC). A very important example of this somewhat scarce

denomination in the Bechtler series. The lettering is ver\'

bold, the piece is defect free, and all told it is one of the

nicest we have ev^er seen. Probably 9()'v of all remaining

examples are below this in both numerical grade and eye

appeal.

#010067

BID ON THE INTERNET
Visit www.stacks.com to bid in any of our auctions, 24 hours a day from the comfort of

your home or office. Check online for deadlines and bidding instructions.
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Outstanding C. Bechtler $5 Gold
August 1, 1834 Imprint

1083 Undated C. Bechtler $5 gold. K-17. Rarity-5. AU-58 (NGC).
Keeping up the pace for superb eye appeal and quality this

coin has it all. The lettering is bold in all areas, the piece is

problem free, and overall it exceeds examples in some of the

finest collections formed in the past.

NGC Census: 2; 3 finer (MS-62 finest).

Pleasing Bechtler K-19 $5 Gold

2x photo

1084 Undated C. Bechtler $5 gold. K-19. Rarity-6-f . AU-58 (NGC).
With just one graded finer by NGC, this piece is an important

consideration for the specialist. Some lustre remains, and all

lettering is bold. Similar to the preceding, this has the date

August 1, 1834, but is from a different die, with numerous
topological differences.

NGC Census: 5; 1 finer (MS-61).

#010115
This particular variety is very significant inasmuch as the date Au-

gust 1. 1834 is lettered on the obverse. The story concerning this is worth
repeating:

Beginning operations in 1830, the Bechtler enterprise endeavored to

turn out coins of excellent fineness, weight, and quality. This was done with
great success, and the $1, $2.50, and $5 pieces of the firm circulated widely
throughout North Carolina and Georgia, providing convenient coinage in

remote areas in which gold mining was an intense activity. Interestingly,

the Federal government took notice of the Bechtler enterprise, and it was
officially mentioned now and then in Mint Rqyorts. However, there is no re-

cord of any interference with the Bechtler family, not even after the regional

branch mints in Charlotte and Dahlonega began business in 1838.

In the early years of the enterprise, from 1830 through early 1834,

Bechtler coins were the only gold issues in circulation in the South. All

Federal coins, including $2.50, $5, and $10 coins, had been absent from

general commerce since 1821, as each gold coin was valued at more than

face value. Accordingly, depositors of gold received many half eagles (in

particular) during the 1830s, but did not pass them out into circulation.

Instead, they traded at their bullion value, or slightly over face value, and
were very useful in settling international balances. In distant locations

such as London and Paris, U.S. Federal gold coins were valued by weight,

and the imprint on the coin made no difference. Accordingly, they were
quite effective.

In the early 1830s, Senator Thomas Hart Benton of Missouri, nicknamed
"Old Bullion," sought to have gold coins returned to domestic circulation,

as for many years it fell to bank notes to serve in higher value transactions.

While issues of the various state banks were often good, there were many
counterfeits, bills of banks with little or no substance, and other problems.

By any account, a $5 gold coin would be more desirable than a $5 paper bill.

Benton spearheaded the Act of June 28, 1834, which reduced the amount
of gold in the $2.50 and $5 coins. The implementation for this was August
1, 18.34. Bechtler learned of this legislation and its date, and imprinted his

gold coins with that time, signifying that such pieces were of a different

content than those made earlier. There were many proposals about what
should be done with Federal coins to reflect the new alloy, one being that

the date be imprinted on them, as Bechtler did. However, it was decided

fo modify the head of Miss Liberty and to drop the motto E PLURIBUS
UNU.M from the reverse. This seemed to be satisfactory.

Mint State Bechtler $5 Gold

Among Finest Known

1085 Undated C. Bechtler $5 gold. K-20. Rarity-4. MS-61 (NGC).
Among the finest known of the variety, this piece has btvn

certified as Mint State by NGC. It seems to have seen some
circulation, but still is very attractive, with bold lettering,

nice fields (but with scattea'd marks), and general!) desirable

overall. Scarce in any grade, raa’ as nice as this.

NGG Census: 10; 1 finer (MS-n2 I’l ).

«()I()II5 «01(XW
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High-Grade Bechtler K-21 $5 Gold

1086 Undated C. Bechtler $5 gold. K-21. Rarity-8. AU-50 (PCGS).

Another coin with remarkably nice surfaces, this piece is very

desirable in terms of eye appeal. Bold lettering and smooth

fields. Bright gold. A few normal contact marks are seen.

PCGS Population: 2; 2 finer (AU-58 finest).

#010106

Exceptional Quality August Bechtler Si Gold

Prooflike Mint State

2x photo

1088 Undated A. Bechtler Si gold. K-24. Rarity-3. MS-60 (PCGS).

A lovely specimen, indeed exceptional, of this later gold dol-

lar bearing the imprint of A. (Augustus) Bechtler. Deeply and

well struck from fresh dies, and without planchet problems,

this coin is head and shoulders above the typical piece on the

market. The coloring on both sides is warm yellow-orange

gold. A premium coin worthy of a premium bid. Quality such

as this is seldom encountered.

#01(X)40

Attractive C. Bechtler $5 Gold

1087 Undated C. Bechtler S5 gold. K-23. Rarity-6-t-. EF-45 (PCGS).

A very nice example of the assigned variety and denomina-

tion. Well struck on both sides, with excellent lettering. Some

planchet lamination is seen to the right above the center of

the reverse that does not affect the lettering.

This was the largest denomination made by the Bechtler

family, who in Rutherfordton, North Carolina operated a

private mint and assaying facility from 1830 to 1852, turning

out $1 (the most prolific), $2.50, and $5 coins. These were

widely accepted and used in the region, never mind that

beginning in 1838 the Charlotte and Dahlonega mints started

opt'rations in the same district. T(xlay all Bechtler gold coins

are rare and highly desired.

PC (,S Pnpulafn>n. ,1, R 6ner 'MS-63 finoU

1010103

Proof Restrike Bechtler S5 Gold

1089 Undated (1922) C. Bechtler S5 gold. K-31. Rarit3-7+. Re-

strike. Proof-63 CAMEO (NGC). A beautiful Proofexample

of this classic issue, struck early in the 20th centurx’ under

the auspices of Henr\’ Chapman. The dies as well as the

coining press are now part of the holdings of the American

Numismatic SocieU'. Both dies were dusted off, probably de-

greased, and then given a mirror finish, quite unlike anvthinv

originally done bv the Bechtlers in Rutherfordton The result

is a numismatic showpiece, a coin that is ven at* ^ln o ard

certainlv would form a pleasing addition to an ad\ ' --t

collection.

1010124

k's 217
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Historic 1851 Augustus Humbert $50 Gold Octagonal "Slug"

1090 1851 Augustus Humbert $50 gold. K-6. Rarity-4. EF-45 (PCGS). A nice example within the grade category of

this famous and historic issue. The present piece saw circulation for a few years and along the way acquired
normal nicks and marks. Among all Gold Rush coins, the octagonal "slugs" as they were called (also "adobes"),
are certainly among the most interesting to own today. History comes alive as you contemplate where this coin

may have been and what it might have done. Such pieces remained in circulation throughout the decade of the

1850s, although during the era many thousands were redeemed at the San Francisco Mint (beginning in 1854)

and the Philadelphia Mint, melted and converted into other coinage. Today, as a class the octagonal $50 coins are

not great rarities, but the demand for them is such that whenever they are offered they attract many bids and sell

quickly. The popularity of these coins has never gone out of style.

#010214

Classic 1852 Augustus Humbert Octagonal $50

887 THOUS Variety

Among Finest Graded

V photo

1091 1852 Humbert $50 gold. K-11. Rarity-5. 887 TFIOUS, Reeded Edge. MS-60 (NCC). A lovolv example of this Gali-

fnrnia Ciold Rush issue, such pieces saw extensive use in commerce, including at gaming tables, I'odaN', survi\ vM's

an* p'latively few, and those that are seen on the market are apt to sliow e\tensi\e handling. Hie present coin

-tands high in terms nt grade and eye appeal and will attract much inti’iest as it crosses tlie block.

.(.I ! 1 tincr (MS-(i Uini'sl')

:l' I-
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Lustrous 1853 U.S. Assay Office $20

900 THOUS.

2x photo

1092 1853 U.S. Assay Office $20 gold. K-18. Rarity-2. 900 THOUS. MS-62 (PCGS). A sharply struck, brilliant, and
highly lustrous example of this popular Gold Rush issue. Produced in 1853 to the extent of hundreds of thousands
of pieces (the exact quantity is not known today), these saw wide circulation just before the San Francisco Mint
opened for business (which was in the following year, in March 1854).

The United States Assay Office of Gold was set up by Augustus Humbert, who was commissioned by the United States Treasury De-
partment in 1850 to come to California, which he did in 1851, working with contractor Moffat and Company. In 1853 the firm was owned
by Curtis, Perry & Ward. The building as well as the equipment were sold to the Treasury Department, which refurbished the premises
and reopened the building, with a slight expansion, as the San Francisco Mint. The quarters were cramped from the beginning, with little

in the way of ventilation, resulting in great difficulties. Finally, in 1874 a new and much larger San Francisco Mint was opened, the one that
has just been honored by a new series of commemorative coins (curiously drawing the 1906 Earthquake into the inscriptions, although this

was not particularly logical).

The United States Assay Office $20 coins, as here, served well in commerce, and likely were seen until the late 1850s or perhaps the very
early 1860s, by which time they had been replaced by Federal issues.

#010013

Impressive 1854 Kellogg & Company $20

1093 1854 Kellogg & Co. $20 gold. K-1. Rarily-5. AU-58 (NGC). Among coins of the Gold Rush, the double eagles

produced by Kellogg & Company, San Francisco, in 1854 and 1855 are among the most cherished today. The
circulation of these seems to have been extensive in their time, not matching the United States Assay Office of

Gold $20 of 1853, but still produced in large quantities. The typical piece was used intensiveh’ and extensively in

circulation, normally resulting in so many nicks and marks that grading has to be taken with a generous grain of

.alt. The present piece, while it certainly has minor contact marks, is far, far finer than usually seen. We suggest

that whatever a "regular" AU-58 piece might be worth, this coin should command lO' d to 30'', more. We expect

a great ideal of attention as this crosses the block,
siibi ’
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Mint State 1854 Kellogg S20

1095 1849 Moffat & Co. SIO. K-6a. Rarity-5+. VF-35 (NGC). A nice example exhibiting smooth, even wear, no doubt

from the best part of a decade of circulation in the American West. The surfaces are relatively smooth, considering

the wear, and the eye appeal is quite good. A ver\’ important issue from dies cut by Albert Kuner in the ‘>ummer

oflH49.

NtiC Cmsu^: 2; 8 finer (AU-88 finest).

*010246

2x photo

1094 1854 Kellogg & Co. $20 gold. K-lb. Rarity-5. MS-60 (NGC). A nice example, from a completely different obverse

die than the preceding, with the date punched into the die lightly, with a different topological arrangement of

KELLOGG & CO in the headband, and other differences, mostly subtle. The reverse die is a later state of that on

the preceding coin, now having been relapped, with the arrowheads strengthened and the center arrow given an

extended shaft, and with a general lightening of relief. Light yellow gold. Much lustre remains. An outstanding

example.

The latest major entry in the field of private coinage was Kellogg & Co. of San Francisco, which produced its first coins in 1854.

John Glover Kellogg, of Auburn, New York, came to San Francisco on October 12, 1849. He secured a position with Moffat & Co. and

remained with them during the operations of the United States Assay Office of Gold. When the latter institution discontinued business on

December 14, 1853, and began the changeover of facilities that would lead to the opening of the San Francisco Mint, Kellogg formed a new
partnership with G.F. Richter, who earlier had worked with the United States Assay Office as an assayer.

On December 19, 1853, the San Francisco Herald carried this advertisement: "ASSAY OFFICE. The undersigned, who have been con-

nected with the United States Assay Office from its commencement, have opened an office for melting and assaying gold in the basement

of J. R Haven's Building, No. 106 Montgomery St., one door of Lucas, Turner & Co.'s banking hou,se and nearly opposite Adams & Co.

Kellogg & Richter."

On January 14, 1854, a number of leading banking houses of San Francisco and Sacramento addressed a petition to Kellogg & Richter

imploring them to produce coins, in the period after which the United States Assay Office of Gold had ceased operations and before the

United States Mint at San Francisco had begun. The merchants indicated their willingness to receive any coins that would be produced.

Kellogg & Richter jumped at the opportunity, and on Februar}’ 9, 1854, the first Kellogg $20 coin was issued.

Following the opening of the San Francisco Mint production at the government facility was quite limited. Kellogg & Co. therefore did

a large business by continuing their private coinage. Toward the end of 1854 the firm of Kellogg & Richter was dissolved and a new firm,

Kellogg & Humbert, took its place, with Augustus Humbert, formerly the United States assayer connected with Moffat, joining. This partner-

ship continued until 1860, although the last coins were struck in 1855. Beginning in 1999, and continuing for the next several years, several

hundred gold ingots from the long-lost S.S. Central America were offered by the California Gold Marketing Group, creating a sensation,

what Coin World editor Beth Deisher in 2000 called "the story of the year." In connection with this, Q. David Bowers' 1,000+ page book, A

California Gold Rush History, achieved wide circulation and helped create the great interest for California coins so evident today.

#010222

Rare 1849 Moffat $10 Gold
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High Quality 1850 Moffat $5 Lustrous 1850 Moffat & Co. $5 Gold

2.x photo

1096

1850 Moffat & Co. $5 gold. K-7a. Rarity-4. MS-61 (NGC).
Keeping up the trend of high quality in our territorial offer-

ing, this Moffat piece stands far above the crowd in terms of

eye appeal. Surface handling marks are minimal, the striking

is good, and much mint lustre still remains on the obverse.

The obverse is a K-7. The reverse is similar, but with seem-
ingly more space between the peripheral inscriptions and the

dentils. Bright yellow gold. Much mint lustre still remains,

particularly on the obverse. Excellent eye appeal.
NGC Census: 5; 9 finer (MS-65 finest).

Moffat & Co., while not the first coiner of gold in California, became
the most important private mint in San Francisco. At a time when the

coinage of other assayers, bankers, and minters was being seriously

questioned, the issues of Moffat were readily accepted by merchants.

Later, the facilities of the firm were incorporated into the United States

Assay Office of Gold and, later, the San Francisco Mint. The firm's name
is from one of the partners, John Little Moffat (1788-1865), of New York

City, who came to California in 1849 to recoup his fortune which had
dwindled in recent years.

Moffat, who in New York was associated with the firm of Wilmarth,

Moffat & Curtis, began business in San Francisco in the summer of 1849.

A.ssociated with him were Jo.seph R. Curtis, P.H.W. Perry, and Samuel
H. Ward. Their office at Clay and Dupont streets was busy with the

activity of trading in gold dust, refining it and converting the metal

to bars and ingots to ship to the East for sale. Moffat produced small

rectangular gold ingots ranging in value from $9.43 to $264. Most were

of the value of $16. These are believed to have been the first issued in

June or July 1849.

The engraver Albert Kiiner, who arrived in San Francisco on July

16th, was employed by Moffat & Co. Dies for a $10 issue within the next

two weeks. Shortly thereafter dies were made for the $5 half eagle. Thus

the first Moffat coinage became a reality, and in time the rectangular

hand-imprinted slugs were no longer produced. Kiiner went on to cut

many dies for Moffat and other California coiners and remained in San

Francisco until his death in early 1906.

At the Philadelphia Mint Jacob Eckfeldt and William DuBois ex-

amined certain of the 1849 issues and pronounced them to be inferior

in quality to the standard of the Mint. However, the average value

of the $10 piece was $9,977, which was far above the value of other

California issues.

As Moffat $5, $10, and $20 coins resembled Eederal issues at quick

glance, many examples were mixed among later Mint-issue coins and

thus remained in circulation long after California pieces of unique de-

signs (Norris, Gregg & Norris; Miners Bank; Ormsby; etc. were melted).

The same thing happened with certain gold coins of other issues that

were similar to the Federal product, the 1854 and 1853 coins of Kel-

logg & Co. being examples. It was not unusual for eastern bankers to

retrieve these from circulation in the 1880s and 1890s and sell them to

com deali'rs.

«()l02n

1097

1850 Moffat & Co. $5 gold. K-7a. Rarity-4. AU-55 (PCGS).
A lovely example with bright yellow gold surfaces which
retain much lustre. Quite well struck except at the highest

wave of hair at the center (which was actually cut too deep
in the die, so all known specimens are light in this area). An
outstanding example of a coin which usually comes with

severe handling marks.
#010243

Attractive 1849 Norris, Gregg & Norris $5

1098

1849 Norris, Gregg & Norris $5 gold. K-2. Rarity-5. AU-58
(NGC). Plain edge. A very nice specimen of what may well

be the first privately issued half eagle in Gold Rush California

(see notes below). Light yellow gold, as typically seen, with

attractive surfaces. What seems to be a small bump at the

bottom reverse rim is effectively hidden by the holder. A very

pleasing example of this historical issue, always in demand.
The newspaper Alta California noted on May 31, 1849, the existence of

"...a five-dollar gold coin struck at Benicia City, though the imprint is San

Francisco. In general appearance it resembles the United States coin of the

same value, but it bears the private stamp of Norris, Gregg & Norris and

is in other particulars widely different."

The firm was earlier located in New York City. The new El Dorado

beckoned, and the partners headed west. Gold coins of the $5 denomination

were subsequently made in several varieties by the Norris, Gregg & Norris

firm in California. Three of the pieces were assayed at the Philadelphia Mint

and .showed finenes.ses of 870, 880, and 892 thousandths, and rc's^x'ctivo

intrinsic gold values of $4.83, $4.89, and $4,955, not including tlio silver

alloy (which if added to the computations would have given them each

about $0,025 extra value).

Examples of the coinage with the imprint of San F'rancisa> were' made
in large quantities and circulated extensively, pixibablv tlie tirst such private

issues to achieve popular distribution in the n'giim, \ arieties weix' made
with plain or nvded edges. A variety imprinted SIXX'KILtN is unique.

#01027^1
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Rare 1852 Wass, Molitor $10 Gold

2x photo

1099 1852 Wass, Molitor & Co. $10 gold. K-3. Rarity-7. EF-40 (NGC). Pale yellow gold. Lightly struck on both sides,

characteristic of all known specimens. This rarity is from the first year of coinage by Wass, Molitor & Co., a firm

which remained active through 1855, and produced many useful and today numismatically desirable issues. The

earlier pieces, such as this, were from very crude dies and often exhibit primitive striking.

NGC Censu.s: 2; 3 finer (AU-58 finest).

#010345

Attractive 1852 Wass, Molitor $10

1100 1852 Wass, Molitor & Co. $10 gold. K-4. Rarity-5. AU-55 (NGC). Attractive, but possibly only to the eye of the

specialist, for someone mainly familiar with Federal gold coins w'ould ponder on viewing this piece. The obverse

die in particular was ver)' crudely cut, almost rustic, giving a personality to the piece, but making it remarkably

different from most other coins of its denomination. The date 1852 is seen below the Liberty Head, widely and

unevenly spaced. Thirteen stars are around, with the head of Miss Liberty^ at the center. The reverse is somewhat

better done, but still out of proportion. A nice example of rusticity or folk art in American coinage—rare and

eminently desirable.

NGC Census; 5; 9 finer (MS-f)3 finest).

Among the private issues of gold coins in San Francisco, Wass, Molitor & Co. was one of the most important, although their initial

production did not begin until relatively late, in 1852. Count S.C. Wass and A.P. Molitor, Hungarians, earlier were engaged in refining and

assaying in the same city.

the January 17, 1852 issue of the San Francisco Herald noted:

"We gave a detailed description a few days ago of the new five dollar piece issued by this enterprising firm Since then the\ hax-e

prepanM a die for oiining Ten Dollar pieces, some of which we have seen struck off. They arc supenor in mechanical execution to the five

dollar pieces, and will compare favorably with any coin now on the market.

They am similar to the smaller coin, with the exa-pHon of being stamped on one side 'SMV (Standard Mint \'alue) Ten dollars A quantitx

of their coin has btvn sent to the Mint, by the bankers who receive it, so that by an official assay the public mav be entireh satished th.M it

IS worth all that it purports to b*'
"

*010348
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Classic 1855 Wass, Molitor Small Head $20

Among Finest Known

1101 1855 Wass, Molitor & Co. $20 gold. K-7. Rarity-5+. EF-45 (PCGS). Another remarkable and somewhat curious
entry in Gold Rush coinage is the Small Head variety of the Wass, Molitor & Company $20, as offered here. On the
obverse Miss Liberty is taken from a punch intended for $10 gold coins, and thus is completely out of proportion,
far too small, and within a large area of blank field until the stars are reached. The date 1855 is better impressed
than on the earlier 1852 coin, but both can be called somewhat rustic. The reverse is also disproportionate in that

the eagle was intended for a $10 gold coin. Obviously, making this $20 was a hurry-up process! Today this issue

stands as a prime rarity and, for the specialist, a great object of desire. A highlight of the present offering, we expect
intense action as it crosses the auction block.

PCGS Population: 3; 5 finer (MS-61 finest).

#010357

Famous 1855 Wass, Molitor & Co. $50 Gold

1102 1855 Wass, Molitor & Co. $50 gold. K-9. Rarity-5. VF-35 (PCGS). Although all coins relating to the California

Gold Rush are highly desirable and very historic, special consideration is reserved for the 1855 Wass, Molitor &
Co. $50 in the round format. Produced late in the private coinage game, the round shape was not equaled by any
other $50 gold coin in general circulation (although Kellogg & Co. made a few Proofs for private distribution,

these being rarities today). Most other $50 pieces are octagonal.

The head on the 1855 $50 is small, as it was intended for the $20 piece. However, the artistic effect is not lost,

as the surrounding field is not excessive, and overall the head gives the coin a cameo appearance. This piece has
seen circulation, probably for five years or so, probably on the West Coast. It is not known when such coins finallv

disappeared from the channels of commerce, but we do know that the S.S. Central America carried quite a few
private California gold coins on its star-crossed 1857 voyage. Likely, most such pieces were gone by 18b0 or 18^1,

by which time generous supplies of gold had been produced by the San Franci.sco Mint (opened for busine.ss in

March 1854).

#010363
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Historic 1849 Oregon Exchange Company $5 Gold

Famous "Oregon Beaver" Issue

2x photo

I
1103 1849 Oregon $5 gold. K-1. Rarity-5. VF-30 (NGC). A lovely

example within the assigned grade, with smooth, evenly

worn surfaces. The lettering is nicely defined, and the overall

appearance is excellent.

On the obverse is .seen a beaver on a log, or perhaps on the

shore, facing to the right, its tail curiously turned at an angle

.so as to be broadside to the viewer. Around the top border

are the initials K.M.T.A.W.R.G.S., reflecting the names of the

partners in the Oregon Exchange Company. Below is T.O.,

which should have been O.T. tor Oregon Territory, then the

date 1849 flanked by branches.

The reverse has the name of the issuer, OREGON EX-

CHANGE COMPANY, and notes that the piece is struck

in 130 grains of native gold. This is one of the most historic

issues related to the Gold Rush, and is always in demand.

Finding a defect-free example can be a problem, that nicely

solved with the present offering.

This coin and the related $10 were struck from metal brought back from

the California Gold Rush by settlers in Oregon who had tried their fortune

to the south. The metal, unrefined "native" was minted in Oregon Cit\’,

using primitive equipment. These circulated for a fime, but probably just

regionally, as the design would have been unfamiliar to others.

#010288

Rare 1860 Clark, Gruber & Co. $2.50

1104 18h0 Clark, Gruber & Co. $2.50 gold. K-1. Rarily-4. AU-

58 (NGC). A ver\' nice example of the lowest of the Clark,

Cmtber & Co. denominations, the 1860 quarter eagle. Light

yellow gold. Significant lustre remains on both sides. The

overall elusive character of the Clark, Gruber quarter eagles

is ri’flixrtt'd by the fact that only 1 5 aa* graded higher by NGC,

with the highest all the way up to M5-65, as them aa not

many in betwtn’n.

ihinns

Attractive 1861 Clark, Gruber $10 Gold

2.r photo

1105 1861 Clark, Gruber & Co. $10 gold. K-7. Rarity-4. AU-58

(NGC). A nice example of the second design in the $10 series,

copying the Federal motif, but with slightly different pro-

portions and, different lettering on the reverse. The die's aa*

believed to have been made by a private shop in Philadelphia.

Light yellow gold on both .sides, with minor evidence of

handling. A scarce and desirable coin.

Following the Pike's Peak coinage of 1860, showing a fanciful outline of

that famous mountain, the principals at Clark, Gruber & Company decided

to go to a more traditional design, no doubt because such pieces would

be more familiar to merchants and bankers and would be mom madily

acceptable. This, of course, has other precedents in territorial and private

gold coinage, perhaps most notably the distinctive 1850 "horsc-man" $10

of Baldwin and Company, a motif quickly droppc'd in favor of copying

the Federal $10, as later done here by Clark, Gruber.

The firm of Clark, Gruber & Co., Leavenworth, Kansas bankers, es-

tablished a branch in Denver following discover)' of gold deposits in the

ama, primarily in the mountains to the west. From that beginning was to

grow Colorado's largest mint, an operation which subsequently laid fh«'

framework for the government mint in the same cit)-. Partners vs'em Austin

M. Clark, Milton Edward Clark, and Emanuel Henry Gruber.

Framework for the minting business was begun in December ISSc,'

when Milton E. Clark joumeved to New York and Philadelphia to make

arrangements in person to acquire coining and metal processing machin-

ery. In the spring of 1860 Austin Clark and Emanuel M. (iruber arrived in

Denver and purchased several lots on the northwest comer of Mc<..aa and

F streets, later to become Market and 16th streets An impirsmg two-stor,

brick structure with a stone basement was set up In April the machirKTc

arrived bv an ox-drawn wagon. B\' Jul\' 16th the building was a>mpletr

inside and out, and coinage operations were read\ to begin At first ^10

coins were minted.

The initial coinages were of the 510 and 520 denominatii-ms I ater

pieces of $2.50 and $5 were made In IK^I new dies werr pnxluiTsl t «>ld

content of the Gark, (.rubi’r & C o mins «as irH-rease-d ti’> 1 morr than

that used bv the Unih'd Mates govemmimt mints

S010141
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INGOTS

1932 U.S. Assay Office 24.38 Ounce Gold Bar

New York Office

1106 1932 United States Assay Office at New York Assay Bar. 24.38 ounces. 999.3 Fine. Receipt num-
ber on top face: 1602. Lot number on bottom face: 106. U.S. Assay Office seal and fineness on
front face. Weight on right face. Value as expressed in dollars at the time of manufacture: $503.63
on left face. The back face has no impressions. Bright yellow gold with strong lustre and minor
evidence of handling. Assay office seal somewhat lightly impressed at the very top, all other
markings complete. Only a few dozen gold ingots are known from the New York Assay Office,

the vast majority of them from Bowers and Merena's July 2002 Rarities Sale auction where a hoard
of 18 pieces was brought to light for the first time (all dated 1943 or later), making it the most
significant offering ever sold. Though overseen by the director of the Mint and every bit as official

as the better known San Francisco Assay Office, the products of the New York Assay Office are

extremely rare and underappreciated, with the vast majority of its production finding its way to

melting pots. This attractive gold ingot is an important historic souvenir from this now-extinct
Federal installation.

24.38 ounces.

The U.S. A.ssay Office in New York was established by an act of Congre.ss in 1853 and remained in operation until

1982.
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Justh & Hunter Gold Ingot Face Plate

1107 Justh & Hunter gold ingot face plate now weighing 10.1 Troy ounces. From the S.S. Central America. Serial 4293.

106.08 ounces. 887 fine. Value in 1857 stamped as $1945.07. Attributed to the San Francisco office. Serial number,

firm name, weight and fineness imprinted on face. Mostly brilliant, w'ith some minor brown and orange surface

oxidation, something which was presumably deposited over the course of many decades w'hile the ingot w'as

submerged in the briny depths of the Atlantic Ocean.

These face plates were made in 2001 from some of the large-size S.S. Central America gold ingots that had re-

mained unsold. The gold from the.se ingots was used for the production of "commemorative restrikes" that were

made from transfer dies that embodied the style of 1855 Kellogg & Co. $50 gold pieces.

Justh & Hunter Ingot Characteristics:

Serial number: San Francisco; 4,000 sc-ries - Marysville; 9,(XX)

series

Edge chip for a.ssay; San Francisco; Space in truncation is blank.

- Marysville; Typically with truncation stamped ]&H.

Orientation of imprints; San Francisco; Vertical and hori-

zontal (the latter typical for larger ingots) - Marysville; Always

horizontal.

JUSTH & HUNTER imprint; San Francisco; Single impres-

sion only - Marysville; Smaller ingots with single impression,

larger ingots with logotype stamped twice (in the general style

of the only known Harri.s, Marchand & Co. gold ingot attributed

to Marysville).

Peculiarities; San Francisco; Digit 1 perfect - Marysville; Digit

1 with lower right serif missing San Francisco; Period used after

serial number and in weight and value is large with raised dot in

center - Marysville; Period is smaller and without center dot

The Firm of Justh & Hunter, Assayers From A California Gold

Rush History:

Emil Justh

Emanuel ("Emil") Justh, a lithographer from Verbwa, Hun-

gary, fled the revolution of 1848-49. Departing on May 18, 1850,

fmm Hamburg, Germany, aboard the Gellert, he arrived in San

Francisco on November 14, after a voyage that was direct express

except for a stop at Valparaisti.

Within a few months he had set up a lithography business.

A May 9, 1851, notice in Alta California informed readers of the

operation; "Lithographic Printing Office. Justh & Co., on Broad-

way, between Dupont and StiKkton streets. Justh, Quirot & Co.

Among the images he published were memorable scenes of San

Francisco and California.

For several week.s, from June 3, 1852, until June 30, Justh was

a partner in a customs-house brokerage with F.I. Goerlitz, trading

as F.I. (kx’rhtz & Co. Fmm April 1854 to May 1855 he serxed as

assistant ass,iyer at the newly opened San Francisco Mint.

S.H. Hunter

Solomon Hillen Hunter, a Maryland native and merchant in

the shipping trade in Baltimore, came to C. alifomia alxwrd the S.S.

Genrjfr l/>u\ leaving New York City on February 5, 1855, arriving

at Aspinwall on the 15th, in time to witness part of the inaugural

ceremonies for the Panama Railroad, delaying for one hour what

usually was a thn*e-hour trip, then continuing on February 16th on

the S.S. Sonora, Captain R.L. Whiting, to San Francisco, arriving on

March 2. Aboard for the 1 3-day, 4'/i hour voyage were 433 passengers

(303 adult males, 86 adult females, and 44 children). Of the travelers,

272 were in steerage, the balance in finer accommodations.

Both the Sonora and the George Law were usually laden with

gold bars and coins on their trips connecting to the East, while on the

westward run they transported much freight and baggage, including

on this particular trip, consignments of gcxxis that had been placed

with Adams & Co. and Wells, Fargo & Co., mail from New York

pHJStmarked February 5, and mail from Europe dated up to January

20. The railroad connection at Panama was faster on the way to Cali-

fornia than back, as on the return trip there were considerable delays

involving the checking and security of the gold treasure.

Justh & Hunter's Assay Office

Business commenced on May 15 at No. 188 Montgomery Street.

In autumn 1856 the San Francisco headquarters office was moved

from 188 Montgomery to 108 Battery Street. Business continued to

be excellent, and millions of dollars' worth of gold was assayed and

formed into bars.

Marysville Office

In May 1856, Justh & Hunter opened a branch assay office in

Marysville, with S.H. Hunter in charge. In Marysville the assay

office of Justh & Hunter was located in a one-story brick building,

20 by 70 feet, built in 1854 on the south side of First Street near D
Street, owned by John A. Paxton and valued at $4,000. Neighboring

businesses included the crockery store of Joseph Genella ("Sign of

the 'Big White Pitcher'"), auctioneer H. Barnett, the clothing store

of Hoch.stadter & Brother, and A. D'Artenay's Saloon.

Additional notes: Surfaces often irregular, particularly on the

reverse. Alignment and spacing of numerals is generally excellent at

both offices (San Francisco and Mary sville). Assay chip from comer is

typical; the truncatc'd comer on Mary sc ille ingots is typically marked

W'ith the initials of the firm. Some ingots from San Francisco ha\’e part

of the serial number, the last two digits, repeated on the rexerse

From the S.S. Central America treasure. Christie's Slo.:

CAGB-338 (.w Christie's Gold Rush Treasure^ from the SS

Central America sale, December 14. 2000).
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Desirable 21.36 Oz Kellogg & Humbert Assay Bar

From the S.S. Central America Treasure

1108 Kellogg and Humbert gold ingot. A lovely ingot from the

S.S. Central America treasure hoard. Bright yellow gold. The
front face reads in four lines: No. 869 / 21.36 OZ. / 843 FINE
/ $372.22. The right face has KELLOGG / & / HUMBERT /

ASSAYERS, stamped with the inscription facing downwards.
The back face has the three-digit numeral 869. The top, bot-

tom, and left faces have no inscriptions. Mold Size: K&H-02
= 41mm X 52mm. The lower-right corner was taken for assay

purposes. A great numismatic item owing to its connection

with Kellogg & Humbert, and an even greater treasure piece,

representing as it does a memento of the greatest treasure

ever recovered from the briny depths.

In 1857, the S.S. Central America was in service from New York City

to the eastern side of the Isthmus of Panama. Between October 1853 and

September 1857, the steamer with auxiliary sails completed 43 round trips

and carried to New York about a third of the value of gold shipped on that

route. In September it was in Panama to board people and treasure that

had come from San Francisco on the S.S. Sonora.

On September 9th, 1857, while returning from Panama to New York

City, S.S. Central America ran into high seas whipped up by a hurricane.

On the 1 1 th, a major leak developed, and heroic efforts were made to bail

out the water. On the 12th, all women and 28 or 29 children aboard were
saved by a passing ves.sel, as were several dozen men. Shortly after eight

in the evening of the 12th, the Central America slipped below the waves and
was no more. Aboard was a vast store of gold being shipped from the San

Francisco Mint to the New York As.say Office, plus coins and bullion carried

for other accounts and on the persons of passengers, totaling $1,600,000 or

more at a time when gold was valued at just $20.67 per ounce.

In the field of American gold coins the S.S. Central America, has yielded

more numismatic treasures than all other known recoveries. Moreover,

no other known recovery has included even a single gold ingot of the

California types found with the S.S. Central America treasure.

From the S.S. Central America treasure. Christie's No.: CAGB-
652 (see Christie's Gold Rush Treasures from the SS Central

America sale, December 14, 2()()()).

Desirable Kellogg & Humbert Face Plate

1109 Kellogg & Humbert gold ingot face plate now weighing 20

troy ounces. Erom the S.S. Central America treasure. Kellogg &
Humbert ingot No. 501. 135.33 troy ounces. .898 Fine. $2,512.17

melt value based on U.S. Mint gold prices at the time of $20.67

per ounce at .999 fine. Mold Size: K&H-04 = 55mm x 111mm.
The Kellogg & Humbert assay stamp is boldly impressed and

is complete in all aspects. Bright and attractive.

Q. David Bowers provides the following commentary on the history

of the Kellogg & Humbert gold ingot face plates:

"In the 1980s, a group of intrepid treasure seekers, the Columbus-
America Discovery Group (C-ADG), Inc., led by Tommy Thompson,
Robert Evans, and Barry Schatz, discovered the remains of the ship [S.S.

Central America] in nearly 8,500 feet of water on the Outer Continental Shelf.

Explorations soon found a great treasure. After lengthy legal skirmishes,

C-ADG sold the treasure to Dwight Manley and associates . .

.

"By the summer of 2001 only a few large-size ingots remained unsold.

The demand from museums, collectors, historians, and others had been satis-

fied. What to do with these large heavy ingots? By special arrangement with

the California Historical Society as sponsor, the original dies for the Kellogg

& Co. $50, which had survived the years, were used to make transfer dies to

which a small inscription was added on the otherwise blank ribKm on the

reverse, noting the source of the gold and the initials of the SiXieW, C.H.S.

The gold used was taken from certain unsold large gold ingots made in the

1850s by Kellogg & Humbert. This was done bv carefullv cutting the faw

away from each ingot, creating a face-plate, beautiful and still quite' heavy,

but now marketable at a price within the a'ach of moa' buvers.

"Production of 5,000 pieces, billed as 'commemorative a'strikos' tixA

place in San Erancisco from August 20 to St'ptember 12, 2lX1l . or 144 vears

after the S.S. Central America sank, with the s^x'cimen struck each da\ K'-

ing counterstamped with the appropriate date. The a-maining taiv plates

were quickly sold, as wea' the commemorati\’o a'strikes. The distribution

of the S.S. Central America ta'asua' was complete!''

From the S.S. Central America treasure. Christies No. CSGB-
444 (see Christie's Gold Rush Treasures from the Central

America sale. December 14. 2000).
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GOLD NUGGETS

mo Natural gold nugget. 3.2 troy ounces; 44.6 x 35.5 x 19.7 mm. A very attractive well-worn pitted

stream nugget showing minor oxide residues. A fine specimen for a collector of gold or as a

showpiece. Locality unknown, but quite possibly an Alaska gold nugget.

1111 Natural gold nugget. 6.1 ounces; 109.3 x 25.9 x 10.5 mm. A beautiful elongated pitted nugget

showing minor traces of etched quartz. A real showstopper. A specimen worthy of any museum

or private collection. Also quite possibly from Alaska.

GOLD DOLLARS
All gold dollar photos are 2x.

1112 Three different types of gold dollars: 1849 Type 1. Open Wreath, L on Truncation. Net VF-

35; sharpness of EF-45. Cleaned and scratched 1855 Type 11. Net EF-40; sharpness of AU-50.

Scratched 1856 Type 111. Slant 5. Net VF-35; sharpness of EF-45. Cleaned. (Total: 3 pieces)

kS
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Extraordinary and Important 1850 Proof Gold Dollar

An Historic Rarity

1113 1850 Proof-60 (PCGS). First off, any Proof coin from this period is of the highest rarity. This is par-

ticularly true of gold coins from the Philadelphia Mint, which were issued in sparing numbers if at

all until the late 1850s. The present coin has been burnished on the obverse, but the reverse remains
original and would grade close to the Gem level on its own. The strike and characteristics are un-
questionably those of a Proof coin, with frosty devices and striking details lacking from even the

sharpest business strike. Evidence of die polishing is evident in the fields. For identification there is

a minute planchet flaw near the denticles above the very point of Liberty's coronet, on the reverse a

couple of shallow lintmarks are seen, one touching the tops of 1 another at the upper post of E both
of UNITED. Another shallow lintmark is seen left of the denomination in the field. Both sides are

splashed with coppery toning in the fields. The overall appearance is decidedly better than one might
expect for a coin with this nominal grade, but this takes into account the obverse burnishing. With
the introduction of the gold dollar and Double Eagle in 1849 and 1850, a few proofs were apparently
made. Research and much additional information was provided by noted authority John Dannreuther
for this description and confirmed the existence of an 1850 Proof set at the Paris Bibliotechque Na-
tionale Museum. The Half Eagle and Eagle have not turned up at a major auction but were missing
when the .set was examined by Billy Paul in the 1970s and these were likely sold prior to this time

and their whereabouts are unknown. The 1850 gold dollar and double eagle are both splendid coins

and are believed to still be in that Paris Museum. Anyone interested in that double eagle?

This is an extraordinary rarity which is believed to be represented by just two specimen.s, one is

housed in the Paris Biblioteque Nationale Museum as part of an 1850 Proof set where it has resided
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probably since the time of issue. The second specimen is the current offering. Of considerable impt)r-

tance is the fact that there are possibly ten to fifteen Proof examples of the Type* I gold dollar known.
Two are dated 1849, two more are dated 1850, and the final is a magnificent 1854 (Type 1) from the

Harry Bass Core Collection. Others may exist in private collections. It is curious that one of the 1849

Proof gold dollars (in the Smithsonian) shows a similarly cleaned reverse while the obverse remains
close to the Gem grade. Could the present 1850 gold dollar and Smithsonian 1849 have been together

at one time displayed in a double set (obverse/ reverse display) where the obverse or reverse displayed

was burnished or cleaned? It seems curious that two such important coins would have encountered
this unusual one-sided enhancement from the past, but it could be simply coincidence.

Historically, how did the gold dollar come about? Originally proposed by Alexander Hamilton
in 1791, the gold dollar was an integral part of his coinage scheme. However, the Silver dollar ended
up being the coin of choice for the initial American coinage starting in 1794. Due to ever changing

market conditions between the relative value of gold and sih'er, the Silver dollar ceased coinage in

1803 (although a few more were reportedly coined until 1805, these are believed to be dated 1803). The
discovery of gold in Rutherford County, North Carolina induced Christoph Bechtler to begin coinage

of a gold dollar in 1831, as the remoteness of the North Carolina mines precluded safe shipment to

Philadelphia of gold bullion for coinage. Recall that the Philadelphia Mint was the only operational

Federal Mint at that time. Curiously too is the fact that Bechtler's mine was one of the most productive

and richest gold mines in America at that time. Bechtler did what any true American would do, he

coined his own gold into dollars and other denominations which were widely accepted in that region.

This competition did not go unnoticed by the Philadelphia Mint. By 1835, plans were hatched to open

new Federal Branch mints in both Charlotte, North Carolina and Dahlonega, Georgia, both of which

came to pass in 1838. When Christian Gobrecht joined the Philadelphia Mint in 1835 as the Assistant

Engraver to the ailing Engraver William Kneass (who soon thereafter died from complications of a

stroke), Gobrecht designed his own version of a gold dollar coin, which were struck in pattern form

and listed as Judd-67 through judd-71 using the older manual screw coining press, although it is not

entirely out of the question that these pattern gold dollars may have been struck on the new steam

press, installed in March, 1836. Medals commemorating the first coinage from the steam press were

coined by the Mint and dated March 23, 1836 and it is believed that these gold dollar patterns were

struck starting on or before March 14, 1836 as one was sent in a letter so dated from Mint Director

Robert Patterson to Secretary of the Treasury' Levi Woodbury on that date (Breen and also Pollack).

A new coinage bill was sent through Congress for approval which included the new gold dollar

denomination in 1836, however, when the bill was passed with modifications, the authorization for

a gold dollar had been removed from the bill. This bill became law on January 18, 1837. Apparently

Mint Director Patterson adamantly opposed a gold dollar coin, and used his considerable political

clout to have this clause removed from the revised coinage bill of 1837. When the House Ways and

Means Committee again proposed to make gold dollars in 1844, Patterson responded that they would

be easily counterfeited and went so far as to have silver patterns made from Gobrecht's original 1836

pattern gold dollar dies, and have the silver coins gold plated. Patterson won again, and the gold dol-

lar proposal was again shelved. However, history^ v\'as about to turn the tide against Patterson. Gold

was discovered in California in 1848, and by 1849 large quantities were being shipped to the Eastern

mints for coinage. Silver coins were in great demand, and they increased in value as compared with

gold because of the flood of gold coming from California. Representative James Iver McKay from

North Carolina introduced a bill on January 25, 1849 to authorize coinage of a gold dollar, and later

amended this bill to include a twenty dollar gold coin. Patterson again opposed this legislation. At

that time, America had suffered from high unemployment, a lack of silver coins in circulation, and

abundant wildcat banknote scrip, often of little value and would be accepted at a discount to face

value at best. Congress had to do something, and they did. Congress passed McKay's coinage bill

and it became law on March 3, 1849. Mint Engraver James Barton Longacre designed the new gold

dollar in early 1849.

Historic evidence for the rarity' continues. Congress again tinkered with the gold dollar in August,

1854 by changing the design to a larger, thinner planchet, these earlier smaller gold dollars were

ordered returned to the mints or Subtreasuiy' in New York for melting and recoining. By 1861 it is

believed that 8 million gold dollars from the entire mintage of 11 million issued until mid 1854 small

sized coins were melted (Breen) and this thoroughly decimated the original gold dollar mintages

Perhaps just one pc'rcent of the original mintage remains in collectible numismatic grades, as those

that do surv'ive often show evidence of being used for jeweliy' purposes.
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1114

1115

1851-C MS-61 (PCGS). Well struck details. Light yellow
gold. Most original mint lustre still remains. Light traces

of circulation are mainly in the fields. A scarce and popular
issue with a mintage of just 41,267.

#007514

Uncirculated 1851-D Gold Dollar

1851-D MS-61 (NGC). Deep honey gold with rich orange
highlights and strong lustre. Struck from clashed dies with

a hint of central weakness as often seen for the date. One of

9,882 examples struck of this noted scarcity, though pleasing

Mint State examples such as the present coin are occasionally

available to patient collectors.

#007515

Scarce 1853-D Gold $1

1118

1853-D AU-58 (PCGS). A high degree of lustre is retained

on the bright honey gold surfaces. Pale rose and orange
iridescence has settled into the protected areas. A scarce

issue, one of only 6,583 examples of the date produced. Care-

ful scrutiny reveals some wear on the high points and few
scattered circulation marks, but all told this is an exceptional

example of the date.

#007523

Choice Uncirculated 1854 Type II Gold $1

A Perennial Type Coin Favorite

Exceptional Gem Uncirculated 1852 Gold $1

Among Half Dozen Finest Certified by PCGS

1116 1852 MS-67 (PCGS). Sparkling honey gold with intense

cartwheel lustre and pale olive highlights on both sides. A
sharply struck gem with faint clash marks on both sides. If

you need to own a high-grade Type 1 gold dollar, may we sug-

gest the present coin is certainly among the finest examples
of the type you will ever see.

PCGS Population: 2; 4 finer (MS-69 finest).

#007517

1117 Pair of Type I NGC-certified gold dollars: 1853 MS-6L
Satiny lustre with traces of orange gold at the devices 1854

MS-62. Lustrous with attractive frosty olive at the peripheries.

(Total: 2 pieces)

1119

1854 Type II. MS-63 (PCGS). Frosty honey gold with decided

orange highlights. Struck from clashed dies, as is often the

case for this popular date. An ever-popular type issue, these

were struck in three years—1854 in Philadelphia alone; 1855

in Philadelphia, Charlotte, Dahlonega, and New Orleans;

and in 1856 in San Francisco alone.

#007531

Mint State 1854 Type II Gold $1
1120

1854 Type II. MS-62 (NGC). Deep, fiery orange and crimson

highlights on bold medium gold surfaces. Intense cartwhivl

lustre present on both sides. Sharplv struck from clashed

dies. A few old obverse scratches account for the assigned

grade.

#007531
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Uncirculated 1854 Type II Gold $1

1121

1854 Type 11. MS-62 (NGC). Sparkling deep orange gold with

loads of underlying lustre. A frosty specimen albeit struck

from stre.s.sed and lightly clashed dies. Nice for the grade.
#007531

Lustrous Mint State 1855 Gold Dollar

1122

1855 MS-62 (NGC). The Type 11 gold dollar is essential for

inclusion in a basic type .set of the denomination. Nearly all

are lightly struck in one area or another, some of them being

quite flat. This was the rea.son why the design was modified

in 1856. The pre.sent coin has .some lightness at the center of

the obverse, but on the reverse is very sharp, including the

central date numerals. The lustre is rich. Within the MS-62

grade this is truly an exceptional 1855, as probably not one

in ten are this nice.

The assembly of a set of gold dollars from 1849 to 1889 is a challenge

many have undertaken. The basic quest for one of each date and mintmark

can be easily enough undertaken if one is not particular as to quality'.

However, a connois.seur will want to .study the situation carefully before

prcKeeding. Generally the ground rules are these: San Francisco coins are

usually the best struck. Philadelphia pieces come next, and New Orleans

issues vary. Some New Orleans gold dollars have prooflike characteristics.

Gold dollars of the Type 1 style, 1849 through part of 1854, are usually fairly

well struck, even from the Charlotte and Dahlonega mints. The Type II, in-

augurated in 1854, was intended to improve the utility' of the gold dollar, by

expanding the diameter from 13 mm to 15 mm. However, the Mint did not

reckon with the difhculties in striking up such thin planchets, and having

metal 611 the deepest recesses on the obverse and reverse at the same 6me.

As a result, the new motif was a disaster, with most coins being light at the

center of the obverse or the center of the reverse, or both. At the Philadelphia

Mint this motif was continued through 1855, then redesigned to the Type

III for 1856. The new motif featured a different portrait of Miss Liberty' on

the obverse, in lower relief and cKCupying more area, neatly solving the

metal flow problem. Tvpe 11 gold dollars of the Charlotte and Dahlonega

mints proved to be very difhcult to strike up properly, with the basic design

flaw combined with ptxir planchets and pixirly hnished dies. As a result,

existing pieces are apt to range from mi.serable or wretched up to minimally

satisfactory. As noted, this gives such pieces a rustic appeal.

At the tail end of the Type II series the 1856-S was struck in San

Francisco, a leftover us*' of the design, due to the distance of that mint

from Philadelphia (where all dies were made). Gold dollars of the Type III

d»*sign, pnxiuced thnnigh the end of 1889, are generally' very' well struck

and quite attractive in higher grades However, Charlotte and Dahlonega

=xns are the exception, and, if anything, the problems were just as bad as

with the Type II

On most tx'casions, lor Ivfx* I and Ivjx- III gold dollar-, llu- ba'n

viewing ol a certified holder and the grade will lead to a lom that in most

instances will be acceptable trom an aesfhetu \ lewjximl, partuularh il m
a higher Mint State grade. For Charlotte and Dahlonega coins minted alter

1854, this is not so, and carelul insjxx'tion ol an ottered loin, using high

magnification and also studying what should lx- exjxxiisJ ol a gold dollar

of this type, will result in above average examples OthervMs<
,
casual bu\ ers

are apt to get the dregs. For more information on the stnking ol gold dollars

in this era we highly recommend David W. Akers' study ol the denomina-

tion, published by Paramount in 1975. Gut ol print for a long lime, copies

can occasionally be purchased through dealers in antiquarian IxKtks

#007532

Choice Uncirculated 1855-0 Gold $1

None Certified Finer by NGC

1123

1855-0 MS-64 (NGC). Highly lustrous wdth exquisite eye ap-

peal. Deep yellow gold surfaces with rich orange and sky blue

highlights. The lustre is in full bitxtm, as is the overall aesthetic

appeal. One of just 55,000 examples of the date struck in New
Orleans and representing the only Type 11 gold dollar coinage

issued by our southernmost mint. The strike is typical for the

date, with boldness in certain areas, and weakness in others,

and with portions of the reverse wreath polished from the

die due to heavy resurfacing. The present coin represents a

splendid example of the design type, as well as an issue that

has few peers and no superiors currently listed in the NGC
Census Report. Worthy of serious contemplation.

NGC Ceasus; 6; none 6ner.

#007535

Choice Mint State 1855-0 Gold Dollar

Extraordinary Quality
1124

1855-0 MS-63 (NGC). The 1855-0 gold dollar, the only New
Orleans Mint issue of the Type 11 design, is quite scarce at any

Mint State level. The present coin is of exceptional quality

yielding as it does high eve appeal. The obverse is quite well

struck, with good definition of all details. A few mark- are

seen in the field, but are not significant. The reverse ha- M>m«

lightness at the second date digit, but it is fully outlirn'd The

rest of the coin is exceptionally sharp. The lustre is ,rn->Mh

and satinv on both sides. Outstanding eve appeal

NGC Census: 10; 6 6ncr (MS-M 6nesi!

#007535
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1125

1856 Slanted 5. MS-64 (PCGS). A lovely, lustrous example
with satiny frost on both sides, lightly toned. Some brighter

areas are seen on some spots of the obverse, possibly from

the original planchet, not contact.

#007.S40

Landmark Gem 1858 Gold Dollar

Single Finest Graded by PCGS

Superb Gem 1857 Gold Dollar

Among the Finest Graded

1126

1857 MS-67 (PCGS). A superb specimen of the date, with pm-

cious few equals. The lustre alone is spectacular. The surfaces

are mostly brilliant light yellow gold, with soft orange and

rose toning across both sides. Some planchet texture is visible

in the leftmost feathers of the headdress, as made, while slight

softness is noted at the central reverse as is typical for gold dol-

lars of this date. PCGS has graded only four at this level, with

a lone piece finer. This piece was last offered publicly in the

ANR Sale of the New York Connoisseur Collection in March

2006, in which collection it had resided since the Stack's sale of

January 1986. It was described by the Stack's cataloguer in 1986

as follows, "Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. The coin is 'as struck.'

Nothing more need be said about it." Coins of this quality tend

to be held in collections for long periods of time, and as such

the reappearance of this piece is a grand opportunity.

PCGS Population: 4; 1 finer (MS-68).

From ANR's sale of the New York Connoisseur's Collection,

March 2006, Lot 1398. Previously from Stack's sale of the James

and Margaret Carter Collection of United States Gold Coins,

January 1986, Lot 38.

a007544

1127

1857 MS-64 (PCGS). Brilliant with warm orange-gold sur-

faces. Reverse die rotated to the right about 30'" from the

normal, lending interest. A very pleasing example.

»no7M4

1128

1858 MS-68 (PCGS). Just over a year ago, this specimen

was certified by PCGS for the first and only time, and it

became the only example of the date graded MS-68, a

distinction well deserved and maintained today. It was
last sold as part of the New York Connoisseur Collection,

presented by ANR in March 2006. The description from

that catalogue still holds true, "Now the bar for finest

known of the date has risen, with the present coin being

the closest to perfection of the nearly 118,000 circulation

strike examples produced. An exceptional gem, with an

exquisite, indeed definitive style, with full details on both

sides. The coin is well worth examining for this feature

alone. The lustre on both sides is light golden orange with

a hint of iridescence, warm and attractive. Absolutely

breathtaking in its quality, and the few words chosen by

Stack's to describe it in 1986, its last public appearance,

are a fitting close, "Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. A pristine

example 'as struck.' The coin is perfect."

PCGS Population: 1; none finer.

From ANR's sale of the New York Connoisseur's Collection,

March 2006, Lot 1399. Previously from Stack's sale of the James

and Margaret Carter Collection of United States Gold Coins,

January 1986, Lot 42.

#007548

1129

1858 MS-64 (PCGS). Although this piece is "only" MS-M, it

places high in the PCGS roster, with only a dozen or so oth-

ers at this level (not necessarily representing different winU
and just nine finer. A ver)’ pleasing example, this piece ha-

delicate toning and deep, rich lustre. It has never been dipp<'=-t

or brightened.
#007S48
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1131

1860 Proof-65 CAM (NGC). A lovely coin that displays

strong visual appeal with the cameo devices imparted by the

dies. There is a trace of haze over the lemony yellow gold

color, expected for an early Proof. All is bold save for the U
of UNITED which is a trifle soft. For identification, there is a

minor planchet flake touching the tops of the first two digits

in the date and a trivial lintmark in the field past the date in

the shape of an "S." Housed in an older style NGC holder. A
thin horizontal die line is found crossing through Liberty's

earlobe, present on all coins struck from this obverse die,

diagnostic to Proofs of 1860.

Ni.iC' Census: 3; 3 finer within nny designofion (I’r(U)f-66 ULTRA
C AMF'X) finest).

«()H7SI2

1134 1872 MS-61 (ANACS). Brilliant and highlv prootlike, easilv

mistaken fora Proof except for certain distinctive diffea'nces.

Deeply struck. A lot of coin for the money, as this piece will

probably sell for below $1,000.

tf0()7.S72

High-Quality 1859-D Gold Dollar

Notable Dahlonega Mint Rarity

1132

1861 MS-63 (NGC). Brilliant and lustrous. Some light striking

at O (DOLLAR) on the reverse. Popular Civil War year.

#007558

Superb Gem 1868 Gold Dollar

Among Finest Graded

1133

1868 MS-66 (NGC). What a lovely coin this is, an old friend,

having come to us three years ago in our sale of September

2003, there as Lot 429 and described as:

"A frosty, satiny gem with intense cartwheel lustre on

honey gold surfaces. The fields are moderately prooflike,

though more satiny than reflective. An essentially flawless

specimen from a circulation strike mintage of 10,500 pieces.

Easily among the finest known examples of the date in Mint

State, the only one graded MS-66 by NGC, with just one

specimen graded finer. A truly splendid Type III gold dollar

in every manner."
NGC Census: 6; 8 finer within any designation (MS-68 PL finest).

#007567

1130 1859-D AU-58 (NGC). A lovely specimen of exceptionally

high quality within the context of Dahlonega Mint dollars of

this era. In no way can the striking and planchet quality be
compared with Philadelphia or San Francisco issues of this

time period, but Charlotte Mint gold dollars share similar

characteristics. At these two southern mints there was vir-

tually nothing in the way of equality control, dies were used
when they were rough or had problems, planchets were not

rolled out and processed properly, and the striking process

itself seems to have been inexpertly conducted. This, of

course, lends a special charm, a rustic "folk art" aspect to

Dahlonega and Charlotte coins, most evident for both mints

in the coins of the second half of the decade of the 1850s.

The planchet quality of this coin is quite good, even on
par for what one might find in a Philadelphia or San Fran-

cisco coin. The striking of the obverse is also good, with

bold dentils and letters, and with nearly all of the hair and
headdress features present. There is no planchet scaling or

roughness in the field. The reverse is a bit more rustic, due
to the die it seems, with vertical prominent striations in the

die. The striking, however, is quite good, and most details

are very well defined. The overall color is a very light gold,

characteristic of most Dahlonega issues.

#007553

Elusive Gem Cameo Proof 1860 Gold Dollar
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F rosly Gem Uncirculated 1881 Gold SI

1135

1881 MS-68 (NGC). An exciting, frosty gem example of the

date, a lovely specimen with textured motifs and satiny,

chiefly reflective fields. Only three examples of the date

have been certified finer by NGC. Sharply struck and easily

worthy of the assigned grade.

NGC Cen.sus: 43; 3 finer within the designation (all MS-69).

#007582

1136

1881 MS-65 (PCGS). Sharply struck and with warm golden

surfaces, this low-mintage 1881 gold dollar is bound to at-

tract attention. It is an ideal candidate for inclusion in a type

set to illustrate the design instituted in 1856 and continued

through 1889.

#007582

Currier and Ives print titled The Harbor ofNexv York, probably issued in

the lH80s, in connection with the opening of the Brooklyn Bridge in 1883.

Superlative MS-68 1882 Gold $1

Virtual Perfection

1137

1882 MS-68 (PCGS). A delightful gem example exhibiting

frosty devices and satiny fields. The design elements are

sharp, and it is only with difficult that even the most trivial

flaw can be seen under magnification. A superlative example

that would enhance any cabinet of 19th-centurv gold issues,

and a prize for the numismatist who desires the finest qualit\'

available.

PCGS Population: 7; none finer.

#007583

Impressive Gem Uncirculated 1889 Gold $1

None Certified Finer by NGC

1138

1889 MS-68 (NGC). An impressive gem example from the

swan-song year of the denomination. Rich honey gold with

broadly sweeping cartwheel lustre that supports splashes of

pale rose and faint sky blue toning. An exceptional gem in all

regards, and a coin that stands up well to careful scrutiny.

NGC Census: 15; none finer within any designation.

#007590
1139

1889 MS-63 (NGC). A frosh' example, struck in the final year

of the denomination. Lustrous honey gold with strong mint

brilliance and a crisp strike.

#007590
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QUARTER EAGLES

Rare 1797 Quarter Eagle Variety

BD 1, Breen-1. Rarity-6

2.x photo

1140

1797 BD-1, Breen-1. Rarity-6. VF-35 (NGC). Medium to deep
yellow gold with decided olive highlights, and with scattered

tiny ticks that become apparent under low magnification.

Diagnostic obverse die crack vertically from star 8 to star 12.A
rare low-mintage issue from the sophomore year of both the

design type and the denomination. The Guide Book gives the

mintage for this rarity as just 427 pieces, while the Bass-Dan-
nreuther reference calls for "427-585" pieces as the estimated

mintage. Either way, one thing is apparent—this is a great

prize for an advanced quarter eagle or U.S. gold specialist.

The mintage marks it as a classic issue, and the demand for

examples is never-ending. Further, the Bass-Dannreuther
book notes that perhaps as few as 20-25 examples are known
today in all grades, which heightens the desirability of the

date. It may be some time before another specimen can be
found anywhere.

Holder marked "Ylang Ylang Collection.

"

#007648

Choice AU 1805 Quarter Eagle

2.r

1141

1805 BD-1, B-1. Rarity-4. AU-58 (PCGS). A lustrous olive

gold example from the only die pair of the date. Lightly

frosted motifs, faintly reflective fields, and fairly crisp design

elements all exhibit warm mint lustre. Eleventh reverse star

broadly repunched, a noted diagnostic. One of an estimated

1,781 examples of the date produced with perhaps 100 to

150 examples from that mintage currently known to today's

collecting community. In the years 1990 to 2005, some 74

auction appearances of this date have been cited in the Dan-
nreuther reference on early U.S. gold. Essentially mark-free

though some mint-caused planchet adjustment marks can

be seen at the center of the reverse; they blend nicely with

the design elements there and are only noticeable under low
magnification. Interestingly, the Dannreuther reference notes:

"The mintage figure for this year may be one of the firmest

to date, as it is believed that all 1,781 coins delivered in 1805

were of that date—of course, with the early Mint this is still

not an absolute. Some of the coins delivered in 1805 could

have been dated 1804, but the number of survivors seems
to match this mintage figure." Regarding the reverse with

the repunched star 11, John Dannreuther also noted: "This

reverse die certainly was a workhorse one, not only used for

all quarter eagles dated 1805 through 1807, it was also used

to strike all the 1807 dimes! There is only one variety of 1807

dime and since it is estimated that over 150,000 1807 dimes
were struck, this reverse wins the most-coins-struck award
for a die of this type." An altogether pleasing example of a

die with an intriguing history.

PCGS Population: 13; 7 finer (MS-64 finest).

#007653

Brilliant, Lustrous AU-58 1807 $2.50

2x photo

1142

1807 BD-1, B-1. Rarity-3. AU-58 (NGC). Brilliant, nicely cen-

tered, and almost fully lustrous. Magnification reveals some
faint adjustment marks on Liberty's hair and cheek. Striking

softness is noted at the center of the reverse, mostly on the

shield; something that's mentioned for accuracy's sake. The

1807 quarter eagle appears with some frequency in AU and

Uncirculated condition which suggests the possibility that

a small hoard of this date, possibly together with a smaller

number of 1808 quarter eagles, was dispersed through nu-

mismatic channels long ago, perhaps in the latter half of the

19th century, once coin collecting became a popular pastime.

This surmisal is simply an educated guess, however, as no

information attesting to the existence of such a hoard of 1807

quarter eagles has come to our attention.

It's interesting to note that despite the fact that the mintage for the

1807 quarter eagle was a mere 6,812 pieces, this figum ranks as the largc'st

production figure of the design type. 1804 comes in second with a mintage

of 3,327 pieces. At the other extn'me, the 17^7 lias the smallest nqxirtiHl

mintage of the type; a paltry 427 quarter eagles an' said to have Kvn
produced during that year.

#007656

3
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AU 1807 Quarter Eagle

Swan Song of Design Type

2x photo

1143

1807 BD-1, Breen-1. Rarity-3. AU-53 (NGC). Deep yellow

gold with pale orange highlights, lots of lustre in the pro-

tected areas, light marks noted, old vertical scratch in field

before Liberty's portrait.

#007656

1146

Group of quarter eagles; 1838 Net VI -35; sharpness of

EF-45. Cleaned and scratched. Bnvn-6146 1852 1.1 -45. Lale

rose-gold surfaces 1909 AU-55. Lustrous golden surfa* t^s

1911 Net EF-45; sharpness of AU-55. Cleaned 1915 Net

EF-45; sharpness of AU-55. Cleaned -ui 1925-D Net AU-50;

sharpness of AU-58. Cleaned. (Total; 6 pieces)

Scarce 1840-C Quarter Eagle

1147

1840-C AU-55 (NGC). A pleasing example of this scarce

and popular issue, of which 12,822 were struck. Light wear

is seen on both sides. Some hints of lustre can be discerned

on the reverse, particularly in protected areas.

#007718

Attractive EF 1807 Quarter Eagle

2.V photo

1144

1807 BD-1, B-1. Rarity-3. EF-40 (ANACS). Bright yellow

gold with deep orange highlights. A few scattered marks are

noted, including one on either side of Liberty's portrait on

the obverse, these being the most worthy of note; the reverse

is essentially flawless by comparison. Bold underlying lustre

supports the assigned grade.

#007656

1145

1834 B-6138. AU-58 (PCGS). A pleasing example with warm

yellow-orange gold. Some friction and some scattered marks

in the field. Important as the first year of the Classic Head,

by Chief Engraver William Kneass.

Ciold coins had not circulated in America since 1821, as it cost more in

bullion than face value to produce quarter eagles and half eagles. Accord-

ingly, those that were made were valued at bullion, not at face value, and

were not ust>d in domestic commerce. Instead, they were sent overseas,

accounting for the great raritv of most early dates today.

In 18.54 Senator Thomas Hart Benton of Missouri was the leading light

in passing the Coinage Act of [une 28th, which reduced the authorized

weight of gold coins Implemented on August 1st of the same year, new

quarter eagles and half eagles were produced in quantity under the legisla-

tion. and afterward effectively circulated until early in the Civil War The

portrait bv Kn«*ass is esM’ntially a copy of the Classic Head motif by lohn

Reich hrst used on cents of 1808 and half cents of 18(W

#0076*^2

Sharply Struck 1841-C $2.501148

1841-C AU-58 (NGC). An attractive example, quite well

struck, of this scarce issue. Just 10,281 were struck, with only

a few hundred known today. The present coin displays pter-

haps 20% of its original lustre on the obverse and 50% on the

reverse. The details are quite sharp at the center. Elsewhere

there are a few light star centers, and full dentils.

#007721

1149

1843-C Large Date, Plain 4. Net Extremely Fine-40; sharp-

ness of AU-55, tooled, smoothing in the field around the

eagle's head and sinister wing, otherwise bright, nice, and

somewhat prooflike overall. Bright yellow gold with olive

highlights. Repunching noted at 18 in date.

#007728

Attractive 1843-D Quarter Eagle

Small Date

1150

1843-D Small D. AU-55 (PCGS). Exhibiting bright vollow

surfaces with significant lustre remaining in protected are. -

this Charlotte quarter eagle offers excellent ex'e appeal w ith::

the grade. Ever popular, Charlotte auns alwa\ '« attraii .

’

tention in our sales.

#007750
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Choice AU 1844-C Quarter Eagle

1151 1844-C AU-58 (NGC). Bright and lustrous yellow gold with
some warm olive highlights in the reflective fields, and with
deepening orange highlights on the reverse. Nicely struck for

the date, and devoid of all but a few faint, stray marks. The
overall appeal is choice for the grade.

#007735

Scarce 1844-C Quarter Eagle

1152 1844-C AU-55 (NGC). Struck in light yellow gold. The ob-

verse retains a significant amount of original lustre, less so on
the reverse. There is light striking of details, consistent with
others of this date and mint. A scarce issue in all grades.

#007735

Choice 1848 CAL. Quarter Eagle

1153 1848 CAL. MS-62 (NGC). A sharply struck example in bright

yellow gold. One of the most important coins in the quarter

eagle series, and certainly very high on the popularity list. The
present coin is in a high enough grade to be very attractive,

yet low enough within the Mint State level to be affordable

in the context of this rarity.

In 1848, Colnnel K.B. Mason, Military Ciovernor of California .sent some
2.30 ounces of native bullion from the California gold fields, directing the

shipment to the Philadelphia Mint through Secretary of War William L.

M.ircy Marcy tendered the gold to the Mint, instructing Mint Director

Kob»Tt Maskell Patterson to have the gold coined to specially marked
i|uartrr eagles l or the record we note that all yc////mc 1848 CM quarter

eagle . have .1 .mall, ijunrr period after CAI .

a()0774‘t

Choice Uncirculated 1848-D Quarter Eagle

Tied for Finest Graded by PCGS

2.x photo

1154

1848-D MS-63 (PCGS). Deep honey gold with rich orange

highlights on both sides. Sparkling cartwheel lustre adorns

surfaces of this choice specimen, easily one of the finest

known examples of the date extant. Of the 13,771 pieces

struck, the vast majority can be found in heavily circulated

grades of VF to EF or so, with AU pieces scarce and Mint
State pieces even more so. At MS-63, as here, perhaps the

zenith of grades has been reached for the date. Undeniably
Mint State, and undeniably choice.

PCGS Population: 6; none finer.

#0077511155

1851-C EF-40 (PCGS). Light yellow gold surfaces. Medium
wear on both sides. A nice example for the grade of this

Charlotte quarter eagle, of which 14,923 were struck. The

present sale offers many interesting opportunities for the

Charlotte specialist.

#007760

1852-C Quarter Eagle

2.x photo

1156

1852-C AU-58 (NGC). Medium olive gold with plenty of

lustre and some prooflike reflectivity on both sides. Typical

strike for the date, somewhat weak at the center.s, stnuiger

toward the rims. From a mintage for tlu' date of only 1,772

piece.s, down more than 5,01)0 coins from the mintage of the

preceding year. Somewhat .satiny in appearance, but mom
importantly, devoid of serious marks that can bo sivn b\’ the

unaidc'd eve.

#(H)77s4'
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Notable 1854-D Quarter Eagle

Mintage: 1,760

1157

1854-D AU-58 (NGC). Richly lustrous orange gold with de-

lightful eye appeal. Some faint rose iridescence graces both

sides. The present specimen is lovely enough that NGC has

deemed it one of the 10 finest examples certified. Typically

found at VF or EF, with choice AU specimens such as the

present coin in great demand.
NGC Cen.sus: 5; 5 finer (MS-64 finest).

#0077711158

1854-0 Very Choice About Uncirculated-58. Fully brilliant

and highly lustrous yellow gold with deep honey highlights.

Choice for the grade.

#007772

Key 1855-C Quarter Eagle

2.x photo

1159

1855-C AU-55 (NGC). An attractive example of the key 1855-

C, of which only 3,677 were struck, most of which have long

since di.sappeared. The striking is about typical for the issue,

with some lightness of details. Light yellow gold with some

hints of magenta toning.

#007775

1160

1856 MS-64 (PCGS). A lovely little cameo—a lustrous, frosty,

brilliant spt'cimen of this pre-Civil War date. A few contact

marks are stvn here and there, but are trivial. There is also

some trivial lightness of strike on the lower part of the eagle

on the rtwerse, scarcely apt to be mentioned by anyone.

ffWT7777

Scarce 1856-C Quarter Eagle

1161

1856-C AU-53 (NGC). Light yellow gold. Lightly struck at the

centers and with somewhat porous surfaces, perhaps a*scut‘d

from a shipwreck. Some planchet laminations are stvn on

both sides, characteristic of the casual planchet preparation

and striking procedures in effect at the Charlotte Mint at the

time. The specialist will want to inspect this coin in person,

as the single inscription on the holder, "AU-53," dcK*s not

tell the whole story.

#007778

Impressive MS-63 1857-0 $2.50

2x photo

1162

1857-0 MS-63 (NGC). Brilliant, lustrous, and attractive.

Most design features are about as sharp as could be desired,

although a touch of softness is noted at eagle's claws and

right (viewer's left) shin. Close examination reveals a small

planchet inclusion in the field behind Liberty''s neck, which

should enable the next owner to identity' this specimen at

any point in the future. Despite a fairly generous mintage of

34,000 pieces, few examples have survived at the MS-63 level

as indicated by NGC Census data. The 1857-0 is notable for

its status as the final quarter eagle issue coined at the New
Orleans Mint.

NGC Census: 8; 2 6ner within any designation (MS-64 hnest).

From Bowers and Merena's sale of the Boys Town Collection,

March 1998, Lot 2059.

#007784

The Dahloncga Mint (artworlv bv George I . Oshomt.

rACK'9
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Lustrous 1857-0 Quarter Eagle Key 1860-C Quarter Eagle

2x photo

1163 1857-0 MS-62 (PCGS). A lovely example, no doubt from
an old time collection, as it exhibits delicate toning over

satiny frost, and has not been dipped or brightened. The
offered coin has outstanding eye appeal, a feature that is

often lacking in New Orleans gold coins, which can be a

challenge to acquire. So many pieces on the market have
been lightly cleaned or are overgraded, making this piece

by contrast a real find. A quick glance during the lot view-

ing process will energize the New Orleans specialist not

to let this one go!

PCGS Population: 7; 5 (MS-64 finest).

#007784

1165

1860-C AU-55 (NGC). Medium yellow gold surfaces retain

some original lustre. The 1860-C, of which just 7,469 were
struck, is the last quarter eagle made at the Charlotte Mint.

A scarce issue, always in demand.
#007792

Impressive AU 1861-S Quarter Eagle

Among 10 Finest Seen by PCGS

Elusive 1860-C Quarter Eagle

Final Charlotte Mint $2.50

2.V photo

1164 1860-C AU-58 (PCGS). Deep yellow gold with some orange

and olive highlights. Reflective fields and lightly frosted

motifs. Devoid of serious marks, a definite plus, and no

doubt figured into the high numerical grade. Nicely struck

for the date, with nearly full details in all quarters. One
of 7,469 quarter eagles struck during the last year of pro-

duction in the denomination at Charlotte. Some reverse

planchet roughness, as always seen, often attributed to

faulty planchets, though today's conventional wisdom
suggests evidence of debris adhering to the die. A grand

opportunity to obtain one of the seven finest examples

certified by PCGS.
PCtiS F’opulation: 4; 3 finer (MS-61 finest).

#007792

1166

1861-S AU-58 (PCGS). A choice AU example of an elusive

date, one that is seldom found at choice AU, as here, much
less at any Mint State level. Deeply lustrous orange gold with

rich olive highlights. From a mintage of just 24,000 pieces,

most of which circulated heavily in the region, mainly down
to grades of VF and EF; choice AU-58 or finer specimens

of the date are in the distinct minority. Indeed, Harry Bass

was only able to come up with an AU-58 PCGS example for

all his diligence over several decades, a pleasing coin that

duplicated the quality offered here. A great opportunity for

an advanced quarter eagle specialist.

PCGS Population: 8; 2 finer (MS-62 finest).

#007795

Choice AU 1866-S $2.50

1167

1866-S AU-58 (PCGS).A lustrous orange gold specimen with

lively rose toning, definitely choice within the assigned grade

for eye appeal and physical quality. Strong lustre remains in

the protected areas. From a modest mintage of 38,960 pieces,

most of which saw heavy duty in circulation, mostly wearing

down to VF or so, with EF and finer specimens becoming

rarer the farther up the grading ladder you seek an example.

Seldom encountered in Mint State, and the handful of choice

AU-58 coins that enter the marketplace are practically "spo-

ken for" the moment they appear.

PCGS PopuUition: 6; 3 finer (MS-62 fino.'^t).

#007804
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Splendid DCAM Proof 1867 Quarter Eagle

The Harry W. Bass, Jr. Specimen

Finest Graded by PCGS

1168 1867 Proof-67 DCAM (PCGS). An exemplary gem with

heavily frosted motifs and richly mirrored fields. Splashes

of peach, vibrant gold, and pale sky blue endorse both sides.

From a reported mintage for the date of 50 pieces, with per-

haps just 15 to 20 or so examples currently known. A crisply

struck specimen, the finest Proof example of the date cur-

rently certified by PCGS. Additionally, just 32,000 circulation

strikes of the date were produced, with any circulated 1867

quarter eagle a modest rarity in its own right. Proofs of the

date are typically the only way to go when superb quality is

sought, as true Uncirculated 1867 quarter eagles are easily as

rare as the Proofs, if not more so. An outstanding coin from

an outstanding collection.

PCGS Population: 1; none finer.

From Bowers and Merena's sale of the Harry W. Bass, Jr. Col-

lection, May 2000, Lot: 217; Quality Sales Corporation's sale of

September 1973, Lot 1060.

#097893

Rare MS-62 1869-S Quarter Eagle

Brilliant, Satiny Example

1170

1869-S MS-62 (PCGS). Brilliant and satiny. Exceptional eye

appeal for the grade. Magnification reveals a scattering of

handling marks consistent with the MS-62 designation. A
small spot is noted between the numerals 8 and 6 in the date.

The 1869-S quarter eagle is an important condition rarity in

MS-62 and higher grades despite a comparatively modest
catalogue value. Worth a generous bid from the specialist.

PCGS Population: 1; 7 finer (MS-66 finest).

#007810

Mint State 1869-S Quarter Eagle
1171

1869-S MS-61 (PCGS). Bright and lustrous honey gold with

pale rose highlights. Much finer than the assigned grade

implies, and much rarer in Uncirculated than its mintage

of 29,500 pieces suggests. Indeed, finer specimens are few

and far between in the PCGS population roster. A splendid

opportunity for advanced quarter eagle specialists.

PCGS Population: 5; 8 finer (MS-66 finest).

#007810

Splendid Gem Uncirculated 1869-S Quarter Eagle

Tied for Finest Graded by PCGS

1172 1877-S MS-62 (PCGS). Delicate toning over lustrous surfaces.

Excellent eye appeal. An outstanding example at this grade

level, minted during the twilight of Liberty Head quarter

eagle production at the San Francisco Mint.

#007827

1173 1880 AU-58 (NGC). Deep yellow gold with broad orange

highlights and strong lustre. A low-mintage date that saw a

circulation strike production run of just 2,960 pieces.

#007832

1169 1869-S MS-66 (PCGS). A splendid gem in all regards. Deep
orange gold surfaces come alive with heavy lustre and strong

mint frost. Typical strike of the era, with some softness at

Liberty's hair and on the eagle's dexter leg, as frequently

seen for the design type as well. From a modest mintage for

the date of 29,500 pieces, most of which went immediately

into circulation and were well worn to such grades as VF or,

more rarely EF. At AU or finer, this date is an amazing rarity.

When you consider MS-66, this date approaches "rarest of the

rare" status. Indeed, the two grading events may represent

the same coin in the PCGS roster, though we cannot tell that

with any certainty. Either way, our bidders are presented with

a prominent rarity, so prepare your bidding strategy now.
P( (.S Population: 2; nont- finor.

#0078 10

1174 1888 MS-64 (PCGS). Well struck, brilliant, lustrous, and with

nice eye appeal, this coin will be just right in a date set of

Liberty Head quarter eagles.

The present sale offers many intemsfing opportunities for the quarter

eagle specialist. As noted earlier, this spivialty forms an inten-sting pursuit

with just a handful of pieces being well known rarities tsuch as 1S41, lS.s4-

S, and 1863). All i>f the later issues tmm the ISSOs thrvuigh l'Jt17. including

the piece offered hen', am iiuite attonlable, although many ot them have

enticingly low mintages. A jH'rusal ot the appn'pnate pages m the Cuuic

of Ihiitt'il Sliiti's Coins demonstrates this quite niivK’,

#(X17840
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1175

1891 MS-64 (NGC). Especially well struck—above and
beyond what one might expect. Light toning over satiny

lustrous fields. An outstanding example from an aesthetic

viewpoint, one that certainly will test the upper market limits

of what an ordinary MS-64 coin of this date might sell for.

»(X)784.t

1176

1895 MS-64 (PCGS). Quality once again comes to the fore,

with sharp striking, beautiful lustre, and delicate toning

—

about as nice an 1895 quarter eagle as you will ever see. This

statement might seem curious in view of a few dozen graded

higher, some even in the MS-66 range, but if you inspect it in

person, we are sure you will agree.

#0078471177

1896 MS-63 (NGC). Broadly sweeping lustre and rich orange

highlights on deep honey gold surfaces.

#007848

Desirable 1897 Superb Gem Proof Quarter Eagle

1178

1897 Proof-67CAM (NGC). A magnificent superb gem Proof

that boasts rich yellow gold fields which contrast strongly

with the frosty golden devices and lettering. The combination

of the frost and mirror fields is alluring and quite pleasing.

Furthermore, the surfaces are pristine, with no distracting

hairlines or signs of handling aside from the slightest hint

of vertical lines near Liberty's ear. Close examination will

discover a minute speck to the left of the seventh obv'erse star,

nestled between the two upper points. On the reverse there

is a minute planchet flake up and to the left of the eagle's

beak, and a similar flake touching the upper tip of the first

2 in the denomination. For any collector, obtaining such a

superb example of Proof gold is quite a challenge, and the

pri’sent coin is likely to exceed anyone's expectations due to

its glori()us eve appeal, rich colors and splendid surfaces.

NtX. Census 7; 8 6ner within any designation (Proof-ftS ULTRA

CAMFdhnest)
fn87<#23

1179

1897 MS-64 (PCGS). Frosty and sharply struck with just a

whisper of olive iridescence. Nice in every way.
#007849

Important Gem Cameo Proof 1899 S2.50

Tied for Finest Certified

1180

1899 Proof-68 DCAM (PCGS). An impressive cameo with

richly textured, frosty devices set against deep molten pcx)ls

of reflective gold. From a Prot)f mintage for the date of 150

pieces, with considerably fewer than that number still extant.

Of the extant specimens, the present coin sits serenely with

one other specimen—or perhaps other ez^ent—atop the PCGS
Population Report. To see this coin is to love it!

PCGS Population: 2; none finer within any designation.

#097925

Ultra-Quality Proof 1900 $2.50

1181

1900 Proof-68 ULTRA CAMEO (NGC). A beautiful coin

assigned the Proof-68 level, a stratosphere not inhabited by

many others. Cameo contrast against "orange peel" mirrored

fields. A lovely coin to behold, and quite rare so fine.

NGC Census: 7; 3 finer within the designation (Pnx>f-69* LT.TRA

CAMEO finest).

#097926

1182

1901 MS-65 (PCGS). The present coin is much nicer than

usually encountered. The strike is bold throughout, and the

color is desirable greenish gold with ample lustre to pk-asc

the eve. One tick is found K'low Libertv’s temple whu+ is

noted for identification purposes Housed in grrsT?

insert PCCiS holder

IASSiacrS
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1183

1903 MS-65 (NGC).A frosty gem with warm olive highlights

and brisk underlying lustre.

#007855

1184

1905 MS-65 (NGC). Lustrous honey gold with a decided
olive cast.

#007857

1185

1906 MS-66 (NGC). A frosty honey gold gem that stands up
well to the requirements of the assigned grade.

#0078581186

1906 MS-66 (NGC). Sharply struck, brilliant, and lustrous.

A tiny hairline scratch is seen at the upper left obverse field.

A very attractive coin overall.

#007858

Superb Gem 1907 Quarter Eagle

Last Year of the Design

Seductive Gem Proof 1908 Indian Quarter Eagle

1188 1908 Indian. Proof-66 (NGC). A glorious example of this first

year of issue in outstanding condition. The surfaces display

the heavy matte texture imparted by the dies and the desired

yellow gold color with a trace of a greenish cast. As often hap-

pens the first year of issue saw increased orders for Proofs,

and a total of 236 were sold. These early Matte Proofs were
not initially popular with collectors and sales drifted lower
imtil the denomination was no longer offered in Proof format

after the 1915 issue. The strike is exceptional throughout,

with no signs of softness whatsoever; the Philadelphia Mint
was striking these to show off the new design to its utmost
purity. For idenhfication, there is a minute graze in the field

on the reverse extending up to the left from the eagle's beak,

otherwise the surfaces are pristine. This 1908 quarter eagle

is housed in an older style NGC holder. Our consignor has

a complete date collection in Proof of these important and
popular coins from 1908 through 1915. Rarely are these of-

fered in such superlahve grades, and having several to choose

from creates a memorable event for any specialist. Curiously,

collectors in 1908 did not like the new matte style used to coin

Proofs, and orders slowed for Proofs in following years. The
matte process was first used by European mints around the

turn of the 20th century, and spread to the Philadelphia Mint

in 1908 on most Proof gold coinage.

This is the first year of the new Indian Head quarter eagle design. Not

only was the design quite different than the prior Coronet Head, but the

coining techniques were entirely different. For the first time on regular

issue coinage, the design elements were incuse or sunk into the planchet

instead of raised by the dies. Thus the fields are the highest part of the

coin. 1908 Proofs tend to come nice, with most survivors approaching or

in full gem grades, making this date a perfect choice for the type collector

who demands quality.

#007957

2.r phala

1187

1907 MS-67 (PCGS). A lovely specimen with satiny lustre.

Well struck. Light yellow gold with subtle toning. An excep-

tional example of the last year of the Liberty Head quarter

eagle design, the longest lived motif in American coinage.

Without major change, the Liberty Head style remained in

effect from 1840 continuously through 1907.

#(X)7859

Splendid Gem Uncirculated 1908 Indian $2.50

1189 1908 Indian. MS-66 (NGC). A satiny, lustrous honev gold

specimen with intense eye appeal and superb overall quality.

A choice example from the first year of Indian quarter eagle

coinage, and a specimen that has been exceeded in grade at

PCGS by just three specimeivs, all MS-67.
#(X)79hiJ
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IWO Starter set of Indian Head quarter eagles: iyt)8AU-5H

AU-55 " 1410 MS-hl 1411 AU-50 H 1413 AU-55
1415AU-55 - 1425-D MS-60 u. 1428 MS-60. All with medium
golden surfaces with a few displaying traces of rose. A very

well matched group. (Total: 8 pieces)

Majestic Gem Proof-66 1909 Quarter Eagle

2.x photo

1191

1909 Proof-66 (NGC). An exceptional example of this elusive

date that is seldom offered in any grade, particularly in gem
Proof. The original mintage trickled to a halt after 136 pieces

were sold to collectors by the Mint for the entire year. Clearly

demand was soft for the.se early Proof gold coins, not only

because the new designs proved unpopular with collectors

of the day, but the matte finish was not finding favor either.

The Philadelphia Mint had tinkered with the matte fini.sh in

1909, creating a slightly more reflective and lighter yellow

texture to these 1909 Proofs. The "Roman Finish" was born,

but sales remained slow as collectors of the day preferred

reflective mirror fields combined with frosted devices over

these less reflective, uniformly textured modern issues. For

identification, there is a shallow hairline extending hori-

zontally past the "E" near the eagle's chest. Another feature

is a faint die crack extending between the third and fourth

obverse star, a rare sign of die stress on such a low-mintage

Proof. The present example was likely one of the later strikes

from this die pair, and the additional pressure employed to

coin Proofs took a heavy toll on the dies. 1909 is the rarest

Proof quarter eagle in most grades, and is certainly the rarest

in gem or finer grades. In fact just a handful are known and

despite the lower mintage of the 191 5 in Proof, that final year

of issue is actually more available in comparable grades than

this 1909.

NGC Census: 2; 4 finer (Prcwf-68 finest).

a007958

1192

1909 MS-64 (NGC). Lustrous and brilliant. Virtually all de-

sign features are sharp save for a few feather details in the

Indian's war bonnet. An aesthetic treat for the aficionado of

2nth-century gold issues.

Exceptional Gem Proof 1910 Quarter I.agle

1193

1910 Proof-66 (NGC). A beautiful coin w'hich boasts solid even

yellow gold color throughout, and virtually perfect surfaces.

Close examination will find a trace of handling lines left of the

date, all but invisible to a strong magnifier. Light yellow gold

and perfectly even on both sides, with slightly more a*flective

fields than seen on the original 1908 issue, and matching the

color and texture of the 1909 Prtxifs. A strong magnifier shows

the minute facets or surface texture. On the Roman Finish

coins the facets am smaller and a bit more reflective than on

the earlier Matte finish. The 1910 Prcxifs continued with the

Roman Finish which w'as again changed in 1911 back to a

darker matte style, more of a dark mustard yellow.

The mintage for 1910 is reported to be 682 pieces; however, thisnumbi‘r

is not a'fiected in the known population of surc'ivors. Either tw'o thirds of

these were melted as unsold, or they have disapjx-aa‘d from numismatic

circles. The numbcT of 1910 I’rcH)fs which have turned up over the last few

decades closely mimics the number of 1911 IVcxrfs, which sports a mintage

of 191 pieces for that year. Of the 1910s that do survive, the average grade

is just below the gem level. Curiously, a single Matte PrcK)f 1910 quarter

eagle is known, apparently the Mint continued testing various finishes to

find the most popular color, texture, and reflectivity combination.

8007959

Stunning Gem Proof 1911 Indian Quarter Eagle

1194

1911 Proof-66 (PCGS). From a Proof mintage of 191 pieces.

From Population Report data we know that roughly equal

numbers are known of the 1910 in Proof. The most available

Proof issue of the series is the 1908, followed by the 1911 and

1910 just behind that. This particular coin has perfectly even

dark mustard yellow color on both sides, with the surfaces

showing a less granular appearance than seen on the 1908

Proofs. A hint of a hairline exists beneath the "ER" of LIBERTY

in the field, and this will ser\'e to identify- this nearly perfect

coin. To produce these 1911 Proofs, a finer sandblast finish

was used, which created tinier facets on the surface which

were not as reflective as those seen on the 1910 issue Hou
the facets were created remains a Mint secret, and the o '

of the 1911 coins tend to be a slightlv darker, more mu -^ard

yellow than on previous Matte Pnv>ts This coin ha- K -ti =;>ff

the market for several years. In a green insert Pc * - de'

8007960
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1195

1911 MS-62 (NGC). Pale olive iridescence complements
frosty surfaces. Nice eye appeal for the grade.

#007942

Important 1911-D Quarter Eagle

1196

Group of Indian Head quarter eagles: 1911 Net EF-40;

sharpness of EF-45, reverse scrape 1912 AU-50. Cleaned
1914 EF-45. Lightly cleaned at one time 1914-D AU-50.

Lightly cleaned 1927 AU-50. Lightly cleaned 1929 MS-60.
Lightly cleaned. (Total: 6 pieces)

2x photo

2x photo

1198

1911-D MS-62 (NGC). A lovely example, with sharp
mintmark, of the issue in the Indian Head quarter eagle

series. To our eye this is an above average example at the

MS-62 level, worth a premium in this regard.

#007943

Choice Mint State 1911-D Quarter Eagle

1197

1911-D MS-63 (PCGS). A very nice example of the key 1911-

D quarter eagle, the most important issue in the 1908-1929

Indian Head series. The mintmark on the reverse is sharp,

worth noting as certain examples of this date and mint have
shallow mintmarks. Highly lustrous and with a great deal of

eye appeal, this piece should attract enthusiastic bidding.
It was intended thatAugustus Saint-Gaudens redesign the quarter eagle

and half eagle, part of the commission he received from President Theodore

Roosevelt in 1905. However, the artist died on August 7, 1907, by which time

he had nearly completed his design for the famous MCMVII $20 and the

Indian Head $10, with details left to his assistant, Henry Hering. Dr. William

Sturgis Bigelow contacted sculptor Bela Lyon Pratt, a Massachusetts artist

of some renown, and signed him to do the quarter eagle and half eagle.

Pratt had not done coins before, but had been a student of Saint-Gaudens

and had acquitted himself well in the sculpture field.

The Indian Head motif selected represented an actual Native American

from life, not a fantasy version as on the Indian Head cent (which mated
the face of a young girl with the war or ceremonial bonnet of a male In-

dian). Pratt produced the new quarter eagle and half eagle in intaglio or

recessed form, with the fields being the highest part of the coin, and the

motifs below. On the reverse a standing eagle was used, copied from one of

Saint-Gaudens' favorite depictions of the national bird, indeed already used

in the unofficial 1905 inaugural medal Saint-Gaudens made for Theodore

Roosevelt and also on the 1907 $10 gold coin. The concept was borrowed

from ancient Greek coinage.

Interestingly, advance information concerning the quarter eagle and

half eagle was not circulated to numismatists in 1907. Accordingly, it came
as a great surprise when in early 1908 these all of a sudden appeared. At the

time, collectors and dealers were beside themselves bestowing bouquets on
the beautiful MCMVII Saint-Gaudens $20. The new quarter eagle and half

eagle met with an icy reception, and many paragraphs in The Numismatist

were filled with condemnations of the artistry of the design and even the

suggestion that the recessed areas might harbor germs.

Both coins continued to be panned as the years went on, resulting in

very little interest in collecting them. To be sure. Sand Blast Proofs were

issued from 1908 to 1915, interrupted by Satin Finish Proofs in 1909 and

1910, but even these were not popular. It is somewhat of a mystery today

as to where they all went. As to interest in collecting mintmarks, such as the

191 1-D, it is likely that the number of numismatists .seeking such pieces at

the time of issue can be counted on the fingers of one hand, perhaps with

some fingers left over. Then, years later, beginning in a significant way in

the 1 93(K, these quarter eagles began to be sought widely. It was discovered

that choice examples of certain dates were very difficult to find. Happily,

quite a few Philadelphia issues survived in particular, as the quarter eagle

was a popular (. hristmas and holiday gift (as gold dollars had been until

they were discontinued in 1889). Visitors to the Philadelphia Mint could

obtain a : iirrent specimen for face value, and many did.

Attractive AU 1911-D $2.50

2x photo

1199

1911-D AU-58 (PCGS). A very attractive example at the

AU level of this key issue. Warm orange-gold. Much lustre

remains.

#007943

Final 1911-D Indian $2.50

Choice AU-58 NGC

2.V photo

1200

1911-D AU-58 (NGC). Bright and lustrous honev gold with

some deeper highlights. The undisputed kev to the Indian

quarter eagles .series, one of just 55,680 examples of tlie date

struck; the next lowest mintage of the design type is moa'

than four times greater. Always desirable in all grades.

#IX)7‘J43

=(K)7943
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Splendid Gem Proof 1912 Quarter Eagle

1201

1912 Proof-66 (PCGS). The present coin has a wonderfully

even hazy yellow gold color throughout and boasts virtu-

ally perfect surfaces. No spots or hairlines are discovered

under the scrutiny of a lOX magnifier and the strike is full

and complete. The color is a trifle subdued from a thin layer

of haze, a common feature on most American gold coins.

The present coin is in a green label PCGS holder, and was
tucked away in a collection for several years before being

consigned here. A mere 197 were coined in Proof, roughly half

to two-thirds survived. In terms of rarity, the 1912, 1913 and
1915 are the rarest issues in Proof of the Indian quarter eagle

series, with one or two offered in any given year at auction

on average. Forming a collection takes time and patience to

obtain the grade desired. A complete collection as seen in the

present auction is quite an event, and it is obvious that each

coin was hand picked for its surfaces, color, and originality.

Historically, the Titanic sunk on April 15, 1912 dramatically

increasing the demand for safer ships and adequate lifeboats

on cruise liners. Meanwhile the war in Europe was still two

years away, but sparks were already flying.

PCGS Population: 9; 3 finer (Proof-67 finest).

#007961

1202

1912 MS-63 (NGC). Highly lustrous yellow gold with warm
champagne highlights.

#007944

Gem Matte Proof 1914 Quarter Eagle

2x photo

1204 1914 Proof-66 (NGC). The Matte Proofs of 1914 tend to be

darker in color than those of pmvious years and have coarser

facets which are less reflective. The color on the present coin

is more muted with a touch moa' gray mixed with spic\’

mustard yellow. As a a*sult, the surfaces are not as reflec-

Impressive Gem Proof 1913 Quarter E.agle

1203

1913 Proof-66 (NGC). A thoroughly satisfying coin that

retains the desired light lemon yellow hue. The color was
imparted by a complex combination of the gold planchet and

the striking mechanics w'hich formed the microscopic facets

on the surface of the coin. How these facets were formed is

a minting secret, and it is evident that the Philadelphia Mint

tinkered with the process each year as Prtwfs show slightly

different color and texture. The 1913 issue has a fine sandblast

texture with minute facets on the surfaces which twinkle like

stars when examined. Each year has its owm characteristics

and facet size, and the colors range by year from the dark

mustard seen on the 1911 Proofs to this much lighter lemon

yellow with several variations in betw'een forev'erv' year. Each

Prix^f style is beautiful in its own right and a date collection of

these impressive quarter eagles makes for quite a collection.

The mintage for the 1913 Proofs drifted dowm to 163 pieces,

most survived in high grades. In terms of overall rarity, the

1912, 1913 and 1915 issues are the scarcest in number, and

the 1909 is the most difficult to obtain in gem grades, but

generally is more available in low'er Proof grades than these

three dates. Housed in an older style NGC holder.

NGC Census: 25, 11 finer (finest Proof-68).

#007%2

tive as those found on the Roman gold finishes of a few years

prior, but the color is even and w'holesome. For identification

there is a shallow' broken hairline extending from the base of

the O in GOD tow'ard the center of the final A in AMERICA,
scarcely v'isible and not distracting. In terms of rarih' the 1914

is in the middle range of Indian Proof quarter eagles, with

coins knowm in near gem or finer grades being the norm for

the issue. Furthermore, the low mintage of 142 pieces seems

to have a higher than average survival rate considering higher

mintages in prior years that have fewer coins known today.

Perhaps these were saved in greater numbers as World War
I unfolded through Europe. Hoarding gold has alw av- been

a normal reaction to war, with massive payments flowing t(^

American industrx’ which strained to keep up with the demand
for war gcxids overseas. Part of the economic effect w a*^ to

increase the amount of gold in the American banking vsti

—

as international payments flowed into our shores 1914 |s Pv
remembered for the founding of the Federal Reserx e S\ -trm

«on7%3
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Gem 1925-D Quarter Eagle

1212 1926 MS-63 (NGC). Bright and frosty honey gold with strong

lustre and pale rose highlights.

#007950

Gem 1925-D Quarter Eagle

1214 1928 MS-63 (NGC). Fiery lustre on rich golden surfaces.

#007952

1207

1925-D MS-65 (NGC). Another lovely, lustrous 1925-D. Rims
slightly raised. A nice addition to a specialized set.

#007949

1215 1929 MS-63 (NGC). A satiny and lustrous matto-liko speci-

men from the final date of tlie denomination.
#007953

1208

1925-D MS-64 (PCGS). Lustrous honey gold with warm rose

highlights. 1216 1929 MS-62 (NGC). Bright and lustrous honey gold.

#007453

2v photo

1206 1925-D MS-65 (NGC). A richly lustrous example with deep
frost, characteristic of the 1925-D. Rims slightly raised, also

a characteristic. A nice coin overall, and further desirable as

the only Denver Mint quarter eagle of the decade.
#007949

1213 1927 MS-61 (NGC). Lustrous honey gold with nice eye appeal

for the grade.

#007951

Key Date 1915 Gem Proof Quarter Eagle

1209

1925-D MS-64 (NGC). Brilliant and richly lustrous. Very at-

tractive. Rims slightly raised around the border, as usually

seen, but not a traditional part of the design.
#007949

1205 1915 Proof-66 (PCGS). A simply delightful gem Proof which
retains the desirable darker and coarser finish seen on the

1914 Proofs. The present coin has no specks or spots, and a

strong magnifier is needed to see any evidence of handling

at all. The color is attractive and even, with the strike exact-

ingly sharp. This combination of features is lacking on many
1915 Proof quarter eagles, and with a meager mintage of 100

pieces, there simply never were many to choose from. The
number that survived is apparently similar to the 1912 and
1913 Proofs, and these are the key dates to obtain if a complete

run of Proofs is desired from this series. Furthermore, this is

the final year of issue for the Proofs in the series and these

are decidedly rare in gem or finer. The present coin is tied

with a select group in the top quarter of those known, and
if it were possible to compare them all coin by coin, may be

closer to the finest. Another coin that was put away long ago

as the PCGS holder has the green insert.

PCGS Population: 6; 1 finer (Proof-67).

#007964

1210

1925-D MS-64 (NGC). A choice example, lustrous, with the

usual slightly raised borders.

#007949

1211

1926 MS-63 (NGC). Brilliant, lustrous, and attractive.

#007950

.11
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THREE-DOLLAR GOLD
Uncirculated 1854 $3 Gold

IX)LLAI^ in small lettiTsim the re\ erv‘ l.lusive m: fine aivt

sure to causi* a bidding stir among $3 gold sjx*i lalists

IIW7^7\

Popular 1854-0 $3 Gold

1217

1854 MS-62 (NGC). Satiny and lustrous honey gold with

rich rose and orange iridescence in the protected areas. A
popular choice for gold type sets, this date is actually a type

unto itself—DOLLARS is in much smaller letters on this date

than on any other date in the denomination, 1855 to 1889.

#007969

Celebrated 1854-D $3

photo

1218

1854-D AU-50 (PCGS). Delicate olive-gold toning with pale

blue iridescent highlights. The "D" mintmark stands out

boldly. The 1854-D ranks among the most desirable issues

in the three-dollar series; only the unique 1870-S, and a few

Proof-only issues rank higher in terms of rarity and desirabil-

ity. The popularity of the 1854-D stems partially from the fact

that it is the only three-dollar issue struck at the Dahlonega

Mint. Likewise, its tiny reported mintage of just 1,120 pieces

has helped to elevate the issue to "trophy" status.

The 1854-D's paltry mintage wa.s accomplished in the month of August

1854, after which no $3 gold pieces were ever made again in Dahlonega.

#007970

Choice AU 1854-0 $3

2 V photo

1219

1854-0 AU-55 (NGC). Somewhat reflective surfaces in the

protected areas, elsewhere bright yellow gold with a frosty

quality. No serious marks present, just some light circulation.

From the first and only year of the design type with the word

1220

1854-0 AU-53 (ICG). An attractive example, struck in light

yellow gold as are most. Significant as the only New Orleans

coin of the denomination. Some hints of mint lustre remain

in protected areas, and while some softness is noted centrally

as often seen on this issue, the mintmark is particularlv bold

on this example. A few minor abrasions are seen, as are areas

of natural planchet roughness which are as made. An ever-

popular issue.

#007969

1221

1855 Net Extremely Fine-40; sharpness of AU-50, cleaned.

Lightly polished long ago, this coin still retains some lustre

in protected areas. An "economy" example for someone
desiring all the design details and other features, but not an

unimpaired grade.

#007972

Exceptional Grade 1856 S3 Gold

Just One Finer Certified

2x photo

1222

1856 MS-64 (PCGS). Unlike the first year of issue, 1854, the

later Philadelphia coins in the same decade are ver\- dif-

ficult to find in choice Mint State. The 1856, as offemd here,

is among these. The present coin stands as one of just 18

certification ei'ents by PCGS, with just a single example finer

Accordingly, this will be a great attraction for anx'one working

on a Registry’ Set or simply desiring a high quality coin

obverse and reverse are deeply lustmus and attractive N'me

splashes of copper toning are seen on the ob\ erse in tTV»nt ot

the neck. This coiiditwn rarity is bound to draw i-

PCGS Population 18; 1 6neT (MS-h':

#007974

I K H »1
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Brilliant AU-58 1856-S Three Dollars

2x photo

1223 1856-S AU-58 (NGC). Brilliant surfaces with most of the

original mint lustre still surviving. The presently offered

piece is an example of the "Medium S" mintmark style, as

distinct from the "Small S" variety. Both types are illustrated

in Walter Breen's Complete Encyclopedia on page 506.

#007975

Choice Mint State 1857 $3 Gold

2x photo

1224 1857 MS-63 (NGC). Warm honey gold with rich rose and
pale orange iridescence. Delightfully lustrous and devoid of

all but a few inconsequential ticks. One of 20,891 circulation

strikes produced.
NGC Cen.sus: 9; 10 finer (MS-66 finest).

#007976

Scarce AU-55 1860-S Three Dollars

2.r photo

Monumental Gem Proof 1869 $3 Gold Piece

1226 1869 Proof-65 (PCGS). A sparkling gem Proof that boasts

desirable coppery toning around the edge and a trace of

haze on Liberty, typical of Proof gold coinage. All devices

and lettering were well frosted by the dies, and this would
certainly be awarded the Cameo designation if resubmitted

to PCGS. The older green label insert indicates that this coin

was graded approximately a decade ago, before that desig-

nation was used. For identification, there is a minute lint

mark behind Liberty's mouth, and another above the first T
of STATES. With a mintage of a mere 25 pieces any offering

is quite an event, and obtaining a full gem as offered here

presents an opportunity for the specialist. Tied for second

finest seen with a small group of eight coins reported at

this level between PCGS and NGC, including the various

Cameo designations. A single example has been graded finer

of this date. Curiously, a few are toown struck in copper,

aluminum, and even nickel, these were rarities created for

sale to collectors during one of the most active periods for

behind closed doors activities at the Mint.
PCGS Population: 5; none finer within any designation.

1869 was an eventful year, first of all the Golden Spike symbolically

completed the transcontinental railroad which finally linked California to

the East Coast. This greatly facilitated travel and reduced the costs of ship-

ping goods in both directions, including the ore mined from the California

gold region and silver from the Comstock mines. Another important event

was the attempted corner of the gold market by Jim Fisk and Jay Gould.

Normally our government would buy and sell gold to keep this commodity
price stable, but President Grant was persuaded to hold up sales of gold

supposedly to help American farmers sell their crops overseas, but in reality

so Fisk and Gould could reap huge and highly leveraged profits. As the

price of gold rose, it looked like Fisk and Gould would succeed in their

scheme, but Grant figured out the real reason why his friends didn't want

the gold reserves sold by the government. Grant authorized the sale of gold

and the price collapsed, wiping out the profits and leveraged investments

of Fisk and Gould, and returning the gold price to that seen early in the

year before the market manipulations began. Fisk and Gould had a bad

day at the office and the ramifications of their shenanigans resulted in what

became known as "Black Friday" for decades to come.

#008032

1225 1860-S AU-55 (NGC). Essentially brilliant with just a whis-

per of olive iridescence on the obverse. Wisps of original

prooflike surface can be seen around the letters of the legend.

Only 7,000 examples were minted and of these 2,592 were

subsequently melted at the Mint. Survivors are quite elusive

in AU-55 condition and are .seldom available finer. We doubt

that more than a handful or two of examples could match or

surpass the quality offered here.

«(K)79K|

1227 1869 AU-50 (PCGS). Orange-gold surfaces exhibit some

prooflike characteristics when held at an angle to the light.

Within the grade de.scription this is a very nice example of

a $3 gold coin of which just 2,500 were minted.

Although a casual view miglit suggest that tlie $.^ series is laden with

"impossible" rarities, this is far from the case. .-Vctuallv. coins such as

this 1869 are indeed raa', but the market priivs an' rather ine\}X'nsi\ e. A

full set of $.3 coins is within the mach ot manv numismatists. s.w e tv'r a

handtui of rarities.

«lX)7‘Wt1
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Very Choice Uncirculated 1870 $3

None Certified Finer by PCGS

Highly Lustrous 1878 $3 Gold

2.x photo

1232

1878 MS-62 (PCGS). Deep rich lustre is seen on both sides.

Warm orange-gold toning. A nice example of the most readily

collected $3 date in the 1870s.

#008000

1228

1870 MS-64 (PCGS). Deep orange gold with highly reflective

fields and frosted motifs. Pale rose and sky blue iridescence

graces both sides. Nicely struck. One of just 3,500 circulation

strikes produced, and pleasing enough to be the finest example
of tlie date certified thus far by PCGS. A grand opportunity.

PCGS Population; 3; none finer.

#007991

Low-Mintage 1870 $3 Gold
1229

1870 AU-58 (NGC). A very attractive example, with excellent

eye appeal, of this low-mintage date. Well struck and lustrous

with attractive orange toning. Rare, but inexpensive—per-

haps an ideal situation for the intending buyer.
#007991

Scarce 1872 $3 Gold

1230

1872 AU-58 (NGC). Mostly brilliant with delicate olive and
violet iridescent highlights. Traces of prooflike surfaces

survive in the protected areas. A nice example at this grade

level of this scarce issue, a description that can be given to

just about any $3 gold coin from the Civil War through the

end of the series, except for 1874 and 1878.

#007994

1231

1874 MS-61 (NGC). A brilliant example of this popular type

coin. Some lightness of strike on the higher points, and contact

marks on both sides. With a mintage of 41,800 pieces, the 1874

represents the largest production of any $3 coin .since 1855.

#(K)7WH

1233

1878 AU-58 (NGC). An appealing example retaining much
lustre. A nice candidate for a type set.

#008000

Superb Cameo Proof 1879 $3

Finest Seen by NGC

2x photo

1234

1879 Proof-67 ULTRA CAMEO (NGC). An incredibly beau-

tiful gem with superb eye appeal. The devices are heavilv

frosted and the fields are deeply mirrored, with the motifs

seemingly suspended in liquid pools of highly mflective gold.

Bright, satiny yellow devices draw the eye immediately, with

the motifs and fields standing up well to intense inspection.

A rare prize, one of just 30 Proofs of the date reporlodlv

struck, though we suspect far fewer than that figua' can Ix'

accounted for today. The present coin is the finest certified

within any Proof i1csii;ination by NGC. Simply superb, but

plea.se, don't take our word for it—take a goixl, loving Ux^k

at this beauty!

Nt!G (.Vnsiis: 1; noiu' finor williiii .tnv

#(W8()43

254 Si u K*'
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Choice PL Uncirculated 1879 S3

1235

1879 lVIS-63 (PCGS). Highly prooflike in appearance, though

such is not noted on the PCGS holder. Frosty motifs and deep

mirror fields display splashes of warm orange iridescence.

A few faint marks in the reflective mirror fields are the only

blemishes of note, and even they are not disturbing to the

unaided eye. Choice for the grade, one of just 3,000 examples

produced in Philadelphia.

Choice Uncirculated 1882 S3

1238 1882 MS-63 (PCGS). Broadly repunched 2 in date. Frostv

with strong eye appeal and essentially mark fret' surfaces,

indeed, choice for the grade. Frosty motifs and mirrored

fields display warm honey gold with pale rose highlights.

Choice for the grade.

#008004

Mint State 1882 S3 Gold

Choice AU 1881 $3 Rarity

Mintage: 500 Circulation Strikes

1236

1881 AU-58 (NGC). A great prize in the $3 gold series, or any

other gold series for that matter! One of just 500 circulation

strikes produced, a low mintage figure by any standards.

Medium honey gold with frosty motifs and mirrored fields

that display a hint of rose toning. Lightly circulated, though

devoid of all but a few faint hairlines or tiny ticks; no heavy

marks here. One of the "stoppers" in the $3 gold series. Our

advice is to bid heartily on this specimen, for it is indeed one

of the unsung rarities in the U.S. gold series.

#008003

Proof 1882 Gold $3

1237

1882 Proof-58 (NGC). Deep honey gold with orange high-

lights in the protected areas. A lightly circulated or simply

lightly mishandled Proof, one of 76 Proofs produced, of

which somewhat fewer than that number can be accounted

for today. Just 1,.500 circulation strikes were pnxluced, mak-

ing the preM’nt cc'in appear all the more enticing.

innwMA

1239 1882 MS-62 (PCGS). Deeply and richly lustrous. Well struck.

A very nice example.
The reverse die shows remarkable double punching at the 2 of the date,

characteristic of all known circulation strikes (but not Proofs). Historically,

this has sometimes been mentioned in catalogues and other times not, lead-

ing some to think there were two varieties. There is actually just one.

#(X)8(X)4

Gem PL 1885 S3 Gold

2.T photo

1240 1885 MS-65 PL (NGC). A prooflike gem example of the ^atr

a splendid piece with strong eye appeal Delightful iu -tm

spins broadlv across reflective fields and heavilv frr •to‘4

motifs. Rich orange iridescence gract^ b«Mh Mdr--. An'cn,':

the 10 finest examples of the date xvn thu‘ f?: b\ \i a

Fmm a small mintage of 801 piccc'

NCH Census 1 wilhir .^rc. O/ n ;

etKtmXT
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Uncirculated 1885 Gold $3 Rarity

1241

1885 MS-61 (NGC). Frosty motifs, lightly reflective fields,

and good overall eye appeal. A few fainf hairlines present,

but surprisingly free of digs or contact marks. A tiny toning

spot above the second L in DOLLARS is the only recognizable

mark liable to draw the viewer's attention.

#008007

1244 1887 AU-58 (PCGS). Frosty honey gold with rich orange iri-

descence, especially in the protected areas. Strong underlying

lustre adds to the overall appeal. Choice for the grade.
#008009

Choice Mint State 1888 $3

Low-Mintage 1885 $3 Gold

Only 801 Struck

1242

1885 AU-58 (NGC). Only 801 circulation strikes were made
of this year, plus a small number of Proofs. Today circulation

strikes are few and far between, as might be expected. The
present coin is quite attractive within the assigned grade, is

light yellow gold, and is somewhat prooflike on both sides.

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

#008007

2.x photo

1245 1888 MS-63 (PCGS). Highly lustrous yellow gold with some
deepening honey highlights in the protected areas. A pleasing

coin devoid of all buf a few trivial marks, none serious, and
none overly obvious to the unaided eye. In short, choice for

fhe assigned grade.

#008010

PL Mint State 1886 $3

2.x photo

1243

1886 MS-62 PL (NGC). Lightly frosted motifs and reflective

fields, honey gold with pale rose highlights. Attractive for the

grade, with just a few scattered hairlines present. A specimen

that ranks high in the PL listings at NGC. Another scarce date,

this with a mintage of just 1,000 circulation strikes.

NGC Census: 10; 1 finer within the designation (MS-65 PL).

#008008

1246 1888 Brilliant Uncirculated-60; sharpness of MS-63, cleaned.

A bold represen tafive example of the assigned grade though

with some faint brush marks from a long ago cleaning. Still

choice and attractive overall.

#008010

1247 1889 AU-55 (NGC). Medium honey gold with some prooflike

reflectivity in the protected areas, and with plenU' of retained

lustre on both sides. Some faint, scattered marks present

under low magnification.

#008011

256 Sivck'
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$4 GOLD STELLAS

Gem 1879 $4 Flowing Hair Gold Stella

Gorgeous Proof-65 CAMEO

1248 1879 Flowing Hair. J-1635, P-1832. Rarity-3. Proof-65 CAMEO (NGC). Gold Reeded edge. A lovely specimen

of one of the most wanted of all American coins—a gold pattern, to be sure, but one that plays to a much wider

audience due to its listing in the Guide Bock of United States Coins and elsew'here. Somewhat over 700 pieces were

struck, making them available and collectible today. However, relatively few have earned a classification of gem

Proof-65 or finer.

The presently offered coin is light yellow gold, with somewhat deeper yellow gold toning at the rims. The

fields show some light planchet flakes, as made, which simply did not strike out due to the h’pical lightness of

striking seen on Stellas. The highest points of Miss Libert)''s hair on the obverse show some striations as always

seen, the exact nature of which has never been preci.sely determined (light striking does not seem to be a factor).

This, of course, is the hallmark of an authentic piece. The visual beauty is superb, and everything else is of a high

degree of quality. Here indeed is a great showpiece that will be a treasure to its next owner.

The obverse features the Morgan head of Miss LiberW, facing left, with flowing hair, the date 1879 below, and

inscriptions around reflecting the composition of the coin (6 grams of gold, 0.3 of silver, 0.7 of copper, yielding 7

grams totally). The reverse is denominated ONE STELLA /400 CENTS, an unusual situation of the denomination

of a coin appearing twice on the same side of the coin, in the same space. The motto is interesting as well, with

DEO EST GLORIA, or "God is glorious," in combination with the older motto, E PLURIBUS UNUM. The star

shaped device on the reverse gave rise to the Stella name.

This coin and certain others are the reflection of a great passion in the 1860s and 1870s to develop an inter-

national coinage system. Conferences were held on the subject, discussions took place, and pattern coins were

made, one of the t^st known earlier issues being the 1868 gold issue worth five French francs or five American

dollars. Most curious of all is Dana Bickford's 1874 pattern $10, giving precise valuations of this coin in different

countries. Among all of these, best known texlay am the goloid metric dollar patterns of 1878 to 1880, and the

suite of four designs and dates of the 1879 and 1880 gold Stella.

*nR«ns7
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Choice 1879 Flowing Hair $4 Gold

A Second Gorgeous Specimen

1249 1879 Flowing Hair. Judd-1635, Pollock-1832. Rarity-3. Proof-64 (PCGS). Gold. Reeded edge. Another opportunity

to acquire one of these highly prized issues. A truly lovely example in light orange gold with a few light flecks

of deeper toning. Clearly original, with a few trivial surface marks seen under magnification that account for the

grade. The eye appeal is superb, with the fields being nicely reflective and the devices satiny. As with the speci-

men offered above, as well as most Stellas seen, there is some softness of the central hair details, again, with the

always seen striations which appear on both sides. Those of the obverse are rather soft on this coin with almost

no evidence of them remaining in the fields, while the reverse striations are seen sharply through the star and

somewhat through the fields. Though the exact reason for these striations is not known today, they seem to have

been on all planchets used for the issue. The present coin is well graded at Proof-64 in our view, and, beyond that,

has outstanding eye appeal. A truly superb specimen of one of the most popular of all American rarities.

#088057

258 S
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HALF EAGLES

Popular 1795 Small Eagle $5 Rarity

2x photo

1250 1795 Bass-Dannreuther-1, Breen 2-C. Rarity-5. Small Eagle. Choice About Llncirculaled-55, altered surfaces.

Bright yellow gold with olive highlights. Surfaces lightly enhanced as noted. A few scattered marks present. Struck

from rusted dies, evidence of this in the deepest areas of the design. Perhaps 40 to 50 examples of this famous

Small Eagle half eagle variety currently exist. The present design type is the first U.S. gold coinage issued from

the fledgling Philadelphia Mint; this variety of the year is somewhat easily recognized as the top of the 5 in the

date is embedded in the drapery above. All things considered, still a pleasing example of this popular, prominent

rarity.

#008066

Choice AU 1796/5 Overdate $5

2.x photo

1251 1796/5 BD-1, Breen 9-1. Rarity-4+. AU-58 (NGC). Bright yellow gold, moderately reflective, with olive highlights

and plenty of mint brilliance on both sides. A few light marks are present, none worthy of extended verbiage

save for a small horizontal mark between the 1 and 7 in the date, otherw ise choice for the assigned grade. The

only variety of the year, with 6 in date over an obvious 5. While the Guide Book lists a mintage of 6,1% pieces,

the Bass-Dannreuther reference opines that perhaps just 1,057 to 2,000 pieces may be more in line as an actual

production figure, noting as well that perhaps only 80 to 100 specimens can be accounted for by t(xlay s collecting

community. Worthy of more than a cursor)' glance, especially if a Small Eagle $5 is high on your early L S. gold

coin want list.

«(10«067
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Desirable 1798 Large Eagle S5 Mint Stale 1800 Half Eagle

1252

1798 BD-4, Breen 2-D. Rarity-4+. Large 8, 13 Stars Reverse.

VF-20 (PCGS). Deep yellow gold with deeper highlights in

the protected areas. A few scattered marks present, as should

be expected from a coin that saw quite a bit of activity in

the channels of commerce. No marks are serious enough to

draw our immediate attention, though a faint hairline across

Liberty's neck can be seen in the right lighting. Diagnostic die

cuds at the top of the reverse. An affordable and altogether

pleasing example of the design type and date combination.

#008078

1253

1800 BD-5, Breen 1-D. Rarity-3+. MS-61 (NGC). Blunt 1.

Lustrous yellow gold, somewhat prooflike, with orange ton-

ing highlights. Tiny scattered marks here and there commen-
surate with the grade. Nicely struck for the type, especially

on the reverse. A fairly pleasing example of one of the more
available varieties of the date, one that saw 104 documented
auction appearances between 1990 and 2005. Still, a choice

piece that should see considerable bidding activity.

#008082

AU 1800 Half Eagle

1

254

1 800 BD-5, Breen 1-D. Rarily-3+. Blunt 1. Choice About Uncirculated-55. Sharpness of AU-58, lightly cleaned Mime

time ago, brush marks evident though not entirely distracting. Medium olive gold with some original underlying

lustre in the protected areas. Essentially mark free with no serious detractions on any surface. Suitable as a filler

or type piece for a collector just embarking on an early U.S. gold collection.

#008082
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Beautiful 1802/1 Half Eagle

BD-8, Choice Mint State

1255 1802/1 BD-8, Breen 2-I/H. Rarity-4. MS-63 (PCGS). This lovely coin comes to us from a long term client, Mr. S.,

who has purchased from us for decades, ever since he was a youth. This particular coin was acquired by him from

our own Dave Bowers at a New York City event in the 1950s, times that seem almost legendary in retrospect. Mr. S.

stated that he has never sold a coin from his collection, but to commemorate the merger of American Numismatic

Rarities into Stack's, he sent this piece along for us to showcase. How sentimental!

Classified by Harry Bass and John Dannreuther as Variety 8, the present piece is fairly scarce in all grades,

although not a rarity. Twenty-nine different certification events have taken place at this level at PCGS, not at all

necessarily representing that many different coins, while there have been 20 certified finer.

Now to the coin itself: selected with great care, the specimen is exceptional in its quality. There are no adjust-

ment marks of any kind, and every detail is needle sharp in its striking and definition. Both sides are light yellow

gold, highly lustrous. The overdate, as on all specimens of BD-8, is so bold that it can be seen without the use of

magnification. The present coin is ideal for a specialized collection as well as a candidate to illustrate this design

in a type set. Either way, it is our honor to pass this coin along to another connoisseur, who, perhaps, will hold it

for a half century and consign it to us again!

We highly comment the newly released (by Whitman Publishing Company) book by John Dannreuther, incorporahng research of the

late Harry W. Bass, Jr., Early U.S. Gold Coin Varieties 1795-1834. This magnificent volume is a tour deforce coveting the title subject, completely

wiping out any references that have gone before, and adding the convenience of serving the information in a handy single volume.

In his day, Harry Bass, a fine friend, was a very careful observer. In later years his notes and findings were found to be remarkably

accurate, even in view of some later discoveries. John Dannreuther is recognized today as a consummate numismatic researcher, one we

often call upon when seeking a particularly arcane piece of information. The volume covers in detail, with large photographs, each and

every type, date, and die variety from 1795 to 1834, plus information on die states and progressions (the development of cracks, lapping,

and more). While very few people will ever collect gold quarter eagles, half eagles, and eagles by die varieties for the span indicated, many

will have the opportunity to own a single coin, as offered in this lot, or a group of coins. With even a single piece the Bass-Dannreuther

text will add appreciation and dimension. We highly recommend it as essential to any basic numi.smatic library. Copies are available from

our Publications Department.

#008083

Choice AU 1803/2 Overdate $5

1256 1803/2 BD-4, Breen unlisted. Rarity-4. AU-55 (NGC). Variety with perfect T in LIBERTY; that letter ha.s both of its

lower serifs. Overdate details plainly evident. Bright and sparkling yellow gold with a hint of olive iridescence in

the protected areas. Nicely struck with essentially full design elements on both sides. No marks ot consequence

are noted, making for a pleasing example of the date and variety.
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Frosty Choice Mint State 1804 Half Eagle

Small 8 Variety

2x photo

1257 1804 BD-2, Breen 2-E. Rarity-4+. Small 8 or "Normal 8, Small 4." MS-63 (PCGS). A frosty yellow gold spe^cimen
with pale olive highlights. Robust lustre, essentially mark-free surfaces save for some trivial ticks that become
obvious under low magnification, and a bold, crisp strike are but a few of the positive attributes of this attrac-

tive early half eagle that spring to mind as we catalogue the piece. Later die state with cracks on the obverse and
reverse. Called "Small 8" on the holder, as has been accepted in numismatics for many decades, the recent Dan-
nreuther reference calls it in.stead "Normal 8, Small 4;" w'e offer both alternatives. That reference also cites some
49 auction appearances for the variety from 1990 through 2(X)5, and suggests that perhaps just 70 to 90 examples
can be found in all grades. Nearly 30 MS-63 grades have been handed out for the variety by PCGS, but we suspect
that number contains some duplication owing to resubmi.ssions. A prize when found so fine, and a coin that will

no doubt end up in the cabinet of an advanced discriminating collector with a good eye for quality.

PCGS Population: 29; 4 finer (all MS-64).

#008085

Popular 1804 Half Eagle Variety

2.r photo

1258 1804 BD-2, Breen 2-E. Rarity-4+. Normal 8, Small 4. Choice Extremely Fine-45. Sharpness of AU-55, cleaned, rim

file. Yellow gold surfaces brushed some time ago, but not overly detrimental. From an early obverse die state, crack

from rim to 0 in date faint and just beginning. A few faint circulation marks are seen as well, again none overly

detrimental. Somewhat reflective in the protected areas. Strong striking detail present on both sides. Perhaps just

70 to 90 or so examples of this variety are currently known, making it modestly scarce yet obtainable.

2(X)8085
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Choice AU 1805 Half Eagle

The Bass Specimen

2x photo

1259

1805 BD-3, Breen 2-B. Rarity-5+. Wide Date. AU-58 (PCGS).

Brilliant yellow gold with olive highlights and some surface

reflectivity. Plenty of mint lustre exists in the protected areas.

Sharply struck and exhibiting just a few faint contact marks

from its brief stay in circulation. Some well-hidden obverse

planchet adjustment marks can be seen in Miss Liberty's hair.

Variety with lower left serif of 1 in date missing. An altogether

pleasing example, a coin that was suitable for Harry W. Bass,

Jr., one of the foremost connoisseurs of early U.S. gold, and

a coin that will certainly fit well into your established early

gold cabinet.

From Bowers and Merena’s sale of the Bass Collection, October

1999, Lot 764.

#008088

Prooflike Uncirculated 1806 Half Eagle

Knobbed 6 Variety

1260

1806 BD-6, Breen 5-E. Rarity-2. Knobbed 6. MS-62 (NGC).

Bright yellow gold with frosty motifs and reflective fields that

form a pleasing if somewhat modest cameo contrast. Struck

from a lightly clashed state of the reverse. Some faint marks

are present, none deep or overly upsetting. Among the most

readily available half eagles of the design type, and always

popular as such. Pleasing for the grade.

#008089

Mint State 1806 $5

1261

1806 BD-6, Breen 5-E. Rarity-2. Knobbed 6. MS-61 (ANACS). Medium olive gold with subdued underlying lustiw

The reverse olive highlights are somewhat deeper than those on the obverse. Satiny surfaces witli few marks of

merit, and attractive as such. From the lightly clashed state of the reverse.

#(X)H0H‘)
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Choice AU 1807 Half Eagle

Draped Bust Type

1262

1807 BD-6, Breen 4-C. Rarity-4+. Draped Bust. AU-58 (NGC).

Medium yellow to honey gold, with much mint lustre in the

protected areas. From the final year of the design type, and a

variety with an estimated survival rate of perhaps 80 to 100

examples in all grades across the board. Devoid of serious

marks, though a few tiny ticks can be seen here and there.

Altogether choice, and altogether worthy of serious bidding

support.

#008092

Uncirculated 1807 Half Eagle

Capped Bust Type

2x photo

1263

1807 BD-8, Breen 5-D. Rarity-2. Capped Bust. MS-61 (NGC).

Sparkling yellow gold with frosty, satiny surfaces and a

wealth of rich lustre. Nicely struck and devoid of marks of

consequence. An area of prooflike reflectivity can be scvn

above the eagle's sinister (viewer's right) wing tip, an area

the may serve as a future identifier for this particular spt'ci-

men. A nice representative example of the date and grade

combination.

#008101

Uncirculated 1808/7 Overdate S5

1264

1808/7 BD-2 Breen 2-A. Rarity-4+. MS-61 (NGC). Sparkling yellow gold with plenU’ of lustre, deep orange

highlights in\he recessed areas, and good overall eve appeal. Some faint marks present, none dramatic or over-

bearing—simplv a fine representative example of the assigned grade. The Bass-Dannreuther text estimates a

surviving population for the varietv of 80 to 100 pieces in all grades, with just 52 confirmed auction apfx^arancev

of the variety in the 16 year span comprising 1990 to 2005. Fairly elusive in Mint State and highly dt^sirable a-

Census 12; 12 finer within the date cafegon.-, unknown as to vaneh di>signation (BD-1 or BD 2; (MS-M hne^

ftxiKini



Choice AU 1808/7 Overdate $5

2.x photo

1265 1808/7 BD-2, Breen 2-A. Rarity-4+. AU-58 (PCGS). Deep
yellow gold with rich orange highlights. Strong underlying
lustre enlivens the satiny frosted surfaces. Perhaps just 80
to 100 examples of this variety are currently known, with
the present specimen ranking high among survivors. From
Dannreuther's obverse state C, which he notes is "possibly
terminal, but now no evidence of first die crack(!) as it seems
to have been removed by lapping, now with break edge-
star 11-field." No serious marks are present, making for an
altogether pleasing coin that appears completely original,

never having been dipped or doctored at least to the best of

this writer's sensibilities.

PCGS Population: 5; 11 finer (MS-65 finest).

#008103

2.x photo

1266 1808 BD-3, Breen 4-A. Rarity-4. Normal 5 D Reverse. MS-
61 (NGC). Warm yellow gold with honey and pale orange
highlights. Highly lustrous, especially in the protected areas.

Nicely struck for the design type, though a hint of weak-
ness can be seen here or there. Some faint marks present as

well, none overly egregious or liable to draw the viewer's

immediate attention. Struck from lightly clashed dies with
evidence seen on both sides. A lovely coin that will fit well

in an advanced U.S. gold type collection.

#008102

Mint State 1809/8 Overdate $5

The Orlando Sale Half Eagles January 2, 2(
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Mint State 1810 Half Eagle

Small Date, Large 5

2.V pholo

1268

1810 BD-1, Breen 3-D. Rarity-3+. Small Date, Tall 5. MS-61

(PCGS). Sparkling yellow gold with rich olive highlights and

a wealth of lustre on both sides. Nicely struck for the design

type. Devoid of all but a few trivial ticks, and absolutely

choice for the grade as such.

#008106

Choice AU 1811 Half Eagle

Tall 5 Variety

2x photo

1269

1811 BD-1, Breen 1-A. Rarity-3+. Tall 5. AU-58 (NGC). Dtvp

yellow gold with warm honey highlights. Strong lustre is

retained in the protected areas, adding to the overall eye

appeal. Nicely struck as well, a plus for the date. No serious

marks present. From an early die state, no die clashing or

cracks noted. Absolutely the way an AU-58 specimen should

appear.

#008110

Frosty Uncirculated 1811 Half Eagle

1270

1811 BD-2 Breen 1-B. Rarity-3. MS-62 (PCGS). Frostv yellow gold with a decided pale olive cast. Nicely struck

from moderately clashed dies (with strong reversed images of the opposite side's devices pre^nt on each side)

A wholly pleasing coin that measures up to many examples of the date given finer grades by third-parU- grading

services' We suspect this particular coin will find its way info a grand collection of early L.S. gold or perhaps an

advanced type set-either way, it will undoubtedly bring much pleasure to its next owner.

From ANR’a Classics sale, December 2003, Lot 936.

snoHifN



Choice AU 1811 $5

Small 5 Variety

Choice AU 1811 Half Eagle

Small 5 Variety

2.r photo

1271

1811 BD-2, Breen 1-B. Rarity-3. Small 5. AU-58 (NGC). Bright

yellow gold with intense cartwheel lustre on both sides. Pale
olive highlights adorn both surfaces. From a heavily clashed
state of the dies, with one particular obverse clash mark giv-

ing the appearance of a scratch; careful examination reveals

otherwise. A truly choice example of the date and variety,

though the Small 5 designation is not noted on the NGC
holder. Worthy of careful inspection.

#008109

2.x photo

1272

1811 BD-2, Breen 1-B. Rarity-3. Small 5. AU-58 (NGC). Deep
yellow gold with some warm orange and honey highlights.

Plenty of lustre is retained in the protected areas, and the

overall aesthetic appeal easily matches the assigned grade.

No serious marks present, though some faint pin scratches

below the viewer's right end of the reverse ribbon are noted
for accuracy. Among the finest examples of the Small 5 vari-

ety currently certified by NGC. An altogether fine example
of a popular date in the early half eagle series.

NGC Census; 2; 5 finer (MS-63 finest).

#008109

Choice AU 1812 Half Eagle

Wide 5 D Variety

Ttffrrri

2.x photo

1273

1812 BD-1, Breen 1-B. Rarity-3. Wide 5 D. AU-58 (NGC). Sparkling yellow gold with satiny surfaces that display
intense lustre on both sides. Nicely struck as well, with no .serious .softne.ss of detail in any quarter. A pleasing coin,

free of .serious marks, a remark made after careful examination. Among the most popular and ivadily available of all

dates in the design type, hence an is.sue that is frequently chosen for inclusion in choice early U.S. gold cabinets.

A curious rniscd, curved die tinomdly rciichcs from the center of the eiigle's dexter wing, curving upw.ird acix'ss tlie horizontal strijvs

of the shield, terminating near the right top of the shield. Additionally, a faint die crack extends from the underside ot the eagle s sinister

wing across the field nearly glancing the lower left foot of the first A in AMhKlCA and extending then* to the rim.

The Orlando Sale Half Eagles January 2, 2(
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Lustrous Uncirculated 1813 Half Eagle

First Hate of Design Type

2.x photo

1274

1813 BD-1, Breen 1-A. Rarity-2. Small Capped Bust. MS-62

(PCGS). Frosty yellow gold with strong lustre and pale olive

highlights. A nicely struck example from the first year of the

design type, the design type itself containing perhaps more

rarities than any other U.S. design type of any metallic com-

position, copper, silver, or gold. Fortunately the 1813 is among

the most readily available issues of the type, affording fairly

ea.sy access to serious collectors who desire an example of the

type for their collections. Devoid of marks of consequence,

with smooth, silky surfaces and grand overall eye appeal.

#008116

Uncirculated 1813 Half Eagle

2x photo

1275

1813 BD-1, Breen 1-A. Rarity-2. Small Capped Bust. MS-61

(NGC). Deep yellow gold with warm olive highlights. Sat-

iny surfaces with plenty of retained lustre, especially in the

recessed areas. Nicely struck, with just a touch of weakness

here or there. No serious marks present.

#008116

AU 1813 Half Eagle

1276

1813 BD-1 Breen 1-A. Rarity-2. Small Capped Bust. AU-50 (PCGS). Sparkling yellow gold with warm orange

highlights on the high points, and with rich violet and orange iridescence gathered at the reverse nm. Modesth

circulated yet devoid of serious marks, and choice for the assigned grade as such. An excellent oppi^rtunih to

obtain a fairly pleasing example of this scarce and p<ipular design txpe.

#008116
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Choice AU 1818 Half Eagle

1277

1818 BD-3, Breen 3-C. Rarity-5. 5D/50. AU-58 (PCGS). Frosty

yellow gold with strong olive highlights and a great deal of

surviving lustre. Very scarce in all grades, as are most variet-

ies of the design type, 1813-1829; the Bass-Dannreuther text

suggests perhaps just 35 to 45 examples of the variety can be

safely accounted for today. Indeed, fewer than 10 examples
of the 5D/50 variety have been graded finer than the pres-

ent specimen by PCGS. Nicely struck from a clashed state

of the dies, underlying 0 plainly seen beneath the D in the

reverse denomination. No marks of consequence present,

and a pleasing coin both aesthetically and physically.

PCGS Population; 3; 9 finer (MS-66 finest).

#008120

Choice Uncirculated 1820 Half Eagle

Square Base 2, Large Letters Style

1278

1820 BD-3, Breen 1-A. Rarity-5. Square Base 2, Large Let-

ters. MS-63 (PCGS). Prooflike in appearance, with frosty

motifs and satiny, chiefly reflective fields. A few faint marks
are noted, none of them serious, deep, or overly distract-

ing. Sharply struck. A very scarce variety, one that has an

estimated survival rate of perhaps just 50 to 65 known
specimens. Certainly the present example must be among
the finest survivors of the variety. From an early state of

the die without evidence of rust, clash marks, or lapping;

Dannreuther's "Obverse State a." Undeniably attractive for

the assigned grade.

#008125

Choice Uncirculated 1834 Half Eagle

Classic Head, Plain 4

2.V photo

1279

1834 B-6501 Classic Head, Plain 4. MS-63 (PCGS). Bright and frosty yellow gold with textured motifs and some-
what reflective fields forming a pleasing cameo contrast. Highly lustrous with a strong strike and a minimum
of scattered mark.s, though we do note a faint pin scratch that connects the lowest hair ribbon to star 13 on the

obverse. Definitely choice and worthy of the assigned grade.

Brim-65ni. "18.34 First ttu.ut; I.irpo pldin 4. Truncatiun markedly I'lirvi'd, its oiid broad and roiindi'd. CVnlor stroke I't 8 tliiek; lar\;o

knobs to 3."

«(H)8I7I
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I2H0 Selection ot half eagles: i. 1834 Plain 4. Net VF-35; sharpness

ot l:l -4S. Cleaned. Brwn-hSOl 1880 1881-S 18%-S *
18'W-S Vi 1401-S (2). Each grades Net EF; sharpness of AU,
cleaned 19(W-D Net AU-50; sharpness of AU-58, cleaned

1910-S Net F-15; sharpness of VF-30, harshly cleaned 1913-S

Net EF-4(); sharpness of EF-45, cleaned. (Total: 10 pieces)

Choice Uncirculated 1834 Classic Head $5

Plain 4 in Date

1281

1834 B-6502. Classic Head, Plain 4. MS-64 (PCGS). A highly

lustrous specimen with frosty yellow gold surfaces. Warm
orange iridescence resides in the protected areas of the de-

sign. Undeniably choice, with very few marks of any import

noted. Indeed, the present coin easily deserves the assigned

grade.

PCGS Population: 40; 3 finer (MS-66 finest).

Breen-6502. "1834 Second Head, small plain 4. Truncation nearly

straight, its end narrow; curl below 8th star more elaborate. Center stroke

of 8 fhin; large knobs fo 3."

#008171
1282

1837 B-6513. Small Date. Extremely Fine-40. Light gold

surfaces display even wear, probably from a decade or so of

use in commerce. Short lived Classic Head design.

#008175

Visit Stack's on the world wide web

www.stacks.com

NEW PURCHASES—MONTHLY OEEERINGS

AUCTION INEORMATION

Important 1839-C Half Eagle

First Year of the Design

2x phiiio

1283

1839-C AU-55 (NGC). The 1839-C quarter eagle is impor-

tant in sev'eral respects. First, it represents the first year of

the Libertv Head design by Christian Gobrecht, and, at the

same time, the first Charlotte Mint issue of the same style.

This is the only year in the Liberty Head series with the

mintmark on the obverse, over the date, a further distinc-

tion. Still further, the mintage of 17,205 is the lowest of the

three mints of the year.

The presently offered coin is in medium yellow gold,

about tvpical strike for 1839-C (some lightness on the high

points), and serves as a nice example at the AU level.

#(X)8192

Appealing 1840 Half Eagle

1284

1840 AU-58 (PCGS). What a lovely 1840 half eagle this is!

Sharply struck on both sides, retaining much lustre, this

piece is significantly finer than others we have seen in this

grade category. On an absolute basis, just considering the

grading number (although other features are important),

only 12 have been certified at this level by PCGS and just

12 higher. Early half eagles with excellent eye appeal are

very difficult to find, as most have been lightly cleaned or

have excessive contact marks. The present piece is a nice

exception.

#008194

1285

1840-0 AU-55 (ICG). An attractive example, bnlhant and

retaining much lustre, of the first New Orlean- halt eagle of

this design. A verx’ worthwhile win, high in terms of ‘

appeal. Much scarcer than generallv n?ah/ed

#008200
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1842-C Large Date $5

1286

1842-C Large Date. AU-55 (NGC). Another nice part of our
notable offering of Charlotfe Minf gold coins in fhis sale, the

present 1842-C Large Date is a pleasing AU, light yellow gold,

and is significantly above average in striking sharpness. The
number produced is not known, but constituted the larger

part of the total mintage (both date sizes) of 27,432.
#008209

Lustrous and Appealing 1844 $5

1287

1844 MS-62 (PCGS). A superb strike combines with deep,

rich lustre, light golden orange surfaces, and excellent eye
appeal to yield one of the nicest MS-62 half eagles you can
find of any date, never mind an early year such as 1844. A
premium piece well worth the attention of the specialist.

#008219

Splendid MS-63 1844-D $5

1288

1844-D MS-63 (NGC). Sharply struck in all areas including

Liberty's hair, the obverse stars, the eagle's plumage and
claws. The planchet appears to be entirely devoid of inclu-

sions and other types of flaws that so frequently plague
Dahlonega Mint issues. The fields have a texture intermediate

between satiny and prooflike in the central areas changing
to frosty at the rims. Both sides are essentially brilliant with

.some hints of olive and ice blue. Despite a mintage of 88,982

pieces—generous by Dahlonega Mint standards—it's evident

that virtually the entire mintage entered into the channels

of commerce, something attested to by David Akers in his

classic reference U.S HalfEa;^les 1795-1929. Akers was able to

show that a large proportion of 1844-D ottered at auction over

the years were only in VF to EF. AU examples are compara-

tively scarce, and pieces that attain the MS-63 designation

are important condition rarities.

Nf it C Vnsiis: 2; I finer (MS-M fiin-st).

#(H)H221

1289

1844-D AU-55 (NTC). Well struck on both sides with excel-

lent detail. Much mint lustre still remains. A cut or scratch is

seen in the left obverse field in front of Miss Liberty's face,

and some rim nicks are seen on the reverse. A piece that

invites in-person examination prior to bidding.
#008221

Choice AU 1846-C $5

1290

1846-C AU-58 (NGC). Rich yellow gold with warm honey
highlights. Somewhat reflective in the fields and laden with

impressive lustre for the grade. Typically found at VF or so,

a common occurrence for Charlotte Mint issues for the era;

at AU or finer, this date becomes a formidable rarity, more
so than even its modest mintage of 12,995 pieces indicates.

Satiny obverse devoid of all but a few stray marks, reverse

with a noticeable mark in the field below the F in OF, another

near the tip of the uppermost arrow, and a well-hidden mark
in the shield stripes. Nicely struck and thoroughly attractive,

a nice representative example of the assigned grade.
NGC Census: 11; 7 finer (MS-65 finest).

Repunched date numerals most obvious at base of 1 and within

triangle of 4.

#008227

Remarkable 1847 Half Eagle

1291

1847 MS-62 (PCGS). This piece is correctly graded at MS-62,

in our opinion, using old-time interpretations, not modern
grade-flation. Moreover, the piece is verv well struck, is

deeply and richly lustrous, and has superb eve ap|.x\il. It vou

are considering an MS-63 or MS-64 coin, you might look at

this instead!

The reverse die is an intea'sting study in itself. Altliough the featua's

have needle sharp striking, the die has a biseetii\g ba'ak extending ta’m

the left of tlu' second S (STATI'S) down thanigli the rigid side ot the shield

to the right side of P (I'lN'l- P). .A branch crack exteiids ta'm \’ (IT\'!') tv'

the branch stem.

#0082.11
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Mint State 1847-C S5

1292

1847-C MS-60 (NGC). Highly lustrous olive gold with some
prooflike reflectivity in the fields. Nicely struck for the date,

not completely so, but near enough for favorable comment.
A rarity in Uncirculated despite a mintage for the date of

84,151 pieces. A pleasing coin for the grade with some scat-

tered mark.s, though none are deep or offensive to the eye.

Worth more than a casual glance from potential bidders.
NGC Census: 5; 9 finer (MS-63 finest).

#008233

AD level, partieuldrly hij’h within that ran^e, nt-arly all an- m an < Altln

then* are a veri' lew siatten*<J exiepliiins J^uih a*> tin- Ihisiiia' i Inn a>

Colletiion) ol numismatists sav m^ (. harlolte and I )ahli>iu->;a mins in llu

18lh century, by and large inlen*sl did not deselup until th< 1*^30-- vslk-n

gold coins ol all kinds wen* withdrawn Irom circulation rhi*n ensued a

mad scramble to acquire assortt*d pii*ces trom bank holdings as well as

coins turned in by the public. Alert bank tellers as well as sharp-evi*d Mint

and Treasury employees n*scui*d many from the melting jx>l, simply b\

exchanging common dates for them. Tht*se pieces found their way to coin

dealers in the late 1930s, with TTiomas L. Eldc*r, Abe kosolf, Ira Ki*ed, )ohn

Macallister, Stack's, Wayte Raymond, and othc*rs tapping the source, and
in turn distributing pieces to eager numismatists.

#008237

1295 1848-C AU-53 details (ANACS), "cleaned." Lightly cleaned

at one time, this piece is in a holder that reflects this (unlike

many other cleaned coins in holders that do not give this

information). Fairly well struck, and attractive overall. A
quick glance will reveal that the "cleaned" notation on the

holder could well be eliminated when compared to others.

The coin is actually quite nice.

#(X)8237

High-Grade 1849-C Half Eagle

1293

1848 EF-45 (PCGS). Not a great rarity where early Liberty' half

eagles go, but a prize from what has proven to be America's

greatest numismatic treasure find, the S.S. Central America

hoard, lost at sea in 1857 and recovered some 130+ years

later. Medium honey gold with strong remaining lustre and

deep orange toning on both sides.

From the S.S. Central America; #6813.

#008236

High-Grade 1848-C Half Eagle

2.V phoin

1294

1848-C AU-58 (NGC). The presently offered 1848-C half

eagle stands high in the census of NGC-certified pieces. The

striking is very' g(»od, with needle sharp definition of most

details. Much lustre still remains. A very- nice example, with

only five certified higher by NGC.
NGC 13; 3 finor (MS^ finf'.t)

- liarl(»tte (and DahUwga) coins of the. decade arculated extensively

and widely w ith the result today that tx pical grades are VF and FF At the

2x photo

1296 1849-C MS-60 (NGC). An attractive example, sharply struck

except for some light details at the center. Light circulation

effects are seen, but perhaps half of the mint lustre still re-

mains. Light yellow gold.

In recent times grading interpretations for gold coins in particular

have been loosened, and what used to be called EF or AU years ago is now
often classifit*d as Mint State. This explains why the populahon reports of

certification serx'ices show quite a few Mint State gold coins of dates and

mints that in the careful research of David W. Akers from 1973 to 19S2 I in

his series of six books covering the various subjects), were reflected as ran-

ties. Back then, grading was much more conseix ative. At an\ given time

it's incumbent upon collectors and dealers to be aw are of interpretation*

as they may be at any particular time In a November issue of Ccr '

,

Keith Love, an official with Independrmt Coin Grading Company st.stM

an Op Ed piece that each of the grading serx ices ha* its own -taixdar^

addition to whatever those might be, as thex do not xeem to he ;-;'t : -tr^^t

the Ofheiat American Sumif.matu A<i^onation Grading Stand, bixsk .

an ox'erview. A generation ago, today, and a generation hcr..T grading w a-

is, and will be a matter of opinion Astute numismatist* will xxew tvrtiiicct

grades as the sfurfnig point tor an ex aluahon

#008241

iackS
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Gem 1851 Half Eagle

Highest NGC Grade

2.x photo

1297 1851 MS-65 (NGC). An attractive example of this Philadel-

phia date, deeply lustrous, and ranking as one of just two
certified at this level by NGC—with none finer. The striking

is about typical, with some lightness visible under magnifica-

tion. Lustre is satiny and smooth. The overall effect is quite

pleasing.

NGC Census: 2; none finer.

The obverse is from a late die state and shows some subtle cracks along

the left border, among the stars and to the dentils. On the neck there is a

raised dot above the third date digit. The four-digit logotype is slightly

large for the accommodated space, and thus fits tightly, with the first digit

in particular being crowded.

#008246

Impressive Gem Uncirculated 1852 $5

The Bass Specimen

Finest Graded by NGC

2.x photo

1298

1852 MS-65 (NGC). Bright and highly lustrous yellow gold

with frosty motifs and satiny, somewhat reflective fields. A
sharply struck gem. A beautiful example of the date, once

sold in the Bass Collection as MS-64 (PCGS), since upgraded

by NGC to MS-65. Even at just MS-64, as originally offered,

the coin was tied for finest certified in the PCGS grading

ranks. Here, it is the most outstanding specimen of the date

certified by NGC. Boldly struck from a rapidly shattering

obverse die coupled with a modestly rusted reverse die. An
otherwi.se common date that is anything but common when
found .so nice!

N(>C Census: 1; none finer within any designation.

f rom RARCOA's ANA sale, Au<^ust 1970, Lot 7545; Bow-

ers and Merena's sale of the Bass Collection, October 1999, Lot

I0B2.

«(X)H2S()

Brilliant, Frosty MS-63 1852 $5

2.x photo

1299 1852 MS-63 (PCGS). Brilliant and lustrous. Sharply struck in

nearly all areas except some hair strands by Liberty's temple

on the obverse, and at the eagle's neck and wing tips on the

reverse.

#008250

1300 Pair of Liberty half eagles grading AU-58 (NGC): 1852.

Lustrous golden surfaces with hints of rose at the peripheries

1855. Medium rose-gold surfaces with delicately mottled

gray toning. (Total: 2 pieces)
1301

1852-C AU-58 (PCGS). Deep yellow gold with strong olive

highlights. Somewhat reflective fields and frosty motifs that

display strong cartwheel lustre. Nicely struck for the date,

with the typical weakness seen at the eagle's neck on the

reverse. Scattered marks noted for accuracy.

#008251

High-Grade 1852-D Half Eagle

2.V photo

1302

1852-D MS-61 (NGC). An attractive coin in yellow-orange

gold. Some lightness of strike at the centers and at the dentils,

typical of Dahlonega Mint half eagles of this era. 1 ight wear

is .seen on both sides, with some lustiv ivmaining in pn.4ected

areas. Gnly eight pieces have been graded higher by NklC.

NliC CoiiMis: 10; 8 lim'r (MS-S.l fiiu’stV

#008252
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I’opular 1854-C Half Eagle

1303 1854-C Weak C. AU-58 (NGC). Medium yellow gold. Contact
marks on both sides. Some lightness of strike, particularly at

the mintmark, resulting in the top part of the C being bold, but

the bottom part absent. A popular issue, as are all Charlotte

half eagles.

#(W8257

High-Grade 1855-C $5 Gold

From the S.S. Central America

1304 1855-C ALJ-55 (PCGS). Very well struck at the centers, but

with .some trivial lightness at the stars, this example is about

as attractive as one could hope to find for an 1855-C. The

pedigree from the S.S. Central America adds a great deal of

appeal, in our opinion. A lovely, historic coin that w'ill be a

talking point and prized possession of its next owner.

From the S.S. Central America.

#008262

Pleasing AU-58 1856-C $5

2 r photo

1305 1856-C AU-58 (NGC). Bright yellow gold surfaces with

strong lustre. An underrated date, fairly scarce in all grades,

especially so at AU-58 and finer. From a modest mintage of

28,457 pieces, with most survivors of considerably lower

quality.

»on«267

Choice Mint Slate 1857 Half Eagle

2x photo

1306 1857 MS-63 (PCGS). Sparkling honey gold with intense*

cartwheel lustre and delightful eye appt*al that excevds the

assigned grade. Sharply struck as well. Pale olive highlights

on both sides.

PCGS Population: 12; 3 finer (all MS-64).

#008271

Mint State 1857-C Half Eagle

2x photo

1307 1857-C MS-61 (NGC). Frosty honey gold with strong lustre

and some wisps of rich rose toning. Nicely struck for the

date. Some faint marks are present on both sides, though

none are overbearing or immediately draw the viewer's

eye. Some prooflike reflectivity in the protected areas. Rare

in Uncirculated.

NGC Census: 9; 7 finer (MS-65 finest).

#008272

Lustrous 1857-C $5 Gold

1308 1857-C AU-58 (NGC). Much lustre still remains on this 1857-

C half eagle. The striking is somewhat above average, but

with some lightness on the details of the eagle. F\ er-p<'tpular

as are all Charlotte half eagles. We reiterate that the present

sale offers manv important opportunities for the CTi.^-ii>tte

specialist.

#008272
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1309

1857-S AU-58 (NGC). Warm orange gold with strong lustre,

a nice strike, and few marks to speak of. Much scarcer across

the board than its mintage of 87,000 pieces indicates, with
the typical survivor from that production run apt to be just

VF to EF, with just an occasional foray into the AU category,

as here. A nice coin.

NGC Census: 19; 5 finer (MS-61 finest).

#008275

High-Grade 1858-C $5 Gold

2x photo

1310

1858-C MS-62 (NGC). Attractive orange-gold surfaces. Very

sharply struck. Light evidence of circulation on both sides, but

with much original mint lustre still remaining. A high level

example.
NGC Census: 9; 3 finer (MS-64 finest).

#008277

Choice Cameo Proof 1860 Half Eagle

Remarkable Mint State 1860-C Half Eagle

Finest PCGS Grade

2x photo

1312

1860-C MS-63 (PCGS). A lovely coin, in the remarkable,

grade of choice Mint State! Well struck on both sides, with

rich yellow gold color. The obverse is from an early state of

the die showing vertical striae. One other grading event at

this level and none finer at PCGS. A classic rarity, an object

of great desire for the specialist. However, the reward is that

the morning after he or she will own the coin, while others

will still be scrambling to find one!

PCGS Population: 2; none finer.

#008285

Attractive 1860-C Half Eagle

2x photo

1313

1860-C AU-58 (NGC). A very nice example of the next to

last issue of the Charlotte Mint half eagle series. The obverse

is well struck with excellent definition of details. There is

some lightness at the reverse center as usual on authentic

specimens. Much mint lustre remains in protected areas. The

eye appeal is significantly finer than typically seen.

#008285

Scarce 1860-C Half Eagle

1311

1860 Proof-64 CAMEO (NGC). Frosty motifs and mirror

fields contrast nicely. Medium honey gold with some deeper

highlights. From a Proof mintage for the date of 62 pieces,

of which somewhat fewer than that exist today. The present

specimen is among the five finest cameo examples of the date

seen thus far by NGC. Some faint hairlines are present on

both sides, as is a shallow, natural planchet depression, as

struck, in the field before the bridge of Liberty's nose. Early

Liberty half eagle Proofs are always in great demand.
N(iG Ci-nsus: 3; 2 finer within ciny desi^niitiun (Pr(>(if-66 CAMEO

finest).

#088450

1314

1860-C AU-55 (NGC). Another example of the no\t-to-last

i.ssue, the present piece has some lightness at the center ot

the obverse, but with sharp stars and dentils. The ix'verse is

light at the center as always. Medium yellow orange gold.

«(X)8285
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Superb Gem 1861 Half Eagle

Highest NGC Grade

1315 18bl MS-bb (NGC). Beauty comes to the tore with this 1861
circulation strike half eagle, classified as a superb gem by
NGC, an opinion with which we agree. The striking is excel-
lent, with good detail on both sides. The obverse is from an
early impression of the die, showing some diagonal striae

when viewed under magnification and held at a certain angle
to the light. Later, such striae wore away. Only one other has
been certified at this level by NGC, and with none finer. The
survival of a half eagle in a grade such as this is a matter of
rare chance. The few numismatists who collected gold by
date in 1861 opted to buy Proofs, and completely ignored
circulation strikes.

NGC Census: 2; none finer,

«(X)828«
2.x photo

Remarkable Quality 1861-C $5 Gold

Last Charlotte Issue

Classic 1861-C Half Eagle

2x photo

1317 1861-C AU-55 (NGC). A very attractive coin with pleasing

orange surfaces. Contact marks on both sides, as expected,

with some lustre remaining in protected areas.

5008289

1316 1861-C MS-61 (NGC). Standing near the top of the roster

of known specimens of the 1861-C, the present piece offers

above average striking sharpness, light yellow gold surfaces,

and much original lustre. For the Charlotte specialist this

is one of the most important opportunities in the present

catalogue. Only 6,879 were struck, of which just a few hun-

dred remain. Highly important as the last gold issue of the

Charlotte Mint, with no gold dollars or quarter eagles made
this year.

The general scarcity of the 1861-C is emphasized by a

situation of about 20 years ago when Coin World desired to

do a feature on Charlotte and its coins. In that pre-Internet

and pre-digital camera era, they had not much success, until

they contacted us and we furnished an illustration of the

Eliasberg Collection coin.

In the years since then, interest in both Charlotte and

Dahlonega gold coins (they are often collected together) has

escalated sharply, and with the advent of new communica-

tions, certification, and the like, many hidden or tucked away

coins have appeared in the marketplace. However, the 1861-C

remains remarkably rare, and when examples are offered for

sale, they typically do not hold a candle to this coin.

Nf C en-us 'i, 1 bm-r (MS-b3)

*00H28M

Elusive 1865-S Half Eagle

1318 1865-S AU-58 (NGC). Warm golden surfaces with pli*ntx

of lustre and pale rose toning highlights, devoid of soni'U"

marks and choice as such. Another date from San Frann- ;

with a modest mintage—27,612 pieces all told that

vast majoriW of specimens spent and respent rejx'ate-Th in

commerce, to the point that \T to EF are the grades tx p = K
seen bv todav's collecting communitx

NGC Census 9; S bm'r i\fS-61 br» ,; i

50082'^

1\CK*9 m
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Key 1868 Half Eagle

1319

1868 AU-58 (NGC). A well struck example of this low-mint-

age date, of which only 5,700 circulation strikes were made.

Relatively few exist today in high grades, making the date

an object of great desire.

#008315

1320

1868-S AU-53 (PCGS). A lovely example within the grade,

this piece is bright, retains much original lustre, and is at-

tractive overall. Some contact marks in the upper left obverse

field have been factored by the grading service, perhaps keep-

ing it from being certified as 55 or 58. Quite nice overall, and

head and shoulders finer than the typical 1868-S half eagle,

which is apt to be extensively circulated.

#008316

Elusive 1869-S Half Eagle

2x photo

1321

1869-S AU-58 (NGC). Medium orange gold with fiery lustre

and deeper toning highlights in the protected areas. From

a mintage for the date of 31,000 pieces, most of which saw

heavy use in commerce—the end result translates to plenty

of VF and some EF coins around for today's collectors, but a

population that dramatically thins in choice AU. Indeed, the

present example of this scarce date that has been exceeded

in grade at NGC by a solitary Mint State specimen. A nice

opportunity for an advanced half eagle specialist.

Nt.C Census: 14; 1 finer (MS-61 finest).

#008318

Highly Important 1872-CC Half Eagle

Highest NGC Grade

1322

1872-CC AU-58 (NGC). Light yellow gold, sharply struck

around the periphery including the stars, but with some

lightness at the center, as typical. Much mint lustre remains.

The overall color is a nice orange-yellow. As a class, all

Carson City half eagles of the 1870s are rarities, and in high

grades some of them are especially so. The present coin at

the AU-58 level is matched by just three other certification

events, not necessarily representing different coins. No finer

pieces have been graded by NGC.
In 1872 at the Carson City Mint, 16,980 coins were pro-

duced. During this era gold coins did not circulate at all in

the Midwest or East, and distribution and use in commerce

was limited to the West Coast as well as for export. The latter

activity was mainly fulfilled by double eagles, made in large

quantities. Half eagles were used throughout California and

Nevada, and in time acquired extensive wear. Today, the typi-

cal 1872-CC, rare in any grade, is apt to be far less in quality

than the coin offered here. A landmark coin, this opportunity

for the Carson City specialist cannot be overemphasized.

NGC Census: 4; none finer.

#008326

1323

1879-S MS-62 (NGC). Well struck and lustrous. Bright yellow

gold.

#008350

Scarce 1880-CC Half Eagle

1324

1880-CC AU-58 (PCGS). A beautiful example, richly and

deeply lustrous, so close to Mint State. Beautiful orange

surfaces. A very elegant example, and certainly one of the

nicest you could ever find at the AU level.

#(X18352

278 Srvi 6
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1325

1880-CC Net About Uncirculated-50; sharpness of AU-58,
cleaned. A well struck coin in light yellow gold. Although it

was lightly cleaned at one time, the overall aspect remains
attractive. In-person inspection is recommended.

#(X)8352

Gem 1882 Half Eagle

1326

1882 MS-65 (NGC). Brilliant with warm orange lustre. Verv
.sharply struck.

#(K)«358

Mint State 1882-CC Half Eagle

2.x photo

1327

1882-CC MS-61 (PCGS). Frosty deep yellow gold with honey

overtones, not as heavily marked as one might expect for the

assigned grade, and undeniably choice as such. While not one

of the great Carson City half eagle rarities, this date certainly

holds its own when found in Mint State grades, something that

occurs only infrequently, as most survivors of this mintage are

VF, sometimes EF or AU. One of fewer than a dozen examples

of the date called MS-61 or finer by PCGS.
PCGS Population; 7; 4 finer (MS-62 finest).

CC mintmark nearly centered over V in FIVE.

Holder marked "Nevada Collection."

Exceptional Gem Proof 1885 Half liagle with Deep

Cameo Devices

Memorable Quality

2.1 photo

1329 1885 Proof-65 DCAM (PCGS). Rich orange-gold toning

graces the periphery of the obverse and reverse, accenting

the deeply frosted lettering and devices. This coin retains

strong eye appeal and outstanding surfaces in every way. For

identification purposes, there is a short vertical hairline on
Libert3''s neck nearly touching the pin curl that extends down
her neck toward the truncation. (Tn the reverse two minor
drift marks are seen in the field below the TK of TRUST. The
Philadelphia Mint achieved the fashionable orange-pt“el fields

through a sc'cret process. This is quite remarkable to study, the

fields appear perfectly reflective to the unaided eye, but when
a magnifier is used, the fields break up into tiny interltKking

facets which have an appearance similar to sun dried mud
which has cracked into millions of fragments. This coining

technique was perfected on Proof gold coinage of the period,

and probably involved a combination of striking pressua* and
highly polished dies (on the fields), while the devices and
lettering were frosted using a short acid bath to create the

textured or frosty appearance. The combination of the frosted

devices and mirror fields produces the Cameo effect, w'hich is

quite strong on the first few coins struck from the dies as seen

on the present coin. As more coins are produced, the depth of

the frost weakens on the devices and lettering and the Cameo
effect is thus not as dramatic on later strikes of these Pawfs.

The reported mintage was a paltr\’ 66 pieces, some of which
were either melted as unsold or circulated to a degree which
removed any evidence of their Prtxif status. The number of

survivors is around 30-40 pieces in all. Although technically

the finest graded by PCGS, a few others have been graded

higher by NGC with their Ultra Cameo designation.

PCGS Populafion: 1; none finer within the designation.

#098480

#008359

Lustrous 1882-CC Half Eagle

1328

1882-CC AU-.58 (PCGS). Well struck, brilliant, with nearly full

lustre, this scarce 1 882-CC dollar is just right for the grade level.

In fact, only four are graded higher, and none above MS-62.

inoKtvj

1330 1886 MS-64 (PCGS). Well struck. lustn')us, with attr-^i+ixo

color and nice eve appeal, this 1886 will niaM\ sabsh \ \ rn
pleasing example of this popular date

PCtiS Populahon 3 finer (\ls-W' hnest i

#0083SP

m
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1

1331 1886-S MS-65 (NGC). Brilliant with satiny light yellow gold

surfaces. Needle sharp strike. Definitive for the date, mint,

and assigned grade—a worthwhile addition to any collec-

tion.

#008370

Choice Uncirculated 1890-CC $5

2.V photo

1332 1890-CC MS-64 (PCGS). Rich honey gold with vivid

cartwheel lustre and pale rose iridescence. A nicely struck

example of this popular issue from the waning years of

the Carson City Mint's coinage production. Fewer than 30

examples of this issue have been graded MS-64 or finer by

PCGS, with but two examples of the date finer. A grand op-

portunity.

PCGS Population: 27; 2 finer (MS-66 finest).

#008376

Impressive Gem Uncirculated 1892 Half Eagle

Among Dozen Finest Graded by PCGS

2.x photo

1333 1892 MS-66 (PCGS). A sparkling gem that deserves to be near

the very top of the PCGS roster for the date. Fully brilliant

with rich honey gold surfaces that display strong cartwheel

lustre and crisp, boldly struck design elements. Readily avail-

able in all grades up to MS-65, but highly elusive in higher

grades. This one is "something special."

I’C ! .S Population: 10; 2 tinor (MS-67 linost).

«(H)8374

Frosty Gem MS-65 1892 $5

2.V photo

1334 1892 MS-65 (NGC). Frosty and almost fully brilliant with

two or three splashes of orange gold. The devices are bold in

virtually all areas including the obverse stars and the eagle's

claws and plumage.
#008379

1335 1900 MS-64 (NGC). Brilliant and lustrous. Scattered contact

marks are mostly on the obverse field.

#008400

1336 1901 MS-65 (NGC). A great type coin. The surfaces are clean

and attractive, with minimal signs of handling. There is a touch

of copper-gold on both sides, and the strike is quite sharp on

the devices. Two minute scratches are found above the TE of

UNITED on the reverse and some copper specks reside below

Liberty's hair bun and left of the shield on the reverse.

#008402

1337 1901-S MS-64 (NGC). Sharply struck, brilliant, and with

satiny lustre.

#008404

1338 1902-S MS-63 PL (NGC). Brightly swirling cartwluvl lusln''

sweeps its way across rotlectiNO fields and fri>sty motifs.

Nicely struck and aesthetically appealing.

NGG (.Viisus: 4; nono finor \vitl\in tlu' ai'Nii;nativ'n,

«(X)8406

SlNi280
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1339

1340

1341

1903-S MS-63 (NGC). Brilliant, lustrous, and attractive. A
nice example of the date, mint, and assigned grade.

#(K)84()8 1342

Trio of half eagles: 1903-S EF-45. Mixture of golden rose

and golden green surfaces, a planchet flaw is noted on the

obverse at star 11 1909 AU-58. Lustrous yellow gold sur-

faces 1909-D MS-61. Lustrous yellow gold with hints of

delicate rose here and there. (Total: 3 pieces)

1905 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63, artificially toned. A
well struck, brilliant coin. The bright yellow toning may be

artificial, but is attractive in any event. Check it out with in- 1343

person viewing.

#008411

Splendid Gem Mint State 1906 Half hagle

1906 MS-66 (PCGS).A relatively common coin in mt>st gradt^s,

but in this lofty state of preservation few are known. The strike

is sharp throughout, with no signs of weakness on the upper-

most devices such as LiberU^'s curls or the eagle's claws. The

lustre is particularly attractive in the fields, as it is not muted

by the usual haze or copper specks. A short lint mark is nottxd

on Libert\''s neck, extending left from the tip of her loveliK'k

curl—a feature not usually seen on Mint State coins.

PCGS Population; 17; 2 finer (finest MS-67).

#008413

1908 Liberty. MS-64 (NGC). Well struck, brilliant, and with

warm color. This 1 908 is anomalous inasmuch as by this year

the design had been discontinued in the other gold series.

Not a rarity, but certainly attractive and with a nice story.

#008418
'

First Year of Issue Gem Proof 1908 Half Eagle

photo

1344 908 Indian Proof-66 (PCGS). Close to perfect color with the expected dark matte finish. There are no s^ts or

andlint Lrks and the only identtfving mark is a trivial hairline which slips down to the nghi cross.ng thmrrgh

1C P oHhe designer's initials. As expected the strike is bold throughoiit. A mere 167 were corned in P^f to

ernor alkre this new dynamic design by Bela Lyon Pratt. Pratt employed an mcuse design which impressed the

eiTce, and let ering dip into the planchet, leaving the fields as the highest point of the des,^ a mirror jmage

a green insert.

PC GS Population: 12; 1 finer (Proof-67).

#008539
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Important Gem 1908-S $5 Gold Desirable MS-62 1909-0 $5

Important Key Issue

wm

ml

2x photo

1345 1908-S MS-65 (PCGS). Brilliant with warm orange-gold
surfaces. Well struck. Deeply lustrous. A simply outstanding
example of one of the most difficult to find issues among
Indian Head half eagles of the 1908-1929 design. A remark-
able purchase opportunity.

#008512

2.x photo

1347

1346 1909-D MS-63 (NGC). Brilliant and lustrous. Attractive and
thoroughly choice. Just right, a happy medium between a

nice grade, but not gem, and an attractive price opportu-
nity.

#008514

1909-0 MS-62 (PCGS). Pale olive iridescence complement
frosty surfaces. Virtually all design features are sharp indue
ing the feather details in the Indian's war bonnet. The 1909-C'

half eagle has been a favorite with collectors for decadee

and is distinctive for several reasons: It is the final gob
issue coined at the New Orleans Mint; it is the only India:

Head type half eagle issue struck at the New Orleans Min
it has the lowest mintage of any issue in the Indian Heai
half eagle series, a scant 34,200 pieces. The 1909-0 half eagli

ranks as one of the scarcest gold issues of the 20th century,

series which is now enjoying a zenith of popularity with th'

numismatic collecting community. We expect many genei

ous bids when this attractive specimen crosses the auctioi

block.

#008515

Outstanding Superb Gem Proof 1911 Half Eagle

\
IflH!

m.
WK

:

. s.

V

2.x photo

1348 1911 Proof-67 (PCGS). For the collector who demands the finest available, here is a coin to consider. The surfaces
are utterly perfect, as perfect as these early Proofs are ever found, rich spicy mustard yellow with a grayish tint as
struck. It is believed the microscopic reflective facets were created by dusting the planchet with a powder which
then reacts to the dynamics of the striking pressure to form the tiny facets. This powder also forms the basis for
the dark matte color seen only on Proofs, as business strikes have the typical yellow gold hue. No hairlines or
copper specks are seen, and this coin is absolutely stunning. If one could choose between any date of Proofs from
this serie.s, the 1908 and 1911 are the most available and both are generally darker than the lighter Roman finish
coins of the years between or later than 1908 and 1911. In terms of quality, the present coin has claims to be one
of the finest to survive of the original 139 coined in Proof. Another coin that was put awav years ago as the PCGS
label is the older green style.

I’Ct,S f’opul.ihon: 4; nono iiniT.

«(X)8542

282
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Choice Mint State 1911-1) Half Lagle

1349 1911-D MS-64 (NGC). Sparkling deep orange and gold highlights with strong lustre and pale rose iridescence.

One of the key dates in the Indian half eagle series, an issue that saw just 72,500 circulation strikes produced.

Among NGC-certified pieces, only three examples of the date have been given a finer grade than that offered here.

A splendid opportunity for an advanced Indian half eagle specialist.

NGC Cen.sus; 11; 3 finer (all MS-65).

»[M)8521

Choice Mint State 1911-D Half Eagle

1350 1911-D MS-64 (NGC). Only three have been graded finer by NGC, with fewer than a dozen at the present level.

Well struck and richly lustrous, this coin will nicely satisfy the needs of the advanced collector seeking a choice

example with excellent eye appeal.

NGC Census: 11; 3 finer (MS-65 finest).

#008521

Roman Finish Gem Proof 1912 Half Eagle

1351

I ...itK a liahtpr finish the Roman Gold stx’le with a lighter ycl-

12 Proof-66 (PCGS). The 1912 Prwfs uea s

surfaces are virtuallv perfect, and the color i-

V color and a fine sandblast finish to t e mic c

^ of 144 were coined, this tied with a select

:«asing and appears exactly as it ^^houkU
^

p - b
pnxifing hm-.K

oup in the top third of those in
,,,th the impending war in Europe Pmob were -t.=. K

If eagk-s, sales remained slow as a Ik
business strikes. Another com u hich wa^ put av. .. .c

f\C.S F’opulalien 12, 7 fin«-r iMH 6. fim -H
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Choice AU 1795 Eagle

Small Eagle, 13 Leaves

1353

2x photo

1914-D MS-65 (NGC). NGC has graded only one finer, and
just seven others at this level. Deeply and richly lustrous in

light yellow gold with iridescent toning. Quite scarce, a key
issue at this level.

NGC Census: 8; 1 finer (MS-66).

#008528

Lustrous 1914-S Half Eagle

1354 1914-S MS-62 (PCGS).A lovely, lustrous example, well struck
and with good eye appeal, of this San Francisco Mint issue.

Problem free, this coin will be just right in a high quality spe-
cialized collection. The quality is finer than usually seen.

#008529

Choice Mint State 1915 $5

2x photo

2.x photo

1355 1915 MS-64 (PCGS). A lovely coin for the grade, definitely a

"gem" within the assigned grade's parameters. Frosty honey
gold with .splashes of iridescent ro.se, and rich orange gold.

MS-64 Indian half eagles are typically a pretty sight to behold,

and the present coin is no exception.

From ANR's Classics Sole, Siytcmhcr 2003, Lot 535.
«(K)HS30

1356 1795 Bass-Dannreuther-1, Taraszka-1, Breen 1-A. Rarity-

3+. Small Eagle, 13 Leaves. AU-58 (NGC). Bright yellow
gold with deeper highlights. Plenty of retained lustre can
be seen in the protected areas. A few scattered marks am
noted, none deep or overly serious. Nicely struck, with
some wear on the high points but no serious weakness
anywhere. One of the most popular and readily ax ailable

early eagles, the present representatiye of the yariety is

pleasing in all regards and should garner serious bidding
competition.

#008.551

Gem 1914-D Half Eagle

Only One Finer

The Orlando Sale Half Eagles • Eagles

1352 1912 MS-61 (NGC). Deep honey gold with strong underlying
lustre.

S008523
EAGLES

284
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Blazing AU-58 1795 BD-1 SIO

Excellent Centering

2.x pholo

1357 1795 BD-1, T-1, Breen 1-A. Rarity-3+. 13 Leaves. AU-58 (NGC). Fully brilliant. The devices are satiny and the

fields exhibit considerable prooflike character. Both the obverse and reverse exhibit excellent centering. It's worth

noting that a substantial proportion of the surviving BD-1 population grades AU or better, a fact that suggests

the possibility that a small hoard of examples was set aside at the time of issue. Presumably, the hoard was kept

intact until the late 1850s or later by which time the popularity of coin collecting in America would have enabled

the owners of the hoard to disperse the coins to collectors at prices substantially higher than the bullion value of

the gold. Early Federal gold issues have soared in popularity in recent years, and prices for 18th-century eagles

have—figuratively speaking—entered the stratosphere. A prize for the advanced specialist.

#008551

Lustrous Prooflike 1796 Eagle

1358 1796 BD-1 T-6 Breen 1-A. Raritv-4. Net EF-45; sharpness of MS-60, repaired reverse right field. Lustrous vel-

low cold unth frosty motifs and highly reflectiv-e fields. Scattered marks here and there, including some obverse

hairl^es and tiny pin scratches around the date numerals. The reverse field beneath OF AME shows signs of

tampering and repairing, though the unaided eye is apt not to notice. All told, a wholly acceptable example ot the

date and design tv’pe, one that is certainly suitable for inclusion in a U.S. gold ri pe collection Worthy ot in-p^rv^n

examination.

»no«554
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Impressive Choice Mint State 1799 Eagle

Small Stars Obverse

Tied for Finest Certified by PCGS

1359 1799 BD-7, T-19, Breen 4-E/B. Rarity-3. Small Stars MS-64 (PCGS). A frosty yellow gold specimen
with robust cartwheel lustre, warm olive highlights, and a minimum of marks. In short, absolutely

choice and worthy of the assigned grade. Sharply struck from clashed dies, with evidence plainly seen
on both sides. A variety that is readily available in most grades, but at MS-64 its rarity comes to the

fore. Indeed, while eight grading events have occurred for this date and variety at PCGS, we have no
way of knowing if that represents eight different coins, or perhaps a few resubmissions. Either way, we
are looking at a gorgeous example of a variety that becomes quite rare when found so choice. Take a

good look at this then make your bidding decision.

PCGS Population: 8; none finer within the designation.

#098562

Sr VI286



1361 1799 BD-8, T-20, Breen 4-D. Rarity-5. Small Stars. MS-62 (ANACS). Bright yellow with warm orange highlights

on both sides Lightly frosted motifs and somewhat reflective fields form a modest cameo contrast. Nicely struck

for the date. A fairly scarce variety, with perhaps 45 to 55 or so known specimens according to the Dannreuther

reference. From faintly clashed dies, with reverse die cracks present, especially through AMERICA.

#008362

Well-Circulated 1799 Small Stars SIO

. ... T.n. B,cen 4..,.

Mime faint ticks are obvious.

f(W«362

\\UARY 1, 2tX)7 Eacles The Oki anix»Sai4

Choice AU 1799 Small Stars Eagle

1360 1799 BD-7, T-19, Breen 4-E. Rarity-3. Small Stars. AU-58 (PCGS). Deep yellow gold*v\’ith honey and orange high-

lights in the protected areas; warm lustre resides there as well. A few scattered marks and faint hairlines present,

none overbearing or apt to draw the viewer's eye immediately.
#098562

Lustrous Uncirculated 1799 Small Stars Eagle

2x photo
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Mint State 1799 Large Stars SIO

2 V photo

1363 1799 BD-10, T-22, Breen 5-G. Rarily-3. Large Stars. MS-61 (NGC). Medium yellow gold with some

olive highlights. Lustrous, frosty surfaces, the lustre strongest in the protected areas. Nicely struck

for the date and design type. Devoid of serious marks, although some planchet adjustment marks

can be seen in the clouds below OF on reverse. Choice and attractive for the assigned grade.

#008562

1364 1799 BD-10 T-22 Breen 5-G. Rarity-3. Large Stars. Choice About Uncirculated-55, lightly cleaned,

brush marks evident on both sides. Still, this light yellow gold specimen retains much preminent

mint lustre in protected areas. Devoid of serious marks, though a few scattered spots of contad

can be stren with diligent searching. Finer overall than our limited description implies

#noHSf,2

Stacks
289
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Nice 1799 Large Stars Eagle

2x photo

1365 1799 BD-10, T-22, Breen 5-G. Rarity-3. Large Stars. EF-45 (NGC). Deep yellow gold with olive and
honey highlights, especially on the high points. A few scattered marks present, none serious, and
all well below that which should be expected for a coin that received this degree of circulation.

#008562

Choice Uncirculated 1801 Eagle

2x photo

1366 1801 BD-2, T-25, Breen 2-B. Rarity-2. MS-63 (PCGS). Warm yellow gold with olive and orange

highlights. Highly lustrous and nicely struck, with good overall eye appeal. Devoid of marks of

consequence, choice as such. A grand example for an advanced U.S. gold tvpe .set.

#(X)8564

290 SlAlK
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Lustrous Choice Mint State 1801 $10

2a plwio

1367 1801 BD-2, T-25, Breen 2-B. Riirity-2. lVlS-63 (NGC). Satiny and lustrous, with rich underlying olive

highlights. Nicely struck for the date and design type, and devoid of all but a few tiny marks, all of

which are easily overlooked in the .scheme of things. Definitely worthy of the assigned grade, and

as lovely as should be expected at the MS-63 level.

#008564

Mint State 1801 Eagle

1368 1801 BD-2, T-25, Breen 2-B. Rarity-2. MS-61 (NGC). Medium honey gold with rich rose and orange

highlights, .! tiny vertical mark before Liberty's portrait and another on her neck are the only mark*,

of note. Subdued lustm illuminates the somewhat reflective fields. A popular date, one that i*. <4ten

chosen to repivsent the design type in advanced U.S. gold type sets,

ffOtWSM

>uckS

•
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Lustrous MS-60 1801 BD-2 $10

2x photo

1369 1801 BD-2, T-25, Breen 2-B. Rarity-2. MS-60 (NGC). A lovely lustrous specimen exhibiting delicate toning in pink,

orange, and olive-gold. Both the obverse and reverse display excellent centering, and most design features are as

sharp as could be desired. The 1801 BD-2 variety was apparently preserved in one or more hoards as substantial

numbers (dozens) of high-grade examples can presently be accounted for. The result is that today's generation of

collectors have a nice selection of examples to choose from. This parficular circumsfance, however, is offset by the

tremendous demand from numismatists who desire to acquire specimens for type sets and date collections. Cur-

rent demand has driven prices to heights that could scarcely have been imagined by coin enthusiasts of previous

generations.

#008564

Choice AU 1801 Eagle

2.x photo

1370 1801 BD-2, T-25, Breen 2-B. Rarity-2. AU-58 (PCGS). Deep yellow gold with honey overtones. Much lustiv n'lnains,

especially in the protected areas. No serious marks pre.sent, though we do account for a few scatten'd ticks hen.'

and there. A nice representative example of the date and grade combination,

#(K)HS64

292 Stun
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AU 1801 Eagle

2x photo

1371 1801 BD-2, T-25, Breen 2-B. Rarity-2. About Uncirculated-50. Medium yellow gold with some olive

iridescence, and some deep orange highlights beginning to form in the protected areas. Tiny rim

knock noted at 4:00 on the obverse, other tiny rim bruises noted near the bottom of the reverse. A
nice example for the grade, and a popular variety that belongs in your type collection.

#008564

Choice EF 1801 Eagle

2v photo

1372 1801 BD-2, T-25, Breen 2-B. Rarity-2. EF-45 (PCGS). Medium honey gold with strong orange and

crimson highlights in the protected areas. No serious marks present, though a few tiny ticks can

scer^, as should be expected for a coin that saw dut>' in circulation. An area of dark detritus can

seen around the N in UNITED on the reverse, easily remedied by the tip of a softened toothpick

should the coin ever be released from its PCGS holder. Not bad for the grade'

200RS64

Stacks
f
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Important 1839/8 Eagle

Head of '38

1373

1839/8 Head of 1838. AU-58 (NGC). Rich yellow gold with
strong frost and lustre, and with delightful olive highlights

on both sides. Somewhat reflective in the protected areas. A
few faint marks are noted, the most noticeable a diagonal
mark near Liberty's jawline; on the whole, the coin is sharp
and essentially devoid of serious circulation marks. From
Christian Gobrecht's design type used in 1838 and the early

part of 1839, and distinctly different from the modified Type
II style of late 1839 and later. Distinctive design type, one that

should be collected separately from the 1839 and later Liberty

Head eagles, and we suspect bidding activity will show just

that. A nice coin for the grade, and an elegant design type in

our opinion. There is no mention of the overdate feature on
the NGC label.

#008576

1374 1847 AU-58 (NGC). Recovered by Odyssey Marine Explora-

tion, Inc., from the long lost treasure ship S.S. Republic (sunk

off the coast of Georgia in 1865), this piece is attributed with

its pedigree on the holder. The coin is light yellow gold

on both sides. The obverse shows extensive handling. The
reverse is significantly higher in grade, retains much mint

lustre.

From the S.S. Republic.

#008597

1375 Selection of Liberty and Indian eagles: 1852 Net EF-40;

sharpness of AU-50. Scratched and lightly cleaned 1854-S

VF-30. Subdued golden surfaces with splashes of iridescent

rose at the devices 1882-S Net EF-40; sharpness of EF-45.

Cleaned 1912-S Net VF-35; sharpness of AU-55, harshly

cleaned 1914-D AU-50; sharpness of AU-58. Cleaned.

(Total: 5 pieces)

Visit Stack's on the world wide web

www.stacks.com
NEW PURCHASES—MONTHLY OFFERINGS

AUCTION INFORMATION

High-Grade 1854-S Eagle

First San Francisco Issue

1376

1854-S AU-58 (NGC). Struck during the first year of operation

of the San Francisco Mint, this 1854-S probably saw a few
years of circulation on the West Coast. Well struck in most
areas, and retaining some original mint lustre, this piece is

attractive and well worth owning today.

#008615

Rare AU-58 1857-0 Eagle

Tied as Finest Certified by NGC

2x photo

1377

1857-0 AU-58 (PCGS). Brilliant surfaces. Most design

features show bold definition save for a few of the obverse

stars. It appears that the AU-58 grade was assigned becau.se

of a preponderance of bag marks, as there are few if anv

indications of actual circulation. Much satinv lustm can be

seen around the stars, letters, numerals, and central design

elements. Aesthetically appealing for the grade and worthy of

a generous bid as such. A mere 5,5(10 examples of the variety

were coined, and David Akers described the issue as "verv

rare in any condition" when he wrote his much-cited ta'atise

titled il.S. En;^lc;i 1795-19SS back in 1980.

IX'tiS I’opul.ition: 8; nono iini'r.

«(X)8(i2.1
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S.S. Republic 1859 $10
Desirable 1858 Eagle Rarity

Only 2,521 Struck

1378

1858 AU-58 (NGC). Deep honey gold with peach and rose

iridescence supported by strong underlying lustre. A few

faint marks are present, none deep or unsightly, and none

liable to immediately draw the viewer's eye. A greatly prized

rarity, one of just 2,521 circulation strikes of the date pro-

duced. Indeed, current scholars suggest that far fewer than

50 examples of the date are known in all grades making for

a rarity that lives up to the hype typically surrounding the

date. Many of the known examples are well below the AU-58

level offered here, as suggested by the NGC Census Report

numbers. A grand opportunity for advanced eagle collectors

as well as specialists who just enjoy rare U.S. coins.

NGC Census; 3; 4 finer (MS-64 finest).

#008625

1379

1859 AU-58 (NGC). Tracing its pedigree to the treasure from
the S.S. Republic, the present coin is brilliant and attractive.

The obverse shows extensive handling, but in protectexJ areas

a prooflike characteristic is visible. The reverse also shows
contact marks, again with prtxtflike surface in certain places.

A romantic coin from a pedigree viewpoint, and fairly scarce

overall in this grade, no matter what the source.

From the S.S. Repi4blic.

#(X)8628

1865-S Over Inverted Date $10

1380

1865-S 865 over inverted 186 EF-40 (NGC). Olive gold sur-

faces with traces of lustre surviving around the stars, letters,

and numerals. The 1865-S with final date over an inverted

date is one of the most interesting "story coins" in the eagle

series. The present piece probably saw a decade or more of

circulation in the American West, after which it was rescued.

A nice example, and affordable within the context of the

varietv.

#008643

Die S.S. Republic

1381

1865-S. 865 over inverted 186. F-12 (NGC). Warm honev gold

with rich orange highlights in the pmtected areas Hea\ il\

circulated yet devoid of marks worthy of mention, and

undeniablv choice as such. A neat die vaneU that v a\ id! =

sought in all grades—the prestmt Fine-12 sps-imiTi sh,- i

be "right up the alley" of manv collcxiors

snOHM3
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Incredible Cameo Proof 1866 With Motto $10

Just 30 Struck

2x photo

1382

1866 Motto. Proof-66 CAM (NGC). Bright honey gold frosted motifs stand boldly out from deeply mirrored fields,

the devices seemingly hand-carved and floating in deeply reflective pools. A gorgeous gem cameo Proof of the

date in all respects, and one glance should suffice to prove our point. Only 30 Proof 1866-dated eagles were pro-

duced, all with the new motto, IN GOD WE TRUST, and perhaps just 10 or so are available to today's collecting

community.

NGC Census: 1; 1 finer within any designation (Proof-66^ ULTRA CAMEO).

From ANR's Classics sale, December 2003, Lot 994.

#088806

AU 1874-S Eagle

Among Finest Graded1383

1874-S AU-53 (NGC). The highest 1874-S eagles graded by NGC are in the AU range, with only nine higher than

the present piece. A well struck example in light yellow gold.

NGC Census; 10; 9 finer (AU-58 finest).

#008671

Popular 1881-CC Eagle

1384

1881-CC AU-58 (PCGS). A well struck and very appealing coin with nearly full original mint lustre. A "high end"

AU-58 coin, of a quality that might easily be called Mint State under today's interpretatiims. Ever-popular as aiv

all Carson City gold coins.

«(H)8692

P ^296 / IT. Si WI N
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2x photo

1387 1895 Proof-65 (PCGS). This is a coin that defines the splendid craftsmanship achieved at the Philadelphia Mint

during the closing years of the 19th century. Every single device, right down to the smallest denticle nub, shows

strong evidence of frost as imparted by the dies. This frost abruptly halts where the fields begin, showing the

depth of reflectivity that so contrasts with the devices. Scrutiny will discern the minute fabric of the interlock-

ing pieces that form the orange peel effect in the fields, a technique which creates a surface of visual perfection,

not unlike the wonder of the glassy pond in the stillness of dawn. There are no hairlines of consequence or lint

marks, and the only evidence of the passage of time is a minor speck inhabiting the field between stars 5 and 6,

and a trace of coppery gold toning. Production of Proof eagles halted after 56 were struck, of which p)erhaps half

survive, and this gem grade is as nice as these are found. Graded several years ago as the PCGS label is the green

style. An exceptional gem worthy of the finest cabinet.

PCGS Population: 7; none finer within the designation.

#008835

Choice Mint State 1895-0 Eagle

Tied for Finest Certified by NGC

1 18« IS'JS.O MS^,.1 (NGC). A lovely example of the date and grade. Broadly sw.rl.ng carUr heel lux^ on honex' gold

'

surface-.. Rich orange and gold hues gather in the protectex) areas. A faint tonmg sp,,l near the obverse nm at

3 (10 and another at the base- of the M in AMERICA on reverse are the only fevo notable blemishes, this e-o,n is

delightfully choice for the grade. Well struck and worthy o( care-ful inspection.

NCA Census 7; none firn-r within any designation

#0087,3.3

1385 1884 MS-63 (NGC). A well struck, lustrous specimen with

excellent eye appeal. A very nice example within the assigned

grade.

NGC Ceasu.s: 9; 7 finer (MS-M finest).

#008703

Desirable Gem Brilliant Proof 1895 Coronet Eagle

1386 1892-0 MS-62 (PCGS). A well struck, lovely, lustrous ex-

ample of this New Orleans issue, one of relatively few gold

varieties produced at that mint after the Civil War. Some
contact marks are seen, but overall the eye appt'al is excel-

lent. A very choice, very attractive example.
#008723

'
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Gem Mint State 1901 Eagle

1389

1901 MS-65 (NGC). An impressive pale golden gem with
superior eye appeal and bold, lively lustre. The strike is

likewise impressive, sharp and crisp in all areas. Eye appeal?

Probably as nice as youTl ever see at the MS-65 level!

#008747

1390

1901 MS-65 (NGC). This coin boasts clean surfaces with a

scattering of copper specks, including one over the second
T of STATES. The sfrike is decent on the high points, and ad-

equate lustre survives despite a minor layer of haze. Liberty's

neck and cheek are clean, with minimal ticks from handling.

An impressive Gem example of this common date.

#008747

Pleasing Gem Proof 1909 Eagle

1391

1909 Proof-65 (NGC). The present coin is simply a delight to examine, the surfaces are nearly perfecf as no signs

of hairlines or handling marks are present. Furthermore, no copper specks or lint marks are found after scrutiny.

After complaints from the public about the dark matte process used on the 1908 eagles, the Philadelphia Mint
decided to experiment with a lighter finish. They developed the so called Roman finish, which produced a lighter

yellow color with more reflective fields. Nevertheless, the result was still similar to the matte process. The present

coin was struck in the lighter lemon yellow Roman finish as seen on all but two Proofs of this date. Two examples
dated 1909 were struck using the same matte finish seen on the 1908 Proofs. The Roman finish was lighter in

color and proved more popular with collectors, but sales were still slow. A total of 74 pieces were struck in 1909,

a paltry sum indeed to represent the year. The present coin was put away some time ago as the NGC insert style

has not been used in years by that grading service.

#008891

Choice Mint State 1910-S $10

1392

1910-S MS-64 (PCGS). Warm orange-gold surfaces are highly lustrous. Some contact marks are seen on the face

of Miss Liberty and have been factored by PCCiS. I'he reverse is ixnisiderably finer than normalK’ expected at the

MS-64 grade. An attractive example of this elusive (in high grades) issue.

«{H)HWi7
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13S3 ISll MS-M (NGC). A satiny honey gold Indian eagle that

displays swirling cartwhet*! lustre and delightful olive iri-

descence on virtually mark-free surfaces.

Impressive Gem Proof 1912 Eagle

1394 1912 Proof-66 (PCGS). One of the finest examples of this ram issue to survive, the present coin is a pleasure to ex-

amine. The color is the expected dark gray-mustard yellow, with strong eye appeal. Fully struck and well preserved,

the only sign of age is a minor speck on the lower back portion of Liberty's neck. The number coined is reported to

be a mere 83 piece.s, many of which were mishandled and am not of comparable quality. The designs w'ere rendea*d

by famous sculptor Augustus Saint-Caudens in 1907, shortly before he passed away in that year. Liberty is depicted

with a regal war bonnet upon her head, with 13 stars above and the date below. On the reverse the American eagle

stands proudly upon a clutch of arrows gripped in his left claw while his right claw holds the olive branch of peace,

yet also rests on the arrows. America seemed ready for war once again. Saint-Gaudens placed the denomination and

legends on the reverse, when the motto was added in 1908, it too was squeezed into the reverse field, maintaining

the uncluttered look on the obverse desired in the original concept by Saint-Gaudens.

PCGS Population: 4; 4 finer (Proof-67 finest).

#008894

Choice Mint State 1912 Eagle

1395 1912 MS-64 (PCGS). Satiny lustre is seen on both sides with light toning. A coin in high enough grade to attract

the advanced collector, but yet as it is below the MS-65 level, the price is quite reasonable on today's market.

#008871

Lustrous 1914-D Eagle

1396 1914-1) MS-64 (PCGS). Hye appeal comes to the fore in this lovely, lustrous coin. A standout among l^JH-Dc

graded MS-64, this piece will be much enjoyed by its next owner.

#006876
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Choice 1914-S Eagle

2x photo

1397 1914-S MS-64 (PCGS). Delicate iridescent toning over deep, rich lustrous surfaces imparts a high
degree of aesthetic appeal and artistry to this scarce 1914-S eagle. To see it is to want to own it.

Although some have been graded higher, it would be difficult to envision a more attractive piece.

Truly this will be afind for the successful bidder with a connoisseur's touch.
#008877

Superb Gem Uncirculated 1916-S $10

Magnificent Visual Appeal

2x photo

1398 1916-S MS-66 (PCGS). Simply extraordinary, a dazzling beauty that nearly defies description. The

satiny surfaces fairly explode with intense lustre and a burst of pale rose and peach iridescence. A
few light marks can be seen, most well-hidden and physically unobtrusive. We have seen literally

thousands (upon thousands) of Mint State Indian eagles in our day, but the present coin rivals

just about any specimen. Fewer than a half dozen examples of the date have obtained the coveted

MS-66 grade, as here, and even fewer than that number have been graded finer by PCGS! To see

this is to love it, and we suspect strong bidding activity will show that more than one person has

"fallen" for this beautiful Indian eagle.

PCGS Population; 5; 2 finer (MS-67 finest).

From ANR's Classics sale, September 2003, Lot 559.

«(X)888()
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DOUBLE EAGLES

1399

1851 AU-58 (PCGS). Much original mint lustre still remains,

particularly on the reverse, of this very early date double

eagle. Today, among double eagles of the 1850s and 1860s,

the AU range offers many opportunities.

#(X)8904

S.S. Republic 1852 $20

1400

1852 AU-58 (NGC). Treasure coins are always fascinating to

own, and the dispersal of the coins from the S.S. Republic, dis-

covered in 2003 by Odyssey Marine Exploration, has yielded

an opportunity, adding to earlier finds from the S.S. Yankee

Blade, S.S. Central America, and S.S. Brother Jonathan. The

present coin is attractive light yellow gold, well struck, and

retains much original lustre, particularly on the reverse.

Frotn the S.S. Republic.

#008906
1401

1852-0 AU-50 (ICG). A nice coin, well struck, in light yellow

gold. An attractive example at the AU-50 level.

#008907

1402 1854-S AU-55 details (ANACS), "KkiUxI

-

cleaned." This com

i‘. intrrc^linK inasmuch as the chtvk of Miss Libt'rty has btvn

burnished, quite possibly to remo\e some nuks or m.irks

Otherwise, the a*st ot the coin is just line Hie details are sharp

much lusta* is still pa*sent. As to the value, bidders will do ide

In-perstm inspection is acommended. Most 1K54-S double
eagles are in grades significantly lower than this.

#008913
1403

1856-S VF-35 (I’CGS). A well-circulated yet still quite attrac-

tive example of a popular Gold Rush-era double eagle from
the early days of San Francisco Mint production.

#008919

Lustrous 1857-S Double Eagle

1404

1857-S MS-62 (PCGS). A lovely, lustrous example which

is probably from the S.S. Central America treasure, but a*-

holdered, giving no pedigree. (Originally, coins from this

marvelous find were encapsulated in special holders by

PCGS, but since then many have been switched around to

other grading services and even within PCGS, losing the gold

labels they once had. Of course, this lovely 1857-S might be*

from another source, but not likely.) A beautiful coin worth

a strong bid.

#008922

S.S. Central America 1857-S $20

Lustrous Mint State
1405

1857-S MS-62. Still in its gold label PCGS holder and certi-

fied as a genuine example from the famous shipwreck, but

without a grade assignment from PCGS. This lovely coin is

a memento from the greatest gold treasure ever found, the

S.S. Central America discovered in the 1980s, and brought

to market largely through the efforts of the California ‘ -‘Md

Marketing Group a few years ago. Within a short time f-at h

and ever\' item was sold. Today in 2007 there is a livelx af-

termarket for such coins as well as gold ingots and bars on

the occasion that they cross the auction bUxk

The pmsent coin is a lovely vellow-gold. sharpb -tn'* k

and very lustmus. It is an eminently affi =“ iabU «
' , , vs tI r

a marxelous link to histotA

From the S.S. * enfral ^mr'u f?

eiins"::
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Mint State 1858-S Double Eagle

1406

1858-S MS-60 (NGC). Bright honey gold with no breaks in

the swirling cartwheel lustre, a pleasing Uncirculated coin but
with a few too many contact marks to warrant a finer grade.

Despite its somewhat lofty mintage of 846,710 pieces, fewer
than 20 grading events for the date have been registered by
NGC in all Mint State grades.

NGC Census: 5; 14 finer within any designation (MS-63 finest); these

figures include seven pieces specifically marked S.S. Republic.

#008925

Mint State 1860 Double Eagle

1407

1860 MS-62 (PCGS). Among the thousands of surviving 1860

double eagles, very few can match the present piece in qual-

ity. Indeed, PCGS has certified only six other peers and just

a handful finer. This date was too late to be included in the

S.S. Central America treasure, and too early to be preserved

in top grade in either the S.S. Brother Jonathan or S.S. Republic

finds. All three of these finds have combined to create a very

dynamic market for early double eagles, including Mint State

examples that are not otherwise available, at least not easily.

Filling in the Mint State treasure coins are other double eagles,

mostly available where you can find them. EF and AU are

standard grades, punctuated by the occasional Uncirculated

example. Really attractive pieces in MS-60 to MS-62 are quite

elusive in comparison to the demand for them.
#008929

1408

1863-S Net AU-55; sharpness of AU-58, lightly cleaned.

Strong original lustre remains in the recessed areas despite

a faint cleaning; basically just the high points were affected

with faint, light brush marks. A popular Type I branch mint
double eagle issue.

#008940

Elusive 1864-S Liberty $20

1409

1864-S AU-58 (NGC). Frosty and lustrous deep honey gold

with rich rose highlights. A popular San Francisco Mint issue

from the waning years of Type I Liberty double eagle coin-

age.

#008942

Aori.il view of VVolfeboro, New U.inipshire, circ.i 1890.
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Magnificent Gem Proof 1870 Coronet Double Eagle

Tied for Finest Known

1410 1870 Proof-66 (PCGS). One of the most impressive coins in the entire sale. The surfaces are stunning with

no surface marks or hairlines of any consequence. Well frosted on the devices by the dies, and this coin was

likely graded before the "Cameo" or "Deep Cameo" designations were employed by PCGS. LiberU' herself

shows bold frost on her neck, face, and hair. Even the denticles are frosted, while the fields are boldly mir-

rored by the dies and show the expected orange-peel surface under microscopic examination. A touch of

coppery gold toning has settled into the fields, giving the coin a regal, aged appearance. For identificabon,

two minute ticks are found along Liberty's jaw midway between her ear and chin. When the obverse die

was engraved, a complex lint mark was created curling through IDE of LIBERTY which appears raised on

the coin. This lint mark should be present on all 1870 Proof double eagles struck from this obverse die, as

the lint mark almost certainly was created when the die was made by the master hub. For sheer eye appeal,

the present coin would be ver\^ difficult to top, and from a technical standpoint only one other example

has been graded this fine by NGC, with none seen finer by either serv'ice. The typical Proof Libeiiy’ double

eagle appearing at auction is a Type III, often dated in the 1890s through the end of the series. As a group,

Tvpe II double eagles are ver\' rare in Proof, and aside from the occasional landmark collection such as that

of Harrv' W. Bass, ]r., it is rather unusual to see any examples offered. It is interesting to compare auction

appearances of the three different tvpes of Liberty double eagles in Proof. In the Official Red Book ofAuction

Records compiled by John Dannreuther and Jeff Garrett for the years 1994 through 2004, there were 21 Type

I Pnxifs, 45 Type if Prexifs, and 368 Tvpe III Proofs. Though the number of production years of each h pc

account's for some of this difference, the point is well made that as a Proof type coin, the Type I and Tvpe

II styles are considerably rarer than the final style.

PC C.S Population: 1 ;
none finer within anv designation.

The year 1870 saw the nation struggling to ivaner from the hormrs of the Civil War Much of the South and Mid-Atlantr had

Nvn tom to pieces by the armies, and the economic impact would last tor years to come With a tmv mintage is ,hcrr

simply were very few collectors then or now who could manage to obtain a specimen In the qualiW con--:=>us market t.xT v tlv

demand for gem spr-cimens of all Pnxrf gold far exceeds the supply A coin with this much eve appeal and tchni..;, qu.-.tx •• .1

certainly command a lot of attention, which it has earned by surMving in such sup riative omdihon

tnOWHS
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Lustrous 1870-S $20

1411

1870-S AU-58 (NGC). A lovelyAU example retaining perhaps

80% of the original lustre.

#008959

Classic 1873 Proof $20 Rarity

2.x photo

1412

1873 Close 3. Proof-63 ULTRA CAMEO (NGC). Just 20 Proof

double eagles were struck in the year 1873, as part of sets.

Although a few marks can be seen, the visual aspect is superb,

with the portrait and other motifs against deep mirrors. Eye

appeal comes to the fore. An outstanding example.
N(,C' Census: 1; 6 finer within ,iny desij^ndtiun (Pr(K)f-65 ULTRA

C AMI'O finest).

As the dies for this <ind other Proof j;i>ld coins were made early in the

year 1875, before the last di^it of the date was moditii-d to the "open" style,

all Pr(N)fs lire of the C Iom' .5 ronfimiration.

UtfmHH

Rare Very Choice Mint State

1873 Open 3 Double Eagle

2.x photo

1413

1873 Open 3. MS-64 (PCGS). An important condition

rarity which is extremely rare so well preserved. To date

PCGS has awarded a mere four coins this grade with a

single coin seen finer by that service. The surfaces are

attractive with strong lustre in the fields and a few mi-

nor ticks. For identification purposes, there is a shallow

horizontal tick on Liberty's neck just below her chin

and a dull scuff below ITE of UNITED on the reverse

field. Although a very common issue in most grades, the

number that have survived in grades of MS-63 or finer

is quite small. This is not only true for the date, but for

the entire type. The Type 11 double eagles have the Motto

on the reverse (added in 1866), and the denomination

is abbreviated to TWENTY D. The Type II reverse was

changed in 1877 when the denomination was spelled out

in full, and this design continued until l'-H17 when the

Augustus Sainl-Gaudens design was adopted.
I’CtiS Popul.itii'ii: 4; 1 liner (MS-^5 linest).

SlACK
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1414

1873 Open 3. MS-62 (PCGS). Satiny honey gold with strong

lustre and a warm, faint olive glow.

#(X)8%7

1415

1873 Open 3. MS-62 (NGC). Frosty honey gold with strong

lustre and pale rose iridescence. One of the few Type II

Liberty double eagles that is occasionally available in Mint

State, making for a grand opportunity.

#tXW967

1416

1873-S Open 3. EF-45 (NGC), Medium honey gold with rt>se

highlights and lustre in the protected areas.

#008979

Lustrous Mint State 1875 S20 Gold

2.x photo

1417

1875 MS-63 (PCGS). A lovely example with satinv lustre on both sides, somewhat subdued, indicahng it has

never btvn dipped or brightened. At this level the 1875 can be considered scarce. Its desirabilih- is enhanced In-

the possibility that this could be included to reflect the scarcest of all LiberU' Head h pes, the Type II motif, made

only from 18^ to 1876.

#00897.1

•lACXS
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Choice 1875-CC Double Eagle

Only One Finer Graded

2.t photo

1418 1875-CC MS-63 (PCGS). Ranking very high in the NGC Census, this lovely 1875-CC is kept

company by nearly two dozen others, but only one is graded higher. The obverse is highly

prooflike, and from a very early state of the dies, showing horizontal striae. The reverse is richly

lustrous. Contact marks are more obvious on the obverse than the reverse, accented somewhat

by the prooflike character. A very attractive, well struck coin. Eminently desirable as a Carson

City condition rarity, but also worth considering for t\'pe set purposes, representing as it does

the elusive 1866-1876 style With Motto on the reverse and the denomination expressed as

TWENTY D.

#008974

Popular 1875-CC Double Eagle

Attractive Mint State

1419 1875-CC MS-61 (PCGS). A verv nice example which has been graded MS-61, but which has

overall appearance and eve appeal finer than the indicated grade—certainly equaling some

called MS-62 or even MS-63, as even a quick inspection will verih'. Although the 1875-CC is

not a rare date, the CC mintmark adds a great deal of romance and appeal. Most surxiving

examples of the issue are in grades far below the offered coin.

#008974

iukS
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Probably the Finest Known Gem Mint State 1877-S Double Eagle

2.x photo

1420 1877-S MS-65 (NGC). A fabulous condition rarity which retains especially vibrant lustre in the

fields. The strike is typically sharp, with no softness readily apparent. The planchet is bright yel-

low gold, with a hint of greenish gold near the rims and quite appealing. This combination of

natural colors is often lacking from the double eagle series. Examination will find no significant

or distracting bagmarks on the surfaces, and as such the present coin is quite extraordinary. In

fact, this is the finest example of this date graded by either grading service, and it is alone in the

gem category. Furthermore, only three examples have been graded as high as MS-64, further

confirming the rarity of this issue in high grade.

NGC Census: 1; none finer.

#008984

1421 1877-S MS-62 (NGC). Sparkling honey gold with strong lustre and warm olive highlights. An
attractive coin for the grade.

#008984

308 SiuH
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Superlative Cameo Proof 1879 $20

None Certified Finer

1422 1879 Proof-66 CAMEO (NGC). An exemplar)' cameo Proof of the date, a beautiful coin with heav-

ily frosted motifs seemingly suspended against deep mirror fields. From a reported mintage for

the date of just 30 Proofs, with perhaps just one third of that figure available today in any grade.

The present specimen is one of the finest graded by NGC. At once exciting and rare, we would be

remiss if we did not add "beautiful" to the line-up of attributes this gorgeous coin exhibits. Make

no bones about it. Proof double eagles are rare, and those of the 1870s are among the rarest.

NGC Census: 1; none finer.

fl08909.S

HACKS
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1423

Gem Proof 1881 Double Eagle

Among Finest Graded

2x photo

1881 Proof-65 ULTRA CAMEO (NGC). A lovely coin of superb quality, with warm yellow gold surfaces. Quality
such as this is very difficult to find, even among Proof gold, as many pieces have been brightened or conserved
to be bright (including the entire Trumpeter Collection of Proof gold; Ed Trumpeter was very proud to relate that

he had brightened them all by using a special "rocket science" solution). Otherwise, Proof gold gains a warm
orange color over a long period of years, due to the presence of 10% copper as an alloy.

Regarding the present 1881, the date is elusive in all grades, with scarcely more than 2,000 circulation strikes

accompanying only 61 Proofs. We cannot account for anything close to 61 different collectors acquiring Proofs
that year, so many must have gone to the public. In any event, nowhere near that amount can be accounted for

today. The two essential aspects of high grading number plus aesthetic appeal, come together here, resulting in

this piece having very little competition among those that survive. An enthusiastic bid is well deserved!

NGC Census: 2; 1 finer (Proof-66 ULTRA CAMEO).

From ANR’s Classics Sale, December 2003, Lot 1015.

#099097

Choice Proof 1881 Double Eagle

1424 1881 Proof-63 ULTRA CAMEO (NGC). The 1881 is highly respected as a rare date in anv grade, with Proofs be-

ing rarer still. The present piece shows contact marks in the field, particularlv on the face, and has been graded

Proof-63 by NGC. The original "orange peel" character of the field is still evident. A wiirthwhile example of this

well known American rarity.

N< it t onsils: 2; 2 finor vvitliin the Ji'si^n.ition (Proof-hS UI IRA t'AMI'Cl linost).

310
. /

Stacks
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Low-Mintage 1882 Double Eagle Rarity

Circulation Strike Mintage: 571

1425 1882 Brilliant Uncirculated-60 PL. Bright and lustrous prooflike surfaces, intense yellow gold with scattered

marks and ticks, chiefly on the obverse—the reverse fared much better. Struck from the Proof dies of the year, as

were all Philadelphia issues of this date, both in Proof format and as circulation strikes. The present piece, while

showing the prooflike surfaces mentioned above, dws not show sharp w'ire rims, or the crisply defined rt*t‘ding

.seen on Proofs. Rather, the rims are rounded, reeding is typical of circulation strikes, and some softness of detail

on the obverse center give away that the piece was not struck with the increased attention given to the produc-

tion of Proof specimens. A rare prize among the design type, a date that saw a circulation strike production run of

just 571 pieces, a low figure by any standard, and one of the foremost rarities in the Liberty double eagle series as

such. Indeed, it is probably much easier to locate a Proofof the date than to locate a circulation strike! We suspt‘ct

that more than one advanced completist among Liberh' double eagle specialists will have a strategy—and buying

price—figured out well in advance of the bidding.

#008996

Choice Mint State 1883-S S20

Exceptional Eye Appeal

1426 1S83-S MS-61 (PCGS). R.inkins hish in the PCGS population, hut with good companv at thw grade and on ,

eiitht finer; the pre-a-nt ISR1-S earn, high mark, for it. visual appeal. Both obr erM> and rererM- , m we' - k

dtvply lustrous and vert- attractive. If you have hes-n ws'kmg an MS-61 example of the- p'pular San s.

isMie, vour search stops here.

#009000
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Lustrous 1888 Double Eagle

1428

1887-S MS-62 (PCGS). Frosty honey gold with a few scat-

tered marks keeping it from a much finer grade. Strong lustre

supports rich rose iridescence.

#009007

1427 1883-S MS-62 (PCGS), Satiny medium gold with pale olive

highlights and strong cartwheel lustre on both sides. Some-
what prooflike, especially on the reverse.

#009000

1429

1888 MS-63 (PCGS). Deep, rich lustre is seen on both sides.

Orange-gold toning overall, with some copper and gray
at the dentils. Only eight have been certified higher by
PCGS.

#009008

Majestic Gem Proof 1890 Double Eagle

1430

1890 Proof-65 (PCGS). Outstanding quality for the connoisseur with thick frost on the devices and lettering,

confined by the reflective fields. Although not stated on the insert, the present coin shows strong cameo contrast

as do all Proofs of this date. A token 55 were struck, scarcely enough to wear the dies at alt. Examination will find

hints of hairlines, scarcely visible. For identification there is a minute planchet flake left of the final obverse star.

No disturbances of consequence are found on the devices or fields and the surfaces retain the exceptional eve ap-

peal imparted by the Philadelphia Mint. This example is presently one of the two finest graded by PCGS, but five

others are graded higher by NGC including three reported as Proof-68 by that service (resubmissions likelv).

PCGS Population: 2; none finer.

The quality of Proof gold from this era is astounding. Surviving examples are unsurpassed for beautv and technical acliievement of

the well frosted devices combined with the orange peel texture in the reflective fields. A strong magnifier wilt displav the tin\' interlocking

pieces which form the mirror surface. It is counterintuitive that a foundation of tiny pieces could be as ndlective as a smooth, unbix'ken

surface, but that is the result to the unaided eye. In combination with the orange peel mirror fields, the engravers fX'rtected their abilitv to

frost the devices and lettering. Most likely the dies were dip^x'd in an acid solution which etched tlie die. causiiig minute eix'sion over the

entire surface. After this prixess, the fields were polished smooth (leaving the sunken etched anxis untouched) and the dies wen' n’ad\ to

strike Proof coins. ( ieneral business strike ilies were not frosted in the same wav, nor wen' tlu' fields as can'tullv jx'ilished. I li'w tlie orange

p«'el fit'lils were then imparted to the coins remains unkiunvn.

KlKWIDh
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Sparkling Gem Brilliant Uncirculated 1890 Double Eagle

Possibly the Finest Known

1431 1890 MS-66 (NGC). The present coin was found in a small hoard of gold coins dated between 1889 and 1893, dis-

covered in late 1998 or early 1999. From a small mintage of 75,940 pieces this piece is the finest seen. The surfaces am
outstanding with no disfiguring nicks or cuts. Clearly this coin was set aside from the time of issue and hand selected

for its quality. Under normal coining and packing condition.s, most double eagles s<x)n bt'come nicked and cut as

the soft gold surfaces are marred from knocking together in bags or bins virtually from the moment they am struck.

The present coin was somehow spared to come down to us far nicer than any others of its date. For identification,

there is a single small nick between stars 8 and 9 above the back of Liberty's head. The strike is typically sharp, and

the original lustre remains strong. NGC has graded one other example of this date as MS-65, none have bexm graded

that high at PCGS. Therefore, there an> pm^cisely two gem or finer coins certified of this date.

NGC Census: 1; none finer within any designation.

#009013

Choice 1891-S Double Eagle

Highest PCGS Grade

1432

1433

1891-S MS-64 (PCGS). Well struck with satiny lustre. Scattered contact marks as expected. A high-grade example

of this popular double eagle, w'ith none finer graded by PCGS.

#009018

1891-S Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly Choice-61. A brilliant, lustrous,

*009018

and vcTA attractive example
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Key Date and Classic Rarity Gem 1892 Double Eagle

One of 4,430 Coined

2x photo

1434 1892 MS-66 (NGC). Excellent surfaces and quality for even a common date double eagle, but this is hardly com-
mon. This is an 1892, one of the most coveted dates in the entire series. The surfaces show a bit of haze acquired over
the past 115 years. However, this fails to diminish the rich lustre which bathes the fields with eye appeal. Close
examination will find few faults. For identification purposes the leading edge of Liberty's nose has a trio of nicks

between the bridge and tip. No other surface marks warrant attention.

The double eagle of 1892 has long earned its place as one of the classic rarities of the Coronet series. Not only was the mintage abysmally
low, but the survival rate of around 5% leaves few for collectors to choose from. Remarkably, a small hoard of gold coins turned up eight

years ago, which included two or three gem examples of this date. The present coin is from that hoard as the NGC serial number is sequential

to the 1890 gem double eagle just offered, and these coins were submitted together in the same batch from this small treasure. Historically,

the American economy went through a sharp recession in 1892-3, and demand for double eagles fell as bankers dug in their heels and busi-

ness slowed. The bulk of double eagle production shifted to the San Francisco Mint while the Philadelphia Mint focused on issuing large

quantities of the new Barber silver coinage, accounting to some degree for the extremely low mintage of the 1892 double eagle.

NGC Census: 3; 4 finer within any designation (MS-68 finest).

#009019

Choice Brilliant Uncirculated 1892-CC Double Eagle

1435 1892-CC MS-63 (PCGS). Tied with a select handful as the finest seen of this popular date and mint. The surfaces

show a few trivial handling marks, none deep or distracting, and the eye appeal imparted at the time of striking

remains generally intact. The strike is a tad soft on the star centers, common on this i.ssue. For identification pur-

poses, there is a small speck over the ninth obverse star and a couple of minor field marks on the rew'rse. Most of

the finer examples of this date have turned up in European hoards in recent years, otherwise this dale and mint

would be virtually unobtainable this nice. Ten examples have been graded as MS-63 between PCGS and NGL'.

with none seen finer. With the popularity of collecting by specific mints on the rise, coins like the present one will

always command considerable attention for their quality, eye appeal, and rarit\’.

I’( ( .s Popul.ition: 3; nuni- finor.

s()(»‘)()2(l

.114 Si vcK'
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Choice 1893-CC Double Eagle

Outstanding Eye Appeal

Last Year of Issue

2a phoio

1436 1893-CC MS-63 (PCGS). With warm yellow gold surfaces, fully lustrous, nice strike, and great eye appeal, this is

one of the nicest 1893-CC double eagles you could ever hope to find at the MS-63 level, possibly a statement that

could include MS-64 coins as well, it is that attractive! This represents the last year of coinage operation of the

Carson City Mint. Only 18,402 were made in an era in which Carson City coins garnered scarcely any numismatic

attention.

#009023

Impressive Gem Brilliant Uncirculated 1894 Double Eagle

1437 1894 MS-65 (NGC). A bold strike and exceptional qualitv are the hallmarks of this memorable coin. Although

,1 plenliful date in most grades, the numbers tail off significantly at the choice level, then fall off the page at the

gem point Those that did survive spent most of their time in bags or hoppers and acquired the usual nicked up

surfaces One of the ram exceptions is the present coin, which retains not onlv strong lustre but ven clean .uriacc-

Tor identification, a small bagmark msides just behind LibertOs mouth on her ch^k extending more or Ir-- on

a hori/onlal axis. Curiously, the presc-nt coin has the same NGC .erial number^the im2 and
f

they were submitted for grading in the same batch of coins, and this may have been fmm that -mah hoard ol g,

coins which contained thiweother gems in this same sale. Tied with a select group ot fix e ann- ,,s 1„. - rrc.-,) t

below a single MS-67 example graded by NGC.

\i A < en-sie 4, 1 finer within an\ de-ignalinn (Pmof-^r fin. sf)

flllUil ’k
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1438

1894 Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly Choice-62. Brilliant,

lustrous, and beautiful. A thoroughly satisfying example at

the assigned grade level.

#009025

Sparkling Gem Brilliant Uncirculated 1894-S

2x photo

1439

1894-S MS-65 (NGC). A stunning example of this com-

mon date which is seldom seen above Choice Brilliant

Uncirculated. The surfaces are especially bright yellow
gold with a touch of coppery toning starting to form near
the rims. For identification, there are a couple of minor
ticks below Liberty's hair bun in the lower right obverse
field, otherwise her cheek and neck are quite clean.

The combined NGC and PCGS Census and Population
Reports tally a scant eight coins graded this high of the

date, with none seen finer. For the date or type collector

who demands the very finest available, here is a coin to

pursue.
NGC Census: 7; none finer within the designation.

#009026

1440

1895 MS-64 (PCGS). A frosty specimen, sharp and lustrous

and not far off the mark for gem quality.

#009027

Choice 1896-S Double Eagle

Exceptionally Beautiful

1441

1896-S MS-64 (PCGS). Eye appeal comes to the forefront

with this 1896-S, having as it does simply superb eye appeal.

Warm yellow-orange gold surfaces. Never dipped or bright-

ened. Well struck and desirable in every respect. Ideal for a

truly high-grade double eagle collection or, for that matter,

as an exceptional addition to a tvpe set.

#009030

316 Stack'
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1443

1444

Majestic Gem Brilliant Proof 1897 with Cameo Contrast

1442 1897 Proof-65 CAM (NGC). An especially bright and frosty gem brilliant Proof coin that has strong contrast

between the devices and fields. This lacks the haze so often seen, and the surfaces are exceptional to show off

the extraordinary quality produced by the Philadelphia Mint. From the original low mintage of 86 pieces, there

are perhaps 20-25 known today. Of this number, a few are preserved in gem grades, but this date is considerably

scarcer than the 1896 or most of the dates that follow. For identification there is a short almost straight lint mark

below the N of UNITED in the field. There are no spots or hairlines apparent, and this is a simply magnificent

gem which exudes eye appeal and quality. Perhaps half a dozen are known that have survived in such exceptional

grades, including all three of the various grading designations. The microscopic orange peel fields are clear and

the boldly frosted devices are offset by these highly reflective fields. A memorable specimen of this coveted issue,

with extraordinary eye appeal that any specialist will long enjoy.

NGC Census: 4; 3 finer within any designation (PrcHif-Wi ULTRA CAMEO).

#089113

1897 MS-64 (NGC). Brilliant and lustrous. Warm yellow gold

indicating it has not been brightened or dipped. A "nice" coin

in ever}' way.

«009fl31

1897 MS-63 (PCGS). Sharply struck and richly lustrous. A

ver}’ nice example, probably struck from Klondike gold.

fOi».r;l

Choice 1897-S Double Eagle

1445 1897-S MS-64 (NGC). Both obverse and mverse are well strude,

deeply lustrous, and have superb eye appeal. A lovely coin.

In 1897 gold from the Klondike 6nd was pouring into the San 1 raruiso

Mint, while in the meanhme Amenca was excited about treasures to be found

north in Alaska and British Columbia, in and around the Yukon River Th*

present double eagle holds its secrets, of course, and we ll ne\’er kivm

#009032

1446 1 898-S MS-64 (NGC). Well stnn k bnlliant - r.A g, . I .s

gold. Satinv surfares add tr the .rilta*;*- • v

SiacrS
J17
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Gem Proof 1899 Double Eagle

Superb Quality

2.V photo

1447 1899 Proof-65 CAMEO (NGC). A lovely specimen of the Proof 1899 double eagle, virtually perfect save for a few
tiny contact marks scarcely visible. Deep "orange peel" surface on both sides. Of the 84 examples coined, relatively

few survive today in condition challenging the offered example. The vast majority of pieces were either handled
carelessly in an era in which not much attention was paid to quality, or else spent. The present coin will satisfy

the double eagle specialist as well as offer a possibility for a very high-grade type set. It is certainly beautiful to

behold and will be even nicer to own.

NGC Census: 4; 1 finer within the designation (Proof-66 CAMEO).
The idea of spending a double eagle, although it sounds strange today, was not unusual in the early 20th century. Such coins had little

resale value, and were apt to bring $21 or $22 in the early 1920s. Rather than consign them to auction, it was simpler just to spend them,
and many did. It was not until the 1930s that Proof gold coins of higher denominations ($5 through $20) began to be seriously appreciated

by the numismatic community.

#089115

Gem Proof 1900 Double Eagle

1448 1900 Proof-65 (NGC). Earning high marks for the assigned grade, this stands today as one of the finest survivors

from an original Proof mintage of 124 pieces. Remarkably, this coin has not been dipped or brightened, giving it

a somewhat subdued brilliance.

While the 1900 double eagle is properly con.sidered to be the last issue of the 19th century, just about an\ one

forming a 20th-century type set would opt to include a coin of this date if given the chance. .As such, the appeal

is multiple—to the collector of "trophy" coins, to the double eagle specialist, and to anyone torming an especialh’

high-grade type set.

N( ii ‘ cnsus: h fituT within .m\’ ilcsign.tti('n (I’ronl-(i7 t'AMIfl lincst).

aoe**! Is

318 Sluk'
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1449

1900-S lVIS-63 (PCGS). Lustrous with lightly toned surfaces.

A nice San Francisco double eagle from the end of the 19th

century or the beginning of the 20th century (depending on

whether you are technically minded or have a more popular

view).

#(X)9038

1450

1901 MS-65 (PCGS). A splendid gem that boasts copper-

gold toning on both sides and a few minor chatter marks on

Liberty's face and neck. The strike is sharp and the ^ olor is

pleasing to the eye. As nice as this date is readily found, w ith

a mere thrcv coins graded as MS-66, and a few hundmd wn
at the gem level. This coin was put away stmie years ago as

the PCGS holder has the green insert.

5009039
1451

Trio of double eagles: 1902-S Net VF-35; sharpness of

EF-45, cleaned 1909/8 Net AU-50; sharpness of ALI-58,

cleaned 1927 MS-61. Lustrous medium gold with a hint

of rose highlights. (Total: 3 pieces)

1452 1904 MS-63 (NGC). Frosty medium gold with strong lustre

and pale olive highlights.

#(X19045

1453 Pair of double eagles grading MS-63 (PCGS): 1907 Liberty.

Lustrous with hints of delicate frost)' olive on both surfaces

1924 Saint-Gaudens. Satiny golden rose lustre. (Total: 2

pieces)

Lustrous MCMVII (1907) Double Eagle

1454

MCMVII (1907) High Relief, Wire Rim. Proof-62 (NGC). A nicely struck, lustrous example in somewhat pale

yellow gold. A few light obverse hairlines account for the grade. However, it still stands as a worthwhile example

of one of America's all-time favorite coin designs.

51X191 3S
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Desirable Gem Brilliant Uncirculated MCMVII High Relief

2x photo

1455 MCMVII (1907) High Relief, Wire Rim. MS-65 (PCGS). One of the most popular and beautiful

issues ever to fall from a coining press, the designs were completed by Augustus Saint-Gaudens

just months before his death in late 1907. The original concept coin was the Ultra High Relief

which lacked the rim seen here and was truly more of a medal than a coin which could circulate.

Only a handful of the Ultra High Relief coins exist today. The first realistic revision was this High
Relief coinage, which still rec'juired several blows from the dies to strike up the devices fully. Saint-

Gaudens wished to create something comparable to the coinage of fhe ancienf Greeks, wifh bold

yet artistic devices. President Teddy Roosevelt gave Saint-Gaudens the support to cut through

most of the bureaucratic red tape, which lasted just long enough to coin 12,367 pieces of this High
Relief design. After these were coined. Mint Engraver Gharles Barber had his way with the Saint-

Gaudens design, greatly reducing the depth of fhe design but making the coins much easier to

strike, a practical reality for any minf fhaf must coin millions of planchefs as quickly as possible.

The surfaces are virtually perfect on this coin. Close examination will find fhe delicafe swirl

marks caused when the dies were polished by the engraver, and these are present on all high-grade

examples. The strike is full and complefe, wifh Liberfy's facial features clear along with every fold

in her dress. The eagle is a testament to the skill of Sainf-Gaudens, wifh the high ridge of the wing
rising dramatically above the surface of the field. One minute speck is below the eagle's stomach,

tucked into the rays of fhe sun. Graded some years ago as the PCGS insert is the older green style

not used in several years. The Wire Rim is more commonly seen as opposed to the Flat Rim, which

likely is the result of a differenf coining collar used during striking process. A formidable gem that

will delight any person with artistic taste.

#009135

320 SrvcK"
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Choice MS-64 MCMVIl High Relief S20

2x photo

1456 MCMVIl (1907) High Relief, Wire Rim. MS-64 (NGC). Sparkling olive-gold with intense cartwheel lustre and

a bold strike. A lovely coin for the grade, devoid of marks of consequence, certainly devoid of marks that can be*

detected by the unaided eye. A lovely tribute to this landmark design type. This exceptional coin is easily equal

to the assigned grade, and perhaps then some.
#009135

Nice MS-63 MCMVIl High Relief $20

2v photo

1457 MCMVTI (1907) High Relief, Wire Rim. MS-63 (NGC). Sparkling yellow gold with rich honex’ highlights and

strong eve appeal, esptviallv within the parameters of the assigned grade. A pleasing example with a few faint

marks noted, though the depth and beauW of the design type tend to diminish these greatlv.

#009135
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2x photo

1458 MCMVII (1907) High Relief, Wire Rim. MS-63 (NGC). Bright yellow gold with expansive cart-

wheel lustre and rich olive toning. A choice coin for the grade, devoid of all but a few trivial marks
that must be hunted down and distinguished individually; even then they have no visual impact.

Simply gorgeous for the grade.

#009135

Attractive Uncirculated MCMVII High Relief $20

Lustrous MS-63 MCMVII High Relief $20

2.x photo

1459 MCMVII (1907) High Relief, Wire Rim. MS-62 (PCGS). Sparkling yellow gold with inten.se lusta'

and grand overall eye appeal for the assigned grade. Wire or "fin" around much of the obverse

periphery and a bit of the reverse as well, caused by pressure from the dies which caused exce.ss

metal to rise up and around the die, rather than a purposeful intent by the Mint. An altogether

pleasing example of Teddy Roosevelt's pride and joy.

#(X)9135

322 SruK
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I:\ceptioniil 1907 Saint-Gaudens Double Eagle

"Arabic" Date

1460 1907 Saint-Gaudens. Arabic Numerals. MS-66 (PCGS).

Well struck and with warm yellow gold lustre, this piece is

exceptional in grade as well as eye appeal. Such coins were

struck in December 1907, at the same time MCMVll pieces

were produced with separate equipment. While the 1907

regular or so-called "Arabic" date double eagle is not rare

in lower grades, in the MS-66 echelon and with superb eye

appeal the present piece can be called scarce.

#009141

1461 1908 No Motto, Long Rays. MS-62 (NGC). Deep honey gold

with satisfying lustre and good eye appeal for the assigned

grade.

#009142

Gem 1908-D No Motto $20

Long Rays on Obverse

1462

1908-D No Motto, Long Rays. MS-65 (PCGS). A sharply

struck, lustrous, and very attractive example of the Denver

Mint v'ersion of this tvpe, produced only in the first half of

1908. With the Wells Fargo Hoard yielding nearly 20,000 Mint

State examples of the 1908 Philadelphia version, by contrast

the Denver coin is rare. The present piece is very attractive

and will look great in a high-grade collection.

#009143

1463

1908-1) No Motto, Long Rays. MS-64 (PCGS). Bright honey

gold with brisk . artwheel lustre and impressive eye ap^x'al

that an* ure to bring out the bidder in you.

1(109144

Superb Gem 1908-D Double I agle

With .Motto

1464

1908-D Motto. MS-66(PCGS).Alovelvcoin, sharply struck,

with rich lustre, and supc'rb eye appeal, this 1908-D is one ot

the nicest we have ever seem or handled. For the advanced

collector and connoisseur this is just right—no improvement

ever needed! Important also as the first year with IN CjOD
WE TRUST on the reverse, making it a distinct possibilitv tor

inclusion in a high qualitv tvpe set.

#(X)9148

1465

1908-D Motto. MS-64 (PCGS). Well struck, brilliant, and

lustrous. A nice example of the date, mint, and H'pe. Such

pieces were struck beginning in the summer of 1908.

#009148

Rare 1908-S With Motto $20

Nearly Full Lustre
1466

1908-S AU-58 (NGC). Among early Saint-<,auden‘« doubk

eagles the 1908-S stands high as a famou" ranh lust 21:""

were minted, with no more than a small handful sot .: io

for numismatic purposes at the time, and oven th«'^" r., r !

be confirmed with certainty. The mintage w as - i-.i nto

circulation, including for export, whee the o r- ser , r.-i

long and well. Nearlv all example- .how s es b , ,,t

wear. The pmsimt coin w -luiti attra^Tne wth- - r --

grade and ri'tains neadv all of It-

•

eig- ,r .

pissibilitx for fhe ad' -na-f - ;

' ’

r(i(i9i4«j

ns
Stacks
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Gem 1909-S Double Eagle

1467 1909-S MS-65 (NGC). Struck in light yellow gold. Lustrous.

Scattered contact marks are most evident on the reverse. Only
six have been graded finer by NGC.

#009153

1468 1909-S MS-64 (PCGS). Deep striking, remarkable in this

regard, with rich lustre and attractive surfaces all come
together to yield a 1909-S that is truly special. In this grade

the 1909-S is not rare by any means, but the combination of

striking and quality is probably present in no more than one

out of five offered examples.
#009153

Gem 1910 Double Eagle

1469 1910 MS-65 (NGC). Well struck, lustrous, and beautiful in

every respect, this 1910 is one of the finest graded by NGC.
Common in tower grades, this Philadelphia Mint issue is

quite scarce in MS-65, especially when superb eye appeal is

part of the equation, as it is here.

#009154

1470 1910 MS-64 (NGC). Lovely light lustrous surfaces, orange

blendeil with gold, with a satiny appearance.

1471 1910-D MS-65 (PCGS). Brilliant, well struck, and lustrous.

A very handsome example.
#009155

1472 Pair of double eagles grading AU-58 (PCGS): 1910-D

1911-D. Both display lustrous medium gold surfaces with

lovely rose highlights mainly at the high points. (Total: 2

pieces)

Gem 1910-S Double Eagle

1473 1910-S MS-65 (NGC). Brilliant and lustrous. Some light gray

toning areas in the right obverse field. Only seven examples

have been graded higher by NGC.
#009156

Bright Gem 1911-S Double Eagle

1474 1911-S MS-65 (PCGS). A sparkling gem with exquisite eye

appeal. Liquid cartwheel lustre spills across the honey gold

surfaces in abundance.
#009159

1475 1911-S MS-64 (PCGS). Well struck, lustrous surtaces with

the expected contact marks. Popular San I'rancisco issue.

«(MNI5'->
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Rare and Desirable 1912 Gem Rroof Double Eagle

2x photo

1476 1912 Proof-66 (NGC). A delightful coin to study, perfectly struck and carefully preserved so that after 95 years

since coining it remains a solid gem. One shadowy speck is present in the left obverse field, with a couple of faint

hairlines nearby extending right toward the center in a horizontal direction. The double eagles of 1912 were struck

in the deep gray-mustard gold finish which most closely mimics that seen on the 1908 Matte Proofs, but is a bit

lighter in color than the 1908. Each year slight changes were made to the proofing process which resulted in color

variation from year to year, although each Proof issue starts from the matte process foundation. The Matte Proofs

look substantially different from the prior style of highly mirrored fields combined with satiny or frosted devices

and lettering. Coining a Matte Proof creates a surface which is far more uniform with both the fields and devices

appearing textured and satiny. A microscope reveals that the fields and devices are a matrix of interlocking facets

which produce tiny specks of reflectivity like so many diamonds on a mirror. After the usual misundersUxrd

resistance, collectors from the time of issue belie\’ed the new matte process was not an improvement, and sales

dropped from year to year. As numismatics blossomed in the 1950s, these impressive Matte Proofs became highly

regarded and highly collectible. The recorded mintage for the year is a token 74 pieces in Proof, of which perhaps

50-60 survive. This date is usually available in gem grades, when it is available at all, with an average of a single

coin crossing the auction block every year or two.

NGC Census: 25; 12 finer (finest PF-68).

#009209

Some Commentary on Collecting Saint-Gaudens Double Eagles

bif Q. David Bowers

Collecting Saint-Gaudens double eagles is a particular passion

for quite a few people. The beauty part is that the vast majoriU' of

the dates can be obtained in Mint State. While the quality of certi-

fied coins can var\', and widely, they do make it easy for someone

without a deep knowledge to buy coins readily from many stiurces,

quickly building a collection. Then come the scarce and rare issues,

dominated by certain mintmarksof the 1920s plus the 1921 and all

dates and mints from 1929 onward. Still, there is enough money

around that these are bought up with enthusiasm w’hen they are

sold. There seems to be an almost unending demand.

More of a challenge is building a set as preceding, but carefully

i'hecking the coins one by one for aesthetic appeal. The striking

quality of most Saint-Cjaudens coins is fairly g(H>d, although there

are exceptions. The places to l(X)k first are the facial features of

Ml'. I.iberty !she was known as Fame or Victorv) and the details of

the United States C apitol at the lower left bottom on the obverse.

Other areas should be checked as well, of course. The biggest ob-

stacle to finding qualiU' is handling. A lot of pieces are excessively

bagmarked, literally peppered with nicks and scratches. This is

particularly true of Saint-Gaudens double eagles from 1 907 to 1 91 6,

the rare 1921 (which is verv difficult to find with excellent aesthetic

appeal, no matter how high the grade), the 1920-5 (another ver\

difficult issue), and the various mintmarks from 1924 to 1926, w ith

fewer problems seen on the mintmarks of 1927.

“Size is important," David \V. Akers wrote in the foreword toQ
David Bowers' Guide Book of United States Double Eu;(le<. published

bv Whitman, and a best seller since that time. Numismatists as well

as the general public arc automaticallv attraiTod to tht'st- L-rge

hea\w, and impressive coins, whereas the ap^val md ubtiet^ et

a half dime, or early cop|X’r amt, or colonial might K- le ! . n

in the absence of experience and alu-afion In f, p-F. . d

eagles are instanlh likeable'

Stacks
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1478 1912 MS-63 (PCGS). Brilliant and lustrous.

#009160

1479 1913-S Brilliant Uncirculated-60. Lightly cleaned. A lustrous

example in light yellow gold. Called "reverse improperly

cleaned" by a grading service, the piece has been brushed,

but it certainly has good company in the marketplace. A nice

coin overall, and one with a low rarity unmatched by tew

others of its era.

aiKNIM

1480 1914-S MS-65 (PCGS). Well struck and with rich lustre, this

is a particularly nice example of the San Francisco double

eagle of the year. Light toning indicates that this piece has

not been dipped or brightened.

#009166

1481 1914-S MS-65 (PCGS). Well struck, brilliant, and lustrous. .A

very nice example bv old time grading standards.

«IK)9|Mi

Gem Proof 1912 Double Eagle

Sand Blast Proof Style

2.V

1477 1912 Proof-65 (NGC). A lovely example, virtually as made, of the 1912 double eagle with what was called the

Sand Blast Proof finish in its own era, today sometimes called "Matte Proof." These pieces were struck carefully

on a medal press, raising up the detail to a superb degree, after which they were subjected to a fine stream of mi-

croscopic sand particles at high speed, the same technique used to create art medals. As a class. Sand Blast Proofs

are rare today. High quality pieces are even scarcer. The present issue is the first with 48 obverse stars around the

border, a sub-type made by adding two stars at the lower right, placing them on top of oak leaves. A very nice

coin that no doubt will attract a great deal of attention as it crosses the block.

#009209

326 SruK*
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I486 1922 MS-65 (PCGS). Brilliant and lustrous. Remarkably, al-

though there have Ix'en 858 certification events at this le\el,

only a few have been graded higher. Accordingly, MS-65

can be considered as the highest regularly available grade

a-.signed by I’CCiS.

fnrwi7t

1491 1923 MS-65 (PCGS). Well struck, brilliant, with delic t‘

>

ing, this joins somewhat over 2(10 other 1 922 double rr.^ -

the MS-65 categoiA’, with fewer than : handful no(»-d hr^t t

An excellent opportunih to a* Ljuire the h-enr t rr,i , r :V

eyptH-ted grade tor the popular Pl : ^ iphi - \ . r

t(X.

1487 1922 MS-65 (PCGS). Lustrous lightly toned surfaces. Popular

Philadelphia Mint issue.

#009173

1488 1922 MS-63 (NGC). Lustrous deep gold with much rose and
olive iridescence.

#009173

1489 Three Saint-Gaudens double eagles: 1922 (2) AU-58; AU-
55. Both display lustrous rose-gold surfaces 1923 MS-61.

Bright and lustrous golden surfaces. (Total: 3 pieces)

1484 1915-S MS-65 (NGC). Brilliant and lustrous. A ver\' pleasing

com.
#009168

1485 Two Saint-Gaudens double eagles grading MS-63 (NGC):

1915-S 1927. Both display lustrous and attractive medium

golden rose surfaces. (Total: 2 pieces)

Lovely Gem 1915-S Double Eagle

1483 1915-S MS-66 (NGC). Well struck, brilliant, and very beauti-

ful. Another exceptionally high quality coin, a superb gem
impression of this popular San Francisco Mint variety.

#009168
1490

1922-S MS-64 (PCGS). Well struck and richly lustrous. This

is a lovely example, far finer than typically seen. One of a

couple hundred graded by PCGS at this level but with only

a dozen higher. A nice combination of high grade and, within

the context of the issue, reasonable price.

#009174

1482 1914-S MS-64 (PCGS). A brilliant, lustrous example of this

popular San Francisco issue.

#(X)9166

Choice 1922-S $20 Gold

Gem 1923 Double Eagle

Stack's
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Gem 1923 Double Eagle

Among Finest Graded

1492 1923 MS-65 (PCGS). Although quite a few others have been
graded at the MS-65 level, only three have been assigned a

higher number by PCGS. The present coin has soft satiny

lustre, is well struck, and will serve the needs of anyone
seeking this popular Philadelphia Mint issue.

#009175

1493 1923 MS-64 (PCGS). Brilliant, lustrous, and attractive. A
"high end" example with far fewer handling marks than

expected. Worth a premium above the normal MS-64 price.

#009175

Superb Gem 1923-D Double Eagle

1494

1923-D MS-66 (PCGS). Lovely lustre and delicate toning give

this coin an exceptional degree of eye appeal. To see it is to

want to own it. Buy this and you'll never need to improve

this date and mint.

#009176

Superb Gem 1924 Double Eagle1495

1924 MS-66 (PCGS). Brilliant with satiny lustre. A very at-

tractive example that is far nicer than usually seen. In a very

"ancient" (relatively speaking) PCGS holder, smaller size,

and with different imprinting. We wonder if it might grade

a notch higher today?

#(X)9177

Key 1925-D Double Eagle

Lustrous Mint State

1496

1925-D MS-62 (PCGS). Although graded MS-62, this is as

nice as some attributed a notch higher. The piece is well

struck and very lustrous. Normal contact marks are seen on
both sides. It is believed that fewer than 1,000 pieces exist in

numismatics today.

#009181

Formerly Famous 1926-S Double Eagle

Choice Mint State

1497

1926-S MS-64 (NGC).A very nice example with lightly toned

gold and orange surfaces. Highly lustrous and well struck.

In the writer's view the enjoyment of any coin can be enhanced by

learning as much about its history and tradition as possible. Double eagles

have a particularly rich background.

Although 2,041,500 were minted, likely most of the paltry release

quantity of 2,500 were exported, these accounting for the source of the

estimated 1,000 to 1,500 Mint State coins known today, plus perhaps 150

to 300 worn examples. The others were probably stored domestically by

the government, and melted in 1937.

Similar to the earlier discussed 1924-S and 1926-D, the 1926-S was

on the "impossible to get" list in the 1940s, a fantastic rarity, one of the

landmarks of the Saint-Gaudens series. By the end of the 1950s dozens of

coins had been found in vaults in France, and additional coins were located

in Switzerland. Since that time additional coins have come to light, to the

point at which the 1926-S is rare, but not a prime key to the series. My
sources have commented that these are still being found now and then.

Most are in lower Mint State ranges. At the MS-65 level the 1926-S is a

formidable rarity. The release quantity of 2,500 puts a cap on how many

could be found, in theory.

Today, this coin has gone from impossible to inexpenshv. Well, not a'ally

inexpensive, but reasonably enough priced in the context of the double

eagle series. We would not be at all surprised so see intea’st perk up quite

a bit if the 2,500 distribution figure is ever widely publicized.

The 1926-S $20 was one of 10 varieties of Saint-Gaudens double eagles

available in Uncirculated condition for face value (plus mailing charge)

from the Treasury Department in the summer of 1A32, wliea' tliev' wea'

being stored as backing for Gold Certificates.

#009185

328 Si.uk'
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COMMEMORATIVE SILVER COINS
Proof 1893 Isabella Quarter Superb Gem 1893 Isabella Quarter

1498 1893 Isabella quarter. Proof-65 CAMEO (NGC). A lovely

example, fully brilliant, with some light scattered handling

marks on both sides. One of just six classified as Proof-65

Cameo by NGC, with only two at a higher level.

NGC Census: 6; 2 finer within any designation (I’roof-66 finest).

#009221

Superb Gem 1893 Isabelle Quarter

1500

1893 Isabella quarter. MS-661# PL (NGC). Brilliant with

prtKtflike surfaces on both sides. Call it Proofas you will, as the

delineation between Proofs and prooflike circulation strikes

is not well defined. In any event, we'll stick with prtxiflike

Uncirculated, adding that it is one of the nicest we have ever

seen—a simply gorgeous coin. Delicate toning over silver

surfaces.

NGC Cen.sus: 4; 2 finer within the designation (MS-67 PL finest).

#009220

From the Jewell Collection

2x photo

1501

1893 Isabella quarter. MS-65 (NGC). A lovely specimen with

satiny lustre on both sides. Brilliant with light brown and

gold toning around the rims. Needle sharp strike.

S009220

1502

1893 Isabella quarter. MS-64 (PCGS). Electric blue, g

and iridescent toning over lustrous surfaces A ven attrarr-x e

example.
C009220

1499 1893 Isabella quarter. MS-67 (NGC). A lovely coin, xxell

struck, with satiny lustre, and splashes of iridescent toning.

A visual treat. Clnly ten have been graded higher by NGC.

Prom the Ini'cll Colicctioti.

i'»"’20

1503

1893 Isabella quarter. Net Brilliant Uncirculated, nearb

Choice-62; sharpness ot MS-M, lighth • ie-j'Td ' Lr-

Brilliant and lustrous Eighth - leaned ^ r L

realh impairing the x isual efte-i

Stack's
S24
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Superb Gem 1900 Lafayette Dollar

2,v photo

1504 1900 Lafayette dollar. MS-66 (NGC). Certainly to be a great attraction at the sale is this outstanding quality 1900
Lafayette silver dollar, one of the finest graded by NGC. Overall the coin is deeply and fully lustrous, with irides-

cent toning on both sides, gray, gold, and magenta with hints of gunmetal-blue. There are some scattered marks,
but they are masked by the toning. An outstanding example of an issue which usually comes with significant

bagmarks, is cleaned, or has other problems.

From a technical viewpoint the 1900 Lafayette dollar is very curious. Both obverse and reverse dies were made by hand by punching the

letters and other elements individually, creating variations in letter angles and spacing, completely out of synchronization with the making
of all other coins of the era. Indeed, for most series this had not been practiced since the 1830s!

The entire mintage of 50,000 pieces, plus some extras for the Assay Commission, was accomplished in one day, on December 14, 1899,

the 100th anniversary of Washington's death. Probably the Mint issued a hurry-up call for dies, and they were hastily prepared, rather than
going through the hub and master die process normally used. Although the coins were struck in 1899, they bear the date on the back, PARIS
1900. The official take is that the coin has no date on it at all, and that the 1900 year refers to the time the International Exposition was held

in Paris, as it indeed was. It was thought that large numbers of these coins would be sold there, but this did not happen. In any event, the

Lafayette dollar stands as one of the most interesting of our early commemoratives.

#009222

Remarkable Quality 1900 Lafayette $1

1 505 1900 Lafayette dollar. MS-66 (NGC). I ight gmv anil bliie toning ox er lustrous surfaa's. L'ontai l marks aiv minimal,

yielding a rem.irkable qiialitv example. A fimi tor the lonnoisseiir.

(H,

330 Slack’
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Choice Lafayette Dollar

1506 1900 Lafayette dollar. MS-64 (PCGS). Light gray toning over

lustrous silver surfaces. Contact marks are minimal. Excellent

striking with good details.

S(HW222

1507 Group of NGC-certified commemorative half dollars:

1921 Alabama. 2X2. MS-63. Mixture of rose, gray, and gold

toning over both surfaces 1936-D Columbia. MS-65. Satiny

golden gray lustre 1922 Grant. Plain. MS-64. Lustrous with

a splash of iridescent rose at the obverse portrait 1937

Roanoke. MS-65. Lustrous gray-gold surfaces 1925 Norse

American medal. Thick planchet. MS-64. Lustrous silver gray

with splashes of rose on both surfaces. (Total: 5 pieces)

1508

1921 Alabama. Plain. MS-65 (NGC). Brilliant and lustrous. A
very nice example of this curious commemorative (struck in

1921 to observe an anniversary that took place in 1919).

#(X)92241509

1921 Alabama. Plain. MS-65 (NGC). Light gold toning over

satiny silver surfaces. Illustrated on the obverse are governors

Bibb and Kilby from yesterday and today (1821 and 1921).

S0W224

1510

1937 Antictam. MS-67 (PCGS). Delicate rainbow surfaces

around the borders with vividly lustrous siK’er centers,

tnwzz'j

1511 1937 Antietam. MS-65 (NGC). Intense gold and mottled

iridescent toning over silver surfaces.

S009229

1512 Pair of commemorative half dollars grading MS-65 (NGC):

1937 Antietam. Satiny golden lustre 1936 Gettvsburg.

Lustrous with just a whisper of silver gray and rose*. (Total:

2 pieces)

1513 1937 Arkansas PDS set grading MS-64 (NGC). Each obverse*

displays spe*ckle*d mottle*d golden brown toning over lustrous

rerse* surface's. The* reverses display splashes of rich mottle*d

silver gray, blue-gre*e*n, and rose*. (Tcrtal: 3 pie*ces)

1514

Pair of certified commemorative half dollars grading MS-65:

1938-S Arkansas. (NGC). Satiny gray lustre with splashe*sof

golden toning on both surfaces 1893 Columbian. (PCCjS).

Lustrous with golden toning at the* peripheries. (Total: 2

pieces)

1515 1939-D Arkansas. MS-66 (PCGS). Light gray toning over

lustrous silver surfaces. A nice example of the last and rarest

year in the Arkansas series.

#009250

1516 Quintette of NGC-certified commemorative half dollars:

1936-S Bay Bridge. MS-65. Lustrous silver gray with indes-

cent magenta, gold, blue, and rose at the obverse periphen-

1936 Cleveland. MS-65. Satiny with delicate iridescent

lilac, rose, and golden highlights 1> 1892 Columbian. MS-65.

Silver gray with sunset orange, sea green, magenta, and gold

at the obverse peripher\', rexerse with magenta and blue at

the peripherN’ 1937-D Oregon Trail. MS-65. Satiny lustre

on both surfaces with lilac-gray and gold on the rex erse

1935-S San Diego. MS-66. Pearl gray with splashes of miMlled

grav and pale magenta. (Total: 5 pieces:

1517 Pair of commemorative half dollars grading MS-66 (PC C.'st:

. 1934 B(xine. Frostx' silver grav surtaa's xvith -pla-

gold, sunset rose, and bluish grax at thi i')bx«-: 4 px -

^
rx

1933-D (3ri'gon Trail Satinx silxer gr.-- cEx ersf xx-;

splash of sunset gold :
mx erse IS Ills' i w * xxS jx*

of gold (Total 2 puH'esi
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Exceptional 1937 Boone PDS Set

1518

1937 Boone PDS set grading MS-67 (PCGS). Each displays

lovely, satiny golden gray surfaces with deepening gold at

the peripheries and superb eye appeal. One of only 2,500 sets

distributed, most of which have either been broken up or

have been handled to the extent that the grades are lower. An
exceptional set for an advanced collector. (Total; 3 pieces)

PCGS Population: Philadelphia: 63; 3 finer (MS-68). Denver: 39; 2 finer

(MS-68). San Francisco: 25; 1 (MS-68).

Gem Proof 1892 Columbian

1519

1925-S California. MS-67 (NGC). Brilliant with delicate

rainbow toning on the obverse, fully brilliant on the reverse,

this is one of the nicest quality 1925-S California Diamond
Jubilee half dollars you will ever have the chance to buy.

Certainly this is worthy of wide recognition and an above

average price as it crosses the auction block.

#009281

1520

1936-S Cincinnati. MS-66 (PCGS). Brilliant with mottled

light toning of brown, gold, and blue. A coin that has never

been cleaned or dipped.
#009285

1521

Two commemorative half dollars grading MS-66 (PCGS):
r 1936-D Columbia. Obverse with attractive rose-gray center

with rainbow iridescence at the periphery; reverse is lustrous

with just a whisper of gold at the periphery 1934 Maryland.

Rich rose-gray surfaces with sunset gold at the rims. (Total:

2 pii‘C*’s)

2.V photo

1522

1892 Columbian. Proof-65 (NGC). Gray foning over mir-

rored surfaces. One of only eight classified as Proof-65

by NGC, with only four finer. The mirror surface is deep
and atfractive, and is best seen by holding the coin at an

angle to the light, under which perspective the appear-

ance yields not only the aforementioned gray, but light

blue, gold, and other hues. A rarity among Columbian
halves.

NGC Census: 8; 4 finer within any designation (Proof-68^ CAMEO
finest).

#0092951523

1892 Columbian. MS-67 (NGC). 1 ight gra\ and blue toning

over satiny surfaces. An exceptionally high NliC assigned

grade, with only seven noted as being finer.

«(XW2'J(i

332 SlUK*’
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1525 1893 Columbian. MS-66 (PCGS). Brilliant, lustrous, and

attractive. A w'hisper of halo toning around the rims.

#009297

1526 1893 Columbian. MS-66 (PCGS). Light gray, gold, and blue

toning over lustrous surfaces.

#009297

1531 1922 Grant. With Star. MS-65 (NGC). Lightly toned surfaces

reflect gray, brown, and some hints of blue. Among all silver

commemorative half dollars, this is the classic rarit\' in terms

of availability at the gem level. Such pieces were distributed

to numismatists (mainly) and the public, but no attention

was given to handling them with care, including during the

minting and shipping processes. If you had been active in the

market in the 1930s this would have been the greatest objc*ct

of desire in the series.

Now in 2007, years later, there are so many different

commemoratives that it is hard to keep track of them all,

including some with significantly lower mintages, hovering

around the 2,000 mark. However, these later low-mintage

issues were nearly all saved by collectors and texlay are not

hard to find in gem state (in proportion to their mintages).

The 1922 Grant With Star remains as rare as ever.

#009307

1527 1893 Columbian. MS-66 (NGC). Fully brilliant on Ixith sides,

as bright as the day it was minted.

*009297

1 528 Pair of commemorative half dollars grading MS-66 (NGC):

' 1893 Columbian. Owp rich rose-gray and gunmetal-blue

on both surfaces - 1920 Maine. Lustrous with traces of

mottled gray toning. (Total: 2 pieces)

1532 1922 Grant. No Star. MS-66 (NGC). Brilliant with

lustre. An outstanding example of thi- othenMM' i

available issue. In our opiniim, worth a pivmiem

20' : for its eve apfX’al and beautiful surt. o.-

flWUW

1529 1893 Columbian. .MS-64 (NCjC f. IXvp shades of gold and her-;

pieach on somewhat reflective and highly lustrous surf.’****-

#009297

1524 1892 Columbian. MS-66 PL (NGC). Gunmetal-blue, gold,

and magenta toning over mirrored surfaces. A nice example
which might be a fine substitute for someone desiring a piece

attributed as Proof.

For many years there was a strong debate as to whether there were any

such things as Prixif 1893 I.sabella quarters and 1892 and 1893 Columbian

halt dollars. The American Numismatic Association certification service

(ANACS) tor one, rejected many candidates that were called Proof. Today

the situation is changed, and the grading services routinely certify mirrored

pieces as PriHifs. The present coin fell outside of that loop, but visually it is

not much different, perhaps yielding a purchase opportunity that is quite

worthwhile. Check it out!

#(X)9296

1530 1935 Connecticut. MS-67 (NGC). Lightly toned silver sur-

faces. An attractive example of this commemorative, issued

just prior to the launching of the commemorative btKim.

Depicted is the famous Charter Oak, with artistic license* in

that the oak leaves are vastly oversized.

#009299

Choice 1922 Grant With Star Half Dollar

A Classic Rarity

Stack's
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Gem Mint State 1928 Hawaiian Half Dollar

1533

1928 Hawaiian. MS-65 (PCGS). With a mintage of just 10,000

pieces and only one variety for the type, the 1928 Hawaiian
half dollar has long been an object of desire for commemora-
tive specialists. One of three basic types with similarly low
mintages, the other being the 1935 Hudson and the 1935 Old
Spanish Trail. However, virtually all of the 1935 issues went
into numismatic hands. In contrast, over half of the Hawai-
ian coins were sold to the general public in those far-flung

islands. Many were mishandled, with the result that true

gems, as here, are rarer than might otherwise be the case.

#009309

1534

1935 Hudson. MS-66 (PCGS). Exceptional in quality, with

surfaces having far fewer contact marks than normally seen.

Both sides are silver with some hints of gold around the border.

Probably not one in two dozen survivors can match it.

From the standpoint of the history of its distribution, the 1935 Hudson
half dollar is deserving of a prize. In brief, Hudson, New York, a city of

14,000 people, desired to commemorate its 150th anniversary by issuing a

commemorative half dollar. Ten thousand were ordered from the mint, and

it was thought to sell them for $1 each locally or for $1.18 each, including

postage, by mail. Local announcements in May and early June 1936 failed

to stir up much interest. Advertisements had been placed in numismatic

publication.s, but had yet to appear. Fearful that thousands of coins would

remain unsold, the committee gratefully accepted an offer from New York

City dealer Julius Guttag to take nearly all of them at a slight reduction

from the $1 list price, a marvelous situation, so it was thought, as there had

not been much local demand, and selling nearly all of the coins for just a

slight discount certainly saved the nuisance of handling.

Then advertisements began to be noticed by numismatists, who sent in

orders, only to receive notices that the entire issue had been sold out, and,

indeed it was. Immediately the market price jumped to $5, then to $6, then

to $7—a marvelous profit in this Depression year. Excitement reigned, and

the great commemorative boom was launched.

#009312

1535

1935 Hudson. MS-66 (NGC). Mottled light iridescent toning

over lustrous siirf.ices. A high-griideexiimpleof n coninienio-

r.itive issue th.it often comes with m.iny nicks .ind m.irks.

»()i)‘ni2

Superb Gem 1924 Huguenot Half Dollar

1536

1924 Huguenot. MS-67 (PCGS). The 1924 Huguenot-Wal-
loon Tercentenary half dollar is another early issue that is

often found with problems—bagmarks and the like. Find-

ing a truly choice example can be a challenge. The present

coin is a superb gem, gorgeous to view, and is exceeded by
no other that we have ever encountered. Both obverse and
reverse are richly lustrous with light iridescent—primarily

gold—toning. Although the Huguenot is not rare in MS-63 to

MS-65 grade, the present combination of MS-67 plus superb

eye appeal is truly notable. No finer coin has been graded

by PCGS.
PCGS Population: 36; none finer.

The motifs on this issue can be reviewed by consulting a specialized

text on commemoratives. The reverse depicts the ship New Nederland,

important in the establishment of New Netherland, generally known as

New Amsterdam, in 1624—today's New York City. In 1936 Moritz Worm-
ser, well known numismatist and president of the American Numismatic

Society for several earlier terms, founded a coin company and called it New
Netherlands. The "s" was an error, later realized, but he did nothing to

change it. New Netherlands, later operated by his son, Charles Wormser,

and John J. Ford, Jr., came into particularly high numismatic acclaim from

about 1952 through 1960, when its catalogues were considered to be the

epitome of numismatic scholarship.

As to the obverse of the coin, depicted are Admiral Coligny and Wil-

liam the Silent, who had nothing to do with the ship—another irrelevancy

in commemorative designs, not particularly unusual.

From the Richard Jewell Collection. Previouslyfrom Heritage's

sale of the }FS Collection, August 2004, Lot 4272.

#009314

Ultra-Grade 1924 Huguenot Half Dollar

1537 1924 Huguenot. MS-67 (NGC). Light gold (prim.irily) .md

magenta toning over satiny, silver surfaces. An ultra-grade

coin, with only two assigned a higher number bv NGC. .-Xn-

other one of the truly outstanding commenniratix es offea'd

in this remarkable sale.

#1X19314

1538 1924 1 luguenot. MS-65 (IWiS). Brilliant with delicate gold

and blue toning around the borders. X’erv attractive.

#(HM3I t
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1540

1936 Long Island. MS-67 (PCGS). Medium iridescent toning,

primarily gold but with rainbow accents, contributes to the

high grading number, yielding a halt dollar that will certainly

attract much attention.

#009322

Gem 1921 Missouri Half Dollar

2^4 in Field

1541 1921 Missouri. 2^4. MS-65 (PCGS). Light gray toning with

splashes ot brown over silver surtaces. A high-grade example

in terms ot PCGS attributions, with only slightly more than

a dozen graded above this. The 1921 Missouri With Star in

the field was an early entr\' in issues made to exploit the nu-

mismatic market, bv adding features such as stars to make it

necessarv' for collectors to buv two pieces, instead ot just one,

to ktvp their sets complete. This happened with the 1921 Ala-

bama issue (with a small 2x2) and the 1922 Grant With Star.

#009331

1542 f’air of commemorative half dollars: 1921 Missouri. I lain.

MS-6 V Obverse is lustrous with just a hint ot gold at the

rims, revers<> with delicate lilac-gray toning 1926 Oregon

Trail MS-63 Mixture of grtvn, gold, silver gray, pale golden

orange, and rich silver gray toning on the obverse, revers<'

IS lustmu- tTotal 2 pieces)

2x photo

1543

1923-S Monroe. MS-66 (PCGS). Rich lustrous silver surfaces

are overlaid with light golden toning. Some contact marks

are seen in the higher parts but are generally hidden by the

patination. An exceptional example ot an issue which usually

is found with a rather "scruff)'" appearance.

The 1923-S Monnx" Doctrine Centennial half dollar ostensibly

memorates the anniversai)’ of this piece of American foreiRn polir\

However, the actual release of it was in California (which in 1S2'^ had no

connection with the L’niti-d Stati-s) and was distributed at an (»bscun' him

festival. 274,000 were released, most going into general nrculation for

face value, where they were commonly sei>n through the 1940s California

bank tellers had a held day in setting them aside, often later spi-nding

them when fhev learned that the pieci-s, although cunous, had relatneU

little aftermarket.

When these pieces wem produced the\' vs en- handled nsughh counted

haggl'd, and shippi-d. Likelv, if vou had N-en present at the him testn al in

Los Angeles m 1923 and had dipped vour hand into a bag ot ihev most

would be what we would call MS-h2 or MS-h'’- tix1a\ \ol maf mg matters

anv simpler is the shallow and quite unsahsfactor\ design n lief 1 rom an

aesthetic v icwpirint, man\ commemorahve sprsnalists consider the t, K

a low point among commemorahx e hall dollars ot the doi adi a p.<>siii.,n

perhaps challenged bv the l^tZh SesquiiTntennial l.xtav oi.onrsj the

makes little dittenmi'e—the high p.nnts and low points an .s4nalh enth,,

siasficallv ColUx-tetf and an issue such as this if an\ thing e a /.• •! wh.-

hnind in an exceptional gtade

f rom the Rh hard JroH'U ( oHr, j'rr.iou^h H,- s

>^alc of Jtititiiirx/ ?ihi4 lol'^^h'

rm*! •

Hxccplional 1923-S Monroe Half Dollar

Among I inest Graded

1539 1946 Iowa. MS-68 (NGC). Light golden and lilac toning over

richly lustrous surtaces with some splashes ot iridescence,

particularly in the lower reverse. Ideal tor inclusion in a com-

memorative set exhibiting attractive patination, a popular

specialty these days.

Interestingly, theoriyiiiii/ distribution of the 1946 Iowa half dollars is not

yet completed. LIXK) were held back by the state, with 500 to be distributed

50 years later, in 1996 (and they were), and with the remaining 500 to be

distributed in 2046. See you then!

#(X)9316

Superb 1936 Long Island Half Dollar

Siack's
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Gem 1923-S Monroe Half Dollar

1544 1923-S Monroe. MS-65 (NGC). Rich iridescent gray, gold,

and blue toning over lustrous surfaces. A colorful example
of this issue, somewhat difficult to find at the gem level.

#009333

1545 1923-S Monroe. MS-65 (NGC). Delicate rose toning over richly

lustrous silver surfaces. An outstanding specimen of an issue

which is difficult to find with excellent aesthetic appeal.

#009333

1546 1923-S Monroe. MS-65 (NGC). Mostly brilliant, with some
light gold toning on the obverse. Deeply lustrous. How
marvelous it is to have several gem Monroe half dollars in a

single sale, as here!

#009333

1547 1923-S Monroe. MS-65 (NGC). Brilliant and lustrous on both

sides.

#009333

1548 1923-S Monroe. MS-64 (PCGS). Lustrous light gray and iri-

descent surfaces. A very nice example of an issue which is

often seen "scruffy." Worthy of a premium bid in comparison

to most others at this grade level.

«(X)9333

1549 Two 1923-S Monroe commemorative half dollars grading
MS-64 (PCGS) One with beautiful satiny lustre with just a

whisper of champagne. One displays medium mottled silver

gray and golden orange toning on both surfaces, obverse
with splashes of rich silver gray. (Total: 2 pieces)

1550 1938 New Rochelle. MS-67 (NGC). Medium gray, magenta,

and iridescent toning over attractive surfaces. A high-grade

example as most New Rochelle pieces are. Ideal for inclusion

in an attractively toned set.

The New Rochelle commemoratives were the brainchild of the West-

chester County (New York) Coin Club. However, by 1938 the bloom was
off of the commemorative rose, there had been many complaints about

distribution, and the club thought it best to have the pieces be an issue of the

town itself, and distribute them through a local bank. This was done.

The leading light in this was Julius Guttag, a well known dealer who
had achieved great prominence in the 1920s when he and his brother

Henry were major buyers of coins, with lots of press agentry. At the time

they owned a thriving security business. However, in the early process

of storm clouds gathering for the Depression, actually for the Guttags in

late 1928 and early 1929, cash shortages developed in their business, and

they became financially stressed. To raise funds they liquidated most of

their coin inventory.

Later, Julius remained in the business, but not as actively as before.

He mainly bought and sold on a wholesale basis, including the majority

of the 1935 Hudson Sesquicentennial half dollars. Beginning in 1940 he

consigned many interesting things to up and coming dealer Abe Kosoff,

as the latter commenced his brilliant auction career.

Julius Guttag, a quiet gentleman, was a familiar figure at certain of the

New York shows and meetings in the 1950s and was ever willing to share

his reminiscences and experiences.

Returning to the New Rochelle half dollars, instmctions must have

been given to the Philadelphia Mint to handle these pieces carefully, rather

than to let them clink and jostle around in bins and be casually tossed into

bags. Whatever the process, the end result was that at the time of delivery

these pieces were of generally high quality. Today, quality remains the

rule, not the exception.

During the early 20th century New Rochelle was a favorite place for

professionals in the entertainment business to reside, along with other

well-to-do inhabitants. In 1906 George M. Cohan wrote a song. Forty-five

Minutes from Broadway, referring to New Rochelle, lampooning the village

as a place of rubes and hicks—all in good fun. However, many who lived

in New Rochelle didn't take it that way, and there were strong complaints.

That passed over, and in the last trip the cataloguer took on a train to New
Rochelle, about 15 years ago, the station had a sign "Forty-five minutes

from Broadway" posted prominently.

#009335

1551 Trio of PCGS-certified commemorative half dollars: 193h

Norfolk. MS-65. Lustrous golden surfaces 1937 Roanoke.

MS-64. Satiny lustre with splashes of mottled golden toning

1935-S San Diego. MS-65. Satinv silver grav with dcvp rich

golden gray at the peripheries. (Total: 3 pieces)
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Extraordinary 1926-S Oregon Trail

Top FCGS Roster

1552 1926-S Oregon. MS-68 (PCGS). Extraordinary is certainly an appropriate description of this coin, standing at the

very top of the PCGS roster, and with just three other certification events keeping it company. Both obverse* and

reverse are sharply struck, highly lustrous, and have light golden and iridescent toning. A treat to the eye.

PCGS Population; 4; none finer.

From the Richard Jewell Collection. Previously from Heritable’s sale of the JFS Collection, Au;^ust 2004, Lc>t 4289.

#009341

1553 1934-D Oregon. MS-67 (PCGS). Well struck, brilliant, and with delicate blue-gray toning. Absolutely gorgeous!

#009344

1554

Incredible 1936-S Oregon Trail Half Dollar

936-S Oregon. MS-68 (PCGS). A simply incredible piece, this stands at the top of the
^

thers. While we haven't sevn those* two (or probably have not), we can sav that .t would be d.fhe-u t to env,s,on

ieces that are equal to or finer than the present one in terms of artistic appt*al. Both sides are sharplv stru- k and

t*eply frosty, with a hint of rainbow toning.

1\ ! .S I’optilafion 4. none 6ncr , . .l

m- Ih,. .l,rpr.) to -.m. (,™g *. 1,.,
*,. ... - •

From tire Rrclrarrl lerrrll Ortleelrrrrr rm;.rr,^v frrm Herrtese:- ^lerilhc II S i rrllntrerr,

-

•f

tniuMfy

M7
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Ultra-Grade 1938-D Oregon Half Dollar

1555

1938-D Oregon. MS-68 (NGC). Light iridescent toning over

silver surfaces. Well struck, beautiful, and attractive. The sun

was setting on the Oregon Trail series when this was issued,

with only one more year left.

#009349

Ultra-Grade 1939-D Oregon Trail

Among Finest Graded

1556

1939-D Oregon. MS-68 (NGC). Delicate golden toning over

deeply lustrous surfaces. A splendid coin, one of the finest in

existence anywhere. Important for ifs beauty and high grade

and also its low mintage, the distribution for this being just

3,000 pieces.

NGC Census; 8; 4 finer (MS-681# finest).

#009353

Superb Gem 1939-S Oregon

Deep Iridescent Toning
1557

1939-S Oregon. MS-66 (PCGS). If you enjoy vivid iridescent

toning, deep and colorful, this piece is for you! Virfually every

color of the rainbow is represented. Only 3,000 such pieces

were distributed. Probably this is the most colorful of any

that survive.

#009354

Superb Gem 1915-S Half Dollar

Panama-Pacific Issue

2x photo

1558

1915-S Panama-Pacific. MS-67 (PCGS). Light iridescent ton-

ing, primarily electric blue and gold, over satiny silver lustre.

Nicely struck. An exceptional quality specimen of this very

popular variety, issued at the Panama-Pacific International

Exposition in San Francisco in 1915, with sales held over

through part of 1916.

#009357

1559

1915-S Panama-Pacific. MS-65 (PCGS). Brilliant with just

a hint of golden toning. Well struck and verv lustrous. The

most available of the five commemoratives from this memiv
rable exposition.

#009357

338 SrvcV'
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1560

1915-S I’anama-Pacific. MS-64 (PCGS). Light gunmetal-blue

toning over lustrous surfaces. A high quality coin.

»(XW357

1561 1920 Pilgrim. MS-67 (PCGS). Well .struck, brilliant, and with

great eye appeal, standing at the top of the PCGS roster, this

piece will cause eyebrows to rai.se as it crosses the auction

block. In addition to the high grade, the coin has absolutely

superb eye appeal. Watch this one go!

#009359

1562 Two Pilgrims grading MS-65 (NGC): 1920. Lustrous

golden surfaces with a touch of rainbow iridescence at the

obverse rim; reverse with the slightest whisper of rainbow

toning at the rim 1921. Delicate silver gray surfaces with

mottled golden toning at the peripheries. (Total: 2 pieces)

1563

1921 Pilgrim. MS-67 (NGC). Mottled light brown toning

over lustrous silver surfaces. A popular issue curiously

commemorating the 301st anniversary of the landing of the

Pilgrims in Massachusetts, one of a number of numismati-

cally exploitative issues of the time (creating odd varieties

to entice collectors who were endeavoring to complete their

holdings).

#009360

1

564

1936-S Rhode Island. MS-67 (PCGS). Light lilac and magenta

over satiny silver surfaces. ( liven the highest grade awarded

by P‘ ( >S

1565

1936-S Rhode Island. .MS-67 (NGC). Lovely light golden
toning over satiny silver surfaces. An exceptional qualify

specimen of this popular issue.

#009365

1566

1937 Roanoke. MS-67 (PCGS). Gray and gold toning over

well struck, lustrous surfaces.

#(X)9367

1567

1935-S San Diego. MS-67 (NGC). Brilliant with light golden

toning on both sides. Very attractive.

#0093711568

1936-D San Diego. MS-67 (PCGS). This piece has abso-

lutely gorgeous light iridescent toning on both sides, over

deep, rich silver lustre. Although a few dozen have bi'on

accorded the MS-67 label by PCGS, not a single coin ha-

been certified finer. An outstanding piece well worth a

"stretch" bid.

#009372

Bid On the Internet at www.stacks.com

Pre-sale bidding and live bidding are both available at

our website at www.stacks.com. Pre-mgistration tor Lv-:

bidding is requirnd by Januarx’ 1, 2f)07. Fiir mi^n’’ di-t.^iL

pages 8-9 in the front of this catak^gue.

Slack's
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Finest Graded 1926 Sesquicentennial Half Dollar

Only Three at this Level

1569 1926 Sesquicentennial. MS-66^ (NGC). One of just three certification events by NGC, with none higher. This

1926 Sesquicentennial half dollar also earns high marks in terms of its aesthetic appeal. Both sides are toned

delicate lilac over rich silver surfaces, with some iridescence at the rims. As pretty as a picture—deserving of a

blue ribbon in a numismatic art contest!

NGC Census: 3; none finer.

In 1926 the Sesquicentennial Exposition opened in Philadelphia with high expectations. However, somehow it failed to attract nation-

wide attention, attendance was much lower than expected, many commemorative coins remained unsold and were later melted, and soon

it closed. There were no other World's Fairs until the Century of Progress Exposition in Chicago in 1933, for which no commemorative

coins were issued.

#009374

Gem 1926 Sesquicentennial Half Dollar

1570 1926 Sesquicentennial. MS-65 (PCGS). Mottled light ma-

genta and golden toning over lustrous surfaces. Relatively

scarce at the gem level

.

#009374

Finest NGC 1935 Texas

1571 1935 Texas. MS-68 (NGC). MS-68 is the finest grade given

by NGC to any Texas half dollar, an honor shared with ten

other pieces, or at least ten other grading events, with none

higher. Sharply struck, brilliant, and beautiful, this piece will

attract great attention as it cre^sses the block.

N(.C Census: II; none finer.

»(HW3H2

1572 1936-D Texas. MS-67 (PCGS). Brilliant and deeply lustrous.

A few hints of toning. A magnificent specimen exceeded in

quality by only a dozen others at PCGS.
#009387

Exceptional 1925 Vancouver Half Dollar

Only One Finer Graded

1573 1925 Vancouver. MS-67 (PCGS). Light iridescent toning is sevn

on the obverse, primarily gold and blue, o\ er high quality sih er

lustre. The re\’erse has delicate iridescence. Both sides an' tnily

exceptional, yielding one of the nicest Vancouver halt dollars

we haye e\ er had the pri\ ilege cataloguing.

Froiii the Bruce Belter Collectioii.

#(MN,W
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1574

1925 Vancouver. MS-66 (I’CGS). Delicate golden toning over

lustrous silver surfaces. Another high quality Vancouver half

dollar, one sure to draw bids from all directions.

«(XW3‘W

Top Population 1927 Vermont Half Dollar

1575

1927 Vermont. MS-67 (PCGS). Graded MS-67 by PCGS, along

with some others, this piece ranks at the top of the list—with

none finer. Beyond that, it is very lustrou.s, has delicate toning

on both sides, and has absolutely incredible eye appeal.

PCGS Population: 21; none finer.

#009401

1576

1927 Vermont. MS-66 (PCGS). Light golden and iridescent

toning over silvery surfaces. A very attractive example, far

finer than typically seen.

#009401

1577

1951-D Booker T. Washington. MS-67 (NGC). A lovely ex-

ample struck from slightly prooflike dies, of an issue which

normally comes heavily nicked and marked. The present coin

at MS-67 is among a few others graded by NGC at that level,

but none finer. Its pedigree is from the Richard jewell Col-

lection, which we had the privilege and honor of auctioning

a couple years ago—a fine collection assembled by a truly

fine gentleman.
f 20; norn* fini’r within any designation

From the Richard IniYll Collection.

t(lfW42‘^

COMMEMORATIVE GOLD
All commemorative gold dollar photos are 2v

Superb Gem 1922 Grant Gold Dollar

With Star in Field

1578

1922 Grant. With Star. MS-66 (PCGS). Well struck and lus-

trous, with attractive light toning.

#007459

Superb Gem 1922 Grant Gold Dollar

Without Star

1579

1922 Grant. No Star. MS-66 (NGC). Warm yellow orange

gold surfaces. Deep, rich lustre. Eye appeal comes to the fore

in this lovely example, sure to delight its next owner.
#007458

Gem 1904 Lewis and Clark Gold Dollar1580

1904 Lewis and Clark gold dollar. MS-65 (PCGS). A well

struck, attractive example with orange toning over lustrous

fields. One of the more difficult commemorative gold dollars

to obtain in truly choice condition.

#007447

1581

1904 Lew is and Clark gold dollar. MS-62 (PCGS:. AVnri,.^: i

lustrous example that is significantK nurr th^- t*-' • ;dit'

one might exfX'Ct at th« MS-62 lev el

t(i<r44"
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1582

1905 Lewis and Clark gold dollar. MS-64 (PCGS). A lovely,

lustrous example of the single most difficult commemora-
tive gold dollar to obtain at this grade level. Although 10,000

were distributed, sales at the Lewis and Clark Centennial

Exposition were poor, and many pieces seem to have been
wholesaled at less than the issue price, or otherwise ended
up in the hands of the public. Today the typical 1905 is apt to

be in EF or lower range Mint State, often showing handling

or light polishing.

#007448

Superb Gem 1903 Louisiana Purchase Gold Dollar

1583

1903 Louisiana Purchase gold dollar. Jefferson portrait.

MS-66 (PCGS). Well struck, lustrous, and with excellent eye

appeal. Attractive golden orange surfaces. An attractive speci-

men of this very controversial (at the time of issue) coin.

#0074431584

1903 Louisiana Purchase gold dollar. Jefferson portrait.

MS-66 (NGC). A well struck, brilliant, lustrous example of

this issue. Light yellow gold with a hint of copper toning on

the reverse. Some scattered marks are on the reverse field.

#007443

Superb Gem 1903 Louisiana Purchase Gold Dollar

1585

1903 Louisiana Purchase gold dollar. McKinley portrait.

M.S-66 (PCGS). Well struck and deeply lustrous. Attractive

orange surfaces. A pleasing specimen of the issue.

s(H)744J

Superb Gem 1903 Louisiana Purchase Gold Dollar

1586

1903 Louisiana Purchase gold dollar. McKinley portrait.

MS-66 (NGC). Well struck. Light yellow gold with satiny

lustre. Another example of this early issue, a part of the first

American commemorative gold dollar program.
#007444

1587

1916 McKinley gold dollar. MS-66 (PCGS). A lustrous, at-

tractive example with light toning. Well struck.

#007454

1588

1916 McKinley gold dollar. MS-65 (PCGS). Brilliant with a

hint of orange toning. Deeply lustrous. A lovely example!

#007454

Key 1917 McKinley Gold Dollar

1589

1917 McKinley gold dollar. MS-66 (PCGS). A lovelv example

with deep, rich lustre and light toning, of the variety that

is by far the rarer of the two McKinley issues. When tound,

pieces are not as handsome as thi.s. Excellent eye appeal,

acknowledged rarity, and high certified grade will make

this coin a focal point in our sale.

#0074.5,5
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1595 1915-S Panama-Pacific gold dollar. MS-63 (NGC).
Repunched mintmark variety. Frosty honey gold with di*«.*p

peach and orange highlights.

Repunched mintmark variety, first mintmark low to viewer's nght

then repunched in a more level position.

#007449

Superb Gem 1915-S Quarter Eagle

Panama-Pacific Issue

1590

1915-S Panama-Pacific gold dollar. MS-66 (PCGS). Lightly

toned lustrous gold. A splendid example.
#007449

Satiny Gem 1915-S Pan-Pac Gold $1

1591

1915-S Panama-Pacific gold dollar. MS-66 (PCGS).A frosty, sat-

iny gem with bold underlying lustre and rich rose highlights.

#007449

1592

1915-S Panama-Pacific gold dollar. MS-66 (NGC). Bright

and lustrous with the expected orange gold hue on both

sides. The strike is sharp on the devices and the surfaces are

fresh and pleasing. A couple of tiny ticks are found on the

cap, which are all that limit the grade.

#007449

Superb Gem 1915-S Panama-Pacific $1 Gold

Choice 1926 Sesquicentennial S2.50
1593

1915-S Panama-Pacific gold dollar. MS-65 (PCGS). Warm or-

ange over rich lustre. Well struck. (Tutstanding eye appeal.

#007449

2x photo

1597 1926 Sesquicentennial quarter dollar. MS-64 (PCGSs. A

lovely example with light toning. Well struck. An exceptional

piece from an aesthetic viewpoint, this coin deserve- a much

stronger than normal bid. See it during the lot x iewing pr--

cess and bid accordingly!

C00746^)

1594

191.5-S Panama-Pacific gold dollar. MS-64 (NGC). Brilliant

and lustrous. Light yellow gold. V'eiy attractive.

100744 *^

1598 1926 Sesquicentennial quarter eagle Brilliant L>- “o ic"- i

nearly Choice-61, lightly cleaned Brilliant and i\

haps lightlv cleaned, but not s<i a- to iinp.- = M :gc sr*'

ln-pers<in inspcx'tion i- re* cimmend'-*^ the p'^vr y

attractive o\ erall

2x photo

1596 1915-S Panama-Pacific quarter eagle. MS-66 (PCGS). Light

toning over well struck, lustrous surfaces. A very attractive

example. Not a great rarity from a numerical viewpoint,

but aesthetic appeal and overall quality can be elusive, even

within a given grading number. The present coin acquits itself

admirably and is deserving of a place in an exceptionally

high quality collection.

#007450
"
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The Finest 1913 Liberty Head Nickel

The Finest Known 1913 Liberty Head Nickel

The Eliasberg Coin

Superb Prooflike Gem
Finest of Five Known

"The World in Wait"

1599 1913 Liberty Head nickel. Gem Proof-66 (PCGS). Far the finest of only five struck, of which two
are in museums. The Louis E. Eliasberg Collection specimen, now known as the Eliasberg-Legend

specimen. The coin has a glittering mirror surface and is the only specimen with this characteristic. A
small planchet lamination is at the rim. It is the cover coin on the 2nd edition of The 100 Greatest

American Coins, by Jeff Garreft and Ron Guth.

The Eliasberg-Legend specimen has been widely acclaimed and has been seen by more people

and has been featured in more exhibitions than any other. Writing about this coin in 1956 as part

of its showcasing in his collection booklet or program, "An Exhibition of the World's Foremost

Collection of United States Coins," the owner noted in part:

"Apparently, only five specimens of the Liberty Head type were struck in 1913, and only two were
in Proof condition, the others were Uncirculated. This is regarded as the finest Proof specimen."

This coin was graded years ago as Proof-66 by PCGS. Since then, grading interpretations have

loosened for many coin.s, and it seems to the writer that today this piece has the potential to bo

even higher. The point is really moot, for the coin is the coin, and regardless of anv label attached,

it is the only prooflike coin and is by far the finest.



The Finest 1913 Liberty Head Nickel

Ot the five pieces struck, the Olsen coin (No. 4 in the registry below) is considea*d to lx* the

second finest, with lustrous (not Proof) surfaces; over the years this has been graded from MS-60 to

Proof-64. Or perhaps the Smithsonian coin (No. 3) is the second best (as Eric P. Newman considered

it to be when he owned it), followed by the Walton coin (No. 2), and then, by a long distance, the

worn, circulated McDermott coin (No. 5), now a showpiece in the American Numismatic Asscxiation

Museum in Colorado Springs.

Numismatic History is Made
It was over a decade ago in 1996 when the writer (Q. Dav'id Bowers) had the privilege of catalogu-

ing the coin we offer here today. The multi-page description concluded with:

THE WORLD IN WAIT-AIl eyes in the numismatic world will be awaiting who will be the next

owner of the Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr. specimen of the 1913 Liberty Head nickel, the finest known
example of a dazzling rarity whose fame seems to increase as each year goes by.

As auctioneer 1 called out the starting bid, then took the coin up, and up some more, as several

bidder paddles went into the air. In no time at all the prized nickel crossed the $1 million mark, then

beyond, setting a world record for a rare coin at auction.

In the decade since that time, rarities have become more appreciated than ever and have becm

featured at conventions and other events, often drawing crowds. In this venue, the 1913 Liberty

Head nickel has always been a shining beacon. The Eliasberg coin, the finest of the fine, the rarest

of the rare, is the ultimate 1913 Liberty Head nickel and may well be the most famous rare coin in

existence. Period.

* f.

Bruce Morelan

Fame
This coin, pictured on the cover of the latest edition of The 100 Greatest American

Coins, by Jeff Garrett and John Guth, is a national treasure. It is unique as to grade and

pedigree. Likely, there is no more famous single coin in existence anywhere!

Perhaps the closest runner up in the famous rarity category is the 1804 silver dollar,

of which 15 are known, divided between private collections and museums. While other

American coins may be rarer, these two liave had the lion's share of publicity over the

years, far eclipsing whatever the third candidate for fame might be. In 1999 the finest

known specimen of the 1804 dollar, the Childs' Collection gem, crossed the auction

block at $4,140,000, with the writer again as the auctioneer, since then eclipsed only

by the 1933 double eagle (of which 13 are known to exist) sold by Stack's /Sotheby's

in 2002 for $7,590,020, to much excitement and applause. A book about the latter

coin. Illegal Tender, by David E. Tripp, achieved wide sale, perhaps placing the 1933

$20 as the third most famous American rarity.

Today, Stack's is honored to present the Eliasberg 1913 Libertv' Head nickel for public competition.

It comes to us from Bruce Morelan, who likes to call it the Eliasberg-Legend Nickel, appropriate two

ways: the coin itself is an American legend and always will be. Further, Bruce has a

connection with Legend Numismatics, a firm that has handled many rarities.

Bruce Morelan always wanted to be involved in rare coins as a professional, but

his main attention is devoted to Sesco Northwest, the largest electrical contract-

ing firm in eastern Washington State. He began his collecting interest at age eight

and has been in the hobby ever since. In recent years, rarities have caught his eye,

and, among other treasures, he once owned the Olsen example of the 1913 Libert)'

nickel. But Bruce always had his eye on the ultimate coin: the Eliasberg specimen.

A list of some of Bruce's other coins is mind-boggling and includes an 1838-0 half

dollar (the Norweb coin), the finest known 1870-S LiberW Seated dollar (which is

included in Bruce's finest ever Mint State LiberW Seated dollar set), the Eliasberg

1884 and 1885 trade dollars, and more—just a short list. Bruce will certainly go

down in numismatic histor^' as being one of the greatest collectors ever. Assisting

with certain of his acquisitions has been Laura Sperber of Legend Numismatics, a

fine friend of our firm. More about the historv' of this coin is given under \n 1 in

the register below. Our Storv' of the 1913 LiberW Head Nickel gives an overx iew ot

this fabulous raritv.
. .u « t

Today on Januarv’ 2, 2007, the world again awaits with excitement the offering of

the Eliasberg-Legend coin.

«no4‘ii2
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THE STORY OF THE 1913 LIBERTY HEAD NICKEL

A History and Appreciation

by Q. David Boivers

Introduction

I've always enjoyed the 1913 Liberty Head nickel. By eiijoyed I mean
I have appreciated its lore and lure, the element of naughtiness some
associate with its unrecorded production, the hyperbole and hoopla
that is bound to occur when one is offered for sale, and all of the other

things that go into making this an American icon.

Basically, five examples are known to exist, of which one (the pres-

ently offered Eliasberg coin) has Proof surfaces, and the others are

circulation strikes. Eric P. Newman suggests that one coin was made on
a planchet intended for a Proof, and the others were made on ordinary

planchets (communication to the author, July 31, 2005). In any event,

the obverse die is the same on all coins. Now, the history....

The 1972 Publicity

It was not until 1972 and the publicity surrounding the purchase

by John Hamrick and his World-Wide Coin Co. of the Olsen Collec-

tion specimen (later in the Hydeman Collection) for $100,000, that

widespread numismatic interest was attracted to the 1913 Liberty Head
nickel. In the same transaction an 1804 dollar was sold to World-Wide,

the agent being Abe Kosoff, acting for owner Edwin Hydeman.

Apart from its fame in the popular press (more on this later), the

published history in numismatic circles up to that point largely viewed

the nickel as a promotional issue hyped by B. Max Mehl and/or an

illegal issue of no official status, the last by Don Taxay in a chapter,

"Famous Forgeries of the U.S. Mint," in his 1963 book. Counterfeit,

Mis-struck and Unofficial Coins, stating in part (emphasis as in the

original):

We have the specific injunction of the then Directorforbidding the pro-

duction of any such coinage.

An official statement to the author by the present Director of the Mint,

Miss Eva Adams, has further confirmed the fact that no Liberty Head nickel

coinage was authorizedfor the year 1913!. .

.

We should only mention that the confiscation of a 1933 twenty-dollar

gold piece on the grounds that it was issued without authority (a decision

upheld by the courts), clearly sets the precedent by which 1804 dollars,

1884-85 trade dollars and 1913 Liberty Head nickels could likewise be

seized without compensation. Whether collectors, once informed of this

all too patent fact, will continue to pay four and five figure prices for such

"fancy" productions, only time will tell.

During their professional careers, such luminaries as Walter H.

Breen and John J. Ford, Jr., (behind the scenes sponsor and director of

much of what was said in the Taxay book) were very negative on the

coin. Never mind, the 1804 silver dollar received even more negative

comments.

It can be argued, though, that such negativity on its own is not

necessarily bad. Indeed, in America the public often enjoys reading

about "naughty" things, ranging from ladies of the night to cowboys

shooting Indians, to the adventures of Billy the Kid. In May 2005 the

highly respected Smithsonian magazine headed its wrapper in oversize

typC/ "The Decidedly Decadent Toulouse-Lautrec," which, presumably,

piqued interest, added to by the subbtle in very bold type for the article

on the inside pages, "Coquetry! Debauchery! Celebrity!"

Notoriety and negativity in numismatics can also turn into a posi-

tive situation, or at least one that gathers lots of attention. Witness the

1804 silver dollar, known as the "King of American Coins," which has

received more negative publicity than just about any rarity in existence.

The 1804 was able to triumph over all of this, due in large part to rather

frequent auction appearances allowing cataloguers to laud the coin

to the skies, and today it is more famous and more desired than ever.

Everybody, or almost everybody, loves them! It may be worth noting

that the two books written on the 1804 dollar did not include a nega-

tive title: The Fantastic 1804 Dollar (Eric P. Newman and Kenneth E.

Bressett, 1962) and The Rare Silver Dollars Dated 1804 and the Exciting

Adventures ofEdmund Roberts (Bowers, 1999).

And, for good measure, the 1933 double eagle, at $7,590,020 the

holder of the world's record price for a rare coin, has been roundly

criticized as illegal, etc., by many writers, often echoing each other.

Per contra, researcher R.W. Julian and I, based on the study of many
documents and facts from the 1930s, hold that the 1933 $20 should be

able to be legally held by anyone.

Back to the 1913 nickel:

Lee F. Hewitt, a fine friend (my firm sold his numismatic estate

later), edited and published the Numismatic Scrapbook Magazine. If

anything, Hewitt was a realist, a "prove it to me" type of person. In

March 1958 he wrote this:

Various stories have circulated concerning issuance of the 1913 nickels,

but actual proof of the circumstances surrounding their leaving the Mint

has never been documented. As coinage of the Buffalo type did not com-

mence until Febmary 21, 1913, the Mint had almost two months to strike

the Liberty head type and supply all the demand from collectors, had the

Mint been so inclined. Collectors, at least until recent years, have felt that the

Mint was unethical in striking a few pieces instead of including both tvpes

in the 1913 Proof set, therefore the coin did not bring a price commensurate

with its rarity. In addition to the five 1913 Liberty head pieces, there is a

1913 buffalo nickel in copper, and the Farouk catalogue, lot number 2029,

listed a 1913 Buffalo without artist's initials.

Stories, theories, rumors, or what have you concerning these coins boil

down to three main versions:

(1) They were struck to exchange for coins needed for the Mint Col-

lection.

(2) The coiner and engraver were amusing themselves and struck the

pieces which years later found their wav onto the numismatic market.

(3) They were struck exclusively for a weallh\' collector.

Regardless of the "why" of issue, under standard Mint practia's of

the period all that was necessary for those who weix' n'spimsible tor their

striking was to pay the Proi>f and Medal Fund eight cents tor each cvhir

and walk out of the Mint building with them.
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In thi' SfptfmlxT 1%3 issue, Hewitt further commented, "unless

the order tor the buffalo nickel design was received in mid-summer

of 1*^12, the engraving department probably changed the 1912 hub to

1913 as a matter of routine, and the five specimens of the 1913 Liberty

1 lead nickel are die trials."

No doubt in generations to come the 1913 Liberty Head nickel, the

1SI)4 dollar, and the 1933 double eagle will continue to be featured on

biH>k and magazine covers, in headlines, and elsewhere. These are

probably the thrcH.* most exciting, most newsworthy coins in American

numismatics!

Numismatists and the Nickels

I've been involved one way or another in the sale or transfer of four

of the five famous nickels. The last person to own all five at once, Eric

P. Newman, has been a fine friend for years, and back in 1957 was a

founding member vx'ith me and a handful of others, of the Rittenhouse

Society. Stephen K. Nagy, who also owned the five, but at an earlier

date, was also a friend and acquaintance-eager to share with me stories

of rarities in the 1950s, when 1 was lapping up all of the numismatic

esoterica 1 could find!

1 also knew B. Max Mehl, for whom the 1913 was a stock-in-trade

asset of sorts, although he did not own one, a will-o-the-wisp of a coin

that he advertised for in the 1920s, continuing into the Depression years

of the 1930s-using radio (a relatively new medium at the time), Sunday

supplements, magazines, and newspapers. My gosh, to a lucky finder

Mehl would pay handsomely for such a nickel. The

idea of finding an ordinary nickel in pocket change

and learning that Mehl was set to send a check for it

was endlessly exciting.

In 1928 Mehl was interviewed for Bunker's Monthly,

the narrative of which introduced him as the leading

rare coin dealer in the United States, then went on

to say:

The preponderance of the fine collections of rare coins

disposed of in the United States during the past 10 years

have been bought and sold by him. Last year he handled

a total of more than 30,000 shipments, and his operations

extended to practically every country in the world. During

the busier six months of the year the volume of his mail

is such as to stand second or third in the Fort Worth Post

Office, and year in and year out he ranks fourth or fifth.

Last year he received more than 275,000 inquiries. A little

book on rare coins, which he publishes, and which retails for $1, has had

an average circulation of 70,000 copies a ye3r for the past five years, and

since it first appeared 20 years ago more than a million copies have bcvn

sold. And yet, Mr. Mehl has always lived in Fort Worth....

Recently I spent a delightful afternoon with him, during the course of

which I learned much about rare coins, but ver\’ little about himself. For,

like most men who have attained genuine distinction through personal

achievement, he is extremely modest and unassuming. His place of busi-

ni*ss is in the combination store and apartment building of which he is the

owner, and its flo<ir space is distant from the business section. And yet

here he conducts a business that averages more than a quarter of a million

dollars a year, and during the busy season he employs about 40 people ...

1 ask«*d him about the dictum that all old coins are not rare, and all ram

coins are not old.

"I’ll give you an example,” he a’plied "Some time ago I advertisc'd that

1 would pay S50 for a 1913 LiK'rty Head nickel Not a buffalo nickel, you

understand, but a I iK>rtv Head nickel of that date The authoritk's of the

United States Mint will tell yi*u that there is no rx'tord of suih a : :mi' '''ei

having been made. Hut I know that s»ime vs ere made, lor I have had lliem

in my hands and examined them closely. And il is not the first iim<

have bcvn minted without any record ha\ ing Ixvn kept ol them 1 h ivs ev ei.

the point I am making in answer to your quc'stion is that this soin, w hu h

is only 15 years old, is worth 1,(KH) limes its lace value \\'hereas vou . an

buy coins that are 2,tKK) years old lor 25 cvnts
"

To Mehl the numismatic world and all coin ^x*ople were interesting

and endlessly exciting. Now, to the nickel itsc'lf:

Only five are beliewd to hax e been made, and five aa' known todav.

As to my view of its background, without question it is an unoffinal

issue, but so are 95% or more of all pattern coins minted from 1859

to 1885. By unofficial, I mean that they vxere struck at the Philadelphia

Mint, by Mint personnel and using Mint equipment, but for purposes

of private profit or other undisclosed reasons, their production was

not recorded, nor were they openly distributed. Today, we all, or at

least most of us, love 1880 Flowing Hair and Coiled Hair $4 Stellas,

1872 Amazonian patterns. Proof 1856 Flying Eagle cents and other

unofficial pieces. Indeed, these are much of the foundation of numis-

matics. However, just as a person born with questionable (in the vievx'

of social arbiters) parentage or heritage can be a great human being

and citizen, mv view is that the 1913 is a truly great coin. Of course,

anvone is welcome to differ. After all, it is a free countrv. Actually, in

recent years the above mentioned coins, including the 1913 Libi'rtv

Head nickel and 1804 dollar, have had legions of admirers.

Perhaps the final word on the official aspect of the unofficial nickels of

1913 and all other pattern and unusual coins that surx’ive

is found in the Coinage Act of July 23, 1965. According to

this Act, "All coins and currencies of the United States,

regardless of when coined or issued, shall be legal

tender for all debts, public and private, public charges,

taxes, duties, and dues." Today, the 1913 Libert)’ Head

nickel is official and legitimate according to this act of

Congress. Period.

A Rarity is Created

Libert)' Head nickels were minted in an unbroken

procession of dates from 1883 until 1912. In the latter

year for the first time nickel five-cent pieces were struck

at the branch mints at Denver and San Francisco. The

B. Max Mehl same year marked the official end of the Libert)- Head

nickel design. On Januar)' 3, 1913, Mint Director C,eorge

E. Roberts wrote this from his office in the Treasur)’ Department in

Washington, D.C.; "Replying to your letter of the third, I beg to say that

the old type of five-cent pieces will not be coined at all in 1913."

End of the Libertv Head series it would seem, based on word from

this most official of all possible sources, the man in charge of Mint

operations. However, just as the left hand might not know what the

right hand is doing, the director in Washington often had few clues as

to what numismatically inclined employees might be doing in Phila-

delphia, a couple hours or more aw ay by railroad car

In Philadelphia the chief engraver in particular, but als*-! \ anov.-

coiners, could do fairlv much as they pleased, so long as their aH-

wem not blatantly obvious. AlliKation of scarce and rare ite--— w

sometimes unofficial, or at least not open to mimism.-' -ts - the

mcent (1907) unpublicized distribution of ran' T*”“ rc.o--d»M r-.n-i r_1

w ire rim $10 coins and MC M\ II I Itra High Relief d. ’'T eag

Stacks
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A

correspondence between Philadelphia dealer Henry Chapman and
Baltimore collector Robert Garrett revealed at the time, it paid to

know someone at the Mint, if rarities were desired (quoted at length

in my 1979 book. The History of United States Coinage As Illustrated by

the Garrett Collection). At a later time, in 1921, George T. Morgan made
rarities to order, such as special Proof strikings of siK'er dollars, on a

very private basis for numismatic clients. Many other instances could

be cited from the early 20th century.

The official end of the Liberty Head nickel in 1912 was not the real

end, as it turned out. Soon, one of the most famous of all United States

coin rarities was created: the 1913 Liberty Head nickel. Likely, Director

Roberts had no clue as to what was happening. Today, the best that can

be done is to piece together a string of facts, add some assumptions,

and create a possible scenario, with my version given below.

Samuel W. Brown
On December 18, 1903, Samuel W. Brown, a Pennsylvanian, joined

the staff of the Philadelphia Mint as a "helper," for $2.90 per day. On
September 26, 1904, he was promoted to the post of assistant curator

of the Mint Collection, salary $1,000 per year, a position that histori-

cally permitted great latitude in acquiring as well as deaccessioning

coins. Examples of these practices abound. In October 1886 the editor

of the American Journal of Numismatics commented
that curator Patterson DuBois had been exchanging

duplicates of rare colonials for some gold coins the

collection lacked, such trades being rumored as "far

more profitable to the dealer than the government."

In the 1890s curator R.A. McClure traded or sold the

two different 1877 pattern $50 gold coins, each unique,

to local dealer John W. Haseltine (today they are trea-

sures of the Smithsonian Institution).

In 1905, T. Louis Comparette was named as cura-

tor, seemingly diminishing Brown's importance with

the collection. In 1906 in "On the Utilitv of a Cabinet
j

of Historic Coins," The Numismatist, March 1906,

Comparette described the Mint Cabinet, as it was

often designated:

The cabinet began with a small collection of Proof pieces and some of

the more interesting foreign coins that had been sent in as bullion, which

the coiner, Adam Eckfeldt, had pre.served. This small collection, for many
years under the oversight of the Assay Department, has been augmented

from time to time by purchases out of a small fund allowed by Congre.ss

and by donations until the number is about 15,000 pieces, and includes

many rare and scientifically important specimens.

Samuel W. Brown was proposed for membership in the American

Numismatic A.s.sociation in the April 1906 issue of The Numismatist,

sponsored by Sfephen K. Nagy and Dr. George F. Heath, and became

member no. 808. In 1908 the ANA Convention was held in Philadel-

phia, with Brown as one of fhe registrants. With his curatorship, ANA
membership, and seeming ties with Nagy, it can be assumed that he

was a knowledgeable numismatist familiar with the hobby and those

who were active in it.

Brown was promoted to storekeeper at the Mint at $1,200 per year,

effi'ctive I'ebruary I, 1907, with a salary increase to $1,400 on March

2, 1908, This was a position that might have been used for personal

adv.mtage, for it involveil purchasing supplies for the Mint. No ac-

count has been located ot any improper actions bv Brown. The title’

of his position was changed from "storekeeper" to "clerk" on July 1,

1910, but the duties and pay remained the same. Perhaps this was
a de facto demotion, for on January 27, 1910, Director of the Mint A.

Piatt Andrew wrote this to Philadelphia Mint Superintendent John
H. Landis, concerning poor cjuality gloves Brown had purchased for

adjusters and other employees who handled coins: "I could call your
I

attention to the importance of selecting someone more competent to i

fill the position of storekeeper than Samuel W. Brown, the present
i

incumbent." (From Mint correspondence; citation furnished by Roger

W. Burdetfe.)
i

Stephen K. Nagy '

Sfephen K. Nagy, a Philadelphia resident, had joined the ANA in

1905. Nagy had close ties to the Mint and was involved, among other

things, in the private purchase from cerfain Mint officials of restrikes

and other delicacies from years earlier, including many Gobrecht silver

dollars of the 1836-1839 period. In partnership with John W. Haseltine

(the Mint's secret funnel for bringing patterns and other numismatic
'

delicacies into the marketplace), Nagy had wide experience, dating

back to the 1890s, in the underground movement of rare coins. In ad-

dition, now and again, he had copy dies made to create rarities, such as

$5 pieces bearing the imprint of the Massachusetts & California Com-
pany, 1849, and Templeton Reid "trial pieces" of gold

coins dated 1830, struck on U.S. large cents, typically

of the Draped Bust type. (Several different $10 and $25

pieces are described and illustrated by Donald Kagin,

Private Gold Coins and Patterns ofthe United States, p. 378;

it being his opinion that the dies were original as made
for Reid in the 1830s, but not used until many decades

later when Nagy had impressions struck.)

Relative to Nagy's presence in the coin market in

the early 20th century, the July 1909 The Numismatist

reported on the sale to William H. Woodin of two differ-

ent unique varieties of 1877 pattern $50 pieces struck in

gold, that had been acquired by Nagy and Haseltine.

A furor arose, and the government seized the $50

coins. Woodin obtained as a "refund" from Haseltine

and Nagy "several crates" of other United States pattern

coins. Presumably these other patterns came from "connections" at the

Mint. The same $50 coins are believed to have been part of the Mint

Cabinet earlier, but had been traded away in the late 19th-century,

going to none other than Haseltine.

Alternatively from R. Coulfon Davis, May 1886, in The Coin

Collector's Journal: "Of these extraordinary patterns one specimen

only of each variefy was sfruck in gold for the cabinet of fhe U.S. Mint,

but owing to the lack of appropriation they were rejected and melted

up by the superintendent and coiner" (courtesy of Dax'id W. Akers,

United States Gold Patterns, 1975, p. 41).

Nagy sfated that these were held by the curator of the Mint Collec-

tion, if not in the cabinet itself, and were traded or sold to Haseltine

in the early 1890s. This would square with a 1909 account in The

Ninnismatist:

The piece (singular] in the Mint was originalh' repiVM'nted b\' a gi4d

specimen, but seme 10 or more \ ears ago, the one in charge I't the cabinet at

the time considered $50 too much to be confined in I'ne specimen, when he

could have the type duplicated in copjvr. 1 he Mint sfvcimen issuid tvd\a\ e

been sold to thi' bullion department and melted up, and the prvvvvd'> ot it
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list'll to punh.isf a lot ol very ordinary Spanish and Mexican dollars.

The privodinj; account would stvni to have several flaws, including

that in the ISWs the curator of the Mint Collection could have a copper

restrike made up at will, and that at least one coin, owned by the Mint

Collection, was "sold" and the Mint Collection curator bought a "lot of

very ordinary Spanish and Mexican dollars," certainly a strange thing

to do. The truth went to the grave with Haseltine. (Also see David W.

Akers, United States Gold Patterns, 1975, pp. 41, 43.)

In any event, I laseltine and partner Nagy moved easily in the inner

circles of Mint officials and had access to coins and information seem-

ingly not available to others. Through both of them many rarities first

mached the market, sometimes with improbable or unverifiable stories

attached, two being the 1884 and 1885 trade dollars.

Busy Times in 1912 and 1913

In 1912 certain activity in the Philadelphia Mint centered on designs

for the Indian Head style five-cent piece being finalized by James Earle

Fraser, a new motif scheduled for circulation in 1913. By December

1912 Fraser, following much experimentation, had evolved a design

depicting an Indian on the obverse and a buffalo (actually a bison)

on the reverse. While .some modifications remained to be done. Mint

and Treasury officials were satisfied with

the new motif. On December 13, 1912, Mint

Director George E. Roberts instructed the

Philadelphia staff: "Do nothing about five-

cent coinage for 1913 until the new designs

are ready for use." On that same day the last

Liberty Head nickel dated 1912 was officially

struck at the Philadelphia Mint.

However, certain dies and hubs for the

1913 coinage remained on hand as late as

February 24, 1913, as evidenced by this

correspondence from Philadelphia Mint

Superintendent John H. Landis to Director

Roberts:

Now that the new design five-cent nickel

piece has been approved, would it not be well to destroy the dies and hubs

of the 1912 design. The engraver has on hand a lot of working dies made

for this mint and those sent to San Francisco and returned.

If it is your opinion that these dies and hubs should be destroyed, I

would thank you for authority to have this done. [Mint correspondence

courtesy of Roger W. Burdette]

In the meantime, numismatist Samuel W. Brown continued his

duties as storekeeper-clerk at the Mint, with ready access to all facili-

ties.

No record of any kind has been located about 1913-dated Liberty’

Head nickels having been produced, but a few years later the coins

themselves proved that some were struck. The absence of a record

means little in the annals of the Philadelphia Mint. There is, for example,

no official record at all for the vast majority of the thousands of pattern

coins struck from 1859 to 1885.

Brown in North Tonawanda

On November 14, 1913, Bmwn n'signed from his Mint dubes, giving

as a reason that he wanted to start his own business, and sixm moved

fo North Tonawanda, New York. There he joined Wayne I ahnestiKk in

the operation of the Frontier Chocolate I actorv, a regional enterpr; „

houst'd in a modest-size thrw-storv brick building on I ayru A' • -

in the same city. The business was important enough th.it uri lenh,

America's leading publisher ol picture ^xistcards, issued a card shove -

ing it, complete with a sporty convertible roadster parkiM next to the

factory.

Later, he was a partner in the Pierce-Broven Company, on River

Road, at least until 1924. Along the way he became a man ot comlort-

able means, an active Mason in Sutherland Lodge No. 82b, and a pillar

in local society. In 1932 and 1933 he served as mavor of that city, but

failed in a later reelection bid. He was active in the Republican Party

for many years, extending into the early 194()s.

While in North Tonawanda, Samuel Brown aveived presidential

appointments to serve on the Assay Commissions of February 14,

1923, and February 13, 1924, seemingly reflecting his continuing close-

connections with both the Mint and politicos, for this was a raa- honor.

Numismatist Farran Zerbe was also on the 1923 commission, and nu-

mismatist Ambrose Swasey served in 1924. Chief Engraver George T.

Morgan was on both, cx officio. No doubt there is more to this scenario

than can be figured out at the present late date!

Returning to 1913, the year of importance regarding the famous

nickel, the Assay Commission met on February 12. Numismatist James

H. Manning, of Albany, was chairman, and

among the members were well-known

collectors Judson Brenner and Ambrose

Swasey. Reviewed were the coins struck

in precious metals, gold and silver, in the

preceding year, 1912. Manning ovv-ned a

rare 1804 silver dollar, Brenner possessed

many remarkable rarities including unique

patterns and an 1861 original Confederate

States of America cent, and Swasey at a later

time had George T. Morgan make some

special Proofs for his collection.

If anything, the preceding Assay Com-

mission data reflect that numismatists were

tightly involved with the Mint during these

times. Little of this is reflected in any official records.

Disclosures of 1919 and 1920

In The Numismatist, December 1919, Brown, now a resident of

several years' standing in North Tonawanda, advertised to buy 1913

Liberty Head nickels, a variety completely unknown to the collecting

community at the time, and not listed in any of the Annual Reports of the

Director of the Mint. His offer was $500 per coin, later raised to $600

As to the intent of this offer, certainly it was generous for the era

A Proof 1856 Flying Eagle cent was worth $8 to $10 at the time, Pnv»f

double eagles from the rare dates of the 1880s sold tor It's*, than $37

each, and a gem MCM\'II $20 of 1907 cost about $22 or $23.

The Brown advertising campaign seems to hav e been *v.!. .. I'sstul t.-

all outward appearances, for at the 1920 ANA Convention, held that

year in Chicago, he had with him a speomen of the ranU ’

The October 1920 issue of The Numnmati-t. repivrting im tJ.. xr.

vention, commented:

Samuel \N Bmwn <4 North Tonawanda ^^v^ Yort pr. tot a

short time on Mimdav He had with t’-m - spi- irr^rr. ol Ih. raniv m

WANTED
1913 LIBERTY HEAD

NICKEL
In Proof condition, if pos.sible.

Will pay $.’)00 cash for one.

SAMUEL W. BROWN,
North Tonawanda, N. Y.
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United States coinage—the nickel of 1913 of the Liberty head type. It was
among the exhibits during the remainder of the convention with a label

announcing that it was valued at $600, which amount Mr. Brown announced
he is ready to pay for all Proof specimens offered to him.

An explanation of its rarity is that at the close of 1912, the Mint authori-

ties not having received orders to use the dies of the buffalo type nickel

at the beginning of 1913, prepared a master die of the Liberty head type

dated 1913, and from this master die a few pieces—believed to be five—in

Proof were struck. None of these are believed to have been placed in

circulation.

No information was given as to where Brown obtained the coin

but, likely, only a person with Mint connections could have acquired

such a piece. Nothing reached print about Brown having been em-
ployed at the Mint earlier, but this was hardly a secret in view of his

attendance at the 1908 convention in Philadelphia, with many dealers

and collectors present—some of whom attended the 1920 event as

well. Perhaps Brown furnished the "explanation of its rarity" quoted

above—a logical scenario.

Alden Scott Boyer

At the 1920 convention the nickel attracted the attention of Alden

Scott Boyer, Chicago numismatist and manufacturer of perfumes and

cosmetics, who obtained it on approval. However, no sale was consum-

mated, and later in the year Brown sent this letter:

Dear Mr. Boyer

I would appreciate it very much if you would return the 1913 Liberty

Head nickel you have with your coins in the Masonic Temple vault in your

city. I have a deal pending for the sale of this coin, and it is necessary that

I have it within the next 10 days. If you will, kindly send it by express,

charges collect, and estimate the value at $750. Thanking you for your

courtesy in this matter.

Soon afterward, five 1913 Liberty Head nickels were in the hands of

Stephen K. Nagy, of Philadelphia. They were fitted into a leather case

(presently owned by Eric P. Newman), who described it:

There were 8 coin holes in two horizontal rows in the specially prepared

leather case with celluloid sliding strips on both sides of the inner hinged

panel. The case contained the 5 Liberty Head 1913 nickels, one Indian Type

I without the F for Fraser; one Indian Type II in nickel like the normal strike

(which I still have); and the Indian Type II in a primarily copper composition

(which 1 still have) which has been analyzed by two metallurgical firms. If

the case had been made early in 1913 it would have had only 5 holes but

since it has 8 it had to have been made after late 1913 when Type II Indian

nickels were struck. (Communication to the author, July 31, 2005.)

A Most Curious Meeting Report

Gloria Peters and Cynthia Mohon, in The Complete Guide to Shield

& Libert}/ Head Nickels, state on p. 164:

Just for the record there is mention of a coin club meeting—possibly

in December 1919—at which Vernon Sheldon, Ira S. Reed, and Boyer were

present, and Brown displayed all five of the 1913 nickels.

I have no further information concerning this alleged meeting, but

question whether it ever took place, although I have an open mind

should evidence be presented. For starters, The Numismatist, October

1948, carried a biography of Sheldon, indicating that in 1919 he was

still a teenager, and that he did not become a numismatist until 1924:

At the convention of the ANA in Columbus [August 1938], M. Vernon

Sheldon was elected general secretary, succeeding Harry T. Wilson, who
had s«Tved in th<it capacity since the Montreal convention of 1923. Mr.

Sheldon was bom in Escanaba, Michigan on October 20, 1901. He attended

Montcalm Grammar School and Barry County High School.

As to Ira Reed, in the early 1930s he was known as a seller of Indian

artifacts and relics in Sellersville, Pennsylvania. Later in the decade

he moved to Philadelphia and became prominent in coins. In 1919 he

would have been in his early twenties. According to his own account,

he was not active in rare coins until the 1930s (Treasury Department

report dated May 12, 1944, in connection with Reed's activities with the

rare 1933 double eagle). On the evening of Tuesday, August 19, 1941,

in Philadelphia, he conducted the American Numismatic Association

Convention auction.

He remained in professional numismatics until 1954, in which year

he held his last auction just seven weeks before his death at age 60.

1

never had the pleasure of meeting Reed.

As an overview, in 1919 Boyer was in Chicago, neither Sheldon nor

Reed are known to have been numismatists at that time, and Brown
was in North Tonawanda, New York. The likelihood of their conflu-

ence at a coin club meeting on a cold winter day in December 1919

seems to be very remote.

Nagy to Raymond to Green

After 1920, Brown held on to at least one 1913 Liberty Head nickel

for a while, and then transferred it to Stephen K. Nagy. It is likely, in

my estimation, that Brown's display coin and the others were Nagy's

all along. Nagy's modus operandi was to work behind the scenes, which

he freely admitted. In 1923 the nickels seem to have been consigned

(rather than sold) to August Wagner, a Philadelphia dealer in stamps

at 31st and York Streets, an ideal "front man." In The Numismatist,

December 1923, Wagner advertised:

For Sale. Five (5)-Cent Liberty Head 1913 Coins. Proof. The only five-

cent Liberty Head coins of this design and year in existence.

Wagner did not find a buyer, and in 1924 Nagy sold them to New
York City dealer Wayte Raymond, who placed them with Col. Edward

H.R. Green.

Raymond conducted business with savoir faire, catering to private

clients on an appointment basis in New York City in the 1920s, serv-

ing such numismatic luminaries as William Cutler Atwater, Waldo

C. Newcomer, John Work Garrett, and Green, among others, while

the street-floor coin shop trade in the city was largely the domain

of Thomas L. Elder. Further evidence of the connection with Green,

a few years after the nickel transaction, a private study was created

under the title. The Gold Coins ofLatin America and Brazil. List Prepared

bi/ Wayte Raymond for E.H.R. Green, Esq.

Back to Mehl

In the same decade of the 1920s B. Max Mehl's publicitv caught

hold, and all of a sudden the 1913 nickel became famous, if not in nu-

mismatists' eyes, certainly in the estimation of the general public. In the

coin hobby at the time Mehl had his advocates, mainly his customers,

but he also had his detractors—other dealers who likened him to a

huckster, a seller of snake oil or Kickapoo Joy Juice. Mehl a'ally led

two lives, as has been amply explained elsewhen\ I lis public persona

was that of the "coin man down in Texa.s," the man who stood n'adv

to buy rare coins that might be found in pocket change, and send a

check that could pay off the mortgage on the farm or send limior ott

to college.
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Much it not most ot this was based on a never-ending stream of

hvjvrl'ole. As an example, on May 17, 1921, Mehl auctioned via mail

bids the )udge Manning specimen of the 1H04 dollar. Manning was a

tamous collector and also chairman of the earlier mentioned 1913 As-

say Commission. With some imagination, Mehl later advertised the

scenario that, indtvd, rare and valuable coins could be found anywhere,

and "lucky Mrs. Manning," who somehow had an 1804 dollar, received

a nice check from Mehl. The catalogue used a "stock illustration," as

Mehl often did, and showed not the coin being sold, but, instead, the

Stickney 1804 dollar, an entirely different specimen that had been in

numismatic hands ever since it was obtained from the Philadelphia

Mint in trade by Stickney in 1843!

While the 1804 dollar was important in Mehl's campaigns, a coin of

an unfamiliar design and bearing the almost ancient date of 1804 did

not sc'em to be anything that could ever be found in pocket change.

However, just about anyone, from school kids to octogenarians, was

apt to have a Liberty Head nickel, or many of them, including—who
knows—a 1913 Liberty Head!

Hoopla Honored

What was hoopla to one person was perfectly fine to another, in-

cluding to editor Frank G. Duffield of The Numismatist, who gushed

in the February 1931 issue:

What is perhaps the largest and most expensive single advertising

venture of a coin dealer ever published appeared in the American Weekly

(with all the Hearst Sunday newspapers) on January ll.lt was inserted

by B. Max Mehl, coin dealer, of Fort Worth, Texas, and occupied a full

page. In a circular letter sent out to collectors by Mr. Mehl under date

of January 5 he calls attention to this advertisement and states that the

space for one issue cost $17,500, with an additional cost of about $1,000

for artwork, plates, etc.

It differs from most advertisements of coin dealers in that it offers no

coins for sale and evidently was not prepared directly for the purpose

of bringing business from collectors. It was intended, rather, to reach

the general public and to draw from them coins, some of them possibly

rare, which may be laid away and almost forgotten by the owners, as

well as to stimulate an interest in coin collecting.

We congratulate Mr. Mehl on the tenacity

with which he clings to the belief that there

are many rare coins still in hiding throughout

the country and that extensive advertising will

bring them to light. He has been one of the

largest, consistent and persistent advertisers

among the coin dealers of the United States,

and much of it has been along the same lines

as his latest venture, though not on so large

a scale. While the results are known only to

him, it is assumed that he finds it a good

business getter.

It has remained for Mr. Mehl, at a very

great expense—$18,000 is a lot of money—to

practically comb the country in an effort to

find rarities in the United States coinage. Time

was, years ago, when many such pieces were

to K* pu ked up with a little searching. But with

the advent of thousands of collectors and the

number (9 dealers multiplied many times in

l ife years the b«*lief is general that but few-

great raritu remain in hiding

Again we ongratulate you, Max

Tm OmiR B. Max Mini
His second persi^na was as a leading rare coin dealer, pror? ;- : i

professional at coin conventions and other gatherings, i''.er willing

to be interviewed, and eager to share his enthusiasm for nuir.i-.mal

ics. Along the way he handled more than his share of very imjxirtant

collections, all sold to mail bids (none to public auctions), including

James Manning (1921), James Ten Eyck (1925), judge L'harles \V Slack

(1925), William Forrester Dunham (1941), Fa*d E. Olsen (1944), William

Cutler Atwater (1946), V\'.W. Neil (1947), and Golden Jubilee (1950) (a

very abbreviated list).

By any reckoning B. Max Mehl was the mi>st colorful and news-

worthy coin dealer on the American scene during the first part of the

present century'. Born in Russia in 1884, Mehl came with his family to

America, and by 1900 was a part-time coin dealer while working as

a shoe clerk. A few years later he left footwear behind and went into

the profession full-time. A gifted writer, he did much to spread the

appeal of the hobby.

The social side of Mehl is reflected by his long-time involvement

w'ith Rotary' International and service at one time as its president. In

numismatic context, this comment by Charles Markus, president of

the ANA, was printed in The Numismatist, June 1928, after Markus had

returned from a four-month tour through the American West:

No mention of Fort Worth is complete until we have told of a number of

visits to the numismatic establishment of the celebrated and well-known B

Max Mehl, whom we have had the pleasure of mevting at annual conven-

tions of the ANA since 1 lector was a pup!

We made a number of visits to his coin shop and witnessed the methtnl

and manner of buying and selling coins on a large scale. We were invited to

his fine new home, where we were entertained, dined and wined, shown

every' point of interest in and around the city, theatre and dinner parties

downtow'n. By the way, we forgot to mention we helped build the lx*autiful

new Mehl home, and paid for many articles entering in its construction.

We hereby publicly express our sincere thanks to the three lady mem-

bers of the Mehl family, as well as to B. Max, for the extreme courtesy and

consideration extended us on our visit to Fort Worth, but it is hardly to be

wondered at, for was he not entertaining the president of the American

Numismatic Association and his wife? (Bouquet thrown at myself by

mvself.)

B Max Mehl's office
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In his catalogue description of the Fred E. Olsen specimen of fhe

1913 nickel in 1944, the first ever to pass through his hands and the

very first to ever cross the auction block (sort of; acfually it was a mail

bid sale), Mehl noted:

I plead guilty to being responsible for making this coin so famous,

having used it in all of my national advertising for a period of about a

quarter of a century, during which time it appeared in advertising totaling

an expenditure of well over $1 million! Certainly, this great coin will prove

a most gratifying source of possession to the fortunate owner and also a

profitable investment as well.

All of fhis hyperbole caused a lot of work for fhe American Numis-
mafic Associafion. According fo a nofe in the December 1942 issue of

The Nitmismatist, abouf 25% of fhe inc^uiries received were from people

asking about nickels of fhis dafe!

I had the pleasure of talking with B. Max Mehl several times in

the 1950s and on one memorable evening in the company of Abe and

Molly Kosoff, enjoying a nice dinner in which his career was fhe focal

point of conversation.

Mehl, his winning personality never dimming, remained active

until his final days, and died in Fort Worth in 1957. After his passing

his numismatic estate was handled by Kosoff, who, among other

things, sold MehTs name to George Justus of Beverly Hills, who later

operated what was called the B. Max Mehl Co. there, also using the

trade style Mehlco.

Col. E.H.R. Green

Colonel Edward H.R. Green, the first collector to fork over the

necessary funds to buy a 1913 nickel, in this case all five of them, is

remembered today as one of the greatest "characters" in the numis-

matic hobby.

To be sure, he has competition in the quirkiness category—what

with Dr. R. Henry Linderman (Mint director who could have his own
coins, including an 1804 dollar, made to order), Farran Zerbe (exploit-

ative entrepreneur and numismatic politician). King Farouk of Egypt

(of whom more will be said), and others.

Green, born in England on August 22, 1868, was the son of Edward

H. Green and Hetty Howland Robinson. Hetty, who became a widow,

used an earlier inheritance of about $10 million to further her skills as a

participant in the stock market, to be involved in banking, to engage in

real estate deals, and on occasion to loan money to the municipality of

New York City. Along the way she amassed tens of millions of dollars,

while living in relatively spartan surroundings. Personal amenities

and luxuries were unknown to her. Old-time dealer Thomas L. Elder

recalled seeing her "when she had a small room in a plain house in

Hoboken, N.J."

As a young man, in 1887 our Edward, later to become a nickel

owner, had his right leg amputated seven inches above the knee, be-

cau.se his mother would not pay for medical treatment that could have

fixed it. It was not that she did not try. Dressed in shabby clothes, and

with Edward likewise, the pair went to the Bellevue Hospital in New
York City to seek aid for his leg, as a charity case. Hetty was identi-

fied as a person who had the ability to pay, and she and Edward were

turned away. Returning home, she packed his leg in sand. That didn't

work. Later, the amputation.

Even with one leg made of cork, Edward was imposing in stature

.mil sfootl six-tei‘f four-inches tall and weighed 300 pounds. How-

ever, he could not move about easily. For this reason, one of his 1920s

limousines was outfitted with a commode in the back passenger

section, emptying into the street, in the manner of such a device in a

passenger train car.

Courtney Coffing and Clyde Mervis, historians of the 1913 Liberty

Head nickel in an absorbing account published in the Numismatic

Scrapbook Magazine in 1971, reported that just after reaching his 22nd

birthday in September 1890, Green and "some of the boys" visited

Chicago's red light district one evening. There he was charmed by

Mabel Harlow, tall, redheaded, and attracted to money. She was
variously known as Mrs. M. E. Staunton, Mrs. Wilson, Kitterage, De
Vries, or Campbell.

Arthur H. Lewis, in The Day They Shook the PIurn Tree, a popular and

seemingly casually researched biography of Hetty Green, included a

recollection of Mary Cammack, of Texas, concerning Mabel:

Mabel was beautiful and had long, wavy, red hair which she would
let down to her hips. She used to allow my older sister to comb it out for

her. She used lots of makeup, but on her it looked good.

Green was given the Texas Midland Railroad by his mother, to play

with as other children play with electric and spring-powered trains. It
j

was said that Green was never happier than when he rode in the cab of I

a steam engine on the TMRR. His palatial Pullman car was variously
|

called 999, Mabel, and Lone Star.
i

Hetty Green died on July 3, 1916, at which time her wealth was

estimated to be $100,000,000, handily eclipsing the fortune of John D.

Rockefeller. With his mother gone from the scene, and not around to

complain about Mabel, on July 10, 1916, Edward and his redhead love

were married, following a courtship of 26 years!

Edward H.R. Green established estates at Round Hill, near New
Bedford, Massachusetts, and Star Island in Biscayne Bay in Florida. At

Colonol E.M.R. (irccn aiul his molhor, Hetty.
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Star Island was kept, among other things, a vault full of pornographic

tilms, a colliH.'tion considered to be the most extensive in the world.

In the early l‘^30s, in Massachusetts, Green had an impressive private

radio broadcasting station. A visitor there was young Eric P. Newman,

a student at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, who assisted

with radio communications with the Admiral Byrd exploration party

in distant Antarctica when one of the explorers required a surgical

operation and medical consultation was sought.

As to when Green began his interest in numismatics, this is not

known. B. Max Mehl learned of his leaning in this direction and,

beginning in 1915, sent him coin catalogues, this being in the twilight

of the life of his mother, Hetty. As Thomas L. Elder had visited Hetty

earlier, perhaps she had numismatic inclinations and passed them

along to her son. In any event, it was not until 1921 that Mehl and the

younger Green did business together, the first transaction amounting

to $1,800. By that time Green had been doing business with Elder for

years. There seems to have been a code of silence regarding Green's

acquisitions, as news of his purchases was not disseminated in the

normal channels—newspaper accounts of auction.s. The Numismatist,

and dealer catalogues.

Green died of a "complication of di.seases" on June 8, 1936, at the

Lake Placid Club at the lake of that same name in the Adirondacks

in upstate New York. Mabel was at his side. The couple had no chil-

dren.

The Green Estate

After his death it took eight armored trucks to haul his valuables

to safekeeping. His estate was handled by the Cha.se Bank, New York

City. The appraisal of the numismatic portion of his estate was done

by F.C.C. Boyd of New York City in 1938 and 1939,

and a value of $1,240,299 was assigned, as compared

to $1,298,448 for his stamps by another appraiser.

The stamps in his estate included all 100 of the

known 1918 24<r airmail stamp with the plane flying

upside-down, the "inverted Jenny." Also among his

property were old whaling ships, antiques, real estate,

and more.

Green had a large collection of paper money, includ-

ing rarities, but many of the notes were stored in cellu-

lose acetate envelopes, where chemical action rendered

most of the bills brittle, causing them to break apart

into chips and flinders. Fortunately, some bills were

kept in stationery envelopes and escaped harm.

Among those that survived were notable rarities

and thousands of dollars in face value of uncut sheets.

Additional large quantities of currency were redeemed at face value

in the 1940s to help pay taxes on the estate. Fortunately, many rarities

were kept by the government and used as a foundation for its own cur-

rency collection, some of w’hich is now on view at the Federal Reserve

Bank in San Francisco. Thea* was little market for the uncut sheets, and

the Chase National Bank turned the vast majority of them over to the

New York Federal Reserve Bank for face value (per correspondence

preserx’ed by the C.F. Childs family).

In his iticyclofvdia, Walter Brivn commented concerning a group

of prized coins:

VVhi'n tjnvn mhiTiU'd his muthfr's niillions, lu- In-; .iin< .i * » ilUsioi

ot (among othor things) railroad l ars, pornographii lilms, aiul among fm
immvnsi' numismatic holdings was a hoard ol o\i-r 2(KI L ncin ulaii d 17'^'

quarter dollars, ot which at least ItX) wetv more or lt*ss prinitfike dieii

tields more mirrorlike than on the others. Abe kosoH and Andre 1 )»< opjH-t

dispersed many ot these* to date and type* colU*ctors during thi' l‘J4<K

In a conversation with the author, June 27, 1996, John J
Ford, Jr.,

stated that in the 1940s he had inspected the quarters w hen thev VM re

part of the Green estate, but that Philadelphia dealer John G. .Macallister

had bought them. In his memoirs, Abe Kosoff recalled sc*eing them as

well, and "that there were about 100 pieces, possiblv a few moa* or

less." Today in 2007, the quantitv of 2(K) secerns truly wondrous. Even

a single specimen crossing the auction blcKk would command a lot

of attention.

Eric P. Newman
Eric P. Newman, who had earlier ust'd Green's radio transmitter,

was by 1937 in the practice of law in St. Louis. He desired to obtain

a rare $5 United States Demand Note issued in the 1860s, payable at

St. Louis, and inquired about it, including to Farran Zerbt*, curator

of the numismatic collection at the Chase National Bank, New York

City. Earlier, Zerbe had exhibited the collection widely under the title,

"Money of the World," including at the 1904 St. Louis World's Fair

and the 1915 Panama-Pacific International Exposition. Chase was in

charge of the Green estate. In time, Newman was advist*d that this

was not possible, but it w'as possible to buy a ^wup of currency in

which the St. Louis rarity would be included! This opened the dcKir

to many purchases, which were initiated by Newman and of which

unselected coins and notes w-ere then sold under a joint arrangement

with Burdette G. Johnson, prominent St. Louis dealer. "Johnson was

my great mentor, and he always treated me with fair-

ness," Newman recalled to the writer. "We always had

complete confidence in one another."

Included were 19 prooflike examples of the 1796

quarter dollar which Newman purchased in 1943. New-

man himself bought items directly, as reflected in his

correspondence files so kindly furnished to me.

The first letter is from Farran Zerbe, June 2, 1937, and

is addressed to Eric Newman in St. Louis:

Dear Mr. Newman:

Your letter of May 29th brings back memories of our

correspondence of some months ago. So far as I know the

late Colonel Green or his mother, whose collection he is said

to have inherited, never endeavored to acquire any repudi-

ated or non-negotiable notes, such as state scrip and issues

of private banks and individuals.

1 doubt if at this time there are any Missouri items in the (jieen colkThon

unless probably Missouri N'abonal Bank Notes. The popular sale items m
the Green material have not been destroyed It is probable the remainder

will eventually come on the market. Just in what way I do not know, but I

doubt if it will be in the near future

Ver\’ R’spectfully,

Farran Zerbe, Curator

A later letter is written bv Eric Newman on letterhead ot the law hrm

Chasnoff, Willson & Cunningham, St Louts, addressexi to Alexander

A. McKenna of the Chase National Bank, 11 Bnrad Mnx-t New >ork

Cit\’, Dt'cember 13, 1941

Eric P. Newman
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Dear Mr. McKenna:

Thank you for your letter of December 10, 1941, with reference to the

broken bank bills." By "broken bank bills" it was the understanding that

all non-redeemable American paper money would be included, except

the colonial, state and Continental Congress paper money collection. It

was also understood that no disposition had been made of any part of the

"broken bank bills" except those sold to me on a prior occasion in addition

to buying the "broken bank bills."

1 have decided to buy the nickel collection offered for $2,000.00, which
includes all regular issues, patterns, mis-strikes and mutilations except

three of the five 1913 Liberty Head nickels. When you remove from fhe

little black case the two 1913 Liberty Head nickels for me (as well as the

three Buffalo nickels in thaf case) I want two bright perfect specimens of

the 1913 Liberty Head nickels.

With respect to the three excluded 1913 Liberty Head nickels, 1 will

buy them if you will agree to accept One Thousand Dollars ($1,000.00) for

them. The collection of nickels was originally stated to be about six hundred
in number and subsequently stated to be about five hundred, but when
1 was in New York to see you I was informed that the six hundred figure

was approximafely correct.

1 am enclosing a cashier's check for $6,600.00 covering purchase of

the "broken bank bills" for $4,600.00 and the nickels for $2,000.00. Please

pack fhe leather books of paper money and the other items tightly so there

can be no sliding during shipment and send to my residence at 6450 Cecil

Avenue, St. Louis, as in the past.

Let me hear from you on the other matters under consideration as soon

as you get an opportunity.

Sincerely yours,

Eric Newman

This was followed by a reply from McKenna, December 16, 1941:

Dear Mr. Newman:

Re: Estate of E.H.R. Green

Your letter of December 13th, in which you enclosed check for $6,600

in payment for the collection of broken bank bills and fhe nickel collec-

tion, including the two 1913 Liberty heads, has been received. These will

be shipped to you as instructed within the next day or two. Your offer of

$1,000 for the remaining three Liberty heads will be referred to the co-ad-

ministrators for considerafion.

Yours very truly,

Alexander A. McKenna,

Second Vice President

Another letter from McKenna bears the date of December 18,

1941:

Dear Mr. Newman

Re: Estate of E. H. R. Green

We have shipped via Railway Express Agency three trunks containing

the broken bank bills and nickels which you purchased. Enclosed are keys

to the locks of the trunks. These are being forwarded in this manner, as we
felt this method of packing was no more expensive fhan having the crates

made. Therefore, we will be glad to make a present of the trunks to you.

Our co-administrators have agreed to accept your offer of $1,000 for

the remaining three 1913 Liberty Head nickels. Upon receipt of your check,

the coins will be forwarded to you.

Yours very truly,

Alexander A. McKenna,

Second Vice President

On December 17, 1941, Newman advised:

Dear Mr. McKenna:

the three trunks containing the broken bank bills and nickels arrived

sah-ly during fhe Christmas rush and fhe contents were delivered in good

condition. The new keys which you had made for the trunks did not fit

too well and 1 had to pry open two of the trunks.

Thank you for having them packed so well. 1 am enclosing a cashier's

check in the sum of $1,000.00 in purchase of the three remaining 1913 Lib-

erty Head nickels. 1 look forward to hearing from you in the near future

on the other items in which 1 am interested.

With kindest personal greetings for the Holiday Season to yourself

and your associates, I am.

Very truly yours,

Eric P. Newman

McKenna to Newman, December 29, 1941:

Dear Mr. Newman:

Re: Estate of R.H.R. Green

Your letter of December 27, 1941, in which you enclosed a cashiers check

for $1,000 in payment for the three 1913 Liberty Head nickels, has been

received. We are pleased to enclose the nickels herewith. For the comple-

tion of our records, would you mind acknowledging receipt of the coins

by signing and returning the accompanying copy of this letter.

With best wishes for a happy and prosperous new year, believe me
to be

Sincerely yours,

Alexander A. McKenna,

Second Vice President

So there you have it, chapter and verse! The 1913 Liberty Head
nickels were released from confinement and went into new hands.

Newman went on to become a laureate American numismatic

historian and author, receiving far more Heath Literary Awards (given

by the ANA for articles in The Numismatist) than any other person, the

Farran Zerbe Award, and many other honors.

The nickels and their former owner were fronf row cenfer in this

article by Beth Deisher, Com World, June 11, 2001, based on an interview

and information from Newman. Included was this information, given

here to fill in a few defails nof in the preceding narrative:

Newman explains that after traveling by train to New York City to

examine thousands of coins in the Green Collection, he had returned to St.

Louis and discussed what he had seen with his friend and mentor, Burdette

"B.G." Johnson, owner of fhe St. Louis Stamp & Coin Co.

Aware the coins' origin was a matter of conjecture, Newman recalls he

and Johnson thought at one time the coins could be "fakes." He also noted

the five 1913 Liberty Head 5-cent coins appeared to have been struck on

different qualities of planchets, possibly whatever was available to the

person who struck them, and that they were of different conditions.

"We thought the two best ones were worth about $500 each," New-
man recalls. "We didn't feel the other three had that much value," he

said, explaining the reason for separafing them from his original offer and

making a second offer. . .

.

The "liftle black case" contained slots for eight 5-cent coins. With the

arrival of the three 1913 Liberty Head specimens, the eight coins were

briefly reunited. They included the five 1913 Liberty Head 5-cent coins, a

unique copper 1913 Indian Head 5-cent pattern, a 1913 Indian Head cent

circulation strike and a copper-nickel pattern 1913 Indian Head 5-c'ent coin

without initial F on the shoulder.

Newman stills owns the black leather case, the 1913 Indian Head

regular issue, and what he believes to be "the raa'st of the bunch." the

copper Indian Head pattern.

Researcher Don Taxay, writing in The US. Al/nf iiiul Coiiui^c. notixl:

"The unique copper trial piece of tvpe 2 design (/.e.. with modituHl l'l\T

CENTS) is neither a trial piece imr made of copfvr. It was struck frv'n\ an

experimental alloy of ninetv-five percent copper, fl\e jx'avnt nickel and

356
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/me and 'issued' in the original prest*ntation case which held the five 1913

Liberty head nickels."

"Whatever it is, it's still unique and it's sitting there in the case," New-
man stud with a laugh.

It is stvn at the outset that Newman considered two of the coins to

be head and shoulders above the others in quality. These are numbers

1 (Eliasbt'rg-Legend) and 2 (Olsen) in the registry below.

The comment that these coins are of different qualities and seem

to have been struck on different planchets is very poignant. These dif-

ferences are readily discernible in the examination of the coins today,

but they have been almost entirely ignored by modern writers. It has

been suggested that this may indicate they were made outside of the

Mint, by using existing coins as planchets, as blank planchet stock of

uniform quality would not have been available. Also, as only one of

the five has Proof surfaces, the strikings may have been made at dif-

ferent times. The Norweb specimen (number 3 in the registry below)

has the sharpest details by a small margin. The Walton (number 2) and

McDermott (number 5) coins are flatly struck at the corn ear to the left

of the ribbon bow.

The weighing of each specimen might indicate whether planchet

differences accounted for variations in sharpness. If all are the same

weight, then at least two coining periods would seem to be indicated.

The whole matter is very curious. Such mysteries to contemplate!

James R Kelly

Eric P. Newman didn't need all five nickels. He kept the two best,

these being the pair he acquired first. B.G. Johnson was tapped to

sell the other three, which he did in 1942 to James F. Kelly, an up and

comer in professional numismatics. A few years earlier, in June 1938,

he advertised:

Collectors, Gentlemen:

During the past month and in the future I am devoting full time to

numismatics. I have a large stock of United States coins, on which I will

cheerfully quote prices. 1 would like to purchase quantities of choice gold,

silver and copper United States coins. Write me what you have for sale and

price desired, or I will make you an offer. All correspondence answered. 1

am trying to build up a business on honesty, courteous sendee, reasonable

prices, and a thorough knowledge of numismatics.

At your ser\’ice,

James Kelly.

I knew Kelly very well and was a partner with him in the formation

of the Paramount International Coin Corporation in Ohio in 1965. By

that time he had been "Trends" editor of Coin World since its incep-

tion in April 1960. Kelly was generous in his sharing of numismatic

information and recollections with me, and over the years I hav'e made

good use of some of the knowledge obtained, particularly with regard

to United States gold coins from overseas hoards. If I ever write my

memoirs I'll include some Kelly-iana of interest.

The Passing of Samuel W. Brown

Samuel W. Brown, who by this time was nearly completely forgot-

ten and was a name unknowm to most collectors, was the subject of

an obituary in The Numif^niatist in August 1944:

Samuel W. Brown, M, of North Tonawanda, New York, died on June

17th, after a year's illness. A native of Pennsylvania, he had resided in

North Tonawanda for many years, taking an active part in civic affairs,

serving as mayor for several terms, and for ten years was a member of the

Board of Education

Ik’fom leaving his native stale lie wasempluvisl for a time st(iii-Li.<.|M-(

in the Mint at Philadelphia, and afterwards liKati'd himself in toiT

State. He at one time was apjjointed a member of tlie Assay * ommission
His former membc'rship in the American Numismatu AssiKiation vk.is

acquired many years ago, his number Ix-ing M(IK

The account went on to state that Brown died in his home at .303

Goundry Street. He was survived by his w idow Carry (or Came), and

a daughter, Mrs. George Brillinger of Cleveland.

In the same year B. Max Mehl offered the Olsen specimen of the

1913 Liberty Head nickel, the first ever presentation in an auciion

catalogue.

Fast forw'ard to the numismatic market of the 1960s, Abe Kosoff

latched on to the collection of Edwin M. Hydeman, owner of Wiest's

Department Store in York, Pennsylvania. Included was a 1913 Liberty

Head nickel, in gcxrd company with a handful of other rarities, includ-

ing an 1894-S dime, an 1876-CC tw’ent\'-cent piece, an 1866 quarter and

half dollar without motto, and an 1804 silver dollar. Perhaps Kosoff

over-hyped the sale, and without doubt the reserves were set tex)

high. Although I attended the sale and carried home the 1894-S dime

at $13,000, a record price for the time, the 1913 nickel, the 1804 dollar,

and some other rarities remained the property of Hydeman, although

they had been reported as having been "sold."

Continuing Fame of the Nickel

In the ]950sand early 1960s, J.V. McDermott, w'ho conducted a mail-

order rare coin business, was the leading advertiser in the Scrapbook,

taking multiple pages in each i.ssue. Often, he prefaced his message

w'ith some down-home comments, including about his pet coin, the

1913 Liberty Head nickel.

Some collectors and dealers keep their rarities in safe dep^isit boxes,

but not McDermott. He carried the nickel, kxise and jangling wTth other

coins and his keys, in a pants pocket! At conventions his favorite nearby

location was the bar, where as often as not he could be found sitting on

a stool, passing his nickel around to others and telling of its value and

rarity. The coin gradually acquired nicks and wear. Finally, someone

persuaded him to put it into a little green plastic holder, w'hich he did,

but it was still carried around w'herever he w'ent.

P.B. Trotter, Jr., a numismatist and an officer of the Union Planters

Bank of Memphis, Tennessee, w^as a very' nice fellow. I remember him

w'ell. His favorite coins w'ere 1839-0 half dollars, with the mintmark

on the obverse, which he stood ready to buy whenever I had one for

sale. At one time w'e also had a discussion of his collecting images of

ships on coins, and for a time this was a specialty'. However, his castle

in the sky was the 1913 Libertv' Head nickel. He wanted one, and with a

passion! It seems that several times a year he w'ould contact McDermott

about the nickel and make offers to buy it, after which the owner would

say, "No thanks," and write about it in the Scrapbook.

In 1966 the veteran dealer died, and in 1%7 w idow Betts McT)erm<M1

consigned the coin to Paramount International Coin Corporation, then

located in a modem office park in the north part of Dax tem (mv office

w as on the second floor). By that time, the 1913 Libertx Head nickel

had still not gained much respect, and in the cataU'igue, lames p KelK

then president of the firm, included this as part of the descnption

Then? has always been, and always w ill be considerable strrx h-t

rounding the ongin of the 1913 LiK'its Head nict^el Lot what )l n-.?.v hr

worth, it is my opinion that these com'- wen' stnii t at the Mm* !!«

peritxl when the dies for the buffalo niAH wen ig pnT'srod 1 baar

this opinion on extensive aTnversalion>. w ith the at. Ma.
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Tui; Finhst 1913 Libhrty Head Nickel

B.G. Johnson, and Ira Reed during that period when I handled three of

these nickels.

The reason for the person or persons involved in striking these coins

and obtaining them from the Mint, along with withholding knowledge of

their existence, can only be speculation and never a known fact....

At the ANA Convention that summer it was auctioned by Kelly at

the podium for Paramount and sold for a record $46,000, creating a lot

of excitement. The buyer was Aubrey Bebee, of Omaha, Nebraska.

As a postscripf to this scenario, P.B. Trotter, Jr., had hoped to buy this

particular nickel, the object of his desire for so many years. However,
in coming fo Miami from Memphis there was a one-hour difference

in time, and he set his watch in the wrong direction. When he arrived

on the spot, the coin had been sold. He offered Bebee a $10,000 profit

on the spot, then raised it to $12,000. "It's not for sale," the new owner
replied (information provided to the author by Donn Pearlman from a

transcript of a conversation). In 1969 Trotter tried an offer of $75,000,

again with no success.

The 1960s and 1970s

For years the unsold Hydeman Collection specimens of the 1913

Liberty Head nickel and 1804 silver dollar remained in Abe Kosoff's

bank vault in Palm Springs, California, not moldering, but resting

comfortably. Every once in a while he would ask me if I had a customer

for eifher, but at the $100,000 asking price for each, I did not. These

figures could not be backed up by market prices for these or comparable

rarities. Then, as now, most experienced collectors were very savvy.

Although the Hydeman specimen of the 1913 was far nicer fhan fhe

McDermoft coin—indeed there was no comparison in quality—still

the asking price was more than double the recent record set by the

other piece. It was not that Kosoff didn't try. He offered, cajoled, wrote

about, and otherwise tried to stir up interest. In the same era he had

a set of silver strikings of 1876-dated pattern dollars which he tried

to sell, writing about them in his Com World column and elsewhere,

but to no avail. In hindsight, a contrarian investor could have reaped

millions!

In the meantime, in early 1968, John B. Hamrick, Jr., professional

numismafisf in Aflanfa, builf a new enterprise, World-Wide Coin

Investments, Inc., name soon changed from "Inc." to "Ltd." He was

bound and determined to conduct a large business. It was probably a

good time to do it, as the coin market had suffered greaf lumps from

1965 onward (when the 1960-1964 boom ended), and by this time

interest was rebuilding.

Backed by substantial cash reserves, World-Wide posted bid and ask

prices for commemorative coins, hardly a new concept, but one that

this time was backed with meaning—for if someone sent Hamrick a

dozen coins or 100, he could afford to buy them. In contrast, the "bid"

prices of some other dealers were apt to melt away when items were

offered
—

"I already bought what I need," or similar. Soon, Warren E.

Tucker, another accomplished numismatist, joined the firm. In 1971

World-Wide bought the Peachtree Coin Shop from Aflanta dealer

Blaise Dantone. Not long afterward World-Wide set up a huge Bur-

roughs computer in its Atlanta office, becoming the first company in

the rare coin field to have such impressive equipment on its premises.

Other dealers, including me, gazed upon the apparatus with amaze-

ment. Remember, this was an era before personal computers and the

Internet—and only really large business enterprises could afford such

computers and the staffs needed to run them. Tending a computer was
sort of like caring for an airplane—it needed constant attention. No
other rare coin firm had anything like it.

World-Wide was making waves in the market, big ones, but the

best was yet to come. Abe Kosoff still had the unsold 1913 Liberty

Head nickel and 1804 dollar from Hydeman Collection, and the price

was still $100,000 each. In 1972 John Hamrick struck a deal to buy
the pair for $180,000 cash and selected the prices to be set on each

coin, deliberately pegging the 1913 as the first coin to ever change

hands for $100,000, as he considered it to be the more famous and

desirable of the two rarities. In December 1972, this was published

in The Numismatist:

"It would not surprise us to see a single United States rare coin trade for

ONE MILLION DOLLARS before 1980," said a spokesman for World-Wide

Coin Investments, Ltd., of Atlanta, Georgia, in a recent news release.

World-Wide recently purchased a 1913 Liberty Head nickel for $100,000

from Abe Kosoff of Palm Springs, California. In the same transaction, the
i

1804 silver dollar was purchased for $80,000. It is the intention of World-
j

Wide Coin Investments, Ltd., to display the recent purchases at coin shows

throughout the nation.

In 1975, my business partner, Jim Ruddy, and I bought a half-inter-

est in the coin from World-Wide, but sold our interest back in 1976.

Meanwhile, we exhibited it at the 1975 ANA Convention, where it i

attracted a lot of attention.

In 1977, after a series of intermediaries were involved, the coin land-

ed in the collection of Dr. Jerry Buss, Los Angeles sports team owner.

In the meantime, the three other 1913 Liberty Head nickels remained

with the Norweb family, the Eliasberg family, and dealers Aubrey and

Adeline Bebee. I say three others, not four, as the "Reynolds" specimen

occasionally displayed by George O. Walton remained missing.

The Fame of the 1913 Nickel Escalates

The sale of the World-Wide coin to Dr. Jerry Buss launched yet

another round of fame, the eureka moment, for the 1913 Liberty Head

nickel. While it was in his possession, through 1985, and then in the

collection of Reed Hawn, 1985 to 1993, it was discussed, exhibited, and

generally viewed as the great American rarity. Detractors remained,

but perhaps as for the rare and famous 1804 silver dollars, the past

did not matter as much as the present. By this time, critic Don Taxay,

John J. Ford, Jr., and Walter Breen were no longer writing numismatic

books and articles, but were occupied by other matters.

"Whatever I tell you three times is true," Lewis Carroll said in "The

Hunting of the Snark."

Press agentry turned into reality, and the 1913 Liberty Head nickel,

which had been a nice coin all along, in my opinion, now gained wide

respect. By that time most newcomers to the market had never heard of

B. Max Mehl or did not know about his 1913 nickel campaign. By the
j

mid 1990s the 1913 nickel had been projected into the forefront

—

the
|

rarity to have! It was a new era, with new people, new stars in the
|

numismatic firmament.

As they say, the rest is historv!
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ROSTER OF 1913 LIBERTY HEAD NICKELS
In cnnnoction with the sale of the Eliasberg 1913 Liberty I lead nickel in 1 996, 1 compiled a roster of the five s^xvimens jnd

their past owners. In 2(X)3, Beth Deisher, editor of Coin World, picked up on the 1913 Liberty Head nickel and wrot.^ st-M-ral

stories about it, one of which earned her an award from the Numismatic Literary Guild. Eric T. Newman has Kvn most

helpful as well. The updated roster given below draws from these sources plus my own con\'ersations with nickel t)wners

from B. Max Mehl, Stephen K. Nagy, and Emery May Holden Norweb onward to those of our own era. At the end of each

numbered pedigree listing is the different listing of numbers given in the recent (July 2005) Million Dollar Nickch btx>k:

MAGAZINE

No. 1. Eliasberg-Legend Specimen

This is the finest specimen, catalogued as Proof-66 in the Eliasberg Col-

lection and in a PCGS holder today at the same grade. This is the specimen

now offered at auction.

It seems to have been struck from Proof dies, but on an ordinary

planchet. This example was selected by St. Louis numismatist and histo-

rian Eric P. Newman in 1942 as the one to keep from the group of five he

purchased through Burdette G. Johnson from the Col. Green estate. This

and the Olsen coin, considered second finest, were the first two purchased

by Newman, soon followed by the other three. Going back to the 1920s,

some writers have considered all 1913 nickels to

be Proofs, but my view is that this is the only one

with a claim to that status, and the others all have

or had mint lustre (1 have examined them all, and

carefully).

Numismatic Gallery acquired this coin from

Newman in 1948, and on December 14 of that

year, Abe Kosoff, partner in the firm, offered it

to Louis E. Eliasberg. The sale took place in early

1949. These were the glory years of the Numismatic

Gallery, which had been located in New York City,

but which had recently moved to Beverly Hills,

California. Kosoff was one of the leading figures

in the hobby at the time, and in 1955 he would be

the single most important person in the founding

of the Professional Numismatists Guild. In the

1970s, he was the main factor in setting up the

American Numismatic Association Certification

Service (ANACS) and, soon afterward, worked

with Kenneth Bressett (in particular) and the writer

in the creation of the first edition of Official A.N.A.

Grading Standards for U.S. Coins. He died on March 19, 1983, at the age of

70 and was widely mourned. Later, 1 and staffers catalogued and auctioned

his numismatic estate, and 1 wrote a book-length biography of him, Abe

Kosoff: Dean of Numismatics.

This version of the 1913 nickel transaction, with a different date, was

given by Abe Kosoff a long time afterward, in an article in Coin World,

December 14, 1977: "It was in 1945 that Molly and 1 were invited to the

Newman home for a delightful dinner, after which Eric and 1 talked coins

while the two ladies concentrated on knitting. In fact, while Molly was

teaching Mrs. Newman a particular stitch, Eric sold the 1913 nickel to me.

This coin 1 st>ld to Louis Eliasberg.... It is the best of the five. The price?

$2,350 or $2,400, not more." Perhaps this is simply reflective of the fact that

if you read a dozen different accounts of the histon,' of the 1913 Liberty'

Head nickel, you w'ill find a dozen differences in certain dates, names of

owners, grading evaluations, and more.

This coin remained w ith Louis E. Eliasbt'rg Sr., then after his passing

went to his s<in, Richard A., who in 1996 consigned it to my company. It

sold for $1,485,0(X1, the first coin ever to cross the million-dollar barrier, a

<msation. The buyer was (ay Parrino, who had made a splash by handling

oflxT rarities under his trade style, The Mint. To this day, this remains the

ultimate rarity ever added to his holdings, although he did endeavor to

s quire a 1933 double eagle

I It I WIN

Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr. featured with his

fantastic collection.

On July 29, 2003, a special reception was hosted by Ste\'e tx'ppi and

John Snyder of Diamond International Galleries, in their elegant facilities

in Timonium, Maryland. This coin, bv that time owned by Dwight Manlev,

had just been sold to Edward C. Lee, and this latest transaction was the

subject of a special ceremony, much to the delight ot guests presi-nt, includ-

ing numismatic and local society' notables, among whom were Mr. and

Mrs. Richard A. Eliasberg. The event was cixirdinated by Laura Spi'rber,

who exhibited the Olson specimen of the 1913 Lilx*rtv Head nickel, w hile

the ANA lent the McDermott coin for the ix'casion, and the Smithstmian

Institution provided the Norweb spt*cimen. Editor Da\'id C. 1 larf^x*r coveivd

the event for Numismatic Neu'S (excerpt):

"What a night. What generosity. What hap-

pened?

"Q. David Bow'ers walked to the microphone

to announce that Dw'ight Manley had sold his 1913

nickel (with a pedigree to Eliasbi'rg) to Edward C.

Lee. Bowers called Manley and Ltx* torw'ard and

there was an impromptu press conference abouf it.

The sale price was not disclost*d, but it was put in the

neighborh(K)d of $3 million. Suddenly, the full atten-

tion of the evening was on Iax*. His purchase* raised

the value bar from under $2 million to $3 million and

he said he expt*cted the coin's value to be $5 million

before too many more years pass.

"Congratulations were offered. Lee said the

transaction had been in the works since April. The

spotlight of numismatic fame w-as now' diri*ctly on

him. His nickel would be the one in the case with

the most recent sales date and the highest recorded

price."

It was a night to remember for the glitterati of

Baltimore and some of the most important figures on the American nu-

mismatic scene.

Lee held it for nearly tw o years, then in June 2005 announced that titU

had been transferred to Legend Numismatics (co-owned by Laura Sperber;,

w ho earlier ow ned specimen no. 4. Sperber, a fine friend and busint*ss col-

league, has an eye for rarities, and on another occasion 1 was delighted that

Legend Numismatics acquired the Eliasberg specimen of the 1HK3 trade

dollar (whose numismatic persona is somewhat similar to that of the TM3

LiberU’ Head nickel—both bom under unrecorded circumstances and Nifh

said to have a mintage of just five pieces). Both of these grand coins went tr.

Bruce Morelan, the present consignor of the coin, and w herx* nun ; -mitK

biography 1
gave earlier in this presentation.

Pedigree: Samuel W. Brown andlor Stephen K Nagv '

K. Nagy, likely on consignment for a time in 792.3-J924 to Avgt'A

1920s to 1924} • Wayte Raymond (1924) • Aol I H R >o

Green estate (19.^-1941) • Eric P Nrwman<1^41-lHFi • -. V

Kreisberg trading as the Numi'^mali: (Gallery -4'’ ' • C'ui

Sr. (1949-1976) • E/iflshrre cHatr to he cn Rirhani i ler-h-r

• jav Parrino il9St>-2001 ) • Dwight Manlrj tev inr . ahfo-eu' .

Group ( 2001 -200 'i • Edward C !er i :(i(i(-2t>0^‘ • l oio.: sp- 'h

Numismatic^ • ’-•ocr Morrian • \hlhon Doliw '
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The Finest 1913 Liberty Head Nickel

No. 2. Walton Specimen
This and the McDermott coin (No. 5) are the only two pieces flatly

struck at the ear of corn to the left of the ribbon bow on the reverse,

perhaps indicating they were struck at a different time. This coin was
deaccessioned by Eric P. Newman and was acquired by James F. Kelly,

the Dayton jeweler and rare coin dealer who was rising to prominence in

the early 1940s. Kelly is thought to have sold it directly to Dr. Conway A.
Bolt, Sr., although accounts are mixed (Kelly to Bolt is the scenario by Paul
Montgomery, et ai, Million Dollar Nickels, p. 169). From there it was said by
Bolt to have gone to the R.J. Reynolds family (Abe Kosoff Remembers,"
Coin World, December 14, 1977), providing the label that was attached to

this particular coin for a long time, the "Reynolds specimen," although
a spokesperson for that family—the Reynolds clan in the tobacco busi-

ness—has no record of such a coin.

In actuality, the coin seems to have been traded or sold to George O.
Walton, Roanoke, North Carolina, collector and dealer who often obtained

coins on consignment from others and sold them to customers by visiting

them in person. Whether the Reynolds family owned it in the meantime
is not known. No doubt this well-to-do family made many purchases of

unusual things, and it is not likely that a later spokesperson would have had
a full record of family acquisitions. In any event, Walton did not publicly

acknowledge ownership of the nickel, but said that he had "access to the

coin whenever he wanted to display it." Walton was pictured holding one
of these nickels in the July 1960 issue of the Appalachian Bulletin, a local club

newsletter (reprinted in Numismatic News, July 15, 2003), although other

publicity concerning it seems to have been sparse. In a scenario reminiscent

of Guy de Maupassant's "String of Pearls," Walton had a fake made (by

altering a 1910 nickel) for casual passing around and a real one which he
kept as a personal treasure. This provided a display piece that in reality

needed no insurance or other protection as it was of no value!

On March 9, 1962, Walton was killed in a head-on car crash while on
his way to a coin show. A large number of coins were recovered intact

and without damage by local police from the wrecked vehicle, although

his watch and ring were nowhere to be found. The rarity-studded

Walton estate collection was auctioned the next year by Stack's, but the

1913 nickel was not included as it was believed to be a fake, adjudged
as such by a team of experts (the identities of whom were not disclosed)

at the American Numismatic Society, New York City, and perhaps also

based on knowledge that Walton had been displaying a false coin for a

long time. (Paul Montgomery, et ai. Million Dollar Nickels, pp. 208, 210).

No. 3. Norweb Specimen

The third of the 1913 Liberty Head nickels is the Norweb Collection

specimen donated to the Smithsonian Institution, where it is a showpiece.

I did the appraisal for this coin and assisted the Norweb family wifh the

transmission of the munificent gift in 1978. By a tiny margin this seems to

have the sharpest details of any of the five coins.

At one time it was a highlight in the fantastic collection of rare coins

formed by His Majesty, King Farouk of Egypt. His reign began in 1936 and

was notable for its incompetence, waste, and personal aggrandizement.

The Egyptian treasury paid for a long list of art objects, coins, stamps,

paperweights, pornography, antiques, and other items with which he sur-

rounded himself. Farouk was an avid buyer of numismatic rarities in the

1940s and at the time was the best customer of several American dealers.

Many items and collections were sent to Egypt in the 1940s, as the King

paid just about any price asked. Numismatic Gallery sold sections of several

It was speculated that the real 1913 coin once owned by Walton had
been sold by him to a private client, identity unknown, or, alternatively,

that Walton never owned an original. Theories were plentiful, and facts

were scarce.

In 2003 Bowers and Merena Galleries, then located in Wolfeboro, New
Hampshire, and owned by Collectors Universe (the writer and Ray Me-
rena having sold their interests), offered $1 million sight-unseen to buy
the authentic Walton coin if it could be found, with company president

Paul Montgomery arranging the publicity through Donn Pearlman, the

story being told in the Million Dollar Nickels book. The owner of the Walton
coin, which had passed to Walton's sister, Melva W. Givens, then to others

after she died in 1992, took note of the excitement and brought the coin

forth to Montgomery, assuming it was Walton's fake (altered from 1910)

nickel, but noting that it looked a lot like pictures of a real one! In due
course the Walton specimen was re-examined by a group of experienced

dealers (Montgomery, John Dannreuther, David Hall, Mark Borckardt,

Fred Weinberg, and Jeff Garrett), who pronounced it to be genuine. Voila!

By that time. Bowers and Merena had moved to Mandeville, Louisiana.

(In time, the Bowers and Merena building in Wolfeboro, owned all the

while by the writer and Ray Merena, became the home of American
Numismatic Rarities, Christine Karstedt president, evolving into Stack's

in 2006). However the newly re-identified Walton coin was not for sale.

It was exhibited along with the other four specimens at the 2003 ANA
Convention in Baltimore, where the whole suite of coins, not together in

one place since Eric P. Newman had them in 1941-1942, attracted a great

deal of attention. Beth Deisher, editor of Coin World, took the story and ran

with it—and landed an award from the Numismatic Literary Guild. The
designation "Walton specimen" seems more appropriate than "Reynolds

specimen" today, and I use it here.

Pedigree: Samuel W. Brown and/or Stephen K. Nagy (1913-1920s) • Stephen

K. Nagy, likely on consignmentfor a time in 1923-1924 to August Wagner (early

1920s to 1924) • Wayte Raymond (1924) • Col. E.H.R. Green (1924 to 1936) •

Green estate (1936-1941) • Eric P. Newman (1941-1942) • Burdette G. Johnson

(1942) • James F. Kelly (1942) • Dr. Gonway A. Bolt (1942 to circa 1945) •

Private owner named Reynolds, said by some to be the R.J. Reynolds family,

although a spokesperson for that family was unaware of any such connection

(to 1946); this connection is tenuous, was mentioned many times in the 1950s

and early 1960s, but is unproved, (circa 1945-1946?) • George O. Walton (circa

1946-1962) • Melva W. Givens (1962-1992) • Givens estate heirs (1992 to date)

• Million Dollar Nickels No. 4.

major collections including patterns from F.C.C. Boyd to Farouk. In other

instances, special strikings of medals (1946 United Nations gold "pattern

ducaton") and contrived rarities (e.g., 1884-dated Hawaiian fantasy coins)

were made up for him. Farouk had a policy, at least with Numismatic Gal-

lery, to submit coins in a series of invoices not exceeding $9,999 in United

States money, as for purchases of $10,000 or more he was required to file

a record with the state treasury (Abe Kosoff and Abner Kreisberg to the

author, as part of extensive conversations about Farouk).

Along the way the monarch acquired many exceedinglv important

and high quality American rarities that anvone would be pniud to own.

In particular, he assembled one of the finest holdings of United States gold

coins, replete with many rarities and gold strikings of patterns. Among
these was a 1933 double eagle, said to have Ixvn the coin that \vas auctioiuxi

by Sotheby's / Stack's in 20(12 for $7,5'J0,020 and in 2lX13 the subject of a

2004 book by David E. Tripp, Illegal Tender.

J
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The Finest 1913 Liberty Head Nickel

Inly 2h, 1^52, Farouk was overthrnwn by a military junta under

viamal Abdul Nasser and went into exile (when* he continued to spend

lavishly, but not on collectibles). The military government Unik over his

jx>ss«.*ssions, and in 1953 announced they would be auctioned. The sale

tiK>k place in Cairo in early 1954 under the direction of Sotheby's London

office, rhe cataloguing was hasty, pt'rhaps due to the circumstances of

consignment, and many rarities were grouped together in lots, often with

meager descriptions. The sale listing drew a lot of attention, as dealers and

collectors figured that bargains were ripe for the plucking. A
group of Americans decided to go, including Abe Kosoff, Sol

Kaplan, Ambassador and Mrs. R. Henry Norweb, Hans M.F.

Schulman, John J. Pittman, James P. Randall, Robert Schermer-

horn, Paul Wittlin, Gaston DiBello, and Maurice Storck, and

members of some of their families. Schulman was there by

necessity, not by choice, as the deposed king still owed him

money. By arrangement with the new Egyptian rulers, Schul-

man was given a credit, which he collected by "selling" shares

of his interest to buyers at the sale.

The 1913 Liberty Head nickel was included as part of a

date collection of nickels, as Lot 1695,

without any particular notice being

made of it. Mrs. Norweb wanted to

buy the 1913 and made this known to

her fellow countrymen. The American

contingent of bidders persuaded the

auctioneer for Sotheby's, Mr. Levy

(called "Mr. Lee" by many at the sale),

to extract it from the group and offer

it separately, which was done, as Lot

1695A.

It fell to the partnership of Sol Ka-

plan and Abe Kosoff (the latter being

co-owner with Abner Kreisberg in the

Numismatic Gallery) to acquire the lot,

with Kaplan as the bidder and buyer

for 1,300 Egyptian pounds, equal to

about $3,750, plus a 5% surcharge, or

about $3,940. Sol Kaplan then transferred

it to Abe Kosoff. The arrangement was

orchestrated behind the scenes by Mrs.

Norweb, who did not want to attract attention. Immediately afterward it

was sold to Mrs. Norweb at cost, although in the process there was some

disagreement, as Kaplan and Kosoff suggested that as they had bought it

so cheaply, she should pay them more. In addition, Kaplan said that he had

another commission, from an unnamed American dealer, and would have

paid more, and that he had no choice but to raise the price on Mrs. Norvv^eb,

so as not to offend his other client. None of these comments played well

with Mrs. Norweb, w'ho in any event landed the coin, despite the clumsy

effort to stick her with a higher price (Emery May Holden Norweb, recol-

lection to the author).

For some time, Abe Kosoff and his partner Abner Kreisberg had been

drifting apart in their ownership of the Numismatic Gallerv'. Kreisberg felt

that he was treated like a "clerk" assigned to mind the store in Bev’erly Hills,

w’hile Kosoff went here and there to exotic places and, sometimes, had

deals with Sol Kaplan, of which Kreisberg was not given details and was

not involved. This rankled Kreisberg to no end, and after Kosoff returned

from Egypt, the two dissolved the company, w'ith Abner keeping the retail

'fore Kos<iff conducted his business by mail order while, on occasion,

entertaining clients at his fine home in Encino, over the mountain from

Beverly Hills (comments made by both Kosoff and Kreisberg, separately, to

the author) In a few years Abe and his wife Molly moved to Palm Springs

In I9h2 he was instrumental m the launching ot Numismaii.; I nti rpr>s«-

managed by st)n Steve Kosott and son-in-law Mike Klimar., wK*i marrn-u
daughter Sunny (who had attended the Farouk sale) t)n March 1
Steve, age 28, died ot a heart attack. Abe Kosoff's enthusiasm tor nunus
matics dimmed after that time, but he kept his tingers m the- business pie

until his passing in 1983.

Abner Kreisberg operated the store in Beverly Hills tor a long time,

later with Jerry Cohen, who had moved from Tucson, Ari/.ona, to bt' his

partner. The arrangement was later dissolved, Kreislx-rg

went into semi-retirement, but was involved in many
transactions. He died July 19, 1997, at the age of 93, and was
widely mourned.

On March 17, 1965, the still-exiled Farouk, weighing

nearly 300 pounds and recovering from a heart attack ot a

few months earlier, was at dinner in Rome with his latt*sf lady

acquaintance. After gorging himself with lobster thermidor,

two orders of roast lamb and potatoes, a generous helping

of oysters, servings of beans, and a large trifle dessc.*rt, he

suffered another heart attack. A few hours later he died,

ending a life of dissipation. His only

child and heir. Prince Fouad, lived

quietly in Switzerland.

In the 1970s the Norweb family,

owner of the Farouk 1913 Liberty

Head nickel, made several important

gifts to numismatic institutions in-

cluding a 1787 Brasher douhUxtn and

many other coins to the American

Numismatic Society, New York. In

1977, to celebrate the year of their 50th

wedding anniversary' in 1978, Ambas-

sador and Mrs. R. Henry Norweb

decided to donate the 1913 Liberty

Head nickel to the National Coin Col-

lection at the Smithsonian Institution.

The coin almost went to the American

Numismatic Association, but Mrs.

Norw'eb disliked certain "political"

situations among elected officials of

the ANA, and the Smithsonian was

chosen instead. 1 was called upon to facilitate the transaction, the appraisal

being set at $225,000, based upon the price advertised by Robert L. Hughes

for his coin (no. 4) in the summer of 1977. The Smithsonian destination,

which was announced in a press release of August 31, 1978, was probably

all for the best, for the ANA later acquired another example (see No. 5

below'). Today, the curators at the Smithsonian earn high marks from the

numismatic community for their contributions to numismatic scholarship

and the w'elcome given to collectors.

Among the four nickels, other than the Eliasberg Proof, this was once

considered to be the second or third finest known by some obserx’s . s

How'ever, w'hile in Farouk's possession it was dipped and lacquered Todax

it probably ranks as third or fourth, in any event far above the fifth

Pedigree: Samuel W. Broum and/or Siephen K. Vagy n9U-192(:- > •

K. Nagy, likely on consignment for a time in 1 923-1924 to Aug:, ^ ix 3 ™

1920s to 1924) • Wayte Raymond <1924: • Col E H R. Green ' - ' 3 •

Green estate (1936-1941> • Eric P. Sermnan ^941-1942' • -
^

• "s

1944.) • Mumismatic Gallery '1944 ; • King Farouk : 1944 PC? • 7 3- ;

Egypt (1952-1954; • Strategic partner.hip of .--*f K, 'ft --id ' 3 - >4 •

Emery May Holden Noruvb '1954-197S - • - .iH:

• Million Dollar NickeP No. 1. , 'r,ere a-^ the ' w f,*- -3 r

Attendees at the Palace Collections auction in Cairo, Egypt,

where King Farouk's (shown above) coin collection was sold.



The Finest 1913 Liberty Head Nickel

No. 4. Olsen Specimen

This particular coin is probably the most publicized of all examples,

apart from the Eliasberg coin, and has the cachet of being the only example
ever handled by B. Max Mehl, for whom the 1913 nickel was central to his

memorable advertising campaign. This specimen was owned by a succes-

sion of numismatists as delineated below.

In the Fred Olsen sale, 1944, it was sold to King Farouk of Egypt, who
found it to be redundant after he acquired the Boyd coin (no. 3 above),

which he considered to be of higher quality. Noblesse oblige and royal

prerogatives aside, the monarch was requested to pay for the coin, after

which Mehl would try to market it. For some reason, Farouk had it sent to

the American Numismatic Society, New York City, where curator Henry
Grunthal, who often did some coin business on the side, was empowered
to sell it (a related account by Abe Kosoff appeared in , Coin World, Febru-

ary 7, 1977).

Grunthal laid it off to his friend and sometimes associate, Edward
Gans, proprietor of Numismatic Fine Arts, in the same city, who planned

to include it in an auction on May 7, 1946, conducted with Grunthal.

The event was delayed and did not take place until May 21st. Although
it was stated that the coin had sold, it did not, and it was sent back to

Mehl in Texas. In 1947, Mehl tucked it into the catalogue featuring the

Will W. Neil Collection. This time the stars were in proper alignment

and the coin sold. The buyer was Edwin A. Hydeman, owner of Weist's

Department Store in York, Pennsylvania. A variation on this scenario

was provided by Abe Kosoff in an October 25, 1972 reminiscence in Coin

World: "Originally this coin was in the Fred Olsen collection via B.G.

Johnson of St. Louis and James Kelly of Ohio. Farouk submitted a bid.

Before the auction closed, Farouk purchased the F.C.C. Boyd specimen

of the 1913 nickel from me. When Mehl advised Farouk that he was
awarded the Olsen piece as well, Farouk asked that Mehl resell it for

him. Hydeman purchased it."

The coin subsequently went to World-Wide Coin Investments, Ltd., as

delineated earlier in my account.

This particular nickel was called "dull, scratched Unc." by Walter

Breen in his 1988 Encyclopedia. In my opinion, and writing as a former

owner, I do not consider it to be deserving of such a negative description.

Indeed, it has been highly acclaimed by all who have owned it. I consider

it to be a very nice coin in a lower Mint State classification. The coin has

been graded as Proof-6A by PCGS. Again, different people can look at a

coin and, in the case of 1913 Liberty Head nickels, come up with widely

different opinions as to grades! This is either amusing or frustrating to

observers, as in the example of a certain specimen of an 1804 dollar once

graded EF-45 by a professional service, then later "graduated" 13 points

by the same service to become AU-58!

Pedigree: Samuel W. Brown andjor Stephen K. Nagy (1913-1920s) •

Stephen K. Nagy, likely on consignment for a time in 1923-1924 to August

Wagner (early 1920s to 1924) • Wayte Raymond (1924) • Col. E.H.R. Green

(1924 to 1936) • Green estate (1936-1941) • Eric P. Newman (1941-1942) •

Burdette G. Johnson (1942) • James F. Kelly (1942) • Fred E. Olsen (1942-

1944; collection auctioned by B. Max Mehl) • King Farouk, most of this time

in the possession of Mehl, to whom it was sent on consignment, finally to be

sold in 1947 by listing it in the Will W. Neil Collection catalogue (1944-1947)

• Edwin Hydeman (1947-1972) • World-Wide Coin Investments (1972-1975)

• Bowers and Ruddy Galleries, Inc. (1974-1975, jointly with World-Wide) •

Possibly then to Continental Coin Co. (1975), with whom a transaction seems

not to have been perfected. • World-Wide Coin Investments (1975-1977) •

Robert L. Hughes Enterprises, a subsidiary ofA-Mark (1977) • Superior Gal-

leries (1977) • Dr. Jerry Buss (1977-1985; auctioned by Superior Galleries) •

Reed Hawn (1985-1993; auctioned by Stack's) • Bought by Dwight Manleyfor
Spectrum Numismatics and a Nevada investor (1993-2002) • Laura Sperber,

Legend Numismatics (2002-2004) • Donald W. Doyle, Jr., Blanchard & Co.,

Inc. (2004) • Midwest collection (2004 to date) • Million Dollar Nickels No.

2, there as the "Hawn Specimen.

"

No. 5. McDermott Specimen

The fifth example, somewhat circulated due to being mixed with pocket

change, is the nickel owned by J.V. McDermott. This and the Walton coin

are the only two pieces flatly struck at the ear of corn to the left of the rib-

bon bow on the reverse, perhaps indicating they were struck at a different

time from the other three pieces.

After McDermott died on September 29, 1966, his widow Betts con-

signed it to Paramount International Coin Corporation. Sold at auction in

1967, with James Kelly at the podium, the coin went to Aubrey E. Bebee.

Later, Aubrey and his wife Adeline, having retired from their highly suc-

cessful rare coin business in Omaha, donated it to theANA Money Museum
in Colorado Springs, where it has been a prime drawing card ever since.

Due to its mishandling this is the least attractive of the five specimens.

In his 1988 Encyclopedia Walter Breen noted that while Kelly had called it

"Uncirculated, partly rough," this was flagrant overgrading, for "The coin

I saw is EF, nicked, scratched, cleaned; exhibited at hundreds of conven-

tions, reportedly used by McDermott for barroom betting." My own view

is that "nicked, scratched, and cleaned" is unnecessarily derogatory, and

that, simply, "Extremely Fine," will do nicely. Again, coin grading can be

amusing (or whatever)!

Pedigree: Samuel W. Brown and/or Stephen K. Nagy (1913-1920s) •

Stephen K. Nagy, likely on consignment for a time in 1923-1924 to August

Wagner (early 1920s to 1924) • Wayte Raymond (1924) • Col. E.H.R. Green

(1924 to 1936) • Green estate (1936-1941) • Eric P. Newman (1941-1942)

• Burdette G. Johnson (1942) • James F. Kelly (1942) • J.V. McDermott

(1942-1966) • Elizabeth ("Betts") McDermott (1966-1967) • Aubrey and

Adeline Bebee (1967-1989) • American Numismatic Association Money

Museum (1989 to date) • Million Dollar Nickels No. 5, there as the "ANA
Specimen."

Credits include these: Probably the first truly realistic and comprehensive view of this rarity was in 1971 when Courtney Cuffing, Clyde

Merv'i.s, and others on the staff of the Amos Press (publisher of Coin World and, at that time. The Numismatic Scrapbook Magazine), delved

into the subject in depth. An excellent article, "Liberty 1913 Nickel Offers Mystic Aura," in the Scrapbook was the result. This study served

as a foundation for what I later wrote in Adi>entures With Rare Coins, with some new ideas added by Courtney Cuffing, who kindly a'-

viewed my manuscript. • Beth Deisher's articles in Coin World have been useful as well. • The 2005 book. Million Dollar Nickels, furnished

information, particularly for the Walton specimen. • My 2006 book by Whitman, A Guide Book of Shield and Liberty Head Nickels. • Eric P.

Newman kindly furnished his files on the 1913 Liberty Head nickel.

J
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Now, The Eliasberg Specimen, No. 1

When American iiiinmwatic rarities are discussed, the

1913 is aliiHti/s a key topic, the rarity ofrarities. The Eliash'rj^

specimen. No. 1, about to be offeredfin sale is the ivryfinest

of thefii’C kuoum, an American legend and treasure.
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THE TERMS OF SALE
I

rhis sale is by public auction conducted by licensed

auctioneer(s). The bids will be for specific lots which will

be opened for bidding in numerical order. In the event that

bids for the same amount are received for the same lot, the

winning bid will be the earliest received. The decision of

the Auctioneer as to identity of the winning bidder shall be

final. Any person submitting bids on behalf of a corporation

or any other entity agrees to be personally liable for pay-

ment of the purchase price and any related charges as well

as responsible for the performance of all buyer obligations

under these terms of sale. No "buy" or unlimited bids will

be accepted. No bids will be accepted from minors.

Stack's, LLC, (subsequently referred to as Stack's) re-

serves the right to postpone or cancel the auction without

notice in its sole discretion. Any lot may be withdrawn by

Stack's without notice prior to it being opened for bidding.

Neither Stack's nor the consignor shall be liable for any costs

or damages arising from either the withdrawal of material

at the auction or the delay or cancellation of the auction.

3
The purchase price shall be the sum of the winning bid

and a buyer's premium of 15% of the amount of the

winning bid. The purchase price shall be paid in full prior

to delivery of the lot absent other arrangements between

the successful bidder and Stack's. The decision to extend

a line of credit and the decision to withdraw a previously

authorized line of credit shall be within the sole discretion

of Stack's. Stack's reserves the right to deny participation in

the auction if, in Stack's sole discretion, the bidder's prior

business dealings with Stack's have been unsatisfactory.

4
Pavmcnt shall be by cash in United States funds or checks

drawn on United States banks. The purchase price shall

be paid upon delivery of the lot or receipt of Stack's invoice

for the lot, whichever occurs first. All associated costs for

the delivery of the lot such as handling, shipping, insurance,

and related charges will be added to the purchase price for

lots not picked up after the auction by the winning bidder.

On any account not paid within the prescribed terms of sale.

Stack's reserves the right to extend credit and to impose

peri(xlic finance charges at the rate of 1-1 /2% per month

'18'' per annum) on the unpaid balance. By bidding in

the sale, the bidder grants to Stack's a security interest in

all numismatic material purchased by the bidder, amounts

due the bidder by Stack's, and any numismatic material of

the bidder possessed by Stack's to secure the payment of

any present or future indebtedness of the bidder to Stack's

and authorizes Stack's to file a financing statement without

the bidder's signature. The buyer agrees not to sell, pledge,

or hypothecate the lots purchased until paid in full. If the

account is referred to an attorney for collection, the buyer

agrees to pay all costs, including attorneys' fees, with inter-

est accruing on the balance, until fully paid, at the specified

rate.

5
Bidders shall be responsible for all taxes due as a result

of their purchases.

6
Title does not pass from the consignor to the successful

bidder until the purchase price for the lot has been paid

in full. The risk of loss is on the buyer once the lot is either

in transit to the successful bidder or in their possession.

7
Stack's reserves the right to establish the opening bid for

any lot, to establish bidding increments, and to refuse any

bid. Stack's reserves the right to place bids on behalf of the

consignor up to the amount of a reserve price established

by the consignor. Stack's will not accept a reser\'e price from

a consignor above the high estimated value shown in the

catalog for the auction and any exceptions to this rule will

be announced at the auction prior to the opening of bidding

on the material. Stack's shall make reasonable efforts to

properly enter and execute bids received by mail or by other

means. However, Stack's shall not be liable for any errors for

incorrectly entered or incorrectly executed bids.

8
Bidders are responsible for their bids including any errors

they may make in placing bids. All bids shall be in even

dollar amounts and any bids not in whole dollar amounE

will be rounded to the next highest dollar. All bid sheets

must be signed, and Stack's reserA es the right to refuse and

reject unsigned bid sheets.

9
All items offered in this auction catalog arc guaranu

to be genuine. Buyer agrees that except tor quevtionv >f

authenticity’, there is no right of return for any reas*>n u i

swver for anv coin certified by any third party a’F; - *

service. Further, Buyer agixx's that ex^A pt tor ‘.yu-t' “ of

SiackS
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authenticity, there is no right of return for lots nor shall

Stack's accept any returned lots from any floor bidder or

any bidder who examined the lots prior to the sale. Mail,

FAX and Internet bidders may make return requests within

three days of the receipt of the lot. Coins must be returned

to Stack's offices in Wolfeboro, N.H. within 30 days from

the date of the auction. Any coin which has been physically

altered or removed from its container or holder shall not be

returnable nor accepted by Stack's.

Bidders by accepting these terms of sale acknowledge

that the grading of coins is a subjective process for

describing the relative ranking of coins as to their condi-

tion. Consequently, the language used to describe any coin

in this catalog, including but not limited to the grading of

such coin, are statements of subjective opinion by the Stack's

staff. No warranty, whether expressed or implied, including

the warranty of merchantability, is made with respect to any

coin contained in this catalog. In the event of a typographical

error or other error. Stack's reserves the right to withdraw

any item from the auction with or without notice, to correct

the error by verbal announcement before the lot is opened

for bidding or, if the error is discovered after the auction, to

refund the successful bidder's funds without further obliga-

tion. The maximum obligation of Stack's to any bidder shall

be the purchase price for any lot in dispute or for which a

refund or adjustment is made for any reason.

n Stack's acts as an auctioneer to sell coins for the

various consignors. Therefore, no claims of any kind

(except for authenticity) can be considered by Stack's after

settlements, which occur 45 days after the auction, have

been made with the consignors.

Cash advances may have been made to some consign-

ors in anticipation of auction proceeds. Stack's may

consign items to this auction and may participate as a bid-

der. Stack's or the consignor may bid for their own account

at the auction and may have information not otherwise

available to the bidders regarding reserves, bid values, and

other material facts relating to the lots opened for bidding

at the auction. When a lot is sold to the book, it may be

sold, passed over, withdrawn from the auction, returned

to the owner or bought by Stack's. Any consignor may bid

on any lot, including lots containing coins consigned by

the consignor.

By placing a bid in this sale, a bidder agrees that this

transaction shall be construed in accordance with

the laws of the State of New York and that neither New
York's or any other state's choice of laws and/or conflict

of laws shall be applied. Any dispute between Stack's and

bidders at the auction (except for non-payment) shall be

settled exclusively by binding arbitration under the rules

then in effect of the Professional Numismatists Guild, Inc.

conducted at New York, New York. In the event of non-

payment, Stack's and a successful bidder agree that any

judicial action shall be heard and determined only by the

courts of the State of New York and the successful bidder

hereby consents and submits to the personal jurisdiction

of the courts of New York.

In the event of litigation, the party against whom a

final judgment is rendered shall pay the prevailing

parties' legal costs, including attorneys fees and witness

fees, and all other costs incurred by it during the course

of such litigation.

Information in this catalogue is believed to be cor-

rect, but the auctioneer makes no representations or

warranties concerning the property to be auctioned. All

pre-sale announcements and statements shall supersede

the information set forth in this catalogue.

These Terms of Sale are intended to be part of all lot

descriptions contained in this catalogue. Bidding in

this auction sale constitutes acceptance by the bidder of the

foregoing Terms of Sale.

Additional Information for Bidders

To insure we receive your bids, please have mail and fax bids

to us by Noon, Eastern Time, Saturday, December 30, 2006.

• There will be pre-sale and live bidding available on the

internet at www. stacks.com.

• Pre-registration to bid during the live auction required

by Monday, January 1, 2007.

Phone Descriptions: Any request for phone descriptions should

be made by Friday, December 22, 2006.

Prices Realized will be published approximately 30 days after

the auction. Prices realized will be posted on the Internet soon

after the sale at www.stacks.com

New Bidders: If you are a new bidder, be sure to send your

credit information: Attn: Laurel Morrill, at least 10 days befoa'

the auction. There is very little time, if any, to rex'iew this

information during the auction. All bidders not known to us

will be required to submit a deposit of 25% of total bids Ix'foa'

bidding in the sale.

Floor Bidder Registration will begin 30 minutes betoa' the

sale at the entrance to the auction room.

I’Kmsc note; Ir.insp.ircnt holders m which the .uiction lots .ire stored are to facilitate viewing and inspection of the lots and AKF NU*! intended tor lon);-tenu stv'rajio.
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Suggestions FOR Mail Bidders
Biddinj^ in our auctions can be an interesting,

enjoyable, and numismatically rewarding experience.

Even if you are an experienced bidder, you may find

that some of the following comments will increase

your success. In the event that you wish to ask further

questions, phone Cynthia LaCarbonara.

Mail your bid sheet as early as possible. This is

particularly important if you are a new bidder,

for it takes us time to check your references. A
bid sheet mailed a few days before the sale might

not reach us until a week later—at which time

the coins will have been sold to others!

As the sale date draws near, fax us your bids

anytime 24 hours a day [our fax number is (603)

569-3875). Or, telephone your bids to our Auction

Department. Please follow up your phone and

fax bids with written confirmation.

We've found it best to use a work sheet to compile

bids. In this way you can check back and forth

throughout the catalogue, make changes and

revisions, and so on. Then when you've decided

on your final bids, enter them on the bid sheet.

Try your best to keep the bid sheet neat and

clearly understandable, listing the lots in order.

Check your bid sheet carefully. You will be

responsible for any bids on wrong lots or for the

wrong amounts. Please be careful.

Don't bid more than you want to pay! Review your

financial circumstances carefully lx*fore bidding.

There is always the possibility that you may bt*

awarded all of the lots you bid on. If you are

awarded lots, you are legally bound to pay for

them immediately.

Please keep current price levels in mind when
bidding. While high and low prices sometimes

occur, most items sell within market ranges. If a

popular coin sells for $500 on the retail market,

chances are not good that a bid of, say, less than

$400 will win it. On the other hand, chances are

excellent that a bid in the $500-$600 range will be

competitive. There is no harm in bargain hunting,

but as your time is valuable (and so is ours), it

is most productive if you keep current values

in mind while bidding. The higher you bid,

the greater your chances are for success. It has

been our experience that many people who bid

strongly, or check the options to increase bids by

an optional 10% to 30% actually purchase at least

some lots below their maximum authorization

once the sale takes place.

Ink is best for writing bids. Pencil tends to blur.

If bid changes are necessary, do not write over

figures. Instead, cross them out completely and

re-enter the bids. Put your telephone number on

the bid sheet. This way we can call you if there

is a question about a bid.

Special Bidding Options

Total Expenditure

Ifyou wish to limit your total expenditure, please fill in the maxi-

mum amountyou wish to spend on theTOTAL EXPENDITURE

line on your bid sheet. You can then submit bids for amounts up

to eight times the amount of the maximum expenditure. This is

a personal service and an Stack's customer representative will

personally attend to your bid sheet by bidding from the auc-

tion fl(xir, buying lots for your account until your authorized

expenditure is reachtxd. While we will do our best in your behalf,

due to the spetxl of the auction sale and the sometimes crowded

amditions, we cannot be responsible for failure to execute such

a bid propv’rly. Due to the b(xikktx'ping invoK'ed, this service is

offenxl only to bidders with maximum expenditures of $1,000

or mon'. TOTAL EXPENDITURE and SINGLE LOT GROUP

bidding can be aimbintxl.

Single Lot Group

up to five lots may be grouped with brackets for a SINGLE

LOT GROUP purchase, if you wish to purchase only one

example of a coin of which several examples appear in

the sale. Such lots should be bracketed on your bid shex't.

While we will do our best on your behalf, due to the speed

of the auction sale and the sometimes crowded conditions,

we cannot be responsible for failure to execute such a bid

properly.

Optional Percentage Increase

We invite you to take advantage of the optional KT , to V'

,

increase to help vour chance of being a ‘.mxvsvtul bidder

Check the appmpriate place on vour bid vhrvt
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